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James E. Yurgealitis 
 

 
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

SUMMARY: 

Self employed as a Legal and Public Policy Consultant providing Technical Firearms and Forensic 
Consulting, Testing and Policy Research / Training Services to Corporations, Legal Counsel and the 
Public Sector

EDUCATION: 

B.A., Political Science and Psychology, St. John Fisher University, Rochester, New York – May 1985

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 

December 2012 to Present: Independent Legal and Policy Consultant / Subject Matter Expert 

Currently provide independent consulting services to Corporations, Legal Counsel and Governmental 
entities in regard to Public Policy and Technical matters relating to Firearms, Firearms Policy, Forensics 
and Law Enforcement. Current and former clients include the Office of the District Attorney for Cook 
County Illinois, The City of Sunnyvale, California, The City of Highland Park, Illinois, The Office of the 
Attorney General for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the Center for American Progress, 
Washington D.C. I have provided sound policy and technical assistance for my clients to include expert 
testimony which successfully endured the opposition’s legal appeals to the U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals 
and the U.S. Supreme Court.   

December 2003 to December 2012: Senior Special Agent / Program Manager for Forensic Services 
ATF National Laboratory Center (NLC), Beltsville, Maryland. U. S Department of Justice, Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) 

Directed the administration and management of ATF’s Forensic Training Programs to include the 
National Firearms Examiner Academy (NFEA) a 12-month training program for State and Local Forensic 
Firearm Examiner Trainees. Also managed two additional forensic training programs. Administered a 
$1M + budget in accordance with strict ATF and National Institute of Justice (NIJ) guidelines and 
reporting requirements. Responsible for oversight of all Forensic Firearms related research at the NLC. 
Supervised a full and part time cadre of fifty-two (52) instructors and administrative personnel.  
Maintained liaison with commercial firearms and ammunition manufacturers and subject matter experts 
and ensure that lesson plans and curriculum reflected the latest technical developments in firearms 
manufacture, forensics and their application to federal and state law. Applied for, received and managed 
in excess of $2M in external grants to facilitate uninterrupted delivery of training during internal budget 
shortfalls. Detailed to the Department of Homeland Security Command Center in 2005 with overall 
responsibility to coordinate and direct Federal, State and Local Law Enforcement assets during and 
following Hurricanes “Irene” and “Katrina” and again in 2010 for “Andrew” and “Danielle”. 

June 1997 - December 2003:  Special Agent / Violent Crime Coordinator, ATF Baltimore Field Division, 
Baltimore, Maryland 
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Responsible for management of ATF’s “Project Disarm”, a joint law enforcement initiative between ATF, 
The United States Attorney’s office for the District of Maryland (USAO), the Baltimore City Police 
Department, the Baltimore City States Attorney’s Office and the Maryland State Police. Duties included 
reviewing over 400 state and local firearms related arrests annually for subsequent referral to the USAO 
and Federal Prosecution. Managed a caseload of 75 – 100 criminal cases annually. Responsible for 
selection, referral, follow - up investigation and subsequent indictment and prosecution of armed career 
criminals. Testified in front of Federal Grand Juries in excess of 75 times annually. Was recognized, and 
testified, as an expert witness in the Identification, Operability and origin of Firearms and Ammunition in 
three Federal Judicial Districts. Toured over 25 firearms and ammunition manufacturing facilities in 
Europe and the United States. Temporarily assigned in 2001 for three months to the 9-11 Task Force 
investigation in conjunction with FBI Assets. Temporarily assigned to the D.C. Sniper Task Force 
Intelligence Group in 2002 for two months. 
 
June 1990 – June 1997: 
Special Agent, ATF Baltimore Field Division, Baltimore, Maryland 

Served in various capacities as a street-level Special Agent.  Acted as Group Supervisor and Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge on numerous occasions. Served on the Washington – Baltimore High Intensity  
Drug Trafficking Area (HIDTA) task force from 1995 – 1999.  Investigated armed narcotics trafficking 
organizations, seized assets, authored and executed Federal and state search and arrest warrants, 
conducted surveillance, interviews / interrogations, testified in Federal and state courts as a fact witness, 
purchased firearms, explosives and narcotics while in an undercover capacity, investigated fatal bombings 
and arsons, firearms trafficking, alcohol and tobacco trafficking, homicide, fraud and gun store burglaries. 
Also while detailed for 8 months as the Public Information Officer authored press releases, provided 
interviews to local and national print and television media outlets and made presentations to local and 
national public and special interest groups and associations. 

April 1989 – June 1990 and July 1986 – March 1987: Special Agent, United States Department of State, 
Diplomatic Security Service (DSS), Washington Field Office, Rossyln, VA 
 
Conducted investigations of violations of Federal Law under the department’s purview to include 
Passport and Visa Fraud, Illegal trafficking of restricted firearms and war materials to prohibited 
countries, human trafficking, seized assets, authored and executed State, local and Federal Arrest and 
Search Warrants,  testified in Federal Court as a fact witness, detailed on an as needed basis to the  
Dignitary Protection Division as Agent in Charge of  multiple protective details for visiting and resident 
foreign dignitaries, temporarily assigned to support Physical and Personal Protective Security in various 
U.S. Embassies overseas on an as needed basis, detailed to the Secretary of State Protective Division on 
an as needed basis to supervise agents assigned to augment the permanent protective detail. 
 
March 1987-February 1989: Special Agent, DSS, Secretary of State Protective Division, Washington, DC 
 
Served in various capacities as Acting Agent in Charge, Acting Shift Leader, Lead Advance Agent and 
Shift Agent. Responsibilities included close personal protection of the Secretary of State both 
domestically and overseas, extensive foreign travel to facilitate and prepare security arrangements for 
overseas visits to include Presidential Summit meetings, liaison with foreign host government officials to 
plan and solicit assistance with security arrangements, supervision of agents temporarily assigned to 
augment the detail, liaison with U.S Government Intelligence Agencies and other Federal, State and Local 
Law Enforcement Agencies to identify and protect against potential threats to the Secretary of State.   
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CLEARANCES:  Top Secret March 1986 valid through February 2015. Numerous prior SCI Clearances. 
 
TEACHING EXPERIENCE: 
 

- Instructed at the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center (FLETC), for ATF and other Federal 
Law Enforcement Agencies  

- Instructed at the International Law Enforcement Academy (ILEA) in Budapest, Hungary 
- Instructed for numerous State, local and / or regional law enforcement agencies both in the United 

States, Canada and Central America 
 
LINKEDIN PROFILE AND ENDORSEMENTS: 
 
https://www.linkedin.com/in/james-jim-yurgealitis-68618464?trk=nav responsive tab profile pic 
 
REFERENCES: 
 
Available upon request 
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 Professional Qualifications of James E. Yurgealitis 

Independent Legal, Public Policy and Forensic Consultant 

 
I, James E. Yurgealitis, being duly sworn, depose and state: 
 
1.)   That I was previously employed as a Senior Special Agent / Program Manager with    

  the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms & Explosives, (ATF) United States  
  Department of Justice, and had been so employed since 1990. Prior to 1990 I was  
  employed as a Special Agent with the Bureau of Diplomatic Security, (DSS) United  
  States Department of State and had been so employed since 1986. 

 
2.)   I have a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Political Science and Psychology from St. John    

  Fisher College, Rochester, New York. 
 
3.)   I am a graduate of the Federal Law Enforcement Training Center, Glynco, Georgia,       
        the Criminal Investigator Training Program, Bureau of Diplomatic Security New  
        Agent Training, and the Bureau of ATF New Agent Training Program. 
 
4.)   I have completed the Firearms Interstate Nexus Training Program conducted by the       
        Firearms Technology Branch, ATF Headquarters, Washington, D.C. 
 
5.)   I have completed both Advanced Interstate and European Nexus Training conducted      
        by ATF in conjunction with several domestic and European firearm manufacturers. 
 
6.)   I have testified in excess of 200 times before Federal Grand Juries regarding the    
        classification, operability, and commerce of firearms and / or ammunition. 
 
7.)   I have previously qualified as an expert witness regarding the origin, operability /      
        classification and interstate movement of firearms and ammunition in U.S. District   
        Court for the District of Maryland, U.S. District Court for the District of Delaware  
        and the Circuit Court For Baltimore City, Maryland. 
  
8.)   I have conducted regular training for local, state and federal law enforcement    
        agencies both domestically and overseas regarding firearms classification,  
        operability and firearms statutes. 
 
9.)   I maintain a personal library of books, printed material and documents that relate to  

  the field of firearms, ammunition, and firearms classification, attend local and     
  national trade shows and professional association meetings, and regularly review    
  periodicals relating to firearms and ammunition. 

 
10.)  I attend trade shows, maintain contact with, and regularly consult with other     
        persons, to include  published authors and recognized experts in the origin,    
        identification and  classification of firearms and ammunition. 
 
11.)  I have, during my tenure with ATF, personally examined in excess of five thousand  
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 Qualifications Of  James E. Yurgealitis contd. 
 
firearms to determine their origin and classification and operability, and to facilitate  
the tracing of  those firearms.  
 
I have toured production facilities for numerous firearms and ammunition manufacturers. The 
tours were conducted by corporate historians, corporate officers, or production engineering 
personnel. 
 
Domestic Firearm Manufacturers: 
Bushmaster Firearms, Ilion, NY, USA 
Colt, New Haven CT, USA (4x) 
H&R 1871 Inc., Chicopee, MA, USA (2x) 
Marlin, North Haven CT, USA (4x) 
O.F. Mossberg & Sons, North Haven, CT, USA (4x) 
Remington Firearms, Ilion, NY, USA 
Savage Arms Inc., Westfield, MA, USA (4x) 
Sig-Sauer / SIGARMS Inc., Exeter, NH, USA (3x) 
Smith and Wesson, Springfield, MA, USA (4x) 
Sturm Ruger, Newport, NH, USA (4x) 
Yankee Hill Machining, Florence, MA, USA 
 
Foreign Firearm Manufacturers: 
Carl Walther GmbH, Ulm, Germany 
Ceska Zbrojovka (CZ), Uhersky Brod, Czech Republic 
Fegarmy (FEG), Budapest, Hungary 
F.N Herstal S.A., Herstal, Belgium 
Glock GmbH, Deutsch-Wagram, Austria 
Heckler & Koch GmbH, Oberndorf au Neckar, Germany 
J.P. Sauer & Sohn GmbH, Eckernforde, Germany 
 
Domestic Ammunition Manufacturers: 
Fiocchi Ammunition, Ozark, MO, USA 
PMC, Boulder City, NV, USA 
Remington, Lonoke, AR, USA (4x) 
Sierra, Sedalia, MO, USA 
Starline Brass, Sedalia, MO, USA 
 
European Proof Houses 
Beschussamt Ulm, (Ulm Proofhouse) Ulm, Germany 
Beschusstelle Eckernforde, (Eckernforde Proofhouse) Eckernforde, Germany 
Czech Republic Proofhouse, Uhersky Brod, Czech Republic 
Liege Proofhouse, Liege, Belgium 
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Qualifications Of   James E. Yurgealitis contd. 
 
I have been allowed regular access to the following reference collections: 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco Firearms and Explosives Reference Collection, Martinsburg, West 
Virginia, USA consisting of 5,000+ firearms 
 
Liege Proofhouse, Liege, Belgium consisting of 1,000+ ammunition cartridges 
 
Springfield Armory National Historic Site Firearms Collection, Springfield, MA, USA 
consisting of 10,000+ Firearms 
 
Smithsonian Institution (Museum of American History) Firearms Reference Collection 
Washington, DC, USA, consisting of 4000+ firearms 
 
Wertechnische Studiensammlung des BWB, (Federal Defense Procurement Bureau Museum) 
Koblenz, Germany consisting of 10,000+ Firearms 
 
I have toured the following museums: 
Heeresgeschichtliches Museum, (Museum of Military History), Vienna, Austria 
Hungarian Military Museum, Budapest, Hungary 
Springfield Armory National Historic Site, Springfield, MA, USA 
United States Air Force Museum, Dayton, OH, USA  
United States Army Ordnance Museum, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Aberdeen, MD, USA 
United States Military Academy Museum, West Point, NY, USA 
United States Naval Academy Museum, Annapolis, MD, USA 
Wertechnische Studiensammlung des BWB, (Federal Defense Procurement Bureau Museum) 
Koblenz, Germany    
 
Membership in Professional Organizations: 
 
Member, International Ammunition Association (IAA) 
Technical Advisor (pending approval), Association of Firearm and Toolmark Examiners (AFTE) 
Member, Federal Law Enforcement Officers Association (FLEOA) 
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1/28/23, 6:03 PM Guns - Copyright.jpg
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UNCLASSIFIED 

AD NUMBER 
AD343778 

CLASSIFICATION CHANGES 

TO: unclassified 

FROM: confidential 

LIMITATION CHANGES 

TO: 
Approved for public release, distribution 
unlimited 

FROM: 
Distribution authorized to U.S. Gov't. 
agencies and their contractors; 
Administrative/Operational Use; 31 JUL 
1962. Other requests shall be referred to 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, 
Arlington, VA. 

AUTHORITY 
31 Jul 1974, DoDD 5200.10; DARPA per DTIC 
Form 55 

THIS PAGE IS UNCLASSIFIED 
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CONFIDENTIAL 

AD 343778 --

DEFENSE DOCUMENTATION CENTER 
FOR 

SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION 
CAMERON STATION. ALEXANDRIA. VIRGINIA 

e 
CONFIDENTIAi .. 
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D'IC3: lllen l()Venaent or other 4nv1Dp, -,.ci• 
f1catioo1 or other data an u,ecl tor DY pal'PON 
otlaer tban ill connection with a definitely nlated 
ac,nnaent pJ'OCUnaltllt opezation, tbe u. s. 
Ckmtnaent thereby incur• no re1p0D1ib1l1t7, nor uy 
obliption llbat,oeverJ and tbe tact tm.t tbe Ckmtm• 
aeDt ~ bave tonmlatecl, turnillbed, or ill mq ~ 
iNpplied the N14 clravinp, 1pecif1catiau, or other 
data 11 DOt to be reprde4 by illplicaticn or otber• 
viN u ill uy anner l1ceu1D1 tbe bolder or DY 
other penon or corpozaticn, or COllffYUll UT ript1 
or pel'll111ion to aumtacture, UN or Nll uy 
:patented invention tbat -.y ill uy ~ be related 
thereto. 

Na.rICE: 

TBIS D0CtlElfl' COJITAINS INF<R4ATION 

AP'FECTIRl THE NATIONAL DEFDSE OF 

THE UJl1'l'ED STATES WITBIN THE MEAN

lIG OF THE ESPIONAGE LAWS, TITIE 18, 

U .s .C., SECTIONS 793 and 794. THE 

TRAMOOSSION OR THE REVELATION OF 

l'l.'S C;Clt?llfl'S IN ANr MADER TO AN 

tJlWJTDlZED PERS01' IS PROKtBITED 

nuw. 
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To: 
From: 

Subject: 
Enclosure: 

CONlFllDENTilAL 

ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
Washington 25, D. C. 

20 Au1u■t 1962 

Addressee, 
OSD/AR.PA ·- . 
F~eld Teet Report, AR-15 Armalite Rifle ;-:; .. ' - · . . .. .J]I 
Final Report, OSD/ARPA Research and Development IU~l , A~ :

1 
\ 

Unit -- Vietnam U 
: ··-· -.:.. J .. u-·~ 

·: 1.SlA Jl 

l. The AR-15 Armalite rifle has been subjected to a comprehensive 
field evaluation under combat condition• in Vietnam. The results of this 
evaluation, contained in the attached report, are forwarded for your informa
tion. 

2. Because of the controversy which has surrounded this weapon, 
particular care was exerci■.ed to insure that the te1t• were objective, 
thorouah and adequately documented, and to in1ure that valid data and 
concluaion• were derived therefrom. 

3, The auitability of the AR-15 as the basic 1houlder weapon for the 
Vietnameae ha• been e■tabliahed. For the type of conflict now occurri111 in 
Vietnam, the weapon was alao found by it• users and by MAAG adviaon to be 
superior in virtually all respects to the - a. M-1 rifle, b. M-1 and M-2 
Carbines, ~- Thompson Sub-machine gun and!· Brownin1 Automatic rifle. 

•• Test data derived from recent Ser.vice evaluation• of the AR-15 
in the U.S. support the technical conclu1iona of the report. The Central 
lntelli1ency A,ency has conducted similar tests; it is understood that the 
reaultllof that evaluation are eaaentially identical to those contained in the 
report. 

5. Photoaraph• 7 and 8, Appendix D, picturH of Viet Con1 KIA ahow
b11 the wowad effect of the AR-15 bullet, were deleted from the attached report 
by thi• office. 

6. The concluaion, and recommendation• of this report have been made 
a available to COMUSMACV and CINCPAC by the orl1R.r and~o D d 
, CIA by OSD/ ilP A. k' 

' , 
• C. Phelp 

Down1raded at 3 year CON ]F n JD! N T ll A n.. Aut Director. for 'AGILE 
intervals; Declauifled 
after 12 year•. DOD Dir 5200.10 
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MACRD 

CONIFlllDEN'll'HAL 

RESEARCH • DEVELOPMENT FIELD UNIT 
Advanced ReHarch Projects Aa•ncy 

Office of the Secretary of DefenH 
APO 143, San Franciaco, California 

SUBJECT: Report of Task No. 13A, Teat of Armalite Rifle, AR-15 (U) 

THRU. 

TO: 

Commander (3) 
U. S. Military Auiatance Command. Vietnam 
APO 143, San Franciaco, California 

Commander in Chief, U. S. Pacific (3) 
c / o Fleet Poat Office 
San Franciaco, California 

Advanced ReHarch Project, A1ency (3) 
Office of the Secretary of DefenH 
The Penta1on 
Waahinaton 25, D. C. 

31 July 1962 

1. (C) Forward herewith ia the final report of the tHt of the Armalite Rifle 
(AR-15). It ahould be noted that the report proper in it• prHent form refiecta the 
view• of the U. S. element of CDTC only. It ia bein1 handled in thi• faahion to avoid 
the inference that the Vietnamese, in Hekin1 a newer weapon, miaht have influenced 
the recommendation• in the report. 

2. (C) However, combat evaluation• in Vietnam are neceaaarily joint ven
turea and the reaulta ·muat be made known to appropriate QVN authoriti••· Thi• 
report will no• be coordinated with the VietnameH element in CDTC and will be 
officially cloaed out a• a combined report. It ia thouaht that thi• ia unlikely to 
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re1ult in any 1ub1tantive chan1e in the report •• now written. 

1 Incl. 
AR.-15 Report w/5 Annexet 

Copie1 furniahed; 
CHMA.AO, VIETNAM (4) 

WILLIAM P BROOKS, JR. 
Colonel, Arty 
Chief 

DOWNOaADED AT 3 YEAR. INTER.VA] 
DECLASSIFIED AFTER lZ YEARS 
DOD DIR 5200. 10 
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REPORT OF TASK NO. 13A 
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REPORT OF TASK NO. 13A 
TEST OF 

ARMALITE RIFLE, AR-15 (U) 

l . (U) REFERENCES. 

a. (U) OS,D Meuaae, DEF 907037, DTG 122354Z December 1961. 

b. (U) MACRD Meuaae 367, DTG 050203Z June 1962. 

c. (U) US Army Infantry Board Report of Project 2787, 27 May 
1958, Subject: Evaluation of Small Caliber, Hi&h Velocity Rifle - Armalite 
(AR-15). 

d. (U) Final Report, Li&htweiaht Hi1h Velocity Rifle Experiment, 
US Army Combat Development Experimentation Center, Fort Ord, Califor
nia, dtd 30 May 1959. 

e. (U) Evaluation Report of the Colt Armalite AR-15 Automa.tic 
Rifle, US Air Force Mark■man■hip School, Lackland AFB, Texa■ , dtd 
22 September 1960. 

f. (U) Report No. DPS-96, A Te■t of Rifle, Caliber . 223, AR-15, 
Aberdeen Provina Ground, Maryland, dtd 9 January 1961. 

I· (U) Fourth Report on the THt of the US Carbine, Cal. . 30, 
Ml, ORD Proaram f4972, Aberdeen Provin1 Ground, Maryland, cltd 13 
Aua 1942. 

h. (U) Fir■t Report on Te■t of Production Model■ of the Carbine, 
Cal . 30, M2, ORD Proaram f4972, Aberdeen Provtna Ground, cltd I Au, 
1945. 

i. (U) US Army Infantry Board Supplemental Report of Project 
No 2787, "Evaluation of Small Caliber, Hi1h Velocity Rifle• - Armalite 
(AR-15)", cltd 13 Auau■t 1958. 

2. (C) PUaPOSE. 

The purpo•• of thi• te■t wa• to determine if the Aa-15 Rifle i ■ 
compatible with th• amall atature, body confipration ancl li1ht weiaht of 
the VietnameH Solclier and to evaluate the weapon muter actual combat 
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condition• in South Vietnam. At the :request of MAAG, Vietnam, the 1cope 
of the tHt was expanded to include a comparison between the AR-15 and 
the M2 Carbine to determine which is a mo:re suitable :replacement for other 
shoulder weapon• in selected units of the Republic of Vietnam Armed ForcH 
(RVNAF). 

3. (U) DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL: 

The AR-15 Rifle is a li1htwei1ht, aaa-operated rUle equipped with 
a 20-round, detachable maaaaine. It ia chambered for Cartrid1e, Caliber 
. 223. When fired in the rifle, thi1 round aives the 55 1rain bullet a muaale 
velocity of 3200 feet per second. It has a pla1tic 1tock with a rubber butt, 
auembled in line with the bore. Thia, in conjunction with it1 hi1h line of 
si1bt and separate band &rip, is de1i1ned to minimise rotation about the 
1houlder durina firin1, The two piece upper band 1uard i1 made of metal 
and plastic and i1 de1i1ned for ea1y di1auembly and rapid di11ipation of 
heat. A lever above the a rip on the left aide of the receiver provide• a 
selector for the triger 1afety, semi-automatic and automatic fire. A 
bolt catch hold• the bolt to the rear after the la1t round ha• been fired. A 
cover i1 provided for the ejection port in the :receiver. A three-pron,ed 
muaale attachment, threaded to the barrel, Hrve1 a1 a fla1h 1uppre11or, 
arenade launcher, and a front 1upport for a bayonet. The lower part of 
the front 1l1ht i1 machined to form a bayonet lua. Standard accea1ori•• 
include: Bayonet w/1cabbard: bipod w/caH; 1renade-launchina 1i1ht: and 
a clea.nin1 rod. Photoaraph1 of the weapon appear in Annex "D". 

4. (C) BACKGROUND. 

a. (U) Th• problem of Hlectin1 the moat 1ultable ba1ic weapon 
for the Vietnam••• 1oldler i• complicated by bia 1mall 1tat~• and liaht 
weiaht. The aver .. • 101dler atancl• five feet tall and weiah• ninety poaada. 
Principle US weapon• preHntly i11ued to VietnameH troop• lnclucle the 
Ml918A2; the Thompaon Sub-Machine Oun, Caliber . 45: and the US Car
bine, Caliber . 30, Ml. 

b. (U) BecauH of it• availability and the reault1 of extenalve 
studle1 and previoua teatin1 by military a1encle1. the Colt Armalite Aa-15 
Rifle waa Hlected in July 1961 a• the moat 1ultabl• weapon for initial teat•. 
Thia weapon wa1 developed by the Armalite Dlvi1ion of l'alrclaild Aircraft 
Corporation to meet the military charactel'iatlca for a Uahtwelallt rifle 
utiliaina the hiah velocity 1mall caliber principle. a waa flret teated by 
the US Army Infantry Board ln 1958 (Ref 1. c.). llnce then, the weapoa 
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and its ammunition have underaone exten•ive enaineerin& and •ervice te•t• 
by: Aberdeen Provina Ground; the Combat Development Experimentation 
Center, Fort Ord, California; and the US Air Force at Lackland Air Force 
Baae, Texa•, (Reh 1. d., 1. e., 1. f.). The rifle, with aeveral modifica
tion• reaultina from theae teat ■, i• preaently beina manufactured by Colt'• 
Patent Firearm• Manufacturing Company, Hartford, Connecticut. (Prior 
to completion of thia report, the U. S. Air Force adopted the AR.-15 a• it• 
ba•ic •houlder weapon, replacina the M2 Carbine, the Brownina Automatic 
Rifle and the M3 Sub-Machine Gun). 

c. (C) Baaed upon favorable obaervation• of the AR.-15 by both 
US Advt.on and R VNAF Commander■ followina limited firina demon•tra
tion• conducted in Vietnam durina Auau•t 1961, weapon• were requeated in 
numben •ufficient to conduct a full •cale combat evaluation of the AR.-15 
by aelected unit• of the RVNAF. In December 1961, the Secretary of 
Defen•e approved the procurement of 1000 AR.-15 Rifle•, nece••ary ammun
ition, •pare part• and acce••orie• for evaluation. 

d. (C) 05D/AR.PA neaotiated a contract with the firm of Cooper
MacDonald, Inc., Baltimore, Maryland, for procurement and air •hipment 
of all materiel. The fint •hipment wa• received on 27 January 1962 and 
•ubaequent increment■ arrived approximately every three week• until the 
contract wa• fulfilled on 15 May 1962. Operational evaluation and te•tina 
beaan on 1 February and terminated on 15 July 1962. 

5. (C) SUMMARY OF TESTS: 

a. (C) General. 

(1) (C) To accompli•h the •tatecl purpo•• of thi• te•t, it wa• 
divided into two parta, One part wa• a combat evaluation of the AR.-15 in 
which the weapon• were iHued to •pecially ••lected AR.VN Unit• for u•• 
in their operation• aaam•t the Viet Cona. Alona with the rifle• and ammuni
tion. Vietnam••• Unit Commander■ and US Military Advieor■ were 1iven 
weapon preference and operational que■tionaire• and requeeted to complete 
and return them after trainina and combat uae of the AR.-15. Sample■ of 
the•• queetionnair•• appear a• Appendlc•• 1, 2, and 3 of Annex "A". 

(2) (C) The other part of the te•t con■i■ted of a compari■on 
between the AR-15 Rifle and the M2 Carbine. Area■ in which the two wea
pon■ were compared included: phyaical characterietica; •a•• of di■aHembly 
and aHembly; markaman■hip ability at known diatanc••• ••mi-automatic 
and automatic fire; markman•hip ability at unknown dietanc••• Hmi-
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automatic and automatic fire; rugedneu and durability; adequacy of aafety 
featurH; effect• of open atoraa• in a tropical environment; ability to pene
trate denH bruah and heavy folia1e; and, the individual Vletname•• aoldier'• 
preference between the two weapon•. 

b. (C) R.eaulta, Combat Evaluation. 

(1) (C) For detailed report He Annex "A". 

(2) (C) Summary. The Vietnam.•• Unit Commander• and 
US Adviaor• who participated in the evaluation coneider th• AR.-15 R.ifle 
to be a more deairable weapon for UH in Vietnam than the Ml R.ifle, BAR., 
Tbompaon Sub-Machine Gun, and Ml Carbine for the followina reaaona: 

(a) (C) It i• ea•ier to train the Vietnameae troop• to 
uH the AR.-15 than the Ml IU11e, BAR., Ml Carbine, or the Slab-Machine 
Oun. 

(b) (C) The AR.-15'• phy•ical cbaracteri•tic• are well 
•uited to the •mall atature of the Vietname•• aoldier (Ne photosrapb• 
1 and 2, Annex "D''). 

(c) (C) It i• ea•ier to maintain the AB.-15 both in the 
field and in 1arriaon than the Ml llifle, BAR., Sub-Machine 0ml, or the 
Ml Carbim. 

(d) (C) Th• runeclneH and durability of the All-15 are 
comparable to that of the Ml Rifle and auperlor to that of the BAR., Slab
Machine 0ml, and Ml Carbule. 

(e) (C) The All-15 lmpoN• le•• loalnlcal burden than 
any of th• fom principal weapone preNlltlJ •me UH 'by VlMD&nM•e Force•. 

(f) (C) The All-15 l• tactically more veraatile than ay 
preHnt weapon beiDC uHd 'by Vi•tname•• Fore••· 

(a) (C) . In Nllli•aatomatlc fin, die accvacy of die 
Aa-15 l• COIUli•rN C0119Arable to that of the Ml adle, and aaperior to 
that of the Ml Carbim. 

(h) (C) In automatic fire, the accvacy of the Aa-15 ia 
con•idel'ed comp&l'able to the Bl'OWIWII Automatic &lfl• and auperior to the 
Sub-Maclaim Oaa. 
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c. (C) Re•ult•, Compari•on T••t of the All-15 Rifle and the M2 
Carbine . 

(1) (C) For detailed report He Annex "B". 

(2) (C) Summary: 

(a) (C) Te•t fl, Compari•on of phy•ical characteri•tic• 

(i) (C) Th• AR- U i• comparable to the M2 Carbine 
in •i&e and weiaht. 

(ii) (C) The addition of an int•aral arenacte launcher, 
tele•cope mount, and an acceHory bipod the AR-15 Rifle capabiliti•• 
that the M2 Carbin• doe• not poueH at preHnt and attainment of which 
would require modification of the weapon (He photoSraph 3, Annex "D"). 

(iii) (C) Both the All-15 and the M2 Carbine are com
patble with the U1ht weiaht and diminutive •tature of the VietnarneH 
•o~di•r (•ee photoSraph• 4 and 5, Annex "D"). 

aHembly. 
(b) (C) Te•t 12, Comparative ea•• of dba••embly and 

(i) (C) The All-15 i• •impler than the M2 Carbine 
u,,, require• l•H time to di•aHembl• and r•-••••mbl• for normal field 
c . -'Ulllll (••• photoSraph 6, Annex "D"). 

(ii) (C) The averaa• Vietnam••• •oldier can be trained 
in the di8&Hembly and aHembly of the All-U in leH time than for the M2 
Carbine. 

(c) (C) T••t fl, Mark•mu•bip ability, known di•tance. 

(i) (C) Tb• AllVN eoldier'• ability to •11nr accarate 
-emi-automatic fin at known dl•tanc•a up to 200 meter. with the All-15 and 

.he M2 Carbiae ia comparable. (It la noted that a lll&her pfK•ataa• of te•t 
participuta find .-U,Jilll aeon• with both tile All-15 and the M2 Carbla• 
than with die Ml 1\We.) 

(li) (C) TM AllVN eoldier can •11wer far more 
accurate autaaaatic fin at kaown diatanc•• up to ZOO meter• with the All-15 
tbaa be can with the MZ CarblM. 
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(d) (C) THt t•, Mark1man1bip ability, unknown di1tance. 

(i) (C) The AllVN 1oldier'1 ability to deliver accurate 
1emi-automatic fire on tar1et1 ol unknown ran1e u1in1 the All-15 and the M2 
Carbine ii comparable. 

(ii) (C) The AR.VN 1oldier can deliver more accur
ate automatic fire on tar1et1 ol unknown ranae ~th the All-15 than he can 
with the M2 Carbine. 

(e) (C) Te1t f5, Comparative rugedne11 and durability 

(i) (C) The AR.-15 i1 more durable than the M2 Car
bine under condition• that require prolon1ed firina. 

(ii) ( C) The All-15 will 1tand up to roup handUn1 
normally encountered in combat 1ituation1 better than the M2 Carbbaa. 

(f) (C) Te1t f6, Compari1on al the adepacy al 1afety 
feature,. 

(i) (C) The 1afety feature• on the Aa-15 &Dd the M2 
Carbine are comparable with re1ard to their adequacy and the AllVN ,oi.; 
dier•• ability to wulerltluul bow they function. 

(ii) (C) The location al a 1inpe 1elector 1witc:h, 
which combi11e1 the flm.ctiou al 1afety and type al fire Hlector, • the 
left if.de of the All-1511 receiYer where it i1 euily acce11i'ble to the tlmmb, 
enable• the AJlVN 1olclier to 1et the fir1t round off faater widl die All-15 
than be cu with the M2 Carbine. He muat mu.iplllate the •afetJ •elector 
• die M2 Carbme with hi• triger finaer, t1aen return it to die triger to 
fire. Wltla the All-15, he can keep hi1 fin1er ca the tri11er while muipa
latiq die aafety 1elector with hi8 U.mb. 

<• (Q t••& fl, Fffect• sC MC etnau !a a vmtw 
IPrirmm• 

(i) (C) The f1mctioni.q capahUity of die All-15 la 
le11 affected bJ proloaaecl apoaure to tropical weather tllUI dial of the M2 
CarblM. 

6 
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(h) (C) THt 181 Bruah penetration 

(i) ( C) The trajectory of the All-15 bullet ia not ai1-
nificantly affected when fired thr0111h denH underbruah at ranae• up to 50 
meter■• 

(ii) (C) The All-15 round will penetrate jwlale under-
1rowth equally aa well a■ the M2 Carbine round at ran1e1 up to 50 metera. 

(i) (C) Teat 19, Troop opinion poll 

(i) (C) The areat majority of the AllVN aoldiera who 
participated in the compariaon teat prefer the All-15 to the M2 Carbine. 

6. (C) DISCUSSION: 

a. (C) The exteemely mobile type of oUenaive warfare beina 
■treHed by US Adviaora in Vietnam and the •mall atature ancl lipt weipt 
of the Vietnameae aoldier place a hip premium on amall, liptweipt wea
pona. In addition, the violent abort claallea at cloae ran1e• which are 
characteriatic of perrilla warfare in Vietnam make it hiply deairable to 
have a dependable 1N&pOD capable of producin1 a hip rate of accurate and 
lethal full automati~ fire. 

b. (C) From the viewpoint of atanclarclisation and aimplicity of 
trainin1 and the renltant lODI raaae reduction ol. die lopatica buda.. 
characteriatic• of exiatin1 -..apon1 W11re atwliecl to determine if a ~ 
weapon coalcl be fomul that wwld meet the requirement• for a buiciiioalder 
weapon for Vietaameae troapa. Bia be1inN that ncll a ....,_ NOIIW •
compaH the fo11owms deairable characteriatica of lndi.tclaal weapaaa: 

( 1) The effective ru1e ol. the Ml &ifle. 

(z» TIie lipt weipt and. amall me ol. t1Mt Ml Carbine. 

(J) Tlae full ntomati~ capability ol the BAL 

(4) TIie ailllplic:ity of the IMO. 

OCIMtr ldply deairule, U aOlt mMMl&tory, feature• WOllld iadade a 1-ywt, 
penade leuchm1 _. mper capuility. 

1 
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c. ( C) The Alli. 15 appeared to more nearly •ati•fy the above 
pre•cirbed characteri•tic• than any other US weapon. The import of the 
Al\-15 weapon/ ammunition weipt for unit. that conduct extended opera
tion• without normal re•upply capabilitie• can be Hen in comparln1 the 
24 lb. weipt of an Ml with a battle load of 220 r~• of ammunition with 
the 12 lb. wei1ht of the All-15 with 220 round•. Thia weipt difference 
equal• approximately 430 :round• of Al\-15 ammunition. 

d. (C) The Compari•on Te•t (Annex "B'') •how• the AB.-15 to 
be dl•tinctly auperior to the M2 Carbine. Althoup the M2 Carbine h •uf
ficiently lipt for u•e by the Vietnam••• aoldier, it doe• not poHeH the 
euential characteri•tic• of a ba•ic weapon for affen•ive warfare. It ladt• 
the effective ran1e of the Ml Rifle and ha• a hip malfunction rate (B.ef 
1. e. and 1. h. ). However, it i• apparently available and wa• con•idered 
by MAAG a• the prime competitor a1ain•t the AB.-15. 

•• (C) The Combat Evaluation (Annex "A.11) •how• that all US 
Advi•on and Vietnam••• Commander• who participated in the evaluation 
prefer the AB.-15 to any other weapon with which the llVNAI' are now 
armed. The lethality of the AB.-15 and ita reliability record were parti
cularly impre•aive. All confirmed ca•ualtie• inflicted by the AB.-15, 
includln1 extremity hita, were fatal (•ee photoarapha 7 and 8, Annex 11D"). 
The hip de1ree of reliability and trOllble-free performance of the weapon 
reflected in previ•• teat report• (B.ef 1. c., 1. d., and 1. f.) wu alao note
worthy clurina the te•tlna and evalutaion here. No put• breakaa• waa 
encountered while firln1 approximately 80, 000 romu!• clurln1 the Compari
•on Te•t. Oaly two put• have been i•ned to date to replace breakaae for 
the entire 1,000 weapon•. Stoppaa•• Oil the Aa-15 are eaaily cleared by 
the inclividual aoldier thra11p the application of "immediate acU..11• 

f. (C) A tboroup review of the numerou atateaide Aa-15 teat 
report• referenced In paraaraph 1 reveala notldaa wlaich would make the 
fore1oma viewa uaaoaDd. The reported poor performance of the Aa-15 
under cold weadler condition■ i• of ao concern ill Vietaam. TM widely 
held Yiew tllat the Aa-15 operate• pi,orly under rainy caditi-■ wu Ila· 
proved ln the weapoD'• ••ccmd teat by Aberdeen Proriaa Groaad (a.I 1. f. ). 
Tlloae renlb were cOllfirmed here clurma field operatioaa. No deftcieacie• 
in the W.apGll recautrilla correction prior to adaptiOD were fouad 4uia& the 
teat ill Vietnam, a!thonp two minor c:Juma•• are recommended for prod\act 
impl'OYemeat. TIM•• recommeadati•• appear bl 4-- "C". 

1- (Q TM comNt evahaatioa part of tlda ten la aomenat au
jectiye lllac• it la baaed OD the indiYidual ,-.-•• of may uera. Jt ia 

• 
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believed, however, that the profeuional jud1menta ol. the aenior US 
Advi1on and Vietnameae Commander■ of the unit• te•tin1 the weapon, all 
of whom are mature, experienced 1oldier1, doe1 provide for a 1ound com
bat appraiaal. 

h. (C) From an operational viewpoint, it ii believed that the teat• 
conducted in Vietnam ahow the 1uperiority of the All-15 over the MZ Carbine 
and over other weapon• now iuued to llVNAF. It i• believed that the deci-
1ion a1 to what unit• miaht be iuued the All-15 or which weapon• the 
All-15 mipt replace i• dependent on coat and lo1iatical factor• which are 
beyond the puzview of thi1 unit. 

7. (C) CONCLUSIONS: It i1 concluded that: 

a. ( C) The All-1 S i1 more compatible with the li1ht weipt and 
1mall 1tature of the Vietnameae aoldier than the Ml llifle, the Browmn.1 
Automatic lUfle, and the Thompaon kb-Machine Oun. 

b. (C) The All-15 ie auperior to the M2 Carbine. 

c. (C) The M2 Carbine lack• the neceaAry dependability and 
veraatility for conaidera~on a1 the baaic ahow.der weapon for Vi•tnameae 
troop,. 

d. ( C) The AR.- 1. 5 ::.s capable of replacina any or all of the 
ahowder weapon• cuucmt.:..y ',t!-.:.nl used by the Arm.eel l'orcea of the &epuWic 
of South Vietnam. 

e. (C) The AR.-15 ;s con11idered by both Vietnam••• Commanclera 
and U.S. Military Adviaore who participated in the teat• u the beat "all 
around" ahoulder weap,., .... :'.n v:etnam. 

8. (C) llSCOMMENDATlONS: It ia recommended that: 

a. (C) The AR-1.:- be con1iderecl for adopticm u the baaic we&pOD 
for all RVNAI' with a,.~,. .• .- °:()Ward imprcwma effectiven••· and ~ 
traimn1 and weapona/le:~::.a~c:s 1y11tema. 

b. ( C) Prior lty ior adopticm ol die A&-15 be pv• to dlo•• mt• 
wlllda fNfl'l9atly operate in Junale environmeat for ...._ perioda. INtc••• 
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of the 1ipificant operational and lo1i1tical advanta1e• accruin1 to their 
havin1 the li1hte■t and mo■t effective weapon/ ammunition combination 
available. 

c. (D) The Ml and/or MZ Carbine continue to be i■■ued only 
to tho■e individual■ who, becau■e of their duty or po■ition, can function 
effectively with a weapon be■t ■uited for a defen■ive role. 

ANNEXES: 
A. Combat Evaluation w/3 Appendice■ 
B. Compari■on Te■t 
C. Su11e1ted Corrective Action• 
D. Photo1raph■ 1 throu1h 8 

10 
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. ANNEX "A II 

DETAILS OF THE 
COMBAT EVALUATION OF THE All-15 

L (C) GENERAL • 

. :Selected Vietnamese Unit• which had previoualy been en1a1ed in 
conaiderable combat were iHued All-15 lliflea and ammunition for uae 
aaainat the Viet Cona. In addition, each Unit Commander and US Military 
Adviaor with theae unit• waa pven queaticmnairea in which he waa requeated 
to evaluate the All-15 in compariaon with the other weapcna preaently uaed 
by the llVNAF. (See Appendicea 1, 2, and 3 for aamplea of queationnairea.) 

n. (C) DlSTlUBUTION OF WEAPONS AND AMMUNITION. 

Unit All-15 IUflea Ammunition 

7th Infantry Diviaion 100 SO, 000 rda 

llanaera 100 SO, 000 rda 

Airborne Briaade 390 195,000 rd1 

VN Marine• 100 50,000 rda 

VN Special Force• 100 so. 000 rda 

Special Battalion• 125 120,000 rda 

5th Infantry Diviaion 40 25,000 rda 

J'ather Hoa 10 10. 000 rda 

Total 965 550,000 rd• 

m. (C) DSTAIJ..S OJ' TUT. 

A. (C) ~go .. : To evaluate the performance of the All-15 Rifle 
under actual comliat ooaditioaa and to com.pue tlu.• performance to that of 
the weapon• preantly betn.1 uaed by the RVNAI'. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 

B. ( C) Method: Each Unit Commander and US Military Ac:lvi1or of 
thoH unit• receivin1 All-15 1Ufle1 evaluated it• performance in combat and 
compared it to the performance of thoH weapon• pre1ently bein1 u1ed by 
the R.VNAF. Area• in which the All-15 wa1 evaluated and compared in
cluded: trai.nin&; phy1ical characteriltic1; ea1e of maintenance; ru11edne11 
and durability; lop1tical con1ideration1; accuracy; and tactical ver1atility. 
In the que1tionnaire1 1iven them, Commander• and Ac:lvi1or1 were inltructed 
to award 5 point• to the mo1t de1irable weapon, 4 point• to the 1ecand, 3 
point• to the third, 2 point• to the fourth, and 1 point to the leut dHirable 
weapon in each cate1ory delineated above. 

C. (C) R.e1ult1: The re1ult1 from the que1tionnaire1 are Ht forth 
in the table below and reflect the evaluation of the All-15 by Commander1 
and Advi1or1 of mo1t of the different type• of tactical unit• in Vietnam (a1 
b1ted in paraaraph 11 above). The fipre• indicate the total number of 
point• awarded to each weapon by VietnameH Unit Commander1 and U.S. 
Military Ac:lvi1or1 in their joint re1pon1e1 to the que1tionnaire1. 

1. Trainina. Ml Ml Max. 
All-15 R.ifle BAil SMG Carbine Po••• 

a. Simpleat to train the 
troop• to u1e 59 " 15 37 55 70 

b. Simpleat to train in 
functioninl 61 so 15 37 47 70 

c. Simpleat to train in 
di1a11embiy and a11embly 63 48 H 37 48 70 

Total 183 142 " 111 150 210 

2. PhI•ical Characteri1tic1 Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 IUfle Bil SMG Carbine Po11. - -a. J:a1ie1t for aoldier to 

aim and fire 60 29 17 42 62 70 

b. J:a1ie1t to carry over 
open terrain 59 29 H 43 70 

c. J:a1ie1t to carry throuah 
Jun1le terrain 59 29 H 45 63 70 

d. J:a1ie1t to hold on a tar1et 
while firtna 1everal round■ 69 40 24 24 53 10 

Total 24? 12? 69 154 242 210 
2 
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3. Maintenance Ml Ml Max. 

AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Pou. 
a. Simple•t to di•auemble 
and auemble 65 43 14 39 49 70 

b. Ea•ie•t to maintain in 
the field 63 51 16 34 46 70 

-
Total 128 94 30 73 95 140 

4. Ru11edneu • Du.rabili!I Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Pou. 

a. Mo•t rugged weapon 52 59 33 35 31 70 

b. Had fewe•t •toppage• or 
malfunction• during firing 59 59 20 32 39 70 

c. Mo•t reliable under all 
condition• 57 60 28 30 35 10 -Total 168 1'18 81 97 105 210 

5. Lo1i•tic• Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 R.ifle ~ SMG Carbine Pou. -a. lmpoH• lea•t logi•tical 

burden 66 47 17 30 50 70 -Total 66 47 17 30 50 70 

6. Tactical Ml Ml Max. 
AR.-15 Rifle BAR. SMG CarMne PoH. 

a. Eaaie•t to employ 64 40 18 39 49 70 

b. Preferred in ambu•h/ 
counter-ambu•h •ituation• 69 28 36 29 70 

c. Preferred aaain•t maHed 
troop, 65 32 61 33 19 70 

d. Tactically moat veraatile 69 43 38 29 31 70 - -
Total 267 14S:- UJ 149 128 210 

3 
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7. General Ml Ml Max. 

, AR.-15 R.ifle BAR. SMG Carbine Poaa. 
a. Preferred by troop• 67 28 7a 46 51 70 

b. Preferred by commanden 
and advi1on 6f 33 21 39 f3 70 

c. Mo1t 1uited to VN 1oldier 
under pre1ent tactical condi-
tion1 67 30 21 ,2 50 70 

d. Mo1t effective at moat 
common ranae for enaaaina VC 
(0-200 metera) 63 f6 f9 22 30 70 

Total 261 137 109 lf9 174 280 

Recapitulation: In all aspect• covered, the total ratin11 for all weapon• were 
a1 followa: 

AR.-15 MlR.ifle 

1320 868 

BAR. 

503 

SMG 

763 

MlCarbine Maximum Po■1ible 

894 1470 -
8. Accuracy. Advi1on and Unit Commander• were requeated to evaluate 
the accuracy of the AR.-15 and compare it with other preHnt weapon■ iD both 
automatic fire and 1emi-automatic fire. Their evaluation ia reflected in the 
followin1 table: 

a. Semi-automatic fire 

b. Automatic fire 

AR.-15 
61 

65 

Ml 
R.ifle 
62 

BAR. SMG -
57 42 

Ml 
Carbine 

45 

Max. 
Po••• 

16 

70 

9. (C) R.emarka. Unit Commandera' and Adviaon' remark• conc•nuna the 
value of the All-15 to Vietn&meae Unit• and it• worth a• a combat weapon in 
the war in South Vietnam a• oppoaed to exi1Un1 weapon• were alao req,aeated. 
Generally, the comment• were extremely favorable to the All-15. All of 
the comment• received are preaented below in their entirety and in the form 
in which they were received. 

(1) (C) "On 160900 June 62, one platoon from the 140 R&naer Company 
waa on an operation vie. YT260750 and contacted 3 armed VC in heavily 
toreated Junale. Two VC had carbine1, arenad••• minH, and one had a 

4 
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SMO. At a di1tance of approximately 15 meter■, one R.anaer fired an 
AR.-15 full automatic hittina one VC with 3 round• with the fint l:Nr ■t. One 
round in the head-took it completely ofi. Another in the riaht arm, took 
it completely off, too. One round hit him in the ript 1ide, cau1in1 a hole 
about five inche1 in diameter. It cannot be determined which round killed 
the VC l:Nt it can be aHumed that any one of the three would have cauaed 
death. The other 2 VC ran, leavina the dead VC with 1 carbine, 1 arenade 
and 2 min••· " (R.anaer ■) 

(2.) (C) "On 9 June a R.anaer Platoon from the 40th ln1 R.eat waa 
aiven the miaeion of aml:N1hin1 an e■timated VC Company. The detail■ 
are a1 follow1: 

a. Number of VC killed: 5 
b. Number of AR.-1511 employed: 5 
c. R.anae of en1a1ement: 30-100 meter■ 
d. Type wounda: 

1. Back wound, which cau■ed the thoracic cavity to explode. 
2. Stomach wound, which cau■ed the a~ominal cavity to 

explode. 
3. Buttock wound, which deetroyed all ti11ue of both 

buttock■• 

•· Che1t wound from riaht to left, de■troyed the thoracic 
cavity. 

5. Heel wound, the projectile entered the 'bottom of the 
riaht foot cau1in1 the lea to 1plit from the foot to the 
hip. 

The■e death• were inflicted by the AR.-15 and all were in1tan
taneou1 except the buttock wound. He lived approximately five minute■• 

The followma i• a li1t of minor deficiencie■ noted durina thia 
period: 

a. The stock and heat deflector will reflect liaht. Thia lipt 
i1 vi1ible for approximately 150 feet at nipt. 

b. A braaa bruah is needed to remove carbon from the bolt 
carrier. " (llanaen) 

(3.) (C) "72 AR.-15 lliflH were carried into thi1 action (airborne a1-
1ault). The drop aone waa barely acceptable and many troop■ luuled in 
hip tr•••• Several LMO'• and BAR.'• were not operational after the drop. 
Only one Alt.-15 waa reported 1liptly clama1•d (clama1ed pi•tol 1rip) alMl 
all were operational. Tlucnapout the entire operation, which la•ted 6 daya 
and covered over 40 kilometer■ of difficult terrain incl11Cti.ns den•• j\mpe 
and fr .. unt water croaain11, the weapon• (Alt.-15) held up exceptionally 
well. " (Airborne Bri1ade) 
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(4.) (C) "The AR.-15 proved to be an effective weapon on thi1 opera

tion for the followin1 rea1on1: 

a. The weapon held up very well on the paradrop which took 
place on a 1mall drop zone 1urrouncled by den1e fore1t1. Landin11 of the 
trooper■ were much rou1her than normal. Many troapa landed in hip 
treea. Thil aubjected the individual weapon, to a much more Hvere te1t 
than uaual. Some of the LMG'• and BAil'• were not operational after the 
jump. All All-15'• were functional. 

b. Field maintenance on thia weapon (All-15) proved to be much 
1impler than on the other weapon,. 

c. While no decilive en1a1ement wa1 made ao that the 1trikin1 
power of thi1 weapon (Aa-15) could be obHrved, the troop• had 1reat 
confidence in it and it i• my belief that it wow.d have 1reatly increaHd our 
overall firepower had it been teated. 11 (Airborne Briaade) 

(S.) (C) 11Durin1 the period from 16 April to 11 May 1962, the 8th 
Battalion, Airborne Briaade, participated in two (2) operation• of five ( 5) 
and four (4) day• duration. 

The All-15 wa1 carried durin1 both operation,. I waa not in a po1i
tion to obHrve the en1a1ement of Viet Con1 with the All-15 durina either 
operation althou1h it wa1 fired on different occaaion1. 

The followin1 remarks therefore, are confined to other ob1ervation1 
and peuonal opinion• on the AR.-1 S: 

a. Maintenance requirements for the il-1S were ne1li1ible. 
1 in1pected numerou• weapon• throughout the entire period stated above and 
alway• found the weapon• in excellent firing condition. 

b. A 1reat 1implification in the •mall arm, weapon• could be 
effected by the adoption of the il-15 to replace the BAil, Ml, and Car
bine. The effectivene11 of the weapon (AR.-15), however, I cannot atte1t 
to at thi• time. 

c. The troopen have a areat amount of re1pect for the il-1 S. 
If the weapcm were adopted a• TOlt& for Airborne Unit,, there wauld be a 
tremendCNI p1ycholo1ical uplift in the individual aoldier'• belief in hi• 
ability to ,hoot and kill." (Airborne Briaad•) 

6 
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(6.) (C) "One company (96 off• EM) completely equipped with the 

All-15. Six operation• took place prior to any real u1e of the weapon. 

Five VC were hit, all five with body wound1, and all five killed. 
Four were probably killin1 wound• with any weapon li1ted., but the fifth 
wa1 e11entially a fle1h wound. The AR.-15 made it a fatal wound. 

The troop, have a 1reat deal of re1pect for the weapon and prefer it 
to all othen. They take excellent care of it. 

One left upper handpard wa1 cracked and broke durin1 routin1 a 
1tubborn captive from a wooded area. The 1oldier concerned placed the 
handpard a1ain1t a VC head with con1iderable force. " (7th Infantry Div
i1ion) 

(7.) (C) "On 23-24 May 1962, one company completely equipped . 
with AR.-1511 (87) plua Bn Hq element• waa involved in one lipt and one 
heavy action. No wounded were captured and all ca1ualtie1 were inflictecl 
with the AR.-15. 27 Viet Con1 were killed (24 counted by the advi1or) and• 
25 captured. Grenade• were ueed for the firat time and were very effec
tively employed at ran1e• of 100-500 meter•. They 1erved a1 the real 
artillery 1upport a1 we could not 1et the artillery to fire any cloHr than 
400 meter■• About 36 1renade1 were utilized in the havy action, all pro
pelled from the AR.-15. The troop• are very entbu1iaatic about the weapon 
and treat it with 1reater care than u1ual. " (7th Infantry Division) 

(8. ) (C) "To date, thi8 weapon has been u1ed only for trainin1. The 
aimplicity of construction ha1 reduced t:-a.ini--1& time neceaaary for main
tenance by approximately fifty per-cer..t. It iA believ-,d that thia ia an ideal 
weapon for thia type weather and terrai.•~. " (Special Battalion&) 

(9.) (C) "On 13 April, 62, a Spec::.a.l Forces team m11de a raid on a 
1mall vU1a1e. In the raid, ■even VC were killed. Two were killed by 
All-15 fire. llan1e wae SO meten. One man was h:t in the head; it looked 
like it exploded. A ■econd man wa1 hit i~ the chest; hi• back wa1 one bi1 
hole. " (VN Special Forcee) 

(10.) (C) "Thi• weapon ia ideal for this country primarily for the•e 
rea1on1: 

a. Dllrability • ea1e of maintenance. 
b. Good Accuracy. 
c. llapid rate of fire. 
d. Liaht weipt (1ize • 1bape make it ea1y for Vietnamese to 

handle). 
•• Excellent killin1 or atoppin1 power. " (Airborne Bri1ade) 

1 
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<CONFlllDEN1'R All.. 

D. (C) Analy•i,: Based on the numerical rating• and the comment• 
of US Advisor• and VN Unit Commanders, the AR.-15 i• the mo•t de•irable 
weapon for UH in Vietnam for the followin1 rea•ona: 

1. Ea•e of training. 

2. Suitable phy.ical characteristic•. 

3. It i• ea•y to maintain. 

4. It is more rugged and durable than preHnt weapon•. 

5. It impoHe the lea•t logistical burden. 

6. It 18 the beat weapon for all-around tactical employment. 

7. It• eenu-automatie firing accuracy i• comparable to that of 
the Ml R.ifle, while it• automatic firing accuracy i• coneidered superior 
to that of the Browning Au.tom1r.tic Rifle. 

8. Vietnamese troopa, Commanders and US Advieon prefer 
it to any other weapon presently b«iing used in Vietnam. 

APPENDICES: 
1. Weapon, Quest.:.~,n- ..:.re 
2. l'or the R.VNAF P:,:.; C.o"nm·.· r!rr 
3. QueRt.;ln-:1a.irf'l for t'.t: S, ... :. ·:- MAA(· Adv.cur 
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WEAPONS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Baaed upon your experience and observation a• the Commander 01 

Advisor of a unit of the R VNAF, rate the weapons on the ri1ht side of this 
questionnaire in order of preference with respect to the characteristic• and 
questions listed. Your answers should reflect your opinion a• to the value 
of the weapons to the Vietnamese, not the US Forces. 

Rating Key; 5 - fint choice 2 - fourth choice 
4 - second choice l - last choice .. 
3 - third choice 

A. TRAINING Ml Ml 
AR-15 Rifle BAR SMG Carbine 

l. Which weapon is ea11er to train 
the troops to use? 

2. Which weapon is easier to train 
the troops ~n functioning? 

3. Which weapon ia easier to train 
the troops to disassemble and 
assemble? 

Ml Ml 
B. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS AR-15 Rifle BAR SMCi Carbine -
l. Which weapon, because of 1ts size 

and shape, ia easiest for the 
soldier to aim and fire? 

z. Which weapon, because of size, 
shape and we1ght 1 is easier for 
th41!' soldier to carry over open 
te, rain? - - -

3. Which weapon, b41!'cau•e of 1:ze, 
shape and weiaht, is eaaie1 i'or the 
soldier to carry in the junale? -

4. Which weapon is easiest to hold on a 
taraet while finna eeveral round•? - -

THIS QUESTIONNAIRE lS CLASSIFlED KIN, CONFIDENTIAL, WHEN FILLED IN 

APPENDIX l, ANNEX "A" 
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Ml Ml 

C. MAINTENANCE AR-1S Rifle BAR SMG Carbine -
l. Which weapon ii aimple•t to 

diaaa1emble and aa1emble? 

2. Which weapon ii eaaieat for the 
troop• to maintain in the field? 

Ml Ml 
D. RUGGEDNESS ll DUR.ABILITY AR-15 Rifle BAR SMG Carbine -
l. Which weapon is moat ru11ed? 

2. Which weapon had the fewHt 
•toppaa•• and malfunction•? -

3. Which weapon ii the moat reliable 
under all condition•? 

Ml Ml 
E.. LOGISTICS All-15 Rifle BAil SMG Carbine - -
l. Which weapon lmpoH• the •mall••t 

lopnlcal burden? (Conialder 
wei1bt, •pare part•, ea•• of repair, 
etc.) 

. Ml Ml 
'I'. TACTICAL All-15 Rlfl• BAil SMG Carbine - - -
l. Which weapon la eaeleat to employ? - - -

Why? 

2. Which w•~pon would you prefer in 
am1Maeh/coute1·-amb11eh eitua;oae? - - -
Wby? 

,. Wlalch weapon WOl&ld you prefer 
.,alnet maH attack•? - - -.,, 

THII QUDTJONN.WU: 11 CLAllll'JSD KIN, CONnDl:NTLU. WHSN nt.LJ:D IN 
APPSNDIX 1, ANNEX "A" CONFIDENTIAL 
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4. Which weapon do you con•ider 
mo•t ver•atile? (Con•ider all 
capabilitie•) 

G. ACCURACY (Rate 5, 4 le 3) 

AR-1S 

AR.-1S 

1. Which weapon appear• mo11t accurate 
when fired Hmi-autoipatically? 

2. Which weapon appear• moat accurate 
when fired automatically? 

ff.GENERAL AR-1S 

l. Which weapon• do, the troop• prefer? --
Why? 

2. Which weapon would you prefe1· for 
your per•onal u•e? 

Why? 

3. Which weapon do you think i• moat 
auited to the Vietname•e •oldier 
under pre•ent tactical condition•? 

Why? 

4. At what ran1e do you think mo•t 
Viet Cona ~re enaa1ed? 

5. Which weapon do you think ia moat 
effective at that ran1e? 

6, If the TO•s of you1· unit only allowed 
a •male weapon, which one would 
you cboo••? 

Why? 

Ml 
Rifle BAR. 

Ml 
Rifle BAR 

Ml 
Rifle BAR. 

--
--
--

Ml 
SMG Carbine 

Ml 
SMG Carbine 

Ml 
SMG Carbine -

-
-

THII QUJ:ITIONNAIR.S IS CLAISIJ'ISD KIN, CONl'IDSNTIAL WHEN FILLED IN 

APPSNDtx l, ANNSX "A" CONFIDENTIAL 
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I. R.EMAIU<S: In the •pace below, pleaH make any pertinent remark• you 
may have concerniq the AR.-15 lUfie, it• effectiveneH in Sollth Vietnam, 
it• aHet• or it• •hortcomina• (Continue on back of p .. e if neceHary). 

Unit ________ _ 

.,.. ________ _ ........ ______ _ 
THII QUDTIONNAIU II CLAllll'ISD ICIN, CONnD&NTIAL WHSN 11LU:D IN 

APPl:NDIX l, ANND "A" 

CONPIDINTIAL 
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CONFHDENTRAL 
J'Oll THE 1l VNAF UNIT COMMANDEll 

QUESTION NO. 1: 

How many weapon• of each of the followin1 type• were carried into the 
combat en1a1ement, how many round• of ammunition per weapon were car
ried, and how many round• fired? 

No. Weapon• Ammo rde/weap. Am.mo rd•. fired 

BAil 

Ml 

SMO 

Carbi.'le 

All-15 

QUl:STlc»I NO. 2: 

How many VC were killed? 
wounded? ------

How many of die VC were KlA by die Aa-15? _____ _ 

How many of the VC were wouaded by the All-U? -----
QUUTION NO. 3: 

WW percema1e of the fri•dly fir• wa■ flll1 avtomaUc? ____ _ 

WW percenta1e of the Aa-15 ftre wu full au&oaaatic? ------
WW percemaae of the Aa-15'• had the ■afety device m■talled tlaat 

all°'"41 eiiMr fu1 or ••mi-automatic fire? ------
QUaTION NO. 4: 

Wllat wa• the maximum ran1e at which••• were fired at the VC? 

WW wa■ die averaa• ruae? ----
-

TIIII QUDTIONNAIU JI CLAlllrlSD KIN CONDWSNTIAL WHIIC rlLLSD IN 

APPl:NDIX a, ANNSX "A" 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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QUESTION NO. 5: 

Were aimed ehote fired through li1ht brueb? -----
If eo, about what percent of the total fire from all weapon• (BAR., SMG, 

Ml, Caraine, All-15) were aimed ehote throup lipt brueh? 

LeH than 5-,_ WH than 20'9 ----- ------
LeH than 50-,_ More than 50'9 ----- -----
In your opinion were ehota from the AB.-15 miHed becauee of brueh 

defiection? ------
If your anewer to thie queetion ie yee, i• it y011r opinion that the full 

automatic feature of the All-15 and the extra round• that can be carried 
for a pven weipt allowance do or do not compeneate for thi• bruda deflec-
tion? Yee______ No ______ No Opinion _____ _ 

QUESTION NO. 6: 

Were any rifle barrel• bent in air drop• or other roup handlin& and 
hard uea1e? -----

Were any barrel• dama1ed by bein1 fieed with water in the bore?_ 

Were there any malfunction• of any type? -----
If yee, pleaae elaborate :m the remark• eection of thia queetiannaire. 

QUUTION NO. 7: 

Aa a unit commander of the RVNAI', how would you rate the AR-15 
lUf1e in the perr1lla warfare action you expect to fiaJlt u compared with 
the other type• of weapon• lieted?. 

In each epace uae: A - l'or the All-15 ia betar than 
B - l'or there ia no clilference 

lpeed of employment 
Accuracy 

C - l'or tile AR-15 ia worae than 
D - l'or no opinion 

Ml BAR 

a 

SMQ 

THII QUl:ITIONNAlllS JI CLASSJl'ISD KIN CONl'IDDffL\L WHSN l'JLJ..SD JN 
APPSND1X il ANNEX".\!.' 
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Strikin1 power 
Fire power 
Reliability 
Field maintenance 
Weipt 
Size 
Overall 

CONFIDENTIAL 
Ml 

Overall for ambu•he• only 

QUESTION NO. 8: 

BAR. SMO Carbine 

If the VC tactic• arow into Iara• •cale attack• and the ''human ••a" 
type tactic i• uHd, how would you rate the All-15 overall aaain•t the•• other 
weapon•? (Same •cale a• abore: A, B, C, D) 

Ml BAil SMO Carbine 

QUUTION NO. 9: 

Would the •oldier who carried the All-15 into tm■ en1a1ement choo■e 
it a1ain over the weapon he formerly carried? 

J'ormerly carried the BAil 
l'ormerly carried the Ml 
l'ormerly carried the SMQ 
l'ormerly carried the Carbine 

QUUTION NO. 10: 

l,woalcl 
cllooH All-15 

Aa an llVN.AI" Wlit com.mancler, if y• llacl JCIIIII' choice of we&pGD■ c•
•l•liAI ol all fovr of the followin&: BAil, Ml, ntG, Cubiae or tbe All•lS. 
wlaio WOllld be JCIIIII' clloice? 

OPTION A: BAil, Ml, IMO, Carbf.M ----• 

OPTION B: Aa-lS ____ • 
s 

THIS QUSITIONNAIRI: II CLAIIJl'll:D KIN CONJ'IDSNTIAJ., WHDI l'ILLJ:D IN 

APPJ:NDIX 2, ANND "A" 
CONFIDENTIAL 
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If your an•wer i• option A, would you chooH to completely replace 
any of the four weapon• with the AR-15? 

Would completely replace: BAR -----
Ml -----
SMG -----
Carbine .. ----

QUESTION NO. 11: 

PleaH elaborate in the •pace 'below or u•inl extra •beet• an any 
point not adequately covered above. 

4 

THII QUSITIONNAllt.S JS CLASlll'l&D KIN CONrlDDffJAL WHSN I'll.LED IN 

APPJ:NDJX &. ANNSX "A" 
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QUESTlONNAlllE FOR THE SENIOR MAAG ADVISOR 

1. In the en1a1ement with the VC covered by thi1 que1tionnaire, how many 
of each of the followin1 weapon• were carried by your unit? 

BAR SMG Ml Carbine AR-15 --- --- --- ---
2. If the AR-15 had not been uaed, how many of each would have been carried? 

BAR SMG Ml Carbine --- --- --- ---
3. Aa a MAAG Adviaor to the R VNAF you obtain inaipt into the combat 
aituation in SVN not available to the CDTC or to other US Government officiala. 
Th••• que1tionnaire1 can only gain a little part of the whole individual weapon• 
problem. Some of the que1t1on1 alked of the RVNAJ' unit commander are, 
therefore, repeated here becau,e they are conaidered of prime importance. 

QUESTION: How do you a1 a MAAG Adviaor rate the All-15 Rifle in the 
SVN auerrilla war as compared to the followina weapon•? 

A. The All-15 i1 better. 
B. No difference. 
C. The All-15 ia worae. 
D. No opimon. 

How would you rate the AR-15 a1ain1t 
theH weapon• for am1N1he1 only? 

How would you. rate the All-15 i.n a 
''human ••a" attack aaam1t th••• 
weapon•? 

Ml SMO Carbine 

Aa a MAAG Adviaor to RVNAI", if you were to recommend the TOIIE of the 
abcwe waapcma or the il-15 only which WOllld ym recommend? ____ • 

THII QVUTIONNAIU JS CLAIISll'll:D KIN CONl"lDJ:NTIAL WHJ:N nu.SJ> lN 

APPDIDIX J, AMND "A" 
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4. li you would not recommend completely replacin1 all four of the above 
weapon• with the All-15, would you recommend completely replacina any 
one of the four ? 

Would recommend completely replacin1 Bil -----Would recommend completely replacin1 Ml 
Would recommend completely replacin1 SM,..G _____ _ 
Would not completely replace any of th••• weapon• -----

5. R.emark•: Jn the apace below or on additional •he•t• pleaH elaborate on 
any point■ not adequately covered above. 

(Sipature) 

THIS QUSSTIONNAIU IS CLASSll'U:J> KIN CONl'IJ>DITUJ.. WHDC l'lLLSJ> 1N 
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ANNEX 11B 11 

DETAILS OF COMPAJUSON TEST 
BETWEEN THE AR.-15 AND MZ CAR.JUNE 

1. (C) GENERAL. 

Per•onnel from a VietnameH company that bad jun completed 
advanced individual trainiq wen uHd a• test 1ubject1 for moat of tbia com
pari,on. The unit of 180 men wa• divided into two 1roup1 of 90 men each. 
Group A received one MZ Carbine per man, while Group B received an 
AR.-15 for each man. Each 1roup wa• then 1iven a courae of inatruction on 
their reapective weapon. The inatruction for each wu identical in time and 
1cope of material covered. Followiq thil, both 1roup1 underwent an 
identical teat pro1ram which co111i1ted of: a1Hmbly and dlla11embly; 
known cliatance firiq, both Hmi-•utomatic and automatic fire; unknown 
dietance firin1, semi-automatic and automatic fire; bayonet couree;_ and, 
infiltration courae. Thia phaae la•ted for one week (-k houri). Ai the end 
of the firat week, the two 1roupa traded weapon• and the courae of iutruc
tion and the teat• were repeated. 

ll.(C) SUMMAR. Y OF TESTS. 

To arrive at a valid concluaion concerniq the relative 1uitability of 
the AR.-15 a• oppoaed to the MZ Carbine for poHible uee by aelected unit• 
of the Armed Force, of the R.epublic of Vietnam, a total of nine teat• were 
conducted. They were: 

1. Compariaon of Phyaical Cbaracteri1tlc1. 
2. Comparative Ease of Diaa11embly and A.Hembly. 
3. Mark1man1bip Ability - Known Diatance (aemi-automatic and 

&utol:ft&tiC fire). 
4. Markamambip Ability - Unknown Dietance (aemi--automatic and 

automatic fire). 
5. Comparative R.us1eclneH and Durability. 
6. Adequacy of Safety Feature•. 
7. J:ffec:t• of Open Stor .. e iii a Tropical Environment. 
8. Comparative Ability to Penetrate DenH Foll .. •. 
9. Troop Preference Poll. 

ANNJ:X ''B'' 
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m. (C) DETAILS OF TESTS. 

THt No. 1. Comparieon of Phy1lcal Characterlltlc1. 

Purs;H: To compare the phy1lcal characteriltlc1 of the All-15 Rifle 
and the 2 Carbine. 

Method: Both weapon• were wei1hted and mea111red and the re111ltlnc 
data. r•corded. 

R.e111lt1: 

a. Wei1ht1 (lb1. ): 

Weapon (leH •lina, ma1~lile 
and acce11orie1) 

Ma1azine ( empty) 

Ma1azine (loaded - 20 rda) 

Ma1aziile (loaded - 30 rd1) 

Bayonet 

Blpod 

Slin, 

All-15 

6.24 

0.18* 

0.68 

0.62 

0.50 

0.19 

Total,: w/20 rd ma1 loaded 8. 23 
w / 30 rd maa loaded 

*Flau• not included i.n total•. 

M2 Carbine 

5.98 

0.25• 

· .1.·02 

0.72 

(No Blpod) 

0.07 

7.79 

R.elatlve Battle Load (lb1.) - includlna accea1orle1 of •llna• 
bayonet. blpod. 

Weapon w/12 maaulne1 (240 rd1) 15. 71 
Weapon w/8 m .. ulne1 (240 rd1) 1,&. 93 

b. Dlmen1lon1 (lnche1): 

Leftlth of barr• 

Onrall leqth 

Onrall l•nsth w/bayonet 

AR.•15 

20.00 

37.50 

42.91 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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M2 Carbine 

18.00 

35.58 

42.26 
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Analy1i1: The Ar-15 and the MZ Carbine are comparable in 1ize and 
weiaht and both are compati'~le with the light weiaht and ■mall stature of 
the VN ■oldier. An intearal grenade launcher and tele ■cope mount and an 
a.•:ce1101·y bipod are included in the weapon weight of the AR-15. The■e 

are not ■tandard item■ for the MZ Carbine. 

Te■t No. 2. Comparative Ea■e of Dilauembly and A■■embly. 

Purpo■e: To compare the ea■e of dilauembly and a■■embly of the 
.AR-15 Rifle and the MZ Carbine and the difficulitie■ of training encountered 
therein. 

Method: 

a. Each aroup of test 1ubject1 received a two hour period of in■truc
tion in the di1a11embly and a11embly of their re■pective weapon■ • After 
completina thil in■truction, te ■t per■onnel ■elected random ■ample■ of 
10 men and had them di1a11emble and re1a11emble their weapon•. Thi• 
procedure wa■ repeated with each group until 100 men bad been te■ted with 
each weapon. Time• were recorded by Non-Commiuioned Officer■ and 
the weapon■ were in■pected for proper auembly'y Te■t Committee Cadre. 

b. Fer the purpo■e of thil te1t, both weapon• were dila11embled only 
a■ far a1 wa■ nece11ary for field cleaning, i.e., "field ■tripped". 

R.e1ult1: 
AR.-15 

a. Averaae time required for 
di1a111ambly & a11embly. 1 min. 17 ■ec. 

b. Could not reauemble (percent) 0~ 

c. R.eauembled improperly {percent) 4~ 

d. Number of part■ handled by 
1oldie1· in field ■trippina 7 

Analy1t1: 

MZ Carbine 

3 min. 17 HC. 

19~ 

10~ 

11 

a. Th• ;A&-U i8 ■impler and require■ leu time to di1a11embl• and 
u■embl• for normal field cleanin,. 

ANNEX ''B" 
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CON lFll DEN ,r R All.. 
b. The average Vietnamese aoldier can be trained in the diaauembly 

and auembly for field cleanin1 of the AR.-15 in a aborter time than for the 
MZ Carbine. Thia iii further emphaaized by the fact that all teat aubjecte 
had previoualy received 12 hours of in1truction on the Ml Carbine while 
under1oing baaic combat training. 

Teat No. 3. Markamanahip Ability, Known Diatance. 

Purpose: To compare the ability of AR.VN aoldien to deliver accur
ate aemi-automatic and automatic fire on tar1eta at known ran1e• uain1 
the AR-15 and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Each 1roup of teat aubjecta received 10 hours of preliminary 
markamanahip trainin1 on their reapective weapon. Upon completion of 
formal inatruction, zeroin1 of weapon, and practice firin1 at 26, 100 and 
200 meters, each group fired a qualification couree for teet purpoaea. 
Each teat participant completed thia qualification course with both the All-15 
and M2 Carbine. 

b. In aemi-automatic fire, the course fired for the teat waa the 
atand&rd All VN Ml rifle qualification course. The acorea obtained by the 
te•t 1ubject with both weapon• in thi• firin1 were compared with each other 
and with previoua acorea fired by the teat aubject• in qualifyin1 with the Ml 
Rifle while under1oin1 Baaic and Advanced Individual Trainina. 

c. In automatic fire, the teat aubjecta en1a1•d the •tand&rd AllVN 
ailhouette taraet at ranae• of 75, 100 and 200 meters. Each individual 
fired a total of 40 round• from each ranae. Score• were computed on the 
baai• of 5 point• per target hit and an averaae of 50ft hit• waa uaed aa the 
baai1 for qualification. 

d. Throuptout all firina, 1toppa1e• or malfunction• due to mechani
cal failure• were noted and recorded. 

e. ThrCNpout all firing, obaervation• concernin1 the adequacy of 
aafety featurH and the AllVN •oldier'• ability to underetand them were 
recorded. 

ANNEX 118 11 
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All-15 M2 Carbine Ml R.W.e 
Semi-automatic: 

Percent ctuahfied 27ft 15ft 

Automatic: 
Percent qualified 71ft 

Analy•i•: 

a. The ability of the AaVN •oldier to deliver accurate Hmi-automatic 
fire on tar1et• of known ran1e with the All-15 and the M2 Carbine i• com
parable. Te•t participant•, a• a 1roup, fired a hiper percent&&• of (lUali• 
fyin1 acorea with both the Aa-15 and M2 Carbine than they bad previously 
fired with the Ml Bifle. 

b. The AaVN aoldier•• ability to deliver accurate automatic fire on. 
tar1et• of known ran1e ia far 1reater with the All-15 rifle than with the M2 
Carbine. 

Teat No. 4. Mark•manahip Abillity, Unknown Diatance. 

PurpoH: To compare the AaVN aoldier'• ability to deliver accurate 
Hmi-automatic and automatic fire on tar1et• of unknown ran1e u•in1 the 
All-15 Bifle and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. The atandard AllVN Tranaition firin1 courH wa• uHd for thi• 
te•t. 

b. Semi-automatic fire. Each man received 40 round• to en1a1e 20 
taraeta at varyin1 ran.1•• from 50 to 250 meter■• l'or a firat round hit, he 
wu awarded 10 point•• For a aecond raund bit, he wa• awarded 5 point•. 
Qualification acore for the courae wa• 100 pointa. 

c. Automatic Fire. Each man received 80 round• to enaa1e 20 tar
aeta in 8hort INrata. Tar1et• were located at varyina ranae• from 50 to 
250 meter■• Score• -..re computed an the ba•i• of 5 point• per tar1et hit. 
Q\lalification •core for the courae wa• 100 pointa. 

d. Throupout all firin1, 1toppa1e• or malflmction• due to mechani
cal failure• were noted and recorded. 

ANN&X "B" 
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e. Throuahout all firina, obaervationa concernina the adequacy of 

aafety feature• and the AllVN 1oldier'• ability to underatand them were 
recorded. 

B.eaultl: 
AB.-15 M2 Carbine 

Semi-automatic run: 
Percent qualified 23'9 

Automatic run: 
Percent qualified 2311A, 15'9 

Analyaia: 

a. The AR.VN aoldier'• ability to deliver accurate Hmi-automatic 
fire on taraet• of unknown ranae uaina the All-15 and the M2 Carbine i• 
comparable. 

b. The AB.VN •oldier'• ability to deliver accurate automatic fire on 
taraeta of unknown ranae i• areater with the All-15 tllan with the M2 Carbine. 

Te•t No. 5. Comparative B.ua1edneH and Dlarability. 

PllrpoH: To compare the ru11edneH and dul'&bility of the All-15 
llifle and the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Concurrent with all other te•tina, ob•enati.Oll8 concenuna the 
ru11•dneH and durability of each weapon were recorded. Dlarin1 all firin1 
excerci•e•, any 1toppa1e or malfunction of either weapon cau•ed by mechan
ical failure wa• noted and recorded. 

b. l'ifty AB.-15 lliflea and fifty M2 Carbin•• were each RD throup 
the atandard AR. VN Bayonet AHault Courae twice. At the completion of the 
cCNr••• the weapon■ were inapected and "dry fired". Any deficiencie• 
noted were recorded. 

c. Fifty Aa-15 IUflea and fifty M2 Carbine• were each RD thrCNp 
the •t&Ddard AR. VN Infiltratian Courae twice. At the compledoa of the 
cwr••• the weapoaa were in•pected and "dry fired". Any deflcienci•• 
noted were recorded. 

6 
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R.eaulta: 

a. After the !irat week of !irin1, aeven M2 Carbine• were eliminated 
from the teat. Six of theae would not !ire automatically becauae of defective 
diacannector aprin1•; the other would not !ire at all becauae of a broken 
diaconnector pin. In contraat, all All-151 • functioned properly thrCNp.out 
the entire teat period. 

b. After ne1otiatin1 the Bayonet AHault CCNrae the eecond time, 
two M2 Carbine• were eliminated from the teet becauae of broken atodta. 
No All-15 Riflea were dama1ed. 

c. Both the MZ Carbine and the il-15 were carried throu1h the 
Infiltration Coune twice without aclvene effect. 

Analyaia: 

a. The il-1 S ia conaidered to be more ruged and clurable than the 
M2 Carbine under condition• which require prolOD1ed firm1-

b. The All-15 will etand up to roql- bendJtn1 normally encomitered 
in combat eituationa better than the M2 Carbine. 

Teet No. •• Compariaon of the Adequacy of Safety J'eaiue .. 

Purpoee: To compare the adequacy of the eafety feature• of the 
All-15 aif1e and the M2 Carbine with reepect to their fuac:ttm Uld locaUm 
and the A&VN aolclier'• ability to underatancl them. 

Method: 

a. Concurrent with all firin1 and teete in wlaich A&VN eolcliere 
handled the A&-15 and M2 Carbine, teet committee cadre DUMle onena
tim• conc•flWll the adequacy of the eafety feature• with reapect to their 
function and locatian and the aolclier•• ability to uacleratancl them. 

a.aulta: 

a. No miafire• occurred thrCNpOl&t the firma that ... re aatrilNtable 
to improper fuactionia& of the eafety mecltaniam on either die All-15 or 
the M2 Carbiae. 

It. The A&VN aoldiera llad ao dilftcw.ty ia _..rataadia1 the fwtion 
Uld operation of the aafety mecllaniam• • either-.,..,_., 

., 
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Analy1i1: 

a. The 1afety feature, on the All-15 and the M2 Ct.~•ine are con1iclered 
comparable with re1ard to function and the AllVN aoldil'I''• ability to under-
1tand them. 

b. The location of a 1in1l• eelector 1witch which cQkibin•• the function• 
of 1afety Hlector and rate of fire Hlector, on the left ~J.cl• of the receiver 
where it i1 ea1ily acce11ible to the thumb, enable• tha it,.I.VN 1olclier to aet 
the first round off fa1ter with the All-15 than he can ri$ A the M2 Carbine. 
With the M2 Carbine, he mu1t manipulate the 1afety 1eui:?ector with hi• tri1-
1er fin1er, then return it to the tri11•r to fire. With tll• A.ll-15 he can 
keep hi• fin1er on the tri11er while manipulatin& the 1-"8ty •elector with 
hi• thumb. 

Teet No. 7. Effect, of Open Storaae in a Tropical ~virc:mment. 

Purpoee: To determine the effect• of open atora1e ii• i a tropical climate 
on the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine and compare U..f re1ult1 of 1uch 
1tora1e on each weapon. 

Method: 

a. Two All- IS l\ifle• and two M2 Carbine• were 1te1nred in the open for a 
period of two week• without any care or maintenance. ~t tbe end of the 1tor
•••• the weapon• were examined and pertinent ob••"~ft:ion• recorded. 

R.eaw.ta: 

a. M2 Carbines: 

1. Becauae of ruat and 1and which had coUect4i bi in the receiver 1, 

operatin1 handle• on both weapon• could not be oS"r&t4i bi manually and force 
wa1 required to open the bolt,. 

2. The operatina •lid• atopa wCNld not fulctio.~ properly becauH 
aand and 1r1t had fouled the operatina •licl• atop epTIDI'-'•· 

3. Both maauin•• were ruety and had collec'44 W enoup a and to 
preYnt them from operatin1 properly witbcNt flr•t beufall tborouply cleaned. 

•• The chamber• and bore• of both weapaa1 wri•re ruaty. 
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5. The rear 1i1ht1 on both weapon• could not be adjuated for wind

aae due to the collection of ruat and 1rit on the windaae 1crew1. 

6. Approximately twenty minute• were required to clean each wea
pon before te1t personnel conaidered it aafe to fire. 

b. All-15 lliflea: 

1. The char1ing handle1 on both weapon• were clifiicult to operate 
becauae 1and had collected within the receiver. 

2. The bolt and bolt carrier■ of both weapon• were ruaty. 

3. The chambers and borea of both weapon• were ruaty. 

4. Approximately five minutea were required to clean each weapon 
before te1t personnel con1idered them aafe to fire. 

Analyaia: The All-15 llifle, becauae it ha• fewer movin1 part,, will 
function more readily than the M2 Carbine after extended period• of 1tor
•1• in the open under tropical condition•. 

Te1t No. 8. Bru1h Penetration. 

Purpo1e: To determine whether denH bru1h and underarowth affect• 
the trajectory of the All-15 bullet and to compare it• ability to penetrate 
heavy foliaae with that of the M2 Carbine. 

Method: 

a. Silho,iette. tar1et1 were po1itioiied behind den•• underbru1b which 
aenerally con1i1ted of bamboo 1aplin11, bu1b, araH and vine•. From a 
diatance of 15 metera, both the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine were fired 
at the tar1et1. 

b. The di1tance wa1 then increaaed to 50 meters and the tar1et1 were 
fired upon aaain. (Beyond 50 meter■ it wa1 impo11ible to di1tinpi1h a 
taraet, 10 thi1 wa1 con1idered an acceptable maximum diatance for the 
teat). 

c. ProcedurH a and b above were repeated 1everal time• with foliaae 
of varyin1 denaity. 

9 
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lle1ult■: No. of bit• 

No. of round, 
TyP• of Underbru1h R.an1• fired il-15 M2 

Li1ht underbru1h 15 meten 6 6 6 

Moderate underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket 15 meten 6 6 6 

Heavy underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket inter-
woven with vine• 15 meter• 6 6 6 

Li1ht underbruah 50 meter• 6 6 6 

Moderate underbru1h • 
bamboo thicket 50 meter• 6 6 a 

Heavy underbruah • 
bamboo thicket inter-
woven with vine• SO meter• 6 6 5 

Analyai1: 

a. The trajectory of the All-1 S bullet i1 not 1ipiificantly affected when 
fired throqh denae underbru1h at ran1e1 up to SO meter,. 

b. The All-15 round will penetrate Jun1le und.er1rowth equally a1 well 
•• the M2 Carbine round at ran1e1 up to SO metera. 

Teat No. 9. Troop Preference Poll. 

Purpoae: To obtain 1ubjective data concernin1 the AllVN 1oldier•1 indi
vidual preference between the All-15 llifle and the M2 Carbine. 

M•thocl: Upon completion of all te1t1 by participatin1 peracmnel, each 
individual pre1ent for duty (158) wa• que1tioned with re1ard to preference 
between the two weapon,. 

ae1ult1: 

a. Thoupt the AIL-15 had the beat "feel" 
Thou1ht the M2 Carbine had the beat "feel" 

10 
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b. Thought the All-15 had the beat sight 66 

, 
Thouaht the M2 Carbine had the beat aiaht 92 

c. Thouaht the All-15 would stand up beat under 
combat condition• 107 

Thouaht the M2 Carbine would stand up beat 
under combat conditions 51 

d. Preferred the All-15 grip 129 
Preferred M2 Carbine arip 29 

e. Thouaht AR.-15 easier to load 120 
Thouaht M2 Carbine easier to load 38 

f. Thouaht AR.-15 ea•ier to aet ready to UH 81 
Thouaht M2 Carbine easier to get ready to UH 77 

g. Thouaht All- i 5 easier to cliaaHemble 140 
Thou1ht M2 Carbine easier to cli•auemble 18 

h. Lilted the AR.-1S better from recoil •tandpoint 106 
Lilted MZ Carbine better from recoil •tandpoint 52 

i. Thou1ht All-1S ea•1er to aet back on taraet 
after firina a round 117 

Thou1ht M2 Carbine ea•ier to aet back an 
taraet after firing a rowid 41 

j. Thouaht AR.-15 more dependable 107 
Thouaht M2 Carbine more dependable 51 

k. Thouaht All-1S beet all around weapon for 
Infantry UH 100 

Thouaht M2 Carbine beat all around weapon 
for Infantry u•e 58 

L Thouaht AR.-15 climbed lea•t when fired auto-
matically 117 

Thouaht M2 Carbine chmbed lea•t when fired 
automatically 41 

11 
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m. Thouaht All.-15 more accurate when fired full 
automatic 

Thouaht M2 Carbine more accurate when fired 
full automatic 

n. Would prefer All-15 in combat 
Wowd prefer M2 Carbine in combat 

Analy•i•: 

136 

22 

130 
28 

a. The majority of te•t •ubject• preferred the All-15 Bille to the M2 
Carbine in all a•pecta covered by the poll, except for the •ilht•• Further 
queationin& of the aubject• by teat committee peraOllnel diacloaed that thi• 
preference waa due to areater familiarity with carblne-type •islat•• not 
becauH of an inability to uncleratand the All-15 aipta. Thi• l• not con
aidered a •hortcomin1 of the weapon but a matter of traillin1 and familiar
isation. 
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ANNEX "C" 

SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

DEFICIENCY/ 
SHOlt.TCOMJNG 

SUGGESTED 
CORRECTIVE ACTION 

SECTION I 

Thia · atlction contain• defic1enciH rprinl elimination in order to 
make the item acceptable for uae on a minimum baaia. 

None None None 

SECTION II 

Thia Hction liata tho•• deficienciea and allortcomin1• in the item which 
were diacovered durina teat and aatiafactorily corrected prior to completion 
of the teat. They no lonaer repreaent a defect in the item teated. The cor
rection muat be applied to the production model of Wa item. 

None None None 

SSCTIONW 

Thia Hction contain• ahortcomina• which are deaired to be corrected 
a• practicable, either cancu:rrent with el,minatian of deficienciea in Section 
I, or in productian en1ineerin1 or by product improvement. 

1. The upper hand 
pard la bard to &rip 
when hand• are aweaty. 

2. The weapan 
cleuin1 rocl ia of mini
mwn leqlh and bard to 
1rip. 

lt.ouahen aurface. 

Add one (1) acldltional 
Hction and provide 
"T" ehaped bandle. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Ltr. from OSD/ 
Alt.PA OD 11 Jul 62 
atat•• that manu
facturer ia now 
moudina "cb.eck
••illa" on upper 
band parda. 
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CONFIDENTRAL 
ANNEX "D" 

PHOTOGllAPHS 

Thi• Annex contain• miacellaneoua photo1rapha which viaually depict 

pertinent aapecta of the evaluation of the All-15 conducted in South Vietnam. 

PHOTOGRAPHS: 

1. VN Soldier with All-15 and Ml IUfle 
2. VN Soldier with All-15 and BAil 
3. M2 Carbine and il-15 ltifle with AcceHorie• 
4. VN Soldier with il-15 and M2 Carbine 
s. M2 Carbine and All-15 Rifle 
6. M2 Carbine and il-15 llifle "J'ield Stripped" 
7. VC Canalty by il-15 - 150 Meters 
a. VC Canalty By Aa-15 - 15 Meters 

ANND"D" 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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1/28/23, 6:01 PM Gunshot Wounds - Cover.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-HCsg1auleBvRwe-IEDArQsltiJ6Oum9/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:02 PM Gunshot Wounds - Copyright.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1urM-5iI-Ewvl4eIP4wGzmsnMe-wRwabT/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:02 PM Gunshot Wounds - P.54.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/16aVu3OACR8vdOu_GFnJWDVaAWpBJwdfB/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:10 PM Gunshot Wounds - P.55.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10Bcxq0vpxk8vxcf_IAWuABDACWwVxyOl/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 5:57 PM TBR 1 Cover.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wZbgEPXgCuZ6loqufTfkmo_LKblFDMDg/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 5:58 PM TBR 1 Copyright.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1iP_B0aDEaad8uOqunsYmKuQcFp8eEGw2/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 5:59 PM TBR 1 P.95.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1txdvnLCyjeg1WxWNZm5Qu9B9LbCRYkNw/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 5:59 PM TBR 1 P.98.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UxX8z833im1uYWeOk99spEuoulN4wE1r/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:00 PM TBR 2 Cover.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PIiEvyX4-Qj6u0d04qixDxiZlbgxidlC/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:00 PM TBR 2 Copyright.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VDyrqfbcqsW3Zup3XPW-vd85-rj7YR39/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:00 PM TBR 2 P.234.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13UqeJsUL29XKHyJvThRZMRVK_iX_Gjif/view 1/1
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COLT AR-15 SPORTER 
SEMI-AUTOMATIC RIFLE 

.223 CALIBER 
Colt 's answer to the demand for a semi-automatic version of the 

AR-15 automatic rifle purchased by The United States Armed 

Forces . Painstaking engineering redesign efforts have resulted 

in a Government-approved conversion of the Colt AR-15 auto

matic rifle without sacrificing any performance or weight charac

teristics. The semi-automatic AR-15 Sporter weighs only 6.3 

pounds. Its recoil is light and barrel rise minimal. 

Lightweight • Extremely accurate • Easy to handle • Straight line 

construction - barrel , bolt , recoil buffer unit and stock assembled 

in a straight line • Rapid semi-automatic fire is more controllable 

than with rifles of commercial design • Simple to maintain . 

MODEL R-6000 

.223 21 " 39" 5 rounds 
Double tang rear peep sight adjustable 

for windage. Post type front sight 

adjustable for elevation. 

Rotary 

RETAIL 
PRICE * 

$189.50 

safety- Approx. 

selector 6¾ lbs. 

lever 

' The suggested retail price of the Sporter is $189 .50 and includes two magazines (each blocked for five rounds). sling, flash suppres
sor , rubber recoil pad , cleaning rod assembly . cleaning brush. and the Colt AR-15 Sporter Operation and Maintenance manual. 
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Barrel Overall 
length length Stock 

AIMS Sporter 20" 39" Reinforced 
223 (5 .56mm) polycar-

bonate 
with butt-
stock 
storage 
compartment 

I 

AR-15 Sporter 
The semi-automatic version of the U.S. Military M16A1 which meets the highest 

standards of function and dependability. Lightweight and rugged. Clip fed 
with two 5-round magazines. 3 power scope is available as an accessory item. 

Finish 

Black 

Extremely effective for varmint control and hunting small game. Excellent for 
the ranch or farm. 

AR-15 Sporter with Collapsable 
Butt Stock 

The collapsable butt stock and redesigned forearm offer a more compact 
version of the AR-15. 

Weight Length Magazine 
(empty) of pull capacity Sights Fittings 

7-1 / 2 lbs. 13" 5 rds. with Windage Optional 
anodized with 5- detachabl~ adjustment 3xscope 
receiver, rd. mag- 19-3/ 4" magazine quick-flip 
black azine sight rear 
ox ide radius Elevation 
barrel adjustment 

frpnt post 
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1/28/23, 6:04 PM GDBAW Cover.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xYl6jU1C7IuK8E3oPSCADTeUg3vas1sD/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:04 PM GDBAW Copyright.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vOEWExQAHTYue1x9tepYO_Qn7uPsuIen/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:04 PM GDBAW P. 88.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r0ArgLIfnG-4YJO5x9BMz2M-M3Fo39ua/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:05 PM GDBAW P.89.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Hr3ZYhGL9Uo1WN5HPm91ulaf8wredO7T/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:05 PM GDBAW P.90.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s7GUDjem9WaW_90ncIm7QAJBhdvnmN3n/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:05 PM GDBAW P.91.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12yq7oCvOARUyE1wXG8nuMO9tQKCvKzdw/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:05 PM GDBAW P.92.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zpxMth8T6uWBvbTZ-TplOZHTpGYa91sh/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:05 PM GDBAW P.93.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BPT_jNvDEZutH9pBGYLjbh3uNydk4UZK/view 1/1
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1/28/23, 6:06 PM GDBAW P.103.jpg

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TyTLEUeOZjwqdjfOQ6szgYR_anxj2uLb/view 1/1
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JA-730
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JA-731
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JA-732
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JA-733
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JA-734
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JA-735
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JA-736
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JA-737
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JA-738
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JA-739
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JA-740
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary of the Treasury ordered a review 

of the importation of certain modified versions of semiautomatic assault rifles into the 

United States.
1

 The decision to conduct this review stemmed in part from concerns 

expressed by members of Congress and others that the rifles being imported were 

essentially the same as semiautomatic assault rifles previously determined to be 

nonimportable in a 1989 decision by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms 

(ATF). The decision also stemmed from the fact that nearly 10 years had passed since 

the last comprehensive review of the importation of rifles, and many new rifles had been 

developed during this time. 

Under 18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), the Secretary shall approve applications for 

importation only when the firearms are generally recognized as particularly suitable for 

or readily adaptable to sporting purposes (the “sporting purposes test”). In 1989, ATF 

denied applications to import a series of semiautomatic versions of automatic-fire 

military assault rifles. When ATF examined these semiautomatic assault rifles, it found 

that the rifles, while no longer machineguns, still had a military configuration that was 

designed for killing and disabling the enemy and that distinguished the rifles from 

traditional sporting rifles. This distinctively military configuration served as the basis for 

ATF’s finding that the rifles were not considered sporting rifles under the statute. 

The military configuration identified by ATF incorporated eight physical features: 

ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate pistol grips, 

ability to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and night sights. 

In 1989, ATF took the position that any of these military configuration features, other 

than the ability to accept a detachable magazine, would make a semiautomatic rifle not 

importable. 

Subsequent to the 1989 decision, certain semiautomatic assault rifles that failed the 

1989 sporting purposes test were modified to remove all of the military configuration 

features other than the ability to accept a detachable magazine. Significantly, most of 

these modified rifles not only still had the ability to accept a detachable magazine but, 

more specifically, still had the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that 

The President and the Secretary directed that all pending and future applications for importation of 

these rifles not be acted upon until completion of the review. They also ordered that outstanding 

permits for importation of the rifles be suspended for the duration of the review period. The existence 

of applications to import 1 million new rifles and outstanding permits for nearly 600,000 other rifles 
threatened to defeat the purpose of the expedited review unless the Department of the Treasury 

deferred action on additional applications and temporarily suspended the outstanding permits. (See 

exhibit 1 for a copy of the November 14, 1997, memorandum directing this review.) 

The rifles that are the subject of this review are referred to in this report as “study rifles.” 

1 
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was originally designed and produced for the military assault rifles from which they were 

derived. These magazines are referred to in this report as “large capacity military 

magazines.” Study rifles with the ability to accept such magazines are referred to in this 

report as “large capacity military magazine rifles,” or “LCMM rifles.” It appears that 

only one study rifle, the VEPR caliber .308 (an AK47 variant), is not an LCMM rifle. 

Based on the standard developed in 1989, these modified rifles were found to meet the 

sporting purposes test.  Accordingly, the study rifles were approved for import into the 

United States. 

These modified rifles are the subject of the present review.  Like the rifles banned in 

1989, the study rifles are semiautomatic rifles based on AK47, FN-FAL, HK91 and 93, 

Uzi, and SIG SG550 military assault rifles. While there are at least 59 specific model 

designations of the study rifles, they all fall within the basic designs listed above. There 

are at least 39 models based on the AK47 design, 8 on the FN-FAL design, 7 on the 

HK91 and 93 designs, 3 on the Uzi design, and 2 on the SIG SG550 design (see exhibit 2 

for a list of the models). Illustrations of some of the study rifles are included in exhibit 3 

of this report. 

This review takes another look at the entire matter to determine whether the modified 

rifles approved for importation since 1989 are generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes.
2 

We have explored the statutory 

history of the sporting purposes test and prior administrative and judicial interpretations; 

reexamined the basic tenets of the 1989 decision; analyzed the physical features of the 

study rifles, as well as information from a wide variety of sources relating to the rifles’ 

use and suitability for sporting purposes; and assessed changes in law that might have 

bearing on the treatment of the rifles. 

This review has led us to conclude that the basic finding of the 1989 decision remains 

valid and that military-style semiautomatic rifles are not importable under the sporting 

purposes standard. Accordingly, we believe that the Department of the Treasury 

correctly has been denying the importation of rifles that had any of the distinctly military 

configuration features identified in 1989, other than the ability to accept a detachable 

magazine. Our review, however, did result in a finding that the ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity magazine originally designed and produced for a military 

assault weapon should be added to the list of disqualifying military configuration features 

identified in 1989. 

Several important changes have occurred since 1989 that have led us to reevaluate the 

importance of this feature in the sporting purposes test.  Most significantly, by passing 

the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding 

The study was carried out by a working group composed of ATF and Treasury representatives. The 

working group’s activities and findings were overseen by a steering committee composed of ATF and 

Treasury officials. 

2 
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devices, Congress sent a strong signal that firearms with the ability to expel large 

amounts of ammunition quickly are not sporting; rather, firearms with this ability have 

military purposes and are a crime problem. Specifically, Congress found that these 

magazines served “combat-functional ends” and were attractive to criminals because they 

“make it possible to fire a large number of rounds without reloading, then to reload 

quickly when those rounds are spent.”
3 

Moreover, we did not find any evidence that the 

ability to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine serves any sporting 

purpose. Accordingly, we found that the ability to accept such a magazine is a critical 

factor in the sporting purposes test, which must be given the same weight as the other 

military configuration features identified in 1989. 

In addition, the information we collected on the use and suitability of LCMM rifles for 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting demonstrated that the rifles are not 

especially suitable for sporting purposes. Although our review of this information 

indicated that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles sometimes are used for hunting, 

their actual use in hunting is limited. There are even some general restrictions and 

prohibitions on the use of semiautomatic rifles for hunting game. Similarly, although the 

LCMM rifles usually may be used, with certain exceptions, and sometimes are used for 

organized competitive target shooting, their suitability for this activity is limited. In fact, 

there are some restrictions and prohibitions on their use. 

Furthermore, the information we gathered demonstrated that the LCMM rifles are 

attractive to certain criminals. We identified specific examples of the LCMM rifles’ 

being used in violent crime and gun trafficking. In addition, we found some disturbing 

trends involving the LCMM rifles, including a rapid and continuing increase in crime gun 

trace requests after 1991 and a rapid “time to crime.” Their ability to accept large 

capacity military magazines likely plays a role in their appeal to these criminals. 

After weighing all the information collected, we found that the LCMM rifles are not 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes 

and are therefore not importable. However, this decision will in no way preclude the 

importation of true sporting firearms. 

H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18-19. 3 
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BACKGROUND 

Importation of Firearms Under the Gun Control Act 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA)
4
 generally prohibits the importation of firearms into 

the United States.
5 

However, the GCA creates four narrow categories of firearms that the 

Secretary of the Treasury shall authorize for importation. The category that is relevant to 

this study is found at 18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3). 

The Secretary shall authorize a firearm . . . to be imported or brought into the 

United States . . . if the firearm . . . 

(3) is of a type that does not fall within the definition of a 

firearm as defined in section 5845(a) of the Internal 

Revenue Code of 1954 and is generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting 

purposes, excluding surplus military firearms, except in any 

case where the Secretary has not authorized the importation 

of the firearm pursuant to this paragraph, it shall be 

unlawful to import any frame, receiver, or barrel of such 

firearm which would be prohibited if assembled. (Emphasis 

added) 

This provision originally was enacted, in a slightly different form, by Title IV of the 

Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 1968
6 
and also was contained in Title I of 

the GCA, which amended Title IV later that year. 

The GCA was enacted in large part "to assist law enforcement authorities in the States and 

their subdivisions in combating the increasing prevalence of crime in the 

United States." However, the Senate Report to the act also made clear that Congress did 

not intend the GCA to place any undue or unnecessary restrictions or burdens on 

responsible, law-abiding citizens with respect to acquiring, possessing, transporting, or 

using firearms for lawful activities.
7 

4
  Pub. L. No. 90-618. 

5 
18 U.S.C. section 922(l). 

6 
Pub. L. No. 90-351. 

7
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 22 (1968). 
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5 

Consistent with this general approach, legislative history indicates that Congress intended 

the importation standard provided in section 925(d)(3) to exclude military-type weapons 

from importation to prevent such weapons from being used in crime, while allowing the 

importation of high-quality sporting rifles. According to the Senate Report, section 

925(d)(3) was intended to "curb the flow of surplus military weapons and other firearms 

being brought into the United States which are not particularly suitable for target shooting 

or hunting."
8 

The report goes on to explain that "[t]he importation of certain foreign-

made and military surplus nonsporting firearms has an important bearing on the problem 

which this title is designed to alleviate [crime]. Thus, the import provisions of this title 

seem entirely justified."
9

 Indeed, during debate on the bill, Senator Dodd, the sponsor of 

the legislation, stated that "Title IV prohibits importation of arms which the Secretary 

determines are not suitable for . . . sport . . . . The entire intent of the importation section 

is to get those kinds of weapons that are used by criminals and have no sporting 

purpose."
10 

The Senate Report, however, also makes it clear that the importation standards "are 

designed and intended to provide for the importation of quality made, sporting firearms, 

including . . . rifles such as those manufactured and imported by Browning and other such 

manufacturers and importers of firearms."
11 

(The rifles being imported by Browning at 

that time were semiautomatic and manually operated traditional sporting rifles of high 

quality.) Similarly, the report states that the importation prohibition "would not interfere 

with the bringing in of currently produced firearms, such as rifles . . . of recognized quality 

which are used for hunting and for recreational purposes."
12

 The reference to recreational 

purposes is not inconsistent with the expressed purpose of restricting importation to 

firearms particularly suitable for target shooting or hunting, because firearms particularly 

suitable for these purposes also can be used for other purposes such as recreational 

shooting. 

During debate on the bill, there was discussion about the meaning of the term "sporting 

purposes." Senator Dodd stated: 

[h]ere again I would have to say that if a military weapon is used in a 

8
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 22 (1968). 

9
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 24 (1968). 

10
 114 Cong. Rec. S 5556, 5582, 5585 (1968). 

11 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 38 (1968). 

12 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 22 (1968). 
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special sporting event, it does not become a sporting weapon. It is a 

military weapon used in a special sporting event . . . . As I said previously 

the language says no firearms will be admitted into this country unless they 

are genuine sporting weapons.
13 

Legislative history also shows that the determination of a weapon's suitability for sporting 

purposes is the direct responsibility of the Secretary of the Treasury. The Secretary was 

given this discretion largely because Congress recognized that section 925(d)(3) was a 

difficult provision to implement. Immediately after discussing the large role cheap 

imported .22 caliber revolvers were playing in crime, the Senate Report stated: 

[t]he difficulty of defining weapons characteristics to meet this target 

without discriminating against sporting quality firearms, was a major 

reason why the Secretary of the Treasury has been given fairly broad 

discretion in defining and administering the import prohibition.
14 

Indeed, Congress granted this discretion to the Secretary even though some expressed 

concern with its breadth: 

[t]he proposed import restrictions of Title IV would give the Secretary of 

the Treasury unusually broad discretion to decide whether a particular type 

of firearm is generally recognized as particularly suitable for, or readily 

adaptable to, sporting purposes. If this authority means anything, it 

permits Federal officials to differ with the judgment of sportsmen expressed 

through consumer preference in the marketplace . . . .  
15 

Section 925(d)(3) provides that the Secretary shall authorize the importation of a firearm 

if it is of a "type" that is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. The legislative history also makes it clear that the 

Secretary shall scrutinize types of firearms in exercising his authority under section 925(d).

 Specifically, the Senate Report to the GCA states that section 925(d) "gives the 

Secretary authority to permit the importation of ammunition and certain types of 

firearms."
16 

13
 114 Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968). 

14
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d Sess. 38 (1968). 

15
 S. Rep. No. 1097, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 2155 (1968) (views of Senators Dirksen, Hruska, Thurmond, and 

Burdick). In Gun South, Inc. v. Brady, F.2d 858, 863 (11
th

 Cir. 1989), the court, based on legislative 

history, found that the GCA gives the Secretary “unusually broad discretion in applying section 925(d)(3).” 

16 
S. Rep. No. 1501, 90

th
 Cong. 2d. Sess. 38 (1968). 
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7 

The Senate Report to the GCA also recommended that the Secretary establish a council 

that would provide him with guidance and assistance in determining which firearms meet 

the criteria for importation into the United States.
17

 Accordingly, following the enactment 

of the GCA, the Secretary established the Firearms Evaluation Panel (FEP) (also known as 

the Firearms Advisory Panel) to provide guidelines for implementation of the "sporting 

purposes" test. This panel was composed of representatives from the military, the law 

enforcement community, and the firearms industry. At the initial meeting of the FEP, it 

was understood that the panel's role would be advisory only.
18 

The panel focused its 

attention on handguns and recommended the adoption of factoring criteria to evaluate the 

various types of handguns. These factoring criteria are based upon such considerations as 

overall length of the firearm, caliber, safety features, and frame construction. ATF 

thereafter developed an evaluation sheet (ATF Form 4590) that was put into use for 

evaluating handguns pursuant to section 925(d)(3). (See exhibit 4.) 

The FEP did not propose criteria for evaluating rifles and shotguns under section 

925(d)(3). Other than surplus military firearms, which Congress addressed separately, the 

rifles and shotguns being imported prior to 1968 were generally conventional rifles and 

shotguns specifically intended for sporting purposes. Therefore, in 1968, there was no 

cause to develop criteria for evaluating the sporting purposes of rifles and shotguns. 

1984 Application of the Sporting Purposes Test 

The first time that ATF undertook a meaningful analysis of rifles or shotguns under the 

sporting purposes test was in 1984.  At that time, ATF was faced with a new breed of 

imported shotgun, and it became clear that the historical assumption that all shotguns were 

sporting was no longer viable. Specifically, ATF was asked to determine whether the 

Striker-12 shotgun was suitable for sporting purposes. This shotgun is a military/law 

enforcement weapon initially designed and manufactured in South Africa for riot control. 

When the importer was asked to submit evidence of the weapon's sporting purposes, it 

provided information that the weapon was suitable for police/combat-style competitions. 

ATF determined that this type of competition did not constitute a sporting purpose 

under the statute, and that the shotgun was not suitable for the traditional shotgun sports 

of hunting, and trap and skeet shooting. 

17
 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. 38 (1968). 

18 
Gilbert Equipment Co. v. Higgins, 709 F. Supp. 1071, 1083, n. 7 (S.D. Ala. 1989), aff’d without op., 894 

F.2d 412 (11
th

 Cir. 1990). 
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1986 Firearms Owners Protection Act 

On May 19, 1986, Congress passed the Firearms Owners Protection Act,
19 

which 

amended section 925(d)(3) to provide that the Secretary "shall" (instead of "may") 

authorize the importation of a firearm that is of a type that is generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. The Senate Report to 

the law stated "it is anticipated that in the vast majority of cases, [the substitution of 'shall' 

for 'may' in the authorization section] will not result in any change in current practices."
20 

As the courts have found, "[r]egardless of the changes made [by the 1986 law], the 

firearm must meet the sporting purposes test and it remains the Secretary's obligation to 

determine whether specific firearms satisfy this test."
21 

1986 Application of the Sporting Purposes Test 

In 1986, ATF again had to determine whether a shotgun met the sporting purposes test, 

when the Gilbert Equipment Company requested that the USAS-12 shotgun be classified 

as a sporting firearm under section 925(d)(3). Again, ATF refused to recognize 

police/combat-style competitions as a sporting purpose. After examining and testing the 

weapon, ATF determined its weight, size, bulk, designed magazine capacity, 

configuration, and other factors prevented it from being classified as particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to the traditional shotgun sports of hunting, and trap and skeet 

shooting. Accordingly, its importation was denied. 

When this decision was challenged in Federal court, ATF argued, in part, that large 

magazine capacity and rapid reloading ability are military features. The court accepted 

this argument, finding "the overall appearance and design of the weapon (especially the 

detachable box magazine . . . ) is that of a combat weapon and not a sporting weapon."
22 

In reaching this decision, the court was not persuaded by the importer's argument that box 

magazines can be lengthened or shortened depending on desired shell capacity.
23

 The 

court also agreed with ATF’s conclusion that police/combat-style competitions were not 

considered sporting purposes. 

19 
Pub. L. No. 99-308. 

20
 S. Rep. No. 98-583, 98

th
 Cong. 1

st
 Sess. 27 (1984). 

21 
Gilbert Equipment Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1083. 

22 
Id. at 1089. 

23 
Id. at 1087, n. 20 and 1089. 
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1989 Report on the Importability of Semiautomatic Assault Rifles 

In 1989, after five children were killed in a California schoolyard by a gunman with a 

semiautomatic copy of an AK47, ATF decided to reexamine whether certain 

semiautomatic assault-type rifles met the sporting purposes test. This decision was 

reached after consultation with the Director of the Office of National Drug Control Policy.

 In March and April 1989, ATF announced that it was suspending the importation of 

certain "assault-type rifles." For the purposes of this suspension, assault-type rifles were 

those rifles that generally met the following criteria: (1) military appearance; (2) large 

magazine capacity; and (3) semiautomatic version of a machinegun. An ATF working 

group was established to reevaluate the importability of these assault-type rifles. On July 

6, 1989, the group issued its Report and Recommendation of the ATF Working Group on 

the Importability of Certain Semiautomatic Rifles (hereinafter 1989 report). 

In the 1989 report, the working group first discussed whether the assault-type rifles under 

review fell within a "type" of firearm for the purposes of section 925(d)(3). The working 

group concluded that most of the assault-type rifles under review represented "a 

distinctive type of rifle [which it called the "semiautomatic assault rifle"] distinguished by 

certain general characteristics which are common to the modern military assault rifle."
24 

The working group explained that the modern military assault rifle is a weapon designed 

for killing or disabling the enemy and has characteristics designed to accomplish this 

purpose. Moreover, it found that these characteristics distinguish modern military assault 

rifles from traditional sporting rifles. 

The characteristics of the modern military assault rifle that the working group identified 

were as follows: (1) military configuration (which included: ability to accept a detachable 

magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate pistol grips, ability to accept a bayonet, 

flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and night sights) (see exhibit 5 for a 

thorough discussion of each of these features); (2) ability to fire automatically (i.e., as a 

machinegun); and (3) chambered to accept a centerfire cartridge case having a length of 

2.25 inches or less.
25

 In regards to the ability to accept a detachable magazine, the 

working group explained that: 

[v]irtually all modern military firearms are designed to accept large, 

detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity 

magazines are indicative of military firearms. While detachable 

24 
1989 report at 6. 

25 
1989 report at 6. 
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magazines are not limited to military firearms, most traditional 

semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a detachable 

magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity.
26 

The working group emphasized that these characteristics had to be looked at as a whole to 

determine whether the overall configuration of each of the assault-type rifles under review 

placed the rifle fairly within the semiautomatic assault rifle type. The semiautomatic 

assault rifles shared all the above military assault rifle characteristics other than being 

machineguns.
27 

The working group also addressed the scope of the term "sporting purposes." It 

concluded that the term should be given a narrow interpretation that focuses on the 

traditional sports of hunting and organized competitive target shooting. The working 

group made this determination by looking to the statute, its legislative history, applicable 

case law, the work of the FEP, and prior interpretations by ATF. In addition, the working 

group found that the reference to sporting purposes was intended to stand in contrast to 

military and law enforcement applications. Consequently, it determined that 

police/combat-type competitions should not be treated as sporting activities.
28 

The working group then evaluated whether the semiautomatic assault rifle type of firearm 

is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to traditional 

sporting applications. This examination took into account technical and marketing data, 

expert opinions, the recommended uses of the firearms, and information on the actual uses 

for which the weapons are employed in this country. The working group, however, did 

not consider criminal use as a factor in its analysis of the importability of this type of 

firearm. 

After analyzing this information, the working group concluded that semiautomatic assault 

rifles are not a type of firearm generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. Accordingly, the working group concluded that semi-

automatic assault rifles should not be authorized for importation under section 925(d)(3). 

However, the working group found that some of the assault-type rifles under review (the 

Valmet Hunter and .22 rimfire caliber rifles), did not fall within the semiautomatic assault 

rifle type. In the case of the Valmet Hunter, the working group found that although it was 

based on the operating mechanism of the AK47 assault rifle, it had been substantially 

26
 1989 report at 6 (footnote omitted). 

27 
The semiautomatic assault rifles were semiautomatic versions of machineguns. 

28 
1989 report at 9-11. 
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changed so that it was similar to a traditional sporting rifle.
29

 Specifically, it did not have 

any of the military configuration features identified by the working group, except for the 

ability to accept a detachable magazine. 

Following the 1989 study, ATF took the position that a semiautomatic rifle with any of 

the eight military configuration features identified in the 1989 report, other than the 

ability to accept a detachable magazine, failed the sporting purposes test and, therefore, 

was not importable. 

Gun South, Inc. v. Brady 

Concurrent with its work on the 1989 report, ATF was involved in litigation with Gun 

South, Inc. (GSI). In October 1988 and February 1989, ATF had granted GSI permits to 

import AUG-SA rifles. As mentioned previously, in March and April of 1989, ATF 

imposed a temporary suspension on the importation of rifles being reviewed in the 1989 

study, which included the AUG-SA rifle. GSI filed suit in Federal court, seeking to 

prohibit the Government from interfering with the delivery of firearms imported under 

permits issued prior to the temporary suspension. 

The court of appeals found that the Government had the authority to suspend temporarily 

the importation of GSI's AUG-SA rifles because the GCA "impliedly authorizes" such 

action.
30

 In addition, the court rejected GSI's contention that the suspension was arbitrary 

and capricious because the AUG-SA rifle had not physically changed, explaining the 

argument "places too much emphasis on the rifle's structure for determining whether a 

firearm falls within the sporting purpose exception. While the Bureau must consider the 

rifle's physical structure, the [GCA] requires the Bureau to equally consider the rifle's 

use."
31

 In addition, the court found that ATF adequately had considered sufficient 

evidence before imposing the temporary suspension, citing evidence ATF had considered 

demonstrating that semiautomatic assault-type rifles were being used with increasing 

frequency in crime.
32 

29 
This finding reflects the fact that the operating mechanism of the AK47 assault rifle is similar to the 

operating mechanism used in many traditional sporting rifles. 

30 
Gun South, Inc. v. Brady, 877 F.2d 858 (11th Cir. 1989). The court of appeals issued its ruling just days 

before the 1989 report was issued. However, the report was complete before the ruling was issued. 

31 
Id. 

32 
Id. 
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Although GSI sued ATF on the temporary suspension of its import permits, once the 1989 

report was issued, no one pursued a lawsuit challenging ATF’s determination that the 

semiautomatic assault rifles banned from importation did not meet the sporting purposes 

test.
33 

Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994 

On September 13, 1994, Congress passed the Violent Crime Control and Law 

Enforcement Act of 1994,
34 

which made it unlawful, with certain exceptions, to 

manufacture, transfer, or possess semiautomatic assault weapons as defined by the 

statute.
35 

The statute defined semiautomatic assault weapons to include 19 named models 

of firearms (or copies or duplicates of the firearms in any caliber);
36 

semiauto-matic rifles 

that have the ability to accept detachable magazines and have at least two of five features 

specified in the law; semiautomatic pistols that have the ability to accept detachable 

magazines and have at least two of five features specified in the law; and semiautomatic 

shotguns that have at least two of four features specified in the law.
37

 However, Congress 

33 
After the 1989 report was issued, Mitchell Arms, Inc. asserted takings claims against the Government 

based upon the suspension and revocation of four permits allowing for the importation of semiautomatic 

assault rifles and ATF’s temporary moratorium on import permits for other rifles. The court found for the 

Government, holding the injury complained of was not redressable as a taking because Mitchell Arms did 

not hold a property interest within the meaning of the Just Compensation Clause of the Fifth Amendment. 

Mitchell Arms v. United States, 26 Cl. Ct. 1 (1992), aff’d, 7 F.3d 212 (Fed. Cir. 1993), cert. denied, 511 

U.S. 1106 (1994). 

34 
Pub. L. No. 103-22. Title XI, Subtitle A of this act may be cited as the “Public Safety and Recreational 

Firearms Use Protection Act.” 

35
 18 U.S.C. section 922(v). 

36
 Chapter 18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(30)(A) states that the term "semiautomatic assault weapon" means "any 

of the firearms, or copies or duplicates of the firearms in any caliber, known as -," followed by a list of 

named firearms. Even though section 921(a)(3) defines "firearm" as used in chapter 18 to mean, in part, 

"the frame or receiver of any such weapon," the use of "firearm" in section 921(a)(30)(A) has not been 

interpreted to mean a frame or receiver of any of the named weapons, except when the frame or receiver 

actually is incorporated in one of the named weapons. 

Any other interpretation would be contrary to Congress' intent in enacting the assault weapon ban. In the 

House Report to the assault weapon ban, Congress emphasized that the ban was to be interpreted narrowly.

 For example, the report explained that the present bill was more tightly focused than earlier drafts which 

gave ATF authority to ban any weapon which "embodies the same configuration" as the named list of guns 

in section 921(a)(30)(A); instead, the present bill "contains a set of specific characteristics that must be 

present in order to ban any additional semiautomatic assault weapons [beyond the listed weapons]." H. 

Rep. 103-489 at 21. 

37
 18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(30). 
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exempted from the assault weapon ban any semiautomatic rifle that cannot accept a 

detachable magazine that holds more than five rounds of ammunition and any 

semiautomatic shotgun that cannot hold more than five rounds of ammunition in a fixed or 

detachable magazine.
38 

Although the 1994 law was not directly addressing the sporting purposes test in section 

925(d)(3), section 925(d)(3) had a strong influence on the law's content. The technical 

work of ATF's 1989 report was, to a large extent, incorporated into the 1994 law. The 

House Report to the 1994 law explained that although the legal question of whether 

semiautomatic assault weapons met section 925(d)(3)'s sporting purposes test "is not 

directly posed by [the 1994 law], the working group's research and analysis on assault 

weapons is relevant on the questions of the purposes underlying the design of assault 

weapons, the characteristics that distinguish them from sporting guns, and the reasons 

underlying each of the distinguishing features."
39

 As in the 1989 study, Congress focused 

on the external features of firearms, rather than on their semiautomatic operating 

mechanism. 

The 1994 law also made it unlawful to possess and transfer large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices manufactured after September 13, 1994.
40

 A large capacity ammunition 

feeding device was generally defined as a magazine, belt, drum, feed strip, or similar 

device that has the capacity of, or that can be readily restored or converted to accept, 

more than 10 rounds of ammunition.
41 

Congress passed these provisions of the 1994 law in response to the use of semiautomatic 

assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding devices in crime. Congress had 

been presented with much evidence demonstrating that these weapons were "the weapons 

of choice among drug dealers, criminal gangs, hate groups, and mentally deranged persons 

bent on mass murder."
42

 The House Report to the 1994 law recounts numerous 

crimes that had occurred involving semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity 

magazines that were originally designed and produced for military assault rifles.
43 

38 
18 U.S.C. sections 922(v)(3)(C)&(D). 

39 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 17, n. 19. 

40 
18 U.S.C. section 922(w). 

41 
18 U.S.C. section 921(a)(31). 

42 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13. 

43 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 14-15. 
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In enacting the semiautomatic assault weapon and large capacity ammunition feeding 

device bans, Congress emphasized that it was not preventing the possession of sporting 

firearms. The House Report, for example, stated that the bill differed from earlier bills in 

that "it is designed to be more tightly focused and more carefully crafted to clearly exempt 

legitimate sporting guns."
44

 In addition, Congress specifically exempted 661 long guns 

from the assault weapon ban which are "most commonly used in hunting and recreational 

sports."
45 

Both the 1994 law and its legislative history demonstrate that Congress recognized that 

ammunition capacity is a factor in determining whether a firearm is a sporting firearm. For 

example, large capacity ammunition feeding devices were banned, while rifles and 

shotguns with small ammunition capacities were exempted from the assault weapon ban. 

Moreover, the House Report specifically states that the ability to accept a large capacity 

magazine was a military configuration feature which was not "merely cosmetic," but 

"serve[d] specific, combat-functional ends."
46

 The House Report also explains that, while 

“[m]ost of the weapons covered by the [ban] come equipped with magazines that hold 

30 rounds [and can be replaced with magazines that hold 50 or even 100 rounds], . . . [i]n 

contrast, hunting rifles and shotguns typically have much smaller magazine capabilities--

from 3-5.”
47 

Finally, it must be emphasized that the semiautomatic assault weapon ban of section 

922(v) is distinct from the sporting purposes test governing imports of section 925(d)(3). 

Clearly, any weapon banned under section 922(v) cannot be imported into the 

United States because its possession in the United States would be illegal. However, it is 

possible that a weapon not defined as a semiautomatic assault weapon under section 

922(v) still would not be importable under section 925(d)(3). In order to be importable, 

the firearm must be of a type generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes regardless of its categorization under section 922(v). The 

Secretary's discretion under section 925(d)(3) remains intact for all weapons not banned 

by the 1994 statute. 

The Present Review 

Prior to the November 14, 1997, decision to conduct this review, certain members of 

44 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 21. 

45 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 20. None of these 661 guns are study rifles. 

46 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

47
 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). 
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Congress strongly urged that it was necessary to review the manner in which the Treasury 

Department is applying the sporting purposes test to the study rifles, in order to ensure 

that the present practice is consistent with section 925(d)(3) and current patterns of gun 

use. The fact that it had been nearly 10 years since the last comprehensive review of the 

importation of rifles (with many new rifles being developed during this time) also 

contributed to the decision to conduct this review. 
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DEFINING THE TYPE OF WEAPON UNDER REVIEW 

Section 925 (d) (3) provides that the Secretary shall authorize the importation of a firearm 

if it is of a “type” that meets the sporting purposes test. Given this statutory mandate, we 

had to determine whether the study rifles suspended from importation fell within one type 

of firearm. Our review of the study rifles demonstrated that all were derived from 

semiautomatic assault rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes test in 1989 but were 

later found to be importable when certain military features were removed. 

Within this group, we determined that virtually all of the study rifles shared another 

important feature: The ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine (e.g., more 

than 10 rounds) that was originally designed and produced for one of the following 

military assault rifles:  AK47, FN-FAL, HK91 or 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi. (This is the only 

military configuration feature cited in the 1989 study that remains with any of the study 

rifles). 

We determined that all of the study rifles that shared both of these characteristics fell 

within a type of firearm which, for the purposes of this report, we call “large capacity 

military magazine rifles” or “LCMM rifles.” It appears that only one study rifle, the 

VEPR caliber .308--which is based on the AK47 design--does not fall within this type 

because it does not have the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine. 

SCOPE OF "SPORTING PURPOSES" 

As in the 1989 study, we had to determine the scope of "sporting purposes" as used in 

section 925(d)(3). Looking to the statute, its legislative history, the work of the Firearms 

Evaluation Panel (see exhibit 6), and prior ATF interpretations, we determined sporting 

purposes should be given a narrow reading, incorporating only the traditional sports of 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting (rather than a broader interpretation 

that could include virtually any lawful activity or competition.) 

In terms of the statute itself, the structure of the importation provisions suggests a 

somewhat narrow interpretation. Firearms are prohibited from importation (section 

922(l)), with four specific exceptions (section 925(d)). A broad interpretation permitting 

a firearm to be imported because someone may wish to use it in some lawful shooting 

activity would render the general prohibition of section 922(l) meaningless. 

Similarly, as discussed in the "Background" section, the legislative history of the GCA 

indicates that the term sporting purposes narrowly refers to the traditional sports of 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting. There is nothing in the history to 

indicate that it was intended to recognize every conceivable type of activity or competition 

that might employ a firearm. 
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In addition, the FEP specifically addressed the informal shooting activity of "plinking" 

(shooting at randomly selected targets such as bottles and cans) and determined that it was 

not a legitimate sporting purpose under the statute. The panel found that, "while many 

persons participate in this type of activity and much ammunition was expended in such 

endeavors, it was primarily a pastime and could not be considered a sport for the purposes 

of importation. . . ." (See exhibit 6.) 

Finally, the 1989 report determined that the term sporting purposes should be given a 

narrow reading incorporating the traditional rifle sports of hunting and organized 

competitive target shooting. In addition, the report determined that the statute's reference 

to sporting purposes was intended to stand in contrast with military and law enforcement 

applications. This is consistent with ATF’s interpretation in the context of the Striker-12 

shotgun and the USAS-12 shotgun. It is also supported by the court’s decision in Gilbert 

Equipment Co. v. Higgins. 

We received some comments urging us to find "practical shooting" is a sport for the 

purposes of section 925(d)(3).
48

 Further, we received information showing that practical 

shooting is gaining in popularity in the United States and is governed by an organization 

that has sponsored national events since 1989. It also has an international organization. 

While some may consider practical shooting a sport, by its very nature it is closer to 

police/combat-style competition and is not comparable to the more traditional types of 

sports, such as hunting and organized competitive target shooting. Therefore, we are not 

convinced that practical shooting does, in fact, constitute a sporting purpose under section 

925(d)(3).
49

 However, even if we were to assume for the sake of argument that practical 

shooting is a sport for the purposes of the statute, we still would have to decide whether a 

firearm that could be used in practical shooting meets the sporting purposes test.  In other 

words, it still would need to be determined whether the firearm is of a type that is 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to practical shooting 

and other sporting purposes.
50

 Moreover, the legislative history makes clear that the use 

of a military weapon in a practical shooting competition would not make that weapon 

48 
Practical shooting involves moving, identifying, and engaging multiple targets and delivering a num ber of 

shots rapidly. In doing this, practical shooting participants test their defensive skills as they encounter 

props, including walls and barricades, with full or partial targets, "no-shoots," steel reaction targets, 

movers, and others to challenge them. 

49 
As noted earlier, ATF has taken the position that police/combat-style competitions do not constitute a 

“sporting purpose.” This position was upheld in Gilbert Equipment Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1077. 

50 
Our findings on the use and suitability of the LCMM rifles in practical shooting competitions are contained 

in the “Suitability for Sporting Purposes” section of this report. 
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sporting: “if a military weapon is used in a special sporting event, it does not become a 

sporting weapon. It is a military weapon used in a special sporting event.”
51

 While none 

of the LCMM rifles are military weapons, they still retain the military feature of the ability 

to accept a large capacity military magazine. 

51 
114 Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968) (Sen. Dodd). 
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METHOD OF STUDY 

As explained in the “Executive Summary” section of this report, the purpose of this study is to 

review whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles are properly importable under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3). More specifically, we reexamined the conclusions of the 

1989 report as applied today to determine whether we are correct to allow importation of the 

study rifles that have been modified by having certain military features removed. To determine 

whether such rifles are generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes, the Secretary must consider both the physical features of the rifles and the 

actual uses of the rifles.
52

 Because it appears that all of the study rifles that have been imported 

to date have the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine,
53

 all of the information 

collected on the study rifles’ physical features and actual uses applies only to the LCMM rifles. 

Physical features: 

The discussion of the LCMM rifles’ physical features are contained in the “Suitability for 

Sporting Purposes” section of this report. 

Use: 

We collected relevant information on the use of the LCMM rifles. Although the 1989 study did 

not consider the criminal use of firearms in its importability analysis, legislative history 

demonstrates and the courts have found that criminal use is a factor that can be considered in 

determining whether a firearm meets the requirements of section 925(d)(3).
54

 Accordingly, we 

decided to consider the criminal use of the LCMM rifles in the present analysis. 

The term "generally recognized" in section 925(d)(3) indicates that the Secretary should base his 

evaluation of whether a firearm is of a type that is particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes, in part, on a “community standard” of the firearm’s use.
55

 The community 

standard "may change over time even though the firearm remains the same. Thus, a changing 

pattern of use may significantly affect whether a firearm is generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to a sporting purpose."
56

 Therefore, to assist the Secretary in 

determining whether the LCMM rifles presently are of a type generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes, we gathered information from 

the relevant “community.” The relevant community was defined as persons and groups who are 

52 Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

53 The VEPR caliber .308 discussed on page 16 has not yet been imported. 

54 114 Cong. Rec. S 5556, 5582, 5585 (1968)(“[t]he entire intent of the importation section [of the sporting 

purposes test] is to get those kinds of weapons that are used by criminals and have no sporting purposes”) (Sen. 
Dodd); Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

55 Gun South, Inc., 877 F.2d at 866. 

56 Id. 
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knowledgeable about the uses of these firearms or have relevant information about whether these 

firearms are particularly suitable for sporting purposes. We identified more than 2,000 persons 

or groups we believed would be able to provide relevant, factual information on these issues. 

The individuals and groups were selected to obtain a broad range of perspectives on the issues. 

We conducted surveys to obtain specific information from hunting guides, editors of hunting and 

shooting magazines, organized competitive shooting groups, State game commissions, and law 

enforcement agencies and organizations. Additionally, we asked industry members, trade 

associations, and various interest and information groups to provide relevant information.
57

 A 

detailed presentation of the surveys and responses is included as an appendix to this report. 

We also reviewed numerous advertisements and publications, both those submitted by the editors 

of hunting and shooting magazines and those collected internally, in our search for material 

discussing the uses of the LCMM rifles. Further, we collected importation data, tracing data, and 

case studies.
58 

Our findings on use are contained in the “Suitability for Sporting Purposes” section of this 

report. 

57 
Hunting guides: Guides were asked about specific types of firearms used by their clients. The guides were an 

easily definable group, versus the entire universe of hunters. We obtained the names of the hunting guides 
surveyed from the States. 

Editors of hunting and shooting magazines: Editors were surveyed to determine whether they recommended 

the LCMM rifles for hunting or organized competitive target shooting and whether they had written any articles 

on the subject. The list of editors we surveyed was obtained from a directory of firearms-related organizations. 

Organized competitive shooting groups: Organized groups were asked whether they sponsored competitive 

events with high-power semiautomatic rifles and whether the LCMM rifles were allowed in those competitions. 

We felt it was significant to query those who are involved with organized events rather than unofficial activities 

with no specific rules or guidelines. As with the editors above, the list of groups was obtained from a directory 

of firearms-related organizations. 

State game commissions: State officials were surveyed to determine whether the use of the LCMM rifles was 

prohibited or restricted for hunting in each State. 

Law enforcement agencies and organizations: Specific national organizations and a sampling of 26 police 

departments across the country were contacted about their knowledge of the LCMM rifles’ use in crime. The 

national organizations were surveyed with the intent that they would gather input from the wide range of law 

enforcement agencies that they represent or that they would have access to national studies on the subject. 

Industry members and trade associations: These groups were included because of their knowledge on the 

issue. 

Interest and information groups: These organizations were included because of their wide range of 

perspectives on the issue. 

58 To assist us with our review of the crime-related information we collected, we obtained the services of Garen J. 

Wintemute, MD, M.P.H. Director of the Violence Prevention Research Program, University of California, 

Davis, and Anthony A. Braga, Ph.D., J.F.K. School of Government, Harvard University. 
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SUITABILITY FOR SPORTING PURPOSES 

The next step in our review was to evaluate whether the LCMM rifles, as a type, are 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to hunting and 

organized competitive target shooting.
59

 The standard applied in making this 

determination is high. It requires more than a showing that the LCMM rifles may be used 

or even are sometimes used for hunting and organized competitive target shooting; if this 

were the standard, the statute would be meaningless. Rather, the standard requires a 

showing that the LCMM rifles are especially suitable for use in hunting and organized 

competitive target shooting. 

As discussed in the “Method of Study” section, we considered both the physical features 

of the LCMM rifles and the actual uses of the LCMM rifles in making this determination. 

Physical Features 

The ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that was originally 

designed and produced for one of the following military assault rifles: AK47, FN-

FAL, HK91 or 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi. 

Although the LCMM rifles have been stripped of many of their military features, they all 

still have the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine that was originally 

designed and produced for one of the following military assault rifles: AK47, FN-FAL, 

HK91 and 93, SIG SG550, or Uzi; in other words, they still have a feature that was 

designed for killing or disabling an enemy. As the 1989 report explains: 

Virtually all modern military firearms are designed to accept large, 

detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity 

magazines are indicative of military firearms. While detachable 

magazines are not limited to military firearms, most traditional 

59 
One commenter suggests that the Secretary has been improperly applying the “readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes” provision of the statute. Historically, the Secretary has considered the “particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to” provisions as one standard. The broader interpretation urged by the 

commenter would make the standard virtually unenforceable. If the Secretary allowed the importation of a 

firearm which is readily adaptable to sporting purposes, without requiring it actually to be adapted prior to 

importation, the Secretary would have no control over whether the adaptation actually would occur 

following the importation. 
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semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a detachable 

magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity.
60 

Thus, the 1989 report found the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine 

originally designed and produced for a military assault rifle was a military, not a sporting, 

feature. Nevertheless, in 1989 it was decided that the ability to accept such a large 

capacity magazine, in the absence of other military configuration features, would not be 

viewed as disqualifying for the purposes of the sporting purposes test.  However, several 

important developments, which are discussed below, have led us to reevaluate the weight 

that should be given to the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine 

in the sporting purposes test. 

Most significantly, we must reevaluate the significance of this military feature because of a 

major amendment that was made to the GCA since the 1989 report was issued. In 1994, 

as discussed in the “Background” section of this report, Congress passed a ban on large 

capacity ammunition feeding devices and semiautomatic assault weapons.
61

 In enacting 

these bans, Congress made it clear that it was not preventing the possession of sporting 

firearms.
62

 Although the 1994 law was not directly addressing the sporting purposes test, 

section 925(d)(3) had a strong influence on the law's content. As discussed previously, 

the technical work of ATF's 1989 report was, to a large extent, incorporated into the 1994 

law. 

Both the 1994 law and its legislative history demonstrate that Congress found that 

ammunition capacity is a factor in whether a firearm is a sporting firearm. For example, 

large capacity ammunition feeding devices were banned, while rifles and shotguns with 

small ammunition capacities were exempted from the assault weapon ban. In other words, 

Congress found magazine capacity to be such an important factor that a semiautomatic 

rifle that cannot accept a detachable magazine that holds more than five rounds of 

ammunition will not be banned, even if it contains all five of the assault 

60 
1989 report at 6 (footnote omitted). This was not the first time that ATF considered magazine capacity to 

be a relevant factor in deciding whether a firearm met the sporting purposes test.  See Gilbert Equipment 

Co., 709 F. Supp. at 1089 (“the overall appearance and design of the weapon (especially the detachable box 

magazine . . .) is that of a combat weapon and not a sporting weapon.” 

61 
The ban on large capacity ammunition feeding devices does not include any such device manufactured on 

or before September 13, 1994. Accordingly, there are vast numbers of large capacity magazines originally 

designed and produced for military assault weapons that are legal to transfer and possess (“grandfathered” 

large capacity military magazines). Presently these grandfathered large capacity military magazines fit the 

LCMM rifles. 

62
 See, for example, H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 21. 
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weapon features listed in the law. Moreover, unlike the assault weapon ban in which a 

detachable magazine and at least two physical features are required to ban a rifle, a large 

capacity magazine in and of itself is banned. 

In addition, the House Report specifically states that the ability to accept a large capacity 

magazine is a military configuration characteristic that is not "merely cosmetic," but 

"serve[s] specific, combat-functional ends."
63

 The House Report also explains that large 

capacity magazines 

make it possible to fire a large number of rounds without re-loading, then 

to reload quickly when those rounds are spent. Most of the weapons 

covered by the proposed legislation come equipped with magazines that 

hold 30 rounds. Even these magazines, however, can be replaced with 

magazines that hold 50 or even 100 rounds. Furthermore, expended 

magazines can be quickly replaced, so that a single person with a single 

assault weapon can easily fire literally hundreds of rounds within minutes. . 

. . In contrast, hunting rifles and shotguns typically have much smaller 

magazine capabilities--from 3-5.
64 

Congress specifically exempted 661 long guns from the assault weapon ban that are "most 

commonly used in hunting and recreational sports."
65 

The vast majority of these long 

guns do not use large capacity magazines. Although a small number of the exempted long 

guns have the ability to accept large capacity magazines, only four of these exempted long 

guns were designed to accept large capacity military magazines.
66 

The 1994 law also demonstrates Congress' concern about the role large capacity 

magazines and firearms with the ability to accept these large capacity magazines play in 

63 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

64 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). The fact that 12 States place a limit on the magazine     

capacity allowed for hunting, usually 5 or 6 rounds, is consistent with this analysis. (See exhibit 7). 

65 
H. Rep. 103-489, at 20. 

66 
These four firearms are the Iver Johnson M-1 carbine, the Iver Johnson 50

th
 Anniversary M-1 carbine, the 

Ruger Mini-14 autoloading rifle (without folding stock), and the Ruger Mini Thirty rifle. All of these 

weapons are manufactured in the United States and are not the subject of this study. In this regard, it should 

also be noted that Congress can distinguish between domestic firearms and foreign firearms and impose 

different requirements on the importation of firearms. For example, Congress may ban the importation of 

certain firearms although similar firearms may be produced domestically. See, for example, B-West 

Imports v. United States, 75 F.3d 633 (Fed. Cir. 1996). 
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crime. The House Report for the bill makes reference to numerous crimes involving these 

magazines and weapons, including the following:
67 

The 1989 Stockton, California, schoolyard shooting in which a gunman with a 

semiautomatic copy of an AK47 and 75-round magazines fired 106 rounds in less 

than 2 minutes. Five children were killed and twenty-nine adults and children were 

injured. 

The 1993 shooting in a San Francisco, California, office building in which a 

gunman using 2 TEC DC9 assault pistols with 50-round magazines killed 

8 people and wounded 6 others. 

A 1993 shooting on the Long Island Railroad that killed 6 people and wounded 19 

others. The gunman had a Ruger semiautomatic pistol, which he reloaded several 

times with 15-round magazines, firing between 30 to 50 rounds before he was 

overpowered. 

The House Report also includes testimony from a representative of a national police 

officers’ organization, which reflects the congressional concern with criminals’ access to 

firearms that can quickly expel large amounts of ammunition: 

In the past, we used to face criminals armed with a cheap Saturday Night Special 

that could fire off six rounds before [re]loading. Now it is not at all unusual for a 

cop to look down the barrel of a TEC-9 with a 32 round clip. The ready 

availability of and easy access to assault weapons by criminals has increased so 

dramatically that police forces across the country are being required to upgrade 

their service weapons merely as a matter of self-defense and preservation. The six-

shot .38 caliber service revolver, standard law enforcement issue for years, is just 

no match against a criminal armed with a semiautomatic assault weapon.
68 

Accordingly, by passing the 1994 law, Congress signaled that firearms with the ability to 

accept detachable large capacity magazines are not particularly suitable for sporting 

purposes. Although in 1989 we found the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine was a military configuration feature, we must give it more weight, given 

this clear signal from Congress. 

The passage of the 1994 ban on large capacity magazines has had another effect. Under 

the 1994 ban, it generally is unlawful to transfer or possess a large capacity magazine 

67 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 15 (two of these examples involve handguns). 

68
 H. Rep. 103-489, at 13-14 (footnote omitted). 
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manufactured after September 13, 1994. Therefore, if we require the LCMM rifles to be 

modified so that they do not accept a large capacity military magazine in order to be 

importable, a person will not be able to acquire a newly manufactured large capacity 

magazine to fit the modified rifle. Thus, the modified rifle neither will be able to accept a 

grandfathered large capacity military magazine, nor can a new large capacity magazine be 

manufactured to fit it. Accordingly, today, making the ability to accept a large capacity 

military magazine disqualifying for importation will prevent the importation of firearms 

which have the ability to expel large amounts of ammunition quickly without reloading. 

This was not the case in 1989 or prior to the 1994 ban. 

It is important to note that even though Congress reduced the supply of large capacity 

military magazines by passing the 1994 ban, there are still vast numbers of grandfathered 

large capacity military magazines available that can be legally possessed and transferred. 

These magazines currently fit in the LCMM rifles. Therefore, the 1994 law did not 

eliminate the need to take further measures to prevent firearms imported into the United 

States from having the ability to accept large capacity military magazines, a nonsporting 

factor. 

Another impetus for reevaluating the existing standard is the development of modified 

weapons. The 1989 report caused 43 different models of semiautomatic assault rifles to 

be banned from being imported into the United States. The effect of that determination 

was that nearly all semiautomatic rifles with the ability to accept detachable large capacity 

military magazines were denied importation. Accordingly, at the time, there was no need 

for the ability to accept such a magazine to be a determining factor in the sporting 

purposes test. This is no longer the case. As discussed earlier, manufacturers have 

modified the semiautomatic assault rifles disallowed from importation in 1989 by 

removing all of their military configuration features, except for the ability to accept a 

detachable magazine. As a result, semiautomatic rifles with the ability to accept 

detachable large capacity military magazines (and therefore quickly expel large amounts of 

ammunition) legally have been entering the United States in significant numbers. 

Accordingly, the development of these modified weapons necessitates reevaluating our 

existing standards. 

Thus, in order to address Congress’ concern with firearms that have the ability to expel 

large amounts of ammunition quickly, particularly in light of the resumption of these 

weapons coming into the United States, the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine must be given greater weight in the sporting purposes analysis of the 

LCMM rifles than it presently receives.
69 

69 
A firearm that can be easily modified to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine with only 

minor adjustments to the firearm or the magazine is considered to be a firearm with the ability to accept 

these magazines. The ROMAK4 is an example of such a firearm: With minor modifications to either the 
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Derived from semiautomatic assault rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes 

test in 1989 but were later found importable when certain military features were 

removed. 

All rifles that failed to meet the sporting purposes test in 1989 were found to represent a 

distinctive type of rifle distinguished by certain general characteristics that are common to 

the modern military assault rifle. Although the LCMM rifles are based on rifle designs 

excluded from importation under the 1989 standard, they all were approved for import 

when certain military features were removed. However, the LCMM rifles all still maintain 

some characteristics common to the modern military assault rifle. Because the outward 

appearance of most of the LCMM rifles continues to resemble the military assault rifles 

from which they are derived, we have examined the issue of outward appearance carefully.

 Some might prefer the rugged, utilitarian look of these rifles to more traditional sporting 

guns. Others might recoil from using these rifles for sport because of their nontraditional 

appearance. In the end, we concluded that appearance alone does not affect the LCMM 

rifles’ suitability for sporting purposes. Available information leads us to believe that the 

determining factor for their use in crime is the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine. 

Use 

In the 1989 study, ATF found that all rifles fairly typed as semiautomatic assault rifles 

should be treated the same. Accordingly, the report stated "[t]he fact that there may be 

some evidence that a particular rifle of this type is used or recommended for sporting 

purposes should not control its importability.  Rather, all findings as to suitability of these 

rifles as a whole should govern each rifle within this type."
70

 We adopt the same approach 

for the present study. 

Use for hunting: 

The information we collected on the actual use of the LCMM rifles for hunting medium or 

larger game suggests that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles sometimes are used 

for hunting; however, their actual use in hunting is limited.
71 

In fact, there are some 

firearm or a large capacity magazine that was originally designed and produced for a semiautomatic assault 

rifle based on the AK47 design, the ROMAK4 has the ability to accept the magazine. 

70 
1989 report at 11. 

71 
We targeted the surveys toward the hunting of medium and larger game (e.g., turkey and deer) because the 

LCMM rifles chamber centerfire cartridges and therefore likely would be most suitable for hunting this 

type of game. We also learned that the LCMM rifles were used to shoot certain varmints (e.g., coyotes and 

groundhogs), which are generally considered to be pests, not game.  Many commented that the LCMM 
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general restrictions and prohibitions on the use of any semiautomatic rifle for hunting 

game. Almost half of the States place restrictions on the use of semiautomatic rifles in 

hunting, mostly involving magazine capacity (5-6 rounds) and what can be hunted with the 

rifles (see exhibit 7). 

Of the 198 hunting guides who responded to our survey, only 26 stated that they had 

clients who used the LCMM rifles on hunting trips during the past 2 hunting seasons and 

only 10 indicated that they recommend the LCMM rifles for hunting. In contrast, the vast 

majority of the guides (152) indicated that none of their clients used the LCMM rifles on 

hunting trips during the past 2 hunting seasons. In addition, the hunting guides indicated 

that the most common semiautomatic rifles used by their clients were those made by 

Browning and Remington.
72

 We found significant the comments of the hunting guides 

indicating that the LCMM rifles were not widely used for hunting. 

Of the 13 editors of hunting and shooting magazines who responded to our survey, only 

2 stated that their publications recommend specific types of centerfire semiautomatic rifles 

for use in hunting medium or larger game. These two respondents stated that they 

recommend all rifles that are safe and of appropriate caliber for hunting, including the 

LCMM rifles. However, they did not recommend the LCMM rifles based on the Uzi 

design for hunting big game; these rifles use a 9mm cartridge, which is not an appropriate 

caliber for this type of game, according to the editors. It is important to note that the 

LCMM rifles use different cartridges. The LCMM rifles based on the FN-FAL, SIG 

SG550, and HK91 and 93 designs are chambered for either the .308 Winchester cartridge 

or the .223 Remington cartridge, depending on the specific model; the LCMM rifles based 

on the Uzi design are chambered for the 9mm Parabellum cartridge; and the majority of 

the LCMM rifles based on the AK47 design are chambered for the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge 

(some are chambered for the .223 Remington cartridge). 

Of the five interest and information groups that responded to our survey, three supported 

the use of the LCMM rifles for hunting. However, one of these groups stated that the 

rifles were particularly useful on farms and ranches because of their ruggedness, utilitarian design, and 

reliability. 

72 
According to a 1996 study conducted for the Fish and Wildlife Service, only 2 percent of big game hunters 

surveyed used licensed hunting guides. Therefore, it should be noted that the information provided by the 

guides we surveyed may not be representative of all hunters. However, we believe that the hunting guides’ 

information is reliable and instructive because of their high degree of experience with and knowledge of 

hunting. 
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ammunition used by the LCMM rifle models based on the Uzi design were inadequate for 

shooting at long distances (i.e., more than 100 yards). 

Out of the 70 published articles reviewed from various shooting magazines, only 

5 contained relevant information. One of these five articles stated that, in the appropriate 

calibers, the LCMM rifles could make “excellent” hunting rifles. Two of the articles 

stated that the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge (used in LCMM rifles based on the AK47 design) 

could be an effective hunting cartridge. One of the articles that recommended the rifles 

also recommended modifications needed to improve their performance in hunting. None 

of the articles suggested that LCMM rifles based on the Uzi design were good hunting 

rifles. Thus, although the LCMM rifles could be used in hunting, the articles provided 

limited recommendations for their use as hunting weapons. 

In their usage guides, ammunition manufacturers recommend the .308 and the 7.62 x 

39mm cartridges (used in LCMM rifles based on the FN-FAL and HK 91 designs, and the 

AK47 design respectively) for medium game hunting. However, the usage guides do not 

identify the 9mm cartridge (used in the Uzi design rifles) as being suitable for hunting. 

A majority of the importers who provided information said that the LCMM rifles they 

import are used for hunting deer and similar animals. However, they provided little 

evidence that the rifles were especially suitable for hunting these animals. Two of the 

importers who responded also provided input from citizens in the form of letters 

supporting this position. The letters show a wide variety of uses for the LCMM rifles, 

including deer hunting, plinking, target shooting, home defense, and competitive shooting. 

Our review of all of this information indicates that while these rifles are used for hunting 

medium and larger game, as well as for shooting varmints, the evidence was not 

persuasive that there was widespread use for hunting. We did not find any evidence that 

the ability to accept a large capacity military magazine serves any hunting purpose. 

Traditional hunting rifles have much smaller magazine capabilities. Furthermore, the mere 

fact that the LCMM rifles are used for hunting does not mean that they are particularly 

suitable for hunting or meet the test for importation. 

Use for organized competitive target shooting: 

Of the 31 competitive shooting groups we surveyed that stated they have events using 

high-power semiautomatic rifles, 18 groups stated that they permit the use of the LCMM 

rifles for all competitions. However, 13 respondents stated that they restrict or prohibit 

the LCMM rifles for some competitions, and one group stated that it prohibits the LCMM 
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rifles for all competitions. These restrictions and prohibitions generally were enacted for 

the following reasons: 

1.  High-power rifle competitions generally require accuracy at ranges beyond the 

capabilities of the 9mm cartridge, which is used by the LCMM rifles based on the Uzi 

design. 

2. The models based on the AK47 design are limited to competitions of 200 yards or less 

because the 7.62 x 39mm cartridge, which is used by these models, generally has an 

effective range only between 300 and 500 yards. 

3. Certain matches require U.S. military service rifles, and none of the LCMM rifles fall 

into this category. 

The LCMM rifles are permitted in all United States Practical Shooting Association 

(USPSA) rifle competitions. The USPSA Practical Shooting Handbook, Glossary of 

Terms, states that “[y]ou can use any safe firearm meeting the minimum caliber (9mm/.38) 

and power factor (125PF) requirements.” The USPSA has stated that “rifles with designs 

based on the AR15, AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, and others are allowed 

and must be used to be competitive.” Moreover, we received some information indicating 

that the LCMM rifles actually are used in practical shooting competitions.
73 

However, we 

did not receive any information demonstrating that an LCMM rifle’s ability to accept large 

capacity military magazines was necessary for its use in practical shooting competitions. 

A couple of the interest groups recommended the LCMM rifles for organized competitive 

target shooting. 

None of the 70 published articles read mentioned the use of the LCMM rifles in organized 

competitive target shooting. 

All of the major ammunition manufacturers produce .308 Winchester ammunition (which 

is used in the LCMM rifle models based on the HK 91 and FN-FAL designs) and .223 

Remington ammunition (which is used in the HK 93, the SIG SG550, and some of the 

study rifle models based on the AK47 design) specifically for competitive shooting for 

rifles. The major manufacturers and advertisers of 9mm ammunition (which is used in the 

LCMM rifles based on the Uzi design) identify it as being suitable for pistol target 

shooting and self-defense. 

73 
Merely because a rifle is used in a sporting competition, the rifle does not become a sporting rifle. 114 

Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968). 
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A majority of the importers who provided information stated that the LCMM rifles they 

import are permitted in and suitable for organized competitive target shooting. Two of 

the importers who responded also provided input from citizens in the form of letters and 

petitions supporting this position. However, the importers provided little evidence that 

the rifles were especially suitable for organized competitive target shooting.

 The information collected on the actual use of the LCMM rifles for organized competitive 

target shooting suggests that, with certain exceptions, the LCMM rifles usually may be 

used and sometimes are used for organized competitive target shooting; however, their 

suitability for this activity is limited. In fact, there are some restrictions and prohibitions 

on their use. The use of the rifles in competitive target shooting appears more widespread 

than for hunting and their use for practical shooting was the most significant. Although 

we are not convinced that practical shooting does in fact constitute a sporting purpose 

under section 925(d), we note that there was no information demonstrating that rifles with 

the ability to accept detachable large capacity military magazines were necessary for use in 

practical shooting. Once again, the presence of this military feature on LCMM rifles 

suggests that they are not generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes. 

Use in crime: 

To fully understand how the LCMM rifles are used, we also examined information 

available to us on their use in crime. Some disturbing trends can be identified, and it is 

clear the LCMM rifles are attractive to criminals. 

The use of LCMM rifles in violent crime and firearms trafficking is reflected in the cases 

cited below. It should be noted that the vast majority of LCMM rifles imported during the 

period 1991-1997 were AK47 variants, which explains their prevalence in the cited cases. 

North Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

From April 1995 to November 1996, a convicted felon used a straw purchaser to acquire 

at least 55 rifles, including a number of MAK90s. The rifles were then trafficked by the 

prohibited subject to individuals in areas known for their high crime rates. In one case, the 

rifles were sold from the parking lot of a local elementary school. 

Oakland, California 

On July 8, 1995, a 32-year-old Oakland police officer assisted a fellow officer with a 

vehicle stop in a residential area. As the first officer searched the rear compartment of the 

stopped vehicle, a subject from a nearby residence used a Norinco model NMH 90 to 

shoot the 32-year old officer in the back. The officer later died from the wound. 
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El Paso, Texas 

On April 15, 1996, after receiving information from the National Tracing Center, ATF 

initiated an undercover investigation of a suspected firearms trafficker who had purchased 

326 MAK90 semiautomatic rifles during a 6-month period. The individual was found to 

be responsible for illegally diverting more than 1,000 firearms over the past several years. 

One of the MAK90 rifles that the subject had purchased was recovered from the scene of 

a 1996 shootout in Guadalajara, Mexico, between suspected drug traffickers and Mexican 

authorities. Another MAK90 was recovered in 1997 from the residence of a former 

Mexican drug kingpin following his arrest for drug-related activities. 

Charlotte, North Carolina 

On May 24, 1996, four armed subjects—one with a MAK90 rifle—carried out a home 

invasion robbery during which they killed the resident with a 9mm pistol. All four 

suspects were arrested. 

Dallas, Texas 

In September 1997, an investigation was initiated on individuals distributing crack cocaine 

from a federally subsidized housing community. During repeated undercover purchases of 

the narcotics, law enforcement officials noticed that the suspects had firearms in their 

possession. A search warrant resulted in the seizure of crack cocaine, a shotgun, and a 

North China Industries model 320 rifle. 

Chesterfield, Virginia 

In November 1997, a MAK90 rifle was used to kill two individuals and wound three 

others at a party in Chesterfield, Virginia. 

Orange, California 

In December 1997, a man armed with an AKS 762 rifle and two other guns drove to 

where he was previously employed and opened fire on former coworkers, killing four and 

injuring three, including a police officer. 

Baltimore, Maryland 

In December 1997, a search warrant was served on a homicide suspect who was armed at 

the time with three pistols and a MAK90 rifle. 
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We also studied import and trace information to learn whether the LCMM rifles are used 

in crime. 

Between 1991 and 1997, there were 425,114 LCMM rifles imported into the United 

States. This represents 7.6 percent of the approximately 5 million rifles imported during 

this period. The breakdown of the specific variants of LCMM rifles imported follows: 

AK-47 variants:  377,934 

FN-FAL variants:  37,534 

HK variants:  6,495 

Uzi variants:  3,141 

SIG SG550 variants:  10 

During this same time period, ATF traced 632,802 firearms.
74

 This included 81,842 rifles 

of which approximately 3,176 were LCMM rifles.
75

 While this number is relatively 

low compared to the number of total traces, it must be viewed in light of the small 

number of LCMM rifles imported during this time period and the total number of rifles, 

both imported domestic, that were available in the United States. A more significant trend 

is reflected in figure 1. 

74 
ATF traces crime guns recovered and submitted by law enforcement officials.  A crime gun is defined, for 

purposes of firearms tracing, as any firearm that is illegally possessed, used in a crime, or suspected by law 

enforcement of being used in a crime. Trace information is used to establish links between criminals and 

firearms, to investigate illegal firearm trafficking, and to identify patterns of crime gun traces by 

jurisdiction. A substantial number of firearms used in crime are not recovered by law enforcement 

agencies and therefore not traced. In addition, not all recovered crime guns are traced. Therefore, trace 

requests substantially underestimate the number of firearms involved in crimes, and trace numbers contain 

unknown statistical biases. These problems are being reduced as more law enforcement agencies institute 

policies of comprehensive crime gun tracing. 

75 
The vast majority of LCMM rifles traced during this time period were AK47 variants. Specifically, AK47 

variants comprised 95.6 percent of the LCMM rifles traced. This must be viewed within the context that 

88 percent of the LCMM rifles imported during this period were AK47 variants. 
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Firearms Traces 1991-1997 

Year 

Total Firearms

 Traced

 Total Rifles

 Traced 

Total Assault
76

 Rifles Traced

 Total LCMM

 Rifles Traced

 1991  42,442  6,196  656  7

 1992  45,134  6,659  663  39

 1993  54,945  7,690  852  182

 1994  83,137  9,201  735  596

 1995  76,847  9,988  717  528

 1996  136,062  17,475  1,075  800

 1997  194,235  24,633  1,518  1,024 

Cumulative Total  632,802  81,842  6,216  3,176 

Figure 1 

The figures in this table show that between 1991 and 1994, trace requests involving 

LCMM rifles increased rapidly, from 7 to 596. During the same period, trace requests for 

assault rifles increased at a slower rate, from 656 to 735. The years 1991 to 1994 are 

significant because they cover a period between when the ban on the importation of 

semiautomatic assault rifles was imposed and before the September 13, 1994, ban on 

semiautomatic assault weapons was enacted. Thus, during the years leading up to the 

1994 ban, traces of LCMM rifles were increasing much more rapidly than the traces of the 

rifles that had been the focus of the 1989 ban, as well as the rifles that were the focus of 

the 1994 congressional action. 

We also compared patterns of importation with trace requests to assess the association of 

LCMM rifles with criminal involvement. The comparison shows that importation of 

LCMM rifles in the early 1990s was followed immediately by a rapid rise in the number of 

trace requests involving LCMM rifles. This is shown in figures 2 and 3. 

76 
For purposes of this table, assault rifles include (1) semiautomatic assault rifles banned from importation 

in 1989 but still available domestically because they had been imported into the  United States prior to 

the ban, (2) domestically produced rifles that would not have qualified for importation after 1989, and (3) 

semiautomatic assault rifles that were banned in 1994. 
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LCMM Rifles Imported, 1991-1997 
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Figure 2 

LCMM Rifles Traced, 1991-1997 
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Figure 3 

Two aspects of the relationship between importation and trace request patterns are 

significant. First, the rapid rise in traces following importation indicates that, at least in 

some cases, very little time elapsed between a particular LCMM rifle’s importation and its 

recovery by law enforcement. This time lapse is known as “time to crime.” A short time 

to crime can be an indicator of illegal trafficking. Therefore, trace patterns suggest what 

the case examples show:  LCMM rifles have been associated with illegal trafficking. 

Second, while LCMM rifles have not been imported in large numbers since 1994,
77

 the 

number of trace requests for LCMM rifles continues to rise. This reflects a sustained and 

One reason is that there has been an embargo on the importation of firearms from China since       

May 1994. 

77 
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continuing pattern of criminal association for LCMM rifles despite the fact that there were 

fewer new LCMM rifles available.
78

 Moreover, it is reasonable to conclude that if the 

importation of LCMM rifles resumes, the new rifles would contribute to the continuing 

rise in trace requests for them. 
79 

All of the LCMM rifles have the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military 

magazine. Thus, they all have the ability to expend large amounts of ammunition quickly.

 In passing the 1994 ban on semiautomatic assault rifles and large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices, Congress found that weapons with this ability are attractive to criminals.
80

 Thus, we can infer that the LCMM rifles may be attractive to criminals because in some 

ways they remain akin to military assault rifles, particularly in their ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity military magazine. 

78
 The increase in trace requests also reflects the fact that law enforcement officials were making trace 

requests for all types of firearms much more frequently beginning in 1996. There were 76,847 trace 

requests in 1995, 136,062 trace requests in 1996, and 194,235 trace requests in 1997. Traces for assault 

rifles were increasing by approximately the same percentage as traces for LCMM rifles during these years. 

79 
In addition to looking at case studies and tracing and import information, we attempted to get information 

on the use of the LCMM rifles in crime by surveying national law enforcement agencies and organizations, 

as well as metropolitan police departments. Twenty-three national law enforcement agencies and 

organizations were surveyed and five responded. Three of the respondents stated they had no information.

 The other two provided information that was either outdated or not specific enough to identify the LCMM 

rifles. 

The 26 metropolitan police departments surveyed provided the following information: 

17 departments had no information to provide. 

5 departments stated that the LCMM rifles were viewed as crime guns. 

1 department stated that the LCMM rifles were nonsporting. 

2 departments stated that the LCMM rifles were used to hunt coyotes in their areas. 

1 department stated that the LCMM rifles were used for silhouette target shooting. 

80 
H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13, 18, 19. 
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DETERMINATION 

In 1989, ATF determined that the type of rifle defined as a semiautomatic assault rifle 

was not generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting 

purposes. Accordingly, ATF found that semiautomatic assault rifles were not importable 

into the United States. This finding was based, in large part, on ATF’s determination that 

semiautomatic assault rifles contain certain general characteristics that are common to the 

modern military assault rifle. These characteristics were designed for killing and 

disabling the enemy and distinguish the rifles from traditional sporting rifles. One of 

these characteristics is a military configuration, which incorporates eight physical 

features: Ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, separate 

pistol grips, ability to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and 

night sights. In 1989, ATF decided that any of these military configuration features, 

other than the ability to accept a detachable magazine, would make a semiautomatic 

assault rifle not importable. 

Certain semiautomatic assault rifles that failed the 1989 sporting purposes test were 

modified to remove all of the military configuration features, except for the ability to 

accept a detachable magazine. Significantly, most of these modified rifles not only still 

have the ability to accept a detachable magazine but, more specifically, still have the 

ability to accept a large capacity military magazine. It appears that only one of the 

current study rifles, the VEPR caliber .308 (an AK47 variant), does not have the ability to 

accept a large capacity military magazine and, therefore, is not an LCMM rifle. Based on 

the standard developed in 1989, these modified rifles were found not to fall within the 

semiautomatic assault rifle type and were found to meet the sporting purposes test. 

Accordingly, these rifles were approved for import into the United States. 

Members of Congress and others have expressed concerns that these modified 

semiautomatic assault rifles are essentially the same as the semiautomatic assault rifles 

determined to be not importable in 1989. In response to such concerns, the present study 

reviewed the current application of the sporting purposes test to the study rifles to 

determine whether the statute is being applied correctly and to ensure that the current use 

of the study rifles is consistent with the statute’s criteria for importability. 

Our review took another look at the entire matter. We reexamined the basic tenets of the 

1989 study, conducted a new analysis of the physical features of the rifles, surveyed a 

wide variety of sources to acquire updated information relating to use and suitability, and 

assessed changes in law that might have bearing on the treatment of the study rifles. 

This review has led us to conclude that the basic finding of the 1989 decision remains 

valid and that military-style semiautomatic rifles are not importable under the sporting 

purposes standard. Accordingly, we believe that the Department of the Treasury 

correctly has been denying the importation of rifles that had any of the distinctly military 
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configuration features identified in 1989, other than the ability to accept a detachable 

magazine. Our review, however, did result in a finding that the ability to accept a 

detachable large capacity magazine originally designed and produced for a military 

assault weapon should be added to the list of disqualifying military configuration features 

identified in 1989. 

Several important changes have occurred since 1989 that have led us to reevaluate the 

importance of this feature in the sporting purposes test.  Most significantly, by passing 

the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition feeding 

devices, Congress sent a strong signal that firearms with the ability to expel large 

amounts of ammunition quickly are not sporting; rather, firearms with this ability have 

military purposes and are a crime problem. The House Report to the 1994 law 

emphasizes that the ability to accept a large capacity magazine “serve[s] specific, 

combat-functional ends.”
81

 Moreover, this ability plays a role in increasing a firearm’s 

“capability for lethality,” creating “more wounds, more serious, in more victims.”
82 

Furthermore, the House Report noted semiautomatic assault weapons with this ability are 

the “weapons of choice among drug dealers, criminal gangs, hate groups, and mentally 

deranged persons bent on mass murder.”
83 

Moreover, we did not find any evidence that the ability to accept a detachable large 

capacity military magazine serves any sporting purpose. The House Report to the 1994 

law notes that, while most of the weapons covered by the assault weapon ban come 

equipped with detachable large capacity magazines, hunting rifles and shotguns typically 

have much smaller magazine capabilities, from 3 to 5 rounds.
84

 Similarly, we found that 

a number of States limit magazine capacity for hunting to 5 to 6 rounds. We simply 

found no information showing that the ability to accept a detachable large capacity 

military magazine has any purpose in hunting or organized competitive target shooting. 

Accordingly, we find that the ability to accept a detachable large capacity military 

magazine is a critical factor in the sporting purposes test that must be given the same 

weight as the other military configuration features identified in 1989. 

The information we collected on the use and suitability of the LCMM rifles for hunting 

and organized competitive target shooting demonstrated that the rifles are not especially 

suitable for sporting purposes. Although our study found that the LCMM rifles, as a 

type, may sometimes be used for hunting, we found no evidence that they are commonly 

used for hunting. In fact, some of the rifles are unsuitable for certain types of hunting. 

81 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 18. 

82 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19. 

83 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 13. 

84 H. Rep. No. 103-489, at 19 (footnote omitted). 
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The information we collected also demonstrated that although the LCMM rifles, as a 

type, may be used for organized competitive target shooting, their suitability for these 

competitions is limited. There are even some restrictions or prohibitions on their use for 

certain types of competitions. In addition, we believe that all rifles which are fairly 

typed as LCMM rifles should be treated the same. Therefore, the fact that there may be 

some evidence that a particular rifle of this type is used or recommended for sporting 

purposes should not control its importability. Rather, all findings as to suitability of 

LCMM rifles as a whole should govern each rifle within this type. The findings as a 

whole simply did not satisfy the standard set forth in section 925(d)(3). 

Finally, the information we gathered demonstrates that the LCMM rifles are attractive to 

certain criminals. We find that the LCMM rifles’ ability to accept a detachable large 

capacity military magazine likely plays a role in their appeal to these criminals. In 

enacting the 1994 bans on semiautomatic assault weapons and large capacity ammunition 

feeding devices, Congress recognized the appeal large magazine capacity has to the 

criminal element. 

Weighing all this information, the LCMM rifles, as a type, are not generally recognized 

as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. As ATF found in 

conducting its 1989 study, although some of the issues we confronted were difficult to 

resolve, in the end we believe the ultimate conclusion is clear and compelling. The 

ability of all of the LCMM rifles to accept a detachable large capacity military magazine 

gives them the capability to expel large amounts of ammunition quickly; this serves a 

function in combat and crime, but serves no sporting purpose. Given the high standard 

set forth in section 925(d)(3) and the Secretary’s discretion in applying the sporting 

purposes test, this conclusion was clear. 

This decision will in no way preclude the importation of true sporting firearms. It will 

prevent only the importation of firearms that cannot fairly be characterized as sporting 

rifles. 

Individual importers with existing permits for, and applications to import involving, the 

LCMM rifles will be notified of this determination in writing. Each of these importers 

will be given an opportunity to respond and present additional information and 

arguments. Final action will be taken on permits and applications only after an affected 

importer has an opportunity to makes its case. 
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THE WHITE HOUSE zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
WASHINGTION 

November 14, 3997 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

SUBJECT: Impartation of Modified Semiautomatic 
Assault-Type Rifles 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 restricts the imporation of 
firearms unless they are determined to be particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. In 1989, the 

Department of the Treasury (the Department) conducted a review 
of existing criteria for applying the statutory test based on 
changing patterns of gun use. AS a result of that review, 
43 assault-type rifles were specifically banned from impor-
tation. However. manufacturers have modified many of those 
weapons banned in 1989 to remove certain military features 

without changing their essential operational mechanism. 
Examplee of such weapons are the Galil and the Uzi. 

In recent weeks Members of Congress have strongly urged that it 
is again necessary to review’the manner in which the Department 
is applying the sporting purposes test, in order to ensure that 
the agency’s practice is consistent with the statute and current 

patterns of gun use. A letter signed by 30 Senators strongly . 
urged that modified assault-type weapons are not properly 
importable under the statute and that I should use my authority 
to suspend temporarily their importation while the Department 

conducts an intensive, expedited review. A recent letter from 
Senator Dianne Feinstein emphasized again that weapons of this 
type are designed not for sporting purposes but for the com-
mission of crime. In addition, 34 Members of the House of 
Representatives signed a letter to Israeli Prime Minister 
Binyamin Netanyahu requesting that he intervene to stop all 
sales of Galils and Uzis nnto the United States. These 
concerns have caused the Government of Israel to announce 
a temporary moratorium on the exportation of Galils and Uzis 
so that the United States can review the importability of 
these weapons under the Gun Control Act. 
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The number of weapons at issue underscores the potential threat 
to the public health and safety that necessitates immediate 
action. Firearms importers have obtained permits to import 
nearly 600,000 modified assault-type rifles. In addition, there 
are pending before the Department applications to import more 

than 1 million additional such weapons. The number of rifles 
covered by outstanding permits is comparable to that which 
existed in 1989 when the Bush Administration temporarily 
suspended import permits for assault-type rifles. The number 
of weapons for which permits for importation are being sought 
through pending applications is approximately 10 times greater 
than in 1989. The number of such firearms for which import 
applications have been filed has skyrocketed from 10,000 on 
October 9, 1997, to more than 1 million today. 

My Administration is committed to enforcing the statutory 
restrictions on importation of firearms that do not meet the 
sporting purposes test. It is necessary that we ensure that the 
statute is being correctly applied and chat the current use of 
these modified weapons is consistent with the statute’s criteria 
for importability. This review should be conducted at once on . 
an expedited basis. The review is directed to weapons such as 
the Uzi and Galil that failed to meet the sporting purposes test 
in 1989, but were later found importable when certain military 
features were removed, The results of this review should be 
applied to all pending and future applications. 

The existence of outstanding permits for nearly 6OO,OOO,modified 
assault-type rifles threatens to defeat the purpose of the 
expedited review unless, as in 1989, the Department temporarily 
suspends such permits. Importers typically obtain authorization 
to import firearms in far greater numbers than are actually 
imported into the United States. However. gun importers could 
effectively negate the impact of any Department determination by 
simply importing weapons to the maximum amount allowed by their 
permits. The public health and safety require that the only 
firearms allowed into the United States are those that meet the 
criteria of the statute. 

Accordingly, as we discussed, you will: 

1) Conduct an immediate expedited review not to exceed 
120 days in length to determine whether modified semiautomatic 
assault-type rifles are properly importable under the statutory
sporting purposes test. The results of this review will govern
action on pending and future applications for import permits, 
which shall not be acted upon until the completion of this 
review. 
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2} Suspend outstanding permits for importation of 
modified semiautomatic assaut-type rifles for the duration 
of the 120-day review period. The temporary suspension does 
not constitute a permanent revocation of any license. 

Permits
will be revoked only if and to the extent that you determine 
that a particular weapon does not satisfy the statutory test 
for importation, and only after an affected importer has an 
opportunity to make its case tO the Deparment. 
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Exhibit 2 

STUDY RIFLE MODELS 

AK47 Variants: FN-FAL Variants: 

MAK90* SA2000 Saiga rifle L1A1 Sporter 

314* ARM Galil Sporter FAL Sporter 

56V* MISR Haddar FZSA 

89* MISTR Haddar II SAR4800 

EXP56A* SA85M WUM 1 X FAL 

SLG74 Mini PSL WUM 2 C3 

NHM90* ROMAK 1 SLR95 C3A 

NHM90-2* ROMAK 2 SLR96 LAR Sporter 

NHM91* ROMAK 4 SLR97 

SA85M Hunter rifle SLG94 

SA93 386S SLG95 

A93 PS/K SLG96 

AKS 762 VEPR caliber 

VEPR 7.62 x 39mm 

caliber .308 

HK Variants: Uzi Variants: SIG SG550 Variants: 

BT96 Officers 9* SG550-1 

Centurian 2000 320 carbine* SG550-2 

SR9 Uzi Sporter 

PSG1 

MSG90 

G3SA 

SAR8 

• These models were manufactured in China and have not been imported since the 1994 

embargo on the importation of firearms from China. 
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Exhibit 3 

STUDY RIFLES 

The study rifles are semiautomatic firearms based on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK 91 and 93, Uzi, 

and SIG SG550 designs. Each of the study rifles is derived from a semiautomatic assault rifle. 

The following are some examples of specific study rifle models grouped by design type. In each 

instance, a semiautomatic assault rifle is shown above the study rifles for comparison. 

AK47 Variants 

AK47 semiautomatic assault rifle 

=================================================================== 

MISR  ARM 

MAK90  WUM 1 
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FN-FAL Variants 

FN-FAL semiautomatic assault rifle 

==================================================================== 

      L1A1 Sporter SAR 4800 

HK 91 and 93 Variants 

HK91 semiautomatic assault rifle 

===================================================================== 

SR9 SAR 8 
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Uzi Variants 

Uzi semiautomatic assault rifle 

===================================================================== 

320 carbine 

SIG SG550 Variants 

The following illustration depicts the configuration of a semiautomatic assault rifle based on the 

SIG SG550 design. No illustrations of modified semiautomatic versions are available. 

SIG SG550 semiautomatic assault rifle 
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Exhibit 5 

MILITARY CONFIGURATION 

1. Ability to accept a detachable magazine. Virtually all modern military firearms are 

designed to accept large, detachable magazines. This provides the soldier with a fairly large 

ammunition supply and the ability to rapidly reload. Thus, large capacity magazines are 

indicative of military firearms. While detachable magazines are not limited to military 

firearms, most traditional semiautomatic sporting firearms, designed to accommodate a 

detachable magazine, have a relatively small magazine capacity. Additionally, some States 

have a limit on the magazine capacity allowed for hunting, usually five or six rounds. 

2. Folding/telescoping stock. Many military firearms incorporate folding or telescoping 

stocks. The main advantage of this item is portability, especially for airborne troops. These 

stocks allow the firearm to be fired from the folded position, yet it cannot be fired nearly as 

accurately as with an open stock. With respect to possible sporting uses of this feature, the 

folding stock makes it easier to carry the firearm when hiking or backpacking. However, its 

predominant advantage is for military purposes, and it is normally not found on the 

traditional sporting rifle. 

3. Pistol grips. The vast majority of military firearms employ a well-defined separate pistol 

grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon. In most cases, the 

“straight line design” of the military weapon dictates a grip of this type so that the shooter 

can hold and fire the weapon. Further, a pistol grip can be an aid in one-handed firing of the 

weapon in a combat situation. Further, such grips were designed to assist in controlling 

machineguns during automatic fire. On the other hand, the vast majority of sporting 

firearms employ a more traditional pistol grip built into the wrist of the stock of the firearm 

since one-handed shooting is not usually employed in hunting or organized competitive 

target competitions. 

4. Ability to accept a bayonet. A bayonet has distinct military purposes. First, it has a 

psychological effect on the enemy. Second, it enables soldiers to fight in close quarters with 

a knife attached to their rifles. No traditional sporting use could be identified for a bayonet. 

5. Flash suppressor. A flash suppressor generally serves one or two functions. First, in 

military firearms it disperses the muzzle flash when the firearm is fired to help conceal the 

shooter’s position, especially at night. A second purpose of some flash suppressors is to 

assist in controlling the "muzzle climb" of the rifle, particularly when fired as a fully 

automatic weapon. From the standpoint of a traditional sporting firearm, there is no 

particular benefit in suppressing muzzle flash. Flash suppressors that also serve to dampen 

muzzle climb have a limited benefit in sporting uses by allowing the shooter to reacquire 
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the target for a second shot. However, the barrel of a sporting rifle can be modified by 

"magna-porting" to achieve the same result. There are also muzzle attachments for sporting 

firearms to assist in the reduction of muzzle climb. In the case of military-style weapons 

that have flash suppressors incorporated in their design, the mere removal of the flash 

suppressor may have an adverse impact on the accuracy of the firearm. 

6. Bipods. The majority of military firearms have bipods as an integral part of the firearm or 

contain specific mounting points to which bipods may be attached.  The military utility of 

the bipod is primarily to provide stability and support for the weapon when fired from the 

prone position, especially when fired as a fully automatic weapon. Bipods are available 

accessory items for sporting rifles and are used primarily in long-range shooting to enhance 

stability. However, traditional sporting rifles generally do not come equipped with bipods, 

nor are they specifically designed to accommodate them. Instead, bipods for sporting 

firearms are generally designed to attach to a detachable “slingswivel mount” or simply 

clamp onto the firearm. 

7. Grenade launcher. Grenade launchers are incorporated in the majority of military firearms as 

a device to facilitate the launching of explosive grenades. Such launchers are generally of 

two types. The first type is a flash suppressor designed to function as a grenade launcher. 

The second type attaches to the barrel of the rifle by either screws or clamps. No traditional 

sporting application could be identified for a grenade launcher. 

8. Night sights. Many military firearms are equipped with luminous sights to facilitate sight 

alignment and target acquisition in poor light or darkness. Their uses are generally for 

military and law enforcement purposes and are not usually found on sporting firearms since 

it is generally not legal to hunt at night. 
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[This document has been retyped for clarity.] 

MEMORANDUM TO FILE 

FIREARMS ADVISORY PANEL 

The initial meeting of the Firearms Advisory Panel was held in Room 3313, Internal 

Revenue Building, on December 10, 1968, with all panel members present.  Internal Revenue 

Service personnel in attendance at the meeting were the Director, Alcohol and Tobacco Tax 

Division, Harold Serr; Chief, Enforcement Branch, Thomas Casey; Chief, Operations 

Coordination Section, Cecil M. Wolfe, and Firearms Enforcement Officer, Paul Westenberger. 

Deputy Assistant Commissioner Compliance, Leon Green, visited the meeting several times 

during the day. 

The Director convened the meeting at 10:00 a.m. by welcoming the members and outlining 

the need for such an advisory body. He then introduced the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 

Mr. Sheldon Cohen, to each panel member. 

Mr. Cohen spoke to the panel for approximately fifteen minutes. He thanked the members 

for their willingness to serve on the panel, explained the role of the panel and some of the 

background which led to the enactment of the Gun Control Act of 1968. Commissioner Cohen 

explained to the panel members the conflict of interest provisions of regulations pertaining to 

persons employed by the Federal Government and requested that if any member had any 

personal interest in any matter that came under discussion or consideration, he should make such 

interest known and request to be excused during consideration of the matter. 

Mr. Seer then explained to the panel the areas in which the Division would seek the advice 

of the panel and emphasized that the role of the panel would be advisory only, and that it was the 

responsibility of the Service to make final decisions. He then turned the meeting over to the 

moderator, Mr. Wolfe. 

Mr. Wolfe explained the responsibility of the Service under the import provisions of the 

Gun Control Act and under the Mutual Security Act. The import provisions were read and 

discussed. 

The panel was asked to assist in defining Αsporting purposes≅ as used in the Act. It was 

generally agreed that firearms designed and intended for hunting and all types of organized 

competitive target shooting would fall within the sporting purpose category. A discussion was 

held on the so-called sport of Αplinking≅. It was the consensus that, while many persons 
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participated in the type of activity and much ammunition was expended in such endeavors, it was 

primarily a pastime and could not be considered a sport for the purposes of importation since any 

firearm that could expel a projectile could be used for this purpose without having any 

characteristics generally associated with target guns. 

The point system that had been developed by the Division and another point system formula 

suggested and furnished by the Southern Gun Distributors through Attorney Michael Desalle, 

was explained and demonstrated to the panel by Paul Westenberger.  Each panel member was 

given copies of the formulas and requested to study them and endeavor to develop a formula he 

believed would be equitable and could be applied to all firearms sought to be imported. 

A model BM59 Beretta, 7.62 mm, NATO Caliber Sporter Version Rifle was presented to 

the panel and their advice sought as to their suitability for sporting purposes. It was the 

consensus that these rifles do have a particular use in target shooting and hunting. Accordingly, 

it was recommended that importation of this rifle together with the SIG-AMT 7.62mm NATO 

Caliber Sporting Rifle and the Cetme 7.62mm NATO Caliber Sporting Rifle be authorized for 

importation. Importation, however, should include the restriction that these weapons must not 

possess combination flash suppressors/grenade adaptors with outside diameters greater than 

20mm (.22 mm is the universal grade adaptor size). 

The subject of ammunition was next discussed. Panel members agreed that incendiary and 

tracer small arms ammunition have no use for sporting purposes.  Accordingly, the Internal 

Revenue Service will not authorize these types of small arms ammunition importation. All other 

conventional small arms ammunition for pistols, revolvers, rifles and shotguns will be 

authorized. 

The meeting was adjourned at 4:00 p.m. 

C.M. Wolfe 
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STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSION REVIEW 

STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Alabama Not for turkey 

Alaska 

Arizona Not more than five rounds 

Arkansas Not for turkey 

California 

Colorado Not more than six rounds 

Connecticut* No rifles on public land 

Delaware No rifles 

Florida Not more than five rounds 

Georgia Not for turkey 

Hawaii 

Idaho Not for turkey 

Illinois Not for deer or turkey 

Indiana* Not for deer or turkey 

Iowa Not for deer or turkey 

No restrictions on coyote or fox 

Kansas 

Kentucky 

Louisiana Not for turkey 

Maine* Not for turkey 

Maryland* 
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STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Massachusetts Not for deer or turkey 

Michigan Not for turkey Not more than six rounds 

Minnesota 

Mississippi Not for turkey 

Missouri Not for turkey Chamber and magazine not more 

than 11 rounds 

Montana 

Nebraska Not more than six rounds 

Nevada Not for turkey 

New Hampshire* Not for turkey Not more than five rounds 

New Jersey No rifles 

New Mexico Not for turkey 

New York* Not more than six rounds 

North Carolina Not for turkey 

North Dakota Not for turkey 

Ohio Not for deer or turkey 

Oklahoma Not more than seven rounds for 

.22 caliber 

Oregon* Not more than five rounds 

Pennsylvania* No semiautomatics 
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STATE RESTRICTION RIFLE RESTRICTION MAGAZINE RESTRICTION 

Rhode Island Prohibited except for 

woodchuck in summer 

South Carolina Not for turkey 

South Dakota Not more than five rounds 

Tennessee Not for turkey 

Texas 

Utah Not for turkey 

Vermont Not more than six rounds 

Virginia* 

Washington Not for turkey 

West Virginia 

Wisconsin 

Wyoming 

* Limited restrictions (e.g., specified areas, county restrictions, populated areas, time of day). 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226 

DIRECTOR 

O:F:S:DMS 
3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 
of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 
determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
are properly importable under Federal law. Under 
18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 
be of a type generally recognized as particularly 
suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 
The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 
on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 
designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 
and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 
information that shows whether any or all of the above 
types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 
competitive target shooting. We are asking that you 
voluntarily complete the enclosed survey to assist us 
in gathering this information. We anticipate that the 
survey will take approximately 15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than January 9, 
1998; those received after that date cannot be included 
in the review. Responses should be forwarded to the 
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms, Department HG, 
P.O. Box 50860, Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate 
any information you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
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OMB No.1512-os42 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING GUIDES 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page1of2 

Please report only on those clients who hunted medium game (for example, turkey) or larger 

game for example, deer) with a rifle. 

For the purposes of this survey, please count only individual clients and NOT the number of trips 

taken by a client. For example, ifyou took the same client on more than one trip, count the client 

only once. 

1. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used manually operated rifles 

during the past two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

2. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used semiautomatic rifles 

during the past two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

3. What is the approximate number of your clients who have ever used semiautomatic rifles 

whose design is based on the AK 47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi during the past 

two hunting seasons of 1995 and 1996? 

number of clients. 

4. From your knowledge, for your clients who use semiautomatic rifles, please list the three 

most commonly used rifles. 

Make Model Caliber 

5. Do you recommend the use ofanyspecific byyourclients?rifles 

Yes {Continue to #6) No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

sponsor, isnotrequired An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controldisplays valid number. 
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ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING GUIDES 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page 2 of 2 

6. If your answer to item 5 is “Yes”, please identify the specific rifles you recommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

7. Do yourecommend the use of any semiautomatic rifles whose design is based on the AK 47, 

FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi? 

Yes (Continue to #8) ____ No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

8. If your answer to item 7 is “Yes”, please identify the specific rifles whose design is based on 

the AK 47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1, or Uzi that you recommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

An agencymay not conductor sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, the collection 

of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number. 
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Additional Comments by Hunting Guides 

Additional comments: 

(8) The respondent answered questions 1, 2, 3, and 5 with “None of your 

business.” He then stated in question 4: "It's none of your business what 

kind, make, model or how many guns law abiding citizens of the U.S. own, 

prefer to shoot.” 

(9) The respondent wrote that he was no longer in business but that he had 

owned a waterfowl operation and upland bird operation (shotguns only) . He 

added that assault rifles were not true sporting rifles and that they 

should be limited to use by the military and law enforcement agencies. 

However, he felt that true sporting weapons that can be modified into some 

“quasi-assault weapons” should not be restricted. He stated that he 

supported the effort to get military weapons off the streets but did not 

want the rights of true sportsmen to be affected. 

(10) Although licensed, the respondent did not guide anyone during the past 

year. 

(11) The respondent stated in question 6 that he recommends any legal caliber 

rifle that client is comfortable with and that is capable of killing the 

desired game. 

(12) For question 6, the respondent replied that he didn’t recommend any 

specific make or model, other than whatever his clients are most 

comfortable using so long as the weapons are legal for the particular 

game. 

(15) The respondent stated that his organization was solely recreational 

wildlife watching and photography. 

(17) The respondent did not answer the questions but informed us that it is 

illegal in Hawaii to hunt turkey with a rifle. 

(23) The Respondent stated that the study rifles were more suitable for 
militants than sportsmen. He added, “If they want to use these weapons 

let them go back to the service and use them to defend our country, not 

against it.” 

(25) The respondent stated that, in his 35 years of conducting big game hunts, 

he had never seen any of the study rifles used for hunting. He suggested 

that the rifles are made to kill people, not big game. 

(26) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients but stated 
that he doesn’t demand that they use such rifles. The respondent 

recommended the study rifles in close-range situations in which there are 

multiple targets that may pose a danger to the hunter (e.g., coyotes, 

foxes, mountain lions, and bears) . 

(27) The respondent stated that he recommended the study rifles for hunting but 

not any specific make. 
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(32) The respondent said that most of his clients are bow or pistol hunters. 

He said that there is little if any use for the study rifles in his 

outfitting service because it focuses on hunts of mountain lions and 

bighorn sheep. However, he did recommend the study rifles on target 

ranges and in competitive shooting situations and cited his right to bear 

arms. 

(35) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients. 

(40) The respondent stated that semiautomatic rifles (such as the AK47) and 

others are useful for predator hunting. 

(41) The respondent said that he recommended only ranges of calibers deemed 

suitable but not makes and models of specific rifles. 

(44) The respondent recommended the following calibers for hunting without any 

specific makes or models: 30.06, 300 Win mag, 338, and 270. 

(47) The respondent stated: “YOU are asking questions about certain makes of 

assault rifles, but you are going to end up going after ALL semiautomatic 

guns . I’ve spent about 21 years HUNTING with shotguns and I’ve used 

semiautomatic models. If you go down the list of times that one new law 

didn’t end up being a whole SlOO [sic] of other laws I would be surprised. 

Maybe some face-to-face with these weapons would be a good thing for 

politicians. If they see how they are used in ‘the Real World’ then they 

may make better amendments.” 

(49) The respondent specifically recommended the study rifles only for grizzly 

bears or moose. 

(50) The respondent stated that his business involved waterfowl hunting, which 

uses only shotguns. 

(51) The respondent replied: “It is my opinion this is a one sided survey, and 

does not tell the real meaning and purpose of the survey. And that is to 

ban all sporting arms in the future. The way this survey is presented is 

out of line.” 

(53) The respondent stated: “I recommend to all my hunters that they join the 

NRA, vote Republican, and buy a good semi-auto for personal defense.” 

(57) The respondent stated that most of his clients use bolt-action rifles. He 

suggested that semiautomatics are not as accurate as bolt-action rifles. 

(58) The respondent stated that the survey did not pertain to his waterfowl 

hunting business since only shotguns are used. He added that he did not 

believe semiautomatics in general present any more threat to the public 

than other weapons or firearms. However, he suggested that cheaply made 

assault-type rifles imported from China and other countries are inaccurate 

and not suitable for hunting. 

(59) The respondent stated that he had no knowledge of the semiautomatic rifles 

beyond 30.06 or similar calibers for hunting. He added that he did not 

have a use for “automatic” weapons. 
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(64) The respondent stated: “We need to look at weapons and determine what the 

designer’s intent was for the weapon. We really don’t need combat weapons 

in the hunting environment. I personally would refuse to guide for anyone 

carrying such a weapon.” 

(65) The respondent recommended the following calibers for hunting: 7mm, 30.06,” 

.308, .708, 25.06, .243, 22.250, and 300 msg. However, he stated that the 

study rifles are of no use to the sporting or hunting community 

whatsoever. 

(71) The respondent stated that he mainly hunts elk but did not recommend any 

additional information about specific firearms except for using 300 mag 

and 7 mm mag calibers. 

(73) The respondent recommended any bolt-action or semiautomatic in the 30 or 

7mm calibers. However, he stated that he doesn’t allow his clients to use 

any models based on assault rifles: “They are not needed for hunting. A 

good hunter does not have these.” 

(78) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for hunting, particularly 

Browning and Remington. 

(80) Although the respondent stated that he does not conduct guides, he did not 

see a reason to allow any rifles other those manufactured specifically for 

hunting and sport shooting: “All assault rifles are for fighting war and 

killing humans.” 

(82) The respondent stated that he used shotguns only. 

(84) The respondent said that he did not allow semiautomatic or automatic 

rifles in his business. He specifically recommended manually operated 

rifles . 

(90) The respondent stated that all the semiautomatics like AK47s are 

absolutely worthless and that he found no redeeming hunting value in any 

AK47 type of rifle. He further explained that the purpose of hunting is 

to use the minimum number of shells, not the maximum: “I have only known 

1 [person] in 50 years to use an AK47. He shot the deer about 30 times. 

That wasn’t hunting, it was murder.” He suggested that he would be 

willing to testify in Congress against such weapons. 

(92) The respondent stated that he had been contacted in error, as he was not 

in the hunting guide business. 

(98) The respondent recommended any rifle that a client can shoot the best. 

(101) The respondent wrote a letter saying that his business was too new to 

provide us with useful information about client use; however, he stated 

that the Chinese AK47 does a proficient job on deer and similar sizes of 

game and may be the only rifle that some poor people could afford. He 

said that he is willing to testify to Congress about the outrageous price 

of certain weapons. 

(102) The respondent did not recommend rifles but recommended calibers .270, 

30.06, .300, and 7mm. 

3 
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(103) The respondent stated that he had clients who used semiautomatic rifles, 

but he didn’t know which makes or models. 

(104) The respondent recommended any legal weapons capable of killing game, 

“including the types mentioned under the 2nd amendment.” 

(105) The respondent stated that the semiautomatic rifles used by his clients 

were Remington. 

(112) The respondent stated that he could not provide any useful information 

because his business was too new. 

(113) The respondent recommended whatever is available to knock down an elk. 

He recommended specific calibers: 30.06, 300, or 338. 

(115) The respondent questioned why anyone would use a semiautomatic firearm to 

hunt game: “Anyone using such horrible arms should be shot with one 

themselves. Any big game animal does not have a chance with a rifle and 

now you say people can use semiautomatic rifles.” 

(116) The respondent had had three clients who used semiautomatics with 30.06 

and 270-caliber ammunition; however, he didn’t know the makes or models. 

(118) The survey questions were not answered, but the respondent wrote: “This 

is a stupid survey. No one contends they hunt much for big game with an 

AK47 . The debate is over the right to own one, which the 2nd amendment 

says we can.” 

(119) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for hunting. 

(121) The respondent stated that he uses only shotguns in his operation. 

(122) The respondent recommended rifles with the calibers of .270 - 30.06 or 

larger to the .300 mag or .338 mag. However, he said that anything other 

than a standard semiautomatic sporting rifle is illegal in Colorado, 

where his business is conducted. 

(123) The respondent, who is a bighorn sheep outfitter, stated that the 

semiautomatic rifles have no place in big game hunting. He recommended 

basic hunting rifles with calibers of 270 or 30.06. 

(124) The respondent, who hunts mainly deer and elk, recommended calibers 270, 

30.06, 300 mag, 7mm, 8mm, or 338. 

(125) The respondent said that his clients did use semiautomatics, but he 

didn’t have any specific information about which ones. 

(126) The respondent stated that the study rifles should remain in one’s home 

or on private property. He would like to have some for personal use but 

would not recommend them for hunting. He further expressed his 

displeasure with the Brady bill and stated that criminals need to be held 

accountable for their actions. 

(127) The respondent, who hunts mostly elk and deer, said that the AK47 is not 

powerful enough to hunt elk; however, it may be ideal for smaller game, 

like deer or antelope. He recommended any rifles of 30.06 caliber or 

larger for hunting. 

4 
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(131) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles for his clients with 

calibers .24, .25, 7 mm, or .30. He cited his preference because of 

fewer moving parts, their ease to fix, and their lack of sensitivity to 

weather conditions in the field. He added, however, that he had seen the 

study rifles used with good success. 

(132) The respondent stated that the study rifles are not worth anything in 

cold weather. 

(133) The respondent recommended handguns for hunting in calibers 41 or 44 msg. 

(136) The respondent did not recommend any rifles by make, but he did recommend 

a caliber of .308 or larger for elk. 

(140) The respondent recommended any good bolt or semiautomatic in 270 caliber 

and up . He added: “I feel the government is too involved in our lives 

and seek too much control over the people of our country. I am 65 yrs 

old and see more of our freedom lost every day. I believe in our country 

but I have little faith in [organizations] like the A.T.F.” 

(145) The responded stated: “Don’t send these guns out west. Thanks!” 

(148) The respondent did not hunt turkey or deer and had no additional 

information to provide. 

(149) The respondent said that he recommends specific rifles to his clients if 

they ask, usually 270 to 7mm caliber big game rifles. 

(150) The respondent recommended Winchester, Remington, or any other 

autoloading hunting rifle. 

(152) The respondent said that he recommended caliber sizes but not specific 

rifles. 

(159) The respondent recommended any gun with which a client can hit a target. 

He stated that the AK47 could be used for hunting and target shooting. 

(174) The respondent recommended bolt-action rifles to his clients. 

(175) The respondent said that most of his deer-hunting clients use bolt-action 

rifles, such as Rugers and Remington, in calibers of 30.06, 270, or 243. 

In his duck guide service, only shotguns are used. 

(180) The respondent wrote: “We agree people should not be allowed to have 

semiautomatics and automatics. This does not mean that you silly 

bastards in Washington need to push complete or all gun control.” 

(182) The respondent felt that the survey is biased because it didn’t ask about 

hunting varmints. He stated that many of the study rifles are suitable 

for such activity. 

(184) The respondent did not recommend single shots or automatics and only 

allows bolt action or pumps for use by his clients. 
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(188) The respondent wrote that the study guns are good for small game hunting: 

“I have very good luck with them as they are small, easy to handle, fast. 

shooting and flat firing guns.” 

(192) The respondent submitted a letter with the survey: “I do not recommend 

the use of semiautomatic weapons for hunting in my area. Most Of these 

weapons are prone to be unreliable because the owner does not know how to 

properly care-for them in adverse weather. The FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, and 

SIG SG550-1 are excellent and expensive weapons very much suited to 

competition shooting. 

“Have you surveyed the criminal element on their choice of weapons? I 

suspect the criminal use of the six weapons you mentioned do law-abiding 

citizens compare a very small percentage to the same weapon used. I 

realize that even one wrongful death is too many but now can you justify 

the over 300,000 deaths per year from government supported tobacco? 

“Gun control does not work - it never has and it never will. What we 

need are police that capture criminals and a court system with the 

fortitude to punish them for their crimes.” 

(198) The respondent stated that this was his first year in and that it was 

mainly a bow-hunting business. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20226 

DIRECTOR 

DEC 10 1997 
O:F:S:DMS 
3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 
of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 
determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
are properly importable under Federal law. Under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d)(3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 
be of a type generally recognized as particularly 
suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 
The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 
on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 
designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 
information that shows whether any or all of the above 
types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 
for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 
competitive target shooting. We are asking that your 

organization voluntarily complete the enclosed survey 
to assist us in gathering this information. We 
anticipate that the survey will take approximately 
15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than 30 days 
following the date of this letter; those received after 
that date cannot be included in the review. Responses 

should be forwarded to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms, Department HSE, P.O. Box 50860, 
Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate any information 
you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

v Director 

Enclosure 
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OMB No. 1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING/SHOOTING EDITORS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page 1of2 

1. Doesyourpublication types semiautomatic forrecommendspecific ofcenterfire rifles usein 

hunting medium game (for example, turkey) or larger game (for example, deer)? 

Yes (Continue) No (Skip to#3) 

2. Ifyouranswertoitem1is“Yes”,please thespecific semiautomaticidentify centerfire rifles 

yourecommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

3.Doesyourpublicationrecommendagainsttheuseofanysemiautomatic whosedesignrifles is 

basedontheAK 47,FN-FAL,HK91, HK93,SIG 550-1,orUziforuseinhuntingmedium 

game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #5) 

Yes,incertain Pleasecircumstances. explain 

(Continue) 

4. Ifyouranswertoitem3 is“Yes”or“Yes,incertain please thecircumstances”, identify 

specific that usingforhuntingmedium game (forexample, rifles yourecommendagainst 

turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Make Model Caliber 

5. Doesyourpublicationrecommendspecifictypes semiautomatic forofcentefire rifles usein 

high-power rifle competition? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #7) 

An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection sponsor, isnotrequired 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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OMB No. 1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF HUNTING/SHOOTING EDITORS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page2 of2 

6. Ifyouranswer please thespecific semiautomatictoitem5is“Yes”, identify centerfire rifles 

yourecommend. 

Make Model Caliber 

7. Doesyourpublicationrecommendagainsttheuseofanysemiautomatic whosedesignrifles is 

basedontheAK 47,FN-FAL,HK91, HK93, SIG 550-1,orUzi foruseinhigh-powerrifle 

competition? 

Yes (Continue) No (skip to #9) 

Yes,incertain Pleasecircumstances. explain 

(Continue) 

8. Ifyouranswertoitem7is“Yes”or“Yes, circumstances”, identifyincertain please the 

specific yourpublication against using forhigh-power rifle competition.rifles recommends 

Make Model Caliber 

9. Haveyouoranyotherauthor toyourpublication anyarticles who contributes written since 

1989concerningtheuseofsemiautomaticrifles suitabilityuseinhuntingorandtheir for 

organized competitive shooting? (Exclude Letters to the Editor.) 

Yes (Continue) No (You are finished with the survey. Thank you.) 

10.Ifyouranswertoitem9 is“Yes”,pleasesubmitacopyoftheapplicablearticle(s).Any 

material toprovide beverybeneficial Please theyouareable will toourstudy. indicate 

publication date eacharticle. issue andpagefor 

An agencymay notconductorsponsor, isnotrequired to,thecollection andaperson torespond 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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Editors 

Comments: 

2. If your answerto item 1 is “Yes,”pleaseidentifythe specificcenterfire 
riflesyou recommend: 

(8) AnythingexceptUzis. 

(9) All studyriflesexceptUzi. 

(12) See attached‘articles. 

3. Pleaseexplaincircumstancesto question3: Does your publicationrecommend 
againstthe use of any semiautomaticrifleswhosedesignis basedon the AK 
47, FN-FAL,HK91,HK93,SIG 550-1,or Uzi for use in huntingmediumgame 
(forexample,turkey)or largergame (forexample,deer)? 

(12) When the caliberis inappropriateor illegalfor the specificgame 
species. 

Otherriflemake recommendationsin responseto question4: If your answer 
to item 3 is “Yes”or “Yes,in certaincircumstances,”pleaseidentifythe 
specificriflesthatyou recommendagainstusingfor huntingmediumgame 
(forexample,turkey)or largergame (forexample,deer)? 

(12)See attachedarticles. 

The followingtwo itemsare for the responsesto question6: If your answer 
to item 5 is “Yes,”pleaseidentifythe specificcenterfiresemiautomatic 
riflesyou recommend: 

Model 

(5) SpringfieldMIA and ColtAR-15. 

Caliber 

(5) 7.62m (MIA)and .223 (Colt). 

The followingitemsare for questions9 and 10 on articleswrittenand the 
submissionof thesearticleswith the survey. 

.1Article 

(8) No articlesenclosed. 

(9) SemiautomaticTakesTubb to HP Title. 

(lo) No articlesattached. 

Article2 

(9) AR-15 SpacegunsInvadingMatch. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20226 

DIRECTOR zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
DEC 10 1997 O: F: S:DMS 

3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 

of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 

determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 

are properly importable under Federal law. Under 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d) (3), firearms may be imported 
into the United States only if they are determined to 

be of a type generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 

The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 

on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-1, and Uzi 

designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 

information that shows whether any or all of the above 

types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 

competitive target shooting. We are asking that your 

organization voluntarily complete the enclosed survey 

to assist us in gathering this information. We 

anticipate that the survey will take approximately 

15 minutes to complete. 

Responses must be received no later than 30 days 

following the date of this letter; those received after 

that date cannot be included in the review. Responses 

should be forwarded to the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms, Department FG, P.O. BOX 50860, 

Washington, DC 20091. We appreciate any information 

you care to provide. 

Sincerely yours, 

Enclosure 
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OMB No.1512-0542 

ATFSURVEYOFSTATEFISHANDGAMECOMMISSIONS 
FORRIFLEUSAGE 

Page1of2 

State: 

1.Do thelawsinyourstateplace orrestrictions thanseasonal) useanyprohibitions (other onthe 

ofhigh-powerrifles medium game (for turkey)orlargergame (for forhunting example, 

example,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (Skipto#2) 

la.If“Yes”,pleasecitelaw(s)andbrieflydescribetherestrictions. 

2.Do thelawsinyourstateplace orrestrictions thanseasonal) useanyprohibitions (other onthe 

ofsemiautomaticriflesforhuntingmedium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (for 

example,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (skipto#3) 

2a.If“Yes”,pleasecitelaw(s)andbrieflydescribetherestrictions. 

An agencymay notconductor andaperson torespondto,thecollection sponsor, isnotrequired 

ofinformationunlessit acurrently OMB controlnumber.displays valid 
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OMB No.1512-0542 

ATF SURVEY OF STATE FISH AND GAME COMMISSIONS 

FOR RIFLE USAGE 
Page2of2 

(Continue) 

3.What,ifany, orcartridge thatmaybe usedforhuntingistheminimumcaliber dimensions 

medium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Caliber: OR Dimensions: 

Thereisnominimum. 

4.Doesyourcommissionorstate anydataonthetypes usedinyourstateforcollect ofrifles 

huntingmedium game (forexample,turkey)orlargergame (forexample,deer)? 

Yes(Continue) No (You are filnished with the survey. Thank you.) 

4a.If“Yes”,please hardcopies data thepast provide ofanysuchavailable for two 

huntingseasons Any data youprovidewillbemostbeneficial of1995and1996. that to 

Ourstudy. 

Ifyouwouldlikeustocontact the data please provide your name and youregarding 

phone number. 

Name: Phone: 

An agencymay notconductorsponsor,andapersonisnotrequiredtorespondto,thecollection 

ofinformationunlessitdisplaysacurrentlyvalidOMB controlnumber. 
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StateFish and Game Commissions 

Restrictionsfor High PoweredRifles 

la. Pleasecite law(s)and brieflydescribethe restrictions. 

(19)No automaticweapons,no silencedweapons. 

(23)Bisonhuntersmust use a calibercapableof firinga 200-grainbullet 
having2,000poundsof energyat 100 yards. 

(11)No riflesfor turkey. 

(22)Centerfirefor big game, 10 gaugeor smallerfor residentsmallgame. 

Colorado 
(10)Semiautomaticriflemay not holdmore than 6 rounds. 

(39)Shotgunonly on publiclands. Can use any type of rifleon privateland. 

(4o)No rifles- shotguns/muzzleloadersonly. 

(25)Machineguns and silencersnot permittedfor any hunting. 

(29)No hi-powerriflesallowedfor turkeyhunting. 

Hawaii 
(49)Must have dischargeof 1200 footpounds. 

(30)No hi-powerriflesallowedfor huntingturkey. 

(12)Turkeyor deer may not be huntedwith rifle. Deer may not be huntedwith 

muzzleloadingrifle. No restrictionon riflesfor coyote,fox, and 
woodchuck,etc. 

(34)NO hi-powerriflesallowedfor deer or turkeyhunting. Limited 
restrictionsfor specifiedareas. 

(26)Cannotuse riflesfor turkeyor deer,only shotgunor bow and arrow. NO 
differenceif publicor privatelands. For coyoteor fox, thereis no 
restrictionon rifles,magazinesize,or caliber. 

(33)Must use ammunitionspecificallydesignedfor hunting. 
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Louisiana 
(6) No rifles for turkey hunting. Rifles for deer hunting must be no smaller 

than .22 centerfire. 

Maine 
(32)No hi-power rifles for turkey and water fowl. Some limited restrictions 

for specific areas. 

Marvland 

(42) Some restrictions based on county. They are allowed in western and 

southern Maryland. Shotguns only in and around Baltimore and 

Washington, D.C. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(14) Rifles not permitted for hunting deer and turkey. 

(27) No turkey hunting with hi-power rifle. No night hunting with hi-power 

rifle. Deer hunting with hi-power rifle allowed only in lower southern 

peninsula. Limited restrictions for specific areas. 

(13) Caliber must be at least .23. Ammunition must have a case length of at 

least 1.285”. .30 caliber Ml carbine cartridge may not be used. 

. . . ,
Mississippi 
(15) Restricts turkey hunting to shotguns. However quadriplegics may hunt 

turkey with a rifle. 

Missouri 
(5) Rifles not permitted for turkey. Self loading firearms for deer may not 

have a combined magazine + chamber capacity of more than 11 cartridges. 

Nebraska 
(43) Allowed and frequently used, but magazine capacity maximum is six rounds. 

Nevada 

(1) Answer to #3 refers to NAS 501.150 and NAS 503.142. Not for turkey. 

New Hampshire 
(7) Magazine capacity no more than 5 rounds. Prohibits full metal jacket 

bullets for hunting. Prohibits deer hunting with rifles in certain towns. 

New Jersey 
(17)No rifles. 

New Mexico 
(31) No hi-power rifles allowed for hunting turkey. 

New York 
(24) No semiautomatics with a magazine capacity of greater than 6 rounds; 

machineguns and silencers not permitted for any hunting. Limited 

restrictions for specific areas. 

th Carolina 

(20) Centerfire rifles not permitted for turkey hunting. 
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North Dakota 

(28) No hi-power rifles for turkey hunting. 

Ohio 
(3) Prohibits high power rifles for turkey, deer and migratory birds. High 

power rifles can be used on all other legal game animals. 

(8) Centerfire rifles only for large game. Magazines for .22 centerfire rifles 

may not hold more than 7 rounds. 

(2) OAR 635-65-700(1) must be .24 caliber or larger center fire rifle, no full 

automatic; OAR 635-65-700(2) hunters shall only use centerfire rifle .22 

caliber; OAR-65-700(5) no military or full jacket bullets in original or 

altered form. Limited restrictions for specific areas. 

(16) Rifles not permitted in Philadelphia & Pittsburgh areas. 

de Island 

(44) .22 center fire during the summer for woodchucks. 

th 

(18) No rifle for turkey, rifle for deer must be larger than .22 caliber 

South Dakota 
(50) Magazine not more than five rounds. 

(37) NO hi-power rifles allowed for turkey hunting. 

(21) Rimfire ammunition not permitted for hunting deer, antelope, and bighorn 

sheep; machine guns and silencers not permitted for hunting any game 

animals. 

(9) No rifles for turkey hunting. 

Vermont 

(47) Turkey size less than 10 gauge. Deer/moose/beer, no restriction on 

caliber. 

(48) 23 caliber or larger for deer and bear. No restrictions for turkey. No 

magazine restrictions, shotgun limited to 3 shells. Restrictions vary from 

county to county - approximately 90 different rifle restrictions in the 

State of Virginia based on the county restrictions. Sawed-off firearms are 

illegal to own unless with a permit, if barrel less than 16 inches for 

rifle, and 18 inches for shotgun. 

(46) Hunting turkey limited to shotguns. Small game limited to shotguns. 
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Wisconsin 

(36)NO .22 rimfire rifles for deer hunting. 

Wyoming 

(4) Big game and trophy animals, firearm must have a bore diameter of at least 

23/100 of an inch. 

Restrictions for Semiautomatic Rifles 

2a. Please cite law(s) and briefly describe the restrictions. 

(19)Turkey may not be hunted with a centerfire rifle or rimfire rifle. 
Semiautomatic rifles of proper caliber are legal for all types of hunting. 
No restrictions on magazine capacity, except wildlife management areas 

where centerfire rifles are restricted to 10 round max. 

Arizona 
(38)Magazine cannot hold more than 5 rounds. 

Colorado 

(10) Semiautomatic rifle may not hold more than 6 rounds. 

(39) Shotgun only on public lands. Any type of rifle can be used on private 

land. 

Delaware 

(40) No rifles - shotguns/muzzle loaders only. 

(25) NO semiautomatic centerfire rifles having a magazine capacity greater than 

5 rounds. 

(3o)No hi-power rifles (including semiautomatic) allowed for turkey hunting. 

(12) See #1. 

(34) No hi-power rifles allowed for turkey hunting. 

(26) Cannot use rifles for turkey or deer, only shotgun or bow and arrow. NO 

difference in public or private land. For coyote or fox, there is no 

restriction on rifle, magazine size, or caliber. zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
(33) Must use ammunition specifically designed for hunting. 
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Marylimd 
(42) Some restrictions. Based on county. Shotguns only in and around Baltimore 

and Washington, D.C. 

(27)Unlawful to hunt with semiautomatic rifles capable of holding more than 6 

rounds in magazine and barrel. Rimfire (.22 cal) rifles excluded from 
restrictions. 

Missouri 

(5) Combined magazine + chamber capacity may not be more than 11 cartridges. 

New Hampshire 

(7) Turkey may not be hunted with rifles. Rifles may not have magazine 
capacity of more than 5 cartridges. 

New Jersey 
(17)No rifles. 

New York 

(24)No semiautomatics with a magazine capacity of greater than 6 rounds. 

(28)No hi-power rifles (includingsemiautomatics)may be used for hunting 

turkey. 

(8) See #1. 

(2) OAR 635-65-700(1) and (2) limits magazine capacity to no more than 5 
cartridges. 

(16) Semiautomatic rifles are not lawful for hunting in Pennsylvania. 

Rhode Island 

(44) Cannot use semiautomatic during the winter, only during the summer months 

for woodchucks (during daylight from April 1 to September 30). 

(37)No hi-power rifles, including semiautomatics, allowed for turkey hunting. 

Vermont 

(47) Semiautomatic 5 rounds or less. 

(48) Semiautomatics are legal wherever rifles can be used. 23 caliber or larger 

for deer and bear. No restrictions for turkey. No magazine restrictions, 

shotgun limited to 3 shells. Restrictions vary from county to county – 

approximately 90 different rifle restrictions in the State of Virginia 

based on the county restrictions. Sawed-off firearms are illegal to own 

unless with a permit, if barrel less than 16 inches for rifle, and 18 

inches for shotgun. Striker 12 - drums holds 12 or more rounds and is 

illegal. 
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Washington 

(46) Cannot use fully automatic for hunting. 

West Virginia 

(45) Cannot use fully automatic firearms for hunting. 
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(3) 

(4) 

(7) 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
BUREAU OF ALCOHOL, TOBACCO AND FIREARMS 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20226 

DIRECTOR zyxwvutsrqponmlkjihgfedcbaZYXWVUTSRQPONMLKJIHGFEDCBA
DEC101997 O: F:S:DMS 

3310 

Dear Sir or Madam: 

On November 14, 1997, the President and the Secretary 

of the Treasury decided to conduct a review to 

determine whether modified semiautomatic assault rifles 
Underare properly importable under Federal law. 

18 U.S.C. section 925(d) (3), firearms may be imported 

into the United States only if they are determined to 

be of a type generally recognized as particularly 

suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes. 

The firearms in question are semiautomatic rifles based 

on the AK47, FN-FAL, HK91, HK93, SIG SG550-11 and Uzi 

designs. 

As part of the review, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco 

and Firearms (ATF) is interested in receiving 

information that shows whether any or all of the above 

types of semiautomatic rifles are particularly suitable 

for or readily adaptable to hunting or organized 

competitive target shooting. 

Although ATF is not required to seek public comment on 

this study, the agency would appreciate any factual, 

relevant information concerning the sporting use 

suitability of the rifles in question. 

Your voluntary response must be received no later than 

30 days from the date of this letter; those received 

after that date cannot be included in the review. 

Please forward your responses to the Bureau of Alcohol, 

Tobacco and Firearms, Department TA, P.O. Box 50860, 

Washington, DC 20091. 

Sincerely yours, 
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CommentsProvidedbyIndustryMembersandTradeAssociations 

(12) The respondent felt that definitions and usage should be subject 

to rulemaking. The respondent stated that limits on “sporting” 

use do not take into account firearms technology and its 

derivative uses among millions of disparate consumers. Millions 

of gun owners currently engage in informal target competition. 

The respondent stated that the firearms are suitable for sporting 

purposes and that ATF’s practice of making “ad hoc” revisions to 

import criteria disrupts legitimate commerce. The respondent 

recommends that all changes to criteria should be subject to 

rulemaking. 

(19) The respondent submitted a brochure and a statement supported by 

seven letters from FFL’s who sell the SLR-95 and 97 and ROMAK 1 

and 2. The respondent and all the supporting letters attest to 

the suitability of these guns for hunting because (1) they are 
excellent for deer or varmint hunting; (2) they are used by many 

for target shooting; (3) their ammunition is readily available 
and affordable; and (4) they are excellent for young/new hunters 
because of low recoil, an inexpensive purchase price, durability, 

and light weight, as well as being designed only for 

semiautomatic fire. 

(20) One respondent submitted results of its independently conducted 
survey, which consisted of 30 questions. The results of the 

survey suggest that 36 percent of those queried actually use 
AK47-type rifles for hunting or competition, 38 percent use L1A1-

type rifles for hunting or competition, and 38 percent use G3-
type rifles for hunting or competition. Other uses include home 

defense, noncompetitive target shooting, and plinking. Of those 

queried who do not currently own these types of rifles, 35 

percent would use AK-type rifles for hunting or competition, 36 

percent would use L1A1-type rifles for hunting or competition, 

and 37 percent would use G3-type rifles for hunting or 

competition. 

(22) The respondent claims that the majority of the study rifles’ 
length and calibers can be used only for sporting purposes. The 

respondent asserts that the only technical detail remaining after 

the 1989 decision that is similar to a military rifle is the 

locking system. After 1989, the imported rifles have no physical 

features of military assault rifles. All have features which can 

be found on any semiautomatic sporting/hunting rifle. 

However, the respondent writes that the Uzi-type carbines are 
“not suitable for any kind of sporting events other than law 
enforcement and military competitions because the caliber and 
locking system do not allow precise shooting over long 

distances.” 

1 
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(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
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(28) Letters from H&K users were submitted in support of their 

continued importation and use as sporting arms. Specifically, 
the SR9 and PSG1 were said to be clearly suitable and utilized 

daily for hunting and target shooting. The respondent states 
that sport is defined as “an active pastime, diversion, 

recreation” and that the use of these is all the justification 

needed to allow their importation. The PSG1 has been imported 

since 1974, and the SR9 since 1990. The semiautomatic feature 

dates to turn of the century. 

The respondent states that the cost would dissuade criminals from 

using them. The respondent refers to ATF’s reports “Crime Gun 

Analysis (17 Communities)” and “Trace Reports 1993-1996” to show 
that the H&K SR9 and PSG1 are not used in crime. In the 4-year 

period covered by the reports, not one was traced. 

(29) The respondent faults the 1989 report both for not sufficiently 

addressing the issue of ready adaptability, as well as for the 

limited definition of sporting purposes. The respondent states 

that sport is defined as “that which diverts, and makes mirth; 

pastime, diversion.” The respondent says that the NRA sponsors 
many matches, and personally attests to the FN-FAL and HK91 as 

being perfectly suitable for such matches. The respondent states 

that the rifles are also used for hunting deer, rabbits, and 
varmints. Further, the respondent remarks that the use of these 
rifles in crime is minuscule. 

Importer/IndividualLetters 

On January 15, 1998, the study group received a second submission from 
Heckler and Koch, dated January 14, 1998. It transmitted 69 letters 

from individuals who appeared to be answering an advertisement placed 
in Shotgun News by Heckler and Koch. The study group obtained a copy 

of the advertisement, which requested that past and current owners of 

certain H&K rifles provide written accounts of how they use or used 

these firearms. The advertisement stated that the firearms in 

question, the SR9 and the PSG1, were used for sporting purposes such as 

hunting, target shooting, competition, collecting, and informal 
plinking. The advertisement also referred to the 120-day study and the 
temporary ban on importation, indicating that certain firearms may be 

banned in the future. 

1. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer (photo included). 

2. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer (photo included). 

3. The writer used his SR9 for informal target shooting and plinking. 

4. The writer used his SR9 for target practice and recreation. 

5. The writer (a police officer) used SR9 to hunt. Said that it’s too 
heavy and expensive for criminals. 
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6. The writer used his SR9 for competition. 

7. The writer used H&K rifles such as these around the farm to control 

wild dog packs. 

8. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer, 

9. The writer used his SR9 to hunt, participate in target practice, 
and compete. 

10. The writer used his H&K rifles for informal target shooting. 

11. The writer used his SR9 to hunt elk because it’s rugged, and to 

shoot targets. 

12. The writer used his SR9 to target practice. 

13. The writer used his HK91 to hunt varmints and compete in military 

rifle matches. 

14. The writer does not use the firearms but is familiar with their use 

for target shooting, hunting, and competition. 

15. The writer uses HK firearms for DCM marksmanship competition. 

16. The writer used his HK93 for 100-yard club matches and NRA-high 

power rifle matches. 

17. The writer does not own the firearms but enjoys shooting sports and 

collecting. 

18. The writer used his HK91 to hunt deer, boar, and mountain goat and 
in high-power match competitions. 

19. The writer used his SR9 to shoot targets and for competitions. 

20. The writer used his HK91 to shoot varmints, hunt small and big 
game, and shoot long-range silhouettes. 

21. The writer used his SR8 to hunt deer, target shoot, and plink. 

22. The writer used his HK93 to shoot in club competitions. 

23. The writer used his SR9 to shoot targets because the recoil does 
not impact his arthritis. 

24. The writer (a police officer) does not own the firearm but never 
sees HKs used in crime. 

25. The writer used his HKs for target shooting, competition, and 
collection. 

26. The writer does not own the firearms but likes recreational target 
shooting. 

27. Writer does not own the firearms but states, “Don’t ban.“ 
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28. The 

for 

29. The 

and 

30. The 

31. The 

32. The 

33. The 

writer used his SR9 for hunting deer, varmints, and groundhogs; 

target shooting; and for occasional competitions. 

writer used his SR9 to 

reliable. 

writer used his SR9 to 

writer used his SR9 to 

writer used his SR9 to 

hunt deer because it’s accurate, rugged, 

hunt deer and elk. 

target shoot. 

hunt deer and target shoot. 

writer used his HK91 to shoot military rifle 100-yard 

competitions. 

34. The writer used his SR9 for hunting varmints and coyotes, for 

target shooting, and for competitions. 

35. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and target shoot. 

36. The writer (a former FBI employee) used his SR9 for hunting 

varmints and for precision and target shooting. 

37. The writer used his HK for target shooting and competition. 

38. The writer used his SR9 for informal target shooting and plinking 

and his HK91 for bowling pin matches, high-power rifle 
competitions, informal target shooting, and plinking. 

39. The writer used his SR9 to plink and shoot targets, saying it’s too 
heavy for hunting. 

40. The writer has an HK91 as part of his military collection and 

indicates it may be used for hunting. 

41. The writer used his SR9 to target shoot. 

42. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer 

43. The writer does not own the firearms 

44. The writer used his SR9 and HK93 for 
shooting, and for home defense. 

45. The writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

46. Writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

47. Writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

and target shoot. 

but says, “Don’t ban.” 

hunting deer, for target 

48. The writer owns 

49. Writer used his 

competitions.“ 

50. The writer used 

an SR9; no use was reported. 

SR9 to compete in club matches and “backyard 

his HK to hunt boar and antelope. 
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51. The writer states, “Don’t ban.” 

52. The writer (a police officer) does not own the firearms but states 

that the are not used by criminals. 

53. The writer used his HK91 to hunt deer. 

54. The writer (a police trainer) says that the PSG1 is used for police 

sniping and competitive shooting because it’s accurate. He says 

that it’s too heavy to hunt with and has attached an article on the 
PSG1. 

55. The writer used her two PSGIs for target shooting and fun. 

56. The writer used his SR9 and PSG1 to hunt and target shoot. 

57. The writer used his two PSGIS to hunt and target shoot. 

58. The writer provides an opinion that the SR9 is used to hunt and 
target shoot. 

59. The writer used his PSG1 for hunting deer and informal target 
shooting. 

60. The writer used his PSG1 to target shoot and plink. 

61. The writer states, “Don’t ban.‘( 

62. The writer used his HK91 to target shoot. 

63. The writer used his HK91 to target shoot. 

64. The writer (a U.S. deputy marshall) used his SR9 to shoot at the 

range. 

65. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and coyotes. 

66. The writer used his SR9 to competitively target shoot. 

67. The writer used his SR9 to hunt deer and bear. 

68. The writer uses military-type rifles like these for predator 

control on the farm. 

69. The writer used his SR9 to target shoot, plink, and compete in DCM 
matches. 
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CommentsProvidedby InterestGroups 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Impact Evaluation of the Public Safety and Recreational Firearms 

Use Protection Act of 1994, Final Report. March 13, 1997. 

Identical comments were received from five members of the JPFO. 

They are against any form of gun control or restriction regardless 

of the type of firearm. References are made comparing gun control 

to Nazi Germany. 

The respondent contends that police/military-style competitions, 

“plinking,” and informal target shooting should be considered 

sporting. Note: The narrative was provided in addition to survey 
that Century Arms put on the Internet. 

The respondent questions ATF’s definition of “sporting” purposes. 

The respondent contends that neither the Bill of Rights nor the 

Second Amendment places restrictions on firearms based on use. 

Citing the 1989 report, the respondent states that the drafters of 
the report determined what should be acceptable sports, thus 

excluding “plinking.” 

The respondent states that appearance (e.g., military looking) is 

not a factor in determining firearms’ suitability for sporting 

purposes. It is their function or action that should determine a 
gun’s suitability. Over 50 percent of those engaged in Practical 
Rifle Shooting use Kalashnikov variants. Further, citing U.S. vs. 

the “readily adaptable” determination would fit all 

The respondent states that the vast majority of competitive 

marksmen shoot either domestic or foreign service rifles. Only 2-3 

participants at any of 12 matches fire bolt-action match rifles. 

If service rifles have been modified, they are permitted under NRA 

rule 3.3.1. 

The respondent says that attempts to ban these rifles “is a joke.” 

The respondent states that these firearms are used by men and women 
alike throughout Nebraska. All of the named firearms are used a 
lot all over the State for hunting. The AK47 has the same basic 

power of a 30/30 Winchester. All of these firearms function the 

same as a Browning BAR or a Remington 7400. Because of their 

design features, they provide excellent performance. 

The respondent states that the Bill of Rights does not show the 

second amendment connected to “sporting purposes.” The respondent 
says that all of the firearms in question are “service rifles,” all 
can be used in highpower rifle competition (some better than 
others), but under no circumstances should “sporting use” be used 
as a test to determine whether they can be sold to the American 
public. The respondent states that “sporting use” is a totally 
bogus question. 
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(17) The respondent’s basic concern is that the scope of our survey is 

significantly too narrow (i.e., not responsive to the Presidential 

directive, too narrow to address the problem, and inadequate to the 

task). The respondent states, “We do not indicate that our 

determination will impact modifications made to skirt law. We rely 

on the opinions of the ‘gun press.‘ At a minimum, the Bureau 
should deny importation of: any semiautomatic capable of accepting 
with a capacity of more than 10 rounds, and any semiautomatic rifle 
with a capacity to accept more rounds than permitted by the State 

with the lowest number of permitted rounds. Deny any semiautomatic 

that incorporates cosmetically altered ‘rule-beating’ 

characteristics. Deny any semiautomatic that can be converted by 

using parts available domestically to any of the 1994 banned 

guns/characteristics. Deny any semiautomatic manufactured by any 

entity controlled by a foreign government. OR manufactured by a 

foreign entity that also manufactures, assembles or exports 

assault-type weapons. Deny any semiautomatic that contains a part 

that is a material component of any assault type weapon made, 

assembled, or exported by the foreign entity which is the source of 

the firearm proposed to be imported.” 

“A material component of any assault type weapon, assembled or 

exported by the foreign entity, which is, the source of the 

firearms proposed to be imported. The gun press has fabricated 

‘sporting’ events to justify these weapons. The manner in which we 

are proceeding is a serious disservice to the American people.” 

(30) The respondent states, “At least for handguns, and among young 

adult purchasers who have a prior criminal history, the purchase of 

an assault-type firearm is an independent risk factor for later 

criminal activity on the part of the purchaser.” 

NOTE : The above study was for assault-type handguns used in 

criminal activity versus other handguns. The study involved only 

young adults, and caution should be used in extending these results 

to other adults and purchasers of rifles. However, the respondent 

states, it is plausible that findings for one class of firearms may 

pertain to another closely related class. 
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(32) In a memo from the Center to Prevent Handgun Violence the sections 

are Legal Background, History of Bureau Application of the 

“Sporting Purposes” Test, The Modified Assault Rifles under Import 

Suspension Should Be Permanently Barred from Importation, [The 

Galils and Uzis Should Be Barred from Importation Because They Are 

Banned by the Federal Assault Weapon Statute, and All the Modified 

Assault Rifles Should Be Barred from Importation Because They Fail 

the Sporting Purposes Test]. The conclusion states: “The modified 

assault rifles currently under suspended permits should be 

permanently barred from importation because they do not meet the 

sporting purposes test for importation under the Gun Control Act of 

1968 and because certain of the rifles [Galils and Udis] also are 

banned by the 1994 Federal assault weapon law.” 
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Comments Provided by Individuals 

(10) The respondent does not recommend the Uzi, but he highly recommends the 

others for small game and varmints. He feels that the calibers of these 

are not the caliber of choice for medium or large game; however, he 

believes that the SIG and H&K are the best-built semiautomatics available. 

He can not and will not defend the Uzi, referring to it as a “piece of 

junk.” 

The respondent feels that because of their expense and their being hard to 

find, the study rifles (excludingthe Uzi) would not be weapons of choice 

for illegal activities. 

(11) The respondent questions ATF’s definition of “sporting” and “organized 

shooting.“ He feels that ATF’s definition is too narrow and based on 

“political pressure.” 

The respondent feels that the firearms are especially suitable for 

competitive shooting and hunting and that the restrictions on caliber and 
number of cartridges should be left to the individual States. He has shot 

competitively for 25 years. 

(18) The respondent specifically recommends the MAK90 for hunting because its 
shorter length makes for easier movement through covered areas, it allows 
for quicker follow-up shots, its open sights allow one to come up upon a 
target more quickly, and it provides a quicker determination of whether a 

clear shot exists through the brush than with telescopic sighting. 

(21) The respondent states that the second amendment discusses “arms,” not 
"sporting arms.“ The respondent further states that taxpayer money was 

spent on this survey and ATF has an agenda. A gun’s original intent 

(military)has nothing to do with how it is used now. “The solution to 

today’s crime is much the same as it always has been, proper enforcement 

of existing laws, not the imposition of new freedom-restricting laws on 

honest people.” 
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Information on Articles Reviewed 

(1) Describes limited availability of Uzi Model B sporter with thumbhole stock. 

(2) Describes rifle and makes political statement concerning 1989 ban. 

(3) Describes Chinese copy of Uzi with thumbhole stock. 

(4) Quality sporting firearms from Russia. 

(5) Short descriptions of rifles and shotguns available. Lead-in paragraph 

mentions hunting. Does not specifically recommend any of the listed 
weapons for hunting. 

(6) Geared to retail gun dealers, provides list of available products. States 

LIA1 Sporter is pinpoint accurate and powerful enough for most North 

American big game hunting. 

(7) Discusses the use of the rifle for hunting bear, sheep, and coyotes. 
Describes accuracy and ruggedness. NOTE: The rifle is a pre-1989 ban 

assault rifle. 

(8) Deals primarily with performance of the cartridge. Makes statement that 

AK 47-type rifle is adequate for deer hunting at woods ranges. 

(9) Discusses gun ownership in the United States. Highlighted text (not by 

writers) includes the National Survey of Private Ownership of Firearms that 

was conducted by Chilton Research Services of Drexel Hill, Pennsylvania 

during November and December 1994: 70 million rifles are privately held, 

including 28 million semiautomatics. 

(10)Discusses pre-1989 ban configuration. Describes use in hunting, and makes 

the statement that “in the appropriate calibers, the military style 

autoloaders can indeed make excellent rifles, and that their ugly 

configuration probably gives them better handling qualities than more 

conventional sporters as the military discovered a long time ago.” 

(15)Not article - letter from Editor of Gun World magazine discussing “sport” 

and various competitions. Note: Attached submitted by Century Arms. 

(16)Letter addressed to “To Whom It May Concern” indicating HK91 (not mentioned 
but illustrated in photos) is suitable for hunting and accurate enough for 

competition. Note: Submitted by Century Arms. 

(17)Describes a competition developed to test a hunter’s skill. Does not 

mention any of the rifles at issue. 

(18)Not on point - deals with AR 15. 

(19)Describes function, makes political statement. 

(20)Discusses function and disassembly of rifle. 

(21)Not on point - deals with AR 15 rifle. 

1 
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(22)Discusses competition started to show sporting use of rifles banned for 

sale in California. Unknown if weapons in study were banned in California 

in 1990. 

(23)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(24)Not on point - deals with various surplus military rifles. 

(25)Deals with 7.62x39mm ammunition as suitable for deer hunting and mentions 

the use in SKS rifles, which is a military style semiautomatic but not a 

part of the study. 

(26)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(27)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(28)Not on point - deals with AR15 rifles in competition. 

(29)Not on point - deals with the SKS rifle. 

(30)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(31)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(32)Not on point - deals with national matches. 

(33)Not on point - deals with national matches at Camp Perry. 

(34)Not on point - deals with national matches at Camp Perry. 

(35)Not on point - deals with 1989 national matches at Camp Perry. 

(36)Not on point - deals with Browning BAR sporting semiautomatic rifles. 

(38)Not on point - deals with AR15, mentions rifle in caliber 7.62 x 39. 

(39)Not on point - deals with bullet types. 

(40)Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(41)Discusses tracking in snow. Rifles mentioned do not include any rifles in 

study. 

(42)Deals with deer hunting in general. 

(43)Deals with rifles for varmint hunting. Does not mention rifles in study. 

(44)Not on point - deals with hunting pronghorn antelope. 

(45)Deals with various deer rifles. 

(46)Not on point - deals with two Browning rifles’ recoil reducing system. 

(47)Not on point - deals with bolt-action rifles. 

(48)Not on point - deals with ammunition. 

.2 
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(49) Deals with modifications to AR15 trigger for target shooting. 

(50) Not on point - deals with Ml Garand as a target rifle. 

(51) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(52) Deals with impact of banning semiautomatic rifles would have on competitors 

at Camp Perry. 

(53) Deals with economic impact in areas near Camp Perry if semiautomatic rifles 

banned. Reprint from on Beacon Journal. 

(54) Deals with training new competitive shooters - mentions sporting use of 

assault rifles, i.e., Ar15. 

(55) Not on point - article about Nelson Shew. 

(56) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(57) Not on point - deals with shooting the AR15. 

(58) Not on point - article about AR15 as target rifle. 

(59) Not on point - article about well known competitive shooter. 

(67) Not on point - deals with reloading. 

(68) Discusses semiautomatic versions of M14. 

(69) Discusses gas operation. 

(70) Discusses right adjustment on Ml and MIA rifles. 

(71) Discusses MIA and AR15-type rifles modified to remove them from assault 

weapon definition, and their use in competition. 

(72) Deals with AR15 type rifle. 

(73) Not on point - deals with AR15 . 

(74) Not on point - deals with target rifle based on AR15/M16. 

(75) Not on point - deals with SKS rifle. 

(76) Not on point - deals with reloading 7.62x39mm cartridge. 

(77) Not on point - deals with reloading. Mentions 7.62x39mm. 

(78) Not on point - deals with ammunition performance. 

(79) Deals with .223 Remington caliber ammunition as a hunting cartridge. 

(80) Describes MIA (semiautomatic copy of M14) as a target rifle. 

(81) Not on point - deals with bullet design. 

(82) Not on point - deals with ammunition performance. 
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Information on Advertisements Reviewed 

(11) Indicates rifles are rugged, reliable and accurate. 

(12) Describes rifles, lists price. 

(13) Sporting versions of AK 47 and FAL. 

(14) Sporting version of AK 47, reliable, accurate. 

(61) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(62) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(63) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 7.62x39mm ammunition. 

(64) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 9mm ammunition. 

(65) Catalog of ammunition - lists uses for 9mm ammunition. 

(66) Catalog of ammunition - lists recommended uses for 9mm ammunition. 
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Study on the Importability of Certain Shotguns 

 

Executive Summary 

 

The purpose of this study is to establish criteria that the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

and Explosives (ATF) will use to determine the importability of certain shotguns under the 

provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA). 

The Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA) generally prohibits the importation of firearms into the 

United States.
 1

  However, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 925(d), the GCA creates four narrow 

categories of firearms that the Attorney General must authorize for importation.  Under one such 

category, subsection 925(d)(3), the Attorney General shall approve applications for importation 

when the firearms are generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes (the “sporting purposes test”). 

After passage of the GCA in 1968, a panel was convened to provide input on the sporting 

suitability standards which resulted in factoring criteria for handgun importations.  Then in 1989, 

and again in 1998, the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) conducted 

studies to determine the sporting suitability and importability of certain firearms under section 

925(d)(3).  However, these studies focused mainly on a type of firearm described as 

“semiautomatic assault weapons.”  The 1989 study determined that assault rifles contained a 

variety of physical features that distinguished them from traditional sporting rifles.  The study 

concluded that there were three characteristics that defined semiautomatic assault rifles.
2
 

The 1998 study concurred with the conclusions of the 1989 study, but included a finding that 

“the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine originally designed and produced for 

a military assault weapon should be added to the list of disqualifying military configuration 

features identified in 1989.”
3
  Further, both studies concluded that the scope of “sporting 

purposes” did not include all lawful activity, but was limited to traditional sports such as hunting, 

skeet shooting, and trap shooting.  This effectively narrowed the universe of firearms considered 

by each study because a larger number of firearms are “particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to a sporting purpose” if plinking
4
 and police or military-style practical shooting 

competitions are also included as a “sporting purpose.”
5
  

Although these studies provided effective guidelines for determining the sporting purposes of 

rifles, ATF recognized that no similar studies had been completed to determine the sporting 

                                                            
1 Chapter 44, Title 18, United States Code (U.S.C.), at 18 U.S.C. § 922(l). 
2 These characteristics were:  (a) a military configuration (ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping stocks, pistol grips, ability 

to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade launchers, and night sights); (b) a semiautomatic version of a machinegun; and  

(c) chambered to accept a centerfire cartridge case having a length of 2.25 inches or less.  1989 Report and Recommendation on the Importability 

of Certain Semiautomatic Rifles (1989 Study) at 6-9. 
3 1998 Department of the Treasury Study on the Sporting Suitability of Modified Semiautomatic Rifles (1998 Study) at 2. 
4 “Plinking” is shooting at random targets such as bottles and cans.  1989 Report at 10. 
5 1989 Report at 8-9; 1998 Study at 18-19. 
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suitability of shotguns.  A shotgun study working group (working group) was assigned to 

perform a shotgun study under the § 925(d)(3) sporting purposes test.  The working group 

considered the 1989 and 1998 studies, but neither adopted nor entirely accepted findings from 

those studies as conclusive as to shotguns. 

Sporting Purpose 

 

Determination of whether a firearm is generally accepted for use in sporting purposes is the 

responsibility of the Attorney General (formerly the Secretary of the Treasury).  As in the 

previous studies, the working group considered the historical context of “sporting purpose” and 

that Congress originally intended a narrow interpretation of sporting purpose under § 925(d)(3).   
 

While the 1989 and 1998 studies considered all rifles in making their recommendations, these 

studies first identified firearm features and subsequently identified those activities believed to 

constitute a legitimate “sporting purpose.”  However, in reviewing the previous studies, the 

working group believes that it is appropriate to first consider the current meaning of “sporting 

purpose” as this may impact the “sporting” classification of any shotgun or shotgun features.  For 

example, military shotguns, or shotguns with common military features that are unsuitable for 

traditional shooting sports, may be considered “particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes” if military shooting competitions are considered a generally recognized 

sporting purpose.  Therefore, in determining the contemporary meaning of sporting purposes, the 

working group examined not only the traditional sports of hunting and organized competitive 

target shooting, but also made an effort to consider other shooting activities. 

 

In particular, the working group examined participation in and popularity of practical shooting 

events as governed by formal rules, such as those of the United States Practical Shooting 

Association (USPSA) and International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC), to determine 

whether it was appropriate to consider these events a “sporting purpose” under § 925(d)(3).  

While the number of members reported for USPSA is similar to the membership for other 

shotgun shooting organizations,
6
 the working group ultimately determined that it was not 

appropriate to use this shotgun study to determine whether practical shooting is “sporting” under 

§ 925(d)(3).  A change in ATF’s position on practical shooting has potential implications for rifle 

and handgun classifications as well.  Therefore, the working group believes that a more thorough 

and complete assessment is necessary before ATF can consider practical shooting as a generally 

recognized sporting purpose.   

 

The working group agreed with the previous studies in that the activity known as “plinking” is 

“primarily a pastime” and could not be considered a recognized sport for the purposes of 

                                                            
6 Organization websites report these membership numbers:  for the United States Practical Shooting Association, approx. 19,000; Amateur 

Trapshooting Association,  over 35,000 active members; National Skeet Shooting Association, nearly 20,000 members; National Sporting Clays 

Association, over 22,000 members; Single Action Shooting Society, over 75,000 members. 
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importation.
7
  Because almost any firearm can be used in that activity, such a broad reading of 

“sporting purpose” would be contrary to the congressional intent in enacting section 925(d)(3).  

For these reasons, the working group recommends that plinking not be considered a sporting 

purpose.  However, consistent with past court decisions and Congressional intent, the working 

group recognized hunting and other more generally recognized or formalized competitive events 

similar to the traditional shooting sports of trap, skeet, and clays.   

 

Firearm Features 

 

In reviewing the shotguns used for those activities classified as sporting purposes, the working 

group examined State hunting laws, rules, and guidelines for shooting competitions and shooting 

organizations; industry advertisements and literature; scholarly and historical publications; and 

statistics on participation in the respective shooting sports.  Following this review, the working 

group determined that certain shotgun features are not particularly suitable or readily adaptable 

for sporting purposes.  These features include: 

 

(1) Folding, telescoping, or collapsible stocks; 

(2) bayonet lugs; 

(3) flash suppressors; 

(4) magazines over 5 rounds, or a drum magazine;  

(5) grenade-launcher mounts; 

(6) integrated rail systems (other than on top of the receiver or barrel); 

(7) light enhancing devices; 

(8) excessive weight (greater than 10 pounds for 12 gauge or smaller);  

(9) excessive bulk (greater than 3 inches in width and/or greater than 4 inches in depth); 

(10) forward pistol grips or other protruding parts designed or used for gripping the 

shotgun with the shooter’s extended hand. 

 

Although the features listed above do not represent an exhaustive list of possible shotgun 

features, designs or characteristics, the working group determined that shotguns with any one of 

these features are most appropriate for military or law enforcement use.  Therefore, shotguns 

containing any of these features are not particularly suitable for nor readily adaptable to 

generally recognized sporting purposes such as hunting, trap, sporting clay, and skeet shooting.  

Each of these features and an analysis of each of the determinations are included within the main 

body of the report.  

 

                                                            
7 1989 Study at 10; 1998 Study at 17. 
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Study on the Importability of Certain Shotguns 

The purpose of this study is to establish criteria that the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms 

and Explosives (ATF) will use to determine the importability of certain shotguns under the 

provisions of the Gun Control Act of 1968 (GCA). 

Background on Shotguns 

 

A shotgun is defined by the GCA as “a weapon designed or redesigned, made or remade, and 

intended to be fired from the shoulder and designed or redesigned and made or remade to use the 

energy of an explosive to fire through a smooth bore either a number of ball shot or a single 

projectile for each single pull of the trigger.”
8
   

Shotguns are traditional hunting firearms and, in the past, have been referred to as bird guns or 

“fowling” pieces.  They were designed to propel multiple pellets of shot in a particular pattern 

that is capable of killing the game that is being hunted.  This design and type of ammunition 

limits the maximum effective long distance range of shotguns, but increases their effectiveness 

for small moving targets such as birds in flight at a close range.  Additionally, shotguns have 

been used to fire slugs.  A shotgun slug is a single metal projectile that is fired from the barrel.  

Slugs have been utilized extensively in areas where State laws have restricted the use of rifles for 

hunting.  Additionally, many States have specific shotgun seasons for deer hunting and, with the 

reintroduction of wild turkey in many States, shotguns and slugs have found additional sporting 

application.    

Shotguns are measured by gauge in the United States.  The gauge number refers to the “number 

of equal-size balls cast from one pound of lead that would pass through the bore of a specific 

diameter.”
9
  The largest commonly available gauge is 10 gauge (.0775 in. bore diameter).  

Therefore, a 10 gauge shotgun will have an inside diameter equal to that of a sphere made from 

one-tenth of a pound of lead.  By far, the most common gauges are 12 (0.729 in. diameter) and 

20 (0.614 in. diameter).  The smallest shotgun that is readily available is known as a “.410,” 

which is the diameter of its bore measured in inches.  Technically, a .410 is a 67 gauge shotgun. 

Background on Sporting Suitability 

The GCA generally prohibits the importation of firearms into the United States.
10

   However, the 

statute exempts four narrow categories of firearms that the Attorney General shall authorize for 

importation.  Originally enacted by Title IV of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act 

of 1968,
11

 and amended by Title I of the GCA
12

 enacted that same year, this section provides, in 

pertinent part: 

                                                            
8 18 U.S.C. § 921(a)(5). 
9 The Shotgun Encyclopedia at 106. 
10 18 U.S.C. § 922(l). 
11 Pub. Law 90-351 (June 19, 1968). 
12 Pub. Law 90-618 (October 22, 1968). 
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the Attorney General shall authorize a firearm . . . to be imported or brought into 

the United States . . . if the firearm . . . (3) is of a type that does not fall within the 

definition of a firearm as defined in section 5845(a) of the Internal Revenue Code 

of 1954 and is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to sporting purposes, excluding surplus military firearms, except in 

any case where the Secretary has not authorized the importation of the firearm 

pursuant to this paragraph, it shall be unlawful to import any frame, receiver, or 

barrel of such firearm which would be prohibited if assembled.
13

 (Emphasis 

added) 

 

This section addresses Congress’ concern that the United States had become a “dumping ground 

of the castoff surplus military weapons of other nations,”
14

 in that it exempted only firearms with 

a generally recognized sporting purpose.  In recognizing the difficulty in implementing this 

section, Congress gave the Secretary of the Treasury (now the Attorney General) the discretion 

to determine a weapon’s suitability for sporting purposes.  This authority was ultimately 

delegated to what is now ATF.  Immediately after discussing the large role cheap imported .22 

caliber revolvers were playing in crime, the Senate Report stated:  

 

[t]he difficulty of defining weapons characteristics to meet this target without 

discriminating against sporting quality firearms, was a major reason why the 

Secretary of the Treasury has been given fairly broad discretion in defining and 

administering the import prohibition.
15

  

 

Indeed, Congress granted this discretion to the Secretary even though some expressed 

concern with its breadth: 

 

[t]he proposed import restrictions of Title IV would give the Secretary of 

the Treasury unusually broad discretion to decide whether a particular type of  

firearm is generally recognized as particularly suitable for, or readily adaptable  

to, sporting purposes.  If this authority means anything, it permits Federal officials  

to differ with the judgment of sportsmen expressed through consumer preference 

in the marketplace….
16

 

 

Since that time, ATF has been responsible for determining whether firearms are generally 

recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to sporting purposes under the statute.  

 

                                                            
13 18 U.S.C. § 925(d)(3).  In pertinent part, 26 U.S.C. § 5845(a) includes “a shotgun having a barrel or barrels of less than 18 inches in length.” 
14 90 P.L. 351 (1968). 
15 S. Rep. No. 1501, 90th Cong. 2d Sess. 38 (1968). 
16 S. Rep. No. 1097, 90th Cong. 2d. Sess. 2155 (1968) (views of Senators Dirksen, Hruska, Thurmond, and Burdick).  In Gun South, Inc. v. 

Brady, 877 F.2d 858, 863 (11th Cir. 1989), the court, based on legislative history, found that the GCA gives the Secretary “unusually broad 

discretion in applying section 925(d)(3).” 
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On December 10, 1968, the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the Internal Revenue Service 

(predecessor to ATF) convened a “Firearm Advisory Panel” to assist with defining “sporting 

purposes” as utilized in the GCA.   This panel was composed of representatives from the 

military, law enforcement, and the firearms industry.  The panel generally agreed that firearms 

designed and intended for hunting and organized competitive target shooting would fall into the 

sporting purpose criteria.  It was also the consensus that the activity of “plinking” was primarily 

a pastime and therefore would not qualify.  Additionally, the panel looked at criteria for 

handguns and briefly discussed rifles.   However, no discussion took place on shotguns given 

that, at the time, all shotguns were considered inherently sporting because they were utilized for 

hunting or organized competitive target competitions. 

 

Then, in 1984, ATF organized the first large scale study aimed at analyzing the sporting 

suitability of certain firearms.  Specifically, ATF addressed the sporting purposes of the Striker-

12 and Streetsweeper shotguns.  These particular shotguns were developed in South Africa as 

law enforcement, security and anti-terrorist weapons.  These firearms are nearly identical 12-

gauge shotguns, each with 12-round capacity and spring-driven revolving magazines.  All 12 

rounds can be fired from the shotguns within 3 seconds.    

 

In the 1984 study, ATF ruled that the Striker-12 and the Streetsweeper were not eligible for 

importation under 925(d)(3) because they were not “particularly suitable for sporting purposes.” 

In doing this, ATF reversed an earlier opinion and specifically rejected the proposition that 

police or combat competitive shooting events were a generally accepted “sporting purpose.”  

This 1984 study adopted a narrow interpretation of organized competitive target shooting 

competitions to include the traditional target events such as trap and skeet.  ATF ultimately 

concluded that the size, weight and bulk of the shotguns made them difficult to maneuver in 

traditional shooting sports and, therefore, these shotguns were not particularly suitable for or 

readily adaptable to these sporting purposes.  At the same time, however, ATF allowed 

importation of a SPAS-12 variant shotgun because its size, weight, bulk and modified 

configuration were such that it was particularly suitable for traditional shooting sports.
17

  The 

Striker-12 and Streetsweeper were later classified as “destructive devices” pursuant to the 

National Firearms Act.
18

    

 

In 1989, and again in 1998, ATF conducted studies to determine whether certain rifles could be 

imported under section 925(d)(3).  The respective studies focused primarily on the application of 

the sporting purposes test to a type of firearm described as a “semiautomatic assault weapon.”  In 

both 1989 and 1998, ATF was concerned that certain semiautomatic assault weapons had been 

approved for importation even though they did not satisfy the sporting purposes test.   

 

                                                            
17 Private letter Ruling of August 9, 1989 from Bruce L. Weininger, Chief, Firearms and Explosives Division. 
18 See ATF Rulings 94-1 and 94-2. 
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1989 Study 

 

In 1989, ATF announced that it was suspending the importation of several semiautomatic assault 

rifles pending a decision on whether they satisfied the sporting criteria under section 925(d)(3).  

The 1989 study determined that assault rifles were a “type” of rifle that contained a variety of 

physical features that distinguished them from traditional sporting rifles.  The study concluded 

that there were three characteristics that defined semiautomatic assault rifles:  

 

(1) a military configuration (ability to accept a detachable magazine, folding/telescoping 

stocks, pistol grips, ability to accept a bayonet, flash suppressors, bipods, grenade 

launchers, and night sights); 

(2) semiautomatic version of a machinegun; 

(3) chambered to accept a centerfire cartridge case having a length of 2.25 inches or less.
19

 

 

The 1989 study then examined the scope of “sporting purposes“ as used in the statute.
20

  The 

study noted that “[t]he broadest interpretation could take in virtually any lawful activity or 

competition which any person or groups of persons might undertake.  Under this interpretation, 

any rifle could meet the “sporting purposes” test.
21

  The 1989 study concluded that a broad 

interpretation would render the statute useless.  The study therefore concluded that neither 

plinking nor “police/combat-type” competitions would be considered sporting activities under 

the statute.
22

   

 

The 1989 study concluded that semiautomatic assault rifles were “designed and intended to be 

particularly suitable for combat rather than sporting applications.”
23

  With this, the study 

determined that they were not suitable for sporting purposes and should not be authorized for 

importation under section 925(d)(3). 

 

1998 Study 

The 1998 study was conducted after “members of Congress and others expressed concern that 

rifles being imported were essentially the same as semiautomatic assault rifles previously 

determined to be nonimportable” under the 1989 study.
24

  Specifically, many firearms found to 

be nonimportable under the 1989 study were later modified to meet the standards outlined in the 

study.  These firearms were then legally imported into the country under section 925(d)(3).  ATF 

commissioned the 1998 study on the sporting suitability of semiautomatic rifles to address 

concerns regarding these modified firearms. 

                                                            
19 1989 Report and Recommendation on the ATF Working Group on the Importability of Certain Semiautomatic Rifles (1989 Study). 
20 Id. at 8. 
21 Id. 
22 Id. At 9. 
23 Id. At 12. 
24 1998 Study at 1. 
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The 1998 study identified the firearms in question and determined that the rifles shared an 

important feature—the ability to accept a large capacity magazine that was originally designed 

for military firearms.  The report then referred to such rifles as Large Capacity Military 

Magazine rifles or “LCMM rifles.”
25

   

The study noted that after 1989, ATF refused to allow importation of firearms that had any of the 

identified non-sporting features, but made an exception for firearms that possessed only a 

detachable magazine.  Relying on the 1994 Assault Weapons Ban, the 1998 study noted that 

Congress “sent a strong signal that firearms with the ability to expel large amounts of 

ammunition quickly are not sporting.”
26

  The study concluded by adopting the standards set forth 

in the 1989 study and by reiterating the previous determination that large capacity magazines are 

a military feature that bar firearms from importation under section 925(d)(3).
27

   

Present Study 

While ATF conducted the above mentioned studies on the sporting suitability of rifles, to date, 

no study has been conducted to address the sporting purposes and importability of shotguns.  

This study was commissioned for that purpose and to ensure that ATF complies with it statutory 

mandate under section 925(d)(3).  

Methodology 

To conduct this study, the working group reviewed current shooting sports and the sporting 

suitability of common shotguns and shotgun features.  At the outset, the working group 

recognized the importance of acknowledging the inherent differences between rifles, handguns 

and shotguns.  These firearms have distinct characteristics that result in specific applications of 

each weapon.  Therefore, in conducting the study, the working group generally considered 

shotguns without regard to technical similarities or differences that exist in rifles or handguns. 

The 1989 and 1998 studies examined particular features and made sporting suitability 

determinations based on the generally accepted sporting purposes of rifles.  These studies served 

as useful references because, in recent years, manufacturers have produced shotguns with 

features traditionally found only on rifles.  These features are typically used by military or law 

enforcement personnel and provide little or no advantage to sportsmen. 

Following a review of the 1989 and 1998 studies, the working group believed that it was 

necessary to first identify those activities that are considered legitimate “sporting purposes” in 

the modern era.  While the previous studies determined that only “the traditional sports of 

hunting and organized competitive target shooting” would be considered “sporting,”
28

 the 

working group recognized that sporting purposes may evolve over time.  The working group felt 

                                                            
25 1998 Study at 16. 
26 1998 Study at 3. 
27 The 1994 Assault Weapons Ban expired Sept. 13, 2004, as part of the law's sunset provision. 
28 1998 Study at 16 
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that the statutory language supported this because the term “generally recognized” modifies, not 

only firearms used for shooting activities, but also the shooting activities themselves.  This is to 

say that an activity is considered “sporting” under section 925(d)(3) if it is generally recognized 

as such.
29

  Therefore, activities that were “generally recognized” as legitimate “sporting 

purposes” in previous studies are not necessarily the same as those activities that are “generally 

recognized” as sporting purposes in the modern era.  As stated above, Congress recognized the 

difficulty in legislating a fixed meaning and therefore gave the Attorney General the 

responsibility to make such determinations.  As a result, the working group did not simply accept 

the proposition that sporting events were limited to hunting and traditional trap and skeet target 

shooting.  In determining whether an activity is now generally accepted as a sporting purpose, 

the working group considered a broad range of shooting activities. 

Once the working group determined those activities that are generally recognized as a “sporting 

purpose” under section 925(d)(3), it examined numerous shotguns with diverse features in an 

effort to determine whether any particular firearm was particularly suitable for or readily 

adaptable to those sports.  In coming to a determination, the working group recognized that a 

shotgun cannot be classified as sporting merely because it may be used for a sporting purpose.  

During debate on the original bill, there was discussion about the meaning of the term "sporting 

purposes."  Senator Dodd stated: 

 

Here again I would have to say that if a military weapon is used in a special  

sporting event, it does not become a sporting weapon.  It is a military weapon used in a 

special sporting event . . . . As I said previously the language says no firearms will be 

admitted into this country unless they are genuine sporting weapons.
30

 

 

In making a determination on any particular feature, the working group considered State hunting 

laws, currently available products, scholarly and historical publications, industry marketing, and 

rules and regulations of organization such as the National Skeet Shooting Association, Amateur 

Trapshooting Association, National Sporting Clays Association, Single Action Shooting Society, 

International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC), and the United States Practical Shooting 

Association (USPSA).  Analysis of these sources as well as a variety of shotguns led the working 

group to conclude that certain shotguns were of a type that did not meet the requirements of 

section 925(d)(3), and therefore, could not lawfully be imported. 

 

 

                                                            
29 ATF previously argued this very point in Gilbert Equipment Company , Inc. v. Higgins, 709 F.Supp. 1071, 1075 (S.D. Ala. 1989).  The court 

agreed, noting, “according to Mr. Drake, the bureau takes the position…that an event has attained general recognition as being a sport before 

those uses and/or events can be ‘sporting purposes’ or ‘sports’ under section 925(d)(3).  See also Declaration of William T. Drake, Deputy 

Director, Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms.   
30 114 Cong. Rec. 27461-462 (1968). 
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Analysis 

A.  Scope of Sporting Purposes 

In conducting the sporting purposes test on behalf of the Attorney General, ATF examines the 

physical and technical characteristics of a shotgun and determines whether those characteristics 

meet this statutory requirement.  A shotgun’s suitability for a particular sport depends upon the 

nature and requirements inherent to that sport.  Therefore, determining a “sporting purpose” was 

the first step in this analysis under section 925(d)(3) and is a critical step of the process. 

A broad interpretation of “sporting purposes” may include any lawful activity in which a shooter 

might participate and could include any organized or individual shooting event or pastime.  A 

narrow interpretation of “sporting purposes” would clearly result in a more selective standard 

governing the importation of shotguns.   

Consistent with previous ATF decisions and case law, the working group recognized that a sport 

or event must “have attained general recognition as being a ‘sport,’ before those uses and/or 

events can be ‘sporting purposes’ or ‘sports’ under Section 925(d)(3).”
31

  The statutory language 

limits ATF’s authority to recognize a particular shooting activity as a “sporting purpose,” and 

therefore requires a narrow interpretation of this term.  As stated however, the working group 

recognized that sporting purposes may change over time, and that certain shooting activities may 

become “generally recognized” as such.   

At the present time, the working group continues to believe that the activity known as “plinking” 

is not a generally recognized sporting purpose.  There is nothing in the legislative history of the 

GCA to indicate that section 925(d)(3) was meant to recognize every conceivable type of activity 

or competition that might employ a firearm.  Recognition of plinking as a sporting purpose 

would effectively nullify section 925(d)(3) because it may be argued that any shotgun is 

particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to this activity. 

The working group also considered “practical shooting” competitions.  Practical shooting events 

generally measure a shooter’s accuracy and speed in identifying and hitting targets while 

negotiating obstacle-laden shooting courses.  In these competitions, the targets are generally 

stationary and the shooter is mobile, as opposed to clay target shooting where the targets are 

moving at high speeds mimicking birds in flight.  Practical shooting consist of rifle, shotgun and 

handgun competitions, as well as “3-Gun” competitions utilizing all three types of firearm on 

one course.  The events are often organized by local or national shooting organizations and 

attempt to categorize shooters by skill level in order to ensure competitiveness within the 

respective divisions.  The working group examined participation in and popularity of practical 

shooting events as governed under formal rules such as those of the United States Practical 

Shooting Association (USPSA) and International Practical Shooting Confederation (IPSC) to see 

                                                            
31 Gilbert at 1085. 
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if it is appropriate to consider these events a legitimate “sporting purpose” under section 

925(d)(3).   

The USPSA currently reports approximately 19,000 members that participate in shooting events 

throughout the United States.
32

  While USPSA’s reported membership is within the range of 

members for some other shotgun shooting organizations,
33

 organizations involved in shotgun 

hunting of particular game such as ducks, pheasants and quail indicate significantly more 

members than any of the target shooting organizations.
34

  Because a determination on the 

sporting purpose of practical shooting events should be made only after an in-depth study of 

those events, the working group determined that it was not appropriate to use this shotgun study 

to make a definitive conclusion as to whether practical shooting events are “sporting” for 

purposes of section 925(d)(3).  Any such study must include rifles, shotguns and handguns 

because practical shooting events use all of these firearms, and a change in position by ATF on 

practical shooting or “police/combat-type” competitions may have an impact on the sporting 

suitability of rifles and handguns.  Further, while it is clear that shotguns are used at certain 

practical shooting events, it is unclear whether shotgun use is so prevalent that it is “generally 

recognized” as a sporting purpose.  If shotgun use is not sufficiently popular at such events, 

practical shooting would have no effect on any sporting suitability determination of shotguns.  

Therefore, it would be impractical to make a determination based upon one component or aspect 

of the practical shooting competitions. 

As a result, the working group based the following sporting suitability criteria on the traditional 

sports of hunting, trap and skeet target shooting.   

B.  Suitability for Sporting Purposes 

The final step in our review involved an evaluation of shotguns to determine a “type” of firearm 

that is “generally recognized as particularly suitable or readily adaptable to sporting purposes.”  

Whereas the 1989 and 1998 studies were conducted in response to Congressional interest 

pertaining to a certain “type” of firearm, the current study did not benefit from a mandate to 

focus upon and review a particular type of firearm.  Therefore, the current working group 

determined that it was necessary to consider a broad sampling of shotguns and shotgun features 

that may constitute a “type.” 

Whereas rifles vary greatly in size, function, caliber and design, historically, there is less 

variation in shotgun design.  However, in the past several years, ATF has witnessed increasingly 

diverse shotgun design.  Much of this is due to the fact that some manufacturers are now 

applying rifle designs and features to shotguns.  This has resulted in a type of shotgun that has 

                                                            
32 See www.uspsa.org. 

33 Organization websites report these membership numbers: for the United States Practical Shooting Association, approx. 19,000; Amateur 

Trapshooting Association,  over 35,000 active members; National Skeet Shooting Association,  nearly 20,000 members; National Sporting Clays 

Association, over 22,000 members; Single Action Shooting Society, over 75,000 members. 
34 Organization websites report these membership numbers:  Ducks Unlimited, U.S adult 604,902 (Jan. 1, 2010); Pheasants/Quail Forever, over 

130,000 North American members (2010) http://www.pheasantfest.org/page/1/PressReleaseViewer.jsp?pressReleaseId=12406. 
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features or characteristics that are based on tactical and military firearms.  Following a review of 

numerous shotguns, literature, and industry advertisements, the working group determined that 

the following shotgun features and design characteristics are particularly suitable for the military 

or law enforcement, and therefore, offer little or no advantage to the sportsman.  Therefore, we 

recognized that any shotgun with one or more of these features represent a “type” of firearm that 

is not “generally recognized as particularly suitable or readily adaptable to sporting purposes” 

and may not be imported under section 925(d)(3). 

(1) Folding, telescoping or collapsible stock.   

 

Shotgun stocks vary in style, but sporting stocks have largely resembled the traditional design.
35

 

Many military firearms incorporate folding or telescoping stocks.  The main advantage of this 

feature is portability, especially for airborne troops.  These stocks allow the firearm to be fired 

from the folded or retracted position, yet it is difficult to fire as accurately as can be done with an 

open or fully extended stock.  While a folding stock or telescoping stock makes it easier to carry 

the firearm, its predominant advantage is for military and tactical purposes.  A folding or 

telescoping stock is therefore not found on the traditional sporting shotgun.  Note that certain 

shotguns may utilize adjustable butt plates, adjustable combs, or other designs intended only to 

allow a shooter to make small custom modifications to a shotgun.  These are not intended to 

make a shotgun more portable, but are instead meant to improve the overall “fit” of the shotgun 

to a particular shooter.  These types of adjustable stocks are sporting and are, therefore, 

acceptable for importation.    

 

(2) Bayonet Lug.   

 

A bayonet lug is generally a metal mount that allows the installation of a bayonet onto the end of 

a firearm.  While commonly found on rifles, bayonets have a distinct military purpose.   

Publications have indicated that this may be a feature on military shotguns as well.
36

  It enables 

soldiers to fight in close quarters with a knife attached to their firearm.  The working group 

discovered no generally recognized sporting application for a bayonet on a shotgun.   

 

(3) Flash Suppressor.   

 

Flash suppressors are generally used on military firearms to disperse the muzzle flash in order to 

help conceal the shooter’s position, especially at night.  Compensators are used on military and 

commercial firearms to assist in controlling recoil and the “muzzle climb” of the shotgun.  

Traditional sporting shotguns do not have flash suppressors or compensators.  However, while 

compensators have a limited benefit for shooting sports because they allow the shooter to quickly 

reacquire the target for a second shot, there is no particular benefit in suppressing muzzle flash in 

                                                            
35 Exhibit 1. 
36 A Collector’s Guide to United States Combat Shotguns at 156. 
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sporting shotguns.  Therefore, the working group finds that flash suppressors are not a sporting 

characteristic, while compensators are a sporting feature.  However, compensators that, in the 

opinion of ATF, actually function as flash suppressors are neither particularly suitable nor 

readily adaptable to sporting purposes.  

 

(4) Magazine over 5 rounds, or a Drum Magazine.   

A magazine is an ammunition storage and feeding device that delivers a round into the chamber 

of the firearm during automatic or semiautomatic firing.
37 

 A magazine is either integral (tube 

magazine) to the firearm or is removable (box magazine). A drum magazine is a large circular 

magazine that is generally detachable and is designed to hold a large amount of ammunition.   

The 1989 Study recognized that virtually all modern military firearms are designed to accept 

large, detachable magazines.  The 1989 Study noted that this feature provides soldiers with a 

large ammunition supply and the ability to reload rapidly.  The 1998 Study concurred with this 

and found that, for rifles, the ability to accept a detachable large capacity magazine was not a 

sporting feature.  The majority of shotguns on the market today contain an integral “tube” 

magazine.  However, certain shotguns utilize removable box magazine like those commonly 

used for rifles.
38

   

In regard to sporting purposes, the working group found no appreciable difference between 

integral tube magazines and removable box magazines.  Each type allowed for rapid loading, 

reloading, and firing of ammunition.  For example, “speed loaders” are available for shotguns 

with tube-type magazines.  These speed loaders are designed to be preloaded with shotgun shells 

and can reload a shotgun with a tube-type magazine in less time than it takes to change a 

detachable magazine.      

However, the working group determined that magazines capable of holding large amounts of 

ammunition, regardless of type, are particularly designed and most suitable for military and law 

enforcement applications.  The majority of state hunting laws restrict shotguns to no more than 5 

rounds.
39

  This is justifiable because those engaged in sports shooting events are not engaging in 

potentially hostile or confrontational situations, and therefore do not require the large amount of 

immediately available ammunition, as do military service members and police officers.   

Finally, drum magazines are substantially wider and have considerably more bulk than standard 

clip-type magazines.  They are cumbersome and, when attached to the shotgun, make it more 

difficult for a hunter to engage multiple small moving targets.  Further, drum magazines are 

generally designed to contain more than 5 rounds.  Some contain as many as 20 or more 

                                                            
37 Steindler’s New Firearms Dictionary at 164. 
38 See Collector’s Guide to United States Combat Shotguns at 156-7, noting that early combat shotguns were criticized because of their limited 

magazine capacity and time consuming loading methods. 
39 Exhibit 2. 
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rounds.
40

  While such magazines may have a military or law enforcement application, the 

working group determined that they are not useful for any generally recognized sporting purpose.  

These types of magazines are unlawful to use for hunting in most states, and their possession and 

manufacture are even prohibited or restricted in some states.
41

 

 

(5) Grenade Launcher Mount.  

 

Grenade launchers are incorporated into military firearms to facilitate the launching of explosive 

grenades.  Such launchers are generally of two types.  The first type is a flash suppressor 

designed to function as a grenade launcher.  The second type attaches to the barrel of the firearm 

either by screws or clamps. Grenade launchers have a particular military application and are not 

currently used for sporting purposes. 

 

(6) Integrated Rail Systems.
42

   

 

This refers to a mounting rail system for small arms upon which firearm accessories and features 

may be attached.  This includes scopes, sights, and other features, but may also include 

accessories or features with no sporting purpose, including flashlights, foregrips, and bipods.  

Rails on the sides and underside of shotguns—including any accessory mount—facilitate 

installation of certain features lacking any sporting purpose.  However, receiver rails that are 

installed on the top of the receiver and barrel are readily adaptable to sporting purposes because 

this facilitates installation of optical or other sights.   

 

(7) Light Enhancing Devices.   

 

Shotguns are generally configured with either bead sights, iron sights or optical sights, 

depending on whether a particular sporting purpose requires the shotgun to be pointed or 

aimed.
43

  Bead sights allow a shooter to “point” at and engage moving targets at a short distance 

with numerous small projectiles, including birds, trap, skeet and sporting clays.  Iron and optical 

sights are used when a shooter, firing a slug, must “aim” a shotgun at a target, including deer, 

bear and turkeys.
44

  Conversely, many military firearms are equipped with sighting devices that 

utilize available light to facilitate night vision capabilities.  Devices or optics that allow 

illumination of a target in low-light conditions are generally for military and law enforcement 

purposes and are not typically found on sporting shotguns because it is generally illegal to hunt 

at night.   

 

                                                            
40 Exhibit 3. 
41 See, e.g.,  Cal Pen Code § 12020; N.J. Stat. § 2C:39-9. 
42 Exhibit 4. 
43 NRA Firearms Sourcebook at 178. 
44 Id. 
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(8) Excessive Weight.
45

   

 

Sporting shotguns, 12 gauge and smaller, are lightweight (generally less than 10 pounds fully 

assembled),
46

 and are balanced and maneuverable.  This aids sportsmen by allowing them to 

carry the firearm over long distances and rapidly engage a target.  Unlike sporting shotguns, 

military firearms are larger, heavier, and generally more rugged.  This design allows the 

shotguns to withstand more abuse in combat situations.   

 

(9) Excessive Bulk.
47

 

Sporting shotguns are generally no more than 3 inches in width or more than 4 inches in depth.  

This size allows sporting shotguns to be sufficiently maneuverable in allowing hunters to rapidly 

engage targets.  Certain combat shotguns may be larger for increased durability or to withstand 

the stress of automatic fire.  The bulk refers to the fully assembled shotgun, but does not include 

magazines or accessories such as scopes or sights that are used on the shotgun.  For both width 

and depth, shotguns are measured at the widest points of the action or housing on a line that is 

perpendicular to the center line of the bore.  Depth refers to the distance from the top plane of the 

shotgun to the bottom plane of the shotgun.  Width refers to the length of the top or bottom plane 

of the firearm and measures the distance between the sides of the shotgun.  Neither measurement 

includes the shoulder stock on traditional sporting shotgun designs. 

 

(10) Forward Pistol Grip or Other Protruding Part Designed or Used for Gripping the Shotgun 

with the Shooter’s Extended Hand.
48

   

 

While sporting shotguns differ in the style of shoulder stock, they are remarkably similar in fore-

end design.
 49

  Generally, sporting shotguns have a foregrip with which the shooter’s forward 

hand steadies and aims the shotgun.  Recently, however, some shooters have started attaching 

forward pistol grips to shotguns.  These forward pistol grips are often used on tactical firearms 

and are attached to those firearms using the integrated rail system.  The ergonomic design allows 

for continued accuracy during sustained shooting over long periods of time.  This feature offers 

little advantage to the sportsman.  Note, however, that the working group believes that pistol 

grips for the trigger hand are prevalent on shotguns and are therefore generally recognized as 

particularly suitable for sporting purposes.
50

 

 

While the features listed above are the most common non-sporting shotgun features, the working 

group recognizes that other features, designs, or characteristics may exist.  Prior to importation, 

ATF will classify these shotguns based upon the requirements of section 925(d)(3).  The working 
                                                            
45 See generally Gilbert. 
46 Shotgun Encyclopedia 2001 at 264. 
47 Exhibit 5. 
48 Exhibit 6. 
49 See Exhibit 1.  See generally NRA Firearms Sourcebook at 121-2. 
50 See Exhibit 1. 
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group expects the continued application of unique features and designs to shotguns that may 

include features or designs based upon traditional police or military tactical rifles.  However, 

even if a shotgun does not have one of the features listed above, it may be considered “sporting” 

only if it meets the statutory requirements under section 925(d)(3).   Further, the simple fact that 

a military firearm or feature may be used for a generally recognized sporting purposes is not 

sufficient to support a determination that it is sporting under 925(d)(3).  Therefore, as required 

by section 925(d)(3), in future sporting classifications for shotguns, ATF will classify the 

shotgun as sporting only if there is evidence that its features or design characteristics are 

generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to generally recognized 

sporting purposes.   

The fact that a firearm or feature was initially designed for military or tactical applications, 

including offensive or defensive combat, may indicate that it is not a sporting firearm.  This may 

be overcome by evidence that the particular shotgun or feature has been so regularly used by 

sportsmen that it is generally recognized as particularly suitable for or readily adaptable to 

sporting purposes.  Such evidence may include marketing, industry literature and consumer 

articles, scholarly and historical publications, military publications, the existence of State and 

local statutes and regulations limiting use of the shotgun or features for sporting purposes, and 

the overall use and the popularity of such features or designs for sporting purposes according to 

hunting guides, shooting magazines, State game commissioners, organized competitive hunting 

and shooting groups, law enforcement agencies or organizations, industry members and trade 

associations, and interest and information groups.  Conversely, a determination that the shotgun 

or feature was originally designed as an improvement or innovation to an existing sporting 

shotgun design or feature will serve as evidence that the shotgun is sporting under section 

925(d)(3).  However, any new design or feature must still satisfy the sporting suitability test 

under section 925(d)(3) as outlined above. 

The Attorney General and ATF are not limited to these factors and therefore may consider any 

other factor determined to be relevant in making this determination.  The working group 

recognizes the difficulty in applying this standard but acknowledges that Congress specifically 

intended that the Attorney General perform this function.  Therefore, the working group 

recommends that sporting determinations for shotguns not specifically addressed by this study be 

reviewed by a panel pursuant to ATF orders, policies and procedures, as appropriate. 

Conclusion 

The purpose of section 925(d)(3) is to provide a limited exception to the general prohibition on 

the importation of firearms without placing “any undue or unnecessary Federal restrictions or 

burdens on law-abiding citizens with respect to the acquisition, possession, or use of 

firearms….”
51

  Our determinations will in no way preclude the importation of true sporting 

shotguns.  While it will certainly prevent the importation of certain shotguns, we believe that 
                                                            
51 90 P.L. 351 (1968). 
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those shotguns containing the enumerated features cannot be fairly characterized as “sporting” 

shotguns under the statute.  Therefore, it is the recommendation of the working group that 

shotguns with any of the characteristics or features listed above not be authorized for 

importation.   
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Stock with Separate Pistol Grip 

“Thumbhole” style stock (Remington SP-10):  

“Pistol grip” style stock (Mossberg 935 Magnum Turkey):  

“Pistol grip” style stock (Browning Citori):  

 

 

“Straight” or “English” style stock (Ruger Red Label):  

Shotgun Stock Style Comparison 

Exhibit 1 
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Hunting Statutes by State                                                                                   Exhibit 2 

State Gauge Mag Restriction / plugged 
with one piece filler requiring 
disassembly of gun for 
removal 

Attachments Semi-Auto Other 

Alabama 10 gauge or smaller;  (Species specific) 3 shells    1 

Alaska 10 gauge or smaller     

Arizona 10 gauge or smaller 5 shells    

Arkansas ≤ 10 gauge; some zones ≥ .410; ≥ 20 gauge 

for bear 

(Species specific) 3 shells     

California ≤ 10 gauge; Up to 12 gauge in some areas (Species specific) 3 shells     

Colorado ≥ 20 gauge; Game Mammals ≤ 10 gauge 3 shells     

Connecticut ≤ 10-gauge (Species specific) 3 shells  telescopic sights    

Delaware 20, 16, 12, 10 gauge 3 shells  Muzzleloaders may be 
equipped with scopes 

 2 

Florida Muzzleloading firing ≥ 2 balls ≥ 20-gauge; 

Migratory birds ≤ 10-gauge; opossums - 

single-shot .41 -gauge shotguns 

(Species specific) 3 shells     

Georgia ≥ 20-gauge; Waterfowl ≤ 10-gauge  5 shells Scopes are legal   

Hawaii ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Idaho   some scopes allowed  3 

Illinois 20 - 10 gauge; no .410 or 28 gauge allowed 3 shells     

Indiana  (Species specific) 3 shells  Laser sights are legal    
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Iowa 10-, 12-, 16-, and 20-gauge     

Kansas ≥ 20 gauge;  ≤ 10 gauge,   (Species specific) 3 shells     

Kentucky up to and including 10-gauge, includes 
.410- 

(Species specific) 3 shells  Telescopic sights (scopes)   

Louisiana ≤ 10 gauge  3 shells  Nuisance Animals; infrared, 
laser sighting devices, or night 
vision devices 

  

Maine  10 - 20 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells  may have any type of sights, 
including scopes 

Auto-loading illegal if hold 
more than 6 cartridges 

 

Maryland Muzzle loading ≥ 10 gauge ; Shotgun ≤ 10-

gauge 

(Species specific) 3 shells  may use a telescopic sight on 
muzzle loading firearm 

  

Massachusetts ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Michigan any gauge (Species specific) 3 shells   Illegal: semi-automatic 
holding > 6 shells in barrel 
and magazine combined  

 

Minnesota ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Mississippi any gauge (Species specific) 3 shells  Scopes allowed on primitive 
weapons 

  

Missouri ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Montana ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Nebraska ≥ 20 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells   Illegal: semi-automatic 
holding > 6 shells in barrel 
and magazine combined  

 

Nevada ≤ 10 gauge; ≥ 20 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

New 
Hampshire 

10 - 20 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

New Jersey ≤ 10 gauge; ≥ 20 gauge; or .410 caliber (Species specific) 3 shells  Require adjustable open iron, 
peep sight or scope affixed if 
hunting with slugs.  Telescopic 
sights Permitted 

  

New Mexico ≥ 28 gauge, ≤ 10 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

New York Big game ≥ 20 gauge   scopes allowed No semi-automatic 
firearm with a capacity to 
hold more than 6 rounds 
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North Carolina ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

North Dakota ≥ 410 gauge; no ≤ 10 gauge 3 shells (repealed for 
migratory birds) 

   

Ohio ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Oklahoma ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Oregon ≤ 10 gauge; ≥ 20 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells  Scopes (permanent and 
detachable), and sights 
allowed for visually impaired 

  

Pennsylvania ≤ 10 gauge; ≥ 12 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

Rhode Island 10, 12, 16, or 20-gauge  5 shells    

South Carolina  (Species specific) 3 shells     

South Dakota (Species specific) ≤ 10 gauge 5 shells  No auto-loading firearm 
holding > 6 cartridges 

 

Tennessee Turkey: ≥ 28 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells  May be equipped with sighting 
devices 

  

Texas ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells  scoping or laser sighting 
devices used by disabled 
hunters 

  

Utah ≤ 10 gauge; ≥ 20 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

Vermont ≥ 12 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

Virginia ≤ 10 gauge  (Species specific) 3 shells     

Washington ≤ 10 gauge (Species specific) 3 shells     

West Virginia      

Wisconsin 10, 12, 16, 20 and 28 gauge; no .410 
shotgun for deer/bear 

(Species specific) 3 shells     

Wyoming     4 

1 Shotgun/rifle combinations (drilling) 
permitted 

    

2 large game training course -  Students in 
optional proficiency qualification bring their 
own pre-zeroed, ≥ .243 , scoped shotgun 

    

3 no firearm that, in combination with a 
scope, sling and/or any attachments, 
weighs more than 16 pounds 

    

4 no relevant restrictive laws concerning 
shotguns 
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General Firearm Statutes by State                                                                                     Exhibit 2 
 

State Source Semi-Auto 
Restrictions 

Attachments Prohibited* (in addition to possession of short-barrel or sawed-off 
shotguns by non-authorized persons, e.g., law enforcment officers 
for official duty purposes) 

Alabama Alabama  Code, title 13:      

Alaska Alaska Statutes 11.61.200.(h)     

Arizona Arizona Rev. Statutes 13-3101.8.  single shot silencer prohibited  

Arkansas Arkansas Code Title 5, Chapter 73.    

California California Penal Code, Part 4.12276. and 
San Diego Municipal Code 53.31.  

San Diego includes 
under "assault 
weapon," any 
shotgun with a 
magazine capacity of 
more than 6 rounds 

 "Assault weapons": Franchi SPAS 12 and LAW 12; Striker 12; 
Streetsweeper type S/S Inc. ; semiautomatic shotguns having both a 
folding or telescoping stock and a pistol grip protruding conspicuously 
beneath the action of the weapon, thumbhole stock, or vertical handgrip;  
semiautomatic shotguns capable of accepting a detachable magazine; or 
shotguns with a revolving cylinder. 

Colorado 2 CCR 406-203     

Connecticut Connecticut Gen. Statutes 53-202a.   "Assault weapons": Steyr AUG; Street Sweeper and Striker 12 revolving 
cylinder shotguns 

D.C 7-2501.01.     
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Delaware 7.I.§ 711.    7.I.§ 711. Hunting with automatic-loading gun prohibited; penalty  
(a) No person shall hunt for game birds or game animals in this State, 
except as authorized by state-sanctioned federal depredation/conservation 
orders for selected waterfowl species, with or by means of any automatic-
loading or hand-operated repeating shotgun capable of holding more than 
3 shells, the magazine of which has not been cut off or plugged with a filler 
incapable of removal through the loading end thereof, so as to reduce the 
capacity of said gun to not more than 3 shells at 1 time, in the magazine 
and chamber combined. 
(b) Whoever violates this section shall be guilty of a class C environmental 
misdemeanor. 
(c) Having in one's possession, while in the act of hunting game birds or 
game animals, a gun that will hold more than 3 shells at one time in the 
magazine and chamber combined, except as authorized in subsection (a) 
of this section, shall be prima facie evidence of violation of this section. 

Florida Florida statutes, Title XLVI.790.001.    

Georgia     

Hawaii Hawaii Rev. Statutes, Title 10., 134-8.   silencer prohibited  

Idaho Idaho Code, 18-3318.     

Illinois Code of Ordinances, City of Aurora 29-43.  Aurora includes 
under "assault 
weapon," any 
shotgun with a 
magazine capacity of 
more than 5 rounds  

 "Assault weapons": Street Sweeper and Striker 12 revolving cylinder 
shotguns or semiautomatic shotguns with either a fixed magazine with a 
capacity over 5 rounds or an ability to accept a detachable magazine and 
has at least a folding / telescoping stock or a pistol grip that protrudes 
beneath the action of firearm and which is separate and apart from stock 
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Indiana Indiana Code 35-47-1-10. and Municipal 
Code of the City of South Bend 13-95.  

 South Bend under 
"assault weapon" 
firearms which have 
threads, lugs, or other 
characteristics 
designed for direct 
attachment of a 
silencer, bayonet,  
flash suppressor, or 
folding stock; as well 
as any detachable 
magazine, drum, belt, 
feed strip, or similar 
device which can be 
readily made to accept 
more than 15. rounds  

South Bend includes under "assault weapon," any shotgun with a 
magazine capacity of more than 9 rounds  

Iowa Iowa Code, Title XVI. 724.1.    Includes as an offensive weapon, "a firearm which shoots or is designed 
to shoot more than one shot, without manual reloading, by a single 
function of the trigger" 

Kansas     

Kentucky Kentucky Revised Statutes- 150.360     

Louisiana Louisiana RS 56:116.1    

Maine Maine Revised Statutes 
12.13.4.915.4.§11214. F.  

   

Maryland Maryland Code 5-101.   "Assault weapons": F.I.E./Franchi LAW 12 and SPAS 12 assault shotgun; 
Steyr-AUG-SA semi-auto; Holmes model 88 shotgun; Mossberg model 
500 Bullpup assault shotgun; Street sweeper assault type shotgun; Striker 
12 assault shotgun in all formats;  Daewoo USAS 12 semi-auto shotgun  
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Massachusetts Massachusetts Gen L. 140.121.  under "assault 
weapon": any 
shotgun with (fixed 
or detachable) 
magazine capacity of 
more than 5 rounds  

 "Assault weapons": revolving cylinder shotguns, e.g., Street Sweeper and 
Striker 12; also "Large capacity weapon" includes any semiautomatic 
shotgun fixed with large capacity feeding device (or capable of accepting 
such), that uses a rotating cylinder capable of accepting more than 5 
shells  

Michigan II.2.1. (2)     

Minnesota Minnesota Statutes 624.711    "Assault weapons": Street Sweeper and Striker-12 revolving cylinder 
shotgun types as well as USAS-12 semiautomatic shotgun type 

Mississippi Mississippi Code 97-37-1.  silencer prohibited  

Missouri Code of State Regulations 10-7.410(1)(G)    

Montana     

Nebraska Nebraska Administrative Code Title 163 
Chapter 4 001. 

   

Nevada Nevada Revised Statutes 503.150 1.    

New Hampshire     

New Jersey New Jersey Statutes 23:4-13.   and  23:4-
44.  and New Jersey Rev. Statutes 2C39-
1.w.  

magazine  capacity 
of no more than 5 
rounds  

 "Assault weapons": any shotgun with a revolving cylinder, e.g. "Street 
Sweeper" or "Striker 12" Franchi SPAS 12 and LAW 12 shotguns or USAS 
12 semi-automatic type shotgun; also any semi-automatic shotgun with 
either a magazine capacity exceeding 6 rounds, a pistol grip, or a folding 
stock 

New Mexico New Mexico Administrative Code 
19.31.6.7H., 19.31.11.10N. , 
19.31.13.10M.  and 19.31.17.10N.  
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New York New York Consolidated Laws 265.00. 22.  
and Code of the City of Buffalo 1801B.  

magazine  capacity 
of no more than 5 
rounds  

sighting device making 
a target visible at night 
may classify a shotgun 
as an assault weapon 

"Assault weapons": Any semiautomatic shotgun with at least two of the 
following:folding or telescoping stock;pistol grip that protrudes 
conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon;fixed magazine capacity 
in excess of five rounds;an ability to accept a detachable magazine; or any 
revolving cylinder shotguns, e.g., Street Sweeper and Striker 12; Buffalo 
1801B. Assault Weapon:(2) A center-fire rifle or shotgun which employs 
the force of expanding gases from a discharging cartridge to chamber a 
fresh round after each single pull of the trigger, and which has:(a) A flash 
suppressor attached to the weapon reducing muzzle flash;(c) A sighting 
device making a target visible at night;(d) A barrel jacket surrounding all or 
a portion of the barrel, to dissipate heat therefrom; or(e) A multi-burst 
trigger activator.(3) Any stockless pistol grip shotgun. 

North Carolina North Carolina Gen. Statutes 14-288.8   silencer prohibited  

North Dakota North Dakota Century Code 20.1-01-09.  
Section 20.1-04-10, SHOTGUN SHELL-
HOLDING CAPACITY RESTRICTION, 
repealed/eliminated 

   

Ohio Ohio Rev. Code 2923.11. and Columbus 
City Codes  2323.11.  

magazine  capacity 
of no more than 5 
rounds  

 semiautomatic shotgun that was originally designed with or has a fixed 
magazine or detachable magazine with a capacity of more than five 
rounds.  Columbus  includes under "Assault weapon" any semi-automatic 
shotgun with two or more of the following: pistol grip that protrudes 
conspicuously beneath the receiver of the weapon; folding, telescoping or 
thumbhole stock; fixed magazine capacity in excess of 5 standard 2-3/4, 
or longer, rounds; or ability to accept a detachable magazine; also any 
shotgun with revolving cylinder 

Oklahoma     

Oregon Oregon Rev. Statutes 166.272.   silencer prohibited  

Pennsylvania Title 34 Sec. 2308. (a)(4) and (b)(1)    

Rhode Island Rule 7, Part III, 3.3 and 3.4     

South Carolina SECTION 50-11-310. (E) and ARTICLE 3. 
SUBARTICLE 1. 123 40 
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South Dakota South Dakota Codified Laws 22,1,2, (8)   silencer prohibited  

Tennessee     

Texas     

Utah Utah Administrative Code R657-5-9. (1), 
R657-6-6. (1) and R657-9-7.  

   

Vermont     

Virginia Virginia Code 18.2-308.  magazine  capacity 
no more than 7 
rounds (not 
applicable for 
hunting or sport 
shooting) 

 "Assault weapons": Striker 12's commonly called a "streetsweeper," or any 
semi-automatic folding stock shotgun of like kind with a spring tension 
drum magazine capable of holding twelve shotgun shells prohibited 

Washington Washington Administrative Code 232-12-
047 

   

West Virginia West Virginia statute 8-12-5a.     

Wisconsin Wisconsin Administrative Code – NR 10.11 
and NR 10.12 

   

Wyoming Wyoming Statutes, Article 3. Rifles and 
Shotguns [Repealed] and 23-3-112.  

 silencer prohibited  
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Depth refers to the distance from the top plane of the shotgun to the bottom plane of the shotgun.  

Depth measurement “A” below is INCORRECT; it includes the trigger guard which is not part 

of the frame or receiver.  Depth measurement “B” below is CORRECT; it measures only the 

depth of the frame or receiver: 

 

 

Width refers to the length of the top or bottom pane of the firearm and measures the distance 

between the sides of the shotgun. Width measurement “A” below is CORRECT; it measures 

only the width of the frame or receiver.  Width measurement “B” below is INCORRECT; it 

includes the charging handle which is not part of the frame or receiver: 
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PREFACE 
 

This manual provides guidance for planning and executing training on the 5.56-mm M16-

series rifle (M16A1/A2/A3/A4) and M4 carbine. It is a guide for commanders, leaders, 

and instructors to develop training programs, plans, and lessons that meet the objectives 

or intent of the United States Army rifle marksmanship program and FM 7-0 (Training 

the Force). 

 

This manual is organized to lead the trainer through the material needed to conduct 

training during initial entry training (IET) and unit sustainment training. Preliminary 

subjects include discussion on the weapons’ capabilities, mechanical training, and the 

fundamentals and principles of rifle marksmanship. Live-fire applications are scheduled 

after the soldier has demonstrated preliminary skills. 

 

*This publication applies to the Active Army, the Army National Guard/Army National 

Guard of the United States, and the United States Reserve unless otherwise stated.  The 

proponent for this publication is the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine Command. The 

preparing agency is the U.S. Army Infantry School. You may send comments and 

recommendations by any means, U.S. mail, e-mail, FAX, or telephone, as long as you use 

or follow the format of DA Form 2028, Recommend change to Publications and Blank 

Forms. You may also phone for more information: 

 

 E-mail  229-DOC-LIT@benning.army.mil 

 Phone  COM (706) 545-8623 or DSN 835-8623 

 Fax  COM (706) 545-8600 or DSN 835-8600 

 US Mail Cmdt, USAIS 

         ATTN: ATSH-INB 

    2250 Wilkin Drive, Bldg 74, Rm 102 

    Fort Benning, GA, 31905-5593. 

 

*Chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) now replaces, nuclear, 

biological, chemical (NBC), throughout this manual. 

 

Unless this publication states otherwise, masculine nouns and pronouns may refer to 

either men or women. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION AND TRAINING STRATEGY 

An effective unit marksmanship program reflects the priority, 

emphasis, and interest of commanders and trainers. This chapter provides 

a proven rifle marksmanship training strategy as guidance in establishing 

and conducting an effective training program. The strategy consists of the 

progressive individual training periods taught during initial entry training 

(IET). It progresses into advanced skills and concludes with advanced 

reading material. Refresher training need only be conducted on periods 

that are deemed necessary. 

The proficiency attained by a soldier depends on proper training and 

application of the basic marksmanship fundamentals. During initial 

marksmanship training, emphasis is on learning the firing fundamentals, 

which are taught in four phases-preliminary rifle instruction, downrange 

feedback, field firing, and advanced firing exercises. This prepares 

soldiers for advanced optic and laser training for combat-type collective 

exercises and real world deployments. 

Section I. TRAINING OVERVIEW 
This section details the effective and proven method of training the soldier in preliminary 

rifle marksmanship. The following marksmanship training guide contains the current 

tasks that are trained in basic rifle marksmanship programs, during basic combat training 

at Army training centers (ATCs), and during infantry one-station unit training (OSUT). It 

provides a basis for structuring unit sustainment programs. The unit normally performs a 

diagnostic test of the tasks and only conducts training on specific periods for soldiers who 

must improve their basic firing skills. Training is usually conducted in a shorter time 

frame than at IET. 

1-1. OBJECTIVES 

The procedures and methods used in the Army basic rifle marksmanship program are 

based on the concept that soldiers must become skilled marksmen. FM 25-100 stresses 

marksmanship as a paramount soldier skill. The basic firing skills and exercises outlined 

in this manual must be part of every unit’s marksmanship training program. Unit 

commanders must focus their basic and advanced marksmanship training programs to 

support their respective mission-essential task list (METL). 

1-2. TRAINING STRATEGY 

Training strategy is the overall concept for integrating resources into a program to train 

the individual and collective skills needed to perform a unit’s wartime mission. Training 

strategies for basic rifle marksmanship are implemented in TRADOC institutions (IET, 

Noncommissioned Officers Education System [NCOES], Infantry Officer Basic Course 

[IOBC]) and in units. The overall training strategy is multifaceted and includes 

supporting strategies that use resources such as publications, ranges, ammunition, 
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training aids and devices, simulators, and simulations. These strategies focus on 

developing the critical soldier and leader skills required for success in combat. 

Two primary components form the training strategy: initial training and sustainment 

training. Both may include individual and collective skills. Initial training must be taught 

correctly the first time. A task taught correctly and learned well is retained longer and 

skills can be sustained. However, an individual or unit eventually loses skill proficiency. 

This learning decay depends on many factors such as the difficulty and complexity of the 

task. Personnel turnover is a main factor in decay of collective skills, since the loss of 

critical team members requires retraining to regain proficiency. If a long period elapses 

between initial and sustainment sessions or training doctrine is altered retraining may be 

required. 

a. Initial Training. The training strategy for basic rifle marksmanship begins in IET 

and continues in the unit. (An example of this overall process is illustrated in Figure 1-1 

and provides a concept of the flow of unit sustainment training.) IET provides field units 

soldiers who have been trained and who have demonstrated proficiency to standard in 

basic rifle marksmanship. The soldier graduating from these courses has been trained to 

maintain the rifle and hit a point target. He has learned to apply the four marksmanship 

fundamentals, and other skills needed to engage a target. 

(1) Once the soldier understands the weapon and has demonstrated skill in zeroing, 

additional live-fire training exercises are conducted before qualification. Target types and 

scenarios of increasing difficulty must be mastered to develop proficiency. 

(2) IET culminates in the soldier’s proficiency assessment, which is conducted on the 

standard record fire range or approved alternates, followed by instruction on advanced 

firing techniques to include a night fire with either iron sights (unassisted) or night vision 

goggles (assisted). This evaluation also provides an overview of training effectiveness. 

b. Sustainment Training. Training continues in units using the basic skills taught in 

IET. Additional skills, such as area fire, are trained and integrated into collective training 

exercises, which include platoon and squad live-fire situation training exercises (STXs). 

(1) The strategy for sustaining the basic marksmanship skills taught in IET is periodic 

preliminary rifle instruction, followed by instructional and qualification range firing. A 

unit must set up a year-round program to sustain skills. Key elements include training of 

trainers, refresher training of nonfiring skills, and use of the Weaponeer, Engagement 

Skills Trainer (EST), location of misses and hits (LOMAH), or other devices for remedial 

training. Additional skills trained in the unit include semiautomatic and automatic area 

fires, night fire, MOPP firing, firing using aiming devices, and moving target training 

techniques. 

(2) General marksmanship knowledge and weapon proficiency are perishable skills. 

Marksmanship training should be conducted for short periods throughout the year. Most 

units have a readiness requirement that all soldiers must zero their rifles within a certain 

time after unit assignment. Soldiers must confirm the battle sight zeros of their assigned 

rifles before conducting a qualification firing. Units should conduct preliminary training 

and practice firing throughout the year due to personnel turnover. A year-round 

marksmanship sustainment program is needed for the unit to maintain the individual and 

collective firing proficiency requirements to accomplish its mission. 
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Figure 1-1. Unit marksmanship sustainment strategy. 

1-3. TRAINING PHASES 

The procedures and techniques for implementing the Army rifle marksmanship training 

program are based on all soldiers understanding common firing principles, being 

proficient marksmen, and being confident in applying their firing skills in combat. This 

depends on understanding the rifle and applying marksmanship fundamentals. Unit 

leaders accomplish proficiency through supervised practice by qualified 

instructors/trainers and thorough objective performance assessments. During preliminary 

rifle instruction (PRI), instructors/trainers emphasize initial learning by reviewing, 

reinforcing, and practicing the basics. Soldiers must master weapon maintenance, 

function checks, and firing fundamentals before progressing to advanced skills and firing 

exercises under tactical conditions. Soldier skills are developed in five phases: 

�� PHASE I. Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) Preliminary Rifle Instruction 

(PRI). 

Introduction to BRM and mechanical training (4 hours)  

   Disassembly and assembly  

   Identify parts  

   Function check  

   Load/unload magazine  

   Ammunition types and care  

   Load/unload weapon  

   Correct malfunctions (SPORTS)  

Adjust front and rear sights  
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   Peer coaching  

Eight cycles of function and trouble shooting  

Marksmanship Fundamentals I (6 hours) 

   The four fundamentals 

   Basic firing positions 

   Range and safety procedures 

   Dominant eye training 

Demonstrate the integrated act of shooting during dry fire exercises 

Marksmanship Fundamentals II (6 hours) 

Demonstrate the integrated act of shooting using the Weaponeer. 

�� PHASE II. BRM Downrange Feedback Range Firing. 

Grouping procedures (6 hours)  

Zeroing procedures (8 hours)  

Downrange feedback (6 hours)  

�� PHASE III. BRM Field Firing on Train-Fire Ranges. 

Field Fire I (single timed targets at 75, 175 and 300 meters) (3 hours)   

Field Fire II (single and multiple timed targets at 75, 175 and 300 meters)  

  (3 hours)  

Practice Record Fire (4 hours)  

Practice Record Fire II (4 hours)  

Record Fire (3 hours)  

�� PHASE IV. Advanced Rifle Marksmanship. 

  Alternate firing positions  

  Burst fire  

  Quick fire  

Nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC) fire  

  Moving targets  

  Squad designated marksman  

Unassisted night record fire  

Assisted night record fire infrared (IR)  

Assisted night record fire (thermal)  

  Short range marksmanship  

�� PHASE V. Advanced Optics, Lasers, and Iron Sights. 

Backup iron sight (BIS)  

M68 close combat optic (CCO)  

AN/PAQ-4C IR aiming laser  

AN/PEQ-2A target pointer illuminator/aiming light (TPIAL)  

Thermal weapon sight (TWS)  

AN/PVS-4 night vision sight  

Soldiers progress through these phases of rifle marksmanship training and sustainment. 

These phases start with basic rifle marksmanship and progress into advanced rifle 

marksmanship. Once these phases are mastered the soldier progresses into advanced 

optics, and lasers. After all phases of rifle marksmanship are accomplished the final stage 

is to conduct collective training during unit live-fire training exercises. An effective 

marksmanship program can be measured by the unit’s ability to put effective fire on 
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target. When the soldier is trained in all phases of rifle marksmanship a solid sustainment 

program is the key to mission readiness. 

Section II. MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING STRATEGY 
An effective unit marksmanship program reflects the priority, emphasis, and interest of 

commanders and trainers. This section proposes a rifle marksmanship training strategy as 

guidance in establishing and conducting an effective training program. The strategy 

consists of the individual and leader refresher training for maintaining the basic skills 

learned during IET. It progresses to training advanced and collective skills under 

near-combat conditions during live-fire STXs. 

1-4. MISSION-ESSENTIAL TASKS 

Marksmanship proficiency is critical and basic to soldiering and is required for any unit 

deployed to a wartime theater. All commanders should develop a mission-essential task 

list (METL) and organize a training program that devotes adequate time to 

marksmanship. The unit’s combat mission must be considered when establishing training 

priorities. This not only applies to the tasks selected for the unit’s METL but also the 

conditions under which the tasks are to be performed. If a unit may be employed in an 

urban environment, the effects of range, gravity, and wind may not be too important, but 

automatic or burst fire, quick fire, and assault fire would be. The reverse may be true of a 

unit that expects to engage the enemy at long ranges with rifle fire. 

1-5. TRAINING ASSESSMENT 

To conduct an effective marksmanship program, the unit commander must determine the 

current marksmanship proficiency of all assigned personnel. To check the effectiveness 

of a unit’s marksmanship program, constant evaluation is required. Observing and 

accurately recording performance reveals the status of rifle and magazine maintenance, 

the quality of the rifle’s zero, and the ability of each soldier to hit targets. This also 

allows the commander to identify soldiers who need special assistance in order to reach 

required standards, and to recognize soldiers who exceed these standards. Based on this 

evaluation, marksmanship training programs can be developed and executed. 

a. This assessment is continuous, and the program is modified as required. Spot 

checks of individual marksmanship performance, such as interviews and evaluations of 

soldiers, provide valuable information as to whether the soldier knows how to zero, to use 

NVDs, and to perform other marksmanship tasks. 

b. In addition to spot checks and direct observation of training, assessment includes 

a review of past training, which provides valuable information for developing a training 

plan. The assessment should include how record fire was conducted, what course of fire 

was used, how often the unit conducted collective NBC or night fire, and so on. The 

results are reviewed to determine unit weaknesses and which individuals require special 

attention. 

c. Based on the commander’s evaluation, goals, and missions, training events are 

identified that should be conducted quarterly, semiannually, or annually. Rifle 

marksmanship programs must be continuous. While the unit may only qualify its soldiers 
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annually or semiannually, test results show that sustainment training is required at least 

quarterly to maintain marksmanship skills. 

1-6. BASIC PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION 

Knowledgeable instructors or cadre are the key to marksmanship performance. All 

commanders must be aware of maintaining expertise in marksmanship 

instruction/training. 

a. Instructor-Trainer Selection. Institutional and unit instructor-trainers are 

selected and assigned from the most highly qualified soldiers. These soldiers must have 

an impressive background in rifle marksmanship; be proficient in applying these 

fundamentals; know the importance of marksmanship training; and have a competent and 

professional attitude. The commander must ensure that selected instructor-trainers can 

effectively train other soldiers. Local instructor-trainer training courses and 

marksmanship certification programs must be established to ensure that instructor-trainer 

skills are developed. 

b. Cadre-Trainer. Cadre-trainer refers to a marksmanship instructor-trainer that has 

more experience and expertise than the firer does. He trains soldiers in the effective use 

of the rifle by maintaining strict discipline on the firing line, insisting on compliance with 

range procedures and program objectives, and enforcing safety regulations. A good 

instructor-trainer must understand the training phases and techniques for developing 

marksmanship skills, and he must possess the following qualifications. 

(1) Knowledge. The main qualifications for an effective instructor-trainer are 

thorough knowledge of the rifle, proficiency in firing, and a thorough understanding of 

this manual and supporting manuals. 

(2) Patience. The instructor-trainer must relate to the soldier calmly, persistently, and 

patiently. 

(3) Understanding. The instructor-trainer can enhance success and understanding by 

emphasizing close observance of rules and instructions. 

(4) Consideration. Most soldiers enjoy firing regardless of their performance and 

begin with great enthusiasm. The instructor-trainer can enhance this enthusiasm by being 

considerate of his soldiers’ feelings and by encouraging firing abilities throughout 

training, which can also make teaching a rewarding experience. 

(5) Respect. An experienced cadre is assigned the duties of instructor-trainer, which 

classifies him as a technical expert and authority. A good instructor-trainer is alert for 

mistakes and patiently makes needed corrections. 

(6) Encouragement. The instructor-trainer can encourage his soldiers by convincing 

them to achieve good firing performance through practice. His job is to impart knowledge 

and to assist the soldier so he can gain the practical experience needed to become a good 

firer. 

1-7. TRAINING THE TRAINER 

Knowledgeable small-unit leaders are the key to marksmanship training. This manual and 

other training publications provide the unit instructor with the required information for 

developing a good train-the-trainer program. 
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(1) The commander should identify unit personnel who have had assignments as 

marksmanship instructors. These individuals should be used to train other unit cadre by 

conducting preliminary rifle instruction and live-fire exercises for their soldiers. 

(2) Assistance and expertise from outside the unit may also be available such as the 

Army Marksmanship Unit at Fort Benning, Georgia. A suggested train-the-trainer 

program is outlined below: 

�� Conduct marksmanship diagnostic test. 

�� Review operation and function, immediate action, and safety of rifle and 

ammunition. 

�� Conduct PRI; review four fundamentals. 

�� Review coaching techniques and device usage. 

�� Establish grouping and zeroing procedures. 

�� Review effects of wind and gravity when firing out to 300 meters (out to 600 

meters for advanced rifle marksmanship). 

�� Conduct range operations. 

�� Conduct qualification/record firing. 

�� Diagnose firing problems. 

1-8. DUTIES OF THE INSTRUCTOR-TRAINER 

The instructor-trainer helps the firer master the fundamentals of rifle marksmanship. He 

ensures that the firer consistently applies what he has learned. Then, with practice, the 

firer soon acquires good firing skills. When training the beginner, the instructor-trainer 

could confront problems such as fear, nervousness, forgetfulness, failure to understand, 

and a lack of coordination or determination. An expert firer is often unaware that 

arrogance and carelessness complicate problems. With all types of firers, the 

instructor-trainer must ensure that firers are aware of their firing errors, understand the 

causes, and apply remedies. Sometimes errors are not evident. The instructor-trainer must 

isolate errors, explain them, and help the firer concentrate on correcting them. 

a. Observing the Firer. The instructor-trainer observes the firer during drills and in 

the act of firing to pinpoint errors. If there is no indication of probable error, then the 

firer’s position, breath control, shot anticipation, and trigger squeeze are closely 

observed. 

b. Questioning the Firer. The firer is asked to detect his errors and to explain his 

firing procedure to include position, aiming, breath control, and trigger squeeze. 

c. Analyzing the Shot Group. This is an important step in detecting and correcting 

errors. When analyzing a target, the instructor-trainer critiques and correlates 

observations of the firer to probable errors in performance, according to the shape and 

size of shot groups. A poor shot group is usually caused by more than one observable 

error. 

1-9. TRAINER CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 

The certification program sustains the trainers’ expertise and develops methods of 

training. The program standardizes procedures for certifying marksmanship trainers. 

Trainers’ technical expertise must be continuously refreshed, updated, and closely 

managed. 
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 a. Training Base. The training base can expect the same personnel changes as any 

other organization. Soldiers assigned as marksmanship trainers will have varying 

experience and knowledge of training procedures and methods. Therefore, the trainer 

certification program must be an ongoing process that is tailored to address these 

variables. As a minimum, formal records should document program progression for each 

trainer. All marksmanship trainers must complete the three phases of training using the 

progression steps, and they must be updated on a quarterly basis. One of the goals of the 

program is for the trainer to know the training mission. 

b. Certification Program Outline. All trainers must attend, then conduct, all phases 

of the train-the-trainer program. Demonstrating the ability to train soldiers, to diagnose 

and correct problems, and to achieve standards certifies trainers. Those trainers who fail 

to attend or fail any phase of the diagnostic examination will be assigned to subsequent 

training. The personnel designated to present instruction must complete the phases of the 

program in the sequence described. 

(1) Phase I, Program Orientation. During this phase, the trainer must accomplish the 

following tasks and be certified by the chain of command. 

�� Be briefed on the concept of the certification program. 

�� Be briefed on the unit’s marksmanship training strategy. 

�� Review the unit’s marksmanship training outlines. 

�� Review issued reference material. 

�� Visit training sites and firing ranges. 

(2) Phase II, Preliminary Marksmanship Training. During Phase II, the trainer must 

demonstrate his ability to master the fundamentals of marksmanship. Phase II should be 

completed within two weeks after Phase I. The following fundamentals must be reviewed 

by the chain of command. The results of this review are recorded and maintained on a 

trainer’s progression sheet, which is designed in accordance with the unit’s SOP. 

�� Characteristics. 

�� Capabilities. 

�� Disassembly. 

�� Clean, lubricate, and inspect. 

�� Assembly. 

�� Range determination and estimation. 

�� Classes of fire. 

�� Application of fire. 

�� Fire commands. 

�� Loading. 

�� Unloading. 

�� Immediate actions and remedial actions. 

�� Sight manipulations. 

�� Scanning techniques. 

(3) Phase III, Basic Marksmanship Training. During this phase, the trainer must set 

up and conduct firing on the various ranges. He must explain the targets and the zeroing 

and scoring procedures. The trainer must explain the purpose of transition firing, field 

zero procedures, range layout, and the conduct of training on the transition range. This 
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briefing to the chain of command validates the trainer’s knowledge necessary to conduct 

training. The results of this interview are recorded on the trainer’s progression sheet. 

(4) Phase IV, Advanced Marksmanship Training. This is the final phase of the 

train-the-trainer program and tests the trainer. The trainer must set up a range and 

conduct training of at least one person. If ammunition is available, the trainer conducts a 

firing exercise. If ammunition is not available, the testing is based on the quality of 

training given. 

1-10. QUALIFICATION TRAINING 

Although marksmanship is a continuous training requirement, units normally conduct a 

refresher program before qualification. Soldiers must be well rounded in marksmanship 

fundamentals and have preparatory marksmanship training before qualification. This 

applies to qualification for the entire unit or for newly assigned personnel. All trainers 

must understand that rifle marksmanship is not a series of exercises to be trained in a 

planned sequence. The unit must prepare for training by

�� Issuing soldiers a serviceable weapon. 

�� Maintaining and replacing bad magazines. 

�� Issuing and assigning each soldier his own rifle that only he zeros and fires. 

�� Considering available or required resources early such as targets, ranges, 

ammunition, training aids, devices, and publications. 

a. Before the soldier can fire, he must know how to adjust rifle sights and should 

understand ballistics to include the effects of wind and gravity on a bullet strike. A 

refresher training program can prevent frustration and loss of confidence in the soldier, 

and also prevent wasting ammunition and training time. This program is conducted for all 

soldiers so they can meet the standards outlined in this manual and supporting manuals. 

NOTE: Many individual marksmanship tasks, such as operation and function checks, 

immediate action, target detection, and dry fire, do not require live firing. 

b. Feedback (precise knowledge of bullet strike) must be included in all live-fire 

training. The feedback is not adequate when bullets from previous firings cannot be 

identified such as previous shot groups on a zero target that are not triangulated and 

clearly marked. 

c. The initial live fire should be a grouping exercise, which allows soldiers to apply 

marksmanship fundamentals to obtain tight, consistent shot groups. Following a 

successful grouping exercise, zeroing is quick and simple using only a few rounds. 

d. After zeroing, downrange feedback should be conducted. A series of 

scaled-silhouette targets provide unlimited situations for training on the 25-meter range if 

modified field-fire or KD ranges are not available. The timed-fire scaled-silhouette target 

can add to successful record fire performance since it represents targets at six different 

ranges, requires quick response, and allows precise feedback. It is another way to confirm 

zero and requires the application of the four fundamentals. This exercise can benefit units 

that have access only to 25-meter ranges. 

e. Field-fire training is a transitional phase that stresses focusing on a certain area. 

Soldiers must detect the target as soon as it comes up and quickly fire with only 

hit-or-miss feedback; this is an important combat skill. Soldiers who are exposed to the 
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field-fire range before they have refined their basic firing skills cannot benefit from the 

exercise. For example, if most 175- and 300-meter targets are missed, additional 

feedback or PRI training should be conducted. 

f. The Army standard record fire course involves an element of surprise in that the 

soldier should not be familiar with the lane in which he qualifies. He must scan the sector 

and apply detection skills and range estimation skills. However, practice can be repeated 

on the record fire course when available. This course provides the best opportunity for 

practicing target detection skills and for engaging targets at ranges from 50 to 300 meters. 

g. For inadequate firers, remedial training is conducted to include the use of the 

Weaponeer device. Soldiers proficient in marksmanship skills can assist in the remedial 

training effort. 

1-11. UNIT LIVE-FIRE EXERCISES 

Unit live-fire exercises are planned, prepared, and performed as outlined in the mission 

training plan for the infantry platoon and squad. The soldier performs marksmanship 

tasks under realistic combat conditions within the framework of these exercises. 

NOTE: Table 1-1 shows training devices a commander may use to sustain weapons 

proficiency. (See Appendix A for details on these training devices.) The 

devices replicate, but are not intended to replace, live-fire exercises or 

qualifications. Active and Reserve Component units should consult DA Pam 

350-38, Standards in Weapons Training, for regulatory guidance on 

mandatory live-fire training and qualification events. This DA Pam can best 

be accessed online at http://www.atsc.army.mil/atmd/strac/index.htm for the 

latest approved version. 

EXERCISE 

TRAINING DEVICE 

Short Range
Training

Ammunition 
and M2 Bolt 

Weaponeer 
Engagement
Skills Trainer 

Military
Arcade 

Computer
System 
(MACS) 

Location of 
Misses and 

Hits 
(LOMAH) 

Zero X X X X 

Practice Fire X X X X 

Record Fire X X X 

NBC Practice X X X X 

NBC Record X X X 

Unassisted 
Night Practice 

X X 

Unassisted 
Night Record 

X X 

NVD Zero X X 

NVD Practice X X 

NVD Record X X 

Advanced 
Skills 

X X X 

Table 1-1. Training devices and exercises. 
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a. During training, the fundamentals must apply to combat as well as to the range. 

Too often soldiers disregard the fundamentals while under the pressure of combat. 

Therefore, it is imperative the soldier receives feedback regarding his firing results and 

his use of the fundamentals during collective live-fire exercises. This training should also 

discuss target acquisition, area fire, quick fire, assuming firing positions, responding to 

oral fire commands, and safety. Dry fire or MILES rehearsals at crawl, walk, and run 

paces are required to learn SOPs and proper procedures. 

b. Enough evaluators must be present during training to observe each soldier to 

provide performance feedback. The evaluator must know the scenario, the location of 

targets, the friendly plan, and SOPs. He must watch to determine if the soldier identifies 

targets in his sector and successfully engages them. The evaluator must also know the 

fundamentals of marksmanship to detect soldiers’ mistakes and review them during the 

after-action review (AAR). 

1-12. COMMANDER’S EVALUATION GUIDE 

Through the active and aggressive leadership of the chain of command, a perpetual base 

of expertise is established and maintained. The unit’s esprit de corps is significantly 

raised through the trainers’ desire to improve and demonstrate they are the best. The goal 

of a progressive train-the-trainer program is to achieve a high state of combat readiness. 

The following is an example of a commander’s evaluation guide. Commanders can use 

this guide not only to assess their unit’s marksmanship proficiency, but to assess the 

leaders of their units and their ability to effectively implement a marksmanship program. 

They can also use it to develop the NCOs into subject matter experts within the unit. 

1.  Have you clearly stated the priority of rifle (small-arms) proficiency in your unit? 

What is it? Do the staff and subordinates support this priority? Is it based on your 

METL and an understanding of FM 25-100? 

2.  Have you clearly stated the intent of record fire? Are leaders accurately evaluating 

firing performance, based on accurately recorded data and results? 

3.  Have you clearly stated that weapons qualification or record fire is one of the 

commander’s opportunities to assess several skills relating to small-arms readiness? 

4.  What qualification course will be used to evaluate your unit’s marksmanship 

readiness (small arms)? 

a.  Is the standard combat course, 300 yard KD; 25-meter scaled target or 300-meter 

qualification course used? 

b.  How will it be conducted? Will the prescribed procedures be followed? 

c.  Who will collect the data? 

5.  Have you clearly stated the purpose and intent of PRI? 

a.  What skills will PRI address? 

b.  Will PRI be performance-oriented? Are tasks integrated? 

6.  Do soldiers maintain their assigned weapons and magazines IAW the technical 

manual? Do they have a manual? 

7.  Do soldiers conduct serviceability checks of weapons and magazines before training? 

Were maintenance deficiencies corrected? 

8.  Do soldiers demonstrate an understanding of the weapon’s operation, functioning, 

and capabilities? 
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9.  Can your soldiers correctly apply immediate-action procedures to reduce weapon 

stoppages and then quickly continue to fire? Have they demonstrated this during 

dry fire? 

10. Are your soldiers firing their assigned weapons?

a.  How often are weapons reassigned between individuals? 

b.  What is the value of a recorded zero? 

11. Can your soldiers precisely and consistently apply the four fundamentals of rifle 

marksmanship? To what standard have they demonstrated their mastery? 

�� During dry fire? 

�� During live fire? 

�� During firing on the 25-meter course? 

�� During KD firing? 

12. Can your soldiers accurately battle sight zero their assigned rifle to standards? 

a.  Do they understand sight adjustment procedures? 

b.  Do they record their rifle’s zero? How is it done? Why? 

c.  Do they record the date the specific soldier last zeroed his specific rifle? What is 

the specific sight setting? Are these linked? How do you check this? 

13. Do your soldiers demonstrate their knowledge of the effects of wind and gravity 

while firing out to 300 meters? What feedback was provided? How? 

14. Can your soldiers scan a designated area or sector of fire and detect all targets out to 

300 meters? If not, why? 

15. Can your soldiers quickly engage timed single and multiple targets from both 

supported and unsupported firing positions out to 300 meters? If not, which targets 

were not engaged? Which were missed? Why? 

16. During individual and collective training, do soldiers demonstrate their ability to 

manage allocated ammunition and to engage all targets? Do they fire several rounds 

at one target? Which targets? Why? 

17. Based on an analysis of individual qualification scores, what is the distribution? 

a.  Are most soldiers just meeting the minimum acceptable performance 

(marksman)? 

b.  Are most soldiers distributed in the upper half of the performance spectrum 

(sharpshooter, expert)? 

c.  What is the hit distribution during collective LFXs? 

18. Do your soldiers demonstrate proficiency during night-fire, target detection and 

acquisition, and night fire engagement techniques? Use of night vision devices? 

19. Do your soldiers demonstrate individual marksmanship proficiency during MOPP 

firing conditions? During collective exercises? 

20. Do your soldiers demonstrate proficiency in moving target engagements? Do they 

demonstrate proficiency collectively at the multipurpose range complex by hitting 

moving targets? If not, do you conduct moving target training? 

21. Do you integrate marksmanship skills into tactical exercises and unit live-fire 

exercises? If so, do you conduct suppressive fire, rapid-semiautomatic fire, and 

automatic or burst fire. What tasks in the mission training plan are evaluated? 
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22. Based on your on-site observations and analysis of training and firing performance, 

what skills or tasks show a readiness deficiency? 

a. What skills need training emphasis? Individual emphasis? Leader emphasis? 

b. What are your performance goals? 

23. Who has trained or will train the trainers? 

a. What is the subject matter expertise of the cadre? 

b. Are they actually training the critical skills? 

c. Have they addressed the non-firing skills first? 

d. What aids and devices are being used? 

24. What administrative constraints or training distracters can you overcome for the 

junior officer and NCO? At what level are the resources necessary to train 

marksmanship controlled (time, aids, weapons, ammunition, ranges)? Do the 

sergeants do the job they are charged with? 
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CHAPTER 2 

CHARACTERISTICS, AMMUNITION, AND 
ACCESSORIES 

This chapter describes the general components, characteristics, 

ammunition, and accessories for the M16- and M4-series weapons to include 

a brief explanation of how to mount the various accessories. 

2-1. CHARACTERISTICS 

The M16-/M4-series weapons are 5.56-mm, magazine-fed, gas-operated, air-cooled, 

shoulder-fired weapons. This section describes the general characteristics (Table 2-1) and the 

components of the M16-/M4-series weapons. Table 2-2 (page 2-2) shows the characteristics 

of various accessories. 

CHARACTERISTIC M16A1 M16A2/A3 M16A4 M4 

WEIGHT (pounds):
Without magazine and sling 6.35 7.78 9.08 6.49 
With sling and loaded: 
 20-round magazine 6.75 8.48 9.78 7.19 
 30-round magazine 7.06 8.79 10.09 7.50 

Bayonet knife, M9 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 
Scabbard 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
Sling, M1 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 

LENGTH (inches):
Rifle w/bayonet knife 44.25 44.88 44.88 N/A 
Overall rifle length 30.00 39.63 39.63 N/A 
Buttstock closed N/A N/A N/A 29.75 
Buttstock open N/A N/A N/A 33.0 

OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS: 
Barrel rifling-right hand 1 twist (inches) 12 7 7 7 
Muzzle velocity (feet per second) 3,250 3,100 3,100 2,970 
Cyclic rate of fire (rounds per minute) 700-800 700-900 800 700-900 

MAXIMUM EFFECTIVE RATE OF FIRE: 
Semiautomatic (rounds per minute) 45-65 45 45 45 
Burst (3-round bursts) (rounds per minute) 
Automatic (rounds per minute) 

N/A 
150-200 

90 
150-200 A3 

90 
N/A 

90 
N/A 

Sustained (rounds per minute) 12-15 12-15 12-15 12-15 

RANGE (meters):
Maximum range 2,653 3,600 3,600 3,600 
Maximum effective range 
 Point target 
 Area target 

460 
N/A 

550 
800 

550 
600 

500 
600 

Table 2-1. Characteristics of the M16-/M4-series weapons. 

NOTE:  For further technical information, refer to TM 9-1005-319-10 and 

TM 9-1005-249-10. 
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CHARACTERISTIC ACCESSORY 
S CCO PAQ-4C PEQ-2A MTWS HTWS 

WEIGHT 6.2 oz 5.78 oz 7.5 oz 4.1 lbs. 4.5 lbs. 

LENGTH 4.9 in 5.5 in 6.4 in 15.5 in 18 in 

HEIGHT 2.5 in 1.2 in 1.2 in 6.25 in 6.25 in 

RANGE 300m *600m+ *600m + 1,600m + 2,200m + 

MOUNTING DEVICE: 
M16A1/A2/A3 M16 mount Bracket Assy Bracket Assy M16 mount M16 mount 

M4 carbine **Upper Bracket Assy Bracket Assy Upper receiver Upper receiver 

M16A4 and M4 MWS receiver ***Rail ***Rail grabber Upper receiver Upper receiver 
**Upper grabber 
receiver 

WINDAGE Wide/Narrow Wide/Narrow 

(1 increment clockwise) 
Top side mounted Left 4 mm Left 1 cm Right 1 cm 1 1/4cm/3/4cm 3/4cm/3/4cm 

Left side mounted N/A Left 1 cm Left 1 cm N/A N/A 

ELEVATION 
(1 increment clockwise) 
Top side mounted 
Left side mounted 

Down 4 mm 
N/A 

Up 1 cm 
Down 1 cm 

Up 1 cm 
Up 1 cm 

1 1/4cm/3/4cm 
N/A 

3/4cm/3/4cm 
N/A 

* Actual range is dependent upon ambient light, NVGs, and background contrast. 
** With half-moon spacer installed. 
*** Picatinny or Insight rail grabbers may be used. 

Table 2-2. Characteristics of various accessories 

for the M16-/M4-series weapons. 

NOTE:  For further technical information on these accessories refer to TM 9-1240-413-

12&P (CCO), TM 11-5855-301-12&P (PAQ-4B/C), TM 11-5855-308-12&P 

(PEQ-2A) and TM 11-5855-302-12&P (TWS) 

a. The M16A1 (Figure 2-1) can be fired in either the semiautomatic or automatic fire 

mode by rotating the selector lever to the desired mode (SAFE, SEMI, and AUTO). 

Figure 2-1. M16A1 rifle. 

(1) Mechanically Zeroing the M16A1. Mechanically zeroing the M16A1 (Figure 2-2) is 

only necessary when the weapon zero is questionable, the weapon is newly assigned to the 

unit, or the weapon sights have been serviced. If necessary, the soldier should mechanically 

zero the weapon as follows: 

(a) Adjust the front sight post (1) up or down until the base of the front sight post is flush 

with the front sight post housing (2). Then adjust the front sight post 11 clicks in the 

direction of UP. 
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(b) Adjust the rear sight windage drum (3) all the way left until it stops. Then turn the 

windage drum back (right) 17 clicks so the rear sight is approximately centered. 

Figure 2-2. M16A1 rifle mechanical zero. 

(2) Battlesight Zeroing the M16A1. If necessary, the soldier should use the aperture 

marked “L” to battlesight zero the weapon (Figure 2-3). Table 2-3 and Table 2-4 (page 2-4) 

show how much one click of elevation or windage will move the strike of the round from a 

25-meter zero all the way out to 500 meters. 

Figure 2-3. M16A1 rifle battlesight zero. 

STANDARD SIGHTS 

RANGE (meters) 25 100 200 300 400 500 

ELEVATION 17/64 in 
0.7 cm 

1 3/32 in 
2.8 cm 

2 13/64 in 
5.6 cm 

3 9/32 in 
8.4 cm 

4 3/8 in 
11.2 cm 

5 15/32 in 
14 cm 

WINDAGE 17/64 in 
0.7 cm 

1 3/32 in 
2.8 cm 

2 13/64 in 
5.6 cm 

3 9/32 in 
8.4 cm 

4 3/8 in 
11.2 cm 

5 15/32 in 
14 cm 

Table 2-3. Point of impact for M16A1 with standard sights. 
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LOW LIGHT LEVEL SIGHT SYSTEM 

RANGE (meters) 25 100 200 300 400 500 

ELEVATION 2 3/64 in 
0.9 cm 

1 3/4 in 
3.5 cm 

2 3/4 in 
7 cm 

5 1/4 in 
10.5 cm 

7 in 
17.7 cm 

8 3/4 in 
22.2 cm 

WINDAGE 17/64 in 
0.7 cm 

1 3/32 in 
2.8 cm 

2 13/64 in 
5.6 cm 

3 9/32 in 
8.4 cm 

4 3/8 in 
11.2 cm 

5 15/32 in 
14 cm 

Table 2-4. Point of impact for M16A1 with LLLSS. 

b. The M16A2/A3 rifle (Figure 2-4) features several improvements over the M16A1. It 

is designed to fire either semiautomatic or a three-round burst through the use of a selector 

lever (SAFE, SEMI, and BURST). The M16A3 has the same characteristics as the M16A2 

with the exception of the selector lever (SAFE, SEMI and AUTO) this weapon fires full 

automatic. 

Figure 2-4. M16A2/A3 rifle. 

(1) Mechanically Zeroing the M16A2/A3. Mechanically zeroing the weapon (Figure 

2-5) is only necessary when the weapon zero is questionable, the weapon is newly assigned 

to the unit, or the weapon sights have been serviced. If necessary, the soldier should 

mechanically zero the weapon as follows: 

(a) Adjust the front sight post (1) up or down until the base of the front sight post is flush 

with the front sight post housing (2). 

(b) Adjust the elevation knob (3) counterclockwise, as viewed from above, until the rear 

sight assembly (4) rests flush with the carrying handle and the 8/3 marking is aligned with 

the index line on the left side of the carrying handle. 

(c) Position the apertures (5) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (6) to align the index mark on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-5. M16A2/A3 rifle mechanical zero. 
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(2) Battlesight Zero the M16A2/A3. If necessary, the soldier should battlesight zero the 

weapon as follows (Figure 2-6): 

(a) Adjust the elevation knob (1) counterclockwise, as viewed from above, until the rear 

sight assembly (2) rests flush with the carrying handle and the 8/3 marking is aligned with 

the index line (3) on the left side of the carrying handle. Then adjust the elevation knob one 

more click clockwise. 

(b) Position the apertures (4) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (5) to align the index mark on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-6. M16A2/A3 rifle battlesight zero. 

(c) Table 2-5 shows how much one click of elevation or windage will move the strike of 

the round from a 25-meter zero all the way out to 600 meters. 

RANGE (meters) 25 100 200 300 400 500 600 

ELEVATION 3/4 in 
0.9 cm 

1 3/8 in 
3.5 cm 

2 3/4 in 
7 cm 

4 1/8 in 
10.5 cm 

5 1/2 in 
14 cm 

6 7/8 in 
17.5 cm 

8 1/4 in 
20.9 cm 

WINDAGE 1/8 in 
0.3 cm 

1/2 in 
1.25 cm 

1 in 
2.5 cm 

1 1/2 in 
3.8 cm 

2 in 
5 cm 

2 1/2 in 
6.3 cm 

3 in 
7.6 cm 

Table 2-5. Point of impact for M16A2/A3. 

c. The M16A4 rifle (Figure 2-7) features additional product improvements that are 

illustrated in this chapter and in the operator’s manual. It is designed to fire either 

semiautomatic or a three-round burst through the use of a selector lever (SAFE, SEMI, and 

BURST). The only changes from the M16A1/A2/A3 are the addition of the M5 rail adapter 

system and the detachable carrying handle. 

Figure 2-7. M16A4 MWS. 
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(1) Mechanically Zeroing the M16A4. Mechanically zeroing the weapon is only 

necessary when the weapon zero is questionable, the weapon is newly assigned to the unit, or 

the weapon sights have been serviced. If necessary, the soldier should mechanically zero the 

weapon as follows (Figure 2-8): 

(a) Adjust the front sight post (1) up or down until the base of the front sight post is flush 

with the front sight post housing (2). 

(b) Adjust the elevation knob (3) counterclockwise, when viewed from above, until the 

rear sight assembly (4) rests flush with the carrying handle and the 6/3 marking is aligned 

with the index line (5) on the left side of the carrying handle. 

(c) Position the apertures (6) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (7) to align the index mark on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line (8) on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-8. M16A4 MWS mechanical zero. 

(2) Battlesight Zero the M16A4 MWS. If necessary, the soldier should battlesight zero 

the weapon as follows (Figure 2-9): 

(a) Adjust the elevation knob (1) counterclockwise, when viewed from above, until the 

rear sight assembly (2) rests flush with the detachable carrying handle and the 6/3 marking is 

aligned with the index line (3) on the left side of the detachable carrying handle. To finish 

the procedure, adjust the elevation knob two clicks clockwise so the index line on the left 

side of the detachable carrying handle is aligned with the “Z” on the elevation knob. 

(b) Position the apertures (4) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (5) to align the index mark on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line (6) on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-9. M16A4 MWS battlesight zero. 

(c) Table 2-6 shows how much one click of elevation or windage will move the strike of 

the round from a 25-meter zero all the way out to 600 meters. 
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RANGE (meters) 25 100 200 300 400 500 600 

ELEVATION 3/4 in 
0.9 cm 

1 3/8 in 
3.5 cm 

2 3/4 in 
7 cm 

4 1/8 in 
10.5 cm 

5 1/2 in 
14 cm 

6 7/8 in 
17.5 cm 

8 1/4 in 
20.9 cm 

WINDAGE 1/8 in 
0.3 cm 

1/2 in 
1.25 cm 

1 in 
2.5 cm 

1 1/2 in 
3.8 cm 

2 in 
5 cm 

2 1/2 in 
6.3 cm 

3 in 
7.6 cm 

Table 2-6. Point of impact for M16A4 MWS. 

d. The M4-series carbine (Figure 2-10) features several modifications that make it an 

ideal weapon for close combat operations. The M4 is a 5.56-mm, magazine-fed, gas-

operated, shoulder-fired weapon. It is designed to fire either semiautomatic or a three-round 

burst through the use of a selector lever (SAFE, SEMI, and BURST). The M4A1 is fully 

automatic. The M4-series carbine buttstock has four positions: closed, 1/2 open, 3/4 open, 

and full open. The M4 carbine becomes the M4 MWS when the M4 rail adapter system is 

installed on it (Figure 2-11). 

Figure 2-10. M4/M4A1 carbine with standard handguards installed. 

Figure 2-11. M4 MWS. 

(1) Mechanically Zeroing the M4/M4A1 and M4 MWS. Mechanically zeroing the 

weapon is only necessary when the weapon zero is questionable, the weapon is newly 

assigned to the unit, or the weapon sights have been serviced. If necessary, the soldier should 

mechanically zero the weapon as follows (Figure 2-12, page 2-8): 
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(a) Adjust the front sight post (1) up or down until the base of the front sight post is flush 

with the front sight post housing (2). 

(b) Adjust the elevation knob (3) counterclockwise, when viewed from above, until the 

rear sight assembly (4) rests flush with the detachable carrying handle and the 6/3 marking is 

aligned with the index line (5) on the left side of the carrying handle. 

(c) Position the apertures (6) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (7) to align the index mark (8) on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-12. M4/M4A1 and M4 MWS mechanical zero. 

(2) Battlesight Zero the M4/M4A1 and M4 MWS. If necessary, the soldier should 

battlesight zero the weapon as follows (Figure 2-13): 

(a) Adjust the elevation knob (1) counterclockwise, when viewed from above, until the 

rear sight assembly (2) rests flush with the detachable carrying handle and the 6/3 marking is 

aligned with the index line (3) on the left side of the detachable carrying handle. The 

elevation knob remains flush. 

(b) Position the apertures (4) so the unmarked aperture is up and the 0-200 meter 

aperture is down. Rotate the windage knob (5) to align the index mark (6) on the 0-200 meter 

aperture with the long center index line on the rear sight assembly. 

Figure 2-13. M4/M4A1 and M4 MWS battlesight zero. 

NOTE:  The “Z” marking on the elevation knob used in the detachable carrying handle of 

the M4-series weapon should be ignored. The “Z” marking is only used when the 

M16A4 is being zeroed. 

(c) Table 2-7 shows how much one click of elevation or windage will move the strike of 

the round from a 25-meter zero all the way out to 500 meters. 
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RANGE (meters) 25 100 200 300 400 500 

ELEVATION 3/4 in 
0.9 cm 

1 3/8 in 
3.5 cm 

2 3/4 in 
7 cm 

4 1/8 in 
10.5 cm 

5 1/2 in 
14 cm 

6 7/8 in 
17.5 cm 

WINDAGE 1/8 in 
0.3 cm 

1/2 in 
1.25 cm 

1 in 
2.5 cm 

1 1/2 in 
3.8 cm 

2 in 
5 cm 

2 1/2 in 
6.3 cm 

Table 2-7. Point of impact for M4/M4A1 and M4 MWS. 

2-2. RAIL ADAPTER SYSTEM 

The M4 rail adapter system (RAS) (Figure 2-14) consists of a set of lightweight sections that 

replace the standard handguards on the M4 carbine. The M5 RAS is standard issue on the 

M16A4. The RAS provides a secure mounting point for various accessories that may be 

mounted top, left and right. The user may only remove the lower assembly to perform 

preventive maintenance checks and services (PMCS). Accessories may be mounted on the 

right side of the RAS but, currently, are not supported with 10- and 25-meter zeroing 

procedures. Only accessories that do not require retention, such as a flashlight or vertical 

pistol grip, can be mounted on the bottom rail. 

Figure 2-14. Rail adapter system. 

NOTE: The bottom rail of the RAS will not retain zero. 

a. The RAS rail covers/heat shields can be quickly attached and detached from the 

RAS. A spring latch at one end of each rail cover/heat shield automatically engages cutouts 

in the RAS. To slide the shield beyond a cutout, or to remove it, apply thumb pressure to the 

center of the spring latch and slide it in the desired direction. The rail cover/heat shield 

protects the shooter’s hands from direct contact with the metal parts of the RAS and protects 

the RAS surfaces from excess wear and damage. The M5 RAS rail covers/heat shields are 

available in 11-, 9-, 6-, 5-, and 4-rib sections (Figure 2-15, page 2-10). 
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Figure 2-15. M5 rail covers/heat shields. 

WARNING 
When firing the weapon at high rates of sustained 

fire the barrel and metal components of the RAS can 

become hot enough to inflict serious burns. Cover 

exposed metal portions of the rail with the plastic 

rail covers. Use the vertical pistol grip during heavy 

sustained fire. 

NOTES: 1.  Keep the bottom, left, and right unused rail sections covered with full-length 

11-rib rail cover/heat shield sections. If any accessories are mounted on a 

rail, cover the remaining rail surface with an appropriately sized rail 

cover/heat shield. The top full length rail cover/heat shield will be 

permanently removed if a backup iron sight is installed and replaced with a 

shorter rail cover/heat shield to protect the firer’s nonfiring hand when the 

barrel is hot. 

2.  For ease of reference the shorter lengths can be referred to by the number of 

ribs along their outer surfaces. 

b. The even numbered recoil grooves of each rail of the RAS are sequentially numbered 

within the recoil grooves themselves (Figure 2-16). Each number is preceded by a letter 

prefix indicating a specific slot on the RAS. The numbers of the top rail have a “T” prefix 

while those of the bottom rail have a “B” prefix. Additionally, the numbers of the rail to the 

shooter’s left have an “L” prefix while those on the rail to the shooter’s right have an “R” 

prefix. These addresses assist the user in remounting an accessory in the same position, 
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allows standardization on precisely where to mount certain accessories, and identifies 

reference points for discussions on accessory mounting locations. 

Figure 2-16. Address markings on RAS. 

NOTE: Each RAS also contains holes within the notches that are threaded l/4-inch deep 

with 20 threads per inch (Figure 2-16). This is the standard thread size for a 

camera tripod adapter, which is used to attach standard camera or video 

accessories. For example, an RAS-equipped M4 carbine with a night vision 

device mounted may be attached to a standard camera tripod for “hands free” 

support during long periods of surveillance. 

c. Each RAS comes with a vertical pistol grip (Figure 2-17). When installing the pistol 

grip (3) the rail cover/heat shield must be removed first. Once removed, unscrew the pistol 

grip lock (1) until the tip (2) is no longer visible through the hole in the pistol grip. Slide the 

pistol grip onto the RAS (it will cover five notches on the RAS). The tip on the top of the 

pistol grip lock (1) must then be aligned with a notch and hand tightened. (For further 

information on these accessories refer to TM 9-1005-319-10.) 

Figure 2-17. Vertical pistol grip. 
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2-3. RAIL GRABBERS AND MILES TRAINING EXTENDER 

The Insight rail grabber (Figure 2-18) and the Picatinny rail grabber (Figure 2-20, page 2-14) 

were designed to mount accessories onto the M16A4 and M4-series weapons. Each rail 

grabber has proven its ability to retain zero when installed and tightened properly. Both rail 

grabbers attach accessories on the upper receiver and on all four sides of the RAS. Once 

zeroed the rail grabbers can be removed from the weapon and will retain zero as long as the 

rail grabber is not separated from the accessory and is remounted on the exact same notch it 

was zeroed on. If the accessory and rail grabber is reinstalled on a different notch, or the rail 

grabber is separated from the accessory, they must be rezeroed. A one-time retightening of 

the rail grabber and accessory is recommended after the first three rounds are fired to fully 

seat both. Details specific to each rail grabber are outlined in the following paragraphs. 

NOTE: The bottom rail will not retain zero. 

a. Insight Rail Grabber (Figure 2-18). The Insight rail grabber is used to install the 

AN/PEQ-2A and AN/PAQ-4B/C. This rail grabber must fully rest on the RAS in order to 

retain zero. The locking clamp (1) must grasp the RAS, and the screw that tightens the rail 

grabber must be tightened with a field tool such as a multipurpose tool.  

(1) Both of the holes (2) located in the top of the rail grabber can be used to mount 

accessories, but the hole closest to the muzzle must be used. This ensures the majority of the 

rail grabber is supporting the accessory being mounted to prevent damage to the accessory. 

(2) The rail grabber can be mounted where the tightening screw (3) is on either the left or 

right side (when top mounted) or top or bottom (when left side mounted) so it does not 

interfere with the operation of the weapon. 

(3) Unless command-directed, all devices in a unit do not have to be mounted in the 

same location as long as the individual users record or mark the mounting location on their 

weapon to avoid unnecessary rezeroing. (Some examples of marking techniques are paint 

markers and grease pencils.) 

(4) Even if the rail grabber is resting entirely on the RAS, accessories should not make 

contact with the front sight assembly or the collar of the barrel. The vibrations that occur 

during firing will interfere with the rail grabber’s and accessory’s zero retention capabilities. 

Figure 2-18. Insight rail grabber. 
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b. MILES Training Extender for the Insight Rail Grabber (Figure 2-19). The 

purpose of the training extender is to elevate the accessory above the MILES laser during 

force-on-force training. The extender is installed by using the thumbscrew (1) to hand 

tighten the extender into the mounting hole closest to the muzzle on the Insight rail grabber. 

Once the extender is installed, the accessory is installed on top of the extender and tightened. 

The training extender is only used when the Insight rail grabber is top mounted. 

NOTE: TheAN/PEQ-2A and AN/PAQ-4B/C must be zeroed before and after using the 

MILES training extender. 

Figure 2-19. Insight rail grabber MILES training extender. 

c. Picatinny Rail Grabber (Figure 2-20, page 2-14). The Picatinny rail grabber must 

fully rest on the RAS in order to retain zero. The locking clamp must grasp the RAS and the 

torque-limiting knob (1) that tightens the rail grabber must be hand tightened until it clicks 

two times.  

(1) Both of the holes located in the top of the rail grabber (1) can be used to mount 

accessories, but the hole closest to the muzzle must be used. This ensures the majority of the 

rail grabber is supporting the accessory being mounted to prevent damage to the accessory. It 

also allows the torque-limiting knob (2) to be mounted on either the left or right side (when 

top mounted) or top or bottom (when side mounted) to ensure the torque-limiting knob does 

not interfere with the operation of the weapon. 

(2) Unless command-directed, all devices in a unit do not have to be mounted in the 

same location as long as the individual users record or mark the mounting location on their 

weapon to avoid unnecessary zeroing. (Some examples of marking techniques are paint 

markers and grease pencils.) 

(3) Even if the rail grabber is resting entirely on the RAS, accessories should not make 

contact with the front sight assembly or the collar of the barrel. The vibrations that occur 

during firing will interfere with the rail grabber’s and accessory’s zero retention capabilities. 
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Figure 2-20. Picatinny rail grabber. 

2-4. BACKUP IRON SIGHT 

The backup iron sight (BIS) (Figure 2-21) is a semi-permanent flip up iron sight, equipped 

with a rail-grabbing base. It is intended to remain on the MWS while the M68 close combat 

optic (CCO) reflex sight is used as the primary means of day fire control. If the M68 fails, 

the prezeroed BIS can be flipped up and used to continue the mission. The BIS should only 

be removed by the armorer and remains on the MWS at all the times unless the carrying 

handle/sight is installed. 

a. The BIS is installed by the armorer on the first notch of the integrated rail nearest the 

charging handle. The flip-up sight collapses towards the firer out of the way and can be used 

while the M68 is mounted. The BIS provides a backup capability effective out to at least 600 

meters and can be installed on the M16A4 and M4-series weapons. Before installing the BIS, 

remove all rail covers/heat shields from the top except one 4-, 5-, or 6-rib shield. The 

remaining rail cover/heat shield can be positioned to accommodate accessories and protect 

the nonfiring hand when the barrel is hot. 

Figure 2-21. Backup iron sight. 

b. Once installed and zeroed, the BIS should be left in the stowed position for best 

durability and minimal interference unless its use is eminent (Figure 2-22). It provides a 

sighting capability when all other accessories have been removed, and it can be used to 

establish approximate zeros for other sighting components without requiring live fire. Zeros 

established using this method are only effective to approximately 20 meters and should be 

refined by a live-fire zero. 
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Figure 2-22. BIS in the stowed position. 

2-5. M68, CLOSE-COMBAT OPTIC 

The M68, close-combat optic (CCO) is a reflex (nontelescopic) sight (Figure 2-23). It uses a 

red dot aiming point and is designed for the “two-eyes-open” method of sighting. The M68 

can be shot with one eye open as well. The dot follows the horizontal and vertical movement 

of the gunner’s eye while remaining fixed on the target. A one-time retightening of the 

torque-limiting knob is recommended after the first three rounds are fired to fully seat the 

M68. No centering or focusing is required beyond 50 meters. 

Figure 2-23. M68, close-combat optic. 

a. M16A1/A2/A3 Rifle (Figure 2-24, page 2-16). The M68 mounts on the M16 

mounting bracket (1) that attaches to the carrying handle on the M16A1/A2/A3. The half-

moon spacer should not be installed but, if installed, it will not hinder firing performance. 

Firmly hand-tighten the bracket (1), O-ring (2), and machine screw (3). Align the locking bar 

(4) under the M68 with the notch in the rail ensuring the rotary switch (5) is facing the firer. 

Tighten the torque-limiting knob (not shown here) until it clicks two times. 
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Figure 2-24. Mounting the M68 to the M16A1/A2/A3. 

b. M16A4 and M4-Series Weapons (Figure 2-25). The M68 mounts directly to the 

integrated rail on top of the M16A4 and M4-series weapons (in place of the carrying handle). 

The half-moon spacer (1) should be installed to raise the M68 above the front sight post but 

the M68 can still be fired without the spacer. The soldier’s preference dictates exactly which 

notch the M68 is mounted to. Although any notch is acceptable, testing has shown that the 

farther away the M68 is from the soldier’s eyes, the better his field of view. Remove the 

carrying handle, align the locking bar with a notch, and tighten the torque-limiting knob until 

it clicks twice. If the M68 is remounted onto the same notch, it will retain zero. 

Figure 2-25. M68 mounted on the M16A4/M4-series weapons. 

c. M16A4 and M4-Series Weapons with M68 and AN/PVS-14 (Figure 2-26). This 

combination is an effective passive means of engaging targets during hours of limited 

visibility. The brightness knob on the M68 should be on the lowest setting that presents the 

red dot clearly when viewed through the AN/PVS-14. The soldier must consider the 

following factors: 

�� The AN/PVS-14 should be mounted where the firer can acquire a good sight 

picture while performing the integrated act of shooting. 
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�� The M68 can be mounted and zeroed on any slot forward of the AN/PVS-14 as 

long as the rail grabber fully rests on the RAS and the M68 lens does not rest on 

the front sight post. 

�� The closer the AN/PVS-14 is mounted to the M68, the larger the field of view 

will be. 

�� In order to get a clear sight picture with this configuration; fine adjustments must 

be made to the range focus, gain-control, and diopter on the AN/PVS-14. 

�� The eyecup should be exchanged with the eye guard that is shipped with the 

AN/PVS-14 to reduce the light signature from the display when not viewing.  

�� The red dot on settings 2 and 3 projects a negligible light signature at night, 

which can only be seen through a night vision device. Settings 4 through 10 will 

project a noticeable signature detectable by opposing forces using night vision 

devices. 

�� The brighter the dot, the larger the blooming effect becomes in the AN/PVS-14. 

(The blooming effect reduces the soldier’s field of view and will prevent him 

from seeing targets behind the blooming.) 

Remove the carrying handle and mount the M68 (1) by tightening the thumbscrew clamping 

knob. Mount the AN/PVS-14 (2) where the best field of view is achieved. Once the preferred 

location for the M68 is located, the M68 must be zeroed to that notch (if different from the 

notch the M68 was previously zeroed on). (For further information on the M68, refer to TM 

9-1240-413-12&P and TM 11-5855-306-10 for the AN/PVS-14). 

Figure 2-26. Mounting the M68/AN/PVS-14 combination on an MWS. 

2-6. AN/PAQ-4B/C INFRARED AIMING LIGHT 

The AN/PAQ-4B/C infrared aiming light (Figure 2-27, page 2-18) projects an infrared laser 

beam that cannot be seen with the eye but can be seen with night vision devices. This aiming 

light works with the AN/PVS-7-series goggles and the AN/PVS-14. The AN/PAQ-4B/C 

mounts on various M16-/M4-series weapons with mounting brackets or rail grabbers.  
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Figure 2-27. AN/PAQ-4B/C infrared aiming light.

 a. M16A1/A2/A3 Rifle (Figure 2-28). The armorer must install the bracket assembly 

(1). The switch lever shroud (2) is aligned with the notches on the mounting rail (3). Lower 

the on/off switch. The AN/PAQ-4B/C (4) is then aligned with the notches on the switch 

lever shroud and hand tightened using the thumbscrew (5). Tool tightening is recommended 

to ensure zero retention if the thumbscrew is metal. The plastic thumbscrew must be hand 

tightened to avoid breakage. Retightening of the thumbscrew is recommended after a few 

rounds have been fired to ensure zero retention. The remote switch should be attached to the 

weapon where it is most convenient for the firer without interfering with the functioning of 

the weapon or hindering the firer’s ability to fire the weapon. 

Figure 2-28. Mounting the AN/PAQ-4B/C on the M16A1/A2/A3 

and M4 carbine. 

b. M16A4/M4 MWS Weapons (Figure 2-29). The Picatinny rail grabber (1) or the 

insight rail grabber (5) is used to mount the AN/PAQ-4B/C to the RAS. Mount the rail 

grabber all the way forward on the top or either side of the RAS (2) ensuring it does not 

extend beyond the end of the RAS. (The AN/PAQ-4B/C will not retain zero if the rail 

grabber extends beyond the end of the integrated rail when mounted.) Tighten the torque-

limiting knob (3) until it clicks twice. Align the thumbscrew (4) on the AN/PAQ-4B/C with 

the thumbscrew hole in the rail grabber nearest the muzzle. The mounting procedures are 

identical for the M16A4 and M4-series MWS. The remote switch should be attached to the 
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weapon where it is most convenient for the firer without interfering with the functioning of 

the weapon or hindering the firers’ ability to fire the weapon. If the aiming light and rail 

grabber are removed as a whole unit and mounted onto the same rail, the system will retain 

zero. If the rail grabber and AN/PAQ-4B/C are separated, the AN/PAQ-4B/C must be 

rezeroed to the weapon. (For further information refer to TM 11-5855-301-12&P.) 

Figure 2-29. Mounting the AN/PAQ-4B/C on the MWS top or left. 

2-7. AN/PEQ-2A TARGET POINTER/ILLUMINATOR/AIMING LIGHT 

The AN/PEQ-2A target pointer/illuminator/aiming light (TPIAL) (Figure 2-30, page 2-20) is 

a Class IIIb laser that emits a highly collimated beam of infrared light for precise aiming of 

the weapon as well as a separate infrared illumination beam with adjustable focus to 

illuminate shadowed areas. The AN/PEQ-2A can be used during force-on-force training in 

the low power modes only. High power modes can only be used on live-fire ranges 

exceeding 220 meters. The AN/PEQ-2A is used in conjunction with night vision devices and 

can be used as either a handheld illuminator/pointer or can be weapon-mounted with 

included brackets/accessory mounts. The AN/PEQ-2A can be used to accurately direct fire 

as well as illuminate and designate areas and targets. 
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Figure 2-30. AN/PEQ-2A target pointer illuminator/aiming light. 

a. M16A1/A2/A3 Rifle and M4 Carbine (Figure 2-31). The armorer must install the 

bracket assembly (1). The AN/PEQ-2A (2) thumbscrew (3) is then aligned with the hole in 

the mounting rail (4) nearest the muzzle and tool tightened. The remote switch should be 

attached to the weapon where it is most convenient for the firer without interfering with the 

functioning of the weapon or hindering the firer’s ability to fire the weapon. Retightening of 

the rail grabber and thumbscrew is recommended after a few rounds have been fired to 

ensure zero retention. 

Figure 2-31. Mounting the AN/PEQ-2A to the 

M16A1/A2/A3 rifle and M4 carbine. 
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b. M16A4/M4 MWS Weapons (Figure 2-32). The Picatinny rail grabber (1) or the 

Insight rail grabber (2) may be used to mount the AN/PEQ-2A to the RAS. Mount the rail 

grabber all the way forward on the top or either side of the RAS ensuring it does not extend 

beyond the end of the RAS. (The AN/PEQ-2A will not retain zero if the rail grabber extends 

beyond the end of the integrated rail when mounted.) Tighten the torque-limiting knob (4) 

until it clicks twice. If installing the AN/PEQ-2A with the Insight rail grabber you must tool 

tighten the AN/PEQ-2A and rail grabber or it will come loose. Align the thumbscrew (5) on 

the AN/PEQ-2A with the hole that is closest to the front sight assembly located on the tope 

of the rail grabber. The mounting procedures are identical for the M16A4 and M4-series 

modular weapon systems. If the aiming light and rail grabber are removed as a whole unit 

and mounted onto the same rail, the system will retain zero. If the rail grabber and AN/PEQ-

2A are separated, the AN/PEQ-2A must be rezeroed to the weapon. 

Figure 2-32. Mounting the AN/PEQ-2A on the M16A4 and M4 MWS. 

c. M16/M4 MILES Mounting Procedures (Figure 2-33, page 2-22). When conducting 

MILES training with the Insight rail grabber (1) or bracket assembly (4), the AN/PEQ-2A is 

attached to the M16-/M4-series weapons using the training extender bracket (2). The training 

extender is hand tightened by turning the thumb wheel (3) on the training extender 

clockwise. The training extender bracket is not required when mounting the AN/PEQ-2A 

onto the side of the MWS. The Picatinny rail grabber does not require the training extender. 

(For further information refer to TM 11-5855-308-12&P.) 

NOTE: The AN/PEQ-2A and AN/PAQ-4B/C must be zeroed before and after using the 

MILES training extender. 
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Figure 2-33. MILES training extender bracket installation on 

M16-/M4-series weapons. 

2-8. AN/PAS-13 (V2) MEDIUM THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT and AN/PAS-13 

(V3) HEAVY THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT 

The AN/PAS-13 (V2) medium thermal weapon sight (MTWS) and the AN/PAS-13 (V3) 

heavy thermal weapon sight (HTWS) (Figure 2-34) are silent, lightweight, compact, and 

durable battery-powered infrared imaging sensors that operate with low battery consumption. 

(Both the MTWS and the HTWS are referred to henceforth as a singular thermal weapon 

sight [TWS]). The TWS is capable of target acquisition under conditions of limited visibility 

such as darkness, smoke, fog, dust, and haze. The TWS operates effectively at night and can 

also be used during the daytime. The TWS is composed of two functional groups: the 

telescope (1) and the basic sensor (2). 

Figure 2-34. HTWS and MTWS models of the thermal weapon sight. 

a. M16A1/A2/A3 Rifle (Figure 2-35). The M16A1/A2/A3 weapon bracket (1) is a 

standard item in the TWS carrying case. The weapon bracket’s threaded rod (2) is inserted 

through the hole in the carrying handle of the M16A1/A2/A3 and secured with the thumb 

wheel (3). The Picatinny rail grabber (4) on the bottom of the TWS is then aligned with a 

notch on the bracket, ensuring the TWS is positioned to accommodate an effective firing 

position once the eyecup (5) is depressed. Ensure the rail grabber fully rests on the bracket 

when mounting the TWS or the sight will not retain zero. 
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Figure 2-35. Mounting TWS on an M16A1/A2/A3. 

b. M16A4/M4-Series Weapons (Figure 2-36). The Picatinny style rail grabber with 

spacer (1) on the bottom of the TWS is aligned with a notch on the integrated rail (2) of the 

M16A4/M4-series weapons ensuring the TWS is positioned to accommodate an effective 

firing position once the eyecup is depressed. The TWS will not retain zero if the rail grabber 

extends beyond the end of the integrated rail when mounted. Tighten the torque-limiting 

knob clockwise until it clicks twice. Retightening the rail grabber is recommended after a 

few rounds have been fired to ensure the sight is fully seated. The mounting procedures are 

identical for the M16A4 and M4-series MWS. 

Figure 2-36. Mounting TWS on M16A4/M4-series weapons. 

2-9. AN/PVS-4 NIGHT VISION SIGHT 

The AN/PVS-4 night vision sight is a portable, battery-operated electro-optical instrument 

used for observation and aimed fire of weapons at night (Figure 2-37, page 2-24). It 

amplifies reflected light, such as moonlight, starlight, and sky glow, so that the viewed scene 

becomes clearly visible to the operator. The AN/PVS-4 does not emit visible or infrared light 
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(except from the eyepiece) that can be detected by the enemy. It can be used on the 

M16A2 rifle, M4 carbine, and M4 modular weapon system. Mounting brackets are 

provided for each type of weapon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-37. AN/PVS-4 night vision sight. 

 a. M16A2-Series Weapons (Figure 2-38). The AN/PVS-4 is mounted to the 

carrying handle on the M16A2-series weapons. Position the sight in the groove on the top 

of the carrying handle and align the threaded hole in the base of the sight-mounting 

adapter over the hole in the handle. Insert the mounting knob assembly through the hole 

in the carrying handle and screw it firmly clockwise into the sight-mounting adapter. If 

difficulty is encountered, turn the sight and the rifle upside down. Place the rifle handle 

onto the sight-mounting adapter, lining up the hole in the carrying handle with the hole in 

the sight-mounting adapter. Place the mounting knob assembly through the hole in the 

carrying handle and screw it clockwise. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-38. AN/PVS-4 on the M16A2-series weapons. 

 

b.  M4/M4-MWS-Series Weapons (Figure 2-39). The Picatinny rail grabber with a 

mounting adapter (1) on the bottom of the AN/PVS-4 is aligned with a notch on the 

integrated rail (2) of the M4/M4-MWS-series weapons ensuring the AN/PVS-4 is 

positioned to accommodate an effective firing position once the eyecup is depressed. The 

AN/PVS-4 will not retain zero if the rail grabber extends beyond the end of the integrated 

rail when mounted. 
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Tighten the torque-limiting knob clockwise until it clicks twice. Retightening of the rail 

grabber is recommended after a few rounds have been fired to ensure the sight is fully 

seated. The mounting procedures are identical for the M4 and M4-MWS-series weapons.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2-39. AN/PVS-4 on the M4/M4-MWS-series weapon. 

 
2-10. BORELIGHT 

The borelight (Figure 2-40) is an eye-safe laser that is used to zero aiming lasers, such as 

the AN/PAQ-4 or AN/PEQ-2, without a 25-meter confirmation. The borelight has four 

settings: OFF (the borelight is not in use); GOGGLE (when using NVGs; this mode is 

selected when using the borelight in a tactical environment); LOW (used during normal 

operations); and PULSE (used during dry-fire training mode). The borelight will also 

boresight optics and iron sights to ensure the first shot group hits the 25-meter zero target 

when zeroing the weapon. The borelight comes with a 5.56-mm, 7.62-mm, .50 caliber, 

and MK 19 mandrel. 

 

Figure 2-40. Borelight with a 5.56-mm mandrel. 
 
 a. Boresighting is conducted at 10 meters with the borelight, weapon, aiming device 

and a 10-meter offset. Each aiming device and weapon combination has a unique 10-

meter offset (Appendix G). 

 b. Figure 2-41A depicts a 10-meter boresight target and Figure 2-41B (page 2-26) 

depicts a 25-meter zero target. When used properly these offsets will align the aiming 

device on the selected weapon to engage a target center mass at 300 meters. 
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 (1) The 10-meter boresight target is used in conjunction with the borelight. The 10-

meter boresight target is a 1-centimeter grid system with a crosshair and a circle. The 

crosshair is the aiming point for the aiming device and the circle is the point of impact for 

the borelight. (Refer to Chapter 8 for a detailed explanation of bore sighting procedures.) 

 (2) The 25-meter zero target is used when live firing at 25-meters. The 25-meter zero 

target for the M16- and M4-series weapons is the standard M16A2 zero target with the 

appropriate strike zone marked on the target (Figure 2-41B). The M4 zero target is only 

used when zeroing the iron sights on the M4. The aiming point is always center mass of 

the 300-meter scaled silhouette. The designated strike zone is a 4-by-4 square designating 

where the rounds should impact when you aim center mass. (Refer to Chapter 8 for a 

detailed explanation of the 25-meter offset zeroing procedures.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-41. 10-meter boresight target and 25-meter zero offset. 
 

2-11. AMMUNITION TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS 

This paragraph provides information on different types of standard military ammunition 

used in the M16-/M4-series weapons (Figure 2-42, page 2-28). Use only authorized 

ammunition manufactured to U.S. and NATO specifications. (Figures 2-43 through 2-47 

[pages 2-28 through 2-30] show ammunition trajectory data.) 

 a. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Ball, M193. The M193 cartridge is a center-fire cartridge 

with a 55-grain, gilded metal-jacketed, lead alloy core bullet. The M193 round is the 

standard cartridge for field use with the M16A1 rifle and has no identifying marks (1, 

Figure 2-42, page 2-28). 

 b. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Tracer, M196. (Used in the M16A1 rifle) The M196 

cartridge has a red or orange painted tip (2, Figure 2-42, page 2-28). Its main uses are for 

observation of fire, incendiary effect, and signaling. Soldiers should avoid long-term use 

of 100 percent tracer rounds, which could cause deposits of incendiary material, or 
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chemical compounds that could damage the barrel. Therefore, when tracer rounds are 

fired, they are mixed with ball ammunition in a ratio of no greater than one-to-one with a 

preferred ratio of three or four ball rounds to one tracer round. 

 c. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Dummy, M199. (Used in all rifles.) The M199 dummy 

cartridge is used during dry firing and other training (3, Figure 2-42, page 2-28). This 

cartridge can be identified by the six grooves along the sides of the case beginning about 

1/2 inch from its tip. It contains no propellant or primer. The primer well is open to 

prevent damage to the firing pin. 

 d. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Blank, M200. (Used in all rifles.) The M200 blank 

cartridge has no projectile. The case mouth is closed with a seven-petal rosette crimp and 

shows a violet tip (4, Figure 2-42, page 2-28). 

* e. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Ball, M855. (Used in the M16A2/3/4 and M4-series 

weapons.) The M855 cartridge has a 62-grain, gilded metal-jacketed, lead alloy core 

bullet with a steel penetrator. The primer and case are waterproof. This round is also 

linked and used in the M249. It has a green tip (5, Figure 2-42, page 2-28). This 

ammunition should not be used in the M16A1 except under emergency conditions, and 

only at targets less than 90 meters in distance. (The twist of the M16A1 rifling is not 

sufficient to stabilize the length of the 62-grain projectile of the round.) 

* f. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Tracer, M856. (Used in the M16A2/3/4 and M4-series 

weapons.) The M856 tracer cartridge has characteristics similar to the M196 tracer with a 

slightly longer tracer burnout distance. This cartridge has a 63.7-grain bullet. The M856 

does not have a steel penetrator. It has a red tip (orange when linked 4 to 1 for the M249) 

(6, Figure 2-42, page 2-28). This ammunition should not be used in the M16A1 except 

under emergency conditions, and only at targets less than 90 meters in distance. (The 

twist of the M16A1 rifling is not sufficient to stabilize the length of the 63.7-grain 

projectile of the round.) 

 g. Cartridge, 5.56-mm Short-Range Training Ammunition (SRTA), M862. 

(Used in all rifles.) The M862 SRTA (7, Figure 2-42, page 2-28) is designed exclusively 

for training. It can be used in lieu of service ammunition on indoor ranges and by units 

that have a limited range fan that does not allow the firing of service ammunition. SRTA 

ammunition must be used with the M2 training bolt. 

 (1) Although SRTA closely replicates the trajectory and characteristics of service 

ammunition out to 25 meters, it should not be used to set battle sight zero of weapons to 

fire service ammunition. The settings that are placed on the sights for SRTA could be 

different for service ammunition. 

 (2) If adequate range facilities are not available for sustainment training, SRTA can 

be used for any firing exercise of 25 meters or less. This includes the 25-meter scaled 

silhouette, 25-meter alternate qualification course, and quick-fire training. SRTA can also 

be used for Urban Operations training. (See Appendix A for use of SRTA in training.) 

* h. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Armor Piercing (AP) M995. The M995 cartridge (8, 

Figure 2-42, page 2-28) is used by the M249 (SAW), M16/A2/A3/A4, and M4 series 

weapons. Procurement is intended for use against light armored targets. The M995 offers 

the capability to defeat these targets at ranges two to three times that of currently 

available 5.56-mm ammunition. The M995 cartridge consists of a projectile and a 

propelling charge contained in a brass cartridge case. The projectile is a dense metal 

penetrator (tungsten carbide) enclosed by a standard gilding metal jacket. An aluminum 
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cup sits at the rear of the projectile for the purpose of properly locating the penetrator 

within the projectile. The cartridge utilizes a conventional brass case and double base 

propellant. A standard rifle cartridge primer is used in the case to initiate the propelling 

charge. 

 i. Storage. When storing ammunition in the open is necessary, it must be raised on 

dunnage at least 6 inches from the ground and protected with a cover, leaving enough 

space for air circulation. Since moisture and high temperatures adversely affect 

ammunition and explosives, the following must be adhered to: 

• Do not open ammunition boxes until ready to use. 

• Protect ammunition from high temperatures and the direct rays of the sun. 

• Do not attempt to disassemble ammunition or any of its components. 

• Never use lubricants or grease on ammunition. 

 

 

*Figure 2-42. Ammunition, 5.56-mm for the M16- and M4-series weapons. 
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Figure 2-43. M855 drop during 25-meter zeroing 
(M16A2 at 8/3+1; M4 at 6/3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-44. Bullet drop of M855 ammunition with M16A2 (8/3). 
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Figure 2-45. Bullet drop of M855 ammunition with M4 (6/3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-46. M4 carbine and M16A2 rifle bullet trajectory comparison. 
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Figure 2-47. Bullet drop of M4/M855 during 25-meter zeroing on 6/3. 
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CHAPTER 3 

TROUBLESHOOTING AND DESTRUCTION 

Commanders and unit armorers are responsible for the organizational 

and direct support maintenance of weapons and for the destruction of 

weapons when necessary. Soldiers are responsible for always keeping their 

weapons clean and operational in training and in combat and, therefore, 

should be issued an operator’s technical manual and cleaning equipment for 

their assigned weapons. 

3-1. STOPPAGES 

A stoppage is a failure of an automatic or semiautomatic firearm to complete the cycle of 

operation. The firer can apply immediate or remedial action to clear the stoppage. Some 

stoppages cannot be cleared by immediate or remedial action and may require weapon repair 

to correct the problem. A complete understanding of how the weapon functions is an integral 

part of applying immediate action procedures. 

a. Immediate Action. Immediate action involves quickly applying a possible correction 

to reduce a stoppage without performing troubleshooting procedures to determine the actual 

cause. The key word SPORTS will help the firer remember the steps in order during a 

live-fire exercise. To apply immediate action, the soldier: 

�� Slaps gently upward on the magazine to ensure it is fully seated, and the 

magazine follower is not jammed (see note). 

�� Pulls the charging handle fully to the rear. 

�� Observes for the ejection of a live round or expended cartridge. (If the weapon 

fails to eject a cartridge, perform remedial action.)  

�� Releases the charging handle (do not ride it forward). 

�� Taps the forward assist assembly to ensure bolt closure. 

�� Squeezes the trigger and tries to fire the rifle. 

Only apply immediate action once for a stoppage. If the rifle fails to fire a second time for 

the same malfunction inspect the weapon to determine the cause of the stoppage or 

malfunction and take the appropriate remedial action outlined below. 

NOTE:  When slapping up on the magazine, be careful not to knock a round out of the 

magazine into the line of the bolt carrier, causing more problems. Slap only hard 

enough to ensure the magazine is fully seated. Ensure that the magazine is locked 

into place by quickly pulling down on the magazine. 

b. Remedial Action. Remedial action is the continuing effort to determine the cause for 

a stoppage or malfunction and to try to clear the stoppage once it has been identified. To 

apply the corrective steps for remedial action, first try to place the weapon on SAFE, then 

remove the magazine, lock the bolt to the rear, and place the weapon on safe (if not already 

done). 

NOTE:  A bolt override may not allow the weapon to be placed on SAFE. 

3-1 
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3-2. MALFUNCTIONS 

Malfunctions are caused by procedural or mechanical failures of the rifle, magazine, or 

ammunition. Pre-firing checks and serviceability inspections identify potential problems 

before they become malfunctions. This paragraph describes the primary categories of 

malfunctions. 

a. Failure to Feed, Chamber, or Lock. A malfunction can occur when loading the rifle 

or during the cycle of operation. Once the magazine has been loaded into the rifle, the 

forward movement of the bolt carrier group could lack enough force (generated by the 

expansion of the action spring) to feed, chamber, or lock the bolt (Figure 3-1). 

Figure 3-1. Failure to feed, chamber, or lock.

 (1) Probable Causes. The cause could be the result of one or more of the following: 

�� Excess accumulation of dirt or fouling in and around the bolt and bolt carrier. 

�� Defective magazine (dented, bulged, or a weak magazine spring). 

�� Improperly loaded magazine. 

�� Defective round (projectile forced back into the cartridge case, which could 

result in a stubbed round or the base of the previous cartridge could be separated, 

leaving the remainder in the chamber). 

�� Damaged or broken action spring. 

�� Exterior accumulation of dirt in the lower receiver extension. 

�� Fouled gas tube resulting in short recoil. 

3-2 
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�� A magazine resting on the ground or pushed forward could cause an improper 

lock. 

(2) Corrective Action. Applying immediate action usually corrects the malfunction. To 

avoid the risk of further jamming, the firer should watch for ejection of a cartridge and 

ensure that the upper receiver is free of any loose rounds. If immediate action fails to clear 

the malfunction, remedial action must be taken. The carrier should not be forced. If 

resistance is encountered, which can occur with an unserviceable round, the bolt should be 

locked to the rear, the magazine removed, and the malfunction cleared. For example, a bolt 

override is when a cartridge has wedged itself between the bolt and charging handle. The 

best way to correct this problem is by— 

�� Ensuring the charging handle is pushed forward and locked in place. 

�� Securing the rifle and pulling the bolt to the rear until the bolt seats completely 

into the buffer well. 

�� Turning the rifle upright and allowing the overridden cartridge to fall out. 

b. Failure to Fire Cartridge. This is a failure of a cartridge to fire despite the fact that 

a round has been chambered, the trigger pulled, and the sear released the hammer. This 

occurs when the firing pin fails to strike the primer with enough force or when the 

ammunition is defective. 

(1) Probable Causes. Excessive carbon buildup on the firing pin (Figure 3-2, A) is often 

the cause, because the full forward travel of the firing pin is restricted. A defective or worn 

firing pin can give the same results. Inspection of the ammunition could reveal a shallow 

indentation or no mark on the primer, indicating a firing pin malfunction (Figure 3-2, B). 

Cartridges that show a normal indentation on the primer, but did not fire indicate faulty 

ammunition. 

Figure 3-2. Failure to fire. 

(2) Corrective Action. If the malfunction continues, the firing pin, bolt, carrier, and 

locking lug recesses of the barrel extension should be inspected, and any accumulation of 

excessive carbon or fouling should be removed. The firing pin should also be inspected for 

damage. Cartridges that show a normal indentation on the primer, but failed to fire could 
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indicate a bad ammunition lot. Those that show a complete penetration of the primer by the 

firing pin could also indicate failure of the cartridge to fully seat in the chamber. 

NOTE:  If the round is suspected to be faulty, it is reported and returned to the agency 

responsible for issuing ammunition. 

WARNING 
If an audible “POP” or reduced recoil occurs during 

firing, immediately cease-fire. This POP or reduced 

recoil could be the result of a round being fired 

without enough force to send the projectile out of 

the barrel. Do not apply immediate action. Remove 

the magazine, lock the bolt to the rear, and place the 

selector lever in the safe position. Visually inspect 

the bore to ensure a projectile is not lodged in the 

barrel. If a projectile is lodged in the barrel, do not 

try to remove it. Turn the rifle in to the armorer.

 c. Failure to Extract. A failure to extract results when the cartridge case remains in the 

chamber of the rifle. While the bolt and bolt carrier could move rearward only a short 

distance, more commonly the bolt and bolt carrier recoil fully to the rear, leaving the 

cartridge case in the chamber. A live round is then forced into the base of the cartridge case 

as the bolt returns in the next feed cycle. This malfunction is one of the hardest to clear. 

WARNING 
A failure to extract is considered an extremely 

serious malfunction, requiring the use of tools to 

clear. A live round could be left in the chamber and 

accidentally discharged. If a second live round is 

fed into the primer of the chambered live round, the 

rifle could explode and cause personal injury. This 

malfunction must be properly identified and 

reported. Failures to eject should not be reported as 

extraction failures.

 (1) Probable Cause. Short recoil cycles and fouled or corroded rifle chambers are the 

most common causes of failures to extract. A damaged extractor or a weak or broken 

extractor spring can also cause this malfunction. 

(2) Corrective Action. The severity of a failure to extract determines the corrective 

action procedures. If the bolt has moved rearward far enough to strip a live round from the 
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magazine in its forward motion, the bolt and carrier must be locked to the rear. The 

magazine and all loose rounds must be removed before clearing the stoppage. Usually, 

tapping the butt of the rifle on a hard surface causes the cartridge to fall out of the chamber. 

However, if the cartridge case is ruptured, it can be seized. When this occurs, a cleaning rod 

can be inserted into the bore from the muzzle end. The cartridge case can be forced from the 

chamber by tapping the cleaning rod against the inside base of the fired cartridge. If cleaning 

and inspecting the mechanism and chamber reveals no defects but failures to extract persist, 

the extractor and extractor spring should be replaced. If the chamber surface is damaged, the 

entire barrel must be replaced. 

d. Failure to Eject. Ejection of a cartridge is an element in the cycle of functioning of 

the rifle, regardless of the mode of fire. A malfunction occurs when the cartridge is not 

ejected through the ejection port and either remains partly in the chamber or becomes 

jammed in the upper receiver as the bolt closes. When the firer initially clears the rifle, the 

cartridge could strike an inside surface of the receiver and bounce back into the path of the 

bolt. 

(1) Probable Cause. The cartridge must extract before it can eject. Failures to eject can 

also be caused by a buildup of carbon or fouling on the ejector spring or extractor, or from 

short recoil. Short recoil is usually due to a buildup of fouling in the carrier mechanism or 

gas tube, which could result in many failures to include a failure to eject. Resistance caused 

by a carbon-coated or corroded chamber can impede the extraction, and then the ejection of a 

cartridge. 

(2) Corrective Action. While retraction of the charging handle usually frees the cartridge 

and permits removal, the charging handle must not be released until the position of the next 

live round is determined. If another live round has been sufficiently stripped from the 

magazine or remains in the chamber, then the magazine and all live rounds could also 

require removal before the charging handle can be released. If several malfunctions occur 

and are not corrected by cleaning and lubricating, the ejector spring, extractor spring, and 

extractor should be replaced. 

e. Other Malfunctions. The following paragraphs describe some other malfunctions 

that can occur. 

(1) The bolt fails to remain in a rearward position after the last round in the magazine is 

fired. Check for a bad magazine or short recoil. 

(2) The bolt fails to lock in the rearward position when the bolt catch has been engaged. 

Check bolt catch; turn in to unit armorer. 

(3) The weapon fires two or more rounds when the trigger is pulled and the selection 

lever is in the SEMI position. This indicates a worn sear, cam, or disconnector. Turn in to 

armorer to repair and replace trigger group parts as required. 

(4) The trigger fails to pull or return after release with the selector set in a firing position. 

This indicates that the trigger pin (A, Figure 3-3, page 3-6) has backed out of the receiver or 

the hammer spring is broken. Turn in to armorer to replace or repair. 

(5) The magazine fails to lock into the magazine well (B, Figure 3-3). Check the 

magazine and magazine catch for damage. Turn in to armorer to adjust the catch; replace as 

required. 

(6) Any part of the bolt carrier group fails to function (C, Figure 3-3). Check for 

incorrect assembly of components. Correctly clean and assemble the bolt carrier group, or 

replace damaged parts. 
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(7) The ammunition fails to feed from the magazine (D, Figure 3-3). Check for damaged 

magazine. A damaged magazine could cause repeated feeding failures and should be turned 

in to the armorer or exchanged. 

NOTE:  Additional technical information on troubleshooting malfunctions and replacing 

components is contained in the organizational and direct support maintenance 

publications and manuals. 

Figure 3-3. Other possible malfunctions. 

3-3. DESTRUCTION PROCEDURES 

Only on the authority of the unit commander, IAW orders or policies established by the 

Army, may rifles subject to capture or abandonment in the combat zone be destroyed. The 

destruction of equipment is reported through regular command channels. 

a. Means of Destruction. Certain procedures outlined require the use of explosives and 

incendiary grenades. Issue of these and related principles and specific conditions under 

which destruction is effected, are command decisions. Of the several means of destruction, 

the following apply: 
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(1) Mechanical. Requires axe, pick mattock, sledgehammer, crowbar, or other heavy 

implement. 

(2) Burning. Requires gasoline, oil, incendiary grenades, and other flammable materials, 

or welding or cutting torch. 

(3) Demolition. Requires suitable explosives or ammunition. Under some circumstances, 

hand grenades can be used. 

(4) Disposal. Requires burying in the ground, dumping in streams or marshes, or 

scattering so widely as to preclude recovery of essential parts. 

NOTE:  The same parts should be destroyed on all like materiel, including spare parts, so 

that the enemy cannot rebuild one complete unit from several damaged units. If 

destruction is directed, appropriate safety precautions must be observed. 

b. Field-Expedient Methods. If destruction of the individual rifle must be performed to 

prevent enemy use, the rifle must be damaged so it cannot be restored to a usable condition. 

Expedient destruction requires that key operational parts be separated from the rifle or 

damaged beyond repair. Priority is given in the following order: 

�� FIRST. Bolt carrier group: removed and discarded or hidden. 

�� SECOND. Upper receiver group: separated and discarded or hidden. 

�� THIRD. Lower receiver group: separated and discarded or hidden. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PRELIMINARY MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTION 
(Phase I of Basic Rifle Marksmanship)

An infantryman’s basic battlefield tool is his weapon. To effectively 

employ his weapon, marksmanship must be mastered from the basics of 

rifle marksmanship to the advanced stages of target engagement. This will 

greatly enhance the infantryman’s capability to close with and destroy the 

enemy.

Understanding the operation and functions of any machine is vital to 

becoming an expert with that machine. The same theory applies to rifle 

marksmanship. Commanders must keep this in mind when setting up a 

training program. This chapter covers the mechanical training of the 

M16-/M4-series weapons. With this knowledge, a soldier is able to assess 

and correct any malfunction to keep the weapon always operating 

properly.

Section I. INTRODUCTION TO BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP AND 
MECHANICAL TRAINING 

This training program (Figure 4-1) introduces the soldiers to BRM and teaches them how 

to maintain, operate, and correct malfunctions on an M16-/M4-series weapon. It also 

teaches peer coaching responsibilities and sight manipulation while emphasizing safety. 

Introduction to Basic Rifle Marksmanship and Mechanical Training 
Period 1 (4 hours) 

Instructional Intent: 
Introduce the soldiers to BRM and teach them how to maintain, operate and correct malfunctions on a 
M16-/M4-series weapon. Teach peer coaching responsibilities and sight manipulation while 
emphasizing safety. 

Observables: 
Soldiers can disassemble and assemble their weapon (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can identify all components of their weapon (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can maintain, load and unload their magazines (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can maintain, load, unload and clear their weapons (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can handle and identify 5.56-mm ammunition (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can perform SPORTS on their weapon within five seconds (TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers understand the eight cycles of function and can troubleshoot their weapon IAW this manual.  
Soldiers can perform a function check on their weapon (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers can correctly manipulate their sights without assistance (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers are emphasizing safety through out training (refer to TM 9-1005-319-10).  
Soldiers are taught peer-coaching techniques and responsibilities IAW this manual.  

Notes: 1. Care must be taken in teaching immediate action (SPORTS) to clear a weapon stoppage. This 
technique must not be confused with the procedure for correctly loading a magazine into the 
weapon due to the position of the bolt. 

2.  Soldiers who do not meet the standard will receive remedial training before subsequent 
instruction.

Figure 4-1. Introduction to basic rifle marksmanship 
and mechanical training. 
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*4-1. CLEARING 

This paragraph explains the techniques and procedures for clearing the M16-/M4-series 

weapon (Figure 4-2). Additional mechanical training is available in TM 9-1005-319-10 to 

include disassembly, maintenance, assembly, loading, and sight manipulation. 

WARNING
To be considered SAFE before disassembly, 
cleaning, inspecting, transporting, or storing, the 
weapon must be cleared. 

NOTE: Get a buddy to witness and verify all steps of clearing procedures.

a. Point the muzzle in a designated SAFE DIRECTION. Attempt to place selector 

lever on SAFE. If weapon is not cocked, lever cannot be placed on SAFE. 

b. Remove the magazine by depressing the magazine catch button and pulling the 

magazine down. 

c. To lock bolt open, pull charging handle rearward. Press bottom of bolt catch and 

allow bolt to move forward until it engages bolt catch. Return charging handle to full 

forward position. If you have not done so before, place the selector lever on SAFE. 

d. Visually (not physically) inspect the receiver and chamber to ensure these areas 

contain no ammo. 

e. With the selector lever pointing toward SAFE, allow the bolt to go forward by 

pressing the upper portion of the bolt catch. 

f. Place the selector lever on SEMI and squeeze the trigger. 

g. Pull the charging handle fully rearward and release it, allowing the bolt to return 

to the full forward position. 

h. Place the selector lever on SAFE. 

i. Close the ejection port cover. 

NOTE: If the rifle will not be fired, immediately close the ejection port cover. 

4-2. CYCLES OF FUNCTIONING 

The soldier must understand the rifle components and the mechanical sequence of events 

during the firing cycle. The eight cycles of functioning (feeding, chambering, locking, 

firing, unlocking, extracting, ejecting, and cocking) begin after the loaded magazine has 

been inserted in the weapon. 

a. Feeding (Figure 4-3, page 4-4). As the bolt carrier group moves rearward, it 

engages the buffer assembly and compresses the action spring into the lower receiver 

extension. When the bolt carrier group clears the top of the magazine, the expansion of 

the magazine spring forces the follower and a new round up into the path of the forward 

movement of the bolt. The expansion of the action spring sends the buffer assembly and 

bolt carrier group forward with enough force to strip a new round from the magazine. 
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*Figure 4-2. Clearing. 
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Figure 4-3. Feeding. 

b. Chambering (Figure 4-4). As the bolt carrier group continues to move forward, 

the face of the bolt thrusts the new round into the chamber. At the same time, the 

extractor claw grips the rim of the cartridge, and the ejector is compressed. 

Figure 4-4. Chambering. 
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c. Locking (Figure 4-5). As the bolt carrier group moves forward, the bolt is kept in its 

most forward position by the bolt cam pin riding in the guide channel in the upper receiver. 

Just before the bolt locking lugs make contact with the barrel extension, the bolt cam pin 

emerges from the guide channel. The pressure exerted by the contact of the bolt locking lugs 

and barrel extension causes the bolt cam pin to move along the cam track (located in the bolt 

carrier) in a counterclockwise direction, rotating the bolt locking lugs in line behind the 

barrel extension locking lugs. The rifle is ready to fire. 

Figure 4-5. Locking. 

d. Firing (Figure 4-6, page 4-6). With a round in the chamber, the hammer cocked, and 

the selector on SEMI, the firer squeezes the trigger. The trigger rotates on the trigger pin, 

depressing the nose of the trigger, and disengaging the notch on the bottom of the hammer. 

The hammer spring drives the hammer forward. The hammer strikes the head of the firing 

pin, driving the firing pin through the bolt into the primer of the round. When the primer is 

struck by the firing pin, it ignites and causes the powder in the cartridge to ignite. The gas 

generated by the rapid burning of the powder forces the projectile from the cartridge and 

propels it through the barrel. After the projectile has passed the gas port (located on the 

upper surface of the barrel under the front sight, Figure 4-5) and before it leaves the barrel, 

some gas enters the gas port and moves into the gas tube. The gas tube directs the gas into 

the bolt carrier. It passes through the key downward into a space between the rear of the 

carrier’s bolt cavity and the rear of the bolt itself. The gas then expands. The bolt is locked 
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into the barrel extension and unable to move forward, and the carrier is thus forced to the 

rear by the expanding gas. 

Figure 4-6. Firing.

 e. Unlocking (Figure 4-7). As the bolt carrier moves to the rear, the bolt cam pin 

follows the path of the cam track (located in the bolt carrier). This action causes the cam pin 

and bolt assembly to rotate simultaneously until the locking lugs of the bolt are no longer in 

line behind the locking lugs of the barrel extension. 

Figure 4-7. Unlocking. 
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f. Extracting (Figure 4-8). The bolt carrier group continues to move to the rear. The 

extractor (which is attached to the bolt) grips the rim of the cartridge case, holds it firmly 

against the face of the bolt, and withdraws the cartridge case from the chamber. 

Figure 4-8. Extracting.

 g. Ejecting (Figure 4-9). With the base of a cartridge case firmly against the face of the 

bolt, the ejector and ejector spring are compressed into the bolt body. As the rearward 

movement of the bolt carrier group allows the nose of the cartridge case to clear the front of 

the ejection port, the cartridge is pushed out by the action of the ejector and spring. 

Figure 4-9. Ejecting. 
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 h. Cocking (Figure 4-10). The rearward movement of the bolt carrier overrides the 

hammer, forcing it down into the receiver and compressing the hammer spring, cocking the 

hammer in the firing position. The action of the rifle is much faster than human reaction; 

therefore, the firer cannot release the trigger fast enough to prevent multiple firing. 

Figure 4-10. Cocking. 

4-3. MODES OF FIRE 

The M16A3 and M4A1 rifles function in either the semiautomatic or automatic mode. The 

M16A2, M16A4, and M4 carbine function in either the semiautomatic or three-round 

burst mode. 

a. Semiautomatic Fire Mode (M16-/M4-series). The disconnector is a mechanism 

installed so the firer can fire single rounds. It is attached to the trigger and rotated forward by 

action of the disconnector spring. When the recoil of the bolt carrier cocks the hammer, the 

disconnector engages the lower hook of the hammer and holds it until the trigger is released. 

Then the disconnector rotates to the rear and down, disengaging the hammer and allowing it 

to rotate forward until caught by the nose of the trigger. This prevents the hammer from 

following the bolt carrier forward and causing multiple firing. The trigger must be squeezed 

again before the next round will fire. 

b. Automatic Fire Mode (M16A3 Rifle, M4A1 Carbine Only). When the selector 

lever (Figure 4-11) is set on the AUTO position, the rifle continues to fire as long as the 

trigger is held back and ammunition is in the magazine. The functioning of certain parts of 

the rifle changes when firing automatically. 

(1) Once the trigger is squeezed and the round is fired, the bolt carrier group moves to 

the rear and the hammer is cocked. The center cam of the selector depresses the rear of the 

disconnector and prevents the nose of the disconnector from engaging the lower hammer 

hook. The bottom part of the automatic sear catches the upper hammer hook and holds it 
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until the bolt carrier group moves forward. The bottom part strikes the top of the sear and 

releases the hammer, causing the rifle to fire automatically. 

(2) If the trigger is released, the hammer moves forward and is caught by the nose of the 

trigger. This ends the automatic cycle of fire until the trigger is squeezed again. 

Figure 4-11. Automatic fire mode.

 c. Burst Fire Mode (M16A2/A4 Rifle, M4 Carbine). When the selector lever is set on 

the BURST position (Figure 4-12), the rifle fires a three-round burst if the trigger is held to 

the rear during the complete cycle. The weapon continues to fire three-round bursts with 

each separate trigger pull as long as ammunition is in the magazine. Releasing the trigger or 

exhausting ammunition at any point in the three-round cycle interrupts fire, producing one or 

two shots. Reapplying the trigger only completes the interrupted cycle; it does not begin a 

new one. This is not a malfunction. The M16A2/4 and M4 disconnectors have a three-cam 

mechanism that continuously rotates with each firing cycle. Based on the position of the 

disconnector cam, the first trigger pull (after initial selection of the BURST position) can 

produce one, two, or three firing cycles before the trigger must be pulled again. The burst 

cam rotates until it reaches the stop notch. 

Figure 4-12. Burst fire mode. 
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4-4. PEER COACHING 

Peer coaching is using two soldiers of equal firing proficiency and experience to assist 

(coach) each other during marksmanship training. Some problems exist with peer coaching. 

If the new soldier does not have adequate guidance, a “blind-leading-the-blind” situation 

results, which can lead to negative training and safety violations. However, when adequate 

instruction is provided, peer coaching can be helpful even in the IET environment. Since all 

soldiers in units have completed BRM, peer coaching should yield better results. 

a. Benefits. The pairing of soldiers can enhance learning for both of them. The coach 

learns what to look for and what to check as he provides guidance to the firer. 

Communication between peers is different than communication between a soldier and drill 

sergeant or senior NCO. Peers have the chance to ask simple questions and to discuss areas 

that are not understood. Pairing soldiers who have demonstrated good firing proficiency with 

those who have firing problems can improve the performance of problem firers. 

b. Duties. The peer coach assists the firer in obtaining a good position and in adjusting 

sandbags. He watches the firer not the target to see that the firer maintains a proper, relaxed, 

steady position; that he holds his breath before the final trigger squeeze; that he applies 

initial pressure to the trigger; and that no noticeable trigger jerk, flinch, eye blink, or other 

reaction can be observed in anticipation of the rifle firing. The peer coach can use a variety 

of training aids to assist in coaching the soldier. At other times, he could be required to 

observe the target area. For example, when field-fire targets are being engaged and the firer 

cannot see where he is missing targets. The peer coach can add to range safety procedures by 

helping safety personnel with preliminary rifle checks. 

c. Checklist for the Coach. The procedures to determine and eliminate rifle and firer 

deficiencies follow. 

(1) The coach checks to see that the— 

�� Rifle is cleared and defective parts have been replaced. 

�� Ammunition is clean, and the magazine is properly placed in the pouch. 

�� Sights are blackened and set correctly for long or short range. 

(2) The coach observes the firer to see if he— 

�� Uses the correct position and properly applies the steady-position elements. 

�� Properly loads the rifle. 

�� Obtains the correct sight alignment (with the aid of an M16 sighting device). 

�� Holds his breath correctly (by watching his back at times). 

�� Applies proper trigger squeeze; determines whether he flinches or jerks by 

watching his head, shoulders, trigger finger, and firing hand and arm. 

�� Is tense and nervous. If the firer is nervous, the coach has the firer breath deeply 

several times to relax. 

(3) Supervisory personnel and peer coaches correct errors as they are detected. If many 

common errors are observed, it is appropriate to call the group together for more discussion 

and demonstration of proper procedures and to provide feedback. 

d. Position of the Coach. The coach constantly checks and assists the firer in applying 

marksmanship fundamentals during firing. He observes the firer’s position and his 

application of the steady position elements. The coach is valuable in checking factors the 

firer is unable to observe for himself and in preventing the firer from repeating errors. 
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(1) During an exercise, the coach should be positioned where he can best observe the 

firer when he assumes position. He then moves to various points around the firer (sides and 

rear) to check the correctness of the firer’s position. The coach requires the firer to make 

adjustments until the firer obtains a correct position. 

(2) When the coach is satisfied with the firing position, he assumes a coaching position 

alongside the firer. The coach usually assumes a position like that of the firer (Figure 4-13), 

which is on the firing side of the firer. 

Figure 4-13. Prone position of coach (right-handed firer). 

NOTE: Bending one knee is optional in this position (soldier’s preference). 

Section II. MARKSMANSHIP FUNDAMENTALS I 
This training program (Figure 4-14 and Figure 4-15, page 4-12) reinforces BRM and trains 

the four fundamentals through dry-firing to standard during circuit training. It teaches range 

and safety procedures. 

Marksmanship Fundamentals I 
Period 2 (8 hours) 
Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce BRM 1 and train the four fundamentals, with hands-on training, through dry firing to 
standard during circuit training with an M16-/M4-series weapon. Teach range and safety procedures. 

Observables: 
Live-fire range procedures replicated and enforced. (IAW local SOP)  
Equipment fitted properly to maximize training. (IAW local SOP)  
Ensure all dry firing is well-aimed fire using 25m zero targets.  
Ensure peer coaching is being emphasized IAW this manual.  
Ensure the four fundamentals are being integrated into all exercises IAW this manual.  

Figure 4-14. Marksmanship Fundamentals I training program. 
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Tasks: 
The four fundamentals IAW with this manual.  
Basic firing positions IAW with this manual.  
Range and safety procedures IAW with local standard operating procedures.  
Dominant eye training. IAW with this manual.  
Demonstrate the integrated act of shooting during dry fire exercises.  
M15A1 aiming card 6 consecutive alignments. (3 using side alignment and 3 using bottom up  

alignment.)  
Target box and paddle exercise at 25 meters. (6 consecutive within a 2-cm circle)  
Modified dime or washer exercise. (6 consecutive from prone and foxhole)  

Notes: 1. Additional training aids are listed in Appendix A of this manual.  
2. Soldiers who do not meet the standard will receive remedial training on the fundamentals 

of rifle marksmanship before subsequent instruction. 

Figure 4-15. Marksmanship Fundamentals I training program (continued). 

4-5. THE FOUR FUNDAMENTALS 

The soldier must understand and apply the four key fundamentals before he approaches the 

firing line. He must establish a steady position allowing observation of the target. He must 

aim the rifle at the target by aligning the sight system, and fire the rifle without disturbing 

this alignment by improper breathing or during trigger squeeze. These skills are known 

collectively as the four fundamentals. Applying these four fundamentals rapidly and 

consistently is the integrated act of firing. 

a. Steady Position. When the soldier approaches the firing line, he should assume a 

comfortable, steady firing position. The time and supervision each soldier has on the firing 

line are limited. He must learn how to establish a steady position during integrated act of 

dry-fire training (Figure 4-16). The firer is the best judge of the quality of his position. If he 

can hold the front sight post steady through the fall of the hammer, he has a good position. 

The steady position elements are as follows. 

(1) Nonfiring Handgrip. The rifle hand guard rests on the heel of the hand in the V 

formed by the thumb and fingers. The grip of the non-firing hand is light. 

(2) Rifle Butt Position. The butt of the rifle is placed in the pocket of the firing shoulder. 

This reduces the effect of recoil and helps ensure a steady position. 

(3) Firing Handgrip. The firing hand grasps the pistol grip so it fits the V formed by the 

thumb and forefinger. The forefinger is placed on the trigger so the lay of the rifle is not 

disturbed when the trigger is squeezed. A slight rearward pressure is exerted by the 

remaining three fingers to ensure that the butt of the stock remains in the pocket of the 

shoulder, minimizing the effect of recoil. 

(4) Firing Elbow Placement. The firing elbow is important in providing balance. Its 

exact location depends on the firing/fighting position used. Placement should allow 

shoulders to remain level. 

(5) Nonfiring Elbow. The non-firing elbow is positioned firmly under the rifle to allow a 

comfortable and stable position. When the soldier engages a wide sector of fire, moving 

targets, and targets at various elevations, his non-firing elbow should remain free from 

support. 

(6) Cheek-to-Stock Weld. The stock weld should provide a natural line of sight through 

the center of the rear sight aperture to the front sight post and on to the target. The firer’s 
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neck should be relaxed, allowing his cheek to fall naturally onto the stock. Through dry-fire 

training, the soldier practices this position until he assumes the same cheek-to-stock weld 

each time he assumes a given position, which provides consistency in aiming. Proper eye 

relief is obtained when a soldier establishes a good cheek-to-stock weld. A small change in 

eye relief normally occurs each time that the firer assumes a different firing position. The 

soldier should begin by trying to touch the charging handle with his nose when assuming a 

firing position. This will aid the soldier in maintaining the same cheek-to-stock weld hold 

each time the weapon is aimed. The soldier should be mindful of how the nose touches the 

charging handle and should be consistent when doing so. This should be critiqued and 

reinforced during dry-fire training. 

Figure 4-16. Steady position. 
(7) Support. When artificial support (sandbags, logs, stumps) is available, it should be 

used to steady the position and support the rifle. If it is not available, then the bones, not the 

muscles, in the firer’s upper body must support the rifle. 
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 (8) Muscle Relaxation. If support is used properly, the soldier should be able to relax 

most of his muscles. Using artificial support or bones in the upper body as support allows 

him to relax and settle into position. Using muscles to support the rifle can cause it to move 

due to muscle fatigue. 

(9) Natural Point of Aim. When the soldier first assumes his firing position, he orients 

his rifle in the general direction of his target. Then he adjusts his body to bring the rifle and 

sights exactly in line with the desired aiming point. When using proper support and 

consistent cheek to stock weld the soldier should have his rifle and sights aligned naturally 

on the target. When correct body-rifle-target alignment is achieved, the front sight post must 

be held on target, using muscular support and effort. As the rifle fires, muscles tend to relax, 

causing the front sight to move away from the target toward the natural point of aim. 

Adjusting this point to the desired point of aim eliminates this movement. When multiple 

target exposures are expected (or a sector of fire must be covered), the soldier adjusts his 

natural point of aim to the center of the expected target exposure area (or center of sector). 

b. Aiming. Having mastered the task of holding the rifle steady, the soldier must align 

the rifle with the target in exactly the same way for each firing. The firer is the final judge as 

to where his eye is focused. The instructor or trainer emphasizes this point by having the 

firer focus on the target and then focus back on the front sight post. He checks the position of 

the firing eye to ensure it is in line with the rear sight aperture. 

(1) Rifle Sight Alignment. Alignment of the rifle with the target is critical. It involves 

placing the tip of the front sight post in the center of the rear sight aperture (Figure 4-17). 

Any alignment error between the front and rear sights repeats itself for every 1/2 meter the 

bullet travels. For example, at the 25-meter line, any error in rifle alignment is multiplied 50 

times. If the bullet is misaligned by 1/10 inch, it causes a target at 300 meters to be missed 

by 5 feet. 

Figure 4-17. Correct sight alignment.
 (2) Focus of the Eye. A proper firing position places the eye directly in line with the 

center of the rear sight aperture. When the eye is focused on the front sight post, the natural 

ability of the eye to center objects in a circle and to seek the point of greatest light (center of 

the aperture) aid in providing correct sight alignment. For the average soldier firing at 
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combat-type targets, the natural ability of the eye can accurately align the sights. Therefore, 

the firer can place the tip of the front sight post on the aiming point, but the eye must be 

focused on the tip of the front sight post. This causes the target to appear blurry, while the 

front sight post is seen clearly. Two reasons for focusing on the front sight post are: 

(a) Only a minor aiming error should occur since the error reflects only as much as the 

soldier fails to determine the target center. A greater aiming error can result if the front sight 

post is blurry due to focusing on the target or other objects. 

(b) Focusing on the tip of the front sight post aids the firer in maintaining proper sight 

alignment (Figure 4-18). 

(3) Sight Picture. Once the soldier can correctly align his sights, he can obtain a sight 

picture. A correct sight picture has the target, front sight post, and rear sight aligned. The 

sight picture includes two basic elements: sight alignment and placement of the aiming point. 

(a) Placement of the aiming point varies, depending on the engagement range. For 

example, Figure 4-18 shows a silhouette at 300 meters where the aiming point is the center 

of mass, and the sights are aligned for a correct sight picture. 

Figure 4-18. Correct sight picture. 

(b) A technique to obtain a good sight picture is the side aiming technique (Figure 4-19, 

page 4-16). It involves positioning the front sight post to the side of the target in line with the 

vertical center of mass, keeping the sights aligned. The front sight post is moved horizontally 

until the target is directly centered on the front sight post. 
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Figure 4-19. Side aiming technique. 

(4) Front Sight. The front sight post is vital to proper firing and should be replaced when 

damaged. The post should be blackened anytime it is shiny since precise focusing on the tip 

of the front sight post cannot be done otherwise. 

(5) Aiming Practice. Aiming practice is conducted before firing live rounds. During day 

firing, the soldier should practice sight alignment and placement of the aiming point. Using 

training aids such as the M15A1 aiming card can do this. 

c. Breath Control. As the firer’s skills improve and as timed or multiple targets are 

presented, he must learn to control his breath at any part of the breathing cycle. Two types of 

breath control techniques are practiced during dry fire. The coach/trainer ensures that the 

firer uses two breathing techniques and understands them by instructing him to exaggerate 

his breathing. The firer must be aware of the rifle’s movement (while sighted on a target) as 

a result of breathing. 

(1) The first technique is used during zeroing (and when time is available to fire a shot) 

(Figure 4-20). There is a moment of natural respiratory pause while breathing when most of 

the air has been exhaled from the lungs and before inhaling. Breathing should stop after most 

of the air has been exhaled during the normal breathing cycle. The shot must be fired before 

the soldier feels any discomfort. 

Figure 4-20. Breath control for engaging single targets. 
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(2) The second breath control technique is employed during rapid fire (short-exposure 

targets) (Figure 4-21). Using this technique, the soldier stops his breath when he is about to 

squeeze the trigger. 

Figure 4-21. Breath control while engagement of short-exposure targets. 

d. Trigger Squeeze. A novice firer can learn to place the rifle in a steady position and 

to correctly aim at the target if he follows the basic principles. If the trigger is not properly 

squeezed, the rifle will be misaligned with the target at the moment of firing. 

(1) Rifle Movement. Trigger squeeze is important for two reasons: First, any sudden 

movement of the finger on the trigger can disturb the lay of the rifle and cause the shot to 

miss the target. Second, the precise instant of firing should be a surprise to the soldier. The 

soldier’s natural reflex to compensate for the noise and slight punch in the shoulder can 

cause him to miss the target if he knows the exact instant the rifle will fire. The soldier 

usually tenses his shoulders when expecting the rifle to fire. It is difficult to detect since he 

does not realize he is flinching. When the hammer drops on a dummy round and does not 

fire, the soldier’s natural reflexes demonstrate that he is improperly squeezing the trigger. 

(2) Trigger Finger. The trigger finger (index finger on the firing hand) is placed on the 

trigger between the first joint and the tip of the finger (not the extreme end) and adjusted 

depending on hand size, grip, and so on. The trigger finger must squeeze the trigger to the 

rear so the hammer falls without disturbing the lay of the rifle. When a live round is fired, it 

is difficult to see what effect trigger pull had on the lay of the rifle. It is important to 

experiment with many finger positions during dry-fire training to ensure the hammer is 

falling with little disturbance to the aiming process. 

(a) As the firer’s skills increase with practice, he needs less time spent on trigger 

squeeze. Novice firers can take five seconds to perform an adequate trigger squeeze, but, as 

skills improve, he can squeeze the trigger in a second or less. The proper trigger squeeze 

should start with slight pressure on the trigger during the initial aiming process. The firer 

applies more pressure after the front sight post is steady on the target and he is holding his 

breath. 

(b) The coach/trainer observes the trigger squeeze, emphasizes the correct procedure, 

and checks the firer’s applied pressure. He places his finger on the trigger and has the firer 

squeeze the trigger by applying pressure to the coach/trainer’s finger. The coach/trainer 

ensures that the firer squeezes straight to the rear on the trigger avoiding a left or right 

twisting movement. The coach/trainer observes that the firer follows through and holds the 
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trigger to the rear for approximately one second after the round has been fired. A steady 

position reduces disturbance of the rifle during trigger squeeze. 

(c) Wobble area is the movement of the front sight around the aiming point when the 

rifle is in the steadiest position. From an unsupported position, the firer experiences a greater 

wobble area than from a supported position. If the front sight strays from the target during 

the firing process, pressure on the trigger should be held constant and resumed as soon as 

sighting is corrected. The position must provide for the smallest possible wobble area. From 

a supported position, there should be minimal wobble area and little reason to detect 

movement. If movement of the rifle causes the front sight to leave the target, more practice is 

needed. The firer should never try to quickly squeeze the trigger while the sight is on the 

target. The best firing performance results when the trigger is squeezed continuously, and the 

rifle is fired without disturbing its lay. 

4-6. FIRING POSITIONS 

During preliminary marksmanship instruction only the basic firing positions are taught. The 

other positions are added later in training to support tactical conditions. The two firing 

positions used during initial training are the individual foxhole supported firing position and 

the basic prone unsupported firing position. Both offer a stable platform for firing the rifle. 

They are also the positions used during basic record fire. 

a. Individual Foxhole Supported Firing Position. This position provides the most 

stable platform for engaging targets (Figure 4-22). Upon entering the position, the soldier 

adds or removes dirt, sandbags, or other supports to adjust for his height. He then faces the 

target, executes a half-face to his firing side, and leans forward until his chest is against the 

firing-hand corner of the position. He places the rifle hand guard in a V formed by the thumb 

and fingers of his nonfiring hand, and rests the nonfiring hand on the material (sandbags or 

berm) to the front of the position. The soldier places the butt of the weapon in the pocket of 

his firing shoulder and rests his firing elbow on the ground outside the position. (When 

prepared positions are not available, the prone supported position can be substituted.) Once 

the individual supported fighting position has been mastered, the firer should practice 

various unsupported positions to obtain the smallest possible wobble area during final 

aiming and hammer fall. The coach-trainer can check the steadiness of the position by 

observing movement at the forward part of the rifle, by looking through the Ml6 sighting 

device, or by checking to see support is being used. 

Figure 4-22. Individual foxhole supported firing position. 
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NOTE: The objective is to establish a steady position under various conditions. The 

ultimate performance of this task is combat. Although the firer must be 

positioned high enough to observe all targets, he must remain as low as 

possible to provide added protection from enemy fire. 

 

 b. Basic Prone Unsupported Firing Position. This firing position (Figure 4-23) 

offers another stable firing platform for engaging targets. To assume this position, the 

soldier faces his target, spreads his feet a comfortable distance apart, and drops to his 

knees. Using the butt of the rifle as a pivot, the firer rolls onto his nonfiring side, placing 

the nonfiring elbow close to the side of the magazine. He places the rifle butt in the 

pocket formed by the firing shoulder, grasps the pistol grip with his firing hand, and 

lowers the firing elbow to the ground. The rifle rests in the V formed by the thumb and 

fingers of the non-firing hand. The soldier adjusts the position of his firing elbow until his 

shoulders are about level, and pulls back firmly on the rifle with both hands. To complete 

the position, he obtains a stock weld and relaxes, keeping his heels close to the ground. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-23. Basic prone unsupported firing position. 
 

*4-7. PROPER WEAR AND FIT OF INTERCEPTOR BODY ARMOR  

The new BRM strategy includes the wearing of Interceptor body armor (IBA) minus the 

throat, collar, and groin attachments during all BRM periods and concurrent training. 

Though the conditions have changed, marksmanship fundamentals remain unchanged.  

Improper wear and fit of IBA impedes a soldier’s marksmanship ability. Prior to BRM 

training, use an IBA immersion approach so the soldier can adapt to weight and 

movement restrictions. Incrementally introduce the outer tactical vest (OTV) and 

front/back small arms protective insert (SAPI) plates for an easier weight transition. 

While the natural “pocket of the shoulder” is covered by the OTV, the buttstock is still 

placed where the “pocket” would be. 

*  a. Quantity and Sizing. Have adequate IBA quantities (Figure 4-24, page 4-20) on 

hand for all soldiers during IBA immersion. Make a conscious effort to size IBA to the 

soldier by conducting deliberate fit procedures to reduce or eliminate fit and size 

problems. Ensure that the SAPI size corresponds to the OTV. Also make sure nothing 

else is in the OTV/SAPI compartment.  
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*Figure 4-24. Interceptor body armor. 

* b. Wear of Helmets. When in the prone position the back plate in IBA tends to 

shove the personnel armor system for ground troops (PASGT) helmet over soldiers’ 

eyes. To minimize as much as possible the PASGT helmet positioning problem, 

always make sure it is properly sized and fitted. Excessive hair between the IBA and 

helmet further forces the helmet down over the shooter’s eyes. Encourage female 

soldiers to wear a short (chin length) haircut or cornrow hairstyle. A hair bun adds 

more material between the IBA rear SAPI and PASGT helmet. If short hair is not a 

female soldier’s prerogative, allow her hair to be worn down when firing. This allows 

soldiers to establish a foundation in firing with IBA before adding additional body 

armor components. Tightening the suspension harness and sweat band (raising the 

helmet higher in the head) can lessen interference with the IBA, hair, and helmet.  

The Army combat helmet (ACH) is lighter, has better weight distribution, and 

contains less material that can impede a soldier’s prone position firing vision than is 

contained in the PASGT helmet. The ACH does not interfere with the IBA and block 

a soldier’s vision while in the prone position.  

*  c.  Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures. To increase comfort and increase 

stability while wearing IBA in the prone position, sand or dirt should be scooped 

underneath the chest while preparing to fire. To alleviate pain and pressure on elbows 

and knees the added weight of IBA causes, elbow and knee pads can be used. If used 

in the kneeling position, the elbow pad should not rest on the knee pad; hard plastic 

on hard plastic is not conducive to a steady position. To help with stability while 

firing in the kneeling position, pinch and squeeze the rifle buttstock between the SAPI 

plate and bicep. Loosen the firing side straps and tighten the nonfiring side straps to 

shift the SAPI away from the firing side. Attaching canteens, ammunition pouches, or 

first aid pouches directly to IBA (instead of using load bearing equipment [LBE]) can 

minimize interference with LBE shoulder straps, IBA, and helmet. Reserve IBA 

firing with throat, collar, or groin protectors for advanced rifle marksmanship (ARM). 

Shorter stature soldiers may have to increase their body-line to rifle-axis-angle to 

more of an “L” shape so they can position themselves comfortably (physically reach 

the hand guards). Soldiers should be in a comfortable firing position to leverage the 

natural point of aim. The more the target and rifle are naturally in line, while in a 

relaxed position the less movement is needed to acquire a proper sight picture.  
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*4-8. FIRING POSITIONS WITH INTERCEPTOR BODY ARMOR 

While the natural “pocket of the soldier” is covered by the OTV, the buttstock is still 

placed where the “pocket” would be. 

* a. Prone Supported Firing Position. To assume the prone supported firing 

position, the soldier faces his target and drops to the ground, breaking his fall with the 

butt of the weapon (Figure 4-25). Legs are spread apart with the firing leg bent to relieve 

pressure on the lower body. The prone supported firing position uses sandbags or any 

other suitable object to support the handguard. The nonfiring hand in this position 

remains free for use on any part of the rifle. Both elbows are placed on the ground to 

support the upper body. The firing hand is placed on the pistol grip; the nonfiring hand is 

placed on the upper handguard. Elbow and knee pads can be worn to relieve IBA induced 

pain and pressure in these areas. The butt of the weapon should be placed between the 

SAPI plate and bicep to help stabilize the weapon and absorb recoil. 

 

*Figure 4-25. Prone supported firing position. 

* b. Prone Unsupported Firing Position. To assume the prone unsupported firing 

position, the soldier faces his target and drops to the ground, breaking his fall with the 

butt of the weapon. Legs are spread apart with the firing leg bent to relieve pressure on 

the lower back (Figure 4-26). Both elbows are placed on the ground to support the upper 

body. The firing hand is placed on the pistol grip; the nonfiring hand is placed on the 

upper handguard. Elbow and knee pads can be worn to relieve pressure and IBA induced 

pain in these areas. The butt of the weapon should be placed between the SAPI plate and 

bicep to help stabilize the weapon and absorb recoil. 

 

*Figure 4-26. Prone unsupported firing position. 
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* c. Kneeling Unsupported Firing Position. To assume the kneeling firing position, 

the soldier keeps his left foot in place, steps back with the right foot, then drops to the 

right knee (Figure 4-27). He places the left nonfiring hand on the upper handguard with 

the upper arm (triceps) on the left knee for support. The right firing hand is placed on the 

pistol grip with the butt of the weapon between the SAPI plate and bicep to help stabilize 

the weapon and absorb recoil. The ball of the right foot should rest firmly on the ground 

so the soldier can sit back with his buttock on the heel. Relaxing and leaning forward into 

the position can help absorb recoil. The butt of the weapon should be placed between the 

SAPI plate and bicep to help stabilize the weapon and absorb recoil. 

 

*Figure 4-27. Kneeling unsupported firing position. 

* d. Standing Unsupported Firing Position. To assume the standing unsupported 

firing position, the soldier faces his target, executes a facing movement to his firing side, 

then spreads his feet a comfortable distance apart (Figure 4-28, page 4-23). With his 

firing hand on the pistol grip and his nonfiring hand on the upper hand guard or bottom of 

the magazine, the soldier places the butt of the rifle between the SAPI plate of the IBA 

and his bicep. This stabilizes the weapon and absorbs recoil. The soldier shifts his feet 

until aiming naturally at the target and his weight is evenly distributed. The standing 

position provides the least stability, but can be assumed quickly while moving, and is a 

good position for target area observation. Support for any portion of the body or rifle 

improves stability. More stability can be obtained by adjusting the ammunition pouch to 

support the nonfiring elbow. This allows the rifle magazine to rest in the nonfiring hand. 
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*Figure 4-28. Standing unsupported firing position. 

* e. Standing Supported Firing Position Around Obstacles. To assume the 

standing firing position, the soldier faces his target, executes a facing movement to his 

firing side, then spreads his feet a comfortable distance apart (Figure 4-29). With his 

firing hand on the pistol grip and his nonfiring hand on the upper handguard, the soldier 

places the butt of the rifle between the SAPI plate and his bicep. This helps stabilize the 

weapon and absorbs the recoil. The soldier then leans into the wall or obstacle with his 

nonfiring forearm, shoulder, and nonfiring thigh touching the obstacle for support. The 

soldier shifts his feet until he is aiming naturally at the target and his weight is evenly 

distributed.   

 

*Figure 4-29. Standing supported firing position around obstacles. 
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*4-9. TRAINING DEVICES AND EXERCISES 

Several marksmanship training devices are available to aid in sustainment training when 

used with the appropriate training strategies. They are beneficial when ammunition is 

limited for training or practice exercises. Some training devices are complex, costly, and 

in limited supply, while others are relatively simple, cheap, and in large supply. Devices 

and aids can be used alone or in combinations. Individuals or squads can sustain or 

practice basic marksmanship skills and fundamentals with devices and aids. 

 a. Dominant Eye Training. This exercise assists the coach and the firer in 

determining which eye the firer should use when engaging targets. The firer’s dominant 

eye should be identified early in the training process to prevent unnecessary problems 

such as a blurred sight picture or the inability to acquire a tight shot group during the 

grouping exercise. (Refer to Appendix A for a detailed explanation on the dominant eye 

training exercise and training standards.) 

 b. M15A1 Aiming Card. This exercise measures the soldier’s ability to acquire the 

same sight picture each time the firer places his sights on a target using iron sights (Refer 

to Appendix A for a detailed explanation on the M15A1 aiming card exercise and 

training standards.) 

 c. Target Box and Paddle Exercise. This exercise incorporates the soldier’s 

position and breathing while aiming at a target 25 meters away, simulating a live fire 25-

meter engagement. This exercise reinforces the basic fundamentals while refining the 

soldier’s muscle memory during the integrated act of dry firing. This exercise specifically 

focuses on the soldier’s position, breathing and sight picture. (Refer to Appendix A for a 

detailed explanation of the target box and paddle exercise and training standards.) 

 d. Dime and Washer Exercise. This exercise incorporates the soldier’s position; 

breathing and trigger squeeze at a target 25 meters away, simulating a live fire 25-meter 

engagement. The soldier must successfully dry-fire his weapon six consecutive times 

without the washer falling to the ground. This exercise specifically focuses on all four of 

the soldier’s fundamentals. (Refer to Appendix A for a detailed explanation of the dime 

and washer exercise and training standards.) 
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Section III. MARKSMANSHIP FUNDAMENTALS II 
This training program (Figure 4-30) reinforces BRM and the four fundamentals while 

demonstrating the integrated act of shooting on the Weaponeer. 

 

Marksmanship Fundamentals II 
Period 3 (8 hours) 
Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce BRM 1, 2 and the four fundamentals while demonstrating the integrated act of shooting 
on the Weaponeer. 
Observables: 
All fundamentals emphasized and applied on the Weaponeer. 
Weapons safety reinforced on the Weaponeer. 
Peer coaching is emphasized during Weaponeer firing. 
Remediate all soldiers who fail to hit six out of nine shots at the 300-meter Weaponeer target. 
Tasks: 
Demonstrate the integrated act of firing while using the Weaponeer device. 
 
Note: Soldiers who do not meet the standard will receive remedial training before subsequent 

instruction. 

Figure 4-30. Marksmanship Fundamentals II training program. 

 

*4-10.   WEAPONEER 

The Weaponeer is capable of simulating all of the BRM live-fire scenarios without firing 

rounds. Immediate feedback is available for critiquing the soldier’s application of the 

integrated act of firing while using the Weaponeer device to include misfire procedures. 

(Refer to Appendix A for a detailed explanation of the Weaponeer training procedures 

and training standards.) This exercise incorporates all four fundamentals while giving 

immediate downrange feedback. 

 

*4-11.  ENGAGEMENT SKILLS TRAINER 2000 

The engagement skills trainer (EST) 2000 is a portable firearms training simulator system 

that provides training of marksmanship, squad tactical, and close-range shoot-don’t shoot 

techniques and skills for small arms weapons. EST 2000 will not be used as a substitute 

for live fire qualification. Commanders should review DA PAM 350-38, Standards in 

Training Commission (STRAC), for those live-fire events that can be executed in the 

EST 2000. Features that differentiate the EST 2000 from other systems are superior 

accuracy and state of the art graphics. (Refer to Appendix A for a detailed explanation of 

the EST 2000 training simulator.) 
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CHAPTER 5 

DOWNRANGE FEEDBACK 
(Phase II of Basic Rifle Marksmanship) 

This chapter contains guidelines for the instructor-trainer to conduct 

training on ranges that provide detailed feedback from the targets down 

range, such as bullet impact locations and shot group size. Primarily this 

chapter contains grouping and zeroing procedures and how to conduct the 3 

types of known distance ranges. It also contains the instructional intent, 

special instructions, and subject areas that should be observed to ensure 

quality training. 

Downrange feedback provides precise knowledge of what happens to 

bullets at range. It provides for an effective transition between 25-meter 

firing and firing on the field-fire range. Knowing precisely where all bullets 

are hitting or missing the target, the poor firer (with instructor-trainer 

assistance) can improve his performance and the good firer can bring his 

shots to target center. Firers develop the knowledge and skills required to 

perform with confidence on the field-fire range, where only hit-or-miss 

information is available. 

NOTE:  The TRADOC commander must approve any change to the authorized 

qualification courses. All questions concerning authorized qualification courses 

should be forwarded to: Commandant, US Army Infantry School, ATTN: 

ATSH-INB, Fort Benning, GA 31905. 

5-1. GROUPING PROCEDURES 

This paragraph provides guidelines for the instructor-trainer to conduct a grouping range 

(Figure 5-1). It includes concept, organization, shot group marking, shot group analysis, 

multiple shot group analysis and troubleshooting of the fundamentals. 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce preliminary marksmanship instruction (PMI) by performing the integrated act of shooting, 
and shoot two consecutive shot groups within a 4-cm circle at 25 meters. 

Special Instructions:
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the aperture marked L.  
Ensure proper rear sight setting to zero (M16A2/3=8/3+1, M16A4=6/3+2, M4=6/3).  
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300+1, not 800+1.  
Ensure small aperture is being used.  
Enforce proper and accurate shot group marking.  
Name is clearly marked on the target.  

Observables: 
Coaches are analyzing the firer’s fundamentals.  
Majority of the round must be inside the circle to be counted.  
Two consecutive 3-round groups are shot with 6 of 6 rounds in the 4-cm circle.  

Figure 5-1. Grouping procedures. 
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 a. Concept of Grouping. Shot grouping is a form of practice firing with two primary 

objectives: firing tight shot groups and consistently placing those groups in the same 

location. Shot grouping should be conducted between dry-fire training and zeroing. The 

initial live-fire training should be a grouping exercise with the purpose of practicing and 

refining marksmanship fundamentals. Since this is not a zeroing exercise, few sight changes 

are made. Grouping exercises can be conducted anywhere that provides precise location of 

bullet hits and misses such as a 25-meter live-fire zeroing range, KD range, Weaponeer, 

MACS, LOMAH, LMTS, or EST. No sight adjustments should be made to the sights until 

the firer can shoot six consecutive shots (two shot groups) inside a 4-centimeter circle. Once 

this is accomplished the soldier is now ready to conduct zeroing procedures. 

b. Organization of Grouping on a 25-meter range. The organization and conduct of a 

grouping range are based on the availability of ammunition, number of personnel, and the 

firing ability of personnel in training. 

(1) The unit is divided into firing orders. The first order fires while the second order 

coaches. Ten firing points are reserved to conduct corrective instruction. 

(2) Sandbags should be provided at each firing point to accommodate supported firing 

positions (Figure 5-2). 

(3) Each shot is fired using the same aiming point (center of mass) from a supported 

firing position. 

(4) Each soldier ensures his sights are set for 25-meter firing. 

(5) The soldier fires a three-round shot group at the 25-meter zero target. The firing line 

is cleared, and he moves downrange to examine the shot group. The soldier and coach 

examine the shot group for fundamental errors, triangulate the shot group and put the number 

1 in the center of the shot group. 

(6) If the shot group is off of the 25-meter zero target the weapon should be 

mechanically zeroed. If the shot group is barely on the target a bold adjustment should be 

made. 

(7) Each shot is fired using the same aiming point (center of mass). The objective is to 

fire tight shot groups and to place those shot groups inside a 4-centimeter circle (the actual 

location of groups on the target is not important). 

(8) The soldier returns to the firing line and fires a second three-round shot group. 

(9) The firing line is cleared, and he moves downrange to examine the second shot 

group, triangulate, and mark the center of the shot group with the number 2. The soldier 

groups the two shot groups and marks the center. 

(10) Steps 1 through 8 are repeated until the soldier places six out of six consecutive 

rounds inside a 4-centimeter circle. (The majority of the round must be inside the circle or it 

is not counted). If the soldier is not grouped in 18 rounds, he should be removed from the 

firing line and given remedial training before attempting to group again. 

(11) Once firing proficiency has been demonstrated from the supported firing position, 

grouping exercises can be conducted from the unsupported firing position. For example, 27 

rounds are allocated for the grouping exercise, if the soldier groups in 18 rounds, he can fire 

the remaining 9 rounds from the unsupported firing position. 
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Figure 5-2. The 25-meter range.

 c. Shot-Group Marking. The instructor-trainer must understand how to analyze shot 

groups correctly. If the soldier is to benefit from this exercise and if the instructor-trainer (or 

coach) is to provide useful guidance, the soldier must mark each shot group for a clear record 

of his firing practice (Figure 5-3). He connects the three bullet holes on his target with a 

straight line and places a number inside the shot group. The number represents the center of 

the three shots. When two shots are near one end of the group and the third shot is toward the 

other end, the number is placed closer to the two near shots (Figure 5-4). This is not a precise 

marking that requires a measurement but a procedure to help shot-group analysis. The three-

round shot group allows the firer’s performance to be evaluated. While some of the variation 

in a single shot group is due to the rifle and ammunition. 

Figure 5-3. Shot-group marking. 

Figure 5-4. Central point of an odd-shaped group. 
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 d. Shot-Group Analysis. The purpose of shot-group analysis is to identify firer errors 

on the single shots of a shot group so the soldier can correct these errors while firing the next 

shot group. Shot-group analysis begins with the instructor-trainer observing the soldier while 

he fires. The instructor-trainer observes the firer’s position, aiming, trigger squeeze and 

breathing. The instructor-trainer then analyzes the shot group to confirm problem areas. The 

coach should not use shot-group analysis as a stand-alone tool without observing the firer. 

The ideal shot group will have all three rounds within a 2-centimeter circle. Three rounds 

within a 4-centimeter circle is the minimum standard. 

NOTE: The M16A2 zero target squares are .96 centimeter in size while the M4 zero 

target squares are 1.3 centimeters in size. Two single shots on a 25-meter zero 

target that are 2 centimeters apart does not equate to two squares from each other 

on the M4 zero target. The M16A2 25-meter zero targets difference in distance is 

so small that it can be disregarded. 

(1) Match-Grade Performance. The target shown in Figure 5-5 illustrates a match-grade 

quality rifle-ammunition combination, which places all bullets in almost the same hole, and 

helps detect the slightest errors of the firer. 

Figure 5-5. 25-meter match grade performance. 

(2) 2-Centimeter Shot Groups. When firing a standard service rifle and standard 

ammunition combination the dispersion pattern may be up to 2 centimeters apart without 

human error. This dispersion pattern is not considered firer error. The targets shown in 

Figure 5-6 reflect possible 25-meter shot group performances by standard rifle-ammunition 

combinations and proper soldier performance. The variances of the standard rifle and 

standard ammunition must be considered during shot-group analysis and the instructor-

trainer must ensure the soldier understands that his weapon or ammunition may not be 

capable of placing three rounds within a 1-centimeter square. 
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Figure 5-6. Shot groups indicate no firer error. 

NOTE: The following figures and paragraphs discuss indicators that may assist the 

trainer-coach or firer by identifying potential problems with the firer’s four 

fundamentals. 

(3) 3-Centimeter Shot Groups. The targets shown in Figure 5-7 represent minimum 

acceptable firing performances. A better firing performance should be expected, and the 

instructor-trainer should ensure the soldier is properly applying the four marksmanship 

fundamentals. He should explain that this shot group size is not due to weapon or 

ammunition performance. The placement of shots in these groups (about 3 centimeters apart 

on the target) reflects minor shooting error. Any of these three shot groups could have been a 

minor change in sight picture, breathing, trigger squeeze, position or an erratic round. 

Figure 5-7. Shot groups indicate minor shooting error. 
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(4) 4- to 5-Centimeter Shot Groups. The targets shown in Figure 5-8 represent 

unacceptable firing performance. A better firing performance should be expected, and the 

instructor-trainer should ensure the soldier is properly applying the four marksmanship 

fundamentals. He should explain that this shot group size is not due to weapon or 

ammunition performance. The placement of shots in these groups (about 4 to 5 centimeters 

apart on the target) reflects considerable shooting error. Any of these three shot groups could 

have been a change in position, sight picture, breathing, trigger squeeze or an erratic round. 

Firers with these shot groups should receive dry-fire training to help correct firing problems. 

(See Appendix A for more information.) 

Figure 5-8. Shot groups indicate considerable shooting error. 

(5) 6-Centimeter or Larger Shot Groups. The targets shown in Figure 5-9 represent 

unacceptable firing performance. A better firing performance should be expected, and the 

instructor-trainer should ensure the soldier is properly applying the four marksmanship 

fundamentals. He should explain that group size is not due to weapon or ammunition 

performance. The placement of shots in these groups (more than 6 centimeters apart on the 

target) reflects major shooting error. Any of these three shot groups could have been a 

change in position, sight picture, breathing; or trigger squeeze, or the firer may be 

anticipating the shot. Firers with these shot groups should receive extensive dry-fire training 

to help correct firing problems. (See Appendix A for more information.) 
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Figure 5-9. Shot groups indicate major shooting error. 

e. Multiple Shot-Group Analysis. Shot-grouping analysis is the ongoing analyses of 

individual shot groups while comparing them to each other for consistent aiming. The 

instructor-trainer must understand how to mark shot groupings correctly. If the soldier is to 

benefit from this exercise, and if the instructor-trainer (or coach) is to provide useful 

guidance, the soldier must mark each shot group individually and locates the center of more 

than one shot group. In Figure 5-10 three shot groups were fired. Each shot group was 

individually connected, marking the center of each with a number (1, 2, 3 and so on). Next, 

the soldier connects the numbers and places an X in the center. The X represents the center 

of all three shot groups. 

Figure 5-10. Central point of three shot groups. 
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 (1) Acceptable Shot-Grouping Performance. The shot groups in Figure 5-11 represent 

acceptable shot groups (4 centimeters or less) in the same location. A soldier firing this shot 

grouping should make a sight change of left 10 and down 4. Any change should be clearly 

marked on the target and saved for reference. The soldier would then be ready to zero his 

weapon. 

Figure 5-11. Acceptable shot grouping performance. 

NOTE:  Location of the shot group on the 25-meter target is not important when 

conducting a grouping exercise. The size of the shot groups and the dispersion of 

the shot groupings are the main focus of this exercise. Two consecutive shot 

groupings must fall within a 4-centimeter circle at 25-meters before the soldier 

should be allowed to make any adjustments or to start zeroing procedures. 
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(2) Shot Groups with Inconsistent Aiming. The groups in Figure 5-12 indicate that the 

soldier for each shot group is applying proper firing fundamentals, but is using a different 

aiming point each time a shot group is fired. The soldier’s understanding of the aiming 

process is questioned, and his position checked for consistency. The instructor-trainer cannot 

determine which shot group best represents the firer’s zero. 

Figure 5-12. Shot groups with inconsistent aiming. 
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 (3) Shot Groups with Consistent Aiming and Major Shooting Error. The groups in 

Figure 5-13 indicate consistent aiming, but the soldier is not applying the four fundamentals 

properly while firing each shot group. The firer should be assigned a coach to troubleshoot 

the soldier’s four fundamentals in an attempt to isolate the soldier’s firing errors. 

Figure 5-13. Shot groups with consistent aiming and major shooting error. 
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(4) Shot Groups with Inconsistent Aiming and Major Shooting Error. The groups 

shown in Figure 5-14 indicate inconsistent aiming and major shooting errors. The firer 

should be assigned a coach to troubleshoot the soldier’s four fundamentals in an attempt to 

isolate the soldier’s firing errors. 

Figure 5-14. Shot groups with inconsistent aiming 

and major shooting error. 
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 (5) Shot Groups with Improper Vertical Placement. The shot groups shown in Figure 5-

15, when viewed as nine shots, reflect proper horizontal placement of shots but 

unsatisfactory vertical dispersion. This indicates a failure to vertically aim at target center of 

mass for each shot. The soldier’s aiming procedure is checked along with other 

marksmanship fundamentals. 

Figure 5-15. Shot groups with improper vertical placement. 
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(6) Improper Shot Groups on the Edge of the Target. The shot groups shown in Figure 

5-16 are improper groups. A sight change is made to bring the groups closer to the target 

center. A bold sight change should be made to ensure the shot groups remain on the 25-meter 

zero target. 

Figure 5-16. Improper shot groups on the edge of the target. 

f. Troubleshooting the Fundamentals. The imagination is the only limiting factor in 

troubleshooting the fundamentals as a coach. The following examples can be used to identify 

errors in soldier’s fundamentals.

 (1) Aiming. Attach the M16 sighting device and observe while the soldier fires. 

(2) Breathing. Watch the rise and fall of the firer’s chest for consistency. 

(3) Trigger squeeze. Place your finger over the firer’s finger while he fires, feeling for 

jerking and smooth follow through. 

(4) Position. Observe the following areas for consistency: 

�� Placement of the tip of the nose is always the same. 

�� Placement of the trigger finger is always the same. 

�� Placement of the nonfiring hand is always the same. 

�� Placement of the legs is always the same. 
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�� Cheek-to-stock position is always the same. 

�� Positioning of equipment is always the same. 

(5) Other Potential Problem Areas. Ensure— 

�� Nonfiring eye is not shuttering. 

�� Equipment is fitted properly. 

�� Soldier is not flinching when the trigger is pulled. 

�� Soldier is firing with the dominant eye. 

�� Soldier is wearing glasses if applicable. 

�� Soldier is maximizing full use of the supported position. 

5-2. ZEROING PROCEDURES 

This paragraph provides guidelines for the instructor-trainer to zero M16-/M4-series 

weapons at 25 meters and at actual range (Figure 5-17). It includes concept, organization, 

mechanical zero, zero recording, 25-meter sight settings, field-fire sight settings, and 

troubleshooting of the fundamentals. 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce PMI while adjusting confirmed shot groups center mass of the 4-cm circle with 5 out of 6 
consecutive rounds at 25 meters. 

Special Instructions:
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the aperture marked L.  
Ensure proper rear sight setting to zero (M16A2/3=8/3+1, M16A4=6/3+2, M4=6/3).  
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300+1, not 800+1.  
Ensure small aperture is being used.  
Enforce proper and accurate shot group marking.  
Name is clearly marked on the target.  
M16A1s are zeroing on the M16A1 zero targets.  
M16A2/A3/A4s are zeroing on the M16A2 zero targets.  
M4s are zeroing on the M4 zero targets.  

Observables: 
Coaches are analyzing the firer’s fundamentals.  
Majority of the round must be inside the circle to be counted.  
Two consecutive 3-round groups are shot with 5 of 6 rounds in the 4-cm circle. 

Figure 5-17. Zeroing procedures. 

a. The purpose of battlesight zeroing is to align the sights with the weapon’s barrel 

given standard issue ammunition. When this is accomplished correctly, the point of aim and 

point of impact are the same at a given range such as 250 meters for the M16A1 and 300 

meters for the M16A2/A3/A4 and M4-series weapons. This sight setting provides the highest 

hit probability for most combat targets with minimum adjustment to the aiming point. 

(1) When standard zeroing procedures are followed, a properly zeroed rifle for one 

soldier is close to the zero for another soldier. When a straight line is drawn from target 

center to the tip of the front sight post and through the center of the rear aperture, it makes 

little difference whose eye is looking along this line. There are many subtle factors that result 

in differences among individual zeros. The similarity of individual zeros should be 

emphasized instead of the differences. 
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(2) Most firers can fire with the same zeroed rifle if they are properly applying 

marksmanship fundamentals. This information can be useful in three ways. If a soldier is 

having difficulty zeroing and the problem cannot be diagnosed, having a good firer zero the 

rifle could find the problem and eliminates the weapon as part of the problem. When a 

soldier must fire another soldier’s rifle without opportunity to verify the zero by firing, for 

example, picking up another man’s rifle on the battlefield, the rifle will be closer to actual 

zero if the rifle sights are left unchanged. This information is useful in deciding initial sight 

settings and recording of zeros. All rifles in the arms room, even those not assigned, should 

have been previously zeroed by the last soldier it was assigned to. Zeroing this newly 

assigned weapon should start with the sights left where they are. 

(3) There is no relationship between the specific sight settings a soldier uses on his rifle 

to the sight settings he would zero another rifle to. For example, a soldier could zero his 

assigned rifle 10 clicks left of center, and then zero another rifle and his adjustments could 

be 10 clicks right of center. This is due to the manufacturing difference from one rifle to 

another, which makes it essential that each soldier zeros the rifle that he is assigned. 

Therefore, all newly assigned personnel should be required to fire their rifle for zero as soon 

as possible after assignment to the unit. The same rule must apply anytime a soldier is 

assigned a rifle that is returned from direct support (DS) or general support (GS) 

maintenance, or the zero is in question. 

b. All soldiers should successfully group prior to zeroing. If the unit is proficient at 

grouping, then two shot groups should be fired to confirm proficiency prior to making any 

sight adjustments during zeroing procedures. 

(1) The unit is divided into firing orders. The first order fires while the second order 

coaches. Firing points are reserved to conduct corrective instruction. When using smaller 

ranges, the unit should be divided into three or more orders. 

(2) Sandbags should be provided at each firing point to accommodate supported firing 

positions. 

(3) Each shot is fired using the same aiming point (center of mass of the target) from a 

supported firing position. 

(4) Each soldier ensures his sights are set for 25-meter zeroing. 

(5) The soldier fires a three-round shot group at the 25-meter zero target. The firing line 

is cleared, and he moves downrange to examine the shot group. The soldier examines the 

shot group for fundamental errors, triangulates the shot group and puts the number 1 in the 

center of the shot group. 

(6) Initially the soldier should fire two individual shot groups before a sight change is 

considered. If the initial shot group is not on paper the weapon should be mechanically 

zeroed before the soldier fires this weapon again. 

(7) The soldier returns to the firing line and fires a second three-round shot group. 

(8) The firing line is cleared, and he moves downrange to examine the second shot 

group, triangulate and mark the center of the shot group with the number 2. The soldier 

groups the two shot groups and marks the center of the two shot groups with an X. If the two 

shot groups fall within a 4-centimeter circle the firer determines what sight adjustments need 

to be made, identifies the closest horizontal and vertical lines to the X, and then reads the 

25-meter zero target to determine the proper sight adjustments to make. If the two shot 

groups did not fall within a 4-centimeter circle the soldier continues grouping. 
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(9) The soldier then annotates any sight adjustments that need to be made to the weapon 

on the 25-meter zero target and ensures his name is also on the target. If five out of six 

rounds fell within the 4-centimeter circle the soldier is zeroed and can be removed from the 

firing line. (The majority of the round must be inside the circle to be counted.) 

(10) The unzeroed soldier returns to the firing line and makes sight adjustments. 

(11) Steps 1 through 8 are repeated until the soldier places five out of six consecutive 

rounds inside the 4-centimeter circle. If the soldier is not zeroed in 18 rounds he should be 

removed from the firing line and given remedial training before attempting to zero again. 

(12) Once firing proficiency has been demonstrated from the supported firing position, 

zeroing exercises can be conducted from the unsupported firing position. For example, 18 

rounds are allocated for the zeroing exercise; if the soldier zeroes in 9 rounds, the soldier can 

fire the remaining 9 rounds from the unsupported firing position. 

c. While applying the fundamentals, the soldier consistently aims center mass of the 

target as shown in (A) of Figure 5-18. The soldier fires two separate three-round shot groups, 

as shown in (B) of Figure 5-18, and groups them. Based on the location of these two groups 

the soldier makes the appropriate sight adjustments. After making the correct sight changes, 

the soldier fires two more separate three-round shot groups to confirm the adjustments have 

aligned the sights with the center of the target, and the bullets are in the 4-centimeter circle 

(Figure 5-19.). 

Figure 5-18. Correct aiming (A), initial shot-group results (B). 
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Figure 5-19. Final shot-group results. 

5-3. KNOWN-DISTANCE RANGE (WITH OR WITHOUT LOMAH) 

This paragraph provides guidelines for the instructor-trainer to conduct a known-distance 

(KD) range and apply the effects of wind and gravity (Figure 5-20). The three types of KD 

ranges discussed here are the standard KD range, the KD record fire range, and the modified 

field-fire range. 

NOTE: If the range is equipped with the location of misses and hits (LOMAH) system, a 

firing order will be used to operate the LOMAH throughout the period of 

instruction and will be fired last. When using LOMAH, the zero confirmation is 

part of the program and will be shot as the first scenario. The soldier will shoot 

six rounds at the 175-meter/200-yard target while aiming center mass of the 

target. If the shot group falls within the 11-inch circle on the LOMAH monitor, 

the soldier will continue the programmed scenario, which is identical to the 

downrange feedback scenario without LOMAH. If the soldier shoots a shot 

group that is 11 inches or smaller but is clearly not zeroed, then the instructor-

trainer should assist the soldier in making sight adjustments based upon the data 

provided on the LOMAH monitor. If the shot group is not tight (greater than 11 
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inches), then the soldier should be removed from the firing line and given 

remedial training on the four fundamentals of marksmanship. 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce PMI while shooting from the prone supported and unsupported firing positions. Build the 
soldier’s confidence that they can hit where they aim at range while applying the effects of wind and 
gravity. 

Special Instructions:
Ensure the effects of wind and gravity are thoroughly explained.  
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A1=the unmarked aperture, short-range).  
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A2/3=8/3, M16A4=6/3, M4=6/3).  
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300, not 800.  

Observables: 
Spotters being correctly used to provide feedback.  
8 of 10 at 75 or 100 meters (100 yards).  
14 of 20 at 175 or 200 meters (200 yards).  
5 of 10 at 300 meters (300 yards). 

Figure 5-20. Downrange feedback. 

a. Concept of a Known-Distance Range. A KD range has three primary objectives: 

fire tight shot groups at a known distance, make sight adjustments at range (not an objective 

for IET soldiers) while experiencing the effects of wind and gravity, and marksmanship 

testing. (LOMAH, LMTS, EST, Weaponeer and MACS are training aids discussed in 

Appendix A that may be used to supplement or substitute this live-fire exercise.) The firing 

task on a KD range is an intermediate step toward the firing task of a combat soldier. The 

soldier is provided information concerning the precise hit-or-miss location of every bullet 

fired. KD firing is conducted with a single, clearly visible target at a known distance, and the 

soldier can establish a position that provides a natural point of aim on that single target. 

(1) On the standard KD range, soldiers fire at the 100-, 200-, and 300-meter targets 

without any time restraints. 

(2) On the KD record fire range, soldiers fire at the 100-, 200-, and 300-meter or yard 

targets with time restraints. 

(3) On the modified field-fire range, soldiers fire at the 100-, 200-, and 300-meter targets 

on a standard 50- to 300- meter field-fire qualification range. If a qualification range is not 

available, this exercise may be shot on a standard 75- to 300-meter field-fire range. Targets 

and target frames must be set up to accommodate this training. 

NOTE: On ranges that are built in yards instead of meters the same KD targets will be 

used. The difference is so small it does not need to be considered. 

(4) The KD range does not require the soldier to detect targets, estimate range to targets, 

scan a sector of fire, respond to surprise targets, respond to short exposure targets, or engage 

multiple targets. 

(5) An advantage of a KD range is the ability to see precisely where each bullet hits. To 

benefit from this training you must ensure the soldiers can clearly see the results of each 

firing, whether a group, single shot, or 10-round exercise. 
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b. KD Target Description. Downrange feedback training should include detailed 

explanations of the targets. 

(1) The KD targets are large enough to capture all bullets fired. The standard E-type and 

F-type silhouettes can be used if the standard KD targets are not available. 

(2) The 16-centimeter circle on the 100-meter targets, 32-centimeter circle on the 

200-meter targets, and the 48-centimeter circle on the 300-meter targets equate to the 

4-centimeter zero target at 25 meters. If the soldier’s shot group falls within the 4-centimeter 

circle at 25 meters they will fall within the circle on the target being shot. If the round falls 

outside the circle the round will clearly miss the 300-meter target in Figure 5-21. 

(3) The X is located in the bottom portion of the circle to show the firer where he must 

aim so his bullets will hit target center of mass when his rifle is zeroed. 

(4) The grid system on the targets in Figure 5-21 equates to the 25-meter zero targets. 

For example, one click on the front sight post equals one square on the 25-meter zero target 

and also equals one square on the target being shot. Information similar to that on the zero 

target has been overprinted to assist in applying sight adjustments. 

Figure 5-21. Downrange feedback targets.

 c. Marking the KD Range Targets. When the initial shot group is fired, target 

spotters/markers (Figure 5-22, page 5-20) should be placed in each bullet hole, placing the 

white side on the silhouette and black side off the silhouette. This procedure ensures the firer 

can see where the rounds impacted. Instructors-trainers can observe the firer’s performance 

and focus their attention on the soldiers having the greatest problems. Soldiers are motivated 

to fire better since their peers can observe their performance. On the second and subsequent 

shot groups, the target spotters/markers should be moved and placed in the holes of the new 

shot group. The old holes must be pasted, using black pastors on black and white pastors on 

white. Failure to paste all bullet holes makes it difficult to determine one shot group from 

another. 
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Figure 5-22. Target marking with spotters (markers).

 d. KD Shot-Grouping Analysis. Figure 5-23 shows two targets that were both shot 

with three individual rounds (A). On a pop-up target these two firing performances would 

provide the same information back to the firing line; each target was hit once and missed 

twice. Once the targets are properly marked with spotters on a KD range it becomes clear 

why only one round hit either target. The firer on the left is failing to properly apply the four 

fundamentals correctly, and the firer on the right needs to make an adjustment to his iron 

sights (assuming that wind was not a factor). The firer on the right would then triangulate the 

shot group and read the appropriate adjustments from the target. Figure 5-23 also shows 

another two targets that were both shot with three individual rounds (B). On a pop-up target 

these two firing performances would appear to be the same. Once properly marked with 

spotters on a KD range it is obvious that the firer on the left needs more training on the four 

fundamentals. 
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Figure 5-23. Comparison of firing performance.

 e. KD Zeroing. The 300-meter target can be used at 300 meters to confirm weapon 

zero or to refine the zero obtained on the 25-meter range. The zero on this target is more 

valid than the zero obtained on the 25-meter range when the wind is properly compensated 

for. Soldiers should fire two 5 round shot groups to confirm zero or three-round shot groups 

to refine their zero. The pit crews should spot targets after each shot group is fired. If there is 

more than a five mile-per-hour crosswind, KD zeroing should not be attempted. 

NOTES: 1.  M16A1. The unmarked aperture (short-range) is used on the M16A1 for 

refinement of zero at 300 meters. For target engagements beyond the 

300-meter line, the long-range aperture (L) is used. 

2.  M16A2/3/4, M4, and M4A1 weapons. The unmarked aperture is used for 

zeroing and target engagement at all distances on the KD range. When 

engaging targets beyond 300 meters the windage knob should be adjusted to 

the range of the target. 400-meter targets are engaged on the setting 4 flush 

and 450-meter targets would be set on 4 plus two clicks. 

3.  Basic training soldiers will only zero on the 25-meter range. 
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 f. Elevation and Windage Adjustments at Distance. The elevation and windage rule 

states that one click of elevation or windage moves the strike of the bullet a specific distance 

at a specific range. At a range of 25 meters, one click of windage moves the strike of the 

bullet .33 centimeters and one click of elevation on the front sight moves the strike of the 

bullet .83 centimeters. To compute the distance (D) one click of elevation (front sight) or 

windage moves the strike of a bullet at a given range (R), divide the range (expressed in 

meters) by 25, and multiply by either .33 centimeters for windage or .83 centimeters for 

elevation. 

Windage: D = R ÷ 25m x .33 (D = distance in centimeters). 
Elevation: D = R ÷ 25m x .83 (R = distance in centimeters).

 (1) Windage. To compute the distance one click of windage moves the strike of the 

bullet at a range of 300 meters, divide 300 meters by 25 meters and multiply by .33 

centimeters. 

D = 300m ÷ 25m = 12, 12 x .33 = 3.96 centimeters (round this up to 4.0). 

One click of windage moves the strike of the bullet 4 centimeters at 300 meters. (Tables 5-1 

and 5-2, page 5-23, show the amount of change in windage of the strike of the bullet at 

various ranges.) 

(2) Elevation—Front Sight. To compute the distance one click of elevation (front sight) 

moves the strike of the bullet at a range of 300 meters, divide 300 meters by 25 meters and 

multiply by .83 centimeters. 

D = 300m ÷ 25m = 12, 12 x .83 = 9.96 centimeters (round this up to 10 cm). 

One click of elevation on the front sight moves the strike of the bullet 10 centimeters at a 

range of 300 meters. (Tables 5-1 and 5-2 show the amount of change in elevation of the 

strike of the bullet at various ranges.) 

(3) Elevation—Rear Sight. The elevation knob adjusts elevation 1.1 inch for each click 

at 100 meters with each dot and each number representing one click of elevation.  
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DISTANCE 
(in meters) 

DISTANCE 1 CLICK WILL ADJUST THE POINT OF IMPACT 

Front Sight Post Windage Knob Elevation Wheel 

25 .83cm (3/8 in.) .33cm (1/8 in.) .5cm (1/4 in.) 

50 1.5cm (5/8 in.) .5cm (1/4 in.) 1.5cm (1/2 in.) 

75 2.5cm (1 in.) 1.0cm (3/8 in.) 2.0cm (3/4 in.) 

100 3.5cm (1 3/8 in.) 1.5cm (1/2 in.) 2.75cm (1 in.) 

150 5.0cm (2 in.) 2.0cm (3/4 in.) 4.0cm (1 1/2 in.) 

175 6.0cm (2 3/8 in.) 2.25cm (7/8 in.) 5.0cm (2 in.) 

200 6.5cm (2 5/8 in.) 2.5cm (1 in.) 5.5cm (2 1/4 in.) 

250 8.5cm (3 3/8 in.) 3.5cm (1 1/4 in.) 7.0cm (2 3/4 in.) 

300 10.0cm (4 in.) 4.0cm (1 1/2 in.) 8.5cm (3 1/4 in.) 

400 13.5cm (5 3/8 in.) 5.5cm (2 1/4 in.) 11.0cm (4 1/2 in.) 

500 17.0cm (6.69 in.) 6.5cm (2 1/2 in.) 14.0cm (5 1/2 in.) 

600 20.5cm (8.05 in.) 8.0cm (3 1/8 in.) 16.75cm (6 1/2 in.) 

700 24.0cm (9.45 in.) 9.0cm (3 5/8 in.) 19.5cm (7 1/2 in.) 

800 27.5cm (10.83 in.) 10.5cm (4 1/8 in.) 22.5cm (8 3/4 in.) 

NOTE: All values are rounded off. 

Table 5-1. M16A2/3 and front sight post of an M16A4. 

DISTANCE 
(in meters) 

DISTANCE 1 CLICK WILL ADJUST THE POINT OF IMPACT 

Front Sight Post Windage Knob Elevation Wheel 

25 1.2 cm (1/2 in.) .5 cm (1/4 in.) .5 cm (1/4 in.) 

50 2.4 cm (1 in.) 1.5 cm (1/2 in.) 1.5 cm (1/2 in.) 

75 3.6 cm (1 1/2 in.) 2.0 cm (3/4 in.) 2.0 cm (3/4 in.) 

100 4.8 cm (1 7/8 in.) 2.75 cm (1 in.) 2.75 cm (1 in.) 

150 7.2 cm (2 7/8 in.) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in.) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in.) 

175 8.4 cm (3 3/8 in.) 5.0 cm (2 in.) 4.0 cm (2 in.) 

200 9.6 cm (3 3/4 in) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in.) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in.) 

250 12.0 cm (4 3/4 in.) 7.0 cm (2 3/4 in.) 7.0 cm (2 3/4 in.) 

300 14.4 cm (5 3/4 in.) 8.5 cm (3 1/4 in.) 8.5 cm (3 1/4 in.) 

400 19.2 cm (7 1/2 in.) 11.0 cm (4 1/2 in.) 11.0 cm (4 1/2 in.) 

500 24.0 cm (9 1/2 in.) 14.0 cm (5 1/2 in.) 14.0 cm (5 1/2 in.) 

600 28.8 cm (11 1/4 in.) 16.75 cm (6 1/2 in.) 16.75 cm (6 1/2 in.) 

NOTE: All values are rounded off. 

Table 5-2. M4/M4A1 and windage of an M16A4. 

g. Conduct of a Standard KD Range. The standard KD range is conducted with paper 

targets at 100, 200, and 300 meters (Figure 5-24, page 5-24). Shot groups are fired 

progressively at the targets. Half the bullets are fired from the supported firing position and 

the other half from the unsupported firing position. The wind speed and direction must be 

determined before firing and the firer must know the distance to the target. After each shot 

group is fired the targets are marked. Based on this feedback, soldiers receive a critique from 

their instructor-trainer or coach, and apply adjusted aiming points as necessary. The 

downrange feedback exercise must be conducted within the constraints of time, ammunition, 

and available ranges. If 30 rounds of ammunition are available for training, firing three-
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round shot groups 10 times is preferable to firing five-round shot groups 6 times. Once the 

soldier understands the concept for adjusting the aiming point to compensate for the effects 

of wind and gravity, he is ready to apply his knowledge on the field-fire range. 

Figure 5-24. Known-distance range. 

(1) 100-Meter Targets. Feedback can be provided after each round, each three-round 

shot group, or each five-round shot group on the 100-meter feedback targets. No time limit is 

placed on the firer. Soldiers fire from the supported firing position and from the unsupported 

firing position. The targets are then marked and evaluated. Feedback consists of a critique of 

performance, adjustments to point of aim, effects of wind and gravity, and shot placement. 

Target spotters mark the bullet holes so hits can be viewed from the firing line. 

NOTE: Basic training soldiers will fire one five-round shot group from the supported and 

one five-round shot group from the unsupported firing positions. They must hit 8 

out of 10. 
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(2) 200-Meter Targets. Firers engage the 200-meter target using the same downrange 

procedure as the 100-meter target. 

NOTE:  Basic training soldiers will fire 10 rounds from the supported and 10 rounds from 

the unsupported firing positions. They must hit 14 out of 20. 

(3) 300-Meter Targets. Firers engage the 300-meter target using the same downrange 

procedure as the 100-meter target. 

NOTE: Basic training soldiers will fire one five-round shot group from the supported and 

one five-round shot group from the unsupported firing positions. They must hit 8 

out of 10. 

h. KD Record Fire Range. The KD record fire range gives soldiers the chance to 

engage targets at range with time constraints and feedback. The effects of wind and gravity 

are demonstrated while firing on the course. Before firing the course, all soldiers confirm the 

zero of their assigned rifles at 300 meters with six rounds. The six zero rounds are fired in 

the prone supported position from the 300-meter line before qualification—zero rounds do 

not count for score. The firers are given two minutes to fire 20 rounds at the 300-meter target 

from a supported firing position. The firing line is moved to the 200-meter line and firers are 

given 60 seconds to fire 10 rounds at the 200-meter target from an unsupported firing 

position. The firing line is moved to the 100-meter line and firers are given 60 seconds to fire 

10 rounds at the 100-meter target from an unsupported firing position. Qualification 

standards for the KD alternate course are: 

�� Expert: Hits 38 to 40 targets. 

�� Sharpshooter: Hits 33 to 37 targets. 

�� Marksman: Hits 26 to 32 targets. 

�� Unqualified: Hits 25 targets and below. 

i. Modified Field-Fire Range. A modified field-fire range can be used for downrange 

feedback. To conduct downrange feedback, minor changes must be made to a standard 

field-fire range. Target frames, like those used on the 25-meter range, are placed on a 

standard qualification range at 100, 200, and 300 meters. The standard KD range or the KD 

record fire range can be conducted on the modified field-fire range. 

NOTE:  The firing line will have to be cleared, moved to the targets for marking, and 

returned each time a firing order fires. 

j. Record of Performance. During the conduct of downrange feedback, a record of 

performance should be kept for an after-action review. (See Appendix B for a blank 

reproducible copy of the KD scorecards.) As soldiers complete each phase and achieve the 

performance standard for that range, they should receive a critique. Instructors-trainers must 

ensure soldiers do not progress to a greater range until they become proficient at closer 

ranges. For example, the soldier who is having problems firing a 6-inch group at 100 meters 

should not be expected to fire an 11-inch group at 200 meters—progressing to greater ranges 

would only frustrate the soldier. 
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 k. 25-Meter Zero Standard (Figure 5-25). A standard E-type silhouette is 48.26 

centimeters wide; a circle (angle) that is 48.26 centimeters at 300 meters is 4 centimeters at 

25 meters. A soldier who can fire all bullets in a 4-centimeter circle at 25-meters and adjusts 

the sights for zero will hit the target at all ranges out to 300 meters. 

Figure 5-25. The 25-meter zero standard. 

5-4. EFFECTS OF WIND AND GRAVITY 

Marksmanship instructors-trainers should know how the effects of wind and gravity 

influence the flight of the bullet, and soldiers should know how to compensate for such 

bullet displacement. This instruction is appropriate for all marksmanship training and 

concurrent training. 

a. Effects of Gravity. Gases created by gunpowder push each round out the end of the 

barrel. The barrel must be elevated slightly to allow the round to travel farther, creating an 

arc. The round will travel straight until it slows down and is gradually pulled down to the 

ground by gravity. Each round fired will be pushed approximately the same distance and will 

roughly follow the same path. When the firer zeroes his weapon he is aligning his line of 

sight to cross the path of the round at the distance he wants to zero his weapon. For example, 

a 300-meter zero means that the line of sight will cross the path of the round at 300 meters. If 

the firer is going to engage a target at a distance other than 300 meters (excluding 25 meters) 

the path of the round will hit the target either before or after it crosses the line of sight. If the 

firer wants his rounds to impact center of mass he will have to adjust his aiming point up or 

down to account for gravity. The farther the round travels the faster it begins to fall. 

b. Adjusted Aiming Point Based on Gravity. An adjusted aiming point (Figure 5-26) 

is intended to increase hit probability when properly presented. However, soldiers can be 

easily confused, which could result in degraded performance. All soldiers should be taught to 

aim center mass unless they are confident they know the range to the target. If adjusting the 

point of aim confuses the soldier he should aim center mass of the target. Using these aiming 

points places the center of each shot group center mass of the target (assuming a perfect zero 

and no shooter error). These adjustments are small and should only be applied by competent 

firers who wish to improve their firing performance. Because the difference between the 

M16-/M4-series weapons is so small, and to avoid confusion, the same adjusted aiming 

points should be used regardless of the weapon being fired. 
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Figure 5-26. M16-/M4-series weapons aiming points. 

c. Effects of Wind. Wind affects the bullet similar to the way gravity does: the farther 

the round travels the farther the wind will push the round in the direction the wind is 

blowing. The faster the wind is blowing the farther the wind will push the bullet. 

(1) Wind Direction. The effects of wind vary depending on changes in wind speed and 

direction. Wind is classified by the direction it is blowing in relationship to the firer-target 

line. The clock system is used to indicate wind direction and value (Figure 5-27, page 5-28). 

(a) Winds that blow from the left (9 o’clock) or right (3 o’clock) are called full-value 

winds, because they have the most effect on the bullet. 

(b) Winds that blow at an angle from the front or rear are called half-value winds, 

because they have about one-half the effect on the bullet as full value winds. 

(c) Winds that blow straight into the firer’s face or winds that blow straight into the 

target are termed no-value winds, because their effect on the bullet is too small to be 

concerned with. 
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Figure 5-27. Determine wind value using the clock method. 

(2) Wind Speed. Wind is highly variable and sometimes quite different at the firing 

position than at the target position. Even though the wind is blowing hard at the firing line, 

trees, brush, or terrain could protect the bullet path. The wind can vary by several miles per 

hour between the time a measurement is taken and when the bullet is fired. Therefore, 

training time should not be wasted trying to teach soldiers an exact way to measure wind 

speed. Soldiers should understand that the wind can blow the bullet off course but they 

should not overcompensate and miss targets because of applying too much hold-off. A wind 

gauge can be used for precise measurement of wind velocity. When a gauge is not available, 

velocity is estimated by one of the following methods. 

(a) Flag Method. If the firer can observe a flag or any cloth-like material hanging from a 

pole, he should be able to estimate the angle formed at the juncture of the flag and pole. As 

shown in Figure 5-28, dividing this angle by the constant number 4 equals the wind velocity 

in miles per hour. 
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Figure 5-28. Determine wind speed using the flag method. 

(b) Pointing Method. If a flag is not visible, a piece of paper, leaf or other light material 

can be dropped from the shoulder. By pointing directly at the spot where it lands, the angle 

can be estimated. As shown in Figure 5-29, dividing this angle by the number 4 determines 

the approximate wind speed in miles per hour. This indicates conditions at the firing 

position, which could be different at the target position. 

Figure 5-29. Determine wind speed using the pointing method. 
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 (c) Observation Method. If the flag or pointing methods cannot be used, the following 

information can assist in determining wind velocities: 

�� Winds less than 3 miles per hour can barely be felt by the firer, but the presence 

of slight wind can be determined by drifting smoke. 

�� Winds of 3 to 5 miles per hour can be felt lightly over the firer’s face. 

�� Winds of 5 to 8 miles per hour constantly move the leaves of trees. 

�� Winds of 8 to 12 miles per hour raise dust and loose paper. 

�� Winds of 12 to 15 miles per hour cause small trees to sway. 

d. Adjusted Aiming Point Based on Wind Speed. Figure 5-30 illustrates how the 

effects of wind on the bullet are similar to the effects of gravity—as range increases, the 

effect of wind increases. A 10-mile-per-hour full-value wind moves an M16A1 (M193) 

bullet from about 1/2 of an inch at 25 meters to about 15 inches at 300 meters. (Using the 

data presented in Table 5-3, wind effects for all conditions can be determined.) A wind of 

greater speed increases bullet movement by a uniform amount—a 15-mile-per-hour wind 

moves the bullet 3/4 of an inch at 25 meters and about 22.5 inches at 300 meters. A half-

value wind would move the strike of the round in a 10-mile-per-hour wind 1/4 of an inch at 

25 meters and 7.5 inches at 300 meters. (This chart can be used for M855 ammunition, also.) 

Figure 5-30. Calculate the adjusted aiming point based on wind speed. 
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WIND 

RANGE 
(in meters) 

SPEED
(mph)

25 50 75 100 150 175 200 250 300

DISTANCE MOVED 
(in inches) 

5 1/4 3/8 1/2 1 2 2.5 3.5 5 7.5

10 1/2 3/4 1 2 4 5 7 10 15

15 3/4 1-1/8 1.5 3 6 7.5 10.5 15 22.5

*Table 5-3. M193 calculated adjusted aiming point based 
on wind speed (full value). 

*e. Drift for 10 MPH Wind Using M855, 5.56 Ammunition. Table 5-4 illustrates 

the drift using M855 5.56 NATO ball ammunition fired in a 16A2 rifle with 300 meters 

battle sight zero. 

Drift for 10 MPH Wind Using M855 5.56 NATO Ball Ammunition  
Fired in 16A2 Rifle With 300 Meters Battle Sight Zero 

Range (meters) Velocity
(fps) 

Trajectory  
(in)

Drop  
(in)

Drift
(in)

0 3,100 -2.5 0.0 0.0

100 2,751 +4.4 -2.3 1.1

200 2,420 +5.8 -10.2 4.9

300 2,115 0.0 -25.3 11.8

400 1,833 -15.0 -49.5 22.4

500 1,569 -42.9 -86.7 38.0

600 1,323 -88.2 -141.3 59.5

700 1,106 -156.1 -220.9 88.4

800 1,010 -267.7 -339.2 124.9

*Table 5-4. Drift for 10 MPH wind using M855 ammunition. 

*f. Adjusted Aiming Point Based on Gravity and Wind Speed (Figure 5-31). 

Wind has a minor effect on the M16 bullet relative to the size of the target at ranges out 

to 100 meters. When engaging targets in excess of 150 meters in heavy winds, adjusting 

the aiming point for the wind increases the probability of a hit. Wind effects are uniform 

in relation to speed—that is, a 5-mile-per-hour wind has one-half the effect of a 10-mile-

per-hour wind, and a 20-mile-per-hour wind has twice the effect of a 10-mile-per-hour 

wind.

(a) Firers must adjust their aiming point into the wind to compensate for the effects of 

wind. If they miss a distant target and the wind is blowing from the right, they should aim 

to the right for the next shot. A guide for the initial adjustment is to split the front sight 

post on the edge of the target facing the wind. 

(b) The newly assigned soldier should aim at center mass for the first shot, then 

adjust for wind when he is confident the wind caused the target miss. Experienced firers 

should be able to apply the appropriate hold-off for the first shot, but the basic rule must 

be followed—when in doubt, aim at center mass. 
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Figure 5-31. M16-/M4-series weapons adjusted aiming point 
based on wind speed. 

5-5. BALLISTICS 

Commanders and marksmanship trainers must understand some aspects of ballistics to 

teach the principles of zeroing and engagement of long-range targets. Ballistics is a 

science dealing with the motion and flight characteristics of projectiles. The study of 

ballistics in rifles is divided into three categories: internal, external, and terminal. 

�� Internal ballistics concerns what happens to the bullet before it leaves the 

muzzle of the rifle. 

�� External ballistics deals with factors affecting the flight path of the bullet 

between the muzzle of the rifle and the target. 

�� Terminal ballistics deals with what happens to the bullet when it comes in 

contact with the target. 

a. Internal Ballistics. The overall dimensions of the combat service 5.56-mm 

cartridges are the same, which allows cartridges to be fired safely in M16A1 or M16A2 

rifles and the M4 carbine. There are internal differences that affect firing accuracy. An 

ammunition comparison is provided in Figure 5-32. 
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Figure 5-32. Projectile differences. 

(1) The increase in projectile length, weight, and configuration of the M855 bullet 

requires different twists in the barrels, lands, and grooves to stabilize the bullet in flight. 

The M16A1 has a 1:12 barrel twist (the bullet rotates once for every 12 inches of travel 

down the barrel). The M16A2/A3/A4 and the M4 carbine has a 1:7 barrel twist (the bullet 

rotates once for every 7 inches of travel down the barrel). 

(2) The M16A1, with its 1:12 twist, does not put enough spin on the heavier M855 

bullet to stabilize it in flight, causing erratic performance and inaccuracy for training or 

full combat usage (30.48- to 35.56-centimeter shot group at 91.4 meters and 72-inch shot 

group at 274.2 meters) (Figure 5-33). Although firing the M855 cartridge in the M16A1 

rifle is safe, it should only be used in a combat emergency, and then only for close ranges 

of 91.4 meters or less. 
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Figure 5-33. Ammunition impact comparison. 

(3) The M16A2 rifle with its 1:7 twist fires both types ammunition with little 

difference in accuracy to a range of 500 meters. The M16A2 and its ammunition are more 

effective at ranges out to and beyond 500 meters due to a better stabilization of the round. 

(4) The two 10-round shot groups in Figure 5-33, A were fired by a skilled marksman 

at a distance of 274.2 meters using the same M16A1 rifle. The 25.4-centimeter shot 

group on the left was fired (and zeroed) with M193 ammunition. The 6-foot shot group 

on the left was fired with M855 ammunition. 

(5) Figure 5-33, B shows two 25.4-centimeter shot groups fired by the same skilled 

marksman at a distance of 274.2 meters using an M16A2 rifle. The shot group on the left 

was fired (and zeroed) with M855 ammunition. The shot group on the right was fired 

using M193 ammunition. 

*(6) As stated previously M193 and M855 ammunition can be fired from an 

M16A2-/A4-series weapon. Table 5-5 and Figure 5-34, page 5-34, show the difference 

between a rifle zeroed with M855 ammunition and then re-zeroed with M193 

ammunition at 300 meters. There is practically no difference between the trajectory of the 

rounds or the impact of the rounds on target. 
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Range 
(Meters) 

Front
Sight

Height 

Theta Bullet Drop Bullet Location  

M193 M855 M193 M855 M193 M855

0 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 0 0 -2.57 -2.57

25 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -0.125 -0.14 -0.53 -0.39

50 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -0.52 -0.58 1.24 1.49

75 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -1.21 -1.33 2.71 3.06

100 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -2.1 -2.4 3.99 4.31

125 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -3.18 -3.82 5.07 5.21

150 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -4.91 -5.61 5.51 5.73

175 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -6.89 -7.78 5.69 5.88

200 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -9.16 -10.4 5.58 5.58

225 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -11.8 -13.4 5.11 4.90

250 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -15.4 -16.9 3.67 3.72

275 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -19.2 -20.8 2.04 2.14

300 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -23.44 -25.3 -0.04 -0.04

325 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -28.3 -30.4 -2.74 -2.83

350 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -33.8 -36.0 -6.07 -6.11

375 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -40.13 -42.3 -10.24 -10.09

400 2.568 0.0021987 0.00235575 -46.78 -49.3 -14.72 -14.77

*Table 5-5. M855 zeroed at 300 meters; M193 re-zeroed at 300 meters. 
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Figure 5-34. M855 zeroed at 300 meters; M193 re-zeroed at 300 meters. 
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*(a) When zeroing M855 and M193 at 25 meters, the difference in the ammunition 

becomes apparent as shown in Table 5-6 and Figure 5-35. If firing M193 ammunition 

from an M16A2 rifle, the rifle should be zeroed with M193 ammunition. 

Range 
(Meters) 

Front
Sight

Height 

Theta Bullet Drop Bullet Location  

M193 M855 M193 M855 M193 M855

0 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 0 0 -2.57 -2.57

25 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -0.125 -0.14 -0.39 -0.39

50 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -0.52 -0.58 1.51 1.49

75 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -1.21 -1.33 3.13 3.06

100 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -2.1 -2.4 4.54 4.31

125 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -3.18 -3.82 5.76 5.21

150 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -4.91 -5.61 6.33 5.73

175 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -6.89 -7.78 6.65 5.88

200 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -9.16 -10.4 6.68 5.58

225 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -11.8 -13.4 6.35 4.90

250 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -15.4 -16.9 5.05 3.72

275 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -19.2 -20.8 3.55 2.14

300 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -23.44 -25.3 1.61 -0.04

325 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -28.3 -30.4 -0.95 -2.83

350 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -33.8 -36.0 -4.15 -6.11

375 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -40.13 -42.3 -8.18 -10.09

400 2.568 0.0023383 0.00235575 -46.78 -49.3 -12.52 -14.77

*Table 5-6. M855 zeroed at 25 meters; M193 re-zeroed at 25 meters. 
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Figure 5-35. M855 zeroed at 25 meters; M193 re-zeroed at 25 meters. 
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*(b) If an M16A2/A4 rifle has been zeroed at 25 meters using M855 ammunition 

and M193 ammunition is fired without re-zeroing, then the difference in the impact of the 

round on target varies between ammunition as shown in Table 5-7 and Figure 5-36. 

Range 
(Meters) 

Front
Sight

Height 

Theta Bullet Drop Bullet Location 

M193 M855 M193 M855 M193 M855

0 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 0 0 -2.57 -2.57

25 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -0.125 -0.14 -0.37 -0.39

50 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -0.52 -0.58 1.55 1.49

75 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -1.21 -1.33 3.18 3.06

100 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -2.1 -2.4 4.16 4.31

125 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -3.18 -3.82 5.85 5.21

150 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -4.91 -5.61 6.43 5.73

175 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -6.89 -7.78 6.77 5.88

200 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -9.16 -10.4 6.82 5.58

225 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -11.8 -13.4 6.50 4.90

250 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -15.4 -16.9 5.22 3.72

275 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -19.2 -20.8 3.74 2.14

300 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -23.44 -25.3 1.82 -0.04

325 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -28.3 -30.4 -0.73 -2.83

350 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -33.8 -36.0 -3.91 -6.11

375 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -40.13 -42.3 -7.92 -10.09

400 2.568 0.00235575 0.00235575 -46.78 -49.3 -12.25 -14.77

*Table 5-7. M855 zeroed at 25 meters; M193 fired using M855 zero. 
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Figure 5-36. M855 zeroed at 25 meters; M193 fired using M855 zero. 
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NOTE:  Both the M193 and M855 ball ammunition can be used in training and 

accurately function in the M16A2/3/4 and M4 carbine. Do not switch between 

the types during firing. Do not zero with one type, and then fire the other for 

any type of training. Due to the different characteristics of each round, zero 

with the same type ammunition used for training. 

(7) A simple rule of thumb that will preclude any problem is to use only the 

ammunition specifically designed for each rifle (M193 ball ammunition for the M16A1; 

M855 ball ammunition for the M16A2/3/4). 

b. External Ballistics. Soldiers must understand the basics of external ballistics so 

they can make necessary scope adjustments or hold compensations to allow them to hit 

the target. The external ballistic factors that affect bullet trajectory are: 

(1) Gravity. The force of gravity on a bullet is constant regardless of its weight, 

shape, or velocity. The longer a bullet is in the air or the greater its angle from the 

vertical, the more effect gravity will have on its trajectory. (See paragraph 5-4 for more 

information on the effects of gravity.) 

(2) Muzzle Velocity. Muzzle velocity is the speed of a bullet as it leaves the barrel, 

measured in feet per second. Muzzle velocity diminishes as the bullet gets farther away. 

The bullet reaches its maximum velocity 76 feet from the end of the rifle and slows down 

from there until it reaches the target. 

(3) Air Resistance or Drag. Air resistance or drag immediately produces a slowing 

effect on a bullet. 

(4) Altitude and or Air Density. The greater the altitude, the thinner the air and the 

longer the bullet will travel (with a correspondingly flatter trajectory). Each 5,000-foot 

elevation will raise the strike of the bullet 1/2 to 1 minute of angle. 

(5) Temperature. Deviation from standard daytime temperature (59 degrees 

Fahrenheit/15 degrees Celsius) affects bullet trajectory. 

(a) Cold air is denser than warm air meaning the bullet must travel through more 

tightly packed air particles. This causes the bullet to lose velocity resulting in the impact 

being lower than the intended point of impact. Cooler air also causes lower chamber 

pressure, which reduces the initial velocity. 

(b) Warm or hot temperatures cause the strike of the round to move up. 

(6) Trajectory. When a projectile exits the muzzle of a rifle, it drops from the line of 

departure, otherwise known as the center-bore line. As the projectile travels downrange, 

the velocity is decreased by air drag, giving way to the inevitable force of gravity. This 

effect creates trajectory.

 (a) Line of Sight. The line of sight is an imaginary straight line extending from the 

shooter’s eye through the telescopic sight, or rear and front sight, to the target. 

(b) Line of Departure. The line of departure is an imaginary straight line extending 

from the center of the barrel to infinity. 

(c) Zero Range. Zero range is where the projectile intersects the line of sight. It 

occurs at two points—one on the way up and one on the way down. 

(d) Apex. Otherwise known as midrange trajectory, the apex is the point where the 

projectile is at its highest in relation to the line of sight. 

(e) Bullet Path. The bullet path is the relationship of a projectile and the line of sight 

at any given range (normally expressed in inches). 
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(7) Wind. Although gravity and air drag are the only forces that act on the trajectory, 

other external factors influence the trajectory relative to the point of aim such as wind, 

altitude, temperature, humidity, and barometric pressure. Wind is by far the most 

significant.

(a) Because the bullet is moving through the air, the air moves the bullet. Wind 

deflection is always in the same direction the wind is moving. A wind blowing from the 

left will move the bullet to the right. Deflection decreases as the angle of the wind to the 

line of flight decreases. Reading and correcting for wind effectively takes practice, 

especially at longer ranges where accuracy in correcting is more critical. 

(b) To shoot accurately in the wind, a shooter must know the wind velocity, wind 

direction, and the value of deflection at the range at which he is shooting. (See paragraph 

5-4 for more information on wind direction.) 

(8) Angles. Firing uphill or downhill normally causes the bullet to hit high relative to 

a horizontal trajectory. If the shooter is firing on an angle up or down at a slanted range 

of 100 yards, the point of impact will be higher than it would be for a level shot of 100 

yards. How high depends on the angle. 

(a) Gravity acts on a bullet only during the horizontal component of its flight (the 

distance from the shooter to the target measured as if they were both at the same level). 

Since the horizontal component will always be less than the slanted range, gravity will 

not pull the bullet down as far as it would if the range were level. 

(b) The complicating factor in shooting uphill or downhill is that the wind will affect 

the shot over the entire slant range. The shooter should aim at the target as if it were 25 

yards away and correct for wind as if it were 400 yards away. The correct method for 

shooting uphill or downhill is to adjust elevation based on the horizontal range, and 

correct for wind deflection based on the slanted range. 

c. Terminal Ballistics. Bullet penetration depends on the range, velocity, bullet 

characteristics, and target material. Greater penetration does not always occur at close 

range with certain materials since the high velocity of the 5.56-mm bullet causes it to 

disintegrate soon after impact. 

d. Bullet Dispersion at Range. Instructors-trainers must have a working knowledge 

of the effects of bullet dispersion and accuracy at various ranges. 

(1) Minute of Angle. A minute of angle (a term used to discuss shot dispersion) is the 

standard unit of measurement used in adjusting rifle sights and other ballistic-related 

measurements. It is also used to indicate the accuracy of a rifle. A circle is divided into 

360 degrees. Each degree is further divided into 60 minutes; therefore, a circle contains 

21,600 minutes. A minute of angle is an angle beginning at the muzzle that would cover 

2.54 centimeters at a distance of 91.4 meters (Figure 5-37). When the range is increased 

to 182.8 meters, the angle covers twice the distance, or 5.08 centimeters. The rule applies 

as range increases—7.62 centimeters at 274.2 meters, 10.16 centimeters at 365.6 meters, 

and so on. 
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Figure 5-37. Minute of angle. 

(2) Increase of Shot-Group Size. Just as the distance covered by a minute of angle 

increases each time the range increases, a shot group can be expected to do the same. If 

there are 2.54 centimeters between bullets on a 25-meter target, there will be an 

additional 2.54 centimeters of dispersion for each additional 25 meters of range. A 2.54-

centimeter group at 25 meters (about 3.5 minute of angle) is equal to a 25.4-centimeter 

shot group at 250 meters (Figure 5-38). 

Figure 5-38. Increase in shot-group size as range increases. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FIELD FIRE 
(Phase III of Basic Rifle Marksmanship) 

Field firing is part of the continued progression in the development of 

combat shooting skills. This begins the soldier’s critical transition from 

unstressed firing at single, known-distance targets to targets at various 

ranges for short exposures. It also requires the soldier to practice and 

refine previously taught skills. 

This chapter introduces the necessity and techniques for scanning the 

range for targets, estimating range, and firing quickly and accurately. 

(See Figure 6-1 for the current training program.) 

NOTE: The TRADOC commander must approve any change to the authorized 

qualification courses. All questions concerning authorized qualification 

courses should be forwarded to: Commandant, U.S. Army Infantry School, 

ATTN: ATSH-INB, Fort Benning, GA 31905. 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce PMI and downrange feedback by detecting and engaging single and multiple timed 
targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon. 
Special Instructions:
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A1=the unmarked aperture, short-range).  
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A2/3=8/3, M16A4 and M4=6/3 flush).  
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300, not 800.  
Ensure small aperture is being used.  
Ensure range consists of targets at 75, 175, and 300 meters.  
Observables: 
Coaches are analyzing the firer’s fundamentals—not used as scorers.  
Soldier detects and achieves 22 target hits out of 36 timed target exposures (FF I).  
Soldier detects and achieves 27 target hits out of 44 timed target exposures (FF II).  
Soldiers that don’t achieve 22 out of 36 (FF I) or 27 out of 44 (FF II) receive remedial training  
prior to refiring.  

Figure 6-1. Field Fire I and II. 

Section I. TARGET DETECTION 
Target detection is the process of locating, marking, prioritizing, and determining the 

range to combat targets. For most soldiers, finding the target can be a greater problem 

than hitting it. Target detection must be conducted as part of individual training and 

tactical exercises and must be integrated into day and night live-fire exercises. (Refer to 

TC 25-8 for construction of a target detection range.) 

6-1. LOCATING TARGETS 

The ability to locate a combat target depends upon the observer’s position, skill in 

scanning, maintaining observation over the area, and the type of indicators made by the 
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target. When the firer gets in his position he must search his sector or lane, making quick 

glances at specific points rather than just sweeping his eyes across the terrain. The eyes 

are sensitive to slight movements that occur within the area the eyes are focused on. 

When the firer’s eyes are sweeping an area they do not detect the slight movements of a 

concealed target. 

a. Selection of a Position. Depending upon the situation, the individual soldier may 

or may not select his own position. In most defensive situations, the soldier is told where 

to prepare his position. However, some situations, such as the attack and reorganization 

on the objective, require the individual to select his own position. A good position is one 

that offers maximum visibility of the area while affording cover and concealment. As 

used in this case, “position” is both the observer’s location on the ground and the position 

of his body at that location. Instructors must continuously refer to and emphasize the 

importance of the observer’s position when conducting practical exercises. 

b. Scanning. When a soldier moves into a new area, he must quickly scan the area 

for enemy activity that may be of immediate danger to him. This very rapid search lasts 

approximately 30 seconds and is known as the self-preservation method of search. The 

soldier makes quick glances at specific points throughout the area rather than just 

sweeping his eyes across the terrain in one continuous panoramic view. 

(1) If the soldier fails to locate the enemy during the initial search, he must then begin 

a systematic examination known as the 50-meter overlapping strip method of search. 

Normally, the area nearest the soldier offers the greatest potential danger to him. 

Therefore, the search should begin with the terrain nearest his position. Beginning at 

either flank, the soldier should systematically search the terrain to his front in a 

180-degree arc, 50 meters in depth. After reaching the opposite flank, he should search 

over a second 50-meter strip farther out but overlapping the first strip by approximately 

10 meters. The soldier continues in this manner until the entire area has been searched. 

(2) To take advantage of his peripheral vision, the soldier should focus his eyes on 

specific points as he searches from one flank to the other. He should make mental notes 

of prominent terrain features and areas that may offer cover and concealment to the 

enemy. In this way, he becomes familiar with the terrain as he searches it. 

(3) After completing his detailed search, the soldier may be required to maintain 

observation of the area. To do this, he should use quick glances at various points 

throughout the entire area, focusing his eyes on specific features. He should always 

search the area in the same manner to ensure complete coverage of all terrain. Since this 

quick search may fail to detect the initial movement of an enemy, the observer should 

periodically repeat a systematic scanning of the area as described above. This systematic 

search should also be conducted anytime the attention of the observer has been distracted 

from his area of responsibility. 

c. Target Indicators. A target indicator is anything a soldier (friendly or enemy) 

does or fails to do that reveals his position. Since these indicators apply equally to both 

sides of the battlefield, the soldier must learn target indicators from the standpoint of 

locating the enemy while preventing the enemy from using the same indicators to locate 

the soldier. These indicators can be grouped into three general areas for instructional 

purposes: sound, movement and improper camouflage. 

(1) Sound. Sounds, such as footsteps, coughing, or equipment noises, provide only a 

direction and general location making it difficult to pinpoint a target by sound alone. 
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However, the fact that a sound has alerted an observer greatly increases the possibility 

that he will eventually locate the target through other target indicators. 

(2) Movement. The degree of difficulty in locating moving targets depends primarily 

on the speed of movement. Slow, deliberate movements are much more difficult to notice 

than those that are quick and jerky. 

(3) Improper Camouflage. The lack or improper use of camouflage and or 

concealment reveals the majority of targets detected on the battlefield. Such things as 

light reflecting from shiny surfaces or a contrast with the background presenting a clearly 

defined outline are indicators easily noticed by an alert observer. Three general indicators 

that may reveal a camouflaged and or concealed target are shine, regularity of outline, 

and contrast with the background. 

(a) Shine. Items such as belt buckles or other metal objects reflect light and act as a 

beacon to the wearer’s position. This is as true at night as it is during the day. 

(b) Regularity of Outline. The human outline and most types of military equipment 

are familiar outlines to all soldiers. The outlines of rifles, helmets, and vehicles are all 

easily identified. The reliability of this indicator depends upon the visibility and the 

experience of the observer. On a clear day most soldiers can easily identify enemy 

riflemen or equipment if a distinctive outline is presented. At night or during other 

periods of poor visibility, seeing outlines is not only more difficult, but inexperienced 

troops will frequently mistake stumps and rocks for enemy soldiers. This is an additional 

reason for soldiers to become completely familiar with the terrain during periods of good 

visibility. 

(c) Contrast with the Background. If a soldier wearing a dark uniform moves into a 

position in front of a snow bank, the contrast between the white snow and the dark 

uniform makes him clearly visible. However, if he were wearing a white (or light 

colored) uniform, he would be more difficult to see. Contrast with the background is 

among the most difficult of the target indicators for a soldier to avoid. During operations 

in which the soldier is moving, he is usually exposed to numerous background colors. 

Since no one kind of personal camouflage blends in with all areas, a moving soldier must 

be continually aware of the surrounding terrain and vegetation. 

6-2. MARKING TARGETS 

A soldier observes two enemy riflemen moving into completely concealed positions, one 

behind a bush and the other into a depression. By selecting a point of aim on the bush, the 

soldier should hit the enemy rifleman even though he can’t see him. If the target cannot 

be engaged the aiming point also allows for quick and accurate engagement once a target 

is re-exposed. The enemy rifleman who moved into the depression provides no 

distinguishable aiming point. The soldier must then select a nearby feature as a reference 

point and determine its distance and general direction from the depression. A reference 

point provides a general aiming point on a concealed target. Of the two, an aiming point 

is usually the more effective means of delivering accurate fire. The difficulty in using 

reference points to mark targets moving from one location to another depends on the 

factors listed below. 

a. Number of Targets. If several targets appear and disappear at approximately the 

same time, it is very difficult to note the point of disappearance of each. 
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 b. Exposure Time of Target. Usually, moving targets are exposed for only a short 

period of time. Thus, the observer must be alert to note the point of disappearance for all 

of the targets. In such situations the soldier should mark the location of as many targets as 

possible before engaging any of them. By doing so, he will know the location of several 

targets and can engage each of them in rapid succession. 

c. Spacing of Targets. The greater the interval between targets, the more difficult it 

is to note the movements of each. When there is considerable distance between targets 

the observer should accurately locate and mark the one nearest his position and note the 

general area of the others. 

d. Good and Poor Aiming Points. Good aiming points are easily distinguishable in 

the surrounding terrain. Targets disappearing behind good aiming points such as 

manmade objects, large terrain features, and the like can be easily marked for future 

reference. Poor aiming points are not easily distinguishable within the surrounding 

terrain. Targets disappearing behind poor aiming points are difficult to mark accurately 

and are easily lost. If two targets offer about the same degree of danger to the soldier, but 

one disappears behind a good aiming point and the other behind a poor aiming point, the 

soldier should mark the location of the target behind the good aiming point and engage 

the other target first. 

6-3. RANGE DETERMINATION 

Range determination is the process of finding the distance between two points. In most 

situations, one of these points will be the soldier’s own position. The other may be a 

target or prominent feature. The ability to accurately determine range is an important skill 

needed by the combat rifleman to accomplish his mission. Not only does the accurate 

determination of range affect his combat marksmanship proficiency, it is also required to 

report information and adjust artillery and mortar fire. The methods of range estimation 

used during this period are as follows. 

a. The 100-Meter Unit of Measure Method. The soldier must be able to visualize a 

distance of 100 meters on the ground. For ranges up to 500 meters he determines the 

number of 100-meter increments between the two points. Beyond 500 meters the soldier 

must select a point halfway to the target, determine the number of 100-meter increments 

to the halfway point, and then double it to find the range to the target. 

(1) During training exercises, the soldier must become familiar with the effect that 

sloping ground has on the appearance of a 100-meter increment. Ground that slopes 

upward gives the illusion of greater distance and observers have a tendency to 

underestimate a 100-meter increment. Ground that slopes downward gives the illusion of 

shorter distance and the observer tends to overestimate. 

(2) Proficiency in the 100-meter unit of measure method requires constant practice. 

Throughout the training in this technique, comparisons should be made continually 

between the range as determined by the soldier and the actual range as determined by 

pacing or other more accurate means of measurement. The best training technique is to 

require the soldier to pace the range after he has visually determined it. In this way he 

discovers the actual range for himself, which makes a much greater impression than if he 

is simply told the correct range. 

(3) The greatest limitation of the 100-meter unit of measure method is that its 

accuracy is directly related to the amount of terrain visible to the observer. This is 
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particularly true at longer ranges. If a target appears at a range of 500 meters or more and 

the observer can see only a portion of the ground between himself and the target, it 

becomes very difficult to use the 100-meter unit of measure method of range 

determination with any degree of accuracy. 

b. Appearance of Objects Method. The appearance of objects method is a means 

of determining range by the size and other characteristic details of the object observed. 

This is a common method of determining distances and is used by most people in their 

everyday living. For example, a motorist attempting to pass another car must judge the 

distance of oncoming vehicles based on his knowledge of how vehicles appear at various 

distances. Of course, in this example, the motorist is not interested in precise distances, 

but only that he has sufficient road space to safely pass the car in front of him. Suppose, 

however, the motorist knows that at a distance of one mile, an oncoming vehicle appears 

to be 1 inch wide and 2 inches high. Then, any time he sees other oncoming vehicles that 

fit these dimensions, he knows they are about one mile away. The rifleman can use this 

same technique to determine ranges on the battlefield. If he knows the characteristics, 

size and detail of personnel and equipment at known ranges, then he can compare these 

characteristics to similar objects at unknown ranges. When the characteristics match, so 

then do the ranges. 

(1) To use the appearance of objects method with any degree of accuracy, the soldier 

must be thoroughly familiar with the characteristic details of objects as they appear at 

various ranges. For example, the soldier should study the appearance of a man standing at 

a range of 100 meters. He fixes the man’s appearance firmly in his mind, carefully noting 

details of size and the characteristics of uniform and equipment. Next, he studies the 

same man in a kneeling position and then in a prone position. By comparing the 

appearance of soldiers in these positions at known ranges from 100 to 500 meters, the 

soldier can establish a series of mental images that will help him determine range on 

unfamiliar terrain. 

(2) Training should also be conducted in the appearance of other familiar objects such 

as weapons or vehicles. Because the successful use of this method depends upon 

visibility, anything that limits the visibility (such as weather, smoke, or darkness) will 

also limit the effectiveness of this method. 

c. Front Sight Post Method. Using the front sight post as a scale is another method 

of estimating range. Generally, if a man-sized target is 1/2 the width of the front sight 

post, then the target is approximately 300 meters away. If the target is 1/4 the width of 

the front sight post, then the target is approximately 600 meters away. This method can 

be used for a quick on-the-spot estimation and engagement. 

Section II. FIELD-FIRE TRAINING 
(Single Timed Targets and Multiple Timed Targets) 

Field-fire training provides the transition from unstressed slow firing at known-distance 

or feedback targets to engaging pop-up silhouettes from 50 to 300 meters. Two basic 

types of field-firing exercises are single-target and multiple-target engagements, which 

use 75-, 175-, and 300-meter targets. Once the soldier has developed the unstressed firing 

skills necessary to hit single KD targets, he must learn to quickly detect and engage 

combat-type targets at various ranges. Pop-up targets are used to add stress and simulate 
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the short exposure times of combat targets. Therefore, the soldier must detect, acquire, 

and engage the target before the exposure ends. During field-fire training, the firer learns 

to quickly detect targets, apply SPORTS, and apply the four fundamentals 

simultaneously. 

6-4. CONDUCT OF FIELD-FIRE RANGE 

The field-fire ranges consist of F-type silhouettes at 75 meters and E-type silhouettes at 

175 and 300 meters. 

a. The field-fire range is fired from the supported firing position and the prone 

unsupported firing position. Initial training starts with single exposed targets and 

increased time for target exposures (Field Fire I). As soldiers become proficient, multiple 

target engagements are introduced with shorter exposure times (Field Fire II). 

NOTE: There are two types of electronic pop-up targets used on a field-fire range: 

those that rise from the back to the upright position and those that rise from 

the side to the upright position. When using targets that rise from the side, 

soldiers should be instructed to wait until the target is fully raised before 

engaging the target. If the target is engaged as it is rising, the computer will 

not register it as a hit even though the target may fall. 

b. Soldiers who miss most targets should be removed from the firing line for 

remedial training if their problem cannot be corrected. A soldier who fires at a 300-meter 

target 10 times and misses it 10 times is obviously not learning but, instead, is losing 

confidence in his ability. The typical soldier should hit the 300-meter target at least 7 out 

of 10 times. 

c. Peer coaches should assist soldiers in observing the strike of rounds and 

identifying firing problems. If the target is missed and the coach cannot observe the bullet 

strike, the coach should instruct the soldier to aim lower for the next shot, expecting to 

see the strike of the bullet in the ground. With this information, the coach can instruct the 

soldier where to aim to hit the target. 

d. Live-fire training can be organized in several ways. A unit is divided into two or 

more firing orders based on the number of personnel to be trained. The first order is the 

firer, the second order is the coach and (if required) the third order is the scorer. At the 

conclusion of each exercise, positions rotate until all orders have fired. Standard field-fire 

scenarios have been developed to provide several target exposures. Although they are 

recommended for initial entry training, local commanders can develop any variety of 

more challenging target sequences. Ammunition is allocated based on one round for 

each target. 

e. During live fire, the soldier’s hit-and-miss performance is recorded to facilitate 

the instructor-trainer’s critiques or to indicate where more training is needed. The 

recorded performance is also used to determine which soldiers require closer supervision 

or remedial training. Two methods used to record firing performance are manually 

marked scorecards and automated computer printouts. 

(1) Manual Recording. When manual recording is used, the unit provides soldiers for 

recording information on either DA Form 3601-R (Single Target Field Firing Scorecard) 
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or DA Form 5241-R (Single and Multiple Targets Field Firing Scorecard). (See 

Appendix B for blank reproducible copies of these forms). 

(2) Automated Recording. When firing exercises are conducted using the family of 

automated field-fire ranges, a computer printout is provided for each firing order. At the 

conclusion of each firing order, the range NCOIC completes the printout and ensures the 

soldier identification is matched with each firing point. He adds the soldier’s name or 

roster number to the top of each lane/firing point data column. Based on a one-round 

allocation for each target exposure, data should be collected on hits, misses, no-fires, and 

repeated shots to assist the instructor-trainer in assessing firing proficiency. 

6-5. FIELD-FIRE STANDARDS 

Field Fire I and II are part of the continued progression in the development of combat 

shooting skills. This begins the soldier’s critical transition from unstressed firing at single 

known distance targets during downrange feedback, to targets at various ranges for short 

exposures. It also requires the soldier to practice and refine those skills that have been 

previously taught. This section introduces the need and techniques for scanning the range 

for targets, and quick accurate firing. 

a. Field Fire I (Single Timed Target). Field Fire I is broken down into three firing 

tables. Figure 6-2 shows the number of target exposures, target ranges, and exposure 

times for each firing table. Firing tables 1 and 2 are fired from a supported firing position, 

and firing table 3 is fired from the prone unsupported firing position. 

FIRING TABLE 1 FIRING TABLE 2 FIRING TABLE 3 

ROUND RANGE TIME ROUND RANGE TIME ROUND RANGE TIME 
(M) (SEC) (M) (SEC) (M) (SEC) 

1 75 6 1 75 6 1 75 7 
2 75 6 2 175 8 2 175 9 
3 75 6 3 300 10 3 300 11 
4 75 6 4 175 8 4 175 9 
5 75 6 5 75 6 5 75 7 
6 175 8 6 300 10 6 300 11 
7 175 8 7 300 10 7 300 11 
8 175 8 8 75 6 8 75 7 
9 175 8 9 175 8 9 175 9 
10 175 8 10 175 8 10 175 9 
11 175 8 11 300 10 11 300 11 
12 175 8 12 175 8 12 175 9 
13 300 10 13 75 6 13 75 7 
14 300 10 14 300 10 14 300 11 
15 300 10 15 175 8 15 175 9 
16 300 10 16 75 6 16 75 7 
17 300 10 17 300 10 17 300 11 
18 300 10 18 75 8 18 75 7 

Figure 6-2. Field Fire I firing tables. 

(1) Firing table 1, consisting of 18 targets, helps the firer practice shooting skills and 

develop a sense of timing and a rhythm required to make the transition from KD to field 

fire. This builds confidence prior to firing the exercises in firing tables 2 and 3, and 

identifies soldiers who are having difficulty and need reinforcement. 
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(2) Every firer is given 54 rounds of 5.56-ball ammunition with 18 rounds loaded into 

each of three separate magazines (one magazine per firing table). During firing tables 2 

and 3, each soldier must demonstrate his ability to apply the fundamentals of 

marksmanship during the integrated act of firing by successfully detecting and engaging 

single timed targets. Each soldier must achieve 22 hits out of 36 timed target exposures. 

b. Field Fire II (Multiple or Single Timed Targets). Field Fire II consists of three 

firing tables. Figure 6-3 shows the number of target exposures, target distance, and 

exposure times for each firing table. Firing tables 1 and 2 are fired from a supported 

firing position and firing table 3 is fired from the prone unsupported firing position. 

FIRING TABLE 1 FIRING TABLE 2 FIRING TABLE 3 

ROUND RANGE TIME ROUND RANGE TIME ROUND RANGE TIME 
(M) (SEC) (M) (SEC) (M) (SEC) 

1 175 5 1 175 7 1 75 6 
2 175 7 2 75 10 2 175 8 
3 75 
4 300 

11 
3 300 -
4 75 9 

3 75 
4 300 

13 

5 75 
6 175 

9 
5 175 -
6 300 9 

5 75 
6 175 

11 

7 75 
8 300 

10 
7 75 9 
8 175 -

7 75 
8 300 

12 

9 175 
10 300 

11 
9 175 11 
10 300 -

9 175 
10 300 

13 

11 75 9 
12 175 -

11 75 
12 175 

11 

13 175 11 13 175 8 
14 300 - 14 75 6 
15 75 5 
16 175 11 

15 75 
16 175 

11 

17 300 -
18 75 9 

17 75 
18 300 

12 

19 175 -
20 75 10 

19 75 
20 175 

11 

21 300 -
22 175 7 

21 175 
22 300 

13 

Figure 6-3. Field Fire II firing tables. 

(1) Firing table 1, consisting of 10 targets, helps the firer practice shooting skills and 

develop a sense of timing and a rhythm required to make the transition from single timed 

targets to multiple or single timed fleeting combat targets. This builds confidence prior to 

firing the exercises in firing tables 2 and 3, and identifies soldiers who are having 

difficulty and need reinforcement. 

(2) Every firer is given 54 rounds of 5.56-ball ammunition with 10 rounds loaded into 

one magazine (for firing table 1) and 22 rounds loaded into each of two separate 

magazines (for firing tables 2 and 3). During firing of tables 2 and 3, each soldier must 

demonstrate his ability to apply the fundamentals of marksmanship during the integrated 

act of firing by successfully detecting and engaging multiple and or single timed targets. 

Each soldier must achieve 27 hits out of 44 timed target exposures. 
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Section III. RECORD QUALIFICATION 
Qualification ratings and first-time GO rates are important during record fire, if properly 

used. They provide goals for the soldier and aid the commander in identifying the quality 

of his training. This should be considered in the assignment of priorities, instructor 

personnel, and obtaining valuable training resources. The objective of record firing is to 

access and confirm the individual proficiency of firers and the effectiveness of the 

training program. 

 

6-6. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE I AND II 

Although the soldier receives a practice rating based on the number of target hits, practice 

record fire should also be considered a valuable training exercise. When practice record 

fire is correctly conducted, all soldiers gain valuable experience and become more 

confident in engaging combat targets (Figure 6-4). 

 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce PMI and KD firing and apply the techniques of target detection by 
engaging a more difficult course of fire, with increased time stress with single 
and multiple pop-up targets. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A1=the unmarked aperture, short-range) 
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A2/3=8/3, M16A4 and M4=6/3 flush).  
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300, not 800. 
Ensure small aperture is being used. 
Peer coaching is stressed (Practice Record Fire I) 
Observables: 
Soldiers are applying all aspects of BRM. 
Soldiers hit 23 out of 40 target exposures. 
Soldiers that do not meet the standard receive remedial training before re-
firing. 
Practice record fire should be conducted on a different range than record fire. 

Figure 6-4. Practice record fire. 

* a. Concept. During Practice Record Fire I and II, each firer receives 40 target 

exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 meters, and 40 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition. 

Twenty rounds are fired from the prone supported firing position (or at the unit 

commander’s discretion), the foxhole supported firing position. Ten rounds are fired from 

the prone unsupported firing position. Another ten rounds are fired from the kneeling 

firing position. Each soldier must hit a minimum of 23 out of 40 target exposures. The 

soldier must thoroughly understand and apply the fundamentals of marksmanship so he 

can accurately detect and engage combat targets on the battlefield. Coaching or assistance 

to firers is permitted only during Practice Record Fire I. If a firer consistently misses 

targets or experiences problems with target detection and range estimation, coaches 

should point out the shooting error to help correct it. Target detection is accomplished 

with a dry-fire scenario before engaging targets. 
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NOTES: 1. If possible, Practice Record Fire I and II should be fired on different 

ranges. Soldiers firing Practice Record Fire II on the same range as 

Practice Record Fire I must fire on a different lane. 

   2. Practice Record Fire I and II should closely resemble all aspects of actual 

qualification. Practice Record Fire I allows peer coaching and the use of 

dummy ammunition. Practice Record Fire II does not allow peer coaching 

and dummy ammunition will not be used. 

 

* b. Conduct of a Practice Record Fire Range.  The uniform for practice record fire 

is helmet, LBE/LBV, and Interceptor body armor with all SAPI plates. No other armor is 

required. During practice record fire, soldiers fire at 40 single or multiple target 

exposures. They are issued one 20-round magazine to be fired from the prone supported 

firing position or (at the unit commander’s discretion), *the foxhole supported firing 

position. A 10-round magazine is fired from the prone unsupported firing position. 

Another 10-round magazine is fired from the kneeling unsupported firing position. Based 

on the total number of hits achieved in each table, soldiers are critiqued on the practice 

record fire score. Exposure times are three to seven seconds at ranges of 50 to 300 

meters. Since it requires one to two seconds for the manually activated target mechanism 

to raise the target, timing begins when the target is fully exposed rather than when the 

tower operator activates the target switch. When practice record fire is conducted on the 

new family of automated record fire ranges, these factors are included in the computer 

program. 

  (1) Alibi Firing. Alibi firing should be conducted at the end of each firing table 

IAW tower operator commands. Alibis are provided during practice record fire for three 

reasons: malfunction of the rifle, malfunction of the target mechanism, or faulty 

ammunition. 

  (2) Range Training Areas. Three range training areas are as follows: 

   (a) Orientation Area. This area is located so firers cannot see the firing area. 

Practice record fire orientation includes conduct of fire, instructions on safety, and range 

operations (procedures in ready and retired areas). 

   (b) Ready Area. This area is near the firing range and located so firers cannot 

see targets on the range. The firer blackens the rifle sights, lubricates the rifle, and checks 

for defects that might cause malfunctions. 

   (c) Retired Area. This area is about 100 meters behind the ready area. Soldiers 

completing practice record fire move to the retired area to clean their rifles and be 

critiqued on their firing performance. 

  (3) Record of Performance. Practice record fire is conducted IAW DA Form 

3595-R (Record Fire Scorecard). (See the back of the book after the index for a blank 

reproducible copy.) 

 

6-7. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE STANDARDS 

Accurate performance data are critical. The firer’s score is recorded using the practice 

record fire scorecard, or automated by using a computer printout provided on the 

automated range. Based on the data recorded, an after-action review can be performed by 

range and firing position to discuss firing performance. A firer who fails to qualify on his 
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first try should refire the practice record fire range after his problem has been diagnosed 

and remedial training provided. The following is a practice qualification rating: 

• Marksman: Hits 23 to 29 targets. 

• Sharpshooter: Hits 30 to 35 targets. 

• Expert: Hits 36 to 40 targets. 

 

6-8. RECORD FIRE 

The intent of record fire is to facilitate the commander’s evaluation of several individual 

tasks and integrated marksmanship skill performances, and to provide unit readiness 

indicators (Figure 6-5). The qualification standards are specifically related to a prescribed 

procedure for the conduct of record fire. Individual performance must be evaluated IAW 

three components: 

• What test was used (standard, known-distance, or scaled)? 

• How was the test administered? 

• How were individual and unit performances distributed (23 to 40 or 26 to 40 

for alternate), and at which target ranges? 

 

Instructional Intent: 
Reinforce all phases of BRM. 
Allow soldiers to practice and refine critical marksmanship skills. 
Measure the soldier’s complete understanding of BRM. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure proper rear sight setting (M16A1=the unmarked aperture, short-range). 
Ensure proper rear sight setting to zero (M16A2/3=8/3, M16A4=6/3, M4=6/3). 
Ensure the rear sight aperture is set on 300, not 800. 
Ensure small aperture is being used. 
Ensure that all targets are operational. 
*Ensure each soldier has one 20-round magazine, and two 10-round 
magazines. 
Observables: 
Soldiers are applying all aspects of BRM. 
Soldiers hit 23 out of 40 target exposures. 
Soldiers that do not meet the standard receive remedial training before refiring. 

Figure 6-5. Record fire. 

 a. Concept. Since all soldiers must fire the record fire course at least once a year for 

qualification, the course can provide excellent firing performance evaluations. It also 

provides excellent diagnostic information for instructor-trainers who are concerned with 

scheduling training to overcome the most serious firing weaknesses. The standard course 

should be used for all soldiers. There are times when a qualification exercise must be 

conducted on an alternate course. 

  (1) The following information concerning the development of the record fire 

course is provided to assist in understanding how standards were established. 

  (2) Testing and development indicates the soldier should hit at least 39 of 40 

targets if he applies the marksmanship fundamentals correctly (assuming target 

mechanisms have been checked and are functioning). This probability of hit (PH) is 
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provided as a guide considering the capability of the typical rifle, ammunition, and 

soldier firing a standard course (Table 6-1). 

 

RANGE 
(METERS) 

PH NUMBER OF 
TARGETS 

50 1.0 05 
100 1.0 09 
150 1.0 10 
200 .99 08 
250 .95 05 
300 .90 03 

Table 6-1. Probability of hits. 

  (3) When the IET BRM POI or an adequate unit training program is conducted, 

the following PH can be expected (Table 6-2).  

 

RANGE TARGETS LOW PH AVERAGE PH HIGH PH 

50 5 .80 .95 .98 
100 9 .70 .90 .95 
150 10 .65 .90 .95 
200 8 .45 .70 .90 
250 5 .35 .60 .85 
300 3 .25 

23 hits 
.50 

32 hits 
.80 

37 hits 

Table 6-2. Results from an adequate unit training program. 

  (4) The first task on a standard record fire course is to ensure all targets function 

properly. When in doubt, a lane should be fired to ensure a bullet strike will activate each 

target. Sometimes slapping a target with a cleaning rod can cause it to activate, but a 

bullet will not. When it is hot, plastic targets may allow the 5.56-mm bullet to pass 

through without causing sufficient vibration to activate the mechanism, resulting in a 

requirement to change targets more often, to use double targets, or to use different 

silhouettes for a positive indication of hits. 

* b. Conduct of Record Fire Range. The record fire course provides for the 

engagement of one 20-round exercise, and two10-round exercises. Twenty single or 

multiple targets are engaged from the prone supported or (at the unit commander’s 

discretion) the foxhole supported firing position; 10 targets are engaged from the prone 

unsupported position; and 10 targets are engaged from the kneeling position. Once firing 

begins, no cross-loading of ammunition is allowed. The uniform for qualification is 

helmet, LBE/LBV, and Interceptor body armor with all SAPI plates. No other armor is 

required. 

*  (1) Table 1. Prone Supported Firing Position (or at the unit commander’s 

discretion) Foxhole Supported Firing Position. The firer is given one 20-round 

magazine to engage 20 targets at various ranges 

*  (2) Table 2. Prone Unsupported Firing Position. The firer is given one 10-

round magazine to engage 10 targets at various ranges. 
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*  (3) Table 3. Kneeling Unsupported Firing Position. The firer is given one 10-

round magazine to engage 10 targets at various ranges. 

  (4) Credit for targets hit should not be given when rounds are “saved” from 

difficult targets to be used on easier targets. (Example: not firing at the 300-meter target 

so an additional round can be fired at the 150-meter target.) When double targets are 

exposed, the soldier should fire two rounds. If the first target is missed, he may fire at that 

same target with the second round. 

  (5) Engage the target that poses the greatest threat first (normally assumed to be 

the closer target). No scoring distinction is made between near targets and far targets or 

the sequence in which they are engaged. Credit is not given if unused ammunition from 

one 20-round table is added to a magazine provided for the next table. 

  (6) Soldiers who fail to qualify on the first attempt should be given appropriate 

remedial training and allowed to refire in a few days. When a soldier refires the course, 

he remains unqualified with a score of 22 target hits or less. A rating of marksman is 

awarded for a score of 23 to 40 target hits. When automated scoring procedures are 

available that allow the performance of the soldier to be stored and retrieved before a 

weapon malfunction, his performance is added to the score of his first attempt after 

weapon repair and refire. If a soldier’s weapon becomes inoperable and his performance 

before a malfunction precludes qualification, he is considered unqualified and must 

refire.  

  (7) Alibi firing is reserved for soldiers who encounter a malfunctioning target, 

ammunition, or rifle. A soldier will not be issued more than 20 rounds for Table 1, 10 

rounds for Table 2, or 10 rounds for Table 3. Soldiers who fire 20 rounds, despite a target 

malfunction, will not be issued additional alibi rounds. There are no alibis for soldier-

induced weapon malfunctions or for targets missed during application of immediate 

action. These procedures must be strictly adhered to when a malfunction occurs.  

 

NOTE: The ammunition procedures, allocation, and alibi procedures for practice 

record fire and record fire are conducted the same. The only exception is that 

coaching is authorized for practice record fire. 

 

   (a) The soldier must apply immediate action and continue to fire the exercise. 

After firing, the soldier notifies the NCOIC to determine if the ammunition was faulty or 

if the target malfunctioned. 

   (b) The NCOIC verifies the malfunction. The soldier is permitted to fire at 

that target(s) with the exact number of rounds equal to the target malfunctions. For 

example, the soldier had two confirmed target malfunctions at 250 meters. Although he 

may have had five rounds left from the overall exercise. The soldier would be given only 

two rounds to engage the two 250-meter target exposures, if repaired, or the next closer 

target. He would not be allowed to fire all remaining five rounds at the two 250-meter 

target exposures. 

   (c) The NCOIC or scorer monitoring the lane must verify the target 

malfunction. The soldier continues to fire the exercise. On a computerized range, the 

tower operator confirms which target and how many malfunctions occurred. 

   (d) Inoperable weapons are uncorrectable malfunctions such as a broken 

firing pin, jam caused by double feed not caused by the soldier, failure to extract due to 
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broken extractor, or round in the bore. The soldier must apply correct immediate action to 

eliminate the stoppages. If the stoppage is determined to be correctable for example, the 

soldier did not apply correct immediate action and as a result the soldier did not engage 

the required number of targets, he is at fault. 

   (e) Qualified weapons personnel or the NCOIC must verify weapon 

malfunctions before the soldier can refire the course. Soldiers who erroneously claim a 

malfunction on the firing line are considered unqualified and refire as a second-time firer. 

   (f) On-site observation, detailed analysis and evaluation of individual results, 

and unit performance identify weaknesses. Training can then focus on combat tasks, 

skills, or other factors that address these weaknesses. For example, rifles that are not 

serviceable could be the cause of poor zeroes or failures to fire and, therefore, failures to 

qualify. Some soldiers may not qualify because of a lack of understanding of immediate-

action procedures or maintenance of the rifle and magazine. Soldiers who miss targets are 

not applying the four fundamentals or are not accurately zeroing the rifle. Soldiers who 

do not fire at exposed targets during qualification may indicate: 

• Failure to scan the designated area. 

• Lack of ability to detect targets. 

• Lack of ability to shift from one target to another. 

• Failure to manage ammunition. 

• A stoppage. 

*  (8) The record fire range is fired IAW DA Form 3595-R (Record Fire Scorecard). 

(See Appendix B for a completed scorecard example.) 

 c. Qualification Standards. To achieve the lowest possible individual qualification 

rating, a soldier must achieve a minimum score of 23 target hits on a standard record fire 

range. The following are the qualification ratings: 

• Expert: Hits 36 to 40 targets. 

• Sharpshooter: Hits 30 to 35 targets. 

• Marksman: Hits 23 to 29 targets. 

 

6-9. ALTERNATE QUALIFICATION COURSES 

Units should conduct rifle qualification on a standard record fire range. Convenience and 

comfort should not be the prime consideration when choosing a range. The KD alternate 

course is used by all components of the Regular Army, US Army Reserve, and Army 

National Guard when a standard record fire range is not available. The 25-meter alternate 

course is used when neither a standard record fire or KD range is available for rifle 

qualification. Units are permitted to use the 15-meter scaled alternate course only if a 

25-meter range is not available.  

 

*NOTE: The uniform for the alternate qualification course is helmet, LBE/LBV, and 

Interceptor body armor with all SAPI plates. No other armor is required.  
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NOTE: The official records of personnel who are using an alternate qualification 

course are noted to distinguish alternate qualification ratings from standard 

record fire course ratings. For example, official personnel records are 

annotated as follows: 

   JONES, John Q. 000-00-0000 Expert 36 (RF) 

   JONES, John Q. 000-00-0000 Expert 38 (KDAC) 

   JONES, John Q. 000-00-0000 Expert 38 (AC) 

 

 a. 25-Meter Alternate Course. The 25-meter alternate course provides a way for 

units to test a soldier’s rifle marksmanship proficiency. 

  (1) A soldier undergoing rifle qualification should first confirm the zero on his 

rifle before engaging the alternate course. The zero may be confirmed with the 25-meter 

battlesight zero procedure of six sighter rounds, which are fired in the prone supported 

position. Sighter rounds do not count for score. Training or sustainment ammunition is 

used for sighter rounds if a zeroing exercise is not conducted the day of record fire. 

  (2) Firing at scaled silhouettes gives the soldier the chance to engage targets with 

time limits and feedback. Engaging targets at 25 meters precludes any training value 

received on target detection or the effects of wind and gravity, which is learned when 

firing at longer distances. Rifle qualification requirements are scheduled on the 25-meter 

alternate course when a standard record fire or KD range is not available. The alternate 

course is an eight-hour course of instruction with four hours for 25-meter zeroing and 

four hours for record fire. 

 
NOTE: If zeroing/grouping exercises are not performed on the day of record fire, six  

   rounds  of training/sustainment ammunition will be fired for 25-meter zero  

   confirmation prior to conducting the qualification course. 

 

* b. Conduct of Fire. 

*  (1) Table 1. Prone Supported or Foxhole Supported Firing Position. The firer 

is given one 20-round magazine to engage 10 silhouettes on the target. Table includes 

two rounds for each silhouette from the prone supported position. Firing must be 

completed within 120 seconds. No more than two hits for each silhouette are scored. 

 

*NOTE: The foxhole supported firing position may be substituted for the prone 

supported position at the unit commander’s discretion. 

 

*  (2) Table 2. Prone Unsupported Firing Position. The firer is given one 10-

round magazine to engage 10 silhouettes on the same target sheet. Table includes one 

round for each silhouette from the prone unsupported position. Firing must be completed 

within 60 seconds. No more than one hit for each target will be scored from the prone 

unsupported position. 

*  (3) Table 3. Kneeling Position. The firer is given a final 10-round magazine to 

engage 10 silhouettes on the same target sheet. Table includes one round for each 

silhouette from the kneeling position. Firing must be completed within 60 seconds.  No 

more than one hit for each target is scored from the kneeling position. 
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*NOTE: Firers should engage targets on the sheet left to right, from the nearest to the 

farthest away target (50m, 100m left, 100m center, 100m right, 150m left, 

150m right, 200m left, 200m right, 250m, and 300m last). This “guideline” for 

target engagement is intended to ensure firers do not forget which targets they 

engaged during qualification. It also alleviates the possibility of shooting each 

target more than the prescribed amount of times.  

 

*  (4) The time between each firing position is not specified, but enough time should 

be allotted to allow the firer to clear his weapon, quickly change firing positions, and 

reload before the beginning of the next firing table. The RSO will ensure enough time is 

given between each change in firing positions to facilitate the timely flow of the record 

fire qualification table. 

* c. Scoring. The same target sheet is used for every 40-round qualification table a 

firer completes.  

  (1) One hit is awarded for each round that strikes within or touches some part of 

the silhouette. A maximum of four hits for each silhouette on the same target sheet are 

scored. 

*  (2) Scorecard DA FORM 5790-R will be used to score alternate course record fire 

qualifications. The NSN for the scaled silhouette target are: 25m, NSN # 6920-01-167-

1398, and 15m, NSN # 6920-01-1396. The alternate course will be used only when 

standard record fire and known distance ranges are unavailable. 

 d. Qualification Standards. The chief range officer briefs all soldiers on the proper 

scoring procedures. The firing line safety crew 

• Performs as scorers. 

• Informs the chief range officer of crossfires. 

• Informs the chief range officer of allowable alibis. 

• Accurately counts hits and misses. A hit is any bullet hole that is either 

completely in or touches some part of the scaled silhouette. If a bullet hole 

does not touch some part of the scaled silhouette, it is counted as a miss. 

Ricochets are counted as hits or misses. 

• *Counts only four hits for each silhouette for score. 

• Completes the scorecard. 

• Assists the soldier with target repair. 

• Totals, signs, and returns the completed scorecard to the chief range officer. 

  (1) Qualification ratings for the alternate course follow: 

• Expert: Hits 38 to 40 targets. 

• Sharpshooter: Hits 33 to 37 targets. 

• Marksman: Hits 26 to 32 targets. 

• Unqualified: Hits 25 and below. 

*  (2) These courses are fired IAW DA Form 5790-R (Record Firing Scorecard-

Scaled Target Alternate Course). (See Appendix B for an example of a completed 

scorecard.) 
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CHAPTER 7 

ADVANCED RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP 
(Phase IV of Basic Rifle Marksmanship) 

 

 The procedures and techniques for implementing the Army rifle 

marksmanship training program are based on all soldiers understanding 

common firing principles, being proficient marksmen, and being confident 

in applying their firing skills in combat. During preliminary 

marksmanship instruction, instructors-trainers emphasize initial learning 

by reviewing, reinforcing, and practicing the basics. This chapter 

concentrates on advanced techniques and procedures the soldier will need 

to participate in collective training during unit live-fire training exercises. 

Areas discussed in this chapter include advanced firing positions; combat 

*firing techniques; chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear 

(CBRN) firing; unassisted night fire; moving target engagement; 

short-range marksmanship (SRM) training; and squad designated 

marksman (SDM) training. 
 

NOTE: The unit METL and STRAC allocation will determine which ARM tasks will 

be trained. 

 

Section I. ADVANCED FIRING POSITIONS 
After mastering the four marksmanship fundamentals in the basic firing positions, the 

next step is to master the four fundamentals while firing from a variety of advanced firing 

positions. The following paragraphs demonstrate the most common firing positions a 

soldier may be required to fire from. The firer’s position may change but the application 

of the remaining three fundamentals applied from a stable position never changes. 

Ultimately, any firing position that aids the firer in applying the fundamentals is 

acceptable, as long as it is applied consistently each time it is used to avoid changing the 

firer’s sight picture. 

 

7-1. ALTERNATE PRONE FIRING POSITION 

This position is an alternative to both prone supported and unsupported firing positions 

(Figure 7-1). The firer can assume a comfortable position while maintaining the same 

relationship between his body and the axis of the rifle. This position relaxes the stomach 

muscles and allows the firer to breathe naturally. 

 

 

Figure 7-1. Alternate prone firing position. 
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7-2. KNEELING SUPPORTED FIRING POSITION 

This position allows the soldier to obtain the height necessary to observe many target 

areas, taking advantage of available cover (Figure 7-2). Solid cover that can support any 

part of the body or rifle assists in firing accuracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-2. Kneeling supported firing position. 
 

7-3. KNEELING UNSUPPORTED FIRING POSITION 

This position is assumed quickly, places the Soldier high enough to see over small brush, 

and provides a stable firing position (Figure 7-3). The nonfiring elbow should be pushed 

forward of the knee so the upper arm is resting on a flat portion of the knee to provide 

stability. The trailing foot should be placed in a comfortable position. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-3. Kneeling unsupported firing position. 
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7-4. STANDING FIRING POSITION 

To assume the standing firing position, the soldier faces his target, executes a facing 

movement to his firing side, and spreads his feet a comfortable distance apart (Figure 7-

4). With his firing hand on the pistol grip and his nonfiring hand on either the upper 

handguard or the bottom of the magazine, the soldier places the butt of the rifle in the 

pocket formed by his firing shoulder so the sights are level with his eyes. The weight of 

the rifle is supported by the firing shoulder pocket and nonfiring hand. The soldier shifts 

his feet until he is aiming naturally at the target and his weight is evenly distributed on 

both feet. The standing position provides the least stability but could be needed for 

observing the target area since it can be assumed quickly while moving. Support for any 

portion of the body or rifle improves stability. More stability can be obtained by adjusting 

the ammunition pouch to support the nonfiring elbow, allowing the rifle magazine to rest 

in the nonfiring hand. 

Figure 7-4. Standing firing position. 

7-5. MODIFIED SUPPORTED FIRING POSITION 

Once the basic firing skills have been mastered during initial training, the soldier should 

be encouraged to modify positions, to take advantage of available cover, to use anything 
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that helps to steady the rifle, or to make any change that allows him to hit more combat 

targets. The modified prone firing position uses sandbags to support the handguard and 

frees the nonfiring hand to be used on any part of the rifle to hold it steady (Figure 7-5). 

Figure 7-5. Modified supported firing position. 

7-6. URBAN OPERATIONS FIRING POSITIONS 

Although the same principles of rifle marksmanship apply, the selection and use of firing 

positions during urban operations (UO) requires some special considerations. Firing from 

around corners could require the soldier to fire from the opposite shoulder to avoid 

exposing himself to enemy fire. 

a. The requirement for long-range observation can dictate that positions be occupied 

that are high above ground. Figure 7-6 shows a soldier firing over rooftops, exposing 

only the parts of his body necessary to engage a target. 

b. Figure 7-7 shows a soldier firing around obstacles. Figure 7-8 (page 7-6) 

highlights the requirements for cover and rifle support and the need to stay in the

shadows when firing from windows while making sure the muzzle of the rifle does not 

protrude out of the opening. 
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Figure 7-6. Firing over rooftops. 

Figure 7-7. Firing around obstacles. 
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Figure 7-8. Firing from windows. 

c. With minor modifications, the dry-fire exercises taught during preliminary 

marksmanship instruction can effectively train and evaluate a soldier’s ability to apply 

the fundamentals while in advanced firing positions. Repetitive training (muscle 

memory) will make the soldier knowledgeable in the types of corrections needed to keep 

the same point of aim consistently in all of the different firing positions. This increases 

first time target hits and soldier survivability. 

7-7. MODIFIED AUTOMATIC AND BURST FIRE POSITION 

Maximum use of available artificial support is necessary during automatic or burst fire. 

The rifle should be gripped more firmly and pulled into the shoulder more securely than 

when firing in the semiautomatic mode. This support and increased grip help offset the 

progressive displacement of weapon-target alignment caused by recoil. To provide 

maximum stability, prone and supported positions are best when firing the M16-/M4-

series weapon in the automatic or burst fire mode. (If the weapon is equipped with the 

RAS, the use of the vertical pistol grip can further increase the control the soldier has 

over the weapon.) Figure 7-9 demonstrates three variations that can be used when firing 

in automatic or burst fire. The first modification shown involves forming a 5-inch loop 

with the sling at the upper sling swivel, grasping this loop with the nonfiring hand, and 

pulling down and to the rear while firing. The second modification involves grasping the 

small of the stock with the nonfiring hand and applying pressure down and to the rear 

while firing. The third modification shown is the modified machinegun position when a 

bipod is not available. Sandbags may be used to support the rifle. The nonfiring hand 
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may be positioned on the rifle wherever it provides the most stability and flexibility. The 

goal is to maintain weapon stability and minimize recoil. 

Figure 7-9. Modified automatic and burst fire positions. 

Section II. COMBAT FIRE TECHNIQUES 
The test of a soldier’s training is applying the fundamentals of marksmanship and firing 

skills in combat. The marksmanship skills mastered during training, practice, and record 

fire exercises must be applied to many combat situations (attack, assault, ambush, UO). 

Although these situations present problems, only two modifications of the basic 

techniques and fundamentals are necessary: changes to the rate of fire and alterations in 

weapon-target alignment. The necessary changes are significant and must be thoroughly 

taught and practiced before discussing live-fire exercises. 

7-8. RAPID SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE 

The most important firing technique during modern, fast moving combat is rapid 

semiautomatic fire. Rapid-fire techniques are the key to hitting the short exposure, 

multiple, or moving targets described previously. If properly applied, rapid 

semiautomatic fire delivers a large volume of effective fire into a target area. The soldier 

intentionally fires a quick series of shots into the target area to assure a high probability 

of a hit. (Figure 7-10, page 7-8 shows the current training program for rapid 

semiautomatic fire.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
Soldiers learn to engage targets using rapid semiautomatic fire and practice rapid magazine 
changes. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Use a 25-meter alternate course C qualification target.  
Ensure soldier is in a proper supported firing position. 
Soldier is given four 5-round magazines of 5.56ammunition.  
Soldier fires one round at each of the 10 silhouettes on the alternate course C qualification  
target.  

Soldier does a rapid magazine change after each magazine is fired.  
Soldier uses rapid semiautomatic fire to engage targets.  
The first iteration of 10 rounds is fired in a time limit of 40 seconds. 
The second iteration of 10 rounds is fired in a time limit of 30 seconds.  
Each target is inspected and posted after each iteration.  
Observables: 
Coaches are analyzing the firer’s fundamentals continuously. 
Each soldier must obtain 14 silhouette target hits. 

Figure 7-10. Rapid semiautomatic fire training program. 

a. Effectiveness of Rapid Fire. When a soldier uses rapid semiautomatic fire 

properly, he sacrifices some accuracy to deliver a greater volume of effective fire to hit 

more targets. It is surprising how devastatingly accurate rapid fire can be. At ranges 

beyond 25 meters, rapid semiautomatic fire is superior to automatic fire in all measures 

(shots per target, trigger pulls per hit, and even time to hit). The decrease in accuracy 

when firing faster is reduced with proper training and repeated practice. 

b. Control of Rapid Semiautomatic Fire. With proper training, the soldier can 

properly select the appropriate mode of fire; semiautomatic fire, rapid semiautomatic fire, 

or automatic/burst. Leaders must assure proper fire discipline at all times. Even in 

training, unaimed fire must never be tolerated, especially unaimed automatic fire. 

c. Modifications for Rapid Fire. Increases in speed and volume should be sought 

only after the soldier has demonstrated expertise and accuracy during slow semiautomatic 

fire. The rapid application of the four fundamentals will result in a well-aimed shot every 

one or two seconds. This technique of fire allows a unit to place the most effective 

volume of fire in a target area while conserving ammunition. It is the most accurate 

means of delivering suppressive fire. Trainers must consider the impact of the increased 

rate of fire on the soldier’s ability to properly apply the fundamentals of marksmanship 

and other combat firing skills. These fundamentals and skills include: 

(1) Marksmanship Fundamentals. The four fundamentals are used when firing in 

the rapid semiautomatic mode. The following differences apply: 

(a) Steady Position. Good support improves accuracy and reduces recovery time 

between shots. A somewhat tighter grip on the hand guard assists in recovery time and in 

rapidly shifting or distributing fire to subsequent targets. When possible, the rifle should 

pivot at the point where the non-firing hand meets the support. The soldier should avoid 

changing the position of the non-firing hand on the support, because it is awkward and 

time consuming when rapidly firing a series of shots. 
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(b) Aiming. Sighting and stock weld do not change during rapid semiautomatic fire. 

The firer’s head remains on the stock for every shot, his firing eye is aligned with the rear 

aperture, and his focus is on the front sight post. In slow fire, the soldier seeks a stable 

sight picture. In the fast moving situations requiring rapid semiautomatic fire, the soldier 

must accept target movement, and unsteady sight picture, and keep firing into the target 

area until the target is down or there is no chance of a hit. Every shot must be aimed. 

(c) Breath Control. Breath control must be modified because the soldier does not 

have time to take a complete breath between shots. He must hold his breath at some point 

in the firing process and take shallow breaths between shots. 

(d) Trigger Squeeze. To maintain the desired rate of fire, the soldier has only a short 

period to squeeze the trigger (one well-aimed shot every one or two seconds). The firer 

must cause the rifle to fire in a period of about one-half of a second or less and still not 

anticipate the precise instant of firing. It is important that initial trigger pressure be 

applied as soon as a target is identified and while the front sight post is being brought to 

the desired point of aim. When the front sight post reaches the point of aim, final pressure 

must be applied to cause the rifle to fire almost at once. This added pressure, or final 

trigger squeeze, must be applied without disturbing the lay of the rifle. Repeated dry-fire 

training, using the Weaponeer device, and live-fire practice ensure the soldier can 

squeeze the trigger and maintain a rapid rate of fire consistently and accurately. 

NOTE: The soldier can increase the firing rate by firing, then releasing just enough 

pressure on the trigger to reset the sear, then immediately fire the next shot. 

This technique eliminates some of the time used in fully releasing the pressure 

on the trigger. It allows the firer to rapidly deliver subsequent rounds. 

Training and practice sessions are required for soldiers to become proficient in 

the technique of rapid trigger squeeze. 

(2) Immediate Action. To maintain an increased rate of suppressive fire, immediate 

action must be applied quickly. The firer must identify the problem and correct the 

stoppage immediately. Repeated dry-fire practice, using blanks or dummy rounds, 

followed by live-fire training and evaluation ensures that soldiers can rapidly apply 

immediate action while other soldiers initiate fire. 

d. Rapid-Fire Training. Soldiers should be well trained in all aspects of slow 

semiautomatic firing before attempting any rapid-fire training. Those who display a lack 

of knowledge of the fundamental skills of marksmanship should not advance to rapid 

semiautomatic training until these skills are learned and mastered. Initial training should 

focus on the modifications to the fundamentals and other basic combat skills necessary 

during rapid semiautomatic firing. 

(1) Dry-Fire Exercises. Repeated dry-fire exercises are the most efficient means 

available to ensure soldiers can apply modifications to the fundamentals. Multiple dry-

fire exercises are needed, emphasizing a rapid shift in position and point of aim, followed 

by breath control and fast trigger squeeze. Blanks or dummy rounds may be used to train 

rapid magazine changes and the application of immediate action. The soldier should 

display knowledge and skill during these dry-fire exercises before attempting live fire. 
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(2) Live-Fire Exercises. There are two types of live-fire exercises. 

(a) Individual. Emphasis is on each soldier maintaining a heavy volume of accurate 

fire. Weapon downtime (during immediate action and rapid magazine changes) is kept to 

a minimum. Firing should begin at shorter ranges, progressing to longer ranges as 

soldiers display increased proficiency. Exposure or engagement times are shortened and 

the number of rounds increased to simulate the need for a heavy volume of fire. 

Downrange feedback is necessary to determine accuracy of fire. 

(b) Collective. Rapid semiautomatic fire should be the primary means of delivering 

fire during a collective live-fire exercise (LFX). It is the most accurate technique of 

placing a large volume of fire on poorly defined targets or target areas. Emphasis should 

be on staggered rapid magazine changes, maintaining a continuous volume of fire, and 

conserving ammunition. 

7-9. AUTOMATIC OR BURST FIRE 

Automatic or burst fire delivers the maximum amount of rounds to a target area. It should 

be trained only after the soldier has demonstrated expertise during slow and rapid 

semiautomatic fire. Automatic or burst fire involves the rapid application of the four 

fundamentals while delivering from one to three rounds per second into a designated 

area. This technique of fire allows a unit to place the most fire in a target area (when 

conserving ammunition is not a consideration). It is a specialized technique of delivering 

suppressive fire and may not apply to most combat engagements. The M16A1/A3 and 

M4A1 rifle has a full automatic setting. (The M16A2/A4 and M4 use a three-round burst 

capability.) Soldiers must be taught the advantages and disadvantages of automatic firing 

so they know when it should be used. Without this knowledge in a life-threatening 

situation the soldier will tend to switch to the automatic or burst mode, which can be 

effective in some situations. It is vital for the unit to train and practice the appropriate use 

of automatic or burst fire. (Figure 7-11 shows the current training program for automatic 

or burst fire.) 

Instructional Intent: 
Soldiers learn the advantages and disadvantages of automatic or burst fire. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Use a 25-meter alternate course C qualification target.  
Ensure soldier is in a proper modified automatic/burst firing position. 
Soldier is given two 15-round magazines of 5.56mm ammunition.  
Soldier fires one 3-round burst at each of the 10 silhouettes on the alternate course C  

qualification target.  
Soldier does a rapid magazine change after each magazine is emptied.  
Observables: 
Soldier obtains five target hits.  
Soldier demonstrates control of the weapon in the automatic/burst role.   

Figure 7-11. Automatic or burst fire training program. 

a. Effectiveness of Automatic or Burst Fire. Automatic or burst fire is inherently 

less accurate than semiautomatic fire. The first full-automatic shot fired may be on target, 

but recoil and a high-cyclic rate of fire often combine to place subsequent rounds far 
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from the desired point of impact. Even controlled (three-round burst) automatic or burst 

fire may place only one round on the target. Because of these inaccuracies, it is difficult 

to evaluate the effectiveness of automatic or burst fire, and even more difficult to 

establish absolute guidelines for its use. 

(1) Closely spaced multiple targets, appearing at the same time at 50 meters or closer, 

may be engaged effectively with automatic or burst fire. More widely spaced targets 

appearing at greater distances should be engaged with semiautomatic fire. 

(2) The M16-series rifles and the M4-series should normally be employed in the 

semiautomatic mode. Depending on the tactical situation, the following conditions would 

be factors against the use of automatic or burst fire: 

�� Ammunition is in short supply or resupply may be difficult. 

�� Single targets are being engaged. 

�� Widely spaced multiple targets are being engaged. 

�� The distance to the target is beyond 50 meters. 

�� The effect of bullets on the target cannot be observed. 

�� Artificial support is not available. 

�� Targets may be effectively engaged using semiautomatic fire. 

(3) In some combat situations, the use of automatic or burst fire can improve 

survivability and enhance mission accomplishment. Clearing buildings, final assaults, 

FPF, and ambushes may require limited use of automatic or burst fire. Depending on the 

tactical situation, the following conditions may favor the use of automatic or burst fire: 

�� Enough available ammunition. Problems are not anticipated with resupply. 

�� Closely spaced multiple targets appear at 50 meters or less. 

�� Maximum fire is immediately required at an area target. 

�� Tracers or some other means can be used to observe the effect of bullets on 

the target. 

�� Leaders can maintain adequate control over weapons firing on automatic. 

�� Good artificial support is available. 

�� The initial sound of gunfire disperses closely spaced targets. 

(4) Trainers must ensure soldiers understand the capabilities and limitations of 

automatic or burst fire. They must know when it should and should not be used. 

b. Modifications for the Automatic or Burst Fire Position. Trainers must consider 

the impact of the greatly increased rate of fire on the soldier’s ability to properly apply 

the fundamentals of marksmanship and other combat firing skills. These fundamentals 

and skills include: 

(1) Immediate Action. To maintain automatic or burst fire, immediate action must be 

applied quickly. The firer must identify the problem and correct it immediately. Repeated 

dry-fire practice, using blanks or dummy rounds, followed by live-fire training and 

evaluation, ensures soldiers can rapidly apply immediate action. 

(2) Marksmanship Fundamentals. The four fundamentals are used when firing in 

the automatic mode. The following differences apply: 

(a) Steady Position. Maximum use of available artificial support is necessary during 

automatic or burst fire. The rifle should be gripped more firmly and pulled into the 

shoulder more securely than when firing in the semiautomatic mode. This support and 

increased grip help offset the progressive displacement of weapon-target alignment 

caused by recoil. To provide maximum stability, prone and supported firing positions are 
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best (see Figure 7-9, page 7-8). One possible modification involves forming a 5-inch loop 

with the sling at the upper sling swivel, grasping this loop with the nonfiring hand, and 

pulling down and to the rear while firing. Another modification involves grasping the 

small of the stock with the nonfiring hand and applying pressure down and to the rear 

while firing. If a bipod is not available, sandbags may be used to support the rifle. The 

nonfiring hand may be positioned on the rifle wherever it provides the most stability and 

flexibility. The goal is to maintain weapon stability and minimize recoil. 

NOTE: If the weapon is equipped with the RAS, using the vertical pistol grip can 

further increase the control the soldier has over the weapon. 

(b) Aiming. The aiming process does not change during automatic or burst fire. The 

firer’s head remains on the stock, his firing eye stays aligned with the rear sight aperture, 

and his focus is on the front sight post. Although recoil may disrupt this process, the firer 

must try to apply the aiming techniques throughout recoil. 

(c) Breath Control. Breath control must be modified because the firer will not have 

the time to breathe between shots. He must hold his breath for each burst and adapt his 

breathing cycle, taking breaths between bursts. 

(d) Trigger Squeeze. Training and repeated dry-fire practice will aid the soldier in 

applying proper trigger squeeze during automatic firing. Live-fire exercises will enable 

him to improve this skill. 

�� M16A1. Trigger squeeze is applied in the normal manner up to the instant the 

rifle fires. Because three-round bursts are the most effective rate of fire, 

pressure on the trigger should be released as quickly as possible. The index 

finger should remain on the trigger, but a quick release of pressure is 

necessary to prevent an excessive number of rounds from being fired in one 

burst. With much dry-fire practice, the soldier can become proficient at 

delivering three-round bursts with the squeeze-release technique. 

�� M16A2/3/4 and M4-series weapons. Trigger squeeze is applied in the normal 

manner up to the instant the rifle fires. Using the burst-mode, the firer holds 

the trigger to the rear until three rounds are fired. He then releases pressure on 

the trigger until it resets, then reapplies pressure for the next three-round burst. 

NOTES: 1.  The trigger is not slapped or jerked. It is squeezed and pressure is quickly 

released.

2.  Depending on the position of the burst cam when the selector is moved to 

the burst mode, the rifle may fire one, two, or three rounds when the 

trigger is held to the rear the first time. If the rifle fires only one or two 

rounds, the firer must quickly release pressure on the trigger and squeeze 

again, holding it to the rear until a three-round burst is completed. 

c. Magazine Changes. Rapid magazine changes are vital in maintaining automatic 

or burst fire. 

d. Training of Automatic or Burst Fire Techniques. Initial training should focus 

on the modifications to the fundamentals and other basic combat skills necessary during 

automatic firing. Repeated dry-fire exercises are the most efficient means available to 
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ensure soldiers can apply these modifications. Multiple dry-fire exercises are needed, 

emphasizing a stable position and point of aim, followed by breath control and the 

appropriate trigger squeeze. Blanks or dummy rounds may be used to train trigger 

squeeze, rapid magazine changes, and application of immediate action. The soldier 

should display knowledge and skill during these exercises before attempting live fire. 

NOTE: Soldiers should be well trained in all aspects of slow semiautomatic firing 

before attempting any automatic training. Those who display a lack of 

knowledge of fundamental skills should not advance to automatic or burst fire 

training until these skills are learned. 

7-10. SUPPRESSIVE FIRE 

In many tactical situations, combat rifle fire will be directed to suppress enemy personnel 

or weapons positions. Suppressive fire is rifle fire precisely aimed at a definite point or 

area target. Some situations may require a soldier to place suppressive fire into a wide 

area such as a wood line, hedgerow, or small building while, at other times, the target 

may be a bunker or window. Suppressive fire is used to control the enemy and the area he 

occupies. It is employed to kill the enemy or to prevent him from observing the 

battlefield or effectively using his weapons. When a sustained volume of accurate 

suppressive fire is placed on enemy locations to contain him, it can be effective even 

though he cannot be seen. Effectively pinning the enemy down behind cover reduces his 

ability to deliver fire and allows friendly forces to move. (Figure 7-12 shows the current 

training program for suppressive fire.) 

Instructional Intent: 
Soldier learns to suppress targets using suppressive fire. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Ensure the 25-meter scaled landscape target is used.  
Soldier is given two 9-round magazines and one 12-round magazine of 5.56mm-ball  

ammunition.  
Ensure soldier is in a proper supported firing position. 
Soldier fires 9 rounds at the “open window” area of the target using rapid semiautomatic fire with 

the first 9-round magazine.  
Soldier fires 12 rounds at the “fence or hedgerow” area of the target using rapid semiautomatic 

fire with the 12-round magazine.  
Soldier fires three 3-round bursts at the “tank turret” area of the target using the automatic/burst  
mode of the weapon with the second 9-round magazine.  
Observables: 
Soldier achieves 5 hits out of 9 inside the “open window” area within 18 seconds.  
Soldier achieves 10 hits out of 12 inside the dotted lines surrounding the “fence or hedgerow”  
area within 24 seconds. 
Soldier achieves 3 hits out of nine inside the “tank turret” area within 24 seconds.  

Figure 7-12. Suppressive fire training program. 

a. Nature of the Target. Many soldiers have difficulty delivering effective 

suppressive fire when they cannot see a definite target. They must fire at likely locations 

or in a general area where the enemy is known to exist. Even though definite targets 
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cannot be seen, most suppressive fire should be well aimed. Figure 7-13 shows a 

landscape target suitable for suppressive fire training. When this type of target is used, 

trainers must develop a firing program to include areas of engagement and designated 

target areas be credited as sustained effective suppressive fire. At 25 meters, this target 

provides the firer an area to suppress without definite targets to engage. 

Figure 7-13. Landscape target. 

b. Point of Aim. Suppressive fire should be well-aimed, sustained, semiautomatic 

fire. Although lacking a definite target, the soldier must be taught to control and 

accurately deliver fire within the limits of the suppressed area. The sights are used as 

when engaging a point-type target with the front sight post placed so each shot impacts 

within the desired area (window, firing portal, tree line). 

c. Rate of Fire. During most phases of live fire (grouping, zeroing, qualifying), 

shots are delivered using the slow semiautomatic rate of fire (one round every 3 to 10 

seconds). During training, this allows a slow and precise application of the fundamentals. 

Successful suppressive fire requires that a faster but sustained rate of fire be used. Firing 

full automatic or bursts (13 rounds per second) for a few seconds may sometimes be 

necessary to gain initial fire superiority. Rapid semiautomatic fire (one round every one 

or two seconds) allows the firer to sustain a large volume of accurate fire while 

conserving ammunition. The tactical situation dictates the most useful rate of fire, but the 

following must be considered: 

(1) Applying Fundamentals. As the stress of combat increases, some soldiers may 

fail to apply the fundamentals of marksmanship. This factor contributes to soldiers firing 

less accurately and without obtaining the intended results. While some modifications are 

appropriate, the basic fundamentals should be applied and emphasized regardless of the 

rate of fire or combat stress. Strategies to enhance marksmanship skills during combat 

stress include shooting prone as opposed to standing, and providing a high carbohydrate 

and or moderate sodium diet. Factors that contribute to combat stress are: 
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(a) Environmental. Environmental stressors have been shown to degrade 

marksmanship accuracy up to 20 percent. Such stressors include heat and altitude. 

(b) Operational. Operational stressors have been shown to degrade marksmanship 

accuracy from 17 percent to 136 percent. Such stressors include MOPP gear; tasks that 

require carrying rucksacks, litter patients, and other equipment on the body; and sleep 

deprivation.

(2) Making Rapid Magazine Changes. One of the keys to sustained suppressive fire 

is reloading the rifle rapidly. Rapid magazine changes must be correctly taught and 

practiced during dry-fire and live-fire exercises until the soldier becomes proficient. 

Small-unit training exercises must be conducted so soldiers who are providing 

suppressive fire practice magazine changes that are staggered. Firing is, therefore, 

controlled and coordinated so that a continuous volume of accurate suppressive fire is 

delivered to the target area. 

(3) Conserving Ammunition. Automatic or burst fire should be used sparingly and 

only to gain initial fire superiority. Depending on the tactical situation, the rate of fire 

should be adjusted so that a minimum number of rounds are expended. Accurate fire 

conserves ammunition, while preventing the enemy from placing effective fire on 

friendly positions. 

7-11. QUICK FIRE 

The two main techniques of directing fire with a rifle are to aim using the sights and to 

use weapon alignment, instinct, bullet strike, or tracers to direct the fire. The preferred 

technique is to use the sights, but sometimes quick reflex action is required. Quick fire is 

a technique used to deliver fast, effective fire on surprise personnel targets at close ranges 

(25 meters or less). Quick-fire procedures have also been referred to as instinctive firing 

or quick kill. (Figure 7-14 shows the current training program for quick fire.) 

Instructional Intent: 
Soldiers learn how to engage targets using the quick-fire techniques. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4-series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Soldier is given two 10-round magazines.  
Soldier engages 10 target exposures of 2 seconds each at 15 meters using the first 10-round  
magazine.  
Soldier moves to the 25- meter line and engages 10 target exposures of 2 seconds each at 25 

meters using the second 10-round magazine.  
Observables: 
Soldier achieves 7 target hits out of 10 target exposures at 15 meters. 
Soldier achieves 5 target hits out of 10 target exposures at 25 meters. 

Figure 7-14. Quick fire training program. 

NOTE:  Quick fire will only be conducted by soldiers in basic training. Short-range 

marksmanship will be conducted at unit level. 
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a. Effectiveness of Quick Fire. Quick-fire techniques are appropriate for soldiers, 

who are presented with close, suddenly appearing, surprise enemy targets; or when close 

engagement is imminent. Fire may be delivered in the SEMIAUTO or 

AUTOMATIC/BURST mode. For example, a point man in a patrol may carry the 

weapon on AUTOMATIC/BURST. This may also be required when clearing a room or 

bunker. Initial training should be in the SAFE mode. Two techniques of delivering quick 

fire are:

 (1) Aimed. When presented with a target, the soldier brings the rifle up to his 

shoulder and quickly fires a single shot. His firing eye looks through or just over the rear 

sight aperture. He uses the front sight post to aim at the target (Figure 7-15). Using this 

technique, a target at 25 meters or less may be accurately engaged in one second or less. 

Figure 7-15. Aimed quick fire. 

(2) Pointed. When presented with a target, the soldier keeps the rifle at his side and 

quickly fires a single shot or burst. He keeps both eyes open and uses his instinct and 

peripheral vision to line up the rifle with the target (Figure 7-16). Using this technique, a 

target at 15 meters or less may be engaged in less than one second. 
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Figure 7-16. Pointed quick fire. 

 

   (a) The difference in speed of delivery between these two techniques is small. 

Pointed quick fire can be used to fire a shot about one-tenth of a second faster than aimed 

quick fire. The difference in accuracy, however, is more pronounced. A soldier well 

trained in pointed quick fire can hit an E-type silhouette target at 15 meters, although the 

shot may strike anywhere on the target. A soldier well trained in aimed quick fire can hit 

an E-type silhouette target at 25 meters, with the shot or burst striking 5 inches from the 

center of mass. This variance of target hit for this type of engagement reinforces the need 

for well-aimed shots. 

   (b) The key to the successful employment of either technique is practice. Both 

pointed and aimed quick fire must be repeatedly practiced during dry-fire training. Live-

fire exercises provide further skill enhancement and illustrate the difference in accuracy 

between the two techniques. Tactical considerations dictate which technique is most 

effective in a given situation, and when single shot versus burst fire is used. 

   (c) Pointed and aimed quick fire should be used only when a target cannot be 

engaged fast enough using the sights in a normal manner. These techniques should be 

limited to targets appearing at 25 meters or less. Modern short-range combat (SRC) 

techniques emphasize carrying the rifle with the butt high, so the rifle sights can be 

brought into display as quickly as firing a hasty unaimed shot. In extremely dangerous 

moments, special reaction teams (SRTs) commonly advance with weapons shouldered, 

aiming as they advance. 

 b. Four Fundamental Modifications for Quick-Fire Techniques. Quick-fire 

techniques require major modifications to the four fundamentals of marksmanship. These 

modifications represent a significant departure from the normal applications of the four 

fundamentals. Initial training in these differences, followed by repeated dry-fire 

exercises, will be necessary to prepare the soldier for live fire. 

  (1) Steady Position. The quickness of shot delivery prevents the soldier from 

assuming a stable firing position. He must fire from his present position when the target 
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appears. If the soldier is moving, he must stop. Adjustments for stability and support 

cannot be made before the round is fired. 

 (a) Aimed. The butt of the rifle is pulled into the pocket of the shoulder as the cheek 

comes in contact with the stock. Both hands firmly grip the rifle, applying rearward 

pressure. The firing eye looks through or just over the rear sight aperture. The firer’s 

sight is placed on the target. 

 (b) Pointed. The rifle is pulled into the soldier’s side and both hands firmly grip the 

rifle, applying rearward pressure. 

 (2) Aiming. This fundamental must be highly modified because the soldier may not 

have time to look through the rear sight, find the front sight, and align it with the target. 

 (a) Aimed. The soldier’s initial focus is on the target. As the rifle is brought up, the 

firing eye looks through or just over the rear sight aperture at the target. Using his 

peripheral vision, the soldier locates the front sight post and brings it to the center of the 

target. When the front sight post is in focus, the shot is fired. Focus remains on the front 

sight post throughout the aiming process. 

 (b) Pointed. The soldier’s focus is placed on the center or slightly below the center of 

the target as the rifle is aligned with it and is fired. The soldier’s instinctive pointing 

ability and peripheral vision are used to aid proper alignment. 

 

NOTE: Using either aiming technique, bullets may tend to impact above the desired 

location. Repeated live-fire practice is necessary to determine the best aim 

point on the target or the best focus. Such practice should begin with the 

soldier using a center of mass aim. 

 

 (3) Breath Control. This fundamental has little application to the first shot of quick 

fire. The round must be fired before a conscious decision can be made about breathing. If 

subsequent shots are necessary, breathing must not interfere with the necessity of firing 

quickly. When possible, use short, shallow breaths. 

 (4) Trigger Squeeze. Initial pressure is applied as weapon alignment is moved toward 

the target. Trigger squeeze is exerted so when weapon-target alignment is achieved, the 

round is fired at once. The soldier requires much training and practice to perfect this rapid 

squeezing of the trigger. 

 

 

*Section III. CHEMICAL, BIOLOGICAL, RADIOLOGICAL,  
AND NUCLEAR FIRING 

All soldiers must effectively fire their weapons to accomplish combat missions in a 

*chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) environment. With proper 

training and practice, soldiers gain confidence in their ability to effectively hit targets in 

full Mission Oriented Protective Posture (MOPP) equipment. MOPP firing proficiency 

must be part of every unit’s training program. Figure 7-17, page 7-19 shows the current  

training program for CBRN firing.
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Instructional Intent: 
The primary objective of CBRN fire is to develop the soldier’s confidence and ability to engage 
targets while in any level of MOPP. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture. 
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture. 
Ensure soldiers have insert lenses, if required, before firing. 
Ensure soldiers have proper seal on the mask to prevent fogging and loss of visibility. 
Soldiers are issued 20 rounds of ammunition to be loaded 10/10 in two magazines.  
Soldier engages 20 targets each at 50 meters. Target exposures consist of 10 from the right 
and 10 from the left from the foxhole supported firing position using Table 1 of the Record Fire 
Qualification firing table (DA Form 3595-R). 
This is a GO/NO GO exercise. 
Observables: 
Soldier obtains 11 hits out of 20 target exposures. 

*Figure 7-17. CBRN fire training program. 

 

7-12. MOPP EQUIPMENT FIRE TRAINING 

*Firing weapons is only part of overall CBRN training. Soldiers must first be familiar 

*with CBRN equipment, its use, and proper wear before they progress to learning the 

techniques of MOPP firing. Trainers must consider the impact of MOPP equipment 

(hood or mask, gloves, overgarments) on the soldier’s ability to properly apply the 

fundamentals of marksmanship and combat firing skills. 

 a. Operation and Function Modification. Handling the rifle, performing operation 

and function checks, loading and unloading, and cleaning are affected by MOPP 

equipment. Movements are slowed, tasks take longer to complete and often require more 

effort. Vision is impaired, and care is needed to avoid damaging MOPP equipment and 

possible exposure to lethal agents. Because of the great differences between  MOPP 

Level 0 and MOPP Level 4, soldiers must be trained in all aspects of operation and 

maintenance of the weapon while practicing at the highest MOPP level. Only through 

repeated training and practice can the soldier be expected to perform tasks efficiently. 

 b. Immediate Action. Under normal conditions a soldier should be able to clear a 

stoppage in 3 to 5 seconds. Under increased MOPP levels, however, this may take as long 

as 10 seconds to successfully complete. Dry-fire practice under these conditions is 

necessary to reduce time and streamline actions. Mask (with or without hood) and gloves 

must be worn. Care must be taken not to snag or damage the gloves or dislodge the hood 

or mask during movements. Applying immediate action to a variety of stoppages during 

dry fire must be practiced using dummy or blank ammunition until such actions can be 

performed by instinct. 

 (1) Vision is limited to what can be seen through the mask lenses or faceplate. 

Peripheral vision is severely restricted. The lenses or faceplate may be scratched or partly 

fogged, further restricting vision. 

 

NOTE: Soldiers requiring corrective lenses must be issued insert lenses before 

training. 
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 (2) Scanning movement may be restricted by the hood or mask. Any of these factors 

could adversely affect the soldier’s ability to quickly and accurately detect targets. 

Additional skill practice should be conducted. 

 c. Marksmanship Fundamentals. Although the four marksmanship fundamentals 

remain valid during MOPP firing, some modifications may be needed to accommodate 

the equipment. 

 (1) Steady Position. Due to the added bulk of the over garment, firing positions may 

need adjustment for stability and comfort. Dry and live firing while standing, crouching, 

or squatting may be necessary to reduce bodily contact with contaminated ground or 

foliage. A consistent spot or stock weld is difficult to maintain due to the shape of the 

protective mask. This requires the firer to hold his head in an awkward position to place 

the eye behind the sight. 

 (2) Aiming. Wearing a protective mask may force firers to rotate (cant) the rifle to 

see through the rear aperture. The weapon should be rotated the least amount possible to 

see through and line up the sights. The center tip of the front sight post should be placed 

on the ideal aiming point. This ideal aiming procedure (Figure 7-18, page 7-21) should be 

the initial procedure taught and practiced. 

 (a) If this cannot be achieved, a canted sight picture may be practiced. The normal 

amount of cant needed by most firers to properly see through the sights has a limited 

influence on rounds fired at ranges between 75 meters or less. 

 (b) Rifle ballistics causes the strike of the bullet to impact low in the direction of the 

cant (when a cant is used) at longer ranges. Due to this shift in bullet strike and the many 

individual differences in sight alignment when wearing a protective mask, it is important 

to conduct downrange feedback training at ranges beyond 75 meters on known-distance 

ranges. This allows soldiers to determine what aiming adjustments are needed to achieve 

center target hits. Figure 7-19, page 7-21, shows what might be expected for a right-

handed firer engaging a target at 175 meters with a certain amount of cant, and the 

adjustment in point of aim needed to move the bullet strike to the center of the target. 

Figure 7-20, page 7-22 shows what might be expected for a right-handed firer engaging a 

300-meter target. The adjustments in point of aim for left-handed firers are the opposite 

of those shown in Figures 7-19 and 7-20. 

 (c) Although bullet strike is displaced when using a cant, individual differences are 

such that center-of-mass aiming should be used until the individual knows what aiming 

adjustment is needed. When distant targets are missed, a right-handed firer should usually 

adjust his point of aim to the right and high; a left-handed firer should adjust to the left 

and high. Then, the aiming rules are clear. 

 (d) All targets should initially be engaged by aiming center mass, regardless of cant. 

When targets are missed while using a cant, firers should adjust the point of aim higher 

and opposite the direction of the cant. Actual displacement of the aiming point must be 

determined by using downrange feedback targets at ranges beyond 75 meters. 

 (3) Breath Control. Breathing is restricted and more difficult while wearing the 

protective mask. Physical exertion can produce labored breathing and make settling down 

into a normal breathing rhythm much more difficult. More physical effort is needed to 

move around when encumbered by MOPP equipment, which can increase the breath rate. 

All these factors make holding and controlling the breath to produce a well-aimed shot 
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more energy and time consuming. Emphasis must be placed on rapid target engagement 

during the limited amount of time a firer can control his breath. 

 (4) Trigger Squeeze. Grasping the pistol grip and squeezing the trigger with the index 

finger is altered when the firer is wearing MOPP gloves. The action of the trigger finger 

is restricted, and the fit of the glove may require the release of the swing-down trigger 

guard. Because the trigger feels different, control differs from that used in barehanded 

firing. This difference cannot be accurately predicted. Dry-fire training using dime-

washer exercises is necessary to ensure the firer knows the changes he will encounter 

during live fire. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7-18. Sight picture when canting the rifle 

while wearing a protective mask (75-meter target). 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7-19. Engagement of 175-meter target. 
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Figure 7-20. Engagement of 300-meter target. 
 

*7-13. CBRN DRY-FIRE AND LIVE-FIRE EXERCISES 

Repeated dry-fire training and live-fire exercises are the most efficient means to prepare 

the soldier for successful target engagements at any range while in MOPP Level 4 during 

MILES exercises and in live-fire training. The soldier must follow these procedures and 

applications to be combat effective in a CBRN environment. 

* a.  CBRN Dry-Fire Exercises. As with all marksmanship training, the soldier must 

start at the basics in order to become proficient at CBRN fire. Modified fundamentals can 

be taught anywhere and are done before the soldier does a live-fire exercise. The dry-fire 

exercises, which are used during CBRN training, are the same ones that are used during 

initial rifle marksmanship (dime-washer exercise, target box, SPORTS, and Weaponeer). 

The soldier must conduct dry-fire exercises in MOPP Level 4 so he can train at the 

highest degraded level and adjust his shooting technique to increase his marksmanship 

ability in a CBRN environment. The instructor-trainer can be imaginative in his 

modifications of the dry-fire exercises to challenge the soldier and improve his 

marksmanship skills while making the training interesting. 

* b. CBRN 50-Meter Live-Fire Exercise. The basic CBRN live-fire exercise allows 

all soldiers to gain confidence in their abilities to effectively engage targets in a CBRN 

environment. Practice and proficiency firing can be conducted on any range. Practice can 

also be accomplished by the use of MILES equipment during force on force training. 

When a Remote Electronic Target System (RETS) range is used for this exercise the two 

50-meter mechanisms are used. For the CBRN live-fire exercise, the soldier will perform 

the following scenario after the command of “GAS – GAS – GAS” is given. 

 (1) Each soldier will be issued 20 rounds of ammunition to be loaded 10/10 in two 

magazines. 

 (2) Each soldier engages 20 targets, each at 50 meters. Target exposures consist of 10 

from the right and 10 from the left from the foxhole supported firing position using Table 

I of the Record Fire Qualification firing table (DA Form 3595-R).   

 (3) At the commander’s discretion, Table II of the Record Fire Qualification firing 

table (DA Form 3595-R) may be used as an alternate course of fire. This table allows the 

soldier to engage targets from 50 to 300 meters.  

 (4) Each soldier must achieve 11 hits out of 20 target exposures. This is a GO/NO 

GO exercise. 
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* c. CBRN Alternate Fire Exercise. The CBRN alternate fire course uses the 25-

meter scaled silhouette timed-fire target. The benefits of using the 25-meter scaled 

silhouette is that it can be used on any 25-meter range, the target provides feedback to the 

firer on where the strike of the round impacts the target, and it increases the soldier’s 

knowledge and skill in delivering accurate well-aimed fire using the modified CBRN 

fundamentals. It is conducted in the same manner as the 25-meter alternate course.  

 (1) Each soldier will be in MOPP Level 4 conditions. 

 (2) Each soldier will be issued 20 rounds of ammunition to be loaded 10/10 in two 

magazines. 

 (3) Each soldier will engage each silhouette with two rounds from the foxhole 

supported position using Table I of the Scaled Target Alternate Course (DA Form 5790-

R). 

 (4) Each soldier must achieve 11 hits out of 20 target exposures. This is a GO/NO 

GO exercise.  

* d. CBRN Downrange Feedback. The purpose of the CBRN downrange feedback is 

to give the soldier confidence, knowledge, and skills required to consistently deliver 

accurate, well-aimed fire against combat targets out to 300 meters in MOPP Level 4 

equipment while using the modified fundamentals associated with CBRN firing. On a 

KD range, the soldier will perform the following scenario: 

 (1) The soldier will be issued six magazines. The first and second magazine will have 

5 rounds each, the third magazine and fourth will have 10 rounds each, and the fifth and 

sixth magazine will have 5 rounds each. 

 (2) The soldier engages the 75-meter (100-yard) target with one 5-round magazine 

from the foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting supported position and again engages 

the 75-meter target from the foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting supported position 

with the second 5-round magazine.  

 (3) The soldier engages the 175-meter (200-yard) target with one 10-round magazine 

from the foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting supported firing position and again 

engages the 175-meter target from the foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting 

supported firing position with the second 10-round magazine.  

 (4) The soldier engages the 300-meter target with one 5-round magazine from the 

foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting supported firing position and again engages the 

300-meter target from the foxhole, standing, crouching, or squatting supported firing 

position using the last 5-round magazine.  

 (5) The soldier must obtain 8 hits out of 10 shots on the 75-meter target; 14 hits out 

of 20 shots on the 175-meter target; and 5 hits out of 10 shots on the 300-meter target. 

 

NOTES: 1. The KD range scorecard is used for the CBRN KD range. 

   2. The ammunition allocated for advanced skill training can be used for the 

CBRN downrange feedback scenario. 

 

Section IV. NIGHT FIRE TRAINING 
All units must be able to fight during limited visibility. All soldiers must know how to 

employ their weapons during such time. Soldiers must experience the various conditions 

of night combat from total darkness to the many types of artificial illumination. All units 

must include basic, unassisted night fire training annually in their unit marksmanship 
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programs. Combat units should conduct tactical night fire training at least quarterly. This 

tactical training should include MILES, during force-on-force training, as well as live-fire 

training. The many effects darkness has on night firing are discussed in this section. This 

section will provide units guidance on training soldiers to be effective in total darkness 

without using iron sights and using iron sights during limited visibility. (Figure 7-21 

shows the current training program for unassisted night fire training.) (See Appendix H 

for more detailed information on night fighting.) 

 
Instructional Intent: 
The primary training objective of unassisted night fire is to develop the soldier’s confidence in 
his ability to hit targets when he cannot see through his rifle sights and does not have night 
vision capability. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture. 
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture. 
Soldier is given two 15-round magazines with tracer/ball ammunition (10 rounds ball/5 rounds 
tracer) in each magazine. 
Based on the commander’s METL, soldier engages the 50-meter F-type silhouette target from 
the prone supported position or foxhole supported fighting position with one magazine. 
Soldier engages the 50-meter F-type silhouette target from the prone unsupported fighting 
position or kneeling position with the second magazine. 
This is a GO/NO GO exercise. 
Observables: 
Soldier achieves 7hits out of 30 target exposures. 

Figure 7-21. Unassisted night fire training program. 

 

7-14. UNASSISTED NIGHT FIRE TRAINING 

Trainers must consider the impact of limited visibility on the soldier’s ability to properly 

apply the fundamentals of marksmanship and combat firing skills. During limited 

visibility, a firer cannot generally use his sights in most situations and without artificial 

illumination the sights block his field of vision. These fundamentals and skills include: 

 a. Operation and Maintenance of the Weapon. Handling the weapon, performing 

operation and function checks, loading and unloading, and maintenance are all affected 

by nighttime conditions. Movements are slower, tasks take longer to complete, vision is 

impaired, and equipment is more easily misplaced or lost. Because combat conditions and 

enforcement of noise and light discipline restrict the use of illumination, soldiers must be 

trained to operate, service, and clean their weapons in total darkness. Although initial 

practice of these tasks should occur during daylight to facilitate control and error 

correction, repeated practice during actual nighttime conditions should be integrated with 

other training. Only through repeated practice and training can the soldier be expected to 

 perform all tasks efficiently. 

 b. Immediate Action. Under normal conditions, a soldier should clear a stoppage in 

three to five seconds. After dark this task usually takes longer. Identifying the problem 

may be difficult and frustrating for the soldier. A hands-only technique of identifying a 

stoppage must be taught and practiced. Clearing the stoppage using few or no visual 

indicators must also be included. The firer must practice applying immediate action with 

his eyes closed. Dry-fire practice (applying SPORTS) using dummy or blank rounds 

under these conditions is necessary to reduce time and build confidence. Training should
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be practiced first during daylight for better control and error correction by the trainer. 

Once the soldier is confident in applying immediate action in darkness, he can perform 

such actions rapidly on the firing line. 

c. Marksmanship Fundamentals. The four marksmanship fundamentals apply to 

night firing. Some modifications are needed depending on the conditions. The firer must 

still place effective fire on the targets or target areas that have been detected. 

(1) Steady Position. When the firer is firing unassisted, changes in his head position 

and or stock weld will be necessary, especially when using weapon-target alignment 

techniques. His head is positioned high so that he is aligning his weapon on the target and 

looking just over the iron sights. His cheek should remain in contact with the stock. 

Repeated dry-fire practice, followed by live-fire training, is necessary to learn and refine 

these modifications and still achieve the steadiest position. 

(2) Aiming. Modifications to the aiming process vary. When firing unassisted, the 

firer’s off-center vision is used instead of pinpoint focus. Both eyes are open to gather the 

maximum available light, and are focused down range. 

(3) Breathing. This fundamental is not affected by unassisted night fire conditions. 

(4) Trigger Squeeze. This fundamental is not affected by unassisted night fire 

conditions. The objective is to not disrupt alignment of the weapon with the target. 

d. Unassisted Night Firing Positions. The recommended firing position for use 

during limited visibility is the supported firing position. This position, when used during 

limited visibility, differs slightly from the supported position taught in earlier periods of 

instruction because the firer cannot use his sights during limited visibility; in fact, the 

sights block his field of vision. To effectively engage targets during limited visibility, the 

firer assumes a supported firing position, establishes a raised stock weld (looks 2 to 3 

inches above the sights level with the barrel), points the weapon at the target, and fires in 

the semiautomatic mode. To obtain optimum results, the firer should keep his eyes open, 

and his head, arms, and rifle should move as one unit. 

e. Unassisted Night Fire. The firer must detect and engage targets without artificial 

illumination or night vision devices. Potential target areas are scanned. When the target is 

detected, the firer should engage it using a modified quick-fire position. The firer should 

take a few seconds to improve weapon-target alignment by pointing slightly low to 

compensate for the usual tendency to fire high (Figure 7-22). Tracer ammunition may 

provide feedback on the line of trajectory and facilitate any adjustments in weapon-target 

alignment. 
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Figure 7-22. Lower weapon-target alignment. 

7-15. UNASSISTED NIGHT FIRE TARGET DETECTION 

Trying to detect a target during the day is difficult enough but at night it becomes even 

more so. In order for an individual to see targets at night, he must apply the three 

principles of night vision. 

a. Dark Adaptation. This process conditions the eyes to see under low levels of 

illumination. The eyes of the average person take about 30 minutes to acquire 98 percent 

night vision in a completely darkened area. Moving from illuminated to darker areas will 

decrease night vision until the eyes have adjusted to the surrounding area again. 

b. Off-Center Vision. During the daytime when an individual looks at an object, he 

looks directly at it. However, if he did this at night he would only see the object for a few 

seconds. In order to see this object for any length of time, he must look 6 to 10 degrees 

from this object (Figures 7-23 and 7-24, page 7-26) while concentrating his attention on 

the object. This allows the light sensitive area of the eye, which can detect faint light 

sources or reflection, to be used. 

c. Scanning. The act of scanning relates to the short, abrupt, irregular movement of 

the firer’s eyes every 4 to 10 seconds around an object or area. Be aware that scanning 

ranges vary according to levels of darkness. 
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Figure 7-23. Daytime field of view using pinpoint focus. 

Figure 7-24. Nighttime field of view using off-center vision 

7-16. TRAINING WITH ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION 

The soldier should be able to fire his weapon effectively in total darkness, in bright 

sunlight, and under all conditions between these two extremes. Provide a variety of night 

and limited visibility conditions when marksmanship training is scheduled. The 

battlefield may be illuminated by ground flares, hand held flares, M203 flares, mortar and 

artillery illumination, aerial flares, searchlights, exploding rounds, burning vehicles, and 

so forth. The battlefield may be obscured by smoke, fog, and various environmental 

conditions. The well-trained soldier should have experienced a number of these 

conditions and be confident that he can effectively employ his weapon when required. 

(Figure 7-25 shows the current training program for artificial illumination training.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
The primary training objective of unassisted night fire with the aid of artificial illumination is to 
develop the soldier’s confidence in his ability to locate, mark, prioritize and engage targets at 
night using artificial illumination.  
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Soldier is given two 15-round magazines of tracer ball ammunition (10 rounds ball/ 5 rounds  
tracer).  
Soldier detects 20 target exposures but engages only 15 target exposures from the foxhole  
supported fighting position with the first 15-round magazine.  
Soldier detects 20 target exposures but engages only 15 target exposures from the prone  
unsupported fighting position with the second 15-round magazine.  
This is a GO/NO GO exercise.  
Observables: 
Soldier achieves 15 hits out of 40 target exposures with only 30 rounds of ammunition. 

Figure 7-25. Artificial illumination training program. 

a. When artificial illumination is used, the eyes lose most of their night adaptation 

and off-center vision is no longer useful. Aiming is accomplished as it is during the day. 

Artificial illumination allows the firer to use the iron sights as he does during the day 

using the 0-2 rear sight aperture. 

b. Engaging targets under artificial illumination allows for better target detection and 

long-range accuracy than the unassisted technique. When the light is gone, time must be 

spent in regaining night vision and adaptation. Only when the level drops enough so that 

the target cannot be seen through the iron sights should the firer resume short-range 

scanning, looking just over the sights. 

c. To preserve night vision while artificial illumination is being used, the soldier 

closes his firing eye and scans his sector for enemy targets with his nonfiring eye. This 

allows the soldier to have night vision in at least one eye after the artificial illumination 

has burned out to keep scanning his sector for enemy targets. However, keeping one eye 

closed to preserve its night vision results in a drastically altered sense of perception when 

both eyes are opened following illumination burnout. Repeated dry-fire training and 

target detection practice are the keys to successful engagement of targets out to 250 

meters or more during live-fire under artificial illumination. 

7-17. UNASSISTED NIGHT DRY-FIRE AND LIVE-FIRE EXERCISES 

Repeated dry-fire training, target detection, and live-fire exercises are the most efficient 

means to ensure the soldier can successfully engage short-range targets. The soldier must 

adhere to the following procedures and applications to be effective in combat. 

a. Night Dry-Fire Exercises. These exercises are the same as the day dry-fire 

exercises (load, SPORTS, rapid magazine change, and clear). Repeated training and dry-

fire practice are the most effective means available to ensure all soldiers can function 

efficiently after dark. Dry-fire exercises should be conducted before the first live round is 

fired.

b. Unassisted Night Live-Fire Exercises. The basic unassisted live-fire exercise 

allows all soldiers to apply night fire principals and to gain confidence in their ability to 

effectively engage targets out to 50 meters. Practice and proficiency firing can be 
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conducted on any range equipped with mechanical lifters and muzzle flash simulators 

(Figure 7-26). The muzzle flash simulator provides the firer with a momentary indication 

that a target is presenting itself for engagement. Practice can also be accomplished using 

MILES equipment. When a RETS range is used for this exercise the two 50-meter 

mechanisms are used. For the unassisted night live-fire exercise, the soldier will perform 

the following scenario: 

(1) Each soldier will be issued two 15-round magazines with tracer and ball 

combination. 

* (2) Based on the commander’s METL, the soldier engages the F-type silhouette target 

at 50 meters while in the prone supported or foxhole supported firing position. The 

soldier uses one magazine of 15 rounds (10 rounds ball; 5 rounds tracer). The soldier will 

detect and engage 15 target exposures at 50 meters. 

* (3) The F-type silhouette target is engaged at 50 meters from the prone unsupported 

position or kneeling position. The soldier uses a second magazine of 15 rounds (10 

rounds ball; 5 rounds tracer). The soldier will detect and engage 15 target exposures at 50 

meters. 

(4) Each soldier must achieve 7 hits out of 30 target exposures. 

Figure 7-26. Night-fire target. 

(5) When the automated range is used, the soldier’s performance is recorded in the 

tower. If automatic scoring is not available, a coach can observe and score the number of 

target hits the firer achieves using NVDs. 

c. Unassisted Night Live-Fire Exercise with Artificial Illumination. The 

unassisted live-fire exercise with artificial illumination allows all soldiers to apply night 

fire principals and to gain confidence in their abilities to effectively detect and engage 
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targets out to 150 meters and beyond with artificial illumination using the night record 

fire scenario: 

(1) Each soldier will be issued two 15-round magazines with the appropriate tracer 

and ball combination. 

(2) During night, each soldier will detect and or engage 20 E-type silhouette target 

exposures from 50 to 250 meters with one magazine of 15 rounds (10 rounds ball; 5 

rounds tracer) while in the foxhole supported firing position. 

(3) During night, each soldier will detect and or engage 20 E-type silhouette target 

exposures from 50 to 250 meters with the second magazine of 15 rounds (10 rounds ball; 

5 rounds tracer) while in the prone unsupported firing position. 

(4) Each soldier must achieve 15 hits out of 40 target exposures with only 30 rounds. 

(5) It is important for the soldier to understand that all of the exposed targets do not 

have to be engaged by fire. The soldier may hone his target detection skills on the distant 

targets and engage them only when he is confident of achieving a hit. This allows the 

soldier to understand his limitations, his skill level, and skills that he needs to work on to 

improve his nighttime marksmanship ability. (Refer to Appendix F for more information 

on the night record fire table.) 

Section V. MOVING TARGET ENGAGEMENT 
In combat situations, enemy soldiers do not stand still. The enemy moves by rushes from 

one covered or concealed position to another. While making the rush, the enemy soldier 

presents a rapidly moving target. However, for a brief time as he begins, movement is 

slow since many steps are needed to gain speed. Many steps are needed to slow down at 

the new position. A moving target is open to aimed fire both times. (Figure 7-27 shows 

the current training program for moving target engagement training.) 

Instructional Intent: 
Soldier learns to detect and engage moving and stationary targets with the M16/M4 series 
weapon. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight is set on the unmarked aperture.  
Ensure M16A2/A3/A4 and M4 series weapon’s rear sight is set on the 0-2 aperture.  
Ensure soldiers get into a proper semi-supported firing position.  
Ensure soldiers understand and apply lead guidance rules.  
Soldier is given two magazines with 25 rounds each of 5.56-mm ball ammunition.  
Soldier engages 34 moving target exposures at ranges from 35 to 185 meters, 16 stationary  

target exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 meters.  
This is a GO/NO GO exercise.  
Observables: 
Soldier achieves at least 18 target hits out of 50 target exposures. 

Figure 7-27. Moving target engagement training program. 

7-18. MOVING TARGET FUNDAMENTALS 

The fundamentals needed to hit moving targets are similar to those needed to hit 

stationary targets. The main skill is to engage moving targets with the least changes to 

procedures. Soldiers in combat do not know if their next target will be stationary or 

moving, they must fire immediately at whatever target occurs. 
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a. The fundamentals for engaging stationary targets (steady position, aiming, breath 

control, and trigger squeeze) are also used to engage moving targets. Considering the 

environment and the variables of the rifle and ammunition, the well-trained soldier 

should be able to hit 300-meter stationary silhouette targets. When the target has lateral 

movement, hits at 150 meters may be 7 out of 10 times, which is a good performance. 

Therefore, twice as much variability, twice as much dispersion, and a few more erratic 

shots are expected when soldiers are trained to hit moving targets. 

(1) Steady Position. When firing from a firing position, the firer should be in the 

standard supported position and flexible enough to track any target in his sector. When a 

target is moving directly at the firer, directly away, or at a slight angle, the target is 

engaged without changing the firing position. When targets have lateral movement, only 

minor changes are needed to allow effective target engagement. Most moving targets are 

missed in the horizontal plane (firing in front of or behind the target) and not in the 

vertical plane (firing too low or too high). A smooth track is needed on the target, even if 

the support arm must be lifted. Other adjustments include the following: 

(a) Nonfiring Hand. The grip of the nonfiring hand may need to be increased and 

more pressure applied to the rear. This helps to maintain positive control of the rifle and 

steady it for rapid trigger action. 

(b) Nonfiring Elbow. The nonfiring elbow is lifted from the support position only to 

maintain a smooth track.

 (c) Firing Hand. Rearward pressure may be applied to the pistol grip to steady the 

rifle during trigger squeeze. 

(d) Firing Elbow. The firing elbow is lifted from support only to help maintain a 

smooth track. 

NOTE: The rifle pocket in the shoulder and the stock weld are the same as for 

stationary targets. 

(2) Aiming. The trailing edge of the front sight post is at target center. 

(3) Breath Control. Breathing is locked at the moment of trigger squeeze. 

(4) Trigger Squeeze. Rearward pressure on the handguard and pistol grip is applied 

to hold the rifle steady while pressure is applied to the trigger. The trigger is squeezed 

fast (almost a controlled jerk). Heavy pressure is applied on the trigger (at least half the 

pressure it takes to make the rifle fire) before squeezing. 

b. The procedures used to engage moving targets vary as the angle and speed of the 

target vary. For example, when a target is moving directly at the firer, the same 

procedures are used as would be used if the target were stationary. However, if it is a 

close, fast-moving target at a 90-degree angle, the rifle and entire upper body of the firer 

must be free from support so the target can be tracked. 

7-19. SINGLE-LEAD RULE FOR MOVING TARGETS 

For the firer to apply precise lead rules he must accurately estimate speed, angle, and 

range to the target during the enemy soldier’s brief exposure. The single-lead rule (place 

the trailing edge of the front sight post at target center) places effective fire on most high-

priority combat targets. At 100 meters, the rule begins to break down for targets moving 

at slight and large angles. 
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a. Lead Requirements. To effectively engage moving targets on the battlefield, 

soldiers must understand lead requirements. Figure 7-28 shows the amount of lead 

required to hit a 300-meter target moving 8 miles per hour at a 90-degree angle. Aiming 

directly at the target would result in missing it. When an enemy soldier is running 8 miles 

per hour, 90 degrees to the firer, and at a range of 300 meters, he covers 4 1/2 feet while 

the bullet is traveling toward him. To get a hit, the firer must aim and fire at position D 

when the enemy is at position A. This indicates the need for target lead and for 

marksmanship trainers to know bullet speed and how it relates to the range, angle, and 

speed of the target. Soldiers must understand that targets moving fast and laterally must 

be led by some distance if they are to be hit. 

Figure 7-28. Lead requirement based on distance and approach angle. 

(1) To hit a target moving laterally, the firer places the trailing edge of the front sight 

post at target center. (The sight-target relationship is shown in Figure 7-29, page 7-32.) 

The single-lead rule automatically increases the lead as the range to the target increases. 

(Figure 7-30, page 7-32, shows how this works, with the front sight post covering about 

1.6 inches at 15 meters and about 16 inches at 150 meters.) Since the center of the front 

sight post is the actual aiming point, placing the trailing edge of the front sight post at 

target center provides a .8-inch lead on a 15-meter target and an 8-inch lead on a target at 

150 meters. 

(2) This rule provides a dead-center hit on a 15-meter target moving at 7 miles per 

hour at a 25-degree angle because the target moves .8 inches between the time the rifle is 

fired and the bullet arrives at the target. A 150-meter target moving at 7 miles per hour at 

a 25-degree angle moves 8 inches between the time the weapon is fired and the bullet 

arrives. This rule provides for hits on the majority of high priority combat targets. 
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Figure 7-29. Single-lead rule. 

Figure 7-30. Lead increasing at greater ranges. 

b. Target Speed. Figure 7-31 reflects the differences in lateral speed for various 

angles of target movement for a target traveling at 8 miles per hour at a distance of 150 

meters from the firer. The angle of target movement is the angle between the target-firer 

line and the target’s direction of movement. An 8-mile-per-hour target moves 24 inches 

during the bullet’s flight time. If the target is moving on a 15-degree angle, it moves 6 

inches (the equivalent of 2 miles per hour).  
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Figure 7-31. Target movement (distance) at various angles. 

(2) Since the target lead is half the perceived width of the front sight post, at 100 

meters the standard sight provides 5.4 inches of lead for the M16A1/2/3/4 and M4 front 

sights (Table 7-1). 

ANGLE OF TARGET 
MOVEMENT
(Degrees) 

RANGE: 100 METERS 

(STANDARD SIGHT) 
TARGET SPEED 

4 MPH 6 MPH 8 MPH 

5 +4.9” +4.5” +4.3” 

10 +4.1” +3.5” +2.7” 

15 +3.5” +2.5” +1.5” 

20 +2.8” +1.5” +.2” 

25 +2.2” +.7” -1.0”

30 +1.7” -.2” -2.0”

35 +1.1” -1.1” -3.2”

40 +.6” -1.9” -4.3”

45 -2.7” -5.4”

50 -.4” -3.3” -6.2”

55 -.8” -4.0” -7.0”

60 -1.2” -4.5” -7.7”

65 -1.5” -4.9” -8.4”

70 -1.7” -5.3” -8.8”

75 -1.9” -5.6” -9.2”

80 -2.0” -5.9” -9.6”

85 -2.1” -5.9” -9.7”

90 -2.1” -6.0” -9.8”

NOTE: Plus (+) indicates bullet strike in the direction of movement; minus (-) indicates bullet 
strike behind the target center 

Table 7-1. Angle of target movement. 
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c. Target Distance. The front sight post covers only a small part of close-in targets, 

providing hits on close targets moving at any angle and any speed. However, if the lead 

rule is applied on more distant targets moving at a slight angle—for example, 5 degrees at 

100 meters—the bullet strikes forward of target center, about 4 inches with standard 

sights and about 7 inches with LLLSS sights. Soldiers must be taught to fire at targets as 

though they are stationary until lateral movement is observed (15 degrees). 

(1) The rule provides for many speed-angle combinations that place the bullet within 

2 inches of target center (Table 7-1). Since the soldier is expected to fire a 12-inch group 

on moving targets at 100 meters, the rule provides for hits on the majority of targets. 

Even the worst case (a 90-degree target moving at 8 miles per hour) would result in the 

shot-group center being located 9.8 inches behind target center. If bullets were evenly 

distributed in a 12-inch group, this would result in hitting the target 40 percent of the 

time. 

(2) Soldiers should be taught to increase their lead if they miss the targets, which 

increases their probability of hitting all targets. The amount of additional lead required 

should be developed through experience with only general guidance provided. For 

example, if there is much lateral movement of the target and the soldier feels, by applying 

the lead rule and firing fundamentals, he has missed the target, he should increase his 

lead.

(3) The training program must be simple and provide soldiers with only relevant 

information to improve their performance in combat. All soldiers should understand and 

apply the single-lead rule in the absence of more information. Soldiers should understand 

that moving targets coming toward them or on a slight angle (0 to 15 degrees) should be 

engaged as stationary targets. Information should be presented and practice allowed on 

applying additional lead to targets for soldiers who demonstrate this aptitude. 

d. Target Angle. The single-lead rule does not apply to targets moving at small and 

large angles (Table 7-2). 

(1) A walking enemy soldier at 250 meters is hit dead center when he is moving at 40 

degrees. Hits can be obtained if he is moving on any angle between 15 and 75 degrees. 

When he is running, a center hit is obtained when the target is on an angle of 18 degrees; 

misses occur when he exceeds an angle of 30 to 35 degrees. 

(2) The information provided in Figure 7-31 and Table 7-1 (page 7-33) is designed to 

enhance instructor understanding so proper concepts are presented during instruction. For 

example, a target at 100 meters moving at 6 miles per hour receives a center hit when 

moving at 29 degrees. When moving at an angle less than 29 degrees, the bullet strikes 

somewhat in front of target center. When moving at an angle of more than 29 degrees, the 

bullet strikes somewhat behind target center. 
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STANDARD SIGHT 

RANGE 4 MPH 6 MPH 8 MPH 

25M 48° 30° 22°

50M 47° 30° 22°

100M 45° 29° 21°

150M 44° 28° 20°

200M 41° 27° 19°

250M 40° 26° 18°

300M 33° 21° 16°

350M 38° 24° 18°

400M 35° 22° 17°

450M 33° 21° 16°

Table 7-2. Target angle when dead center; 
hits occur using the single-lead rule. 

7-20. MOVING TARGET LIVE-FIRE EXERCISE 

A firing scenario is engaged once for practice and then for qualification. Soldiers who fail 

to qualify on the initial day of qualification receive only one refire the same day. 

7-21. MOVING TARGET TECHNIQUES 

The two primary techniques of engaging moving targets are tracking and trapping. 

a. Tracking is a more accurate technique of engaging targets by experienced firers. It 

involves establishing and maintaining an aiming point in relationship to the target and 

maintaining that sight picture (moving with the target) while squeezing the trigger. As the 

target moves, this technique puts the firer in position for a second shot if the first one 

misses. 

b. Trapping is the setting up of an aiming point forward of the target and along the 

target path. The trigger is squeezed as the target comes into the sights. This is a technique 

that works on targets with slow lateral movement. It does not require tracking skills. It 

does require that the firer know precisely when the rifle is going to fire. Some soldiers 

can squeeze the trigger without reacting to the rifle firing, and they may fire better using 

this technique. Another technique is to use a modified 25-meter scaled timed-fire 

silhouette (Figure 7-32, page 7-36). Trainers evaluate performance based on where shot 

groups are placed when the lead rule is applied. This target can be used for both the M16-

series rifles, and the M4 carbine. 
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Figure 7-32. Timed-fire targets. 

Section VI. SHORT-RANGE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING 
Short-range marksmanship (SRM) training provides the individual soldier with the ability 

to quickly and effectively engage targets at ranges less than 50 meters. A soldier’s ability 

to successfully identify, discriminate, and engage targets during short-range combat 

(SRC) is essential for soldier survival and mission accomplishment. Although normally 

associated with UO, SRM techniques are also used during operations in restrictive terrain 

such as clearing a trench line, the final assault across an objective during an attack or 

raid, or when fighting in dense vegetation or during periods of limited visibility. Short-

range marksmanship instruction consists of four components: Phase I, reflexive firing 

training (blank fire day and night); Phase II, target discrimination (blank fire day and 

night); Phase III, marksmanship qualification (day and night live fire); and Phase IV, 

shotgun and automatic firing familiarization. (Figure 7-33 shows a current training 

program for SRM training.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
Soldiers gain confidence and knowledge in SRM fundamentals. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure M16A1 rear sight assembly is set on the unmarked aperture. 
Ensure M16A2/A4 series rear sight assembly is set on the 0-2 aperture. 
Soldier is given one 20-round magazine of 5.56-mm ball ammunition. 
The round must impact within the “lethal zone” to be scored a hit. 
Ensure all 20 rounds impact the E-type silhouette in order to qualify. 
Observables: 
Soldier achieves 16 target hits during the day and night iterations.  
Soldier achieves 14 target hits during the day iteration while wearing a protective mask.  
Soldier achieves 12 target hits during the night iteration while wearing a protective mask.  
All rounds impact the E-type silhouette. 

Figure 7-33. Short-range marksmanship training program. 

*NOTE:  This section addresses the components of SRM not found in doctrinal 

manuals. SRC TTPs addressed in Chapter 3, Reflective Shootings of FM 3-

06.11 are addressed as a component of this section for shoot house training. 

7-22. CONDUCT OF SHORT-RANGE MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING 

Short-range marksmanship requires individual infantrymen to be trained to standard in 

reflexive firing, target discrimination, and on all necessary BRM fundamentals prior to 

semi-annual qualification. An explanation of the base level proficiency requirements is 

provided with each course of fire. As a minimum, infantrymen should be qualified on 

their individual weapon within the previous six months. Shotgun and automatic firing is 

required for annual familiarization only. Reflexive MILES dry-fire drills are an essential 

part of the training process and should be conducted by the team leader or squad leader 

during troop-leading procedures and before any SRC or SRM training. 

7-23. FUNDAMENTALS OF SHORT-RANGE MARKSMANSHIP 

During SRC, there is little or no margin for error. Too slow a shot at the enemy, too fast a 

shot at a noncombatant, or inaccurate shots can all be disastrous for the soldier. There are 

four fundamentals: proper weapon ready positions and firing stance, aiming technique, 

aim point, and trigger manipulation. Mastery of these fundamentals is key to the soldier’s 

ability to survive and accomplish his mission in close quarters. All SRC- and SRM-

related training should begin with a review of the principles of safe weapon handling— 

assume the weapon is always loaded and never point the weapon at anything you do not 

intend to destroy. 

a. Firing Stance and Ready Positions. Regardless of the ready position used, 

soldiers must always assume the correct firing stance to ensure stability and accuracy 

when engaging targets. The two weapon ready positions are the high ready and low ready 

(1) Firing Stance. The feet are kept approximately shoulder-width apart. Toes are 

pointed straight to the front (direction of movement). The firing side foot is slightly 

staggered to the rear of the nonfiring side foot. Knees are slightly bent and the upper 

body is leaned slightly forward. Shoulders are square and pulled back, not rolled over or 

slouched. The head is up and both eyes are open. When engaging targets, the gunner 
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holds the weapon with the butt of the weapon firmly against his shoulder and the firing 

side elbow close against the body (Figures 7-34 and 7-35). 

(2) High Ready Position (Figure 7-34). The butt of the weapon is held under the 

armpit, with the barrel pointed slightly up so that the top of the front sight post is just 

below the line of sight but still within the gunner’s peripheral vision. The nonfiring hand 

grasps the handguards toward the front sling swivel, the trigger finger is outside of the 

trigger well, and the thumb of the firing hand is on the selector lever. To engage a target 

from the high ready, the gunner pushes the weapon forward as if to bayonet the target and 

brings the butt stock firmly against the shoulder as it slides up the body. This technique is 

best suited for the lineup outside of a building, room, or bunker entrance. 

(3) Low Ready Position (Figure 7-35). The butt of the weapon is placed firmly in the 

pocket of the shoulder with the barrel pointed down at a 45-degree angle. The nonfiring 

hand grasps the handguards toward the front sling swivel, the trigger finger is outside of 

the trigger well, and the thumb of the firing hand is on the selector lever. To engage a 

target from the low ready, the gunner brings the weapon up until the proper sight picture 

is achieved. This technique is best suited for movement inside of buildings. 

(4) Movement Techniques. Soldiers must practice moving with their weapons up 

until they no longer look at the ground but concentrate on their sectors of responsibility. 

Soldiers must avoid stumbling over their own feet. The low ready method is the best 

method to use when moving or turning. To execute a left turn the soldier places his firing 

foot forward, shifts all his weight to the firing foot, and pivots, bringing the non-firing 

foot forward to complete the turn. To turn to the right the firing foot is to the rear, the 

weight is evenly distributed between the feet, and the body pivots on both feet. To turn to 

the rear, the firing foot is forward, the weight is placed on the firing foot and the body 

pivots similar to the drill movement “rear march.” 

(5) Kneeling Position. Although short-range engagements generally take place from 

the standing position a soldier may be required to engage targets from the kneeling 

position. The kneeling position is generally used when correcting a weapons malfunction. 

Figure 7-34. Weapon held at the high ready. 
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Figure 7-35. Weapon held at the low ready.

 b. Aiming Techniques. Four aiming techniques are used during SRC. Each has 

advantages and disadvantages and the soldier must understand when, how, and where to 

use each technique. 

(1) Slow Aimed Fire. This technique is the slowest but most accurate. It consists of 

taking a steady position, properly aligning the sight picture, and squeezing off rounds. 

This technique should only be used to engage targets in excess of 25 meters when good 

cover and concealment is available or when the need for accuracy overrides the need for 

speed.

(2) Rapid Aimed Fire. This technique utilizes an imperfect sight picture. When using 

this technique the soldier focuses on the target and raises his weapon until the target is 

obscured by the front sight post assembly. Elevation is less critical than windage when 

using this technique. This aiming technique is extremely effective on targets from 0 to 15 

meters and at a rapid rate of fire. 

(3) Aimed Quick Kill. The aimed quick kill technique is the quickest and most 

accurate method of engaging targets up to 12 meters. Experienced soldiers may use the 

technique at greater ranges, as they become familiar with it. When using this technique, 

the soldier aims over the rear sight, down the length of the carry handle, and places the 

top 1/2 to 3/4 of an inch of the front sight post assembly on the target. 

(4) Instinctive Fire. This is the least accurate technique and should only be used in 

emergencies. It relies on instinct, experience, and muscle memory. The firer concentrates 

on the target and points the weapon in the general direction of the target. While gripping 

the handguards with the nonfiring hand he extends the index finger to the front, 

automatically aiming the weapon on a line towards the target. 

c. Aim Point. Short-range engagements fall into two categories based on the 

mission and hostile threat. Most short-range engagements will be decided by who hits his 

target with the first round first. During this type of engagement it is more important to 

knock the enemy soldier down as quickly as possible than it is to kill him immediately. 
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During this type of engagement soldiers must aim at the “lethal zone” (center mass) of 

the target as in regular rifle marksmanship. Although shots to the center of the target may 

prove to be eventually fatal they may not immediately incapacitate the enemy. During 

SRC a shot that does not immediately incapacitate the enemy may be no better than a 

clean miss. Because of this, and the possible presence of military equipment or protective 

vests, soldiers must be able to not only engage soldiers in the “lethal zone” but also to 

engage them with “incapacitating” shots. 

(1) Lethal Shot Placement. The lethal zone of the target is center mass between the 

waist and the chest. Shots in this area maximize the hydrostatic shock of the round 

(Figure 7-36). Due to the nature of SRC, soldiers must continue to engage targets until 

they go down. 

Figure 7-36. Lethal zone aim point. 

(2) Incapacitating Shot Placement (Figure 7-37). The only shot placement that 

guarantees immediate and total incapacitation is one roughly centered in the face, below 

the middle of the forehead and the upper lip, and from the eyes in. Shots to the side of the 

head should be centered between the crown of the skull and the middle of the ear 

opening, from the center of the cheekbones to the middle of the back of the head. 

Figure 7-37. Incapacitation zone aim points. 
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d. Trigger Manipulation. Short-range combat engagements are usually quick, 

violent, and deadly. Due to the reduced reaction time, imperfect sight picture, and 

requirement to effectively place rounds into threat targets, soldiers must fire multiple 

rounds during each engagement to survive. Multiple shots may be fired either through the 

use of a controlled pair or automatic weapons fire. 

(1) Controlled Pair. A controlled pair is two rounds fired in rapid succession. The 

soldier fires the first round and allows the weapon to move in its natural arc without 

fighting the recoil. The firer rapidly brings the weapon back on target and fires a second 

round. Soldiers must practice the “controlled pair” until it becomes instinctive. 

Controlled pairs should be fired at single targets until they go down. When multiple 

targets are present the soldier must fire a controlled pair at each target, then reengage any 

targets left standing. Rapid, aimed, semiautomatic fire is the most accurate method of 

engaging targets during SRC. 

(2) Automatic Fire. Automatic weapons fire may be necessary to maximize violence 

of action or gain fire superiority when gaining a foothold in a room, building, or trench. 

When properly trained, soldiers should be able to fire six rounds (two three-round bursts) 

in the same time it takes to fire a controlled pair. The accuracy of engaging targets can be 

equal to that of semiautomatic fire at 10 meters with practice. The key to firing a weapon 

on burst or automatic is to squeeze the trigger, not jerk it.  

(a) For the majority of soldiers, fully automatic fire is rarely effective and can lead to 

unnecessary noncombatant casualties or fratricide. Not only is fully automatic fire 

inaccurate and difficult to control, but also rapidly empties ammunition magazines. A 

soldier who finds himself out of ammunition with an armed, uninjured enemy soldier 

during SRC will become a casualty unless a fellow soldier intervenes. 

(b) Controlled three-round bursts are better than automatic fire but they are only 

slightly faster and not as accurate or effective as rapid, aimed, semiautomatic fire. 

(3) Failure Drill. To make sure a target is completely neutralized, soldiers should be 

trained to execute the failure drill. A controlled pair is fired at the lethal zone of the 

target, then a single shot to the incapacitating zone. This type of target engagement is 

particularly useful when engaging targets wearing body armor. 

7-24. PRELIMINARY MARKSMANSHIP INSTRUCTION 

As with all other forms of marksmanship training, PMI must be conducted to establish a 

firm foundation on which to build. Soldiers must be taught, and must understand, the 

fundamentals of SRM described in paragraph 7-23. Blank fire drills are conducted to 

ensure a complete and through understanding of the fundamentals as well as to provide 

the trainers with valuable feedback as to the level of proficiency of each soldier. It is 

important during this training to emphasize basic force protection issues such as muzzle 

awareness and selector switch manipulation. Soldiers must be drilled on these areas to 

ensure that future training and performance during combat situations is done in the safest 

manner possible. The risk of fratricide or noncombatant casualties is greatest during SRC. 

Preliminary marksmanship instruction should include, at a minimum, the following tasks. 

a. Weapon Ready Positions and Firing Stance. Ensure that each soldier 

understands and can properly carry his weapon. 
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b. Moving with a Weapon. Ensure that the soldier can move at a walk and run and 

turn left, right, and to the rear as well as move from the standing to kneeling position and 

the kneeling back to the standing position. 

c. Weapons Malfunction Drills. Ensure soldiers instinctively drop to the kneeling 

position, clear a malfunction (using SPORTS), and continue to engage targets. This drill 

can be performed by issuing each soldier a magazine loaded with six to eight rounds of 

blank ammunition with one expended blank round. 

d. Target Engagement Drills. These drills teach soldiers to move from the ready 

position to the firing stance, emphasizing speed and precision movements. Soldiers must 

be observed to ensure that the finger is outside the trigger well and that the selector 

switch remains on the “safe” position until the weapon is raised to the firing position. 

This is a force protection issue and must be drilled until all soldiers can perform to 

standard.

7-25. PHASE I, REFLEXIVE FIRE TRAINING 

Reflexive fire training provides the fundamental skills required to conduct short-range 

marksmanship. It involves the practical application of all four of the fundamentals of 

SRM. All soldiers must receive a go on the task Conduct Reflexive Firing, before 

proceeding with training. Reflexive firing should be conducted as refresher training as 

often as possible to insure that soldier’s skills are always at the highest possible level. 

This is a perishable skill that must be constantly reinforced. 

a. Reflexive Firing Targets. Targets can be locally purchased (FBI style) or 

manufactured by the unit (bowling pin targets). E-type silhouettes may be painted as 

shown in Figure 7-38. 

Figure 7-38. Dimensions and placement of bowling pin targets. 

b. Range Setup. The range must be at least 25 meters in length with identification 

marks at the 5-, 10-, 15-, and 25-meter distances. Each lane should be marked in a way 

that prevents cross firing between lanes. A lane safety-coach is assigned to each lane to 

observe and evaluate the soldier’s performance as well as ensure the safe conduct of 

firing. All firing cues are given by the tower or line safety. 

c. Conduct of Training. Each soldier will conduct a dry-fire exercise and a blank-

fire exercise prior to conducting the live-fire exercise. The dry-fire and blank-fire 

exercises will give the soldier the repetition needed to successfully engage targets quickly 
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and accurately. Soldiers start at the 25-meter line at the low ready facing the targets. The 

soldier is then told the engagement position (for example, facing left, turn right) and, 

once in position, is given the cue to fire. The soldier must, on cue, assume the proper 

firing position and stance, place the selector lever on semi, use the correct aiming 

technique for the target’s distance, and engage the target. After engaging the target the 

soldier will continue to cover the target to reinforce firing until the threat is eliminated. 

Rounds fired after the time standard will be scored as a miss. The number of rounds fired 

after the time standard will be subtracted from the total number of hits the soldier has 

scored. The soldier will be evaluated on a “GO/NO GO” basis based on the standards in 

the training and evaluation outline (T&EO) and scoring table. Soldiers must complete a 

blank fire iteration before being allowed to live fire. 

(1) Each soldier will identify and engage the proper targets at ranges from 5 to 25 

meters from the stationary position, while turning and walking. Soldiers must score a GO 

on the familiarization firing tables (Table 7-3 and Table 7-4, page 7-44) before 

attempting to qualify. 

NOTE:  All rounds must impact on the E-type silhouette. Hits are defined as being in 

the lethal zone (bowling pin). 

(2) All tables are fired at night, with and without protective mask, and using 

automatic fire for familiarization. The tables are also fired using night vision devices. The 

standard for protective mask firing is 60 percent day and 50 percent night. Unit 

commanders should conduct training continually to first establish and then sustain levels 

of proficiency in reflexive firing. 

NOTE:  If the soldiers will be engaging targets with either lasers, optics, or the 

protective mask, they should complete all steps using the same equipment. Do 

not have the soldier’s familiarize with iron sights and then fire the live 

exercise while wearing the protective mask. 

POSITION
ROUNDS 
FIRED

DISTANCE 
(meters) METHOD

TIME
STANDARD 

LETHAL
ZONE HIT 
STANDARD 

Straight ahead 4 25 Single shot None 3

Straight ahead 4 10 Single shot None 3

Straight ahead 4 25 Controlled pair None 3

Straight ahead 4 10 Controlled pair None 3

Table 7-3. Familiarization (stationary). 
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POSITION
ROUNDS 

FIRED
DISTANCE 

(meters) METHOD
TIME

STANDARD 

LETHAL
ZONE HIT 

STANDARD 

Facing left; 
turning right 

4 25 Controlled pair None 3

Facing right; 
turning left 

4 25 Controlled pair None 3

Straight ahead 
walking 

4 10
start at 15 

Controlled pair None 3

Straight ahead 4 5 Controlled pair None 3

Table 7-4. Familiarization (moving). 

7-26. PHASE II, TARGET DISCRIMINATION TRAINING 

Target discrimination is the act of distinguishing between threat and nonthreat targets 

during SRC. During SRC, there is little or no margin for error. A shot at a noncombatant 

or friendly soldier, or slow inaccurate shots can all be disastrous. Target discrimination is 

an inescapable responsibility and must be stressed in all situations regardless of mission. 

It is essential that this training be aimed at instilling fire control and discipline in 

individual soldiers. The first priority is always the safety of the Infantryman. 

a. Target Discrimination Targets. Target discrimination is best taught using two or 

more E-type silhouettes with bowling pins painted on each side of the silhouette (such as 

brown side and green side). The instructor calls out a color for the shooter to identify on 

the command “READY, UP” or at the “whistle blast.” The shooter quickly scans all 

targets for the color and engages using a controlled pair. This is the standard that all 

Infantrymen train to. It will effectively train Infantrymen to accomplish missions under 

the expected ROE. The OPFOR will wear distinctive uniforms during force-on-force 

training, which will prepare Infantrymen to eliminate threats based on enemy uniforms 

and reduce the chances of an Infantryman hesitating and becoming a casualty. Using 

realistic targets displaying threat and nonthreat personnel is another variation. 

(1) Alternative methods include using multiple E-type silhouettes with different 

painted shapes (squares, triangles, and circles). The instructor calls out a shape for the 

firers to identify. On the command “READY, UP,” or at a whistle blast, the shooters 

quickly scan all three targets searching for the shape and engage using the controlled pair 

technique. This is repeated until one shape is mastered. Subsequently, a sequence of 

shapes are announced, and the firers engage accordingly. 

(2) Another variation is to paint a series of 3-inch circles on the E-type silhouettes. 

The instructors call out which circle to engage (for example, top left) and firers react 

accordingly. Marksmanship is emphasized using this technique. 

(3) Another technique for training is to use pop-up targets (electrical or pull targets). 

(4) A good technique for teaching soldiers target discrimination is to have them focus 

on the target’s hands. If a target is a threat, the first and most obvious indicator is a 

weapon in the target’s hands. This is also the center of the uniform, which soldiers should 

focus on. The soldier must mentally take a “flash picture” of the entire target because an 

armed target could possibly be a fellow soldier or other friendly, which is why soldiers 
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train on uniforms (green or brown silhouettes). This level of target discrimination should 

not be trained until soldiers are thoroughly proficient in basic SRC and SRM tasks. 

b. Range Setup. The range must be at least 25 meters in length and each lane should 

be at least 5 meters wide. Each lane should have target holders and should be marked in a 

way that prevents cross firing between lanes. A coach/safety is assigned to each lane to 

observe and control the soldier’s performance. The tower, lane safety, or senior instructor 

gives all firing commands. 

c. Conduct of Training. Each soldier must complete a dry-fire exercise and a 

blank-fire exercise before moving on to the live-fire portion. (Table 7-3 will be used to 

score this exercise.) Regardless of the type of target used, the following method will be 

used to conduct training. The soldier will begin all engagements facing away from the 

target, which requires the soldier to identify and discriminate, and reinforces skills used 

during reflexive firing training. The soldier will be given a target description and, on the 

command “READY,” begins to scan for the target. On cue (“Up,” voice command, or 

whistle blast), the soldier will turn toward and engage the target. 

(1) Instructors should vary commands and targets so that the soldier does not fall into 

a pattern. Intermixing “no fire” commands will add to realism. 

(2) A soldier will be scored as a “NO GO” if he fails to engage a target or engages a 

target other than the one called for by the instructor. Soldiers will complete a blank fire 

validation on this task before live firing. Soldiers will also receive a “NO GO” if at any 

time their weapon is pointed at another soldier or they fail to keep their weapon on safe 

before acquiring and engaging the targets. The first priority is always the safety of the 

soldier. 

(3) All soldiers must receive a “GO” on this task before SRM qualification. Targets 

must be scored and marked after each firing distance. 

NOTE:  Initial training and sustainment training may be conducted by changing the 

uniform in the standards statement. 

7-27. PHASE III, SHORT-RANGE MARKSMANSHIP QUALIFICATION 

Each soldier will conduct a blank-fire exercise under the same conditions as the actual 

qualification. Each soldier will have a coach to ensure that he is acquiring the target; that 

the weapon remains on safe until time to engage the target and is then placed back on 

safe; and that he maintains muzzle awareness throughout the exercise. If a soldier is 

having difficulty during the blank-fire exercise, he will not continue with the 

qualification and will be retrained. Soldiers should conduct SRM qualification 

semiannually. In addition to qualification, commanders should conduct familiarization 

using the same qualification standards while altering the conditions. Firing the 

qualification tables in protective masks and during periods of limited visibility should be 

included. Soldiers should train as they fight—that is with all MTOE equipment. Although 

the qualification is intended to be fired with open sights only, iterations using laser 

aiming devices, close-combat optics (CCO), and NVDs is highly encouraged. Soldiers 

must complete a blank fire iteration of the qualification tables before conducting live-fire 

qualification. 
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NOTE:  If the soldiers will be engaging targets with either lasers, optics, or the 

protective mask, they should complete all steps using the same equipment. Do 

not have the soldier’s familiarization with iron sights and then fire the live 

exercise while wearing the protective mask. 

Each soldier engages the target IAW the firing table (Table 7-5) and scores 16 hits 

day and night. The standard when wearing a protective mask is 14 day and 12 night. For 

scoring purposes, a hit is a round that impacts within the “lethal zone.” In addition to 

achieving a qualifying score, all 20 rounds must hit the E-type silhouette in order to 

qualify.

POSITION
ROUNDS 
FIRED DISTANCE METHOD TIME STANDARD 

Straight ahead 2 25m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
“UP”

Left turn 2 25m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
“UP”

Right turn 2 25m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
“UP”

Straight ahead 2 10m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
walking Begin at 15m “UP”

Straight ahead 2 5m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
walking Begin at 15m “UP”

Straight ahead 4 10m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
kneeling Begin at 20m “UP”

Straight ahead 2 25m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
“UP”

Walk laterally to 2 10m Controlled pair 3 seconds from command 
left “UP”

Table 7-5. Record and practice fire. 

7-28. PHASE IV, SHOTGUN AND AUTOMATIC FIRING FAMILIARIZATION 

Shotgun and automatic firing familiarization is no different for SRM than for BRM. 

(Refer to TM 9-1005-303-14 for information on shotgun firing familiarization. Refer to 

paragraph 7-9 of this chapter for information on automatic firing familiarization.) 

Section VII. SQUAD DESIGNATED MARKSMAN TRAINING 
With the advances made in computer technology in today’s world, “smart” weapons 

systems are constantly being developed that are increasingly more accurate and able to 

engage targets at much longer ranges. Conversely, today’s combat soldier is trained to 

engage targets only out to 300 meters. This 300-meter limit is well short of the 

weapon/ammunition combination’s capability. Snipers engage targets at 600 meters and 

beyond. The squad designated marksman (SDM) will be able to engage targets in the “no 

man’s land” gap that exists between that of the average combat soldier and the sniper. 

Possessing the ability to estimate range, detect targets, and place effective, well-aimed 

fire on those intermediate range targets, the SDM will play a vital role on the modern 

battlefield.
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7-29. MISSION OF THE SQUAD DESIGNATED MARKSMAN 

The primary mission of the SDM is to deploy as a member of the rifle squad. The SDM is 

a vital member of his individual squad and not a squad sniper. He fires and maneuvers 

with his squad and performs all the duties of the standard rifleman. The SDM has neither 

the equipment nor training to operate individually or in a small team to engage targets at 

extended ranges with precision fires. 

The secondary mission of the SDM is to engage key targets from 300 to 500 meters 

with effective, well-aimed fires using the standard weapon system and standard 

ammunition. He may or may not be equipped with an optic. The SDM must, therefore, 

possess a thorough understanding and mastery of the fundamentals of rifle marksmanship 

as well as ballistics, elevation and windage hold-off, sight manipulation, and range 

estimation. 

7-30. SQUAD DESIGNATED MARKSMAN PROGRAM 

The SDM program will provide the squad with a designated marksman that has been 

trained to engage targets from 300 to 500 meters. He will operate and maneuver as a 

rifleman, but will have the added responsibility of engaging targets with effective, well-

aimed fires out to 500 meters. He can also be used to help direct the fires of other squad 

members into enemy positions. Due to the increased skill level required for his position, 

the SDM must maintain a high level of proficiency through continued training of the 

required skills. 

a. Selection. The platoon sergeant and squad leaders must take special consideration 

in selecting the SDM. The SDM must have a solid marksmanship performance, must 

have a clear understanding of the fundamentals, and must be able to apply these 

fundamentals consistently during dry-fire and live-fire training. 

b. Concept. There are five phases to complete to be a qualified SDM. Each phase 

stresses marksmanship fundamentals and specific skill areas required to perform as an 

SDM. Soldiers must receive a “GO” in each phase to continue training. Should a soldier 

fail any area, he should be removed from training. 

7-31. SQUAD DESIGNATED MARKSMAN SKILLS PROGRESSION 

The skills progression program for the SDM is based on the M16-/M4-series weapons 

systems and 100 rounds per man ammunition requirement. The program will assess the 

soldier’s ability to apply the fundamentals of marksmanship and train and assess the 

soldier in several key areas in which he must be proficient to successfully perform his 

mission. These areas include basic ballistics, mechanical elevation and windage 

adjustments, elevation and windage hold-off (adjusted aiming points), and range 

estimation. The firing events will also serve to both reinforce and assess these areas. All 

weapons used during training will be the assigned weapons of each soldier participating 

in the training. The firing events will be conducted with the iron sights or back-up iron 

sights (BIS) only. The firing events will be conducted on a KD range that enables firing 

out to 600 meters at a minimum. 

NOTE: If an optic is issued for use, the phase dealing with adjusted aiming points and 

its record fire will be removed and relevant optics training and testing will be 

substituted.
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a. PHASE I—Position Evaluation. Phase I of the training consists of assuming the 

proper firing positions and demonstrating the ability to consistently assume each position. 

The proper positioning of the soldier is vital in completing his mission of delivering 

accurate, well-aimed fire. The foxhole supported and prone unsupported firing positions 

will provide the soldier with the smallest target exposure and will be used during this 

training cycle. The prone supported position can be substituted for the foxhole supported 

position dependent on range configurations. 

NOTES: 1. Ensure weapon is cleared and that no ammunition is loaded prior to 

training.

2. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

3. Ensure the soldier is able to assume a steady firing position.

 (1) Foxhole Supported. The soldier must be able to successfully assume a proper 

supported position while firing from a foxhole. The trainer must ensure that the soldier 

has a good steady position. To accomplish this, the trainer must do the following: 

(a) Eye Relief. Ensure that the soldier demonstrates a consistent eye relief by 

checking the placement of the soldier’s cheek on the butt stock of the weapon. Check to 

make sure that the soldier’s eye is the same distance from the rear sight each time he is 

evaluated.

(b) Trigger Finger. Not all soldiers will place their finger on the trigger in the same 

place; ensure that the soldier uses his own style. Check to ensure that the soldier places 

his finger on the trigger the same way each time he is evaluated. 

(c) Elbows. The elbows should be placed firmly on the outside edge of the foxhole a 

comfortable distance apart. A sandbag, and not the arms, should take the weight of the 

weapon. Slightly nudge the soldier to ensure that his position is stable each time he is 

evaluated.

(d) Nonfiring Hand. The nonfiring hand should be placed in such a way that the 

soldier is comfortable and that it provides the best stability for the weapon on the support. 

Show the soldier different ways this can be done. After the weapon has been stabilized, 

nudge the soldier to ensure that the weapon is being supported properly. 

(e) Legs. The legs will be inside the foxhole while firing. The legs should be planted 

firmly enough so that the soldier can maintain a stable position while firing. Slightly 

nudge the soldier to make sure that his legs are firmly planted in the foxhole. 

After the soldier has assumed a good supported position in the foxhole, the trainer 

checks his position and takes notes on all of the above characteristics using the Position 

Evaluation Checklist in Appendix B. After all characteristics have been noted, have the 

soldier lay his weapon down, relax, and then assume another supported position. The 

soldier will assume another good supported position in the foxhole and the trainer will 

evaluate the position by comparing his notes from the original supported position. The 

soldier should maintain the same characteristic in the second evaluation as he did in the 

first. Once the trainer is satisfied that the soldier has demonstrated the proper position and 

is able to show it in two consecutive attempts, the soldier will move to the unsupported 

prone position. The trainer will have the soldier assume a good unsupported firing 

position.
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NOTE: The main areas that will differ between the foxhole supported and the prone 

supported positions are in the placement of the elbows, legs, and non-firing 

hand. These body positions will be similar to those of the prone unsupported 

position.

(2) Prone Unsupported. The trainer will have the soldier assume a good unsupported 

firing position, then check the same characteristics as with the supported firing position 

with the exception of the elbows, the nonfiring hand and the legs. 

(a) Elbows. The elbows should be placed on the ground a comfortable distance apart. 

The bone, and not the muscles, should support the weight of the weapon. This will 

prevent any unnecessary muscle fatigue and will allow for a steadier firing position. 

Slightly nudge the soldier to ensure that his position is stable. 

(b) Nonfiring Hand. The nonfiring hand will be placed in a comfortable position on 

the hand guards. The nonfiring hand will not be supported on the ground, sandbag or 

anything that would create a supported position. 

(c) Legs. Not all soldiers position their legs the same way while shooting from the 

prone position. Ensure that the soldier’s legs are positioned in such a way that he has a 

stable position. Spread the legs a comfortable distance apart with the heels on the ground 

or as close as possible without causing strain. 

�� The trainer then checks the same characteristics as with the supported firing 

position and taking special care to observe the positioning of the elbows, the 

non-firing hand and the legs. The trainer will then take notes on the soldier’s 

unsupported prone firing position checking the above characteristics using the 

position evaluation checklists in Appendix B. 

�� Once the trainer has noted the soldier’s position he will have the soldier lay 

his weapon down, stand up, relax, and then get back down into another 

unsupported prone position. The soldier should maintain the same 

characteristic in the second evaluation as he did in the first evaluation. The 

trainer should let the soldier hold this firing position for approximately 15 

seconds to check for shaking. If the soldier starts to shake, have him relax, 

then reposition himself.  

�� Once the trainer is satisfied that the soldier has demonstrated the proper 

position and is able to accomplish it in two consecutive attempts, the soldier 

will move on to the next phase of training. 

(3) Follow-Through. Applying the fundamentals increases the chances of a 

well-aimed shot being fired. When mastered, additional skills can help to increase the 

accuracy of that well-aimed shot. One of these skills is follow-through. 

(a) Follow-through is the act of continuing to apply all the marksmanship 

fundamentals as the weapon fires as well as immediately after it fires. It consists of the 

following:

�� Keeping the head in firm contact with the stock (stock weld). 

�� Keeping the finger on the trigger all the way to the rear. 

�� Continuing to look through the rear aperture. 

�� Keeping muscles relaxed. 

�� Avoiding reaction to recoil and or noise. 

�� Releasing the trigger only after the recoil has stopped. 
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(b) A good follow-through ensures the weapon is allowed to fire and recoil naturally. 

The soldier/rifle combination reacts as a single unit to such actions. 

b. PHASE II—Dry-Fire Training. During the dry-fire training portion the soldier 

must demonstrate that he can apply the fundamentals of marksmanship correctly. SDMs 

must have a solid grasp on the fundamentals to successfully engage targets at longer 

ranges. If the soldier does not receive a “GO” in this phase of training then he will be 

dropped from the course. 

NOTES: 1.  Ensure weapon is cleared and that no ammunition is loaded prior to 

training.

2.  Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

3.  Ensure the soldier is able to consistently apply the fundamentals of 

marksmanship. 

(1) Borelight Exercise. If the borelight is not available, the target-box exercise will 

be used. The borelight dry-fire exercise will provide continuous evaluation of the soldier 

throughout the integrated act of firing. 

(a) To start the exercise, a 25-meter zero target is attached to a flat surface and the 

soldier is positioned 10 meters away facing the target. The soldier assumes a good prone 

supported firing position with the borelight inserted in the barrel of the weapon and 

placed in the dry-fire mode. (The instructor, making notes IAW the SDM position record 

sheet [Appendix B], will evaluate the soldier’s position.) Once the instructor has 

evaluated the soldier’s position, the soldier will aim center mass of the silhouette on the 

25-meter zero target and squeeze the trigger. 

(b) The borelight will be activated as the trigger is fired and the laser will be seen on 

the 25-meter zero target. The 25-meter zero target will be marked exactly were the 

borelight laser hit the target. The soldier will get out of position and then get back into a 

prone supported firing position. This process will be done until a three-round shot group 

has been achieved. The soldier will do the same from the prone unsupported. To receive a 

“GO,” the soldier must place a three-round shot group in a 3-centimeter circle from both 

prone positions. 

(2) Target-Box Exercise. The target-box exercise checks the consistency of aiming 

and placement of three-round shot groups in a dry-fire environment. To conduct the 

exercise, the target man places the silhouette anywhere on a plain sheet of paper and 

moves the silhouette target as directed by the soldier. The two positions must have 

already been established so that the rifle is pointed at some place on the paper. Twenty-

five meters separate the positions. When the soldier establishes proper aiming, he 

squeezes the trigger to signal to the target man that the shot was fired. The target man 

then marks through the silhouette with a pen or pencil at the center of mass of the target. 

The target man then moves the silhouette to another spot on the paper and tells the firer to 

repeat the process twice more to obtain a shot group. (A simulated shot group covered 

within a 1/2-centimeter circle indicates consistent aiming.) Since no rifle or ammunition 

variability is involved, and since there is no requirement to place the shot group in a 

certain location, a 1/2-centimeter standard may be compared to obtaining a 4-centimeter 

shot group on the 25-meter live-fire zero range. 
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(3) Dime/Washer Drill. The use of the dime/washer drill is a very effective way of 

measuring the soldier’s trigger squeeze. Have the soldier take aim and squeeze the 

trigger. If the dime or washer remains in place then he has successfully squeezed the 

trigger. (The soldier must successfully obtain five out of five consecutive shot groups 

within 1 centimeter and without allowing the dime or washer to drop.) The trainer will 

make his own evaluation of the soldier’s performance and give the soldier a “GO” or 

“NO-GO.” If the soldier receives a “NO-GO,” the trainer recommends re-training, re-

testing, or possible removal from the course. 

After completion of both Phase I and Phase II, the soldier will conduct a firing event 

(Table 7-6) to zero or confirm the zero on his weapon and reinforce the fundamentals of 

marksmanship. This firing event will be conducted on a 25-meter range. (The soldier 

must zero or confirm his zero within 18 rounds.) If the soldier cannot zero within 18 

rounds, the trainer recommends re-training, re-testing, or possible removal from the 

course. After the weapon is zeroed, any additional rounds will be fired and the coach will 

observe the soldier for deficiencies in his marksmanship fundamentals. 

FIRING EVENT ROUNDS TARGET RANGE 
Zero/Zero Confirmation 18 25 meters 

Table 7-6. Zero/zero confirmation firing event. 

c. PHASE III—Range Estimation and Sight Manipulation 100 to 500 Meters. 

The SDMs must use range estimation methods to determine distance between their 

position and the target. 

NOTES: 1.  Ensure weapon is cleared and that no ammunition is loaded prior to 

training.

2. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

3. Ensure the soldier knows how to adjust for wind and gravity. 

4. Ensure the soldier can manipulate the rear sight for different ranges. 

(1) Range Estimation Training. The SDM can use several different methods to 

determine range to the target to include the 100-meter unit-of-measure method, range 

card method, front sight post method, appearance of objects method, and the combination 

method. 

(a) 100-Meter Unit-of-Measure Method. To use this method, the SDM must be able 

to visualize a distance of 100 meters on the ground. For ranges up to 500 meters, the 

SDM determines the number of 100-meter increments between the two objects he wishes 

to measure. Beyond 500 meters, he must select a point halfway to the object and 

determine the number of 100-meter increments to the halfway point, then double it to 

find the range to the object. 

(b) Range Card Method. The SDM can also use a range card to quickly determine 

ranges throughout the target area. Once a target is detected, the SDM determines where it 

is located on the card and then reads the proper range to the target. 

(c) Front Sight Post Method. Another method to estimate range is by using the front 

sight post as a scale. Generally, if a man-sized target is 1/2 the width of the front sight 

post, then he is approximately 300 meters away. If the target is 1/4 the width of the front 
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sight post, then the target is approximately 600 meters away. This method can be used for 

a quick estimation and engagement. 

(d) Appearance of Objects Method. This method is a means of determining range 

based on the size and visible characteristics of an object. To use this method with any 

degree of accuracy, the SDM must be familiar with the appearance and visible detail of 

an object at various ranges. However, some common guidelines can be used in relation to 

a human target to determine range. 

�� At 200 meters a human target is clear and details can be seen. 

�� At 300 meters the target is still clear, but no details can be seen. 

�� At 400 meters the target’s outline is clear; however, the target itself is blurry. 

�� At 500 meters the body tapers and the head disappears. 

�� At 600 meters the body resembles a wedge shape. 

(e) Combination Method. In a combat environment, perfect conditions rarely exist. 

Therefore, only one method of range estimation may not be enough for the SDM’s 

specific mission. For example, terrain with much dead space limits the accuracy of the 

100-meter method. By using a combination of two or more methods to determine an 

unknown range, an experienced SDM should arrive at an estimated range close to the true 

range.

(2) Factors Affecting Range Estimation. Three factors affect range estimation: 

nature of the target, nature of the terrain, and light conditions. 

�� Nature of the Target. An object of regular outline, such as a house, appears 

closer than one of irregular outline, such as a clump of trees. A target that 

contrasts with its background appears to be closer than it actually is. A partly 

exposed target appears more distant than it actually is. 

�� Nature of the Terrain. As the observer’s eye follows the contour of the terrain, 

he tends to overestimate distant targets. Observing over smooth terrain, such 

as sand, water, or snow, causes the observer to underestimate distant targets. 

Looking downhill, the target appears farther away. Looking uphill, the target 

appears closer. 

�� Light Conditions. The more clearly a target can be seen, the closer it appears. 

When the sun is behind the observer, the target appears to be closer. When the 

sun is behind the target, the target is more difficult to see and appears to be 

farther away. 

The trainer will have a range estimation course set up for the soldier to practice on using 

E-type silhouettes at ranges from 100 meters out to 700 meters. Give the soldiers time to 

find the method that works best for them. Once the soldiers have had time to practice, 

they will be tested on their ability to estimate range. The soldiers will be given six targets 

to estimate the range for. The soldier must estimate the range within 50 meters of the 

actual range to receive a “GO.” The soldier must estimate range correctly six out of six 

targets to move on to the next portion of this phase. 

(3) Elevation Knob Training. Elevation knob training is nothing more than being 

able to adjust the rear elevation knob to adjust for various ranges that the SDM will have 

to engage. The rear elevation knob adjusts the point of aim from 300 to 800 meters on the 

M16A2, and 300 to 600 meters on the M16A4 and M4. The soldier must take his weapon 

and determine how many adjustments (clicks) there are between the different range 

settings on his rear elevation adjustment knob (Tables 7-7 and 7-8). With this knowledge 
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he can better determine his range settings for the different distances between the 100-

meter adjustments. 

DISTANCE
IN METERS 

DISTANCE ONE CLICK WILL ADJUST 
THE POINT OF IMPACT 

FRONT SIGHT 
POST

WINDAGE KNOB ELEVATION
WHEEL

25 .83 cm (3/8 in) .33 cm (1/8 in) .5 cm (1/4 in) 

50 1.50 cm (5/8 in) .5 cm (1/4 in) 1.5 cm (1/2 in) 

75 2.50 cm (1 in) 1.0 cm (3/8 in) 2.0 cm (3/4 in) 

100 3.50 cm (1 3/8 in) 1.5 cm (1/2 in) 2.75 cm (1 in) 

150 5.00 cm (2 in) 2.0 cm (3/4 in) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in) 

175 6.00 cm (2 3/8 in) 2.25 cm (7/8 in) 5.0 cm (2.0 in) 

200 6.50 cm (2 5/8 in) 2.5 cm (1 in) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in) 

250 8.50 cm (3 3/8 in) 3.5 cm (1 1/4 in) 7.0 cm (2 3/4 in) 

300 10.0 cm (4 in) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in) 8.5 cm (3 1/4 in) 

400 13.5 cm (5 3/8 in) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in) 11.0 cm (4 1/2 in) 

500 17.0 cm 6.5 cm (2 1/2 in)  14.0 cm (5 1/2 in) 

600 20.5 cm 8.0 cm (3 1/8 in) 16. 75 cm (6 1/2 in) 

700 24.0 cm 9.0 cm (3 5/8 in) 19.5 cm (7 1/2 in) 

800 27.5 cm 10.5 cm (4 1/8 in) 22.5 cm (8 3/4 in) 

NOTE: All values were rounded off. 

Table 7-7. M16A2/3 and front sight post of an M16A4. 

DISTANCE
IN

METERS

DISTANCE ONE CLICK WILL ADJUST 
THE POINT OF IMPACT 

FRONT SIGHT 
POST

WINDAGE KNOB ELEVATION
WHEEL

25 1.2 cm (1/2 in) .5 cm (1/4 in) .5 cm (1/4 in) 

50 2.4 cm (1 in) 1.5 cm (1/2 in) 1.5 cm (1/2 in) 

75 3.6 cm (1 1/2 in) 2.0 cm (3/4 in) 2.0 cm (3/4 in) 

100 4.8 cm (1 7/8 in) 2.75 cm (1 in) 2.75 cm (1 in) 

150 7.2 cm (2 7/8 in) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in) 4.0 cm (1 1/2 in) 

175 8.4 cm (3 3/8 in) 5.0 cm (2.0 in) 5.0 cm (2.0 in) 

200 9.6 cm (3 3/4 in) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in) 5.5 cm (2 1/4 in) 

250  12.0 cm (4 3/4 in) 7.0 cm (2 3/4 in) 7.0 cm (2 3/4 in) 

300 14.4 cm (5 3/4 in) 8.5 cm (3 1/4 in) 8.5 cm (3 1/4 in) 

400 19.2 cm (7 1/2 in) 11.0 cm (4 1/2 in) 11.0 cm (4 1/2 in) 

500 24.0 cm (9 1/2 in) 14.0 cm (5 1/2 in) 14.0 cm (5 1/2 in) 

600 28.8 cm (11 1/4 in) 16. 75 cm (6 1/2 in) 16. 75 cm (6 1/2 in) 

NOTE: All values were rounded off. 

Table 7-8. M4/M4A1 and windage of an M16A4. 

Once the soldier has an understanding of how to manipulate his rear elevation knob to 

set the proper aiming point for his target, have him conduct another range estimation 

course, but this time not only estimating range but having to set the rear elevation for the 
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range that he has estimated. (The soldier must estimate range and set his rear elevation 

knob properly six out of six times to receive a “GO.”) If the soldier receives a “NO-GO,” 

then the trainer recommends re-training, re-testing, or possible removal from the course. 

Once the soldier has an understanding of range estimation and sight manipulation, he is 

able to begin the live-fire training exercise (Table 7-9). The soldier will be given 20 

rounds in which to engage 20 targets at ranges from 100 to 500 meters using mechanical 

sight adjustments. 

FIRING EVENT ROUNDS TARGET RANGE 

Known Distance (Mech. Adj.) 20 100 to 500 meters 

Table 7-9. Known distance (mech. adj.) firing event. 

NOTES: 1. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

2. Ensure the soldier knows how to adjust for wind and gravity. 

3. Ensure the soldier can manipulate the rear sight for different ranges. 

d. PHASE IV—Hold-Off 100 to 500 Meters. Hold-off is shifting the point of aim 

to achieve a desired point of impact. Certain situations, such as multiple targets at varying 

ranges and rapidly changing winds, do not allow proper windage and elevation 

adjustments. This technique is used only when the SDM does not have time to change his 

sight setting. The SDM rarely achieves pinpoint accuracy when holding off, since a 

minor error in range determination or a lack of a precise aiming point might cause the 

bullet to miss the desired point. Therefore, familiarization and practice of elevation and 

windage hold-off techniques prepares the SDM to meet these situations. 

NOTES: 1. Ensure weapon is cleared and that no ammunition is loaded prior to 

training.

2. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training 

3. Ensure the soldier knows how to adjust for wind and gravity. 

4. Ensure the soldier can manipulate the rear sight for different ranges. 

(1) Elevation. The SDM uses hold-off to hit a target at ranges other than the range for 

which the rifle is presently adjusted. When a soldier aims directly at a target at ranges 

greater than the set range, his bullet will hit below the point of aim. At lesser ranges, his 

bullet will hit higher than the point of aim. If the SDM understands this and knows about 

trajectory and bullet drop, he will be able to hit the target at ranges other than that for 

which the rifle was adjusted. For example, the SDM adjusts the rifle for a target located 

500 meters downrange and another target appears at a range of 600 meters. The hold-off 

would be 25 inches; that is, the SDM should hold off 25 inches above the center of 

visible mass in order to hit the center of mass of that particular target. If another target 

were to appear at 400 meters, the SDM would aim 14 inches below the center of visible 

mass in order to hit the center of mass. 

The chart in Figure 7-39 shows the projectile’s trajectory when fired from the M16A2 

and the M4 carbine. The red line shows the trajectory of the M4 carbine and the blue line 

shows the trajectory of the M16A2. This demonstrates the drop of the round at various 
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ranges. This diagram will also assist the trainer in teaching vertical hold-off during this 

phase.

Figure 7-39. Bullet trajectory comparison. 

As the chart shows, the hold-off at 400 meters is about half the height of the standard E-

type silhouette; therefore, to hold-off at 400 meters you must aim half the height of the 

target over the target to hit it. The drop at 500 meters is considerably larger, so holding 

off will not be practical. The shooter will have to adjust his rear elevation knob to get the 

proper aim point for that distance. 

* (2) Windage. When firing during windy conditions and there is no time to make sight 

adjustments, the SDM must use hold- off to adjust for windage (Figure 7-40, page 7-56). 

When holding off, the SDM aims into the wind. If the wind is moving from the right to 

left, his point of aim is to the right. If the wind is moving from left to right, his point of 

aim is to the left. Constant practice in wind estimation can bring about proficiency in 

making sight adjustments or learning to apply hold-off correctly. If the SDM misses the 

target and the point of impact of the round is observed, he notes the lateral distance of his 

error and re-fires, holding off that distance in the opposite direction. Table 7-10 shows 

calculated adjusted aiming points based on wind speed. 
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Figure 7-40. Windage effects of a 10-mph crosswind. 

WIND 
SPEE

D

RANGE 
(in meters) 

25 50 75 100 150 175 200 250 300

5 mph 1/4 in. 3/8 in. 1/2 in. 1 in. 2 in. 2.5 in. 3.5 in. 5 in. 7.5 in. 

10
mph

1/2 in. 3/4 in. 1 in. 2 in. 4 in. 5 in. 7 in. 10 in. 15 in. 

15
mph

3/4 in. 1-1/8
in.

1.5 in. 3 in. 6 in. 7.5 in. 10.5 in 15 in. 22.5 in 

Table 7-10. Calculated adjusted aiming point based on wind speed 
(full value). 

*Table 7-11, page 7-58 shows the drift for 10 MPH wind using M855, 5.56 NATO ball 

ammunition fired in a 16A2 rifle with 300 meters battle sight zero. 
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Drift for 10 MPH Wind Using M855 5.56 NATO Ball Ammunition  
Fired in 16A2 Rifle With 300 Meters Battle Sight Zero 

Range (meters) Velocity Trajectory  Drop  Drift
(fps) (in) (in) (in)

0 3,100 -2.5 0.0 0.0
100 2,751 +4.4 -2.3 1.1
200 2,420 +5.8 -10.2 4.9
300 2,115 0.0 -25.3 11.8
400 1,833 -15.0 -49.5 22.4
500 1,569 -42.9 -86.7 38.0
600 1,323 -88.2 -141.3 59.5
700 1,106 -156.1 -220.9 88.4
800 1,010 -267.7 -339.2 124.9

*Table 7-11. Drift for 10 MPH wind using M855 ammunition. 

*The firers can demonstrate that they understand holding off by using an M15 sighting 

device. The firer aligns the sights on the silhouette on the proper adjusted aiming point. 

Once the firer has an understanding of elevation and windage hold-off, he is able to begin 

the live-fire training exercise (Table 7-12). The firer will be given 20 rounds in which to 

engage 20 targets at ranges from 100 to 500 meters using elevation and windage hold-off. 

FIRING EVENT ROUNDS TARGET RANGE 

Known Distance (Hold Off) 20 100 to 500 meters 

*Table 7-12. Firing event, known distance (hold off). 

NOTES: 1. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

2. Ensure soldier knows how to adjust for wind and gravity. 

3. Ensure soldier can manipulate the rear sight for different ranges. 

* e. PHASE V—Field Fire 100 to 500 Meters. Field fire will consist of both a 

Record Fire I and a Record Fire II course. The field-fire events (Table 7-13) will test the 

individual’s marksmanship, range estimation, and target detection skills. Each Record 

Fire course will have targets at ranges from 100 to 500 meters. Each firer will engage a 

total of 20 targets with 20 rounds. Soldiers will fire the table using both the foxhole 

supported or prone supported position (sandbags) and the prone unsupported firing 

position. An individual must attain a total of 14 hits out of 20 targets to pass. The Record 

Fire I course requires the individual to use mechanical elevation and windage 

adjustments. The Record Fire II course requires the individual to use elevation and 

windage hold-off (adjusted aiming points). If the SDM is issued an optic, the Record Fire 

II course will substitute use of that optic instead of using adjusted aiming points. 

NOTES: 1. Ensure weapon is zeroed prior to training. 

2. Ensure soldier is able to assume a steady firing position. 

3.  Ensure soldier is able to consistently apply the fundamentals of 

marksmanship. 

4. Ensure soldier knows how to adjust for wind and gravity. 
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5. Ensure soldier can manipulate the rear sight for different ranges. 

FIRING EVENT ROUNDS TARGET RANGE STANDARD

Record Fire I 20 100 to 500 meters 14 of 20 

Record Fire II 20 100 to 500 meters 14 of 20 

*Table 7-13. Firing event, Record Fire I and II. 

NOTE:  The firer must engage 14 out of 20 targets at 100 to 500 meters during each 

field-fire exercise. (See Appendix B for a reproducible scorecard.) 

f. Certification. Once the firer has successfully completed the SDM program, he is 

designated as an SDM and will be able to perform all duties and responsibilities set forth 

by these guidelines. 

NOTE: The skills of the SDM are highly perishable and sustainment training should 

be conducted to ensure retention of the skills. At a minimum, sustainment 

training should be conducted semiannually. 
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CHAPTER 8 

ADVANCED OPTICS, LASERS, AND IRON SIGHTS 
(Phase V of Basic Rifle Marksmanship) 

Basic rifle marksmanship taught effective engagement of the enemy 

with the basic rifle or carbine using iron sights to engage targets 

primarily during the day. Advanced rifle marksmanship added other 

marksmanship situations that a combat soldier may encounter. This 

chapter discusses how to enhance marksmanship skills, with proper 

training, using the Army’s newest optics and lasers to ensure the soldier 

can fight as well at night as he can during the day. 

8-1. TRAINING STRATEGIES AND QUALIFICATION STANDARDS 

An established day and night advanced marksmanship program equipped with training 

strategies and proposed qualification standards has been developed. 

a. Before beginning a night marksmanship program, soldiers must qualify on their 

assigned weapons during daylight conditions as outlined in the previous chapters of this 

manual. This chapter implements new night qualification standards to compliment 

current Army training strategies. 

b. Commanders should follow these training strategies and abide by the qualification 

standards set forth to the best of their abilities. Although some courses of fire may seem 

redundant or inappropriate, numerous tests show that these training strategies work and 

the qualification standards are achievable if the strategy is followed. 

8-2. BORELIGHT 

The borelight is an accurate means of zeroing weapons and most aided-vision equipment 

without the use of ammunition. Time and effort must be applied to ensure a precise 

boresight, which will in turn save time and ammunition. Table 8-1 outlines weapon and 

aided-vision device combinations that can be zeroed using the borelight with the 

M16/M4-series weapons. (Figure 8-1 shows the current borelight training program.) 

M16A2 M4/MWS 
BACK-UP IRON SIGHT M16A2 

Iron sight can be boresighted 
X 

AN/PAQ-4B/C X X 

AN/PEQ-2A X X 

AN/PAS-13 X X 

M68 CCO X X 

Table 8-1. Weapon and aided-vision device combinations. 

NOTE:  The precise boresighting of a laser will allow direct engagement of targets 

without a 25-meter zero. If a borelight is not available, a 25-meter zero must 

be done to zero the device. All optics will be 25-meter zeroed; a borelight 

only aides in zeroing. 
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Instructional Intent: 
Align the bore of the weapon to the optic, laser or iron sight being fired to reduce or eliminate 
the time and ammunition it currently requires to live fire zero. 
Special Instructions:
Zero the borelight.  
Use only approved 10-meter boresight targets from Picatinny Arsenal (noted on offset).  
Ensure you use the proper 10-meter boresight target for weapon configuration.  
Ensure boresighting is conducted 10 meters from the end of the barrel.  
Ensure weapon and target is stabilized or the boresight will not be accurate.  
Ensure filters for aiming lasers are installed to reduce blooming.  
Observables: 
Confirm that the borelight spins on itself when zeroed at 10 meters.  
Weapon configuration is boresighted using the official and proper targets only.  
Confirm the target and weapon is not moving during the boresighting procedure.  
Confirm that the borelight is centered on the circle on the target.  
Confirm that the aiming device is aiming at the center of the crosshair on the offset.  

Figure 8-1. Borelight training program. 

DANGERS 

BEAM. 

BEAM THROUGH BINOCULARS OR 
TELESCOPES. 

MIRROR-LIKE SURFACES. 

INTO OTHER INDIVIDUALS’ EYES. 

1. DO NOT STARE INTO THE VISIBLE LASER 

2. DO NOT LOOK INTO THE VISIBLE LASER 

3. DO NOT POINT THE VISIBLE LASER BEAM AT 

4. DO NOT SHINE THE VISIBLE LASER BEAM 

WARNINGS 
1. Make sure the weapon is CLEAR and on SAFE 

before using the borelight.
2. Ensure that the bolt is locked in the forward 

position.
3. When rotating the borelight to zero it, ensure 

the mandrel is turning counter clock wise 
(from the gunners point of view) to avoid 
loosening the borelight from the mandrel. 

a. Concept. Boresighting is a simple procedure that can and will save time and 

ammunition if the procedures outlined here are strictly followed. The visible laser of the 

borelight is aligned with the barrel of a designated weapon. Then, using a 10-meter 
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boresight target, the weapon can be boresighted with any optic, laser, or iron sight that 

the soldier is assigned to fire. 

(1) To boresight the weapon using the borelight, ensure that the visible laser is in line 

with the barrel, zero the borelight to the weapon, and then place the visible laser of the 

borelight in a designated spot on the 10-meter boresight target. When this is done, move 

the aiming point of the aiming device to the crosshair on the 10-meter boresight target. 

The weapon system is now boresighted and ready to engage targets or conduct a 

25-meter zero. 

(2) With optics, such as the M68, TWS, and AN/PVS-4, the borelight will put the 

soldier on paper at 25 meters, thus reducing time and ammunition trying to locate rounds 

during 25-meter zeroing. With lasers, the borelight allows the soldier to boresight and 

then engage targets, eliminating the 25-meter zeroing procedures altogether. 

b. Zeroing the Borelight. Before boresighting the weapon system the borelight 

must first be zeroed to the weapon. To zero the borelight to the weapon, align the visible 

laser with the barrel of the weapon. Stabilizing the weapon is crucial. The weapon can be 

stabilized in a rifle box rest or in a field location by laying two rucksacks side by side. 

Lay the weapon on the rucksacks and then lay another rucksack on top of the weapon to 

stabilize it. 

CAUTION 
Do not over adjust the laser or point it at soldiers or 
reflective material. 

NOTE: The weapon does not have to be perfectly level with the ground when 

boresighting. 

(1) Attach the 5.56-mm mandrel to the borelight. 

(2) Insert the mandrel into the muzzle of the weapon. The borelight is seated properly 

when the mandrel cannot be moved any further into the muzzle and the mandrel spins 

freely. Stabilize the weapon so it will not move. 

(3) Measure 10 meters with the 10-meter cord that comes with the borelight or pace 

off eleven paces. 

(4) The zeroing mark is a small dot drawn on a piece of paper, tree bark, or the 

borelight reference point on the 10-meter boresight target (Figure 8-2, page 8-4). 
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Figure 8-2. Example of a zeroing mark. 

(5) Rotate the borelight until the battery compartment is facing upward and the 

adjusters are on the bottom (Figure 8-3). This position of the borelight, and where the 

visible laser is pointing, is identified as the start point. 

Figure 8-3. Borelight in the START POINT position. 
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(6) Rotate the borelight until the battery compartment is down and the adjusters are 

on top to allow for easy access to the adjusters and help with communication and 

stabilization of the weapon (Figure 8-4). This position of the borelight, and where the 

visible laser is pointing, is identified as the half turn position. 

Figure 8-4. Borelight in the HALF TURN position. 

NOTE:  The commands “START POINT” and “HALF-TURN” are given to ensure 

clear communication between the soldier at the weapon and the soldier at the 

boresight target. 

(7) The reference point is the point approximately halfway between the start point 

and the half-turn point (Figure 8-5). 

Figure 8-5. Example of a start point, half turn, and reference point. 
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(8) Turn the borelight on and spin it until it is in the start point position. Place the 

zeroing mark approximately 10 meters from the end of the barrel so that the visible laser 

strikes the zeroing mark. 

(9) Slowly rotate the borelight 180 degrees while watching the visible laser made by 

the borelight. If the visible laser stops on the zeroing mark, the borelight is zeroed to the 

weapon. 

(10) If the borelight does not stop on the zeroing mark, elevation and windage 

adjustments must be made to the borelight. 

(11) From the start point, realign the zeroing mark with the visible laser, rotate the 

borelight 180 degrees to the half turn position, and identify the reference point. Using the 

adjusters on the borelight, move the visible laser to the reference point. Rotate the 

borelight back to the start point; move the zeroing mark to the visible laser. 

NOTE: If the visible laser cannot be located when the soldier spins the borelight to the 

half turn position, start this procedure at 2 meters instead of 10 meters. When 

the visible laser is adjusted to the reference point at 2 meters, then start the 

procedure again at 10 meters. 

(12) Repeat step (11) until the visible laser spins on itself. 

NOTE: Every barrel is different; therefore, steps (8) through (10) must be performed 

with every weapon to ensure that the borelight is zeroed to that barrel. If the 

borelight is zeroed, then go directly to the boresighting procedures. 

c. Boresighting. Weapon stability is crucial in boresighting. The weapon should be 

in the “bolt forward” position and must not be canted left or right during boresighting 

procedures. If the weapon is boresighted using field-expedient methods (sandbags, 

rucksacks) and the weapon is laid on the side for stability, ensure that the boresight target 

is also oriented in the same manner. Two soldiers (a firer and a target holder) are required 

to properly boresight a weapon. Their duties are as follows: 

�� The firer’s primary duty is to zero the borelight and make all adjustments on 

the aided-vision device being used. 

�� The target holder secures the 10-meter boresight target straight up and down 

10 meters from the borelight, and directs the firer in making necessary 

adjustments to the aiming device. The target holder must wear night vision 

goggles when boresighting infrared aiming lasers. 

NOTES: 1.  Appendix G shows the most current 10-meter boresight target. The 

10-meter boresight target grids are 1-centimeter squares, unlike the 

25-meter zero targets. Contact the proponent of this publication (C Co, 

2/29 IN, Ft Benning, GA) for information about the availability of 

boresight targets. 

2.  Weapon stabilization is crucial, orientation is irrelevant. 
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(1) Boresighting Iron Sights. The back-up iron sights (BIS) can be boresighted to a 

new user to expedite 25-meter zeroing. To boresight using the BIS, align the iron sights 

with the Canadian bull on the 10-meter boresight target. Make adjustments to the 

windage and elevation of the iron sights until the borelight is centered with the circle on 

the boresight target. 

(2) Boresighting the M68, CCO. Before boresighting ensure that the borelight has 

been zeroed to the weapon. The more accurate the boresight of the M68 to the assigned 

weapon, the closer to a battlesight zero the weapon will be. 25-meter zeroing must be 

conducted to ensure the M68 is properly zeroed. 

(a) Select the proper 10-meter boresight target for the weapon and M68 

configuration. With the help of an assistant, place the boresight target 10 meters in front 

of the weapon. 

(b) Turn the M68 to the desired setting (position number 4). Have the firer get behind 

the weapon in a stable supported firing position looking through the M68. Aim the red 

dot of the M68 on the crosshair located on the 10-meter boresight target. Make 

adjustments to the M68 until the visible laser of the borelight is centered on the borelight 

circle on the 10-meter boresight target. 

(c) Turn the borelight off. Have the gunner move the weapon off the crosshair, 

realign the red dot of the M68 on the crosshair, and turn the borelight back on. If the 

borelight is on the circle and the red dot of the M68 is on the crosshair, the firer’s weapon 

system is boresighted. 

NOTE: The M68 is a parallax free sight beyond 50-meters. Boresighting is conducted 

at 10 meters. This requires the firer to ensure that he acquires the same sight 

picture and cheek-to-stock weld position each time in order to get a solid 

boresight. If the firer does not get the same sight picture after the second 

realignment, he more than likely has a fundamentals problem with his firing 

position and sight picture. To save time on the range, a coach should 

troubleshoot the soldier before trying to continue the boresighting of the M68. 

(d) Turn the laser off and carefully remove the borelight and the mandrel from the 

weapon so that the borelight device is not damaged. 

(3) Boresighting TWS. Before boresighting the TWS, make sure the borelight has 

been zeroed to the weapon. The more accurate the boresight of the TWS to the assigned 

weapon, the closer to a battlesight zero the firer will be. Zeroing at 25 meters must be 

conducted to ensure the TWS is properly zeroed. Both the narrow and wide field of views 

must be boresighted and zeroed. 

(a) Select the proper 10-meter boresight target for the weapon/TWS configuration 

and, with the help of an assistant, place the boresight target 10 meters in front of the 

weapon. 

(b) Ensure the M16/M4 reticle is displayed. Have the firer get behind the weapon in a 

stable supported firing position and look through the TWS. 

(c) Place a finger on each oval on the 10-meter boresight target. Aim between the 

fingers with the 300-meter aiming point and make adjustments to the TWS until the 

visible laser of the borelight is centered on the borelight circle on the 10-meter boresight 

target. 
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(d) Have gunner move off the aiming block, realign the TWS to the center of the 

heated block, and then turn the borelight back on. If the gunner still has the proper 

boresight alignment the gunner is boresighted; otherwise he will need remedial training 

on his sight picture. 

(e) Change the field of view on the sight by rotating the field-of-view ring and have 

the gunner repeat steps (a) through (d). 

(f) Turn the laser off and carefully remove the borelight and the mandrel from the 

weapon so that the borelight device is not damaged. 

(4) Boresighting AN/PAQ-4B/C. Before boresighting the AN/PAQ-4B/C, make sure 

the borelight has been zeroed to the weapon. 

DANGER 

BINOCULARS OR TELESCOPES. 

AT MIRROR-LIKE SURFACES OR OTHER 
INDIVIDUALS’ EYES. 

SAFE PRACTICE TO TREAT ALL LASERS AS 
NOT EYE SAFE. 

LIGHT; THEREFORE, WHEN USING THE 3X 
EXTENDERS THE AN/PAQ-4B/C IS 
CONSIDERED “NOT EYE SAFE” AT ANY 
DISTANCE. 

NOT STORE AN/PAQ-4B/C WITH 
BATTERIES INSTALLED. 

1. DO NOT STARE INTO THE INFRARED LASER 
BEAM WITH THE NAKED EYE OR THROUGH 

2. DO NOT POINT THE INFRARED LASER BEAM 

3. ALTHOUGH THE LASER IS EYE SAFE, IT IS A 

4. 3X EXTENDERS MAGNIFY THE LASER AIMING 

5. DO THE 

(a) Select the proper 10-meter boresight target for the weapon/AN/PAQ-4B/C 

configuration and, with the help of an assistant, place the boresight target 10 meters in 

front of the weapon. 

(b) Install the borelight filter and turn the AN/PAQ-4B/C on. Align the 10-meter 

boresight target with the visible laser of the borelight. 

(c) Adjust the adjusters on the AN/PAQ-4B/C until the infrared laser is centered on 

the crosshair located on the 10-meter boresight target. 
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NOTES: 1.  The boresight target and zeroing mark must be kept stable during the 

boresight procedure. 

2.  Do not turn the adjustment screws too much or they will break. Regardless 

of the mounting location, the adjuster that is on top or bottom will always 

be the adjuster for elevation and the one on the side will be the windage 

adjuster. 

Elevation adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter. 

Windage adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter. 

(5) Boresighting AN/PEQ-2A. Before boresighting the AN/PEQ-2A, make sure the 

borelight has been zeroed to the weapon. 

DANGER 

EXPOSURE TO THE BEAM. 

BINOCULARS OR TELESCOPES. 

AT MIRROR-LIKE SURFACES OR OTHER 
INDIVIDUALS’ EYES. 

BEYOND 25 METERS IN DUAL LO MODE AND 
IN TACTICAL MODE IS BEYOND 220 METERS. 

HANDLING OF THE LASER OCCURS. IN 
TRAINING MODE THERE’S A 25-METER 
DANGER AREA IN DUAL LO MODE AND A 220-
METER DANGER AREA IN TACTICAL MODE. 

LIGHT; THEREFORE, WHEN USING THE 3X 
EXTENDERS THE AN/PEQ-2A IS CONSIDERED
“NOT EYE SAFE” AT ANY DISTANCE. 

NOT STORE THE AN/PEQ-2A WITH 
BATTERIES INSTALLED. 

1. INVISIBLE LASER RADIATION. AVOID DIRECT 

2. DO NOT STARE INTO THE INFRARED LASER 
BEAM WITH THE NAKED EYE OR THROUGH 

3. DO NOT POINT THE INFRARED LASER BEAM 

4. EYE-SAFE DISTANCE IN TRAINING MODE IS 

5. EYE DAMAGE CAN OCCUR IF CARELESS 

6. 3X EXTENDERS MAGNIFY THE LASER AIMING 

7. DO 

(a) Select the proper 10-meter boresight target for the weapon and AN/PEQ-2A 

configuration and, with the help of an assistant, place the boresight target 10 meters in 

front of the weapon. 

(b) Install the filter on the aiming laser and turn the AN/PEQ-2A on. Align the 

10-meter boresight target with the visible laser of the borelight. 

(c) Adjust the adjusters on the AN/PEQ-2A until the infrared laser is centered on the 

crosshair located on the 10-meter boresight target. 
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NOTE: The boresight target and zeroing mark must be kept stable during the 

boresight procedure. 

(d) Adjust the illuminator in the same manner. 

(e) Turn the laser off and carefully remove the borelight and the mandrel from the 

weapon so that the borelight device is not damaged. 

NOTES: 1.  Each click of elevation and windage is 1 centimeter. For ease, round up to 

one square. However, each square of the 25-meter zero target is .9 

centimeter in actual measurement, which affects large adjustments. 

2.  Do not turn the adjustment screws too much or they will break. Regardless 

of the mounting location, the adjuster that is on top or bottom will always 

be the adjuster for elevation and the one on the side will be the windage 

adjuster. 

(6) Boresighting AN/PVS-4. Before boresighting make sure that the borelight has 

been zeroed to the weapon. The more accurate the boresight of the AN/PVS-4 to the 

assigned weapon the closer the firer will be to battlesight zero. Zeroing at 25 meters must 

be conducted to ensure the AN/PVS-4 is properly zeroed. 

(a) Select the proper 10-meter boresight target for the weapon and AN/PVS-4 

configuration and, with the help of an assistant, place the boresight target 10 meters in 

front of the weapon. 

(b) Ensure the M16 reticle is displayed. Have the firer get behind the weapon in a 

stable supported firing position and look through the AN/PVS-4. 

(c) Turn the borelight laser on. Align the borelight laser with the circle on the 

10-meter target offset. Keeping the laser in place, adjust the windage and elevation until 

the reticle of the AN/PVS-4 is aligned with the circular crosshair. 

NOTE: If there is not enough ambient light to see the 10-meter target offset circular 

crosshair, use a flashlight and shine it indirectly at the target. This will provide 

enough ambient light for the gunner to see the target. 

(d) Turn the borelight off. Have the gunner move his reticle off the circular crosshair 

and then realign back on the target. Turn the borelight laser back on. If the borelight is in 

the circle, then the AN/PVS-4 is boresighted. 

(e) Turn the laser off and remove the borelight and mandrel from the weapon 

carefully so that you do not damage the borelight device. 

8-3. BACKUP IRON SIGHT 

The backup iron sight (BIS) is a semi-permanent flip up sight equipped with a 

rail-grabbing base. The BIS provides a backup capability effective out to at least 600 

meters and can be installed on the M16A4 and M4-series weapons. (Figure 8-6 shows the 

backup iron sights training program.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
Zero and qualify with the back-up iron sight. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure soldiers are applying the marksmanship fundamentals.  
Ensure the BIS are in the full vertical position and locked prior to firing.  
Ensure the plastic insert is installed in the BIS during boresighting and zeroing.  
Observables: 
Soldiers attain the same day standards for zeroing and qualification as with the standard iron 
sights. 

Figure 8-6. Backup iron sights training program. 

a. Concept. The BIS is adjusted for a 300-meter battlefield zero to provide backup 

in the event an optic or laser device fails to function. The BIS is zeroed on the M4/M4A1 

target on the backside of the M16A2 zero targets (NSN 6920-01-395-2949). The 

25-meter zeroing procedures are the same as for conventional rear sight assembly on the 

M16-/M4-series weapons. 

b. Conduct of Training. All procedures for the BIS are the same as with standard 

iron sights. 

(1) Boresight the Iron Sights. (Optional.) 

(2) Zero. The zeroing standards for the BIS are the same as with iron sights. To zero 

the BIS for the M4-series, set the range selector to 300 meters. To zero the BIS to the 

M16A4 place the range selector to the white line below the 300-meter mark. 

(3) Target Detection. Target detection procedures for the BIS are the same as with 

standard iron sights. 

(4) Practice Qualification. A practice qualification must always precede an actual 

qualification. Practice qualification allows the soldier to practice and refine his skills to 

succeed during qualification. Practice qualification standards for the BIS are the same as 

with standard iron sights. If the soldier qualifies during the practice qualification it may 

be counted as the record qualification. 

(5) Record Qualification. Qualification with the BIS is conducted on a standard 

record fire range, and the standards for qualification are the same as the record fire day 

standards. 

8-4. M68, CLOSE-COMBAT OPTIC 

The M68, CCO is a reflex (nontelescopic) sight. It uses a red aiming reference 

(collimated dot) and is designed for the “two eyes open” method of sighting. The dot 

follows the horizontal and vertical movement of the gunner’s eye while remaining fixed 

on the target. No centering or focusing is required. (Figure 8-7 shows the close-combat 

optic training program.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
Qualify with the M68. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure the soldier is proficient with the M68 
Ensure with the M16A1/A2 that the M68 does not have the half moon spacer installed 
Ensure with the M4, M16A4, and MWS that the M68 has the half moon spacer installed 
Ensure the proper offset is used during boresighting procedures 
Confirm 10-meter boresight with 25 meter zero 
Ensure rail grabber is retightened after initial 3 rounds are fired 
Ensure soldier has the M68 dot set for best sight picture. 
Ensure that the soldier applies the marksmanship fundamentals 
Ensure the soldier zeros and qualifies with the same sight picture (1 or 2 eye method) 
Ensure soldier zeros on the M16A2 25 meter zero target 
Ensure designated impact zone is 1.4 centimeters down from center mass of the 300-meter 
silhouette on the 25-meter zero target. 
Observables: 
The M68 is zeroed to the same standards as with iron sights 
Rounds must impact in the 4x4 square designated impact zone. 
Soldier achieves the same practice qualification and qualification standards as with day record 
fire. 

*Figure 8-7. M68, close-combat optic training program. 

a. Concept. Soldiers must qualify on their assigned weapons during daylight 

conditions as outlined in this manual. The integrated act of firing with the M68 is 

identical to the iron sights except for the change in sight picture. The M68 training 

strategy is the same as the iron sight training strategy. 

b. Conduct of Training. All procedures for the M68 are the same as with standard 

iron sights. The M68 equipment training should familiarize the soldier with the proper 

operation and characteristics of the M68 in accordance with TM 9-1240-413-12&P. 

(1) Modified Fundamentals. The fundamentals of marksmanship are modified as 

follows: 

(a) Steady Position. Placing the cheek on the stock weld to get a good sight picture 

after the M68 is zeroed at 25 meters is no longer necessary. The M68’s reflexive sight 

allows the soldier to fire the weapon with his cheek at a comfortable position; however, 

the soldier must zero with the same cheek position he will fire with because the parallax 

free is only effective beyond 50 meters. 

(b) Aiming. The preferred method of aiming using the M68 is to keep both eyes open, 

which allows a much greater field of view and makes scanning for targets much easier. 

However, getting accustomed to the two-eyes-open method takes practice. The soldier 

must keep the rifle and M68 in a vertical alignment each time he fires. 

� Two-eyes-open method (preferred). Position the head so that one eye can 

focus on the red dot and the other eye can scan downrange. Place the red dot 

on the center of mass of the target and engage. 

� One-eye-open method. With the nonfiring eye closed, look through the M68 to 

ensure that the red dot can be seen clearly. Place the red dot on the center of 

mass of the target and engage. If the soldier zeros his weapon using the 
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                  one-eye-open method, he must engage targets using this method for zero 

                  accuracy. 

 (c) Breath Control. This fundamental does not change. 

 (d) Trigger Squeeze. This fundamental does not change. 

 

NOTE: The aiming method used to zero must also be used to engage targets. When 

using the M68, the weapon must not be canted during aiming or firing. 

 

(2) M68 Dry (Nonfiring) Zeroing. Starting with a securely installed and live-fire zeroed 

BIS, mount the reflex sight to the front of the receiver rail or to the top RAS as preferred. 

Adjust windage and elevation on the reflex sight until the center of the aiming dot is at 

the tip of the front sight post when viewed through the BIS while assuming a normal 

firing position. 

(3) 25-Meter Zero Procedures. When zeroing the M68 CCO at 25 meters a designated 

*point of impact zone must be identified on the 25-meter zero target (Figure 8-8, page 

8-14). Starting from center mass of the 300-meter silhouette on the 25-meter zero target, 

count down 1½ squares or 1.4 centimeters. This is now the point of impact when zeroing 

the M68 CCO. Soldiers will continue to aim center mass of the 300-meter silhouette and 

will make adjustments to the M68 so that the rounds impact in the secondary 4x4 

centimeter circular box, 1½ squares or 1.4 centimeters down from the point of aim. Other 

procedures are the same as standard iron sight procedures. 

• Two clicks = 1 centimeter at 25 meters for windage and elevation. 

• One click clockwise on elevation moves bullet strike down. 

• One click clockwise on windage moves bullet strike left. 

• Conduct zeroing only on the M16A2 25-meter zero target. 

 

NOTES: 1. At ranges of 50 meters and beyond, the effects of parallax are minimal. 

However, at ranges of 50 meters and closer, parallax exists and the firer 

must ensure that the red dot is centered while zeroing. 

2. The aiming method (two eyes open or one eye open) used to zero must be 

used to engage targets. 
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*Figure 8-8. 25 Meter zeroing target M16A2/3/4. 

 

 (4) Target Detection. Target detection procedures for the M68 are the same as with 

standard iron sights. 
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WARNING 
In position 4 and above, the red dot is visible 
through the front of the sight. For night vision 
operations, close the front lens cover before 
turning the rotary switch clockwise to position 2 
and 3. Check the light for proper intensity before 
opening the front lens cover. Close the front lens 
cover before turning the rotary switch 
counterclockwise to the OFF position. Failure to 
follow this warning could reveal your position to 
the enemy. 

 

 (5) Practice Qualification. The procedures are the same as standard iron sight 

procedures. 

 (6) Record Qualification. The procedures are the same as standard iron sight 

procedures. 

 

8-5. AN/PAS-13 (V2), (V3), THERMAL WEAPON SIGHT 

The AN/PAS-13 (V2), (V3), thermal weapon sight (TWS) is an IR imaging sensor used 

for target acquisition under conditions of low visibility. IR light is received through the 

telescope, detected by an IR sensor, converted to digital data, processed, and displayed 

*for the user. (Figure 8-9 shows the AN/PAS-13 training program.) 

 
Instructional Intent: 
Qualify with the ANPAS-13, TWS. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure soldiers are proficient with the TWS. 
Ensure spacer is used with the M4, M16A4, and MWS. 
Ensure proper 10-meter boresight target is used during boresight procedures. 
Ensure both fields of view (FOV) are boresighted. 
Confirm 10-meter boresight with a 25-meter zero. 
Ensure M16A2 zero target is used with a four-by-four-centimeter square cut out of the center of 
the silhouette. 
Ensure zero range and qualification range have been thermalized. 
Ensure that during zero and qualification every other lane is used. 
Ensure range has been inspected for targets that are not thermalized. 
Observables: 
The TWS is zeroed to the same standards as with iron sights. 
Soldier achieves the same practice qualification and qualification standards as with day record 
fire. 

*Figure 8-9. AN/PAS-13 (TWS) training program. 
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WARNING 
Ensure the weapon is not loaded and is on SAFE 
before installing the TWS on the weapon. A 
loaded weapon may accidentally discharge 
causing severe injury or death. 

 

 

 a. Concept. Training strategy on the AN/PAS-13 is much the same as aiming lights. 

The TWS is a thermal sight and does not require the use of night vision devices. The 

course of fire for the TWS is the same scenario as the day qualification tables with the 

same requirements for standards of fire for current day standards. Qualification standards 

are the same for day and night. 

 b. Conduct of Training. AN/PAS-13 equipment training should familiarize the 

soldier with the proper operation and characteristics of the TWS in accordance with the 

TM to include: 

 (1) Modified Fundamentals. The fundamentals of BRM change as follows: 

 (a) Steady Position. This fundamental slightly changes due to the height of the sight. 

Soldiers must adjust their body position so they can properly look through the sight. In 

most cases, the cheek-to-stock weld no longer exists. 

 (b) Aiming. To properly aim with the TWS, soldiers must ensure that the correct 

reticle is selected in the sight. (Refer to TM 11-5855-312-10, 31 Oct 00 for reticle 

selection and point of aim for use with the TWS.) 

 (c) Breath Control. This fundamental is not affected by night firing conditions using 

the TWS. 

 (d) Trigger Squeeze. This fundamental of marksmanship does not change during 

night firing. 

 (2) 25-Meter Zero Procedures. Refer to TM 11-5855-312-10, 31 Oct 00 for target 

preparation. 

 (a) Use the same procedures and standards as with iron sights. 

 (b) At the 25-meter range each increment of azimuth or elevation setting moves strike 

of the round as follows: 

• 1 1/4 centimeters for MTWS on WFOV. 

• 3/4 centimeter for MTWS on NFOV. 

• 3/4 centimeter for HTWS on WFOV. 

• 1/4 centimeter for HTWS on NFOV. 

 (c) Retighten the rail grabber after the first three rounds fired. 

* (d) Zero both FOVs (Figure 8-10, page 8-17). 
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*Figure 8-10. Example of TWS zeroing adjustments. 
 

 (3) Target Detection. With night vision devices the field of view is much smaller, 

scanning becomes much more deliberate, and, with the TWS, camouflage becomes less 

of a factor. Even though night vision devices greatly enhance the soldier’s ability to 

acquire a target at night, increased awareness of target detection must be trained to allow 

the solider to key in on the visual cues of infrared imagery. 

 (a) Select Position. The TWS is a large device; therefore, selecting a position that 

allows for good fields of view but at the same time does not silhouette the soldier and his 

equipment might be a challenge. Since the TWS detects thermal energy (heat) emitted 

from an object, a position near an object emitting a vast amount of thermal energy (for 

example, a vehicle with the engine running, a fire, or so on) may affect the soldier’s 

ability to acquire a target. 

 (b) Scanning. With earlier versions of the TWS, scanning too fast causes a stuttering 

on the screen, which causes the soldier to miss or overlook a target. With these versions 

scanning must be done slowly in order to maintain a good thermal image on the screen. 

With the newer version, this stuttering is not as obvious. One advantage the TWS (heavy 

and medium) has over other night vision devices is that it has two fields of view—wide 

and narrow. Each field of view has its own advantages and disadvantages. The narrow 

field of view increases magnification but decreases the field of view. The wide field of 

view decreases magnification but increases the field of view. The soldier chooses which 

field of view to use to scan and engage targets. 

 (c) Target Indicators. While scanning the sector and or lane with the TWS, the 

soldier should be aware of thermal cues that allow him to detect and identify targets. The 

engine compartment, exhaust, and tires of a vehicle that has been moving are all 

examples of thermal cues. Adjusting the brightness, contrast, and polarity helps enhance 

the thermal cues of a target, allowing for quicker detection and identification. 

 (d) Sound. Use the same techniques outlined in day and night target detection. 

 (e) Movement. Thermal cues become much more obvious on a moving object than on 

an object standing still. A good example is the tire on a vehicle. With the vehicle not 
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moving, the tires are cold. On a moving vehicle, the friction between the road and the 

tires causes the tires to heat up and become prominent when observed through the TWS. 

The same is true with the human body—a person moving generates more heat than 

someone standing still. 

 (f) Camouflage. Probably the biggest advantage the TWS provides is its ability to 

negate camouflage. The TWS gives the soldier the ability to see through camouflage, 

such as paint, foliage, and camouflage netting, thereby increasing both day and night 

target-detecting abilities. 

 

WARNING 
If the TWS is operated with the eyecup removed, 
light emitting from the eyepiece may be visible to 
the enemy’s night vision devices. 

 

 (4) Practice Qualification. Practice qualification with the TWS is the same as day 

practice qualification with iron sights. Dry fire is done to allow the soldiers to make 

adjustments to the TWS. Every other firing lane should be used so that the soldier 

engages only the targets in his lane. 

 (5) Record Qualification. Record qualification with the TWS is the same as day 

record qualification with iron sights. 

 

NOTES: 1. Record qualification with the TWS can be done day and or night. 

Regardless of the qualification, the standard day record fire for the iron 

sights will be used. The standards for qualification with the TWS, either 

day or night, are 23 out of 40. 

2. During practice qualification and qualification, it is the soldier’s 

preference on polarity and field of view. 

 

8-6. AN/PAQ-4B/C AND AN/PEQ-2A INFRARED AIMING LASERS 

The newest infrared aiming lasers greatly increase the night firing accuracy of all infantry 

weapons. The infrared aiming lasers complete the transition from day optics to night 

optics. Their effectiveness is limited by the capability of the image-intensifying (I2) sight 

*with which they are used. (Figure 8-11, page 8-19) shows the current training program 

for these lasers.) 
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Instructional Intent: 
Qualify with the AN/PAQ-4B/C or AN/PEQ-2A. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure soldiers are proficient with the AN/PAQ-4B/C or AN/PEQ-2A. 
Ensure proper 10-meter boresight target is used during boresight procedures. 
Ensure borelight filter is used. 
Ensure AN/PEQ2A is set to AIM LO. 
Ensure illuminator on the AN/PEQ-2A is boresighted. 
Ensure M16A2 25-meter zero target is used for 25-meter zero. 
Ensure a 3x3-cm hole is cut in the center of the 25-meter zero target and E-type silhouette. 
Observables: 
Soldier conducts either 10-meter boresight or a 25-meter zero. 
Soldier displays good scanning, IR discipline, and IR walking technique. 
Soldier achieves at least 17 target hits out of 40 target exposures. 

*Figure 8-11. AN/PAQ-4B/C or AN/PEQ-2A training program. 

 a. Concept. Two training strategies have been devised to adequately train soldiers in 

the use of the AN/PAQ-4B/C and AN/PEQ-2A infrared aiming laser devices. The night 

initial training strategy is used for soldiers who have little or no previous experience with 

night vision goggles, or for units beginning a night-training program. The night 

sustainment training strategy is for soldiers who are familiar with night vision goggles, 

and for units that have already implemented a night-training program. However units 

should always review the night initial training strategy prior to sustainment training. 

 b. Conduct of Training. AN/PAQ-4B/C and AN/PEQ-2A equipment training 

should familiarize the soldier with the proper operation and characteristics of the 

AN/PAQ-4B/C and the AN/PEQ-2A in accordance with the TM to include: 

 (1) Modified Fundamentals. Although the same four fundamentals of marksmanship 

are used for night firing, adjustments must be made to accommodate the night vision 

devices. 

 (a) Steady Position. The firer’s natural tendency is to attempt to acquire a good 

cheek-to-stock weld position and align the iron sights. The gunner must realize that a 

good cheek-to-stock weld is not possible with NVGs mounted on his head. The firer 

should ensure that the butt of the weapon is firmly pulled into the pocket of the shoulder 

to prevent the laser from wobbling. When the soldier is ready to fire, the elbows are 

firmly planted on the ground to prevent the laser from wobbling excessively. 

 (b) Aim. The gunner must practice raising his head just enough to clear the weapon 

with his NVGs and acquire a good sight picture by walking the laser onto the target and 

then aiming at center mass. 

 (c) Breath Control. This fundamental is not modified for night firing conditions. 

 (d) Trigger Squeeze. The objective is to not disrupt alignment of the laser with the 

target by jerking the trigger. 

 (2) 25-Meter Zero Procedures. If the borelight is not available, a 25-meter zero must 

*be conducted (Figure 8-12). 

 (a) AN/PAQ-4B/C. 

• Same standards as with iron sights. 

• Set the adjusters to their zero preset position (see TM 11-5855-301-12&P). 

• Prepare 25-meter zero target by cutting a 3x3-centimeter square out of the 

center of the silhouette. 
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• Elevation adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter 

(clockwise = up). 

• Windage adjustment screw-one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter 

(clockwise = left). 

• Retighten rail grabber after the first three rounds are fired. 

 

NOTE: When cutting the 3-centimeter square out of the target, some of the strike zone 

may be cut out. Care must be taken when annotating the impact of the rounds. 

When the weapon is close to being zeroed, some of the shots may be lost 

through the hole in the target. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*Figure 8-12. Example of shot group adjustment with strike zone. 

 

 (b) AN/PEQ-2A. 

• Same standards as with iron sights. 

• Set the adjusters to their zero preset position (see TM 11-5855-308-12&P). 

• Prepare the 25-meter zero target by cutting out a 3x3-centimeter square in the 

center of the target and E-type silhouette. 

• Turn the aiming beam on in the low power setting (AIM LO). Install aim 

point filter to eliminate excessive blooming. 

• The adjustments for the AN/PEQ-2A (top mounted) are as follows: 
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• AIMING POINT. 

 Elevation adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter or 

one square (clockwise = up). 

 Windage adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter or 

one square (clockwise = right). 

• TARGET ILLUMINATOR. 

 Elevation adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter or 

one square (clockwise = down). 

 Windage adjustment screw—one click at 25 meters = 1 centimeter or 

one square (clockwise = right). 

• Retighten rail grabber and AN/PEQ2A. 

• Once the aiming beam is zeroed, rotate the selector knob to the DUAL LO, 

DUAL LO/HI or DUAL HI/HI mode to observe both aiming and illumination 

beams. Rotate the illumination beam adjusters to align the illumination beam 

with the aiming beam. 

 

NOTES: 1. Failure to fully tighten the mounting brackets and AN/PEQ2A 

thumbscrew may cause zero retention problems. Confirm that equipment 

is tight prior to zeroing. 

2. To retain zero, remove the TPIAL and rail grabber as a whole assembly 

and place back onto the same notch as removed. 

 

 (3) Target Detection. Soldiers should receive in-depth instruction on the proper use 

and fit of night vision goggles to include characteristics and capabilities, maintenance, 

and mounting procedures. Extensive testing has proven that the average soldier does not 

properly use the night vision devices. Unit leaders must be proficient in the train-the-

trainer strategy. At night, soldiers should conduct a terrain walk to become more familiar 

and build confidence using the night vision goggles. 

 (a) Scanning for Targets. The night vision devices have a 40-degree field of view, 

which causes the average shooter to miss easy targets of opportunity. The soldier must be 

trained to aggressively scan his sector of fire for targets. The art of target detection at 

night is only as good as the soldier practices. Regular blinking during scanning relieves 

some of the eyestrain that the soldier tends to have trying to spot distant targets. Regular 

blinking must be reinforced during training. After the soldier has mastered the art of 

scanning he will find that targets are more easily detected by acknowledging the flicker 

or the movement of a target. 

 (b) IR Discipline. A soldier must be taught that what he can see downrange or on the 

battlefield through his NVGs, the enemy can also see. The soldier must train to activate 

his laser at the base of the target and engage the target as soon as the target is detected. 

After the target has been engaged, the laser is deactivated. When a soldier uses proper IR 

discipline while scanning for targets, he must keep his weapon oriented within his sector 

of fire. When the target is detected the soldier orients his weapon around the base of the 

target, activates his laser, and walks the laser to the center mass of the target for 

engagement. 
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 (4) Field Fire. During the dry-fire exercise, soldiers acquire a sight picture on all 

exposed silhouette targets before conducting the field-fire scenario. This allows the 

soldier to focus on the targets at range. 

• Conduct dry-fire exercise. 

• Conduct in the same manner as field fire II. 

• Targets at 50, 150, and 250 meters. 

• 36 rounds, 18 rounds supported firing position, 18 rounds prone unsupported 

firing position. 

 (5) Practice Qualification. The procedures for practice qualification are: 

• Conduct dry-fire exercise. 

• Use coaches. 

• 20 rounds foxhole supported, 20 rounds unsupported. 

• Engage targets from 50 to 250 meters. 

• Standards are 17 out of 40. 

 (6) Record Qualification. The procedures for record qualification are: 

• Conduct dry-fire exercise. 

• 20 rounds foxhole supported, 20 rounds unsupported. 

• Engage targets from 50 to 250 meters. 

• Standards are 17 out of 40. 

 

8-7. AN/PVS-4 NIGHT VISION DEVICE 

The AN/PVS-4 night vision device is a portable, battery operated electro-optical 

instrument used for observation and aimed fire of weapons at night. It amplifies reflected 

light such as moonlight, starlight, and sky glow so that the viewed scene becomes clearly 

visible to the operator. It can be mounted on the M16A2 rifle, M4 carbine, M16A4 rifle, 

*and M4 MWS. Mounting brackets are provided for each type of weapon. (Figure 8-13, 

page 8-23 shows the AN/PVS-4 training program.) 

 
Instructional Intent: 
Qualify with the AN/PVS-4 night vision device. 
Special Instructions: 
Ensure soldiers are proficient with the AN/PVS-4. 
Ensure that the spacer and Picatinny rail grabber are installed when mounting on MWS. 
Ensure proper 10-meter boresight target is used during boresight procedures. 
Ensure proper reticle is used. 
Confirm 10-meter boresight with a 25 meter zero. 
Observables: 
The AN/PVS-4 is zeroed to the same standard as with the iron sight. 
Soldier achieves same practice and qualification standards as done with day record fire. 

*Figure 8-13. AN/PVS-4 training program. 

 

 a. Concept. Training strategy on the AN/PVS-4 is much the same as aiming lights. 

The course of fire for the AN/PVS-4 sight is the same scenario as with the aiming lasers 

with the same qualifications standards. 

 b. Conduct of Training. This training should familiarize the soldier with the proper 

operation and characteristics of the AN/PVS-4 in accordance with the TM. 
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 (1) Modified Fundamentals. The fundamentals are changed as follows: 

• Steady position. This fundamental slightly changes due to the height of the 

sight. Soldiers must adjust their body position so they can properly look 

through the sight. In most cases, the cheek-to-stock weld no longer exists. 

• Aiming. To properly aim the AN/PVS-4, the soldier must ensure that the 

proper reticle is inserted in the sight. (Refer to TM 11-5855-213-10 to insert 

the proper reticle.) The aiming point is placed center mass of the target. 

• Breath control. This fundamental is not affected by night firing conditions 

using the AN/PVS-4. 

• Trigger squeeze. This fundamental of marksmanship does not change during 

night firing. 

 (2) 25-Meter Zero Procedures. Use the same procedures and standards as with the 

iron sights along with the following. 

• At 25-meter range each increment of azimuth or elevation setting moves the 

strike of the round .63 centimeters or 1/4 mil. Two clicks of the windage or 

elevation will move the strike of the round approximately one square on the 

M16A2 zero target. 

• Retighten the thumb screw on the rail grabber after initial three rounds fired. 

 

NOTE: During boresighting or zeroing procedures if there is not enough ambient light 

available to see either the boresight mark at ten meters or the silhouette on the 

zero target, a flashlight can be used by shining the light indirectly towards the 

target. This will provide enough ambient light to allow the soldier to boresight 

or zero. 

 

 (3) Target Detection. Target detection with the AN/PVS-4 is very similar to target 

detection with the night vision goggles. The AN/PVS-4 has a 14.5-degree field of view 

leaving the average shooter to miss easy targets of opportunity, more commonly the 

50-meter left or right. The soldier must be trained to aggressively scan his sector of fire 

for targets. The art of target detection at night is as good as the soldier practices. Regular 

blinking during scanning relieves some of the eyestrain that the soldier tends to have 

trying to spot far targets. Regular blinking must be reinforced during training. After the 

soldier has mastered the art of scanning he will find that targets are more easily detected 

by acknowledging the flicker or the movement of a target. 

 (4) Field Fire. During the dry-fire exercise soldiers acquire a sight picture on all 

exposed silhouette targets prior to conducting the field-fire scenario. This allows the 

soldier to focus on the targets at range. 

• Conduct dry-fire exercise. 

• Conducted in the same manners as Field Fire II (see Appendix F, for 

scenario). 

• Targets at 50, 150, and 250 meters. 

• 36 rounds—18 rounds supported firing position, 18 rounds prone unsupported 

firing position. 

 (5) Practice qualification. The procedures for practice qualification are: 

• Conduct dry fire exercise. 

• Coaches are to be utilized. 
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• 20 rounds foxhole supported, 20 rounds unsupported. 

• Engage targets form 50 to 250 meters. 

• Standards 17 out of 40. 

 (6) Record qualification. The procedures for record qualification are: 

• Conduct dry fire exercise. 

• 20 rounds foxhole supported, 20 rounds unsupported. 

• Engage targets from 50 to 250 meters. 

• Standards 17 out of 40.
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APPENDIX  A 

TRAINING AIDS AND DEVICES 

Training aids and devices must be included in a marksmanship 

program. This chapter lists those available and provides information on 

how to obtain them for marksmanship training. 

A-1. TRAINING RESOURCES 

This paragraph provides the classification and nomenclature for training aids, devices, 

and targets. 

a. Classifications. Information on the classification of various training resources 

with a general description is listed in Table A-1. 

TY PE DESCRIPTION

Graphic Training Aids Charts handout cards, diagrams, posters, overhead 
transparencies, 35-mm slides, and small plastic 
aids.

Devices Three-dimensional training aids such as scale 
models and simulators. 

Table A-1. Classification of resources. 

b. Training Support Center. Training support centers (TSCs) are located 

throughout the world and are the POCs for training aids and devices. Each TSC provides 

training aid services to customers in their geographic area of support to include active 

Army units and schools, Reserve Components, and ROTC units. 

NOTE:  For more information concerning TSC operations, write Commander, United 

States Army Training Support Center, ATTN: ATIC-DM, Fort Eustis, VA 

23604.

c. Training Devices and Exercises. Several marksmanship training devices are 

available to aid in sustainment training. They are beneficial when ammunition is limited 

for training or practice exercises such as field firing on the weaponeer or zeroing and 

qualifying with SRTA. Some training devices are complex, costly, and in limited supply, 

while others are relatively simple, cheap, and in large supply. Devices and aids can be 

used alone or in combinations. Individuals or squads can sustain and practice basic 

marksmanship skills and fundamentals with devices and or aids. 

(1) Dominant Eye Training. This exercise assists the coach and the firer in 

determining which eye the firer should use when engaging targets. The firer’s dominant 

eye should be identified early in the training process to prevent unnecessary problems 

such as a blurred sight picture or the inability to acquire a tight shot group during the 

grouping exercise. 

(a) Cut a 1-inch circular hole in the center of an 8- by 10-inch piece of material (can 

be anything from paper to plywood). 

28 April 2005  A-1
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(b) The trainer positions himself approximately 5 feet in front of the soldier. The 

trainer closes his nondominant eye and holds his finger up in front of and just below his 

dominant eye to provide the soldier with an aiming point. 

(c) The soldier holds the training aid with both hands at waist level and looks with 

both eyes open at the trainer’s open eye. With both eyes focused on the trainer’s open eye 

and arms fully extended, the soldier brings the training aid up between himself and the 

trainer while continuing to look at the trainer’s eye through the hole in the training aid. 

The soldier’s eye the trainer sees through the hole in the training aid is the soldier’s 

dominant eye. 

(2) Aiming Card. The M15A1 aiming card (Figure A-1) determines if the soldier 

understands how to aim at target center of mass. The card is misaligned, the soldier is 

instructed to establish the correct point of aim, and a trainer checks it. Several aiming 

drills provide an understanding of center of mass. This card may be used to ensure the 

soldier understands adjustment of the aiming point, how to allow for gravity, and how to 

engage a moving target. The sight-target relationship on the card is the same visual 

perception the soldier should have when he is zeroing on a standard silhouette target. 

Each soldier will demonstrate six out of six of the aim points. The soldier will show three 

side alignment techniques—place the front site post on the left or right edge of the target 

and bring the front site post to center of mass of the target. The soldier will then show the 

bottom-up alignment technique—place the front site post at the bottom of the target then 

bring the front site post to center of mass of the target. 

*Figure A-1. The M15A1 aiming card (NSN 6910-00-716-0903). 

(3) Riddle Sighting Device. The Riddle sighting device (Figure A-2) indicates if the 

soldier understands the aiming process while using the rifle. It is a small plastic plate with 

a magnet and a drawing of an E-type silhouette target. A two-man team is required for 

its use. 

A-2 28 April 2005 
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The soldier assumes a supported or prone firing position. The assistant places the Riddle 

device on the front sight assembly and adjusts the plastic plate at the direction of the firer 

until he reports the proper sight picture. Without disturbing the plastic plate, the trainer or 

coach aims through the sights to determine if the soldier has aligned the target and sight 

properly. Many sightings are conducted, and the trainer may include variations to ensure the 

soldier understands the process. Each soldier will demonstrate six out of six aim points 

starting with the plastic plate offset to the front site post. 

NOTE:  This device is provided with a small metal clip that slips over the front sight 

assembly. It allows a smoother surface for attachment of the magnet. The device 

may also be used without the metal clip. 

Figure A-2. Riddle sighting device.

 (4) M16 Sighting Device. The M16 sighting device (Figure A-3, page A-4) is made of 

metal with a tinted square of glass placed at an angle. 

(a) When the device is attached to the rear of the M16A1 carrying handle, an observer 

can look through the sight to see what the firer sees. The M16 sighting device can be 

mounted on the M16A2 rifle. The charging handle must be pulled to the rear first. Then, the 

A-3 
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M16 sighting device is mounted on the rear of the carrying handle, and the charging handle 

is returned forward. 

(b) The M16 sighting device can be used in a dry-fire or live-fire environment, but a 

brass cartridge deflector must be used during live fire. The observer must practice with the 

sight to be effective. For example, the observer looks at a reflected image and if the soldier is 

aiming to the right, it appears left to the observer. The device must be precisely positioned 

on the rifle (it may need to be bent to stay on). The observer’s position must remain constant. 

At the same time, the observer talks with the firer to ensure a correct analysis of the aiming 

procedures. The soldier must achieve six out of six proper site alignment drills. 

NOTE:  The M16 sighting device is made for left and right-handed firers, and is available 

for the M16A2. (See subparagraph d for the training aid number.) 

Figure A-3. M16 sighting device. 

(5) Blank Firing Attachment (BFA), M15A2/M23. The BFA (Figure A-4) attaches to 

the muzzle of the M16-/M4-series weapons. It is designed to keep sufficient gas in the barrel 

of the weapon to allow semiautomatic, automatic, or burst firing with blank ammunition 

(M200 only). After firing 50 rounds, the attachment should be checked for a tight fit. 

Continuous blank firing results in a carbon buildup in the bore, gas tube, and carrier key. 

When this occurs, the cleaning procedures in TM 9-1005-249-10 or TM 9-1005-249-34 

should be followed. The M15A2 is painted red and is used on the M16-series weapons. The 

M23 is painted yellow and is used on the M4-series weapons. For identification, the M23 is 

stamped “M4 Carbine Only.” 
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Figure A-4. Blank firing attachment. 

CAUTION 
Do not use tools to tighten the M15A2/M23 blank firing 
attachment. Use hands only. 

(6) Target-Box Exercise. The target-box exercise checks the consistency of aiming and 

placement of three-round shot groups in a dry-fire environment (Figure A-5, page A-6). 

Figure A-5. Target-box exercise. 
(a) To conduct the exercise, the target man places the silhouette anywhere on the plain 

sheet of paper and moves the silhouette target as directed by the firer. The two positions 

(separated by 15 yards or 25 meters) must have already been established so the rifle is 
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pointed at some place on the paper. When the firer establishes proper aiming, he signals the 

target man to “Mark.” Only hand signals are used since voice commands would be 

impractical when training several pairs of soldiers at one time. 

(b) The target man places the pencil through the hole in the silhouette target and makes a 

dot on the paper. Then he moves the silhouette to another spot on the paper and indicates to 

the firer that he is ready for another shot. When the three shots are completed, the target man 

triangulates the three shots and labels it shot group number one. The firer and instructor view 

the shot group. Each soldier will dry fire the exercise until they have demonstrated six out of 

six of the aim points within the plastic target-box paddle’s 4-centimeter template. The 

exercise should be repeated as many times as necessary to achieve two consecutive shot-

groups that will fit into the same 2-centimeter circle. 

(c) A simulated shot group covered with a 1-centimeter (diameter) circle indicates 

consistent aiming. Since no rifle or ammunition variability is involved and since there is no 

requirement to place the shot group in a certain location, a 1-centimeter standard may be 

compared to obtaining a 4-centimeter shot group on the 25-meter live-fire zero range. The 

soldier fires several shot groups. After two or three shot groups are completed in one 

location, the rifle, paper holder, or paper is moved so shots fall on a clean section of the 

paper. 

(d) Any movement of the rifle or paper between the first and third shots of a group voids 

the exercise. Two devices are available to hold the rifle (Figures A-6 and A-7). The rifle 

holding device and rifle holding box are positioned on level ground, or are secured by 

sandbags or stakes to ensure the rifle does not move during the firing of the three shots. 

Movement of the paper is eased by using a solid backing (Figure A-8, page A-8). Any 

movement of either is reflected in the size of the shot group. Several varieties of wooden 

target boxes have been locally fabricated. A new rifle holder has been developed and should 

be used (Figure A-7). 

Figure A-6. Rifle holding device (TA-G-12A). 
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Figure A-7. Rifle holder (locally fabricated). 

Figure A-8. Paper being placed on a stationary object. 

(e) The silhouettes on the plastic paddle (Figure A-9) are scaled to represent an E-type 

silhouette target at 250 meters. The visual perception during the target-box exercise is 

similar to what a soldier sees while zeroing on a standard zeroing target. The small E-type 
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silhouette is the same scale at 15 yards as the larger silhouette is at the 25-meter range (some 

training areas are set up at 15 yards; others are set up at 25 meters). While there are some 

benefits to representing a 250-meter target, the main benefit of this exercise can be obtained 

at any distance. A standard zero target can be used at 25 meters in place of the paddle by 

placing a small hole in the center (dot), moving the target sheet over the paper, and marking 

as previously outlined. 

Figure A-9. Target-box paddle (DVC-T-7-86). 

(f) The shot-group exercise provides a chance for the trainer to critique the soldier on his 

aiming procedures, aiming consistency, and placement of shot groups. Assuming the rifle 

and paper remain stationary and the target man properly marks the three shots, the only 

factor to cause separation of the dots on the paper is error in the soldier’s aiming procedure. 

When the soldier can consistently direct the target into alignment with the sights on this 

exercise, he should be able to aim at the same center-of-mass point on the zero range or on 

targets at actual range. 

(7) Ball-and-Dummy Exercise. This exercise is conducted on a live-fire range. The 

coach or designated assistant inserts a dummy round into a magazine of live rounds. In this 

way, the coach can detect if the firer knows when the rifle is going to fire. The firer must not 

know when a dummy round is in the magazine. When the hammer falls on a dummy round, 

which the firer thought was live, the firer and his coach may see movement. The firer 

anticipating the shot or using improper trigger squeeze causes this. Proper trigger squeeze 
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results in no movement when the hammer falls. The soldier will demonstrate the ability to 

properly utilize the fundamentals of marksmanship six consecutive times. 

(8) Dime (Washer) Exercise. This dry-fire technique is used to teach or evaluate the skill 

of trigger squeeze and is effective when conducted from an unsupported position. When 

using the M16A1 rifle for this exercise, the soldier must cock the weapon, assume an 

unsupported firing position, and aim at the target. An assistant places a dime (washer) on the 

rifle’s barrel between the flash suppressor and front sight post assembly. The soldier then 

tries to squeeze the trigger naturally without causing the dime (washer) to fall off. Several 

repetitions of this exercise must be conducted to determine if the soldier has problems with 

trigger squeeze. The purpose of the exercise is for the firer to dry-fire six of six consecutive 

shots without causing the dime or washer to fall. (Repeat this exercise from the prone 

unsupported firing position.) 

(a) If the dime (washer) is allowed to touch the sight assembly or flash suppressor, it 

may fall off due to the jolt of the hammer. Also, the strength of the hammer spring on some 

rifles can make this a difficult exercise to perform. 

(b) When using the M16A2 rifle, the dime (washer) exercise is conducted the same 

except that a locally fabricated device must be attached to the weapon. A piece of 3/4-inch 

bonding material is folded into a clothes-pin shape and inserted in the flash suppressor of the 

weapon so the dime (washer) can be placed on top of it. 

d. Selection of Training Aids and Devices. After training requirements have been 

established, appropriate training aids and devices can be selected from the TSC. To help in 

selecting these aids and devices, many of those available and their identification numbers are 

listed in Table 2. 

TYPE/NOMENCLATURE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 

Weaponeer, Remedial Rifle Marksmanship Trainer DVC 7-57 

M15A2 Blank Firing Attachment Supply Item (see TM) 

Chamber Block (M16A1/A2) TAD-0001 

M16 Sighting Device (A1 0r A2) (Left and Right) DVC-T 7-84 

Target Box Paddle DVC-T 7-86 

Riddle Device DVC-T 7-87 

M16 Rifle Brass Deflector DVC-T 23-30 

M15A1 Aiming Card DVC-T 07-26 

M16A1 Display Mat (canvas) TAD-0034 (locally) 

Rifle Rest (for target-box exercise) TAD-12 (locally) 

Front and Rear Sight, M16 Rifle TAD-26 (locally) 

Front and Rear Sight, M16A2 Rifle TAD-0026A 

GRAPHIC TRAINING AIDS (GTA) 

M16A1 Disassembly Mat (paper) GTA 09-06-43 

Rifle, 5.56mm, M16A1 Mechanical GTA 7-1-26 

Rifle, M16 Disassembly (M16A1) GTA 9-6-43 

M16A1 Rifle Malfunction GTA 9-6-44 

M16A1 Rifle Maintenance Card GTA 21-1-3 

Table A-2. Training aids and devices. 
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TRAINING FILMS 

*Rifle, M16A1 Part I, Care, Cleaning, Lubrication TF 21-3907 

*Rifle, M16A1 Part II Field Expedients TF 21-3908 

*Also available in videotape. 

VIDEOTAPES 

Engagement of Moving Personnel Targets with the 2E/010-071-1271-B 
M16A1 Rifle Team from the Foxhole Position 

Cycle of Functioning M16A1 Rifle 2E/010-071-0444-B 

Overview of BRM Training 2E/010-071-0086-B 

TVT 7-13 (Feb 87) 2E/010-071-0725-B 

TVT 7-1 Teaching Rifle Marksmanship: Part I 

TVT 7-2 Teaching Rifle Marksmanship: Part II 

Table A-2. Training aids and devices (continued). 

e. Target Ordering Numbers. Table A-3 lists the description and NSN to use when 

ordering marksmanship targets. 

DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION NSN 

D Prone Full length face with V through 
two scoring areas 

6920-00-922-7450 

D Prone Repair center with V through 
two scoring areas 

6920-00-922-7451 

E-Silhouette Full length face, solid color 
paper 

6920-00-600-6874 

E-Silhouette Full length, pop-up, solid color 
plastic 

6920-00-071-4780 

E-Silhouette Full length face, cardboard, 
kneeling 

6920-00-079-1806 

F-Silhouette Short length face, solid color 
paper 

6920-00-610-9086 

F-Silhouette Short length, pop-up, solid 
color plastic 

6920-00-071-4589 

F-Silhouette Short length face, pasteboard 6920-00-795-1807 

25-Meter Alternate Course 
Scaled Qualification target 

50 to 300 meter scaled 
silhouette target 

6920-01-167-1398 

15-Meter Battlesight-Zero 
Target (.22 Caliber RFA) 

250 meter scaled silhouette 
target (50-foot indoor range) 

6920-01-167-1393 

15-Meter Alternate Course C 
(.22 Caliber RFA) 

50 to 300 meter scaled 
silhouette target (50-foot 
indoor range) 

6920-01-167-1396 

25 Meter M16A1 Zero Target 250 meter scaled silhouette 
target 

6920-01-167-1392 

25 Meter M16A2 Zero Target 300 meter scaled silhouette 
target 

6920-01-253-4005 

25 Meter M16A1 Slow-Fire 
Target 

75 to 300 meter scaled 
silhouette target 

6920-01-167-1391 

25 Meter M16A1 Timed-Fire 
Target 

50 to 300 meter scaled 
silhouette target 

6920-01-167-1397 

Table A-3. Target ordering numbers. 
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DESIGNATION DESCRIPTION NSN 

75 Meter M16A1 Feedback 
Target 

75 meter scaled F-type 
silhouette 

6920-01-169-6921 

75 Meter M16A2 Feedback 
Target 

75 meter scaled F-type 
silhouette 

6920-01-253-4006 

175 Meter M16A1 Feedback 
target 

175 meter scaled E-type 
silhouette 

6920-01-167-1395 

175 Meter M16A2 Feedback 
Target 

175 meter scaled E-type 
silhouette 

6920-01-167-1395 

Pasters, Black 6920-00-165-6354 

Pasters, Buff 6920-00-172-3572 

Landscape target 6920-00-713-8253 

Spindle, Target Spotter, Wood 6920-00-713-8257 

Spotters, 1 1/2 inches in 
diameter 

6920-00-789-0869 

Spotters, 3 inches in diameter 6920-00-713-8255 

Spotters, 5 inches in diameter 6920-00-713-8254 

Thermal Blankets xxxx-xx-xxx-xxxx 

Table A-3. Target ordering numbers (continued). 

A-2. LOCATION OF MISS-AND-HIT (LOMAH) SYSTEM 

LOMAH is a range aid used during downrange feedback exercises. The device uses 

acoustical triangulation to compute the exact location of a supersonic bullet as it passes 

through a target. The bullet impact is displayed instantly on a video monitor at the firing line. 

Of more importance, it shows the location of a bullet miss, allowing the firer to make either a 

sight adjustment or a hold-off for subsequent shots. 

a. LOMAH, like other devices, is only an aid. Understanding the weapon and firing 

techniques, and having a coach/instructor are required when the soldier uses LOMAH. 

b. LOMAH ranges have been fielded in USAREUR and Korea. In locations where 

known distance (KD) ranges are not available and restrictions prohibit walking downrange, 

LOMAH is a practical alternative to essential downrange feedback. Requests for LOMAH 

devices should be sent to: Commander, US Army Training Support Center, ATIC-DM, Fort 

Eustis, VA 23604. 

A-3. CALIBER .22 RIMFIRE ADAPTER, M261 

The caliber .22 rimfire adapter (RFA) can contribute to a unit’s marksmanship program 

when 5.56-mm ammunition is not available or when ranges that allow firing 5.56-mm 

ammunition are not available. The RFA can be useful for marksmanship training such as 

night fire, quick fire, and assault fire. It is not recommended for primary marksmanship 

training. 

a. Training Considerations. When service ammunition is in short supply, the RFA can 

be used to complement a unit’s training program. 

(1) Rifle Performance. The RFA/.22-caliber rimfire ammunition cannot replicate the 

exact ballistics of the 5.56-mm ammunition. Efforts to match RFAs with specific rifles can 

result in reasonable replication. Under ideal training conditions, the RFA should be used 

with dedicated rifles. Finding the right match of RFA and rifle can eliminate some 
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variability. A trial-and-error technique can match RFAs to rifles, which results in good firing 

weapons. The RFA cannot be depended on to fire in the same place as 5.56-mm ammunition. 

It is not necessary for the soldier to use his own weapon during RFA training. 

(2) Rifle Zero. The RFA will not usually group in the same location as 5.56-mm 

ammunition at 25 meters and cannot be used for weapon zero. It normally fires a slightly 

larger shot group than 5.56-mm ammunition. When a soldier uses an RFA in his rifle, he 

must be careful not to lose his 5.56-mm zero. This can be accomplished by using hold-off 

while firing .22-caliber ammunition or keeping a record of sight changes so the sights can be 

moved back. The .22-caliber round approximates the 5.56-mm trajectory out to 25 meters. 

The correct zeroing target or appropriate scaled-silhouette targets can be used for practice 

firing exercises at 15 meters (50 feet) or 25 meters. 

b. Advantages and Disadvantages. If the RFA is used as a training aid, the advantages 

and disadvantages must be considered during training. 

(1) Advantages. The .22-caliber ammunition is cheaper and, may be available in larger 

quantities than 5.56-mm ammunition. It can be fired on all approved indoor ranges and in 

other close-in ranges where 5.56-mm ammunition is prohibited. RFA training can be used to 

sustain marksmanship skills during periods when full caliber 5.56-mm ammunition training 

cannot be conducted. 

(2) Disadvantages. Some negative training aspects exist because of differences in the 

weapon’s functioning when using the RFA. These differences include the forward assist not 

working, and the bolt not locking to the rear after the last round is fired. More malfunctions 

can occur with the RFA than with 5.56-mm ammunition, and immediate-action procedures 

are different. 

A-4. SHORT-RANGE TRAINING AMMUNITION 

Short-range training ammunition (SRTA) is a plastic practice cartridge (M862) that enables a 

unit to conduct realistic firing training at shorter distances with reduced danger areas. The 

M862 has a maximum range of 250 meters. The blue plastic projectile reduces the risk of 

over-penetration and ricochet, which makes it ideal for urban operations training. 

a. To fire the M862 SRTA from an M16-/M4-series weapon, the standard bolt and bolt 

carrier must be replaced by the M2 practice bolt. The M2 practice bolt consists of a bolt 

carrier, which is a fixed bolt. The practice bolt changes the weapon from a gas-operated 

action to a blow-back action that permits cyclic fire with the lower-powered M862. 

b. Because of the design of the M2 practice bolt, standard 5.56-mm rounds cannot be 

fired from the weapon while it is installed. (See TM 9-6920-746-12&P for more information 

on the M862 SRTA and the M2 practice bolt.) 

A-5. MULTIPURPOSE ARCADE COMBAT SIMULATOR 

The U.S. Army developed the multipurpose arcade combat simulator (MACS) as an 

inexpensive marksmanship trainer (Figure A-10, page A-14). 

a. The system consists of a Commodore 64 microcomputer, 13-inch color monitor, 

specially designed long-distance light pen, and mount that attaches to the M16A2 rifle. 

(Some versions use a permanent mount on a demilitarized rifle.) The system is activated by a 

program cartridge, which contains several training exercises. 
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Figure A-10. Multipurpose arcade combat simulator. 

b. The MACS was designed to enhance other training techniques and existing training 

aids and devices used to train and sustain marksmanship skills. It is not designed to replace 

live-fire training or to eliminate the need for knowledgeable instructors. The MACS provides 

additional practice for those units without access to adequate range facilities, or that have 

other resource constraints. 

A-6. WEAPONEER 

The Weaponeer is an effective rifle marksmanship-training device that simulates the live 

firing of the M16-series rifle. The system can be used for developing and sustaining 

marksmanship skills, diagnosing and correcting problems, and assessing basic skills. 

a. Characteristics. The Weaponeer operates on 110 to 130 volts AC, 10 amperes, 50 or 

60 Hz, grounded electrical power. (A stand-alone voltage transformer is provided for 

overseas units.) The recommended training area for the Weaponeer is 10 by 23 by 8 feet. The 

operational temperature range is 40 degrees to 100 degrees Fahrenheit. The Weaponeer must 

be protected from the elements, and should not be subjected to excessive vibration, high dust 

levels, or condensing humidity. The M16A1/A2 attached to the Weaponeer is demilitarized 

and does not require the usual weapon security. 

b. Equipment Data. Table A-4 shows pertinent equipment data. 
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Major Components Weight Length Width Height 
(unpacked) (pounds) (inches) (inches) (inches) 

Range assembly 119 99 30 8*/60 

Target assembly 64 20 30 24 

Operator’s console 94 24 29 31 

Firing pads: 
stacked 120 93 26 6 

 prone layout 120 93 74 2 
 supported position 120 93 52 46 

Elevator ladder 20 3 24 61 

*Prone position or when closed for transit. 

Table A-4. Equipment data. 

c. Operation. Figure A-11 shows the Weaponeer in the standing supported firing 

position. The rifle, with the exception of smoke and cartridge ejection, operates normally, 

and has the same weight and balance as the standard weapon. An infrared aiming sensor 

simulates round trajectory and hit point to an accuracy of better than one-minute-of-angle. 

The recoil rod that attaches at the muzzle end of the rifle simulates recoil. Recoil is provided 

in both semiautomatic and automatic modes of fire, and is adjustable from no-net force to 30 

percent more than that of a live M16. Sound is provided through headphones and is 

adjustable from 115 to 135 decibels. Special magazines are used. One magazine simulates a 

continuous load; the other (used to train rapid magazine change) can be loaded with 1 to 30 

simulated rounds. Selectable misfire can be used to detect gun shyness and drill immediate 

action. The front and rear sights are zeroed the same as standard rifles. 

Figure A-11. Weaponeer set up in the standing supported position. 

(1) The Weaponeer range can be raised or lowered to accommodate all firing positions. 

The target assembly contains four targets: a scaled 25-meter zero target and three pop-up 

targets are standard. E-type and F-type silhouettes at ranges from 75 meters can be used on 

the Weaponeer. Known-distance and various other types of targets can be used and be 
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displayed in fixed or random sequences. Target exposure times may be set to unlimited or 

from 1 to 30 seconds. The fall-when-hit mode can be selected with the KILL button. 

(2) The operator’s console contains the system control buttons, graphics printer, and 

video feedback monitor. The back of the console has counters that total rounds and hours, 

and a storage bin for storing magazines, printer paper and ribbon, headphones, two wrenches 

for assembling the Weaponeer, and a small allen wrench for aligning the rifle sensor. A 

remote control, which attaches to the back of the console, enables a trainer or firer to operate 

select functions away from the console. 

d. Feedback. The Weaponeer provides feedback to help trainers to teach and soldiers to 

learn marksmanship skills. 

(1) Fall-When-Hit Mode. Lighting the KILL button enables the fall-when-hit mode. 

When the button is activated, targets fall when hit. This feedback provides the same hit or 

miss information as a train-fire (RETS) range. 

(2) Real-Time Aiming Point Display. When a firer aims on or near a target, his aiming 

point relative to the target is continuously displayed on the video screen. The aiming point 

display allows the trainer to teach and verify aiming techniques, and to continuously monitor 

the firer’s steadiness, techniques, time on target, trigger squeeze, and recovery from recoil. 

(3) Immediate-Shot-Impact Display. When a shot is fired, its impact relative to the 

target is immediately displayed on the video screen as a blinking white dot (Figure A-12, left 

target). 

(4) Replay. After a shot is fired, a real-rate display of how the firer engaged the target 

can be replayed on the video screen. 

(a) The target to the right in Figure A-12 shows the type of information that can be 

replayed on the video screen after a series of shots are fired. To show the sequence, the dots 

have been numbered. 

(b) To show a replay, the firer first selects the shot he wishes to replay by operating the 

EACH SHOT button. Then he presses the REPLAY button. Some Weaponeers record and 

store replays for only the first three shots. 

Figure A-12. Replay of shot. 
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(5) Shot Groups. The impact location of up to 32 shots is automatically stored in the 

Weaponeer memory and displayed on the video screen. Each impact is indicated by a white 

dot, which blinks when indicating the last shot. All 32 shots can be fired and displayed on a 

single target, or split among a combination of targets. The CLEAR button erases all shots 

from the Weaponeer memory. 

(6) Printer. A hard-copy printer is provided for postfiring analysis, for firer progress 

tracking, and for record keeping. Pressing the PRINT button causes the target displayed on 

the video to print. (Sample printouts are shown in Figure A-13.) Some Weaponeers can print 

the three pop-up targets at the same time by holding in the REPLAY button and pressing the 

PRINT button. 

Figure A-13. Weaponeer printouts. 

e. Use of the Weaponeer. In BRM, the Weaponeer is used to evaluate the firer’s ability 

to apply the four fundamentals. It is used throughout the program to help diagnose and 

remediate problems. In the unit, the Weaponeer should be used much like it is used in BRM. 

Concurrent use of the Weaponeer at the rifle range provides valuable remedial training. 

(1) The preferred training configuration for the Weaponeer is shown in Figure A-14 on 

page A-18. One trainer operates the system while three to six soldiers observe the training. 

Soldiers should rotate, each receiving several short turns on the system. Where high 

throughput is required, consolidation of available Weaponeers may be considered. 

(2) When training soldiers on the Weaponeer— 

�� Proceed at a relaxed pace, and emphasize accuracy before speed. 

�� If possible, train with small groups, allowing each soldier several 10- to 15-

minute turns on the device. 

�� For remedial training, try to relax the soldier. A nervous soldier will have trouble 

learning and gaining confidence in his marksmanship skills. For sustainment 

training, encourage competition between individuals or units. 
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(3) In Figure A-14, five soldiers are being trained. One is firing and four are observing, 

awaiting their turns on the device. The video screen is carefully positioned just outside the 

vision of the firer, but the firer can easily turn his head to see replays and hit points. The 

position of the trainer is also important so he can see both the firer and video screen. This is 

a good position for detecting and correcting firing faults. When the firer is in the standing 

supported firing position, the console should be placed on a table so the trainer can see the 

video screen above the firer’s rifle (Figure A-15). Observers can see the targets, firer, and 

video screen and learn procedures that speed up training and help avoid firing faults. 

Figure A-14. Weaponeer training configuration. 
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Figure A-15. Training arrangement (supported firing position). 

f. Mobile Configuration. To use the Weaponeer in a mobile configuration, it must be 

shock mounted. (The manufacturer’s conceptual mobile training unit is shown in Figure 

A-16.) The TSC, Fort Benning, Georgia, has adopted a mobile mounting stand for 

supporting the Weaponeer range assembly and computer console (Figure A-17, page A-20). 
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Figure A-16. Mobile training unit (conceptual). 
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Figure A-17. Mobile mounting stand. 

g. Diagnosis of Firing Problems. Diagnosis of firing problems is the main purpose of 

the Weaponeer. The following seven-step program is recommended as a guide. Depending 

on the extent of the firer’s problems and time constraints, the number of shots may be 

increased. 

STEP 1.  Tell the soldier to assume a good firing position, aim at a target, and hold 

steady (supported and prone unsupported positions). 

STEP 2.  Visually check the firer’s firing position and correct any gross errors. 

STEP 3.  Observe the video screen. If there is no aiming dot on the video screen or 

if the aiming dot is far from target center, teach sight picture to the firer. 

If excessive movement is shown by the light dot, check and correct the 

techniques of the steady position and natural point of aim. 

STEP 4.  Tell the soldier to fire a three-round shot group aimed at the target’s 

center of mass. Watch the video screen and soldier as he fires. Note 

violations of the four fundamentals. 

STEP 5.  Replay each shot to show the firer his aim, steadiness, and trigger 

squeeze. In Figure A-12, on page A-16, the target on the right shows a 

numbered series of 16 shots. Dots 1 through 4 indicate that the firer 

approached the target from high right. Dots 5 through 15 show that he is 

aiming near the center of the target but does not have a steady position. 

The sudden shift from dot 15 to 16 (dot 16 is the hit point of the shot) 

indicates that gun-shyness or improper trigger squeeze caused the firer to 

pull his aiming point down and to the right just before firing. Replay 

helps the firer understand and correct his firing errors. 

STEP 6.  Confirm and refine the diagnosis by allowing the soldier to fire additional 

three-round shot groups. Use replay to show the firer his firing faults. 

A-20 
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STEP 7. Summarize and record the soldier’s basic firing problems. These seven 

steps are designed to diagnose and show the soldier his firing errors. 

This could be enough to correct the error. Diagnosis needs to be 

followed up with remedial exercises either with the Weaponeer, target-

box exercise, or dime washer exercise.  

h. Unit Sustainment Training. Sustainment training and prequalification refresher 

training can be conducted with the Weaponeer, depending on availability. 

(1) Direct the soldier to zero the Weaponeer rifle (sandbag supported position). 

Emphasize tight, consistently placed shot groups. Starting with the closest target and 

working out to the most distant, direct the soldier to practice slow precision fire at each 

target (supported and prone unsupported positions). 

(2) Direct the soldier to slow fire at random pop-up targets (both firing positions). 

Emphasize speed and precision. Direct him to slow fire at random pop-up targets with 

short exposure times (both firing positions). 

OPTION: Direct the soldier to practice windage hold-off, rapid magazine 

change, and immediate action (both firing positions).  

OPTION: Direct the soldier to practice night fire, automatic or burst fire, and 

gasmask fire.  

i. Assessment of Skills. The Weaponeer can aid in the objective assessment of basic 

marksmanship. Periodic Weaponeer diagnosis should be conducted and recorded. Each 

soldier fires until zeroed on the Weaponeer. If unable to zero in 9 to 15 rounds, he should 

be withdrawn from testing and given remedial training. The soldier fires a surrogate 

record-fire scenario according to the following:   

 (1) Scenario of Target Presentation. Presentation of the targets is controlled by the 

operator who uses the target buttons. 

(2) Order of Target Presentation. The scaled 100-meter and 250-meter targets (or 75 

meters, 175 meters, and 300 meters) are presented in a mixed order according to a 

planned schedule. 

(3) Ratio of Target Presentation. Targets are presented in a ratio of three 250-meter 

targets to one 100-meter target (or three 300-meter, two 175-meter to one 75-meter). A 

64-target scenario consisting of two 32-target scenarios (the first engaged from the 

supported position; the second from the prone unsupported position) is conducted with a 

short break between. 

(4) Target Exposure Time. Exposure time is four seconds for the scaled 250-meter 

targets (or 175 meters) and two seconds for the scaled 100-meter target (or 75 meters).  

(5) Intertarget Interval. The time between target exposures should be varied from 

one to eight seconds.  

(6) Target Mode. The kill mode is used so targets fall when hit. A score of 41 hits out 

of the 64 targets indicates soldiers can proceed to actual record fire. Soldiers who score 

lower than 41 should receive remedial training. 

 

A-7. ENGAGEMENT SKILLS TRAINER 2000 

The engagement skills trainer (EST) 2000 supports realistic and comprehensive “gated” 

rifle marksmanship instruction, identifies soldiers needs by requiring them to satisfy gate 

requirements in order to progress, and, when needed, facilitates remedial training prior to  

qualification. The EST 2000 (Figure A-18) is designed to be used primarily as a  
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unit/institutional, indoor, multipurpose, multilane, small-arms, crew-served, and 

individual antitank training simulator to 

• Train and evaluate individual marksmanship training for initial entry Soldiers 

(BCT/OSUT). 

• Provide Active and Reserve Component unit sustainment training in 

preparation for qualification on individual and crew small arms live-fire 

weapons. 

• *Provide unit collective tactical training for static dismounted infantry, scout, 

engineer, military police squads, and combat support/combat service support 

(CS/CSS) elements. Simulate weapon training events which will lead to live 

fire individual and crew weapon qualification. 

• *Simulate training events currently not resourced that contribute to increased 

weapon, crew, fire team, and squad combat effectiveness. 

• *Simulate squad collective, defensive, ambush, gunnery, and tactical tasks. 

• *Provide the medium for training leaders of fire teams and squads in 

command, control, and distribution of fires. 

• *Save current required ammunition resources, travel time and cost to and from 

ranges and other range support resources. 

• *Support the functional gunnery training strategies and standards in weapons 

training. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A-18. Engagement skills trainer. 
 

 a. Background. The EST 2000 matches leading edge technology with user 

requirements and is designed to meet the small-arms training requirements by providing a 

realistic training environment, targets, weapons effects, and challenging scenarios. 
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 b. Authorization. The EST 2000 is an Infantry School and TRADOC approved 

TADSS supported by PEO-STRI (formerly STRICOM) and has a life cycle 

support/sustainment plan. 

 c. Funding. The EST 2000 is a centrally-funded training simulator supported by the 

production contractor with a one-year, full parts warranty. It will then transition to 

PEO-STRI’s life-cycle contractor support (LCCS) umbrella contract for the life of the 

system. 

 d. General Characteristics. The EST 2000 replicates eleven weapons including the 

rifle, carbine, pistol, grenade launcher, all machine guns, MK19, shotgun, and AT4. The 

EST 2000 has three modes of training: 

 (1) Marksmanship Training. The EST 2000 uses Army standard courses of fire for 

all small-arms weapons. It accurately simulates live-fire ranges in daylight and limited 

visibility conditions using precision-scaled targets, high-resolution imagery, and essential 

weapons’ system accuracy to compensate for errors (drift, parallax). The EST 2000 

isolates, captures, and displays shots with replay that highlights shooter’s errors in the 

application of the fundamentals of marksmanship. Replay of the aim-point trace (before 

the shot, during the shot, and after the shot) diagnoses shooter problems with aiming, 

breathing, steady hold, trigger control, and shot recovery for on-the-spot corrections. 

Cant sensors visually indicate shooter-induced right or left can’t possibly resulting in 

*missed shots. During individual sustainment training, it is recommended that as a 

minimum, grouping and zeroing, and Field Fire I and II be conducted to standard in the 

EST 2000 prior to Live Fire qualification. 

 (2) Tactical Collective Training. The EST 2000 provides fully articulated interactive 

targets with variable outcomes based on a squad’s action or inaction. It uses realistic 3D 

modeled battlefield terrain, variable environmental effects that include day/night and 

dawn/dusk, variable weather conditions, and illumination and will soon include an entry-

level indirect fire capability as a product improvement. It uses other special effects to 

enhance the static eye point of the battlefield to include weapon’s effects, explosions, and 

vehicle damage. The EST 2000 allows the trainer and unit to build scenarios as they 

would fight. Feedback provided by the EST 2000 to the shooters is shot-by-shot and is 

tied to each shooter’s lane of fire. Most importantly, the tactical collective exercises train 

squad, team, and element leaders in fire distribution and control. 

 (3) Shoot/Don’t Shoot Rules of Engagement Training. The EST 2000 uses video-

based graphic overlays with multiple escalation or de-escalation points that require the 

shooter to justify his actions based on his situational awareness. By using the video-based 

graphic overlays, EST 2000 can be configured to enhance special operations and 

counterterrorism training. It is also the premier training simulation for stability and 

support operations training. 
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WARNING 
Laser light is used in the operation of this equipment. Injury 
may result if personnel fail to observe safety precautions. 

• Never stare into the laser beam, look down the barrel of the 
simulated weapon, or directly view the laser beam with 
optical instruments. 

• Avoid direct eye exposure. 

• No one should be allowed beyond the firing line. 
The instructor should ensure that all persons entering the 
training room are aware that laser radiation is present. 

 

 e. Weapon Safety. Each simulated weapon has the same appearance as a fully 

functioning weapon, with the exception of the trainer-peculiar umbilical cable. Under 

certain circumstances, especially in the subdued light of a training room, it is possible to 

mistake a “live” firearm for a simulated weapon. This situation could create the potential 

for personal injury or damage to property. To avoid confusion, neither live nor blank 

ammunition, nor any live weapons, should be allowed in the training room. 

 (1) Simulated weapons will not accept live or blank ammunition. Any attempt, 

accidental or otherwise, to chamber a live or blank round may damage the simulated 

weapon and create an unsafe situation. 

 (2) The following general safety precautions should be adhered to: 

• Fire simulated weapons only if they are pointed downrange. 

• Post WARNING signs at all entry doors 

• Do not allow personnel to stand downrange from the firing line 

• Instruct weapons handlers never to look directly into a barrel 

• Take the weapon off-line for testing and service at the first indication of 

malfunction and refer to the troubleshooting procedures. 

 f. Laser Safety. The lasers used in the simulated weapons meet ANSI Standard 

Z136.1-1993 Class I Standards for single laser pulse power. This classification is 

commonly referred to by the industry rating of “eye-safe.” However, even eye-safe lasers 

may be dangerous under extraordinary circumstances. To ensure personnel safety, 

weapons handlers should not stare directly down a simulated weapon barrel. Serious eye 

injury could result if a laser malfunctioned while a user was staring into the weapon’s 

muzzle (into the laser beam). 

 g. Equipment. The EST 2000’s subsystem functions are described in Table A-5. 

The 5-lane EST 2000 subsystem shipping and receiving configuration consists of: 

• COMPRESSOR PALLET: Compressor. 

• FLOOR BOX/PRINTER SHIPPING CASE: 

Floor box assemblies (3). 

Printer. 

Cable tray. 

EST 2000 Operator’s Manual. 

Interactive courseware compact disk. 

• SCREEN SHIPPING CASES (2): Screen assembly. 
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• SPEAKER PALLET: Speakers (2). 

• PROJECTOR/CAMERA ASSEMBLY SHIPPING CASE: Projector/camera 

assembly. 

• INSTRUCTOR/OPERATOR STATION SHIPPING CASE: 

Display controller computer assembly. 

Autotracker assembly. 

Keyboard and mouse. 

AC power distribution unit (ACPDU). 

Rack distribution unit (RDU). 

• MONITOR SHIPPING CASE: Monitor. 

• SIMULATED WEAPONS SHIPPING CASE: Simulated weapons. 

 
ITEM MODEL DESCRIPTION 

Short Autotracker Shorts Assembly Computer-controlled device used to 
generate weapon aim point data and 
laser modulation signals. 

Hewlett Packard Printer HP DeskJet 880C Drop-on-demand thermal inkjet 
printer used to provide hardcopy 
records. 

Werther International 
Compressor 

100/50 gal Panther Electrical air compressor used to 
provide recoil effect for the simulated 
weapons. 

Quantum Computer Pentium III 500 Display controller computer, 500 
MHz processor with 128 MB 
SDRAM. 

D.A.S. Speaker DS-15A Self-powered loudspeakers with 
150-watt low frequency transducer 
amplifier and 50-watt high frequency 
amplifier. 

Connect Tech Inc. Rack 
Distribution Unit 

Dflex-4 Multiport serial communications 
adapter that provides cable routing 
and signal connections between EST 
subassemblies. 

EMC Multisystems 
Monitor 

OSD Autoscan On-screen display (OSD) color 
monitor. 

Keyboard TBD Enhanced 104 keyboard. 

Mouse TBD Two-button mouse. 

BARCO Projector 708 High-fidelity video projection system 
with fully automatic convergence and 
geometry subsystems. 

COHU IR Camera 4710 Infrared detection camera used to 
provide the input signal for 
autotracker processing 

FATS Simulated 
Weapons 

M16A2, M4, M9, M2, 
M240B, M249,M60, 
M203, Mk19, M136, 
M1200 

Computer-monitored simulated 
weapons equipped with lasers and 
pneumatically simulated recoil. 

Floor Box ECC Assembly Interface hardware used to supply 
and regulate voltage to the weapon 
laser and air pressure recoil. 

Table A-5. EST 2000 subsystem functions. 
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 h. Basic Rifle Marksmanship Training. The EST 2000 begins training the 

fundamentals of marksmanship right from the beginning, before the soldier has a chance 

to develop bad habits. 

 (1) Using EST 2000 technology, soldiers and units can reduce their rate of 

marksmanship failures and increase the soldiers’ confidence in being able to fire their 

assigned weapons. EST 2000 is particularly useful for teaching BRM where a “gated” 

strategy is used requiring a soldier to pass requirements in simulation before firing live 

ammunition. The soldier does not proceed or pass a gate scenario until he meets the 

standard. 

 (2) EST 2000 marksmanship training provides basic range firing and qualification 

and is accomplished in either 5-, 10-, or 15-lane configurations. Each firer is restricted to 

one firing lane. EST 2000 training scenarios include: 

• Marksmanship—203 scenarios. 

• Tactical collective training—181 scenarios total: 

Infantry squad—91. 

Scout squad—19. 

Engineer squad—10. 

Military Police squad—17. 

Military Police team—17. 

Marksman/observer team—3. 

Combat support/combat service support—24. 

• Judgmental shoot/don’t shoot—4 scenarios. 

 

NOTE: The marksmanship core scenarios can be found in the EST 2000 Operator’s 

Manual, TD-07-6910-702-10, and in Table A-6, pages A-28 through A-32. 

 

 i. Remedial Marksmanship Training. While use of the EST 2000 BRM gated 

strategy often reduces the requirements for remedial live-fire training, it is highly useful 

in diagnosing and correcting problems through simulation gates before the soldier fires 

actual live rounds. Using the EST 2000 technology of rifle cant, trigger pressure, and 

before-the-shot, during-the-shot, and after-the-shot AARs, trainers can quickly identify 

and correct problems thus raising confidence and first-time qualifications. 

 j. Tactical Collective Training. Tactical collective training is conducted on two 

networked 5-lane subsystems. This configuration can support up to 11 weapons including 

tandem weapons for the following collective training: 

• Infantry squad of nine soldiers. 

• Scout squad of five soldiers. 

• Engineer squad of nine soldiers. 

• Military Police squad of ten soldiers. 

• Combat support/combat service support element up to ten soldiers. 

The tandem weapons capability is available in collective training only. This capability 

allows the use of an extra weapon connected to the fifth lane (port 6) in the third floor 

box allowing a firer to manage two weapons. (For further instructions, refer to the EST 

2000 Operator’s Manual.) 
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NOTE: The tactical collective training core scenarios can be found in the EST 2000 

*Operator’s Manual, TD-07-6910-702-10, and in Table A-7 on pages A-33 

through A-41. 

 

 k. Judgmental Shoot/Don’t Shoot Training. Shoot/don’t shoot training is 

conducted on a 5-lane subsystem. This training uses video-based graphic overlays that 

provide important clues, such as facial expressions and body language, for the firer to cue 

on. Multiple escalation or de-escalation points are used that require the shooter to justify 

his actions based on his situational awareness. 

 

NOTE: The judgmental shoot/don’t shoot core scenarios can be found in the EST 

2000 Operator’s Manual, TD-07-6910-702-10, and in Table A-8 on page 

A-42. 

 

     *l. Unit Sustainment Training. Sustainment training and prequalification refresher 

training can be conducted with the EST 2000.  Although all units have a sustainment 

training program, it is recommended that as a minimum, grouping and zeroing, and Field 

Fire I & II be conducted to standard in the EST 2000 prior to live fire qualification.   

 m. Scenario Editor. The scenarios currently available in the EST 2000 meet 90 

percent of a unit’s training requirements. As a unit’s mission changes or additional 

training requirements occur, the unit can use the scenario editor to generate or tailor new 

scenarios. Weapons and TTP changes may also require creation or modification of 

scenarios. The use of the scenario editor will enhance the individual soldier’s skills and, 

collectively, the squad’s ability to engage and destroy an enemy threat. (Complete 

detailed instructions on how to create and modify scenarios can be found in the EST 2000 

Training Support Package). 

 n. EST 2000 System Block Diagram. This navigation diagram (Figure A-19) 

provides a quick view of how the operator navigates through the instructor/operator (I/O) 

station. 
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Figure A-19. System block diagram. 
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*Table A-6. Marksmanship core scenarios. 
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*Table A-6. Marksmanship core scenarios (continued). 
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*Table A-6. Marksmanship core scenarios (continued). 
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*Table A-6. Marksmanship core scenarios (continued). 
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*Table A-6. Marksmanship core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios. 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-7. Tactical collective training core scenarios (continued). 
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Table A-8. Judgmental shoot/don’t shoot core scenarios. 
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APPENDIX B 

SCORECARDS 

During live-fire events, a soldier’s hit and miss performance is 

recorded to facilitate the instructor-trainer’s critiques or to indicate 

where more training is needed. The following are examples of completed 

scorecards. 

B-1. EXAMPLES OF COMPLETED SCORECARDS 

Figures B-1 through B-6 (pages B-1 through B-6) show examples of completed 

scorecards. 

Figure B-1. Example of completed DA Form 5239-R (75-, 175-, and 
300-Meter Downrange Feedback Scorecard). 

B-1 
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Figure B-2. Example of completed DA Form 5789-R (Record Firing 
Scorecard—Known-Distance Course) (front). 

B-2 
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Figure B-3. Example of completed DA Form 3601-R (Single Target—Field 
Firing Scorecard). 

B-3 
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Figure B-4. Example of completed DA Form 5241-R (Single and Multiple 
Targets—Field Firing Scorecard). 

B-4 
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*Figure B-5. Example of completed DA Form 3595-R  
(Record Fire Scorecard).
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  *Figure B-6. Example of completed DA Form 5790-R (Record Firing 
 Scorecard—Scaled Target Alternate Course (front) (25 and 15 meters).
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B-2. REPRODUCIBLE FORMS 

Blank copies of the following can be found at the back of the book. 

�� DA Form 3595-R (Record Fire Scorecard) 

�� DA Form 3601-R (Single Target Field Firing Scorecard) 

�� DA Form 5239-R (75-, 175-, and 300-Meter Downrange Feedback Scorecard) 

�� DA Form 5241-R (Single and Multiple Targets - Field Firing Scorecard) 

�� DA Form 5789-R (Record Firing Scorecard - Known-Distance Course) 

�� DA Form 5790-R (Record Firing Scorecard - Scaled Target Alternate Course) 

�� DA Form 7489-R (Record Night Fire Scorecard) 

�� Squad Designated Marksman—Record Fire I and II Scorecard 

�� Squad Designated Marksman—Position Evaluation (Supported) 

�� Squad Designated Marksman—Position Evaluation (Unsupported) 

These forms, scorecards, and position evaluation sheets are not available through normal 

supply channels. You may reproduce them locally on 8 1/2- x 11-inch paper.  

B-7 
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APPENDIX C 

LASER MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING SYSTEM 
 

 The Laser Marksmanship Training System (LMTS) is a commercial, 

off-the-shelf trainer that is in limited use throughout the force due to the 

nonavailability of the EST 2000. 
 

C-1. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The LMTS supports training with a soldier’s own weapon without the use of live 

ammunition. It is not designed to replace live-fire training or to eliminate the need for 

knowledgeable instructors. Major components include a battery-powered laser transmitter 

mounted to a mandrel inserted in the rifle barrel or affixed to the front sight with a 

mounting bracket, and a variety of laser-sensitive targets. The exercise is performed in 

the same manner as live fire, except the “ammunition” is a laser beam. The target senses 

shot locations, which are shown on a laptop screen. Unit commanders should expect, and 

require, the following: 

• A training process that focuses on the four fundamentals of marksmanship 

(steady position, sight alignment and picture, breath control, and trigger 

squeeze). 

• Opportunity for experienced marksmen to “test out” and serve as peer trainers 

or return to other duties. 

• Real-time feedback. 

• All-season training. 

• Soldiers trained on their assigned weapon throughout the process. 

* a. Background. The LMTS has been purchased by Active Components (AC) with 

their own funds. Reserve Components (RC) have acquired LMTS as a result of 

supplemental Congressional funding. 

* b. Authorization for Use. The LMTS is authorized for use by AC and RC units and 

institutions in accordance with the Total Army Rifle Marksmanship Strategy, which was 

approved by the United States Army Infantry School (USAIS) on 4 August 2006. 

 c. Funding. The LMTS is not an Army-funded simulator as is the EST 2000, nor is 

it covered under the Army’s centralized logistics support system. Units that have 

purchased the LMTS will sustain their logistical supportability from their own operating 

funds. 

 

C-2. EQUIPMENT 

Software enhancements continue to optimize the training process and minimize computer 

requirements by enabling an instructor to control up to 10 targets with only one 

computer. This feature reduces overall system costs and provides maximum throughput 

with a minimum number of instructors. Minimum LMTS systems consist of a basic laser 

transmitter with a rod to fit the weapon and a laser target. Systems can be expanded to 

include a variety of components. (Table C-1, page C-9, provides a complete 

component list.) 
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C-2  13 September 2006 

C-3. MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING 

Using LMTS technology, units can consistently reduce the rate of first time 

marksmanship failures and increase the confidence of new soldiers in their ability to fire 

their basic weapon. For initial skill development (for example, initial entry training) 

exercises 1 through 4 in paragraph C-6 should be conducted sequentially. After grouping 

and zeroing standards, the soldier moves to the LMTS alternate course C target where the 

course of fire replicates the live-fire course (except the “ammunition” is a laser beam). 

Failure to meet the standards for this course of fire identifies the soldier as a candidate for 

remedial training. 

 

C-4. REMEDIAL TRAINING 

Failure to achieve the standards set forth in this manual identifies the soldier as a 

candidate for remedial training. Using the LMTS technology, trainers can quickly 

identify and correct problems, significantly raising qualification rates after subsequent 

attempts at qualification. After remedial training, the soldier moves to the LMTS 

alternate course C target where the course of fire replicates the live-fire course (except 

the “ammunition” is a laser beam). 

 

C-5. SUSTAINMENT TRAINING 

The training model in the exercises (paragraph C-6) provides commanders and unit 

trainers with a sustainment training system that can be employed throughout the year, 

ideally as integrated concurrent training that causes the least disruption to other planned 

training. Soldiers would be administered a skill test at a regular frequency (current 

training guidance recommends quarterly). The results of this test would allow 

commanders to focus training efforts on those soldiers least able to demonstrate the 

minimum skills required. For quarterly sustainment training, soldiers should first be 

pretested to determine the extent of training required. The pretest should begin with the 

grouping exercise (from exercise 3) followed by the electronic alternate course C or 

mini-RETS (exercise 4). Soldiers not able to meet pretest standards are given refresher 

training in the four fundamentals of rifle marksmanship, followed by completion of 

exercises 1 through 4 in paragraph C-6. 

 
C-6. EXERCISES 
The LMTS exercises define procedures for using LMTS equipment to train and sustain 
basic marksmanship fundamentals. They may be conducted as independent stations or 
combined on a single station as appropriate for the training scenario. (Check the LMTS 
operator’s manual for specific information about equipment setup and operation.) 
Trainers should employ LMTS equipment in a manner that accounts for: 

• Space and time available at the training site. 
• Unit size and composition. 
• Remedial training requirements. 
• Equipment availability. 

 a. Training in exercises 1 through 3 should be conducted using the soldier’s own 
service rifle in the dry-fire mode. Exercise 4 may be conducted in the dry-fire mode, but 
the added realism provided by one of the optional sound and recoil replicators should be 
employed. These options provide nearly 100 percent of the recoil felt with full rifle 
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function. They require the soldier to properly load magazines and enable the trainer to 

cause the rifle to misfeed or misfire to verify a soldier’s ability to perform immediate 

action procedures to reduce a stoppage. 

b. If the LMTS training immediately precedes a live-fire grouping and zeroing 

exercise and time permits, trainers may wish to take advantage of the prezeroing 

capability of the system during exercise 3 by using calibrated or “spun” lasers (see the 

LMTS operator’s manual for a description of the calibration process). Using the 

calibrated lasers, soldiers make adjustments to their own rifle sights during exercise 3 

resulting in a savings of time and ammunition on the grouping and zeroing range. All 

LMTS-based zeros must be confirmed by live fire. If no live firing is planned, calibrated 

lasers need not be used and adjustments are made to the laser in exercise 3. 

Exercise 1: Reflective Target Exercise. 

Action: Demonstrate the four fundamentals of rifle marksmanship while using the LMTS 

reflective zero target. 

Conditions: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, laser transmitter with mandrel, and 

reflective target. 

Standards: Demonstrate the four fundamentals of marksmanship by: 

�� Achieving a good steady position. 

�� Applying the proper sight alignment and sight picture. 

�� Applying proper breath control. 

�� Applying proper trigger squeeze. 

Exercise 1 introduces soldiers to the four fundamentals of marksmanship, how to 

diagnose and correct shooter problems, and reinforces proper application of the 

fundamentals. This exercise requires a high degree of instructor involvement, but one 

instructor may effectively train up to 20 lanes. Decreased trainer-shooter ratio will result 

in decreased efficiency and effectiveness. One trainer per 10 lanes is the optimum ratio. 

The exercise requires little time to complete, so it is recommended that it be combined 

with exercise 2 to allow more advanced shooters to progress while problem shooters 

receive remedial training, which helps retain group integrity. A reflective zero target with 

MP400 laser/mandrel provides a simple but effective tool for remedial training during 

live-fire exercises. Problem shooters should be sent to a remedial station for a quick 

check of the application of the fundamentals and remedial training as needed. 

 Step 1.  The soldier assumes a proper supported position using sandbags. The 

trainer inserts the MP-400/LTA-556C assembly in the rifle barrel and uses 

laser windage and elevation adjustments to achieve a bold sight 

adjustment with laser spot on front sight (Figure C-1, page C-4). With the 

laser in the ON position, soldiers should become familiar with both 

supported and unsupported firing positions. 

C-3 
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10M , 15M , or 25M 

Figure C-1. Exercise 1. 

 Step 2. Under trainer supervision, the soldier establishes a proper sight alignment 

and sight picture on a reflective zero target set at 10 meters, 15 meters, or 

25 meters (use appropriate target with corresponding distance). 

NOTE:  With the MP-400 laser turned to ON, the trainer or coach blocks the beam 

with his finger. 

 Step 3. When the soldier is confident with the sight alignment and picture, the 

trainer removes his finger and observes the location of the red laser dot on 

the target. 

 Step 4. If the laser dot is in the 4-centimeter circle, proceed to Step 5. If the laser 

dot is outside the 4-centimeter circle, the trainer instructs the soldier 

regarding correct aiming techniques to bring the dot inside the circle, and 

repeats Step 2. 

NOTE: If the trainer is reasonably certain that the laser and sights are aligned, the 

visible laser dot may be used to help the shooter understand correct sight 

picture and alignment. The shooter should be instructed to bring the laser dot 

to the center mass of the target silhouette, then observe the relationship of the 

front and rear sights to the target. 

 Step 5.  With the MP-400 in constant ON mode, use the red dot trace to confirm 

steady hold and proper breathing and trigger control. 

NOTE:  This trace can also be used to show the effects of improper steady position 

breath control and trigger control and reinforce proper techniques. 

 Step 6. Turn the MP-400 to the training (TRN) mode and instruct the soldier to 

fire six shots into the target center of mass. Observe the laser hits to 

confirm proper application of the four fundamentals of rifle 

marksmanship. Failure to achieve this standard provides an early 

indication of the need for more intense instruction in the fundamentals of 

marksmanship or remedial training. 
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Exercise 2: Interactive Dry Fire. 

Action: Demonstrate the integrated act of firing while using the LMTS 130-target system. 

Conditions: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, laser transmitter with mandrel, and 

TR-700 targets with military masks. 

Standards: Achieve 8 hits out of 10 shots two times on an open-face target from the 

prone unsupported position. Achieve 8 hits out of 10 shots two times on a 300-meter 

masked target from the supported position. 

 

This exercise provides soldiers an opportunity for practicing the four fundamentals of 

rifle marksmanship in the integrated act of firing and may easily be conducted 

concurrently with exercise 1 on the same station. The TR-700 targets may be used both 

indoors and outdoors in various environments and arrangements to meet training 

requirement. 

 

 Step 1.  The soldier assumes a proper firing position (uses sandbags for supported 

position) (Figure C-2). 

 

NOTE: Sleeping mats should be used on hard floors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10M , 15M , or 25M

Figure C-2. Exercise 2. 
 

 Step 2.  The soldier applies the four fundamentals of marksmanship to engage a 

TR-700 target (open face) with 10 shots from the prone unsupported 

position. The soldier cocks the rifle after each shot; forcing a break and 

reestablishing a proper stock weld to build muscle memory. 

 

NOTE: The TR-700 open-face target at 25 meters equals a doublewide E-silhouette 

target at 300 meters. 

 

 Step 3.  The trainer inspects the target score for the number of hits. If the number 

is less than eight, the trainer should perform a visual laser-sight alignment 

check. If the laser-sight alignment is correct, the trainer reconfirms the 

soldier’s understanding of the four fundamentals of marksmanship and 

directs the soldier to repeat Step 2. If the number of hits is less than eight 

after several tries, the soldier reports for remedial training. If the number 

of hits is eight or more, the soldier repeats Step 2 to confirm and then 

proceeds to step 4. 
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 Step 4.  After the soldier completes step 3, a 300-meter scaled E-silhouette mask is 

installed over the face of a TR-700 target. The soldier repeats Step 2 from 

the supported position with the 300-meter mask installed, and repeats Step 

4 to confirm.

 Step 5. (Optional) As time allows, increase the number of shots to 20 and or 

install smaller masks for additional skill challenge. Additional firing 

positions may also be reinforced if needed. 

NOTES: 1. The largest mask presents a 300-meter E-target size scaled for 25 meters. 

2.  The middle mask presents a 300-meter E-target size scaled for 15 meters 

or a 450-meter E-target size scaled for 25 meters. 

3.  The smallest mask presents a 300-meter E-target size scaled for 10 meters, 

a 450-meter E-target size scaled for 15 meters, or a 600-meter E-target 

size scaled for 25 meters. 

Exercise 3: Grouping and Zeroing. 

Action: Group and zero an M16/M4 series weapon using the TR-900 Target System with 

military mask. 

Conditions: Given an M16/M4 series weapon, laser transmitter with mandrel, and 

TR-900 Target System with military mask. 

Standards: From the supported firing position: 

�� Grouping. Fire up to 27 shots or less (dry fire) in three-round shot groups and 

achieve two consecutive shot groups within a 4-centimeter circle (25 meters), 

2.4-centimeter circle (15 meters), or 1.6-centimeter circle (10 meters). 

�� Battlesight Zero. Adjust the sights so that five out of six rounds in two 

consecutive shot groups strike within the zeroing circle in the silhouette on the 

zeroing target. 

This exercise evaluates a soldier’s ability to apply the four fundamentals of rifle 

marksmanship in the integrated act of firing through shot grouping. The exercise is 

conducted in the same manner as live-fire grouping and zeroing exercises and can make 

those exercises more efficient and effective. All normal range commands should be used 

to reinforce training in proper range procedures. Up to 10 targets may be grouped 

together for scoring on one computer. This exercise is most efficient with one trainer to 

run the control and scoring console plus one trainer for every five lanes. Training 

distance must correspond to the distance used in exercise 4. 

NOTE:  Whenever this exercise is conducted prior to a live-fire exercise, calibrated 

lasers should be used to support prezeroing. Adjustments to the rear sight of a 

M16A2 and the front sight of a M16A1 must be made when training at 10 

meters or 15 meters to compensate for parallax error. See the LMTS 

operator’s manual for a detailed description of these adjustments. 

Step 1. From the supported firing position (Figure C-3), the soldier fires 

three-round shot groups at the center of mass of the target overlay, 
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continuing until two consecutive groups fall within a 4-centimeter circle 

anywhere on the target (maximum 27 shots). Trainers should provide 

feedback to the soldier between each shot group. If the soldier is unable to 

achieve the standard within 27 shots, the trainer attempts remedial actions 

or sends the soldier to the remedial training station. 

10M, 15M, or 25M 

Figure C-3. Exercise 3. 

 Step 2. When the grouping standard is met, the soldier makes appropriate sight 

changes as instructed by the trainer who begins a new session for the 

zeroing process. The soldier continues to fire three-round shot groups, 

adjusting the sights as instructed by the trainer to bring the shot groups 

(maximum 18 shots) within the zeroing circle on the target silhouette. 

When a shot group falls within the zeroing circle, the soldier fires an 

additional shot group for confirmation. Five of six shots must fall within 

the zeroing circle. 

NOTE:  Failure to achieve the standard identifies the soldier as a candidate for 

remedial training who should not progress to exercise 4 until the standard 

is met. 

Exercise 4: LMTS Prequalification. 

Action: Engage 10-, 15-, or 25-meter alternate course C scaled silhouettes with an 

M16-/M4-series weapon. 

Conditions: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, laser transmitter with mandrel, and 

electronic alternate C target system with 10 10-meter, 15-meter, or 25-meter scaled 

silhouettes. Engage each silhouette with two shots from the supported position and two 

shots from the prone unsupported position. 

Standard: Without assistance, the soldier engages 10 target silhouettes using the 

M16-/M4-series weapon with laser transmitter, and achieves a minimum of 30 hits out of 

40 shots. 

Exercise 4 is used as a skill test to determine the need for training or the results of 

training and serves as an accurate predictor of live-fire alternate course C performance. 

Soldiers failing to meet the standards of this exercise should receive remedial training 

prior to live-fire qualification. The exercise may be conducted in the dry-fire mode with 

soldiers recocking the rifle between shots. The dry-fire method should use a magazine 

with the follower and spring removed. Another option for the dry-fire mode involves 

removing the charging handle and attaching a piece of cord (looped on both ends with the 
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free end about 3 inches from the end of the stock) to the bolt. The coach can recock the 

rifle between shots by pulling the cord directly to the rear. The sound and recoil replicator 

options include the M16A2 Blazer (see paragraph C-7) and the alternate laser-mounting 

bracket used with a standard BFA. Both options offer added realism by providing full 

rifle function, sound, and recoil. When using the special safe Blazer blanks, the Blazer 

option may be employed indoors without hearing protection. Standard M200 blanks may 

only be used with the BFA outdoors with hearing protection. When available, the LMTS 

mini-RETS range should be employed for added training realism and to prepare soldiers 

for firing on pop-up targets. 

 Step 1. The soldier assumes the proper firing position using sandbags in the 

supported position (Figure C-4). 

,10M 15M, or 25M 

Figure C-4. Exercise 4. 

 Step 2.  The trainer prepares the electronic 25-meter alternate C target and 

computer control station for the prequalification skill test. The course may 

be conducted at 25 meters, 15 meters, or 10 meters using the appropriate 

target overlay. 

NOTE: The trainer should use appropriate range commands and enforce all range 

safety procedures. 

 Step 3. The soldier applies the four fundamentals of rifle marksmanship using the 

service rifle (laser-zeroed) during exercise 3 to fire alternate course C. 

 Step 4. The computer automatically times the test and can print a score sheet. 

C-7. SOUND AND RECOIL REPLICATOR 

To add realism to the training, a special upper receiver sound and recoil replicator 

provides full live-fire functionality (without the projectile). It supplies nearly 100 percent 

of the recoil with 50 percent of the noise using a specially designed nontoxic theatrical 

blank. 

C-8. LMTS PARTS LIST 

Table C-1 shows a complete parts list for the LMTS. 
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PART INCLUDES 

110 System (110v or 220v) TR-700 target, LT100C laser, transmitter rod, 
mask set, AC power adapter, and user’s 
manual.

330A System (110v or 220v) TR-900 target, LT100C laser, transmitter rod, 
cable, software, AC power adapter, and user’s 
manual.

360 System (available in 3-, TR-900 target, LT100 laser, transmitter rod, 
4-, and 5-target array) cable set, software, AC power adapter, control 

box, and user’s manual. 

430 System (110v or 220v) TR-900 target, MP400 laser, 556C rod, 
software, AC power adapter, and user’s 
manual.

Mini-Range TR-700 target, LT100C laser, transmitter rod, 
transceiver unit with RS-232 cable, software, 
E-tag, AC power adapter, and user’s manual. 

Sound and Recoil Replicator M16A2 Upper Receiver 
System M4 Upper Receiver 

CO2-Powered Weapon Simulator M4 or M16 

Borelight Kit MP400 laser, LTA-556C transmitter rod, and 
carrying case. 

Targets TR-700 Electronic 
TR-900 Electronic 
25-m Zero Reflective (Small) 
25-m Zero Reflective (Large) 
Other reflective targets available 

Laser Transmitters LT-100 laser transmitter 
LT-500 “in-barrel” laser transmitter 

System Software 330A System 
360 System 
Mini-Range System 

Instruction Booklets 110 System 
330A System 
360 System 

Laser Transmitter Rods LTA-1200 Type B 12-gauge 
LTA-190 Type B Cal .177 
LTA-220 Type B Cal .22 
LTA-240 Type B Cal .25 
LTA-310-2 Type A Cal .30, 2” Barrel 
LTA-380 Type A Cal .38 and .357 
LTA-380-2 Type A Cal .38 and .357, 2” Barrel 
LTA-410 Type A Cal .40 and .41 
LTA-440 Type A Cal .44 
LTA-450-2 Type A Cal .45, 2” Barrel 
LTA-500 Type A Cal .50 
LTA-556C Cal 5.56-mm (Special Order) 
LTA-762C Cal 7.62-mm (Special Order) 

*Table C-1. Complete LMTS parts list. 
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Mask Sets for TR-700 Target Training Masks: increased range/difficult, off-
center grouping, sniper training, slot— 
horizontal or vertical. 
Scaled range E-type silhouettes for use at 25 
and 15 meters. 
Hunting Masks: red fox, white tail jackrabbit, 
mouflon, moose, white tailed deer, rock dove, 
pheasant, clay pigeon. 

Overlays for TR-900 Target Overlays: Scaled range E-type silhouettes for 
use at 25 and 15 meters. 

System Components and 
Accessories 

Training vest for TR-700 target 
Sound and Recoil Replicator Consumable— 
5.56-mm, 7.62-mm, and 9-mm. 
Notebook computer 
Safety rod 
CO2 4 oz. 
CO2 7.5 oz. 
CO2 20 pound 
AC-600 110v adapter for TR-700 target 
AC-610 220v adapter for TR-700 target 
AC-910 110v adapter for TR-900 target 
AC-920 220v adapter for TR-900 target 
RC-260 remote cable 
BL-265 daisy chain cable 
BL-640 long cable 
BL-650 daisy chain cable 
RS-232 15-m cable extension 
CB-440 control box 
TR-700 RF control (E-tag) 
Mini-range transceiver unit (tag-reader) 

Carrying Cases 110 System 
330A System 
360 System (per three targets) 
M16/M4 Sound and Recoil Replicator 
Borelight Kit 

*Table C-1. Complete LMTS parts list (continued). 
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APPENDIX D 

RANGE SAFETY AND RISK MANAGEMENT 

All personnel training on a rifle range should be briefed on the safety 

and local requirements for that range. The briefing fulfills the minimum 

requirements for a rifle range safety briefing. Information may be added 

to conform to local requirements and safety regulations. ARs 210-21, 

385-10, and 385-63 should be reviewed by all range personnel (OIC, 

safety officer, NCOIC, and so on) before operating any range. 

D-1. RECOMMENDED BRIEFING 

The first priority on any range is training, but safety must be at the forefront of the 

training program. The safety program will prescribe safety precautions necessary to 

minimize the possibility of accidents in the firing and other uses of ammunition by troops 

in training and range operations. The safety program should include the following: 

�� Identify surface danger zones (SDZ) as described in AR 385-63. 

�� Inspect for objects located near the muzzle of the weapon before firing, especially 

during unassisted night fire. 

�� Identify the location of medical personnel. 

�� Identify left and right limits of the range. Firers never fire outside of these limits. 

�� When not on the firing line the weapon selector lever is on safe and the bolt 

locked to the rear. 

�� Firers always enter and exit the firing line at the entry or exit point. 

�� Before occupying a firing position, inspect it for wildlife or obstructions. 

�� Always keep the muzzle of the weapon pointed downrange when on the firing 

line, finger outside of the trigger housing area. 

�� Identify the designated smoking area (if applicable). 

�� Never touch a weapon while personnel are downrange or in front of the firing 

line. 

�� Load the weapon only on command from the tower or control point. 

�� Never fire without the use of hearing protection. 

�� Left-handed firers will fire their weapon with a left-handed brass deflector 

attached to the weapon, if necessary. 

�� When entering or exiting the firing line the weapon must be cleared with a 

cleaning rod. 

�� Consider the rifle loaded at all times, even in break areas. Never point the weapon 

at anyone. 

�� Anyone observing an unsafe act will immediately call “CEASE FIRE”, place the 

weapon on safe, place it in the v-notched stake or lay it on the sandbags, and give 

the verbal and visual command of cease fire. 

�� Once cleared off the firing line, firers report to the ammunition point and turn in 

all brass and ammunition. 

�� No one will leave the range until they have been inspected for live ammunition 

and brass. 
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�� In case of an electrical storm, personnel will be directed to lock and clear all 

weapons, ground their equipment (except wet weather gear), and disperse into a 

predetermined area. 

�� Eating and drinking are not permitted on the firing line unless the tower operator 

permits drinking from the canteen. (Drink water often to prevent heat injuries.) 

D-2. PERSONNEL AND DUTIES 

To provide both a safe and efficient range operation and effective instruction, the 

following is an example of personnel and duties that may be required. 

a. OIC. The OIC is responsible for the overall operation of the range before, during, 

and after live firing. 

b. Range Safety Officer. The range safety officer is responsible for the safe 

operation of the range to include conducting a safety orientation before each scheduled 

live-fire exercise. He ensures that a brass and ammunition check is made before the unit 

leaves the range. He ensures that all personnel comply with the safety regulations and 

procedures prescribed for the conduct of a live-fire exercise. He ensures that all 

left-handed firers use left-handed firing devices. This officer should not be assigned other 

duties. 

c. NCOIC. The NCOIC assists the OIC and safety officer, as required; for example, 

by supervising enlisted personnel who are supporting the live-fire exercise. 

d. Ammunition Detail. This detail is composed of one or more ammunition 

handlers whose responsibilities are to break down, issue, receive, account for, and 

safeguard live ammunition. The detail also collects expended ammunition casings and 

other residue. 

e. Unit Armorer. The unit armorer repairs the rifle to include replacing parts, as 

required. 

f. Assistant Instructor. One assistant instructor is assigned for each one to ten 

firing points. Each assistant ensures that all firers observe safety regulations and 

procedures, and he assists firers having problems. 

g. Medical Personnel. They provide medical support as required by regulations 

governing live-fire exercises. 

h. Control Tower Operators. They raise and lower the targets, time the exposures, 

sound the audible signal, and give the fire commands. If possible, two men should be 

chosen to perform these functions. 

i. Maintenance Detail. This detail should be composed of two segments: one to 

conduct small-arms repair and one to perform minor maintenance on the target-holding 

mechanisms. 

D-3. AMMUNITION POSITIONING AND ISSUANCE 

To provide a safe and operational range, the following are recommended procedures for 

handling ammunition. 

a. Locate all ammunition at firing sites outside the backblast area (when applicable) 

for the weapons involved. Store ammunition at a position that will minimize the potential 

for ignition, explosion, or rapid burning. 
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 b. Issue ammunition to firing units immediately before scheduled training exercises. 

Distribute small arms ammunition to troops only when they are on the ready line or firing 

line.

 c. Cover all ammunition to protect it from the elements and direct rays of the sun. 

Provide air circulation between the ammunition and cover for proper ventilation. 

 d. Limit the unpacking of ammunition at the firing line to the minimum number of 

rounds needed for efficient fire of the exercise. Retain packaging material until firing is 

complete. Units will not burn wooden containers or indiscriminately fire ammunition to 

preclude return to a storage site. 

*D-4. RISK MANAGEMENT

Risk management and assessment of training and operations will be performed in 

accordance with requirements of AR 385-10, FM 25-100, FM 25-101, FM 100-14, and 

this manual. This paragraph assigns responsibilities for risk management and assessment. 

 a. Safety Manager. The safety manager will— 

� Provide overall coordination of the risk management program. 

� Provide guidance and assistance to facilitate effective implementation of the 

program. 

� Review the risk management worksheet for operations and training 

determined to have high or extremely high residual risk. 

� Check worksheet during range and training inspections. 

 b. Commanders. Commanders will— 

� Develop, in writing, and implement a comprehensive risk management 

program that meets the requirements of this manual. 

� Integrate risk management into all operations and training. 

� Train all leaders in risk management concepts, the requirements of this 

manual, and the organizational risk management program. 

� Ensure a formal, documented risk management worksheet is completed for 

each training activity and each operation using the procedures and form 

described in this manual. This document will be completed during the 

planning phase of the operation or training. 

� Ensure worksheets are reviewed by, and the risk accepted in writing by, the 

leader at the appropriate level as designated in this manual. 

� Maintain copies of all worksheets in the appropriate organizational files, and 

at the training or operation site. 

� Develop a comprehensive daily risk assessment checklist, which addresses 

those factors that may change from day to day or iteration to iteration, and 

identifies new hazards not addressed in the risk management worksheet. 

� Ensure a daily risk assessment checklist is completed before beginning the 

training or operation. This document will be completed immediately before 

the execution phase of the operation or training. For those operations 

conducted on a repetitive basis, the checklist must be completed before each 

days training or operation. If conditions change significantly during the 

operation, the checklist should be reevaluated. 
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� Require the leader conducting the operation or training to consult with and 

receive approval from the individual who accepted the risk on the risk 

management worksheet when the daily risk assessment checklist indicates the 

overall rating for the operation or training is high or extremely high, when any 

factor is rated as extreme risk, or when more than one factor is rated as high 

risk.

� Ensure daily risk assessment checklists are maintained at the operation or 

training site until the event is completed. If an accident occurs during the 

operation, the checklist should be maintained until the investigation is 

complete. 

� Ensure risk management worksheets are reevaluated before each operation or 

training event in coordination with the daily risk assessment checklist by the 

individual(s) responsible for the operation or training. 

� Ensure the worksheet and daily risk assessment checklists are used as the 

basis for preoperational or training safety briefings of involved personnel. 

 c. General Procedures. Risk management will be integrated into every operation 

and training event conducted on the installation or by installation organizations at other 

locations.

 (1) A formal, documented risk management worksheet and daily risk assessment 

checklist will be prepared for every operation and every training event. 

 (2) The worksheet and daily risk assessment checklists will be prepared and risks will 

be accepted using the methodology and form described in this manual. 

 (3) For those training events or operations conducted on a repetitive basis, there is no 

requirement to complete a new worksheet before each iteration. The initial worksheet is 

sufficient unless changes have been made to the training scenario or operation plan that 

would affect the safety of personnel, equipment, or the environment, or new hazards are 

identified on the daily risk assessment checklist that are not on the initial risk 

management worksheet. 

 (4) Whenever there is a change of command or supervision, the risk management 

worksheets accepted by the outgoing commander or manager will be revised, updated, 

and submitted to the new commander or manager for acceptance of risks. 

 (5) The worksheet will be revised whenever a change in the training or operation 

could affect the safety of personnel, equipment, or the environment, or hazards are 

identified that are not on the current risk management worksheet. 

 d. Rules of Risk Management. No unnecessary risk will be accepted. The leader 

who has authority to accept a risk is responsible for protecting his personnel from 

unnecessary risk. An unnecessary risk is one that could be reduced or eliminated without 

hindering mission accomplishment. 

 (1) Risk decisions must be made at a level consistent with the risk involved. The 

leader ultimately responsible for the mission should make the risk decision. 

 (2) Risk is acceptable if benefits outweigh costs. Leaders must understand that risk-

taking is a decision-making process that balances mission benefits and costs. They must 

be prepared to take acceptable risks to accomplish the mission. 

 e. Risk Management Process. The process of risk management is a complete cycle 

that feeds back to its start point in a logical manner. A key consideration in managing risk 

is to match the process to the extent of the risk probability. If the risk is high, the process 
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should be complete and detailed. At lower levels of risk, the process may be abbreviated. 

Generally, all steps of the process should be retained with curtailment achieved by cutting 

back on the details of each step, not by eliminating a step. Steps will be documented on 

the risk management worksheet and the daily risk assessment checklist. 

 (1) Identify the Hazards. The hazards are the potential sources of danger that could 

be encountered while performing a task or mission. Leaders must try to identify all 

hazards associated with the operation or training. Special attention should be paid to 

identifying those hazards that have the potential to change such as weather, level of 

supervision, soldier alertness, terrain, equipment conditions, and so on. In this situation, 

each possibility should be identified; for example, weather changes could include heat, 

cold, lightning, high wind, tornadoes, and so on. 

 (2) Assess the Hazards. Identified hazards must be assessed to determine their 

cumulative effect on the operation. Controls will be developed for each identified hazard 

to reduce or eliminate the risk. The risk level for each hazard and the overall operation 

will be determined before implementation of control measures (initial) and after controls 

are implemented (residual). 

 (3) Make a Risk Decision. Leaders are expected to weigh the risk against the benefits 

of conducting training or performing an operation. Initial risk levels, controls, and 

residual risk levels should be considered when making a risk acceptance decision. Risk 

decisions must be made at a level that corresponds with the degree of risk. 

 (4) Implement Controls. The controls established as a result of the first three steps 

are implemented in step four. Included is leader action to reduce or eliminate hazards. 

Specific controls will be integrated into plans, orders, SOPs, training performance 

standards, and rehearsals. Knowledge of controls down to the individual soldier or 

employee is essential. 

 (5) Supervise. Supervision goes beyond ensuring that personnel do what is expected 

of them. It includes following up during and after an action to ensure that all went 

according to plan, reevaluating the plan or making adjustments as required to 

accommodate unforeseen issues, and incorporating lessons learned for future use. 

 e. Preparation of the Risk Management Worksheet. This form will be completed 

during the planning phase of the operation or training. 

 (1) Each hazard will be noted in column one. 

 (2) Each of the hazards will be analyzed using the risk assessment matrix to 

determine the probability of its causing an accident and the most likely severity of the 

consequences should an accident occur. The matrix will first be applied to the hazard 

before controls are implemented. The initial probability of an accident occurring from 

each hazard will be noted in column two of the form, initial effect will be noted in 

column three of the form, and the initial risk level of extremely high, high, medium, or 

low for each hazard will be noted in column four of the form. The initial overall risk for 

the operation will be circled at the bottom of the form. The overall initial risk equals the 

highest initial risk identified in column four. 

 (3) Specify controls for each hazard. Controls should be keyed to each identified 

hazard and should address differing levels of the hazard, if appropriate. For example, 

where heat is listed as a hazard, address specific measures to be taken at each heat 

category level as well as general requirements such as taking wet bulb readings at the 

operation site rather than depending on readings taken at another part of the installation. 
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 (4) Each of the hazards will again be analyzed using the risk assessment matrix 

(Figure D-1) to determine the probability of its causing an accident and the most likely 

severity of the consequences should an accident occur. The matrix will be applied to the 

hazard after controls are implemented. The residual probability of an accident occurring 

from each hazard will be noted in column six of the form, residual effect will be noted in 

column seven of the form, and the residual risk level of extremely high, high, medium, or 

low for each hazard will be noted in column eight of the form. The residual overall risk 

for the operation will be circled at the bottom of the form. The overall residual risk equals 

the highest residual risk identified in column eight. 

 (5) The signature block of the appropriate risk acceptance authority will be placed in 

the lower right of the first page of the form. 

* f. Approval of the Risk Management Worksheet. The residual risk level 

determines who may accept the risk and sign the risk management worksheet. 

 (1) Acceptance of risk and signature on the worksheet will be accomplished by the 

following based on the overall level of residual risk. 

 (a) Extremely high: MACOM commander. 

* (b) High: At the risk acceptance level directed by unit-specific MACOM policy. 

* (c) Medium or low: At the risk acceptance level directed by unit-specific MACOM 

policy.

 (2) The signature block of the individual accepting the risk will be entered on the 

bottom of the first page of the worksheet. The form will then be signed and dated. 

Requests for risk acceptance decisions at the installation or MACOM level must be 

properly staffed through the Safety Office, the Directorate of Public Safety (DPS), and 

the Directorate of Operations and Training at least 30 days before the event. 

 (3) Safety Office personnel will be available for consultation during the preparation 

of all risk management worksheets and during range inspections to ensure that all hazards 

are identified and appropriate control measures are implemented. Risk management 

worksheets that have been assigned a residual overall risk level of medium or lower will 

be signed by the appropriate individual authorized to accept the risk. 

 g. Preparation of Daily Risk Assessment Checklist. The purpose of this document 

is to evaluate those conditions that may have changed since the worksheet was 

completed, to identify any new hazards not addressed on the worksheet, and to serve as a 

final check to ensure the safety of the operation. 

 (1) The daily risk assessment checklist will be completed immediately before the 

execution phase of the operation or training. For those operations conducted on a 

repetitive basis, the checklist will be done before each days training. 

 (2) The daily risk assessment checklist is to be used in conjunction with the risk 

management worksheet. 

 (3) The factors listed represent key concerns that may affect the risk level of an 

operation between the planning and execution phases, or that may change from iteration 

to iteration for those operations and training events of a repetitive nature. The using 

organization may tailor the factors and the point totals for categorizing the operation or  
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extreme, high, medium, or low criteria for one or more factors; or increase the point total 

requirements in the last row. 

 (4) The following conditions require consultation with, and approval by, the 

individual who signed the risk management worksheet before beginning the training or 

operation. 

 (a) The overall risk level for the operation or training as determined using the 

checklist is extreme or high. 

 (b) Any factors are rated as extreme risk or more than one factor is rated as high. 

 (c) Any controls listed on the worksheet are not in place. 

 (d) Hazards are present that are not listed on the worksheet. 

 
Read risk level at 
intersection of 
probability and effect 

PROBABILITY 

Frequent Likely Occasional Remote Unlikely 

A B C D E 

 
E
F
F
E
C
T 

 
Catastrophic 

 
I 

Extremely 
High 

Extremely 
High 

High High Medium 

 
Critical 

 
II 

Extremely 
High 

High High Medium Low 

 
Marginal 

 
III 

High Medium Medium Low Low 

 
Negligible 

 
IV 

Medium Low Low Low Low 

EFFECT 

 
CATASTROPHIC 

Death or permanent total disability, system loss, major property damage. 

 
CRITICAL 

Permanent partial disability, temporary total disability in excess of three 
months, major system damage, significant property damage. 

 
MARGINAL 

Minor injury, lost workday accident, compensable injury or illness, minor 
system damage, minor property damage. 

 
NEGLIGIBLE 

First aid or minor supportive medical treatment, minor system impairment. 

PROBABILITY 

 
FREQUENT 

Individual soldier/employee/item: Occurs often in career or equipment 
service life. 
All personnel or inventory: Continuously experienced. 

 
LIKELY 

Individual soldier/employee/item: Occurs several times in career/equipment 
life. 
All personnel or inventory: Occurs frequently. 

 
OCCASIONAL 

Individual soldier/employee/item: Occurs sometime in career/equipment life. 
All personnel or inventory: Occurs sporadically or several times in inventory 
life. 

 
REMOTE 

Individual soldier/employee/item: Possible to occur in career/equipment life. 
All personnel or inventory: Remote chance of occurrence; expected to occur 
sometime in inventory service life. 

 
UNLIKELY 

Individual soldier/employee/item: Can assume will not occur in 
career/equipment life. 
All personnel or inventory: Possible, but improbable; occurs only very rarely. 

 
Figure D-1. Risk assessment matrix. 
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APPENDIX E 

RANGE PROCEDURES AND 
RANGE OPERATIONS CHECKLIST 

 

 This appendix contains procedures to conduct a live-fire training 

exercise. These procedures support Army regulations, local range 

regulations, and established unit training SOPs. Conduct of the training 

exercise should clearly define and establish details and equipment needed 

to open and operate the range so it does not have an adverse impact on 

the soldiers training time. The procedures outlined in this appendix should 

be followed in order to open the range and conduct effective training. 

 

 

E-1. RANGE PROCEDURES 

Before beginning a live-fire exercise, all personnel must receive an orientation on range 

operations. The orientation should outline the procedures for conducting the exercise to 

include the duties of the nonfiring orders. To provide a safe and efficient range operation 

and effective instruction, the following is an example of personnel and duties that may be 

required. 

 a. OIC. The OIC is responsible for the overall operation of the range before, during, 

and after live firing. 

 b. Range Safety Officer. The range safety officer (RSO) is responsible for the safe 

operation of the range to include conducting a safety orientation before each scheduled 

live-fire exercise. He ensures that a brass and ammunition check is made before the unit 

leaves the range. He ensures that all personnel comply with the safety regulations and 

procedures prescribed for the conduct of a live-fire exercise. He ensures that a dry-fire 

exercise is conducted and the weapon is rodded before a firer leaves the firing line. He 

ensures that all left-handed firers use left-handed firing devices. This officer should not 

be assigned any other duties. 

 c. NCOIC. The NCOIC assists the OIC and safety officer, as required; for example, 

by supervising enlisted personnel who are supporting the live-fire exercise. 

 d. Ammunition Detail. This detail is composed of one or more ammunition 

handlers whose responsibilities are to break down, issue, receive, account for, and 

safeguard live ammunition. The detail also collects expended ammunition casings and 

other residue. 

 e. Unit Armorer. The unit armorer repairs the rifles to include replacing parts, as 

required. 

 f. Assistant Instructor. One assistant instructor (AI) is assigned for each one to ten 

firing points. Each assistant ensures that all firers observe safety regulations and 

procedures, and he assists firers having problems. 

 g. Medical Personnel. They provide medical support as required by regulations 

governing live-fire exercises. 

 h. Control Tower Operators. They raise and lower the targets, time the exposures, 

sound the audible signal, and give the fire commands. If possible, two men should be 

chosen to perform these functions. 
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 i. Maintenance Detail. This detail should be composed of two segments: one to 

conduct small-arms repair and one to perform minor maintenance on the target-holding 

mechanisms. 

 

E-2. FIRING ORDER LINE UP 

After the range cadre have given the safety and range briefings they will then assemble 

the soldiers in firing orders in correlation with the number of firing points on that range. 

After the firing order has been determined, firers will have their weapons rodded and 

move to the firing line where they will proceed to their assigned firing points keeping 

their weapons pointed up and downrange at all times. 

 

E-3. TOWER COMMANDS 

Simple, standard fire commands are needed to avoid confusion and misunderstanding 

during live-fire exercises. The following are recommended. 

 a. General Commands. The following are general commands and may be altered 

when necessary. 

�� “Firers, assume the _____ position.” 

�� (Issue the firer ___ rounds of ammunition.) 

�� “Coach, secure ___ rounds of ammunition. 

�� “Lock one round, load” 

�� “Ready on the right?” 

�� “Ready on the left?” 

�� “Ready on the firing line?” 

�� “Commence firing when your targets appear.” 

�� “Cease firing, lock and clear all weapons.” 

 b. Grouping Commands. 

�� “Firers, assume a good supported prone position.” 

�� “Lock one of three single rounds, load.” 

�� “Ready on the right?” 

�� “Ready on the left?” 

�� “The firing line is ready.” 

�� “Place your selector lever on semiautomatic.” 

�� “Commence firing.” 

�� “Cease-fire, lock and clear your weapons.” 

�� “Clear on the right?” 

�� “Clear on the left?” 

�� “The firing line is clear.” 

�� “Move down to your targets and triangulate your shot group.” 

�� “After all personnel have triangulated their targets, move back to the firing 

line.” 

�� “At this time, make adjustments to your sights.” 

�� “Repeat all firing commands until grouping standards are met.” 

 c. Zero Commands. 

�� Tower commands are the same as grouping commands. 

�� Repeat all firing commands until zeroing standards are met. 
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 d. Field Firing Exercises. Simple, standard fire commands are needed to avoid 

confusion during field firing exercises. Commands for exercises from stationary positions 

are as follows: 

�� “Firers, assume a good _____ position.” 

�� “Lock one magazine of ___ rounds, load.” 

�� “Ready on the right?” 

�� “Ready on the left?” 

�� “The firing line is ready.” 

�� “Place your selector lever on semiautomatic.” 

�� “Scan your sector.” 

�� “Cease fire, lock and clear your weapon.” (Place the selector lever in the 

SAFE position.) 

 (1) Repeat the first seven commands above, or give the following commands. 

 (2) Commands for conduct of fire are minimal and standard. The proper commands 

are listed in the following paragraphs. 

 (3) The range officer relays his commands either by radio or telephone to the pit 

NCOIC so he can keep abreast of the conduct of fire. Before each firing exercise, the 

range officer informs the pit NCOIC of the next exercise and any special instructions for 

target operation; for example, “The next firing will be for zero. Mark targets after each 

three-round shot group.” or for slow fire, “The next firing will be ten rounds, slow fire. 

Mark targets after each shot.” 

 (4) RATELOs relay commands to the pit and pass on special instructions to target 

operators as requested by assistant instructors. RATELOs never identify a firer on a 

particular firing point. The command “Mark target number ___” indicates that the target 

has been fired upon but has not withdrawn for marking. 

 e. Practice Record Fire and Record Fire. Simple, standard fire commands are 

needed to avoid confusion and misunderstanding during practice record fire and record 

fire. 

 (1) Practice Record Fire. 

�� “Firers, assume a good supported (prone unsupported) position.” 

�� “Scorers, point out the limits of your lane.” 

�� “Firers, lock your first magazine, load.” 

�� “Scan your sector.” 

�� “Cease fire.” 

�� “Lock and clear all weapons.” 

 (2) Record Fire. 

�� “Firers, assume a good supported (prone unsupported) position.” 

�� “Scorers, point out the limits of your sector.” 

�� “Firers, lock your first 20-round magazine, load.” 

�� “Scan your sector.” 

�� “Cease fire.” 

�� “Lock and clear all weapons.” 

 f. Rapid Fire Exercises. The following commands are used for rapid-fire exercises: 

�� “Lock and clear all weapons.” 

�� “Clear on the right?” 
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�� “Clear on the left?” 

�� “The firing line is clear.” 

�� “Firers, assume the _____ position.” 

�� “Assistants, secure two magazines of five rounds each.” 

(“Issue the firer one magazine of five rounds.”) 

�� “Lock one magazine, load.” 

�� “Ready on the right?” 

�� “Ready on the left?” 

�� “Ready on the firing line?” 

�� “Watch your targets.” 

(“Firers assume the appropriate firing position and commence firing when the 

targets are presented.”) 

 (1) When all the targets are withdrawn, the range officer checks for slow firers or 

malfunctions and then allows them to fire. 

 (2) The pit NCOIC organizes, orients, and provides safety for the pit detail. The 

success of KD firing depends on efficient operation of the targets and the close 

coordination between the pit NCOIC and range officer. All operators must know the 

proper procedure for operating and marking the target. 

 (a) Marking Targets for Zeroing and Slow Fire. Targets are marked quickly after 

each shot or group of shots without command. During slow fire, the firer has a time limit 

of one minute for each shot. Twenty seconds is considered the maximum time limit for 

marking. A marker (spotter) is placed in the hit regardless of its location on the target. 

Each time the target is marked, the marker is removed from the previous hit, and the hole 

is pasted. (3-inch markers are used for 100, 200, and 300 meters; 5-inch markers are used 

for 500 meters.) 

 (b) Using Disk Markers. The target markers are painted black on one side and white 

on the opposite side. They are available in three dimensions: 1 1/2 inches (NSN 6920-00-

789-0864), 3 inches (NSN 6920-00-713-8255), and 5 inches (NSN 6920-00-713-8254). 

The disk spindle may also be procured through supply channels (NSN 6920-00-713-

8257). 

 

E-4. RANGE OPERATIONS CHECKLIST 

This checklist consists of nine sections, each covering a different topic relating to range 

operations. The checklist should be modified to include local policy changes to the 

regulations or SOPs. The person responsible for the training must answer the questions in 

each section. Ask each question in order. Record each “Yes” answer by placing a check 

in the GO column. Record a “No” or “Don’t know” by checking the NO-GO column. 

Refer to the checklist to find the GO and NO-GO columns. 

 When all the questions in a section are asked, look back over the NO-GOs. Contact 

the people who reported them and ask if they have corrected each problem. If so, change 

the answer to GO. If any NO-GO remains, analyze it and implement a countermeasure 

for the shortfall. Afterwards, check to ensure the countermeasures work. Before range 

operations start, be sure a workable countermeasure is implemented for each safety 

hazard presented by a NO-GO answer. 
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Section I. MISSION ANALYSIS 

 

1. Who will be firing on the range?__________________________________________ 

Number of personnel_______________Units________________________________ 

 

2. What weapons and course will be used? 

Weapons_______________Course________________________________________ 

 

3. Where will the training be conducted? 

Range_______________________________________________________________ 

 

4. When is the range scheduled for operations? 

Date_______________Opens__________Closes__________ 

 

Section II. DOUBLE CHECK 

 

 GO NO-GO REMARKS 

1. Has sufficient ammunition been 

requested for the number of 

personnel? 

   

2. Are the range facilities adequate for 

the type of training to be conducted? 

   

3. Has enough time been scheduled to 

complete the training? 

   

4. Have conflicts that surfaced been 

resolved? 

   

 

Section III. BECOME AN EXPERT 

 

 GO NO-GO REMARKS 

1. Review TMs and FMs on the 

weapons to be fired. 

   

2. Talk with the armorer and other 

personnel experienced with the 

weapons to be fired. 

   

3. Review AR 385-63.    

4. Visit range control and read 

installation range instructions. 

   

5. Reconnoiter the range (preferably 

while it is in use). 

   

6. Check ARTEPs to see if training 

tasks can be integrated into the range 

training plan. 
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Section IV. DETERMINE REQUIREMENTS 

 

A. PERSONNEL: 

 1. OIC. 

 2. Safety officer. 

 3. Assistant safety officer. 

 4. NCOIC. 

 5. Ammunition NCO. 

 6. Ammunition personnel (determined by type of range). 

 7. Target detail and target operators. 

 8. Tower operator. 

 9. Concurrent training instructors. 

 10. Assistant instructors. 

 11. RATELO. 

 12. Guards (range requirements). 

 13. Medic(s). 

 14. Air guard. 

 15. Armorer. 

 16. Truck driver (range personnel and equipment). 

 17. Mechanic for vehicles. 

 18. Have you overstaffed your range? 

B. EQUIPMENT: 

 1. Range packet and clearance form. 

 2. Safety fan and diagram if applicable. 

 3. Other safety equipment (aiming circle, compass). 

 4. Appropriate publications pertaining to the training that will be conducted. 

 5. Lesson plans, status reports, and reporting folder. 

 6. Range flag and light (night firing). 

 7. Radios. 

 8. Field telephone and wire. 

 9. 292 antenna, if necessary. 

 10. PA set with backup bullhorn(s). 

 11. Concurrent training markers. 

 12. Training aids for concurrent training stations. 

 13. Sandbags. 

 14. Tentage (briefing tent, warm-up tent). 

 15. Space heaters, if needed. 

 16. Colored helmets for control personnel. 

 17. Safety paddles and vehicle flag sets or lights. 

 18. Ambulance or designated vehicle. 

 19. Earplugs. 

 20. Water for drinking and cleaning. 

 21. Scorecards. 

 22. Master score sheet. 

 23. Armorers tools and cleaning equipment for weapons. 

 24. Brooms, shovels, and other cleaning supplies and equipment. 
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 25. Tables and chairs, if needed. 

 26. Target accessories. 

 27. Fire extinguishers. 

 28. Tarp, stakes, and rope to cover the ammunition. 

 29. Toilet paper. 

 30. Spare weapons and repair parts as needed. 

 31. Tow bar and slave cables for vehicles. 

 32. Fuel and oil for vehicles and target mechanisms. 

 

Section V. DETERMINE AVAILABLE RESOURCES 

 

 1. Fill personnel spaces. 

 2. Keep unit integrity. 

 3. Utilize NCOs. 

 4. Coordinate with supporting organizations: 

�� Ammunition. 

�� Transportation. 

�� Training aids. 

�� Medics. 

�� Weapons. 

�� Other equipment. 

 

Section VI. FOOLPROOFING 

 

 1. Write an overall lesson plan for the range. 

 2. Organize a plan for firing: 

�� Determine range organization. 

�� Outline courses of fire to be used. 

�� Have fire commands typed for use on the range. 

�� Set rotation of stations. 

 3. Rehearse concurrent training instructors and assistants. 

 4. Brief RATELO on unique range control radio procedures. 

 5. Brief and rehearse reporting NCO on range operation and all his duties. 

 6. Collect and concentrate equipment for use on the range in one location. 

 7. Obtain training aids. 

 8. Pick up targets from range warehouse, if required. 

 9. Report to range control for safety briefing (if required) and sign for any special 

items. 

 10. Publish LOI: 

�� Uniform of range and firing personnel (helmets and earplugs). 

�� Mode of transportation, departure times and places. 

�� Methods of messing to be used. 

�� Any special requirements being placed on units. 
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Section VII. OCCUPYING THE RANGE AND CONDUCTING TRAINING 

 

A. OCCUPY THE RANGE: 

 1. Request permission to occupy the range. 

 2. Establish good communications. 

 3. Have designated areas prepared: 

�� Parking. 

�� Ammunition point. 

�� Medical station. 

�� Water point. 

�� Concurrent training. 

�� Mess. 

�� Helipad. 

�� Armorer. 

 4. Inspect range for operational condition. 

 5. Raise flag when occupying or firing according to the local SOP. 

 6. Check ammunition to ensure it is correct type and quantity. 

 7. Ensure range personnel are in proper uniform and the equipment is in position. 

 8. Receive firing units. 

 9. Conduct safety checks on weapons. 

 10. Check for clean, fully operational weapons. 

 11. Conduct safety briefing (to include administrative personnel on range). 

 12. Organize personnel into firing orders (keep unit integrity if possible). 

 13. Request permission to commence firing from range control. 

B. CONDUCT OF FIRING: 

 1. Are communications to range control satisfactory? 

 2. Commands from tower clear and concise? 

 3. Range areas policed? 

 4. Ammunition accountability maintained? 

 5. Master score sheet updated? 

 6. Personnel accountability maintained? 

 7. Vehicles parked in appropriate areas? 

 8. Air guard on duty and alert? 

 9. Personnel in proper uniform? 

 10. Earplugs in use? 

 11. Troops responding properly to commands? 

 12. On-the-spot corrections being made when troops use poor techniques or fail to hit 

the target? 

 13. Conservation of ammunition enforced? 

 14. Weapons cleared before they are taken from the firing line? 

 15. Personnel checked for brass or ammunition before they leave the range? 

 16. Anyone standing around not involved in training or support? 
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Section VIII. CLOSING OF RANGE 

 

 1. Close down range according to the local SOP. 

 2. Remove all equipment and ammunition from range. 

 3. Police range. 

 4. Re-paste and resurface targets as required by range instructions. 

 5. Perform other maintenance tasks as required by local SOP. 

 6. Request a range inspector from range control when ready to be cleared. 

 7. Submit after-action report to headquarters. 

 8. Report any noted safety hazards to proper authorities. 

 

Section IX. KNOWN DISTANCE RANGE 

 

A. PERSONNEL: In addition to those identified in Section 4. 

 1. NCOIC of pit detail. 

 2. Assistant safety officer for pit area. 

B. EQUIPMENT: In addition to equipment identified in Section 4. 

 1. Sound set for pit area. 

 2. Positive communication from the firing line to the pit area. 

 3. Pasters. 

 4. Glue and brushes for resurfacing targets. 

 5. Lubricant for target frames. 

 6. Proper targets mounted in target frames. 

 7. Briefing on how to operate a KD range. 

 8. Procedure for marking targets. 

 9. Procedure for pit safety. 
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APPENDIX F 

ACTIONS, CONDITIONS, AND STANDARDS 
 

 This appendix contains the actions, conditions, and standards 

extracted from the Basic Rifle Marksmanship (BRM) Program of 

Instruction (POI) prepared by the Advanced Infantry Marksmanship 

Committee, C Company 2/29th IN Regt of Fort Benning, GA. 
 

F-1. INTRODUCTION TO BASIC RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP 

 

ACTION:   Perform a function check on an M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon. 

STANDARDS: Perform a function check to ensure that the rifle operates properly 

when the selector lever is placed in each position. 

 

ACTION:   Load and unload an M16/M4 magazine. 

CONDITIONS: Given a 30-round magazine and five rounds of dummy ammunition. 

STANDARDS: load and unload the magazine properly. 

 

ACTION:   Load an M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon with a magazine loaded with 

ammunition. 

STANDARDS: Load the weapon in such a manner that proper chambering of a round 

is accomplished. 

 

ACTION:   Unload an M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Given a loaded M16-/M4-series weapon. 

STANDARDS: Clear the rifle in such a manner that no ammunition remains in the 

rifle, and the rifle is on safe. 

 

ACTION:   Correct malfunction of an M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon that has a malfunction. 

STANDARDS: Eliminate the malfunction using immediate action procedures in such a 

manner that firing is resumed within three to five seconds. 

 

F-2. GROUPING 

 

ACTION:   Conduct shot grouping exercise (live fire). 

CONDITIONS: Day; on a 25-meter firing range; given a 300-meter M16/M4 zero 

target placed on an E-silhouette, M16-/M4-series weapon, and 27 

rounds of ammunition; while wearing helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: From the supported firing position, fire up to 27 rounds in 3-round 

shot-groups and achieve two consecutive 3-round shot-groups within 

the same 4-centimeter circle using the plastic target box paddle 

template (DVC-T7-86). 
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F-3. ZERO THE M16/M4 SERIES WEAPONS 

 

ACTION:   Conduct 25-meter zeroing. 

CONDITIONS: On a 25-meter range, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, from the 

supported firing position; 18 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, 

300-meter M16/M4 zero target placed on a standard E-type silhouette; 

sandbags for support; with helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Each soldier must adjust the sights so five out of six rounds fired in 

two consecutive shot-groups strike within the 4-centimeter circle on 

the 25-meter zero targets. 

 

F-4. KNOWN-DISTANCE RANGE 

 

ACTION:    Engage single targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, with helmet and LCE, on a 

known-distance or modified field fire range. Engage F- and E-type 

silhouette targets at 75 meters (100 yards) with five rounds from the 

unsupported and five rounds from the supported firing positions. 

Engage the 175-meter (200-yard) target with ten rounds from the 

unsupported and ten rounds from the supported firing position. Engage 

the 300-meter (300-yard) target with five rounds from the unsupported 

and five rounds from the supported firing positions. 

STANDARDS: Demonstrate consistent application of the four fundamentals in the 

integrated act of shooting. Obtain eight hits out of ten shots on the 

75-meter (100-yards) target; fourteen hits out of twenty shots on the 

175-meter (200-yard) target; and five hits out of ten shots on the 

300-meter (300-yard) target. 

 

F-5. FIELD FIRE I (SINGLE TIMED TARGETS AND TARGET DETECTION) 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage single timed targets with the M16-/M4-series 

weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, helmet, and LCE on a field 

fire range with timed single target exposures presented at 75, 175, and 

300 meters; given 18 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition for an 

introduction to field fire; and 36 rounds of ammunition and a 

requirement to engage all targets within the time exposure. 

STANDARDS: Detect and achieve a total of 22 target hits out of 36 timed target 

exposures. 

 

F-6. FIELD FIRE II (SINGLE AND MULTIPLE TIMED TARGETS). 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage single and multiple timed targets with the 

M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, helmet, and LCE on a field 

fire range with single and multiple timed target exposures presented at 
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75, 175, and 300 meters; given 10 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition for 

an introduction to field fire II, and 44 rounds of ammunition and a 

requirement to engage all targets within the time exposure. 

STANDARDS: Detect and achieve 27 target hits out of the 44 timed target exposures. 

 

F-7. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon on a record fire range, 40 

timed target exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 meters, and 40 rounds 

of ammunition. Engage 20 targets with coaching allowed from the 

supported firing position and 20 targets from the unsupported firing 

position while wearing a helmet and LBE. 

STANDARDS: With assistance from a coach, the soldier detects and engages targets 

with the M16-/M4-series weapon, and achieves a minimum of 23 

target hits out of 40 target exposures. 

 

F-8. RECORD FIRE 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon on a record fire range, 40 

timed target exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 meters, and 40 rounds 

of ammunition. Engage 20 targets from the supported firing position 

and 20 targets from the unsupported firing position while wearing a 

helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Without assistance, the soldier detects and engages targets with the 

M16-/M4-series weapon, and achieves a minimum of 23 target hits out 

of 40 target exposures. 

 

F-9. ZERO THE M68, CLOSE COMBAT OPTIC (CCO) ON AN 

M16-/M4-SERIES WEAPON 

 

ACTION:   Conduct 25-meter zeroing with the M68 close combat optic (CCO). 

CONDITIONS: On a 25-meter range, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, CCO, from 

the supported position; 18 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, 300-meter 

M16/M4 zero target placed on a standard E-type silhouette; sandbags 

for support; and helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Each soldier must adjust the CCO so five out of six rounds fired in two 

consecutive shot-groups strike within the 4-centimeter circle on the 

25-meter zero targets. 

 

F-10. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE WITH THE M68 CCO 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon and 

CCO. 
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CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon with CCO mounted, on a 

record fire range, 40 timed target exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 

meters, and 40 rounds of ammunition. Engage 20 targets with 

coaching allowed from the supported firing position and 20 targets 

from the unsupported firing position while wearing a helmet and LBE. 

STANDARDS: With assistance from a coach, the soldier detects and engages targets 

with the M16-/M4-series weapon with CCO mounted, and achieves a 

minimum of 23 target hits out of 40 target exposures. 

 

F-11. RECORD FIRE WITH THE M68 CCO 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon and 

CCO. 

CONDITIONS: Day, given an M16-/M4-series weapon with CCO mounted, on a 

record fire range, 40 timed target exposures at ranges from 50 to 300 

meters, and 40 rounds of ammunition. Engage 20 targets from the 

supported firing position and 20 targets from the unsupported firing 

position while wearing a helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Without assistance, the soldier detects and engages targets with the 

M16-/M4-series weapon with CCO mounted, and achieves a minimum 

of 23 target hits out of 40 target exposures. 

 

F-12. ZERO THE AN/PAS-13 (TWS) ON AN M16-/M4-SERIES WEAPON 

 

ACTION:   Conduct 25-meter zeroing with the AN/PAS-13. 

CONDITIONS: On a 25-meter range, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, TWS, from 

the supported position; 36 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, two 

thermally prepared 300-meter M16/M4 zero targets placed on a 

standard E-silhouette with thermal blankets; sandbags for support with 

helmet and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Zero the TWS to the weapon in 18 rounds or less in the wide field of 

view, and zero the TWS in 18 rounds or less in the narrow field of 

view. Each soldier must adjust the TWS reticles so five out of six 

rounds fired in two consecutive shot-groups strike within the 

4-centimeter impact zone marked on the 25-meter zero targets. 

 

F-13. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE WITH THE AN/PAS-13 (TWS) 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon and 

TWS. 

CONDITIONS: A record fire range day or night, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, a 

TWS in either wide or narrow field of view, 40 timed target exposures 

at ranges from 50 to 300 meters, and 40 rounds of 5.56-mm ball 

ammunition. (Night firing is preferred.) 

STANDARDS: Achieve at least 28 target hits out of 40 timed target exposures. 
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F-14. RECORD FIRE WITH THE AN/PAS-13 (TWS) (3 HOURS) 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage timed targets with the M16-/M4-series weapon and 

TWS. 

CONDITIONS: A record fire range day or night, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, a 

TWS in either wide or narrow field of view, 40 timed target exposures 

at ranges from 50 to 300 meters, and 40 rounds of 5.56-mm ball 

ammunition. (Night firing is preferred.) 

STANDARDS: Achieve at least 23 target hits out of 40 timed target exposures. 

 

F-15. ZERO AN M16-/M4-SERIES WEAPON WITH AN IR AIMING LASER 

 

ACTION:   Conduct 25-meter zeroing with IR aiming laser. 

CONDITIONS: On a 25-meter range, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, IR aiming 

laser, night vision goggle from the supported position; 18 rounds of 

5.56-mm ammunition, an IR prepared 300-meter M16/M4 zero target 

placed on a standard E-silhouette; sandbags for support with helmet 

and LCE. 

STANDARDS: Each soldier must adjust the IR aiming laser so five out of six rounds 

fired in two consecutive shot-groups strike within the 4-centimeter 

impact zone marked on the 25-meter zero target with less than 18 

rounds. 

 

F-16. BORE SIGHT AN M16-/M4-SERIES WEAPON WITH AN IR AIMING 

LASER WITH A BORELIGHT 

 

ACTION:   Conduct boresighting with IR aiming laser at ten meters. 

CONDITIONS: At 10 meters, given an M16-/M4-series weapon, IR aiming laser, 

borelight, night vision goggle, the proper 10-meter boresight offset for 

the weapon, laser, rail grabber and mounting location configuration, a 

stable platform for the weapon and offset. 

STANDARDS: Each soldier must adjust the IR aiming laser so the aiming laser is 

centered on the crosshair and the borelight laser is centered on the 

circle. 

 

F-17. FIELD FIRE II SCENARIO WITH AN IR AIMING LASER 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage multiple timed targets with the M16-/M4-series 

weapon and aiming laser while viewing through night vision goggles 

and applying scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, IR aiming laser, NVGs, borelight, 

field fire range at night, 36 timed target exposures at ranges from 50 to 

250 meters, 36 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, and a coach enforcing 

scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

STANDARDS: While viewing through night vision goggles the soldier must scan his 

sector, acquire all exposed targets, activate and walk the aiming laser 
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F-6 

of the IR aiming laser from the base of the target up to center mass, 

apply the four fundamentals, engage the target while ensuring the 

aiming laser is only activated at the base of the target and shut off as 

soon as the target is engaged. 

 

F-18. PRACTICE RECORD FIRE WITH AN IR AIMING LASER 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage multiple timed targets with the M16-/M4-series 

weapon and aiming laser while viewing through night vision goggles 

and applying scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, aiming laser, NVGs, borelight, 

record fire range at night, 40 timed target exposures at ranges from 50 

to 250 meters, 40 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, and a coach 

enforcing scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

STANDARDS: Achieve at least 17 target hits out of 40 timed target exposures. 

 

F-19. RECORD FIRE WITH AN IR AIMING LASER 

 

ACTION:   Detect and engage multiple timed targets with the M16-/M4-series 

weapon and aiming laser while viewing through night vision goggles 

and applying scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

CONDITIONS: Given an M16-/M4-series weapon, aiming laser, NVGs, borelight, 

record fire range at night, 40 timed target exposures at ranges from 50 

to 250 meters, 40 rounds of 5.56-mm ammunition, and a coach 

enforcing scanning, walking, and IR discipline. 

STANDARDS: Achieve at least 17 target hits out of 40 timed target exposures. 
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APPENDIX G 

10-METER TARGET OFFSETS 
AND 25-METER ZERO OFFSETS 

 

This section provides the 10-meter target offsets and the 25-meter zero 

offsets for the M16-/M4-series weapons mounted with iron sights, optics, 

MILES, or aiming lasers. A blank reproducible 10-meter target offset is 

provided and an example of each weapon configuration (Figures G-2 

through G-6, pages G-2 through G-4). The M16A2 300-meter zero target 

will be used for 25-meter zeroing with all weapon configurations. 
 

To mark the proper 10-meter target offsets� 

Find the correct template for your weapon configuration. 

Count the number of squares starting from center of the borelight circle on the 

offset to the desired point of aim. Each template also provides a number 

formula for the proper offset. Example (L2.0, U2.4): Starting from the center 

of the borelight circle (0.0, 0.0) move LEFT 2 squares and UP 2.4 squares. 

Place the appropriate symbol or mark (Figure G-1). 

To mark the proper 25-meter zero offset� 

Use only a M16A2 300-meter zero target. 

Find the correct target template for the weapon configuration. 

Count the number of squares starting from the center of the 300-meter zeroing 

silhouette. 

Mark the designated strike point by drawing a small circle at the appropriate 

number of squares from the center of the 300-meter zeroing silhouette. 

Draw a 4-centimeter by 4-centimeter square keeping the designated strike 

point at the center. 

To reproduce the 10-meter target offset, copy the blank 10-meter target offset and place 

the example of the weapon being used on the back. This reproducible copy can be 

laminated and used repeatedly. Table G-1 (page G-5) provides offset mounting 

information for various weapon configurations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure G-1. 10-meter target offset symbols. 
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Figure G-2. Blank reproducible 10-meter boresight target. 
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Figure G-3. M16A2 10-meter boresight target/25-meter zeroing target 
offsets. 

 

 

                          
 

Figure G-4. M4/M4A1 10-meter boresight target/25-meter zeroing target 
offsets. 
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Figure G-5. M4 MWS 10-meter boresight target/25-meter zeroing target 
offsets. 

 

                                     
 

Figure G-6. 10-meter boresight target/25-meter zeroing target offsets. 
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G-5 

Weapon Accessory 
Rail 

Grabber 
Mount Location 

Range 
To 

Zero  

Zero 
Offset 

Boresight 
Target  

MILES 
Offset 

M16A2 Iron sight N/A N/A N/A 300m 
0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
4.2U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A2 M68 N/A 
M68 gooseneck 
bracket 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
0.0 

1.4 cm 
DN 

0.0 
5.2U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 LTWS TWS 
TWS bracket 
assembly 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
0.0 
10D 

0.0 
13.4U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 TWS N/A 
TWS bracket 
assembly 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
0.0 

8.1D 
0.0 

11.5U 
2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 AN/PVS-4 N/A 
AN/PVS-4 
mounting knob 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
0.0 

7.0D 
0.0 

9.4U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A2 AN/PAQ-4B/C N/A M4/M16 bracket 
Hand 

guards 
300m 

1.5R 
0.5U 

1.85L 
2.54U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A2 AN/PEQ-2A N/A M4/M16 bracket 
Hand 

guards 
300m 

1.5L 
0.5U 

1.8R 
2.4U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16/M203 AN/PAQ-4B/C N/A 
Spacer and 
AN/PVS-4 
mounting knob 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
1.85R 
2.6D 

1.85L 
8.6U 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16/M203 AN/PVS-4 N/A 

AN/PVS-4 
mounting 
bracket 
assembly 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
4.2R 
9.8D 

TBD 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
4.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 AN/PAQ-4B/C N/A M4/M16 bracket  
Hand 

guards 
300m 

1.5R 
2.5U 

1.85L 
2.54U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 LTWS TWS N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
4.5D 

0.0 
7.9U 

TBD 

M4/M4A1 TWS Picatinny 
TWS spacer and 
rail grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300m 
0.0 

5.7D 
0.0 

9.4U 
2.0L 
2.4U 

M4/M4A1 AN/PEQ-2A N/A M4/M16 bracket  
Hand 

guards 
300m 

1.0L 
0.3U 

1.8R 
2.4U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 AN/PVS-4 Picatinny 
Spacer and rail 
grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300m 
0.0 

3.4D 
0.0 

7.6U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 M68 M68 
Half-moon 
spacer 

Upper 
receiver 

300m 
0.0 

1.4 cm 
DN 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4/M203 BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
6.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M203 AN/PAQ-4B/C N/A 
Spacer and 
AN/PVS-4 
mounting knob 

Carrying 
handle 

300m 
1.3R 
1.9D 

1.85L 
8.6U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M203 AN/PVS-4 Picatinny 
Spacer and rail 
grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300m 
0.0 

3.4D 
0.0 

9.6U 
2.0L 
3.9U 

M4 MWS BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
4.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PVS-4 Picatinny 
Spacer and rail 
grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300m 
0.0 

3.4D 
0.0 

7.6U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS M68 M68 Rail grabber 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
1.4 cm 

DN 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4 MWS LTWS TWS N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
4.5D 

0.0 
7.9U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4 MWS TWS TWS Spacer 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
5.7D 

0.0 
9.4U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4 MWS ANPEQ-2A Insight N/A Left 300m TBD 
4.5L 
1.0D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight N/A Right 300m N/A 
5.5R 
5.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight N/A Top 300m 
1.5L 
0.5D 

2.9R 
2.3U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

*Table G-1. Offset mounting. 
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G-6 

 

Weapon Accessory 
Rail 

Grabber 
Mount Location 

Range 
To 

Zero  

Zero 
Offset 

Boresight 
Target  

MILES 
Offset 

M4 MWS ANPEQ-2A Picatinny Spacer Top 300m N/A 
1.95R 
4.1U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Picatinny Spacer Right 300m N/A 
6.35R 
4.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Picatinny Spacer Left 300m 
6.9R 
2.0U 

6.2L 
0.60D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight Training adapter Top 300m 
2.0L 
1.5D 

N/A 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAQ-4B/C 
bracket adapter 

Top 300m 
4.9R 
6.1U 

1.75L 
3.9U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAQ-4B/C 
bracket adapter 
(spacer) 

Right 300m N/A 
6.9R 
0.9D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Top 300m N/A 
1.75L 
2.15U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Right 300m N/A 
4.35R 
0.65D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Left 300m N/A 
4.30L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
M203 

BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
6.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
M203 

AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
Bracket adapter 
(spacer 

Left 300m 
4.9R 
6.1U 

6.0L 
4.0D 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M4 MWS 
M203 

AN/PVS-4 Picatinny Spacer 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
3.4D 

0.0 
9.6U 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16A4 MWS BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
4.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAQ-4B/C 
bracket adapter 
(spacer) 

Left 300m 
6.5R 
8.1U 

6.03L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS TWS TWs Spacer 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
6.0D 

0.0 
9.4U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A4 MWS M68 M68 N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight N/A Left 300m 
3.0R 
3.0U 

4.5L 
1.0D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PVS-4 Picatinny Spacer 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
4.6D 

0.0 
7.6U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS 
M203  

BIS N/A N/A 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
0.0 

0.0 
6.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS 
M203  

AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAQ-4B/C 
bracket adapter 
(spacer 

Left 300m 
6.5R 
8.1U 

6.0L 
4.0D 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16A4 MWS 
M203  

AN/PVS-4 Picatinny Spacer 
Upper 

receiver 
300m 

0.0 
4.6D 

0.0 
9.6U 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Picatinny 
Spacer 

Left 300m 
6.0R 
2.0U 

6.2L 
0.60D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Picatinny 
Spacer 

Right 300m TBD 
6.35R 
4.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Picatinny 
Spacer 

Top 300m TBD 
1.95R 
4.1U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight N/A Right 300m TBD 
5.5R 
5.4 D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight N/A Top 300m 
1.5L 
0.5D 

2.0R 
2.3U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PEQ-2A Insight Training adapter Top 300m 
2.0L 
1.5D 

TBD 
2.0L 
0.9D 

 

*Table G-1. Offset mounting (continued). 
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G-7 

 

Weapon Accessory 
Rail 

Grabber 
Mount Location 

Range 
To 

Zero  

Zero 
Offset 

Boresight 
Target  

MILES 
Offset 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAQ-4B/C 
bracket adapter 

Top 300m 
4.9R 
6.1U 

1.75L 
3.9U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Picatinny 
AN/PAC-4B/C 
bracket adapter  

Right 300m N/A 
6.0R 
0.9D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Top 300m N/A 
1.75L 
2.15U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Right 300m N/A 
4.35R 
0.65D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 MWS AN/PAQ-4B/C Insight N/A Left 300m N/A 
4.30L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

 

Table G-1. Offset mounting (continued). 
 

NOTE: Target offsets not yet developed are indicated by TBD (to be developed). 
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APPENDIX H 

NIGHT FIGHTING 
 

 The 1990s saw an increased emphasis on night operations within the 

Army. An integral part of this effort was research to improve the 

dismounted soldiers ability to see and hit targets at night. Today, night 

equipment, including night vision goggles (NVGs), aiming lights, and 

thermal sights, is becoming relatively common within the Infantry and 

other branches for the Army. 

 Commanders of dismounted forces emphasize the lethality of 

individual riflemen. Individual training focuses on maintaining high levels 

of marksmanship and successful tactics rely on getting proficient riflemen 

into the battle. With the Army’s emphasis on night operations, 

commanders must be sure that riflemen are lethal at night as well as 

during the day. That lethality depends largely on whether riflemen can fire 

effectively with today’s technology, NVGs, aiming lights and thermal 

weapon sights. 

 This appendix provides a better understanding of how your eyes are 

able to adapt to the night, as well as increased information on night 

devices and how they work. The information has been provided through 

continuous observation during operational testing by the test trainers, the 

Army Research Institute, and lessons learned by individual soldiers across 

the Army. Be it with the naked eye or with night devices you must learn 

what it takes to increase your ability not only to see better at night but 

also to increase your ability to “own the night.” 

 

H-1. UNAIDED NIGHT VISION 

Although operating at night has definite advantages, it is also difficult. Your eyes do not 

work as well as during the day, yet they are crucial to your performance. You need to be 

aware of constraints your eyes place upon you at night, because 80 percent of your 

sensory input comes through them. Some of these constraints are: 

Your ability to see crisp and clear images, your visual acuity, is reduced. 

Under certain conditions, you cannot distinguish one color from another. 

Your depth perception is reduced. 

You have “night blind spot,” which makes it difficult to see objects at certain 

distances. 

Lights can cause you to lose your dark adaptation. 

Your eyes may seem to play tricks on you. 

 a. Normal Blind Spots. The “normal blind spot” is always present, day and night. It 

is caused by the lack of light receptors where the optic nerve inserts into the back of the 

eye. The “normal blind spot” occurs when you use just one eye. When you close the other 

eye, objects about 12 to 15 degrees away from where you are looking will disappear. 

When you uncover your eye, the objects will reappear. 

 b. Night Blind Spots and Viewing Techniques. When you stare at an object at 

night, under starlight or lower levels of illumination, it can disappear or fade away. This 

is a result of the “night blind spot,” and you need to know what you can do to overcome 
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it. It affects both eyes at the same time and occurs when using the central vision of both 

eyes. Consequently, larger and larger objects are missed as the distances increase. A hand 

grenade 2 meters away from your eyes might not be seen; an enemy soldier at 50 meters 

may be missed. An M1 tank at 300 meters can even be missed. So, if you are looking 

directly at something at night, you may miss it because of the “night blind spot.”  

 (1) In order to avoid the “night blind spots,” look to all sides of objects you are trying 

to find or follow. DO NOT STARE. This is the only way to maximize your night vision. 

 (2) A good technique for peripheral viewing is called “diamond viewing.” It is 

similar to the off-center vision technique taught in rifle marksmanship. Diamond viewing 

means that you move your eyes just slightly, a few degrees, in a diamond pattern around 

the object you wish to see. You do not have to move your head—use your peripheral 

vision. 

 c. Stages Of Adaptation. There are three stages of dark adaptation that help to 

explain how the eye works at night. 

 (1) Daylight Vision. The first stage is daylight vision, which occurs under maximum 

lighting conditions such as when the sun is shining or in a well-lit room. Under these 

conditions, both your central and peripheral vision are used, which provides your best 

visual acuity—20/10, 20/15, and 20/20 vision. You also have your best color vision—

colors look most vivid under daylight conditions. You also have your quickest reaction 

time. 

 (2) Twilight Vision. The next stage of adaptation is twilight vision. Twilight vision 

occurs during many military night operations and when driving around in a car at night. It 

occurs at dawn and dusk, down to full moonlight. It also occurs when there is artificial 

illumination and when snow is on the ground at night. It can occur in the daytime with 

several layers of jungle canopy. 

 (a) Because of the lower light levels at dawn, dusk, and full moon conditions, your 

visual acuity is poorer. Visual acuity can be as poor as 20/100. In fact, the best visual 

acuity you can hope to obtain under twilight conditions is between 20/50 and 20/100. 

 (b) You also have poorer color vision. You can still see colors but they won’t be as 

vivid. You also have slower reaction times because of the reduced lighting levels. 

 (3) Night Vision. The final vision is night vision. Night vision occurs under starlight, 

as well as on moonless and cloudy nights when there are no stars or cultural lighting. 

Remember there is a “night blind spot” as discussed earlier. 

 (a) Under night conditions, everyone has the worst visual acuity—from 20/200 to 

20/400 and possibly much worse. You can recognize silhouettes, but not the details of the 

objects. This is why knowing the silhouettes of vehicles and critical natural man-made 

objects is important. 

 (b) Under night vision conditions you cannot see colors—only various shades of gray 

can be seen. With night vision, the longer wavelengths of light, such as the reds and 

oranges, are hard to see and will appear dark. Unless a dark color is bordered by two 

lighter colors, it becomes totally invisible. Reds will be almost invisible at night. The 

reason red crosses are on white backgrounds on tents or vehicles are so they can be seen 

more easily at night. On the other hand, greens and blues will appear brighter, although 

you may not be able to determine their color. 

 d. Dark Adaptation. In order for your visual system to work efficiently at night, 

you need to dark-adapt. It takes about 30 to 45 minutes to fully dark-adapt or get your 
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eyes used to seeing things under low light conditions, when going from a brightly lighted 

area into the dark. It takes longer to dark-adapt than many people think. It’s similar to 

walking into a movie theater when it’s very dark. You can’t see things at first. Yours eyes 

will gradually adapt, enabling you to see more and more as time goes on. In addition, 

people dark-adapt at varying rates. People who are older, people who smoke, or people 

who may not be in great physical shape will take longer to dark-adapt or see things under 

low light conditions. 

 (1) Protecting (Before Operation). It is very important to protect your eyes before 

night operations so you can dark-adapt in an efficient manner. The following suggestions 

will help you dark-adapt more efficiently. 

Don’t smoke before nighttime operations. Not smoking four to six hours 

before night operations will aid in dark adaptation. 

Wear sunglasses if you are going to spend time in the sun. Without sunglasses 

it will take longer to dark-adapt. 

Watch what you eat. Good nutrition is important in order to maintain adequate 

levels of Vitamin A. 

Use dim white lighting or red lighting before night operations. 

 (2) Protecting (During operation). Once you are dark-adapted, it is also important to 

maintain that dark adaptation. 

Minimize your use of unnecessary lighting to maintain your dark adaptation 

during operations at night. 

Close one eye before being flashed by flares and other bright lights to 

preserve your dark adaptation. 

 e. Illusion (Apparent Movement of Light). The illusion of movement, which a 

static light exhibits when stared at in the dark, is related to the loss of surrounding visual 

references that normally serve to stabilize visual perceptions. Consequently, very small 

eye movements are perceived by the brain as movement of the light. Under such 

conditions, the best thing to do is to begin a scan pattern and control the eye movement. 

Use large movements and scan to control illusions. Try to find another light and shift 

your gaze back and forth between the lights. 

 

H-2. AIDED NIGHT VISION 

There are three devices available to dismounted soldiers that will help increase his 

lethality at night: night observation devices (NODs), aiming lasers, and thermal weapon 

sights. Each provides the dismounted soldier with different views of the infrared (IR) 

spectrum. Before soldiers are able to fully operate these devices they must receive 

training on how the systems work within the IR range and the electromagnetic (light) 

spectrum. The soldiers must also know what constraints and advantages each piece of 

equipment provides so that they can determine when to employ each device. 

 a. Electromagnetic (Light) Spectrum. The electromagnetic spectrum is simply 

energy (light). Within this spectrum of energy or light you can find x-rays, gamma rays, 

radio waves, cosmic rays, and ultra violet rays, to name a few. Also within this spectrum 

of light is visible light, visible light being what we are able to see with the naked eye. Just 

beyond red visible light is IR light, meaning just beyond. IR light is broken down into 

three different ranges: near IR, middle IR, and far IR. This is important for the soldier to 
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know because it will give him an understanding of why some night devices cannot be 

used in conjunction with other night devices. 

 (1) There are two different types of night devices that will increase the soldier's 

vision into the IR range. The first one is image intensifiers (I²), which rely on ambient 

light and energy within the near IR range emitted from natural and artificial light sources 

such as moonlight or starlight. Image intensifiers include the AN/PVS-4, PVS-5, 

PVS-7A/B/C/D, and PVS-14s. The Army also has devices that emit near IR energy in a 

colliminated beam, which are used as aiming devices such as the AN/PAQ-4B/C and the 

AN/PEQ-2A. Since both the image intensifiers and aiming lasers work within the same 

range of near IR energy they are able to work in conjunction with each other. 

 (2) The second device that uses IR light is the thermal sight. In the past thermal 

technology has been solely reserved for tanks, fighting vehicles, and antiarmor specialists 

such as TOW and Dragon gunners. These devices were very bulky, heavy and not very 

practical for the dismounted soldier. Now, the Army has a thermal device made for the 

dismounted soldier that can be mounted on his weapon or handheld. The TWS operates 

within the middle/far IR range. It is able to detect IR light emitted from friction, 

combustion, or from objects that are radiating natural thermal energy. Since the TWS and 

other thermal devices operate within the middle/far IR range they cannot be used in 

conjunction with image intensifiers or other I² devices at this time. 

 b. Image Intensification (I²) Devices. As the name implies, image intensification 

devices are designed to amplify light. To be effective, some degree of light must be 

available. When light enters the image intensifier tube, the light releases electrons, which 

the tube accelerates repeatedly until the light is much brighter. Under optimum 

conditions, second-generation devices, such as the PVS-5-series, intensifies ambient light 

up to about 1,500 times. Third-generation devices, such as the PVS-7/14-series NODS, 

doubles that level of intensification. 

 (1) Adjustments. Making the proper adjustments to your image intensification 

devices is crucial to your ability to acquire and engage a target at night. First, you must 

understand that you will not be able to obtain the same acuity level as you do during the 

day. Under optimum night conditions a soldier with 20/20 vision during daylight can 

expect no better than 20/50 with second generation NODs, and 20/40 with third 

generation NODs. But in order to approach these levels of acuity you must be able to 

adjust your NODs for optimum clarity. 

 

NOTE: During an Army Research Institute (ARI) study on night vision devises, they 

compared the hit probabilities for riflemen who used good NOD acuity 

settings (20/35 to 20/50) with the same riflemen who used poor NOD acuity 

settings (20/60 to 20/70). With good NOD acuity, soldiers had a hit 

probability at 75 meters of 76 percent; with poor acuity, the hit probability at 

75 meters dropped to 47 percent. 

 

 (a) Mount the night observation device. Mount the head mount or helmet mount IAW 

the appropriate TM. If using the helmet mount, ensure that the tilt is adjusted until you 

have a comfortable viewing angle. The use of the nape strap is crucial to maintaining 

proper acuity with the NODs. 
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NOTE: If the mounting bracket is permanently attached to the helmet, ensure that the 

nape strap rear bracket is also permanently attached (See TM 11-5855-306-10, 

AN/PVS-14). The use of the nape strap will prevent the weight of the NODs 

from pulling the helmet downward causing the NODs to rest on the bridge of 

your nose. The nape strap will allow for proper acuity of the sight and will 

allow you to engage targets with more ease and accuracy. 

 

 (b) Set eye-relief. Move the goggles so that the eyecups cover the eye but not so close 

that the eyepiece touches your eyelashes or glasses. 

 (c) Turn the goggles on. 

 (d) Set inner-pupillary distance (AN/PVS-7 series). Move each eyepiece until they are 

centered over each eye. Close one eye and make adjustments until the eye that is open is 

viewing a complete circle and not an oval. Continue to make adjustments to the other 

eye. 

 (e) Adjust the diopter ring. Adjust the diopter ring before adjusting the objective 

focus ring. The diopter adjustment ring focuses the display lens to your eye, while the 

objective lens focus ring focuses the target. You cannot focus the sight to the target 

without your eye being focused to the display first. Close one eye and with the eye that is 

open take the diopter ring and turn in one direction until the diopter is totally out of focus. 

Then turn the diopter ring back the opposite direction until the display is focused to your 

eye. Follow the same procedures for the other eye if using the AN/PVS-7 series. No 

further adjustment to the diopter adjustment ring should have to be made. 

 (f) Objective focus ring. While looking at an object, turn the objective focus ring 

until the objective lens is out of focus and then slowly turn the objective focus ring in the 

opposite direction until the object becomes as clear as possible. Adjustments will have to 

be made for targets at different ranges using the objective focus ring. 

 (g) Variable gain control (AN/PVS-14 only). The AN/PVS-14 has a variable gain 

control that controls the illumination input to the eye. Keeping the variable gain turned up 

will cause your brain to form two separate images, one darker and one very bright. With 

the variable gain turned down to the point that both eyes are almost receiving the same 

amount of light, the brain will produce one image making it seem like both eyes are 

looking through the same sight. 

 c. Aiming Lasers. Aiming lasers, AN/PAQ-4-series and the AN/PEQ-2A, also 

operate within the electromagnetic spectrum, specifically near IR range, and are seen 

through image intensification devices. The aiming lasers cannot be used in conjunction 

with the TWS since it operates within the middle/far IR spectrum. The aiming lasers emit 

a highly colliminated beam of IR energy that allows for quick “point and shoot” 

capability at night. Even though the aiming lasers provide a quick and easy means of 

engaging the enemy at night special attention must be given to the following: 

Proper adjustments to the image intensifiers.  

10-meter boresight procedures or 25-meter zeroing procedures.  

Scanning. 

Walking.  

IR discipline. 

 (1) Proper Adjustments to NVGs. Making the proper adjustments to the image 

intensifiers are crucial. It has been found, Army wide, that leaders and soldiers do not 
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have a working knowledge of I² devices and that the majority do not know how to make 

the proper adjustments in order to get the best possible picture. Since the aiming lasers 

cannot be seen with the unaided eye, and can only be seen with I² devices, it is paramount 

that every soldier is made aware of how these devices work and how to maximize the 

quality of what is being viewed by making the proper adjustments to these devices. 

 (2) 10-Meter Boresight/25-Meter Zero. As aiming lights were being introduced to 

units, increasing attention was given to the difficulty in zeroing them to weapons, a 

problem identified in the initial Army tests. The basic problem with traditional 25-meter 

live-fire zeroing procedures is that the beam of an aiming light “blooms” when viewed 

through NVGs. Because this “bloom” covers up the silhouette in the center of the 

25-meter target, a precise point of aim is almost impossible to achieve when zeroing. 

 (a) One solution to the 25-meter zeroing problem was the introduction of the bore 

light. The bore light allows you to zero your weapon system without the use of 

ammunition. A 25-meter zeroing allows the round to hit somewhere within a 19-inch 

circle at a 300-meter target, not center mass of the target. With the bore light, if 

boresighting procedures are done correctly and without human error, the strike of the 

round will impact a target at 300 meters very close to center mass. The other advantage to 

the use of the bore light is that a 25-meter zero is no longer necessary with aiming lights; 

if the boresighting procedures are done correctly, you will be able to engage targets out to 

300 meters, dependant upon ambient light conditions. 

 (b) If a 25-meter zeroing is to be conducted, modifications to the M16A2 zero target 

must take place. A 3-centimeter circle is cut out of the center of the 300-meter zeroing 

silhouette. As you align the laser with the 3-centimeter cutout, the bloom will disappear 

ensuring that your point of aim is center mass of the 300-meter zero silhouette. 

 (3) Scanning. The night vision devices have a 40-degree field of view leaving the 

average shooter to miss easy targets of opportunity, more commonly the 50-meter left or 

right target. You must train to aggressively scan your sector of fire for targets. Target 

detection at night is only as good as you practice. Regular blinking during scanning, 

which must be reinforced during training, relieves some of the eyestrain from trying to 

spot far targets. After you have mastered the art of scanning, you will find that targets are 

easier to detect by acknowledging the flicker or movement of a target. 

 (4) Walking. Once a target has been located, you must be aware of the placement of 

the aiming laser. Laser awareness is a must. If you activate your laser and it is pointing 

over the target into the sky, you will waste valuable time trying to locate exactly where 

your laser is pointing. Also, it increases your chances of being detected and fired upon by 

the enemy. When engaging a target, aim the laser at the ground just in front of the target, 

walk the aiming laser along the ground and up the target until you are center mass, and 

then engage the target. Walking your laser to the target is a quick and operationally 

secure means of engaging the enemy with your aiming laser. 

 (5) IR Discipline. Once a target has been located and engaged with the aiming laser, 

the laser must be deactivated. While on the range IR discipline is active scanning with the 

laser off. Once a target is located, walk the laser to the target and engage. After the target 

has been engaged, the laser goes off. 

 d. Thermal Weapon Sight. Knowing about the electromagnetic spectrum and the 

range of IR in which the TWS operates will make it easier to understand how the TWS is 

able to take this energy and convert it into an image suitable for viewing. The TWS is 
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able to absorb all available light into the lens, and then filters out all light except for 

middle/far IR (thermal light). The TWS then converts the thermal light into an image and 

creates a video that is displayed on the raster for viewing. The TWS is able to convert 

thermal energy that is reflected, radiated, or generated from an object. All objects, such as 

trees, metal, plastic, and living creatures, display a quality that allows them to be seen 

with the thermal technology. How well the objects display these qualities will determine 

how well they are seen. 

Absorption. During the day all inanimate objects absorb thermal energy from 

the sun to varying degrees. Metal objects have a much higher rate of 

absorption than wood, leaves, or grass; therefore, a metal object sitting in the 

sun will stand out more than the grass surrounding it when viewed through the 

TWS. 

Exposure. The amount of time an object is exposed to thermal energy 

determines how well that object will be seen. Naturally, an object with a long 

exposure time will have absorbed more thermal energy than an object exposed 

to the same thermal energy for a shorter period of time. 

Emissivity. Emissivity is the rate at which an object emits the thermal energy 

it has absorbed or generates. Usually, most objects that have a high absorption 

rate will have a high emissivity factor. Although the human body does not 

have a high absorption rate, it does have a high emissivity factor due to the 

fact that it generates a high amount of thermal energy. An object that has a 

high emissivity factor will be much hotter, and, therefore, when seen through 

the TWS, much easier to see and recognize. 

Reflection. Items such as glass and water have virtually no absorption rate. 

Instead they reflect the thermal energy, which makes it very difficult to see 

objects through glass and water. Snow and ice have the same effect, especially 

during the day with no clouds present. The snow or ice reflect most of the 

thermal energy from the sun, so it will be difficult to acquire a good thermal 

image on objects that are really close to the ground. 

 (1) Diurnal Cycle. There are two times during the day when motionless objects that 

do not generate their own thermal energy, such as trees, rocks, and man-made objects, 

become the same temperature as the surrounding air. This is known as the diurnal cycle. 

These times usually occur once in the morning and once in the evening. The specific 

times that this cycle will take effect is based on the time of the year, but it usually occurs 

shortly after sunrise and shortly after sunset. These two times during the day can be 

referred to as “crossover points.” During the day, a motionless object will absorb thermal 

energy from the sun; the crossover point is the time when that object stops absorbing 

thermal energy and starts radiating thermal energy (night). As the night goes on, that 

same object will come to a point where it stops radiating thermal energy and will once 

again start absorbing thermal energy (day). During the diurnal cycle objects can be 

difficult to see, so adjustments must be made to the TWS in order to refine your thermal 

image. 

 (2) Adjustments. In order to maximize the use of the TWS, you must be able to make 

adjustments to the sight to obtain the optimal thermal image. Rain, snow, fog, smoke, and 

the diurnal cycle are just a few environmental or combat situations that may affect your 

thermal image. The TWS is equipped with a diopter focus ring, an objective focus ring, 
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brightness knob, auto and manual contrast, and polarity switch that will allow you to 

maximize the capability of the sight. 

 (a) Diopter Focus Ring. When first making adjustments to the sight, start with the 

diopter focus ring. The diopter focus ring will focus the display screen (raster) to your 

eye. This is best done with the objective lens cover closed. Simply adjust the diopter 

focus ring until everything on the display screen is clear and easily read. Once you have 

adjusted the diopter focus to your eye, no other adjustments to the diopter focus ring 

should be necessary. 

 (b) Field of View (FOV). The TWS has two operating FOVs—wide and narrow. The 

wide field of view (WFOV) has the least magnification, but a greater FOV and is great 

for scanning. The narrow field of view (NFOV) has greater magnification, but less 

degrees of FOV. The soldier should be allowed to select the FOV that suits him best. 

Each soldier will learn, through use, which FOV to use under different combat situations. 

 

NOTE: When selecting a FOV, make sure that the FOV ring is turned completely to 

the left or to the right. If the FOV ring is turned only halfway, you will not be 

able to see through the sight. 

 

 (c) Objective Focus Ring. The objective focus ring will focus the sight to the target. 

Adjustments to the objective focus ring will be based on the range of the object being 

viewed. Make adjustments to the objective focus ring only after focusing the diopter 

focus ring. 

 

NOTE: Over-adjustment to the objective focus ring will lock the FOV ring to the 

point that the FOV cannot be changed. 

 

 (d) Brightness. The brightness knob is a dual-function knob that turns on the TWS 

and adjusts the brightness of the raster, and is used to refine the thermal image. Used in 

conjunction with the contrast knob, it helps combat the effects of the diurnal cycle, and 

other conditions that might require fine-tuned adjustment to the thermal image. 

 (e) Contrast. The contrast is a dual-function switch with an auto contrast and manual 

contrast mode. The auto contrast is used under normal operating conditions. The manual 

contrast is used under conditions other than normal such as during 10-meter boresighting 

during 25-meter zeroing; during rain, fog, smoke, or snow; during the diurnal cycle; or 

when trying to obtain as much detail of a target as possible. Used in conjunction with the 

brightness knob, the contrast allows you to obtain the best possible thermal image. 

 (f) Polarity. The polarity switch allows you to select between white-hot or black-hot. 

When in white-hot mode, the hotter objects will appear white while cooler objects will 

have shades of gray to black. When using black-hot, the hotter objects will be black while 

the cooler objects will be shades of gray to white. Use of the polarity switch is a users 

preference. Through continued use you will decide which polarity setting works best 

under different combat or environmental conditions. 
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GLOSSARY 
 

AAR after action review 

AC alternate course 

AI assistant instructor 

AIM advanced infantry marksmanship 

AMU Army marksmanship unit 

AN/PAQ-4B/C IR aiming light 

AN/PAS-13 thermal weapon sight (medium/heavy) 

(V2)/(V3) 

AN/PEQ-2A target pointer illuminator/aiming light 

AN/PVS-4 night vision sight 

AN/PVS-14 night vision goggles 

AN/PVS-7 night vision goggles 

AR Army regulation 

ARI Army Research Institute 

ARM advanced rifle marksmanship 

*ACH Army combat helmet 

ARTEP Army Training and Evaluation Program 

ATC Army Training Center 

 

BCT basic combat training 

BIS backup iron sight 

BOI basis of issue 

BRM basic rifle marksmanship 

BT basic training 

 

*CBRN chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear 

CCO close combat optic 

cm centimeter 

CS combat support 

CSS combat service support 

 

DA Department of the Army 

DOT Directorate of Training 

DPS Directorate of Public Safety 

DS direct support 

DVC device 

 

EST engagement skills trainer 

 

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation 

FF field fire 

FM field manual 

FOV field of view 

fps feet per second 
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FPF final protective fire 

FSN Federal stock number 

FTX field training exercise 

 

GS general support 

GTA graphic training aid 

 

Hz hertz 

HTWS heavy thermal weapon sight 

 

I
2 

image intensifying 

IAW in accordance with 

*IBA Interceptor body armor 

ICCC Infantry Captain’s Career Course 

ID identification 

IET initial entry training 

IOBC Infantry Officer’s Basic Course 

IR infrared 

 

KD known distance 

KDAC known distance alternate course 

 

LBE load bearing equipment 

LCE load carrying equipment 

LFX live-fire exercise 

LLLSS low-light level sight system 

LMTS Laser Marksmanship Training System 

LOI letter of instruction 

LOMAH location of misses and hits 

 

m meter 

MACOM major command 

MACS Military Arcade Computer System 

MAIT maintenance assistance and instruction team 

METL mission-essential task list 

MILES Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System 

mm millimeter 

MOPP mission oriented protective posture 

MOS military occupational specialty 

mph miles per hour 

MPRC multipurpose range complex 

MTOE modified table of organizational equipment 

MTWS medium thermal weapon sight 

MWS modular weapon system 

 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 
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NBC nuclear biological chemical 

NCO noncommissioned officer 

NCOES Noncommissioned Officer Education System 

NCOIC noncommissioned officer in charge 

NFOV narrow field of view 

NG Army National Guard 

NOD night observation device 

NSN national stock number 

NVD night vision device 

 

OIC officer in charge 

OPFOR opposing forces 

OSUT one-station unit training 

*OTV outer tactical vest  

 

PA public address 

*PASGT personnel armor system for ground troops 

PH probability of hit 

PMCS preventive maintenance checks and services 

PMI preliminary marksmanship instruction 

POC point of contact 

POI program(s) of instruction 

PPA plastic practice ammunition 

PRI preliminary rifle instruction 

 

RAS rail adapter system 

RATELO radiotelephone operator 

RETS remote electronic target system 

RF record fire 

RFA rimfire adapter 

RND round 

ROE rules of engagement 

ROTC Reserve Officer’s Training Corps 

RSO range safety officer 

 

*SAPI small arms protective insert  

SAW squad automatic weapon 

SDM squad designated marksman 

SEC second(s) 

SME subject matter expert 

SOP standing operating procedure 

SPORTS acronym for immediate action procedures 

SRC short-range combat 

SRM short-range marksmanship 

SRT special reaction teams 

SRTA short-range training ammunition 
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STRAC standards in training commission 

STX situational training exercise 

 

TASC Training and Audiovisual Support Center 

TC training circular 

T&EO training and evaluation outline 

TF training film 

TM technical manual 

TPIAL target pointer illuminator/aiming light 

TRADOC Training and Doctrine Command 

TSC training support center 

TTP tactics, techniques and procedures 

TVT television tape 

TWS thermal weapon sight 

 

UO urban operations 

US United States 

USAIS United States Army Infantry School 

USAMU US Army Marksmanship Unit 

USAR United States Army Reserve 

 

WFOV wide field of view 

 

 

DEFINITIONS: 
 

Active Army: All Regular Army (RA) forces in the Active Army. 

 

adjusted aiming point: An aiming point that allows for gravity, wind, target movement, 

zero changes, and MOPP firing. 

 

advanced marksmanship: Normally refers to marksmanship skills taught during ARM. 

 

advanced rifle marksmanship: Normally refers to the formal marksmanship instruction 

received by infantrymen upon completion of BRM during OSUT. 

 

aiming: A marksmanship fundamental; refers to the precise alignment of the rifle sights 

with the target. 

 

aiming card: The M15A1 aiming card is a cardboard sleeve with a moveable insert. The 

rear sight aperture, front sight post, and target are pictured. This training device is used in 

conjunction with aiming instructions. 

 

aiming point: A place on a target in which the rifle sights are aligned normally the target 

center of mass. 
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alibi target: A target or additional target a soldier is allowed to engage during 

qualification firing when unable to complete a record fire scenario due to circumstances 

beyond his control; for example, a target mechanism, weapon, or ammunition 

malfunction. 

 

alternate course: Alternatives to standard qualification courses. 

 

ammunition lot: A quantity of cartridges, each of which is made by one manufacturer 

under uniform conditions and is expected to work in a uniform manner. 

 

ammunition lot number: Code number that identifies a particular quantity of 

ammunition from one manufacturer. 

 

aperture: The hole in the rear sight. 

 

armorer: One who services and makes repairs on small arms and performs similar duties 

to keep small arms ready for use. 

 

Army Training and Evaluation Program: A guide for the training and evaluation of 

critical unit combat missions – crew/squad through battalion/task force echelon. 

 

Army Training Center: Conducts OSUT and BRM. Locations are Fort Benning, Ga; 

Fort Jackson, SC; Fort Knox, Ky. 

 

artificial illumination: Any light from a man-made source. 

 

assault course: An area of ground used for training soldiers in attacking an enemy in 

close combat. 

 

automatic fire: A firing mode that causes the weapon to continue firing as long as the 

trigger is held or until all ammunition has been expended. 

 

ball: The projectile; the bullet. 

 

ball ammunition: General-purpose standard service ammunition with a solid core bullet. 

 

ball and dummy: An exercise that substitutes a dummy round for a live round without 

the firer knowing it. An excellent exercise for identifying and correcting trigger jerks. 

 

ballistics: A science that deals with the motion and flight characteristics of projectiles. 

 

barrel erosion: Wearing away of the surface of the bore due to the combined effects of 

gas washing, coring, and mechanical abrasion. 

 

basic marksmanship: Fundamental marksmanship skills taught in BRM during IET and 

OSUT. 
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basic rifle marksmanship: The formal course of marksmanship instruction received by 

all soldiers. 

 

battlesight zero: A sight setting that soldiers keep on their weapons. It provides the 

highest probability of hitting most high-priority combat targets with minimum adjustment 

to the aiming point, a 250 meter sight setting as on the M16A1 rifle, and a 300 meter 

sight setting as on the M16A2 rifle. 

 

blank ammunition: A complete cartridge without the bullet used to simulate weapon 

firing. 

 

blank firing adapter: A device that fits in the muzzle of the rifle; used only with blank 

ammunition. 

 

brass: An alloy of copper and zinc used to make cartridge cases and bullet jackets. Also, 

a common name for expended cases. 

 

breath control: The third marksmanship fundamental; refers to the control of breathing 

to help keep the rifle steady during firing. 

 

bullet: The projectile or ball; the part that goes downrange. It may also be used to refer to 

the complete cartridge. 

 

bull’s-eye target: Any target with a round black circle and scoring rings. Normally used 

in competitive marksmanship training. 

 

buttplate: Metal or rubber covering of the end of the stock on the rifle. 

 

cadre coach: A trainer with expertise and knowledge exceeding that of the firer. 

 

caliber: Diameter of the bore; for example, the M16-series rifle bore is 5.56mm (.223 

inch). 

 

cartridge: A complete round of ammunition. 

 

center of mass: A point that is horizontally (left and right) and vertically (up and down) 

at the center of the target. 

 

chambering: The step in the cycle of operation that refers too fully seating the round in 

the chamber of the rifle. 

 

chamber plug: A range safety device that is a small plastic plug designed to fit into the 

chamber of the M16. A handle extends out the ejection port so safety personnel can see at 

a glance that the rifle is clear of ammunition. 
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clock method: Method of calling shots by referring to the figures on an ordinary clock 

dial assumed to have the target at its center. Also a method of determining the strength 

and direction of wind. 

 

coach: Any individual who assists firers on the firing line. 

 

coach-and-pupil method: Method of training in which pairs of pupils take turns 

practicing a procedure explained by the instructor/trainer. 

 

cocking: The step in the cycle of operation that refers to the rearward movement of the 

bolt riding over the hammer, resetting the weapon for subsequent firing. 

 

collective firing proficiency: Units delivering effective fire in a tactical setting. It 

requires individual skill plus command and control to engage all targets within an 

assigned sector. 

 

concurrent training: Training that occurs at the same time that other unit members are 

using the primary training facilities. 

 

cookoff: A round that fires as a result of a hot chamber without the trigger being pulled. 

It can occur any time until the weapon is cooled. 

 

crack and thump: A method to determine the general direction and distance to an enemy 

firer who is shooting at you. 

 

cradle: A vise-like mechanism that holds a weapon in a secure position for test firing. 

 

cross dominance: A soldier with a dominant hand and a dominant eye that are not the 

same; for example, a right-hander firer with a dominant left eye. 

 

cycle of operation: The eight steps involved in firing a round of ammunition: feeding, 

chambering, locking, firing, unlocking, extracting, ejecting, and cocking. 

 

cyclic rate of fire: The maximum rate at which a weapon will fire in the automatic mode. 

 

dime-washer exercise: A dry-fire exercise used to practice trigger squeeze. 

 

downrange feedback: Used to describe any training technique that provides precise 

knowledge of bullet strike (whether hit or miss). 

 

dry fire: A technique used to simulate the firing of a live round with an empty weapon. 

Any application of the fundamentals of marksmanship without live ammunition may be 

referred to as dry fire. 

 

dry-fire moving target trainer: A small-motorized scaled target device used to teach the 

engagement of moving personnel targets. 
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dummy ammunition: A cartridge without a primer or powder. Primarily used for ball-

and-dummy exercises on the live-fire line. 

 

effective wind: The average of all the varying winds encountered. 

 

ejection: The step in the cycle of operation that removes the expended cartridge from the 

weapon out of the ejection port. 

 

elevation adjustment: Rotating the front sight post to cause the bullet to strike higher or 

lower on the target. 

 

expert: The highest qualification rating. 

 

external ballistics: What happens to the bullet between the time it leaves the rifle and the 

time it arrives at the target. 

 

extraction: The step in the cycle of operation that pulls the round from the chamber. 

 

eye relief: The distance from the firing eye to the rear sight. Eye relief is a function of 

stock weld. 

 

feedback: Obtaining knowledge of performance. 

 

feedback target: Targets designed for use at 75, 175, or 300 meters; includes an 

overprinted grid similar to a zero target. 

 

feeding: The step in the cycle of operation that is the forward movement of the bolt, 

stripping the top round from the magazine and moving it toward the chamber. 

 

field firing: Training on the standard field firing range with target banks at 75, 175, and 

300 meters. 

 

firing: The step in the cycle of operation that refers to pulling the trigger, releasing the 

hammer to strike the firing pin, which strikes the primer. The primer ignites and, in turn, 

ignites the powder charge within the cartridge case. 

 

firing hand: The right hand of a right-handed firer. The left hand of a left-handed firer. 

 

firing pin: Plunger in the bolt of a rifle that strikes the primer. 

 

fleeting target: A moving target remains within observing or firing distance for such a 

short period that it affords little time for deliberate adjustment and fire against it. 

 

functioning: (See cycle of operation.) 
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fundamentals of rifle marksmanship: The four essential elements needed to hit targets: 

steady position, aiming, breath control, and trigger squeeze. 

 

gravity: The natural pull of all objects to the center of the earth. 

 

grouping: A live-fire exercise with the objective of shooting tight shoot groups. 

 

gun bore line: A reference line established by the linear extension of the bore axis of a 

gun. 

 

headspace: The distance between the face of the bolt(fully closed) and the face of a fully 

chambered cartridge. 

 

hold-off: (See adjusted aiming point.) 

 

horizontal dispersion: The left-to-right displacement of bullets on a target. 

 

immediate action: procedures applied to rapidly reduce any rifle stoppage without 

determining its cause. 

 

individual firing proficiency: Individual firing skills; for example, an individual’s 

performance on the record fire course. 

 

Infantry Remoted Target System (IRETS): (See RETS.) 

 

infrared aiming light: A unique night sighting system that uses infrared light to assist in 

the aiming process. 

 

initial entry training: Indicates the first training received by a new soldier, includes the 

MOS-producing portion of his training such a one-station unit training (OSUT). 

 

initial pressure: The applications of about half of the total trigger pressure it takes to fire 

a rifle. 

 

instructor-trainer ratio: The number of soldiers for which each instructor/trainer is 

responsible. 

 

internal ballistics: What happens to the bullet before it leaves the muzzle of the rifle. 

*Interceptor body armor: Multi-threat body armor system made up of two modular 

components: the outer tactical vest and small-arms protective inserts, or plates. Will stop 

7.62-mm rounds. Weight: 16.4 pounds.  

known distance: Describes the older range complexes with large target frames behind a 

large berm and firing lines at 100 yards or 100-meter increments. (See FM 25-7.) 

 

laser: Light amplification by simulated emission of radiation. 
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lead: Distance ahead of a moving target that a rifle must be aimed to hit the target. 

 

lead rule: Provides the soldier guidance on how to adjust his aiming point to hit moving 

targets. 

 

line of sight: A line between the rifle and the aiming point, extending from the firing eye 

through the center of the rear aperture, across the tip of the front sight post, and onto the 

target. 

 

location of misses and hits : A projectile location system that provides immediate and 

precise information to the firer concerning bullet strike (hit or miss). 

 

locking: The step in the cycle of operation that is a counterclockwise rotation of the bolt, 

securing it into the barrel locking lugs. 

 

long-range sight: The aperture marked L on the M16A1 rifle equipped with standard 

sights; provides for a zero at 375 meters. The M16A1 rifle equipped with LLLSS has an 

aperture marked L, but it is a regular sight. 

 

Low-Light Level Sight System (LLLSS): A sighting system for low visibility firing that 

replaces the standard front and rear sights on the M16A1 rifle. 

 

marksman: The designation given to the lowest qualification rating. 

 

maximum effective range: The greatest distance at which a soldier may be expected to 

deliver a target hit. 

 

maximum effective rate of fire: The highest rates of fire that can be maintained and still 

achieve target hits. 

 

maximum range: The longest distance a projectile will travel when fired from a weapon 

held at the optimum angle. 

 

minute of angle: A angle that would cover 1 inch at a distance of 100 yards, 2 inches at 

200 yards, and so on. Each click of sight adjustment on the M16A1 rifle with standard 

sights is equal to one minute of angle. 

 

Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement System (MILES): A tactile shooting device 

that uses a low-powered laser to activate detectors placed on people and vehicles. 

 

Multipurpose Arcade Combat Simulator (MACS): A pert-task weapons trainer that is 

under development. The system consists of a light pen attached to the weapon, video 

monitor, and microcomputer. 

 

muzzle velocity: The speed of a projectile as it leaves the muzzle of the weapon. 
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natural point of aim: The direction of the body/rifle combination is oriented while in a 

stable, relaxed firing position. 

 

natural respiratory pause: The temporary cessation of breathing between an exhale and 

inhale. 

 

night firing: Firing performed under all conditions of limited visibility. 

 

nonfiring hand: The opposite of the firing hand. 

 

optical sight: Sight with lenses, prisms, or mirrors used in lieu of iron sights. 

 

Paige sighting device: A device with a small-scaled target that fits into the muzzle of the 

weapon, allowing the soldier to practice aiming. 

 

pasters: Small white or black gum-backed paper used for covering bullet holes. 

 

peep sight: The rear sight; a sight with a small aperture (hole). 

 

peer coach: A soldier with shooting experience and knowledge equal to that of the firer 

he is coaching. 

 

pit: The target area behind the large berm of a KD range. 

 

plastic practice ammunition: Ammunition with a plastic projectile, high-muzzle 

velocity (the light weight causes it to lose velocity rapidly with a maximum range of 250 

meters or less) designed for use in close-in training areas; frangible bullet. 

 

point of aim: The exact spot on a target the rifle sights are aligned with. 

 

point of impact: The point that a bullet strikes; usually considered in relation to point of 

aim. 

 

pop, no kick: A firing condition when the primer ignites and the powder charge does not. 

This normally results in lodging the bullet inside the barrel. 

 

pop-up target: A silhouette target that is activated remotely so it can suddenly appear 

and fall when struck by a bullet. 

 

practice record: Firing conducted on a qualification course for practice. 

 

predetermined fire: A technique of aligning the rifle during good visibility so the rifle 

can be aligned and fired on designated areas when they cannot be seen due to darkness, 

smoke, or fog. 
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preparatory marksmanship training: All marksmanship training that takes place 

before live fire. 

 

primer: A small explosive device in the center base of the cartridge case that is struck by 

the firing pin to fire the round. 

 

probability of hit: Ranging from 0 to 1.0, it refers to the odds of a given round hitting 

the target at a given range. 

 

qualification firing: Firing on any authorized course that results in meeting qualification 

requirements; may also be called record fire. (See record fire.) 

 

quick fire: A technique of fire used to engage surprise targets at close range. 

 

range card: Small chart on which ranges and directions to various targets and other 

important points in the area under fire are recorded. 

 

rapid semiautomatic fire: A firing procedure that results in an accurate shot being fired 

every one or two seconds. 

 

receiver: That portion of a firearm that holds the barrel and houses the bolt and firing 

mechanism. 

 

recoil: The rearward motion or kick of a gun upon firing. 

 

record fire: Any course of fire used to determine if qualification standards are met. The 

standard record fire course consists of 40 target exposures at ranges between 50 and 300 

meters. The standard course requires 23 hits to qualify as marksman, 30 for sharpshooter, 

and 36 for expert. 

 

reduced range ammunition: Ammunition that is designed to be a ballistic match with 

service ammunition to an appropriate range for training (may be less than maximum 

effective range) and a reduced maximum range. 

 

regular rear sight: The M16A1 rifle rear sight that is zeroed for 250 meters (the 

unmarked aperture on rifles with standard sights and the aperture marked L on rifles 

equipped with LLLSS). 

 

reinforcement training: Training conducted that is over and above scheduled training. 

 

remedial action: A procedure applied after immediate action has failed to correct a 

malfunction, which determines the cause of the malfunction. 

 

remedial training: Additional training presented to soldiers who have demonstrated 

special shooting problems. 
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Remote Electronic Target System: Range complexes. Some ranges include moving 

targets. 

 

Reserve Components: Includes Army National Guard and Army Reserve forces. 

 

ricochet fire: Fire in which the projectile glances from a surface after impact. 

 

Riddle sighting device: A small magnetic device with a scaled target that attaches to the 

front sight assembly, allowing the soldier to practice aiming. 

 

rifle cant: Any leaning of the rifle to the left or right from a vertical position during 

firing. 

 

rim-fire adapter: The caliber .22-rim fire adapter (M261) consists of a bolt and a 

magazine insert, which allows standard .22 caliber ammunition to be fired in the M16 

rifle. 

 

round: May refer to a complete cartridge or to a bullet. 

 

scaled-silhouette target: Any target that is reduced in size. When it is observed from 25 

meters, it looks the same size as though at a greater range. 

 

sector of fire: An area assigned to an individual, weapon, or unit to be covered by fire. 

 

semiautomatic fire: A mode of fire that allows one round to be fired each time the 

trigger is pulled. 

 

serviceability checks: A technical inspection of the rifle to determine if it is safe to fire 

and in working condition. (May not ensure accuracy.) 

 

service ammunition: Standard ammunition used by the military. Ammunition designed 

for combat. 

 

service rifle: The primary rifle of a military force. 

 

service school: Branch schools such as the US Army Infantry School at Fort Benning, 

Ga. and the Armor School at Fort Knox, Ky. 

 

sharpshooter: The middle rating of qualification. 

 

shot group: A number of shots fired using the same aiming point, which accounts for 

rifle, ammunition, and firer variability. Three shots are enough, but any number of rounds 

may be fired in a group. 

 

shot group analysis: A procedure for analyzing the size of shot groups on a target to 

determine firer error. 
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sight alignment: Placing the center tip of the front sight post in the exact center of the 

rear aperture. 

 

sighter rounds: Rounds fired that allow the bullet strike to be observed in relation to the 

aiming point. 

 

sight picture: Placing correct sight alignment on a selected aiming point on a target. 

 

sight radius: The distance from the front sight post to the rear sight aperture of a rifle. 

 

sighting device (M16): A small metal device with a tinted square of glass that is placed 

on the carrying handle, allowing a coach to see what the firer sees through the sights. 

 

silhouette target: A target that represents the outline of a man. 

 

spotters: A round cardboard disk placed in bullet holes with a small wooden peg so the 

bullet strike can be observed from the firing line. 

 

squad automatic weapon: A lightweight, one-man, 5.56mm machine gun. 

 

starlight scope: A weapon scope that amplifies ambient light so targets can be seen and 

effectively engaged during darkness. The AN/PVS-2 and AN/PVS-4 are used on the M16 

rifle. 

 

steady position: The first marksmanship fundamental, which refers to the establishment 

of a position that allows the weapon to be held still while it is being fired. 

 

stock weld: The contact of the cheek with the stock of the weapon. 

 

supported position: Any position that uses something other than the body to steady the 

weapon (artificial support). 

 

suppressive fire: Any engagement that does not have a definite or visible target. Firing 

in the general direction of known or suspected enemy location. 

 

sustained rate of fire: Rate of fire that a weapon can continue to deliver for an indefinite 

period without overheating. 

 

terminal ballistics: What happens to the bullet when it comes in contact with the target. 

 

tight shot group: A shot group with all bullet holes close together. 

 

tracer ammunition: Ammunition with a substance at the rear of the bullet that ignites 

soon after firing. It burns brightly so the trajectory of the bullet can be seen. 
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tracking: Engaging moving targets where the lead is established and maintained; moving 

with the target as the trigger is squeezed. 

 

train the trainer: Describes any training that is designed to train marksmanship 

instructors or coaches. 

 

trainfire: A marksmanship program using pop-up targets in a realistic environment. 

 

trajectory: The flight path the bullet takes from the rifle to the target. 

 

trapping: A technique for engaging moving targets. The aiming point is established 

forward of the target. The rifle is held stationary and fired as the target approaches the 

aiming point. 

 

trigger squeeze: The fourth fundamental; squeezing the trigger so that the movement of 

firing is a surprise, the lay of the weapon is not disturbed, and a large target hit can be 

expected. 

 

unit marksmanship: All marksmanship training that is conducted by units. 

 

unlocking: The step in the cycle of operation that refers to the clockwise rotation of the 

bolt after firing, freeing the bolt from the barrel locking lugs. 

 

unsupported position: Any position that requires the firer to hold the weapon steady 

using only his body (bone support). 

 

vertical dispersion: The up-and-down displacement of bullets on a target. 

 

Weaponeer: A training device that simulates the firing of the M16 rifle to provide 

performance feedback. 

 

windage adjustment: Moving the rear sight aperture to cause the bullet to strike left or 

right on the target. 

 

wind value: The effect the wind will have on the trajectory of the bullet. 

 

wobble area: The natural movement of the weapon/sight on and around an aiming point 

when the weapon is being held in a steady position. 

 

zero criterion: The standard or requirement for zeroing; 4cm or smaller group at 25 

meters. 

 

zeroing: Adjusting the rifle sights so bullets hit the aiming point at a given range. 

 

zero target: A scaled-silhouette target with a superimposed grid for use at 25 meters. 
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01 April 1979. 

 

DA Form 3595-R Record Fire Scorecard. June 1989. 

 

DA Form 3601-R Single Target Field Firing Scorecard. June 1989. 

 

DA Form 5239-R 75-, 175-, and 300-Meter Down Range Feedback 

Scorecard. June 1989. 

 

DA Form 5241-R Single and Multiple Targets - Field Firing Scorecard. 

June 1989. 

 

DA Form 5789-R Record Firing Scorecard - Known Distance Course. 

June 1989. 

 

DA Form 5790-R Record Firing Scorecard - Scaled Target Alternate Course. 

June 1989. 

 

*DA Pam 350-38 Standards in Weapons Training. 03 July 1997. 

 

FM 25-100 Training the Force, 18 November 1988. 

 

*FM 100-14 Risk Management, 23 April 1998. 

 

TC 7-9 Infantry Live-Fire Training, 30 September 1993. 

 

TC 25-8 Training Ranges, 25 February 1992. 

 

 

 

*This source was also used to develop this manual. 
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*TM 7-6920-703-14&P Trainer, Rifle Marksmanship (Weaponeer) (US Navy) 

 

*TM 9-1005-249-10 Operator’s Manual for Rifle, 5.56-mm, M16, Rifle 

5.56-mm, M16A1. 11 February 1985. 

 

*TM 9-1005-319-10 Operator’s Manual for Rifle, 5.56-mm, M16A2; Rifle 

5.56-mm, M16A3; Rifle, 5.56-mm, M16A4; Carbine, 

5.56-mm, M4; Carbine, 5.56-mm, M4A1. 01 October 1998. 

 

TM 9-1240-413-12&P Operator’s and Unit Maintenance Manual Including Repair 

Parts and Special Tools List for M68 Sight, Reflex, 

w/Quick Release and Mount. 20 October 1997. 

 

TM 11-5855-203-10 Operator’s Manual for Night Vision Sight, Individual 

Served Weapon AN/PVS-2, AN/PVS-2A, and 

AN/PVS-2B. 29 August 1974. 

 

TM 11-5855-213-10 Operator’s Manual for Night Vision Sight, Individual 

Served Weapon, AN/PVS-4. 01 February 1993. 

 

TM 11-5855-238-10 Operator’s Manual for Night Vision Goggles Ground Use: 

AN/PVS-5 and AN/PVS-5A. 15 May 1993. 

 

TM 11-5855-261-10 Operator’s Manual for Infrared Aiming Light, AN/PAQ-4. 

28 May 1981. 

 

TM 11-5855-301-12&P Operator’s and Unit Maintenance Manual (Including 

Repair Parts and Special Tools List) Light, Aiming, 

Infrared, AN/PAQ-4B, AN/PAQ-4C.15 May 2000. 

 

TM 11-5855-302-12&P Operator’s and Unit Maintenance Manual, Sight-Thermal, 

AN/PAS-13 (V) 2&3), 1 January 1997. 

 

TM 11-5855-306-10 Operator’s Manual for Monocular Night Vision Device, 

AN/PVS-14. 01 June 2000. 

 

TM 11-5855-308-12&P Operator’s and Unit Maintenance Manual (Including 

Repair Parts and Special Tools List), Target Pointer 

Illuminator/Aiming Light AN/PEQ-2A. 15 May 2000. 

 

TRADOC Reg 385-2 TRADOC Safety Program, 10 October 2000. 

 

 

 

 

*This source was also used to develop this manual. 
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READINGS RECOMMENDED 

These readings contain relevant supplemental information. 
 

AR 190-11 Physical Security of Arms, Ammunition, and Explosives, 

2 December 1998. 

 

AR 385-63 Policies and Procedures for Firing Ammunition for 

Training, Target Practice and Combat. 15 October 1983. 

 

FM 3-06.11(FM 90-10-1) Combined Arms Operations in Urban Terrain. 28 February 

2002. 

 

FM 3-4 NBC Protection. 29 May 1992. 

 

FM 20-3 Camouflage, Concealment, and Decoys. 30 August 1999. 

 

FM 21-10 Field Hygiene and Sanitation. 21 June 2000 

 

FM 21-11 First Aid for Soldiers. 27 October 1988. 

 

FM 21-75 Combat Skills of the Soldier. 03 August 1984. 

 

FM 22-6 Guard Duty. 17 September 1971. 

 

FM 25-4 How to Conduct Training Exercises. 10 September 1984. 

 

FM 25-101 Battle Focused Training. 30 September 1990. 

 

FM 90-10 Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain (MOUT). 15 

August 1979. 

 

FM 101-5-1 Operational Terms and Graphics. 30 September 1997. 

 

STP 21-1-SMCT Soldier’s Manual of Common Tasks, Skill Level 1. 

1 October 2001. 

 

STP 21-24-SMCT Soldier’s Manual of Common Tasks, Skill Levels 2-4. 

1 October 2001. 

 

STP 7-11BCHM1-SM Soldier’s Manual for MOS 11B, 11C, 11H, and 11M 

Infantry, Skill Level 1. 01 March 2000. 

 

STP 7-11BCHM24-SM-TG Soldier’s Manual and Trainer’s Guide for MOS 11B, 11C, 

11H, and 11M Infantry, Skill Levels 2/3/4. 19 June 2000. 
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References-4 

TC 25-20 A Leader’s Guide to After-Action Reviews. 30 September 

1993. 

 

TC 90-1 Training for Military Operations on Urbanized Terrain. 30 

September 1993. 

 

TM 9-1005-249-23&P Unit and Direct Support Maintenance Manual (Including 

Repair Parts and Special Tools List) for Rifle, 5.56-mm, 

M16; Rifle, 5.56-mm, M16A1. 19 June 1991. 

 

TM 9-1005-319-23&P Unit and Direct Support Maintenance Manual (Including 

Repair Parts and Special Tools List) for Rifle, 5.56-mm, 

M16A2. 01 May 1991. 

 

TM 9-6920-363-12&P Operator’s and Organizational Maintenance Manual 

(Including Repair Parts and Special Tools List) for 

Conversion Kit (Cal. .22 Rimfire Adapter) M261 for Rifle: 

5.56-mm, M16 and M16A1. 29 September 1980. 
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INDEX 
 

25-meter alternate course, 6-14 

75-, 175-, and 300-Meter Downrange 

Feedback Scorecard, (DA Form 

5239-R), B-1, B-7 

 

advanced firing positions, 7-1 

 alternate prone, 7-1 (illus) 

 kneeling supported, 7-2 (illus) 

 kneeling unsupported, 7-2 (illus) 

 modified supported, 7-3 (illus) 

 standing, 7-3 (illus) 

 urban operations, 7-4, 7-5 (illus), 7-6 

(illus) 

aided night vision, H-3 

 aiming lasers, H-5 

 electromagnetic spectrum, H-3 

 image intensification devices, H-4 

 thermal weapon sight, H-6 

aiming card, A-2 (illus) 

alibi firing, 6-10 

ammunition, 2-27 

 ball, M855, 2-28 

 ball, M193, 2-27 

 blank, M200, 2-28 

 cartridge, 5.56-mm, 2-27 through 2-29 

(illus) 

 dummy, M199, 2-28 

 tracer, M196, 2-27 

 tracer, M856, 2-28 

 short-range training (SRTA), M862, 

2-28 

 storage, 2-28 

AN/PAQ-4B/C, 2-18 (illus), 8-17 

 concept, 8-18 

 conduct of training, 8-18 

 M16A1/A2/A3, 2-18, 2-19 (illus) 

 M16/A4/M4 MWS, 2-19, 2-20 (illus) 

AN/PAS-13(V2), 2-23 (illus), 8-14 

 concept, 8-15 

 conduct of training, 8-15 

 M16A1/A2/A3, 2-23, 2-24 (illus) 

 M16A4, M4, 2-24 (illus) 

 

 

 

AN/PEQ, 2A, 2-20, 2-21 (illus), 8-17 

 concept, 8-18 

 conduct of training, 8-18 

 M16A1/A2/A3 and M4, 2-21 (illus) 

 M16A4/M4 MWS, 2-22 (illus) 

AN/PVS-4, 2-24, 2-25 (illus), 8-21 

 concept, 8-22 

 conduct of training, 8-22 

 M16A2, 2-25 (illus) 

 M4/M4 MWS, 2-25, 2-26 (illus) 

AN/PVS-14, 2-17 

artificial illumination, 7-26 

automatic or burst fire, 7-10 

 effectiveness, 7-10 

 modifications for, 7-11 

 training, 7-12 

 

backup iron sight, 2-14, 2-15 (illus), 

8-10 

 concept, 8-11 

 conduct of training, 8-11 

ball and dummy exercise, A-9 

ballistics, 5-32 

 external, 5-38 

 internal, 5-32 (illus), 5-33 (illus) 

 terminal, 5-39 

battlesight zero, 

 M4/M4A1, 2-8 

 M16A1, 2-3 

 M16A2/A3, 2-5 

 M16A4, 2-6 

blank firing attachment, A-4, A-5 (illus) 

blind spots, H-1 

borelight, 2-26 (illus), 8-1 

 concept, 8-2 

 exercise, 7-50 

 zeroing, 8-3, 8-4 (illus) 

boresighting, 8-6 

 AN/PAQ-4B/C, 8-8 

 AN/PEQ-2A, 8-9 

 AN/PVS-4, 8-10 

 iron sights, 8-7 
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 M68, close-combat optic, 8-7 

 TWS, 8-7 

 

caliber .22 rimfire adapter, A-12 

*CBRN exercises, 7-22 

 50-meter live fire, 7-22 

 alternate fire, 7-23 

 downrange feedback, 7-23 

 dry fire, 7-22 

*CBRN firing, 7-18 

close combat optic, M68 (see also M68, 

close combat optic) 

cycles of functioning, 4-3 through 4-8 

 chambering, 4-4 (illus) 

 cocking, 4-8 (illus) 

 ejecting, 4-7 (illus) 

 extracting, 4-7 (illus) 

 feeding, 4-3, 4-4 (illus) 

 firing, 4-5, 4-6 (illus) 

 locking, 4-5 (illus) 

 unlocking, 4-6 (illus) 

 

DA Form 3595-R (Record Fire 

Scorecard), B-5, B-7 

DA Form 5239-R (75-, 175-, and 

300-Meter Downrange Feedback 

Scorecard), B-1, B-7 

DA Form 5241-R (Single and Multiple 

Targets—Field Firing Scorecard), B-4, 

B-7 

DA Form 5789-R (Record Firing 

Scorecard—Known Distance Course), 

B-2, B-7 

DA Form 5790-R (Record Firing 

Scorecard—Scaled Target Alternate 

Course), B-6, B-7 

DA Form 7489-R (Night Record Fire 

Scorecard), B-7 

daylight vision, H-2 

destruction, 3-7 

 burning, 3-7 

 demolition, 3-7 

 disposal, 3-7 

 mechanical, 3-7 

dime/washer exercise, A-9, 7-50 

dominant eye training, A-1 

dry-fire exercises, 7-28 

 

Engagement Skills Trainer (EST) 200, 

A-22 through A-42 

 authorization, A-22 

 background, A-22 

 characteristics, A-23 

 equipment, A-24 

 funding, A-22 

 laser safety, A-24 

 scenario editor, A-27 

 system block diagram, A-27 (illus) 

 training 

  basic rifle marksmanship, A-25 

  judgmental shoot/don’t shoot, A-26 

  remedial marksmanship, A-26 

  tactical collective, A-26 

 weapon safety, A-23 

 

field-fire, 6-5 through 6-8 

 firing tables, 6-7 (illus), 6-8 (illus) 

fire mode, 4-8 through 4-10 

 automatic 4-8, 4-9 (illus) 

 burst, 4-9, 4-10 (illus) 

 semiautomatic, 4-8 

firing order lineup, E-2 

firing positions, 4-19, 4-20, 7-24 

 basic prone unsupported, 4-20 (illus) 

 individual foxhole supported, 4-19, 

4-20 (illus) 

fundamentals, 4-12 through 4-19 

 aiming, 4-15 through 4-17 

 breath control, 4-17 (illus), 4-18 (illus) 

 steady position, 4-12 through 4-15 

 trigger squeeze, 4-18 

 

gravity, 5-26, 5-37 

 adjusted aiming point, 5-26 

 effects of, 5-26 

grouping procedures, 5-1 

 concept, 5-2 

 organization on 25-meter range, 5-2 

 shot-group analysis, 5-4 

  2-centimeter, 5-4, 5-5 (illus) 

  3-centimeter, 5-5, (illus) 

  4- to 5-centimeter, 5-6 (illus) 
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  6-centimeter or larger, 5-6 

  match-grade performance, 5-4 (illus) 

  multiple, 5-7 (illus) 

 

illusion, H-3 

*interceptor body armor (IBA), 4-19 

* IBA kneeling unsupported firing 

position, 4-22 (illus)   

* IBA personnel use, 4-20 

       assisting comfort, 4-20 

       use with helmet, 4-20 

* IBA prone supported firing position,   

4-21 (illus)   

* IBA prone unsupported firing position, 

4-21 (illus)   

*  IBA proper wear and fit, 4-19,  

2-20 (illus) 

* IBA standing supported firing position, 

4-23 (illus)   

* IBA standing unsupported firing 

position, 4-22, 4-23 (illus)   

immediate action, 3-1, 723 

instructor trainer, 1-7 

 

known-distance range, 5-17 through 

5-26 

 concept, 5-18 

 conduct, 5-23, 5-24 (illus) 

 marking targets, 5-19, 5-20 (illus) 

 modified field-fire, 5-25 

 record fire, 5-25 

 record of performance, 5-25 

 shot-group analysis, 5-20, 5-21 (illus) 

 target description, 5-19 (illus) 

 zeroing, 5-21 

 

Laser Marksmanship Training System 

(LMTS), C-1 through C-10 

 characteristics, C-1 

  authorization, C-1 

  background, C-1 

  funding, C-1 

 equipment, C-1 

 exercises, C-2 through C-8 

  grouping and zeroing, C-6, C-7 

(illus) 

  interactive dry fire, C-5 (illus) 

  prequalification, C-7, C-8 (illus) 

  reflective target, C-3, C-4 (illus) 

 parts list, C-8 through C-10 

 sound and recoil replicator, C-8 

 training, C-2 

  marksmanship, C-2 

  remedial, C-2 

  sustainment, C-2 

live-fire exercises, 1-10, 7-27 

location of misses and hits (LOMAH), 

A-12 

 

M15A1 aiming card 4-21 (see also 

aiming card) 

M68, close-combat optic, 2-15, 2-16 

(illus), 8-11 

 M16A1/A2/A3, 2-16 

 M16A4 and M4-series, 2-16, 2-17 

(illus) 

 concept, 8-12 

 conduct of training, 8-12 

malfunctions, 3-2 through 3-6 

mechanical zero 

 M4/M4A1, 2-8 

 M16A1, 2-2 

 M16A2/A3, 2-4 

 M16A4, 2-5 

MOPP equipment, 7-19 

 operation and function modification, 

7-19 

 immediate action, 7-19 

multipurpose arcade combat simulator 

(MACS), A-13, A-14 (illus) 

 

Night Record Fire Scorecard (DA Form 

7489-R), B-7 

night vision, H-2 

 unaided, H-1 

 

peer coaching, 4-10 

 benefits, 4-10 

 checklist, 4-10, 4-11 

 duties, 4-10 

 position, 4-11 (illus) 
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quick fire, 7-15 through 7-17 

 

rail adapter system 2-9 through 2-11, 

2-10 (illus) 

rail grabbers, 2-12 through 2-14 

 Insight, 2-12, 2-13 (illus) 

 Picatinny, 2-14 

range operations checklist, E-4 through 

E-9 

 ammunition positioning and issuance, 

D-2 

 personnel and duties, D-2 

 recommended briefing, D-1 

 risk management D-3 

range procedures, E-1 

range safety, D-1 

rapid semiautomatic fire, 7-7 

 control of, 7-8 

 effectiveness, 7-8 

 modifications for, 7-8 

 training, 7-9 

record fire, 6-11 

 practice, 6-9 

Record Fire Scorecard (DA Form 

3595-R), B-5, B-7 

Record Firing Scorecard—Known 

Distance Course (DA Form 5789-R), 

B-2, B-7 

Record Firing Scorecard—Scaled Target 

Alternate Course (DA Form 5790-R), 

B-6, B-7 

remedial action, 3-1 

 

short-range marksmanship, 7-37 

 aim point, 7-40 

  incapacitating shot placement, 7-41 

(illus) 

  lethal shot placement, 7-41 (illus) 

 aiming techniques, 7-40 

  aimed quick kill, 7-40 

  instinctive fire, 7-40 

  rapid aimed fire, 7-40 

  slow aimed fire, 7-40 

 fundamentals, 7-38 

  firing stance, 7-38 

  high ready position, 7-39 (illus) 

  kneeling position, 7-39 

  low ready position, 7-39 (illus) 

 movement techniques, 7-39 

 target discrimination training , 7-45 

  conduct of, 7-46 

  range setup, 7-46 

  targets, 7-45 

 trigger manipulation, 7-42 

  automatic fire, 7-42 

  controlled pair, 7-42 

  failure drill, 7-42 

 reflexive fire training, 7-43 

  conduct of, 7-43, 7-44 

  range setup, 7-43 

  targets, 7-43 (illus) 

short-range training ammunition 

(SRTA), A-13 

sighting device  

 M16, A-3, A-4 (illus) 

 Riddle, A-2, A-3 (illus) 

Single and Multiple Targets—Field 

Firing Scorecard (DA Form 5241-R), 

B-4, B-7 

single-lead rule, 7-30 

 lead requirements, 7-30, 7-31 (illus) 

 target angle, 7-35 

 target distance, 7-35 

 target speed, 7-33 

SPORTS, 3-1 

squad designated marksman training, 

7-47 

 certification, 7-59 

 field fire, 7-58 

 hold-off, 7-55 

  elevation, 7-55 

  windage, 7-56 

 mission, 7-48 

 program, 7-48 

 range estimation, 7-52 

  elevation knob training, 7-53 

  factors affecting, 7-53 

  skills progression, 7-48 

  dry-fire training, 7-51 

   borelight exercise, 7-51 

   dime/washer drill, 7-52 

   target-box exercise, 7-51 
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  foxhole supported, 7-49 

   follow-through, 7-50 

   prone unsupported, 7-50 

  position evaluation, 7-49 

SRTA, M862, 2-28, A-13 

suppressive fire, 7-13 

 

target-box exercise, A-5 through A-9 

(illus), 7-50 

target detection, 7-25, 7-26 (illus) 

target indicators, 6-2 

 improper camouflage, 6-3 

 movement, 6-3 

 sound, 6-2 

target ordering numbers, A-11 (table) 

tower commands, E-2 

 general, E-2 

 grouping, E-2 

 zero, E-2 

training 

 assessment, 1-5 

 devices, 1-10 

 initial, 1-2 

  marksmanship, 1-5 

 phases, 1-3, 1-4 

 qualification, 1-9 

 strategy, 1-1 

 sustainment, 1-2 

 the trainer, 1-6 

Training Support Center, A-1 

twilight vision, H-2 

 

unassisted night fire, 7-24 

 firing positions, 7-25 

 dry-fire exercises, 7-28 

 immediate action, 7-24 

 live-fire exercises, 7-28 

  with artificial illumination, 7-29 

 operation and maintenance, 7-24 

 target detection, 7-26, 7-27 (illus) 

  dark adaptation, 7-26 

  off-center vision, 7-26 

  scanning, 7-26 

 training, 7-24 

unaided night vision, H-1 

 blind spots, H-1 

 daylight vision, H-2 

 illusion, H-3 

 night vision, H-2 

 twilight vision, H-2 

 

Weaponeer, A-14 through A-21 

 assessment of skills, A-21 

 characteristics, A-14 

 diagnoses of firing problems, A-20 

 equipment data, A-14 

 feedback, A-16 

 mobile configuration, A-19 

 operation, A-15 

 unit sustainment training, A-21 

 use of, A-17 

wind, 5-26, 5-27 

 direction, 5-27, 5-28 (illus) 

 effects of, 5-27 

 speed, 5-28 

 

zeroing, 5-14 through 5-16 (illus), 5-21 
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SQUAD DESIGNATED MARKSMAN 

Record Fire I and II 

Name: 

Rank:  

SSN: 

Unit: 

Date: 

Record Fire I. Mechanical Sight Adjustment 

Target Range/Position Hit Miss Target Range/Position Hit Miss 

100 M Unsupported     300 M Unsupported     

100 M Unsupported     300 M Unsupported     

100 M Unsupported     400 M Supported     

100 M Unsupported     400 M Supported     

200 M Supported     400 M Supported     

200 M Supported     400 M Supported     

200 M Unsupported     500 M Supported     

200 M Unsupported     500 M Supported     

300 M Supported     500 M Supported     

300 M Supported     500 M Supported     

Total     Total     

Circle Pass or Fail 

14 - 20 Pass 13 - Below Fail 

Record Fire II. Adjusted Aiming Points/Optic 

Target Range/Position Hit Miss Target Range/Position Hit Miss 

100 M Unsupported     300 M Unsupported     

100 M Unsupported     300 M Unsupported     

100 M Unsupported     400 M Supported     

100 M Unsupported     400 M Supported     

200 M Supported     400 M Supported     

200 M Supported     400 M Supported     

200 M Unsupported     500 M Supported     

200 M Unsupported     500 M Supported     

300 M Supported     500 M Supported     

300 M Supported     500 M Supported     

Total     Total     

Circle Pass or Fail 

14 - 20 Pass 13 - Below Fail 

 

Scorer: Signature: 

Range NCOIC/OIC: Signature: 
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FM 3-22.9(FM 23-9) 

24 APRIL 2003 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

By Order of the Secretary of the Army: 
 
 
 
 
 

ERIC K. SHINSEKI 
General, United States Army 

Chief of Staff 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Official: 

 
 
 
                                     0309401 

JOEL B. HUDSON 
Administrative Assistant to the 

Secretary of the Army 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISTRIBUTION: 
 
Active Army, Army National Guard, and U. S. Army Reserve: To be distributed in accordance 
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Preface 

Training Circular (TC) 3-22.9 provides Soldiers with the critical information for their rifle 

or carbine and how it functions, its capabilities, the capabilities of the optics and ammunition, 

and the application of the functional elements of the shot process. 

TC 3-22.9 uses joint terms where applicable. Selected joint and Army terms and definitions 

appear in both the glossary and the text. Terms for which TC 3-22.9 is the proponent 

publication (the authority) are italicized in the text and are marked with an asterisk (*) in the 

glossary. Terms and definitions for which TC 3-22.9 is the proponent publication are 

boldfaced in the text. For other definitions shown in the text, the term is italicized and the 

number of the proponent publication follows the definition. 

The principal audience for TC 3-22.9 is all members of the profession of arms. Commanders 

and staffs of Army headquarters serving as joint task force or multinational headquarters 

should also refer to applicable joint or multinational doctrine concerning the range of military 

operations and joint or multinational forces. Trainers and educators throughout the Army 

will also use this publication. 

Commanders, staffs, and subordinates ensure that their decisions and actions comply with 

applicable United States, international, and in some cases host-nation laws and regulations. 

Commanders at all levels ensure that their Soldiers operate in accordance with the law of 

war and the rules of engagement. (See FM 6-27/MCTP 11-10C.) 

This publication applies to the active Army, the Army National Guard (ARNG)/Army 

National Guard of the United States (ARNGUS), and the United States Army Reserve 

(USAR). Unless otherwise stated in this publication, masculine nouns and pronouns do not 

refer exclusively to men. 

Uniforms depicted in this manual were drawn without camouflage for clarity of the 

illustration.  

The proponent of this publication is United States (U.S.) Army Maneuver Center of 

Excellence (MCoE). The preparing agency is the MCoE, Fort Benning, Georgia. You may 

submit comments and recommended changes in any of several ways—U.S. mail, e-mail, fax, 

or telephone—as long as you use or follow the format of DA Form 2028, (Recommended 

Changes to Publications and Blank Forms). Contact information is as follows: 

E-mail: usarmy.benning.mcoe.mbx.doctrine@mail.mil 

Phone: COM 706-545-7114 or DSN 835-7114 

Fax: COM 706-545-8511 or DSN 835-8511 

U.S. mail: Commander, MCoE 

Directorate of Training and Doctrine (DOTD) 

Doctrine and Collective Training Division 

ATTN: ATZB-TDD 

Fort Benning, GA 31905-5410 
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Introduction 

This manual is comprised of nine chapters and five appendices, and is specifically tailored 

to the individual Soldier’s use of the M4- or M16-series weapon. This TC provides specific 

information about the weapon, aiming devices, attachments, followed by sequential chapters 

on the tactical employment of the weapon system.  

The training circular itself is purposely organized in a progressive manner, each chapter or 

appendix building on the information from the previous section. This organization provides 

a logical sequence of information which directly supports the Army’s training strategy for 

the weapon at the individual level.  

Chapters 1 through 4 describe the weapon, aiming devices, mountable weapons, and 

accessories associated with the rifle and carbine. General information is provided in the 

chapters of the manual, with more advanced information placed in appendix A, Ammunition, 

and appendix B, Ballistics. 

Chapters 5 through 9 provide the employment, stability, aiming, control and movement 

information. This portion focuses on the Solider skills needed to produce well aimed shots. 

Advanced engagement concepts are provided in appendix C of this publication. Appendix D 

of this publication provides common tactical drills that are used in training and combat that 

directly support tactical engagements. Finally, appendix E of this publication, is provided at 

a common location in this and future weapons publications to provide a common location 

for reference. 

This manual does not cover the specific rifle or carbine training strategy, ammunition 

requirements for the training strategy, or range operations. These areas will be covered in 

separate training circulars. 

Conclusion 

TC 3-22.9 applies to all Soldiers, regardless of experience or position. This publication is 

designed specifically for the Soldier’s use on the range during training, and as a reference 

while deployed. 
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Chapter 1 

Overview 

This TC is designed to provide Soldiers the critical information on 

their rifle or carbine to properly and effectively engage and destroy 

threats in a direct fire engagement. It relies on the Soldier’s 

understanding of the weapon, how it functions, its capabilities, the 

capabilities of the optics and ammunition, and how to properly 

employ those capabilities to achieve mastery through the 

application of the functional elements of the shot process. 

This chapter describes the principles of proper weapons handling, 

tactical applications and control measures for handling the 

weapons, and an overview of the concepts of overmatch as it 

pertains to a Soldier’s individual weapon.  

1-1. Each Soldier is responsible for placing accurate and effective fires on threat

targets with their individual weapon. This manual defines the functional elements of the

shot process, the principles of operation of the weapon, the characteristics and

description of ballistics and ammunition, and the various engagement techniques that

are essential to build Soldier proficiency with their weapon. It includes standard drills

and techniques that assist the Soldier to build, improve, and sustain their skills to achieve

accurate and precise shots consistently during combat operations (see figure 1-1).

Figure 1-1. Employment skills 
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SAFE WEAPONS HANDLING 

1-2. Safe weapons handling procedures are a consistent and standardized way for

Soldiers to handle, operate, and employ the weapon safely and effectively. Weapons

handling is built on three components; the Soldier, the weapon, and the environment:

 The Soldier must maintain situational understanding of friendly forces, the

status of the weapon, and the ability to evaluate the environment to properly

handle any weapon. The smart, adaptive, and disciplined Soldier is the

primary safety mechanism for all weapons under his control.

 The weapon is the primary tool of the Soldier to defeat threats in combat.

The Soldier must know of and how to operate the mechanical safeties built

into the weapons they employ, as well as the principles of operation for those

weapons.

 The environment is the Soldier’s surroundings. The Soldier must be aware

of muzzle discipline, the nature of the target, and what is behind it.

1-3. To safely and effectively handle weapons, Soldiers must be cognitively aware of

three distinct weapons handling measures:

 The rules of firearms safety.

 Weapons safety status.

 Weapons control status.

1-4. These measures directly support the components of safe weapons handling. They

are designed to provide redundant safety measures when handling any weapon or

weapon system, not just rifles and carbines.

1-5. This redundancy allows for multiple fail-safe measures to provide the maximum

level of safety in both training and operational environments. A Soldier would have to

violate two of the rules of firearms safety or violate a weapon safety status in order to

have a negligent discharge.

Note. Unit standard operating procedures (SOPs), range SOPs, or the 

operational environment may dictate additional safety protocols; however, 

the rules of firearms safety are always applied. If a unit requires Soldiers to 

violate these safety rules for any reason, such as for the use of blank rounds 

or other similar training munitions during training, the unit commander must 

take appropriate risk mitigation actions. 

RULES OF FIREARMS SAFETY 

1-6. The Rules of Firearms Safety are standardized for any weapon a Soldier may

employ. Soldiers must adhere to these precepts during training and combat operations,

regardless of the type of ammunition employed, except as noted above.
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Rule 1: Treat Every Weapon as if it is Loaded 

1-7. Any weapon handled by a Soldier must be treated as if it is loaded and prepared

to fire. Whether or not a weapon is loaded should not affect how a Soldier handles the

weapon in any instance.

1-8. Soldiers must take the appropriate actions to ensure the proper weapon status is

applied during operations, whether in combat or training.

Rule 2: Never Point the Weapon at Anything You Do Not Intend to Destroy 

1-9. Soldiers must be aware of the orientation of their weapon’s muzzle and what is

in the path of the projectile if the weapon fires. Soldiers must ensure the path between

the muzzle and target is clear of friendly forces, noncombatants, or anything the Soldier

does not want to strike.

1-10. When this is unavoidable, the Soldier must minimize the amount of time the

muzzle is oriented toward people or objects they do not intend to shoot, while

simultaneously applying the other three rules of fire arms safety.

Rule 3: Keep Finger Straight and Off the Trigger Until Ready to Fire 

1-11. Soldiers must not place their finger on the trigger unless they intend to fire the

weapon. The Soldier is the most important safety feature on any weapon. Mechanical

safety devices are not available on all types of weapons. When mechanical safeties are

present, Soldiers must not solely rely upon them for safe operation knowing that

mechanical measures may fail.

1-12. Whenever possible, Soldiers should move the weapon to mechanical safe when a

target is not present. If the weapon does not have a traditional mechanical safe, the

trigger finger acts as the primary safety.

Rule 4: Ensure Positive Identification of the Target and its Surroundings 

1-13. The disciplined Soldier can positively identify the target and knows what is in

front of and what is beyond it. The Soldier is responsible for all bullets fired from their

weapon, including the projectile’s final destination.

1-14. Application of this rule minimizes the possibility of fratricide, collateral damage,

or damage to infrastructure or equipment. It also prepares the Soldier for any follow-on

shots that may be required.
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WEAPON SAFETY STATUS 

1-15. The readiness of a Soldier’s weapon is termed as its weapon safety status (WSS).

It is a standard code that uses common colors (green, amber, red, and black) to represent

the level of readiness for a given weapon.

1-16. Each color represents a specific series of actions that are applied to a weapon.

They are used in training and combat to place or maintain a level of safety relevant to

the current task or action of a Soldier, small unit, or group.

1-17. The WSS ratings are evaluated by the level of safety measures applied to the

weapon itself. Table 1-1 describes the general safe condition of the weapon for each

WSS, based on the standard color scheme found in ADP 1-02.

Note. If the component, assembly, or part described is unclear, refer to the 

weapon’s technical manual (TM) or chapter 2 of this publication. 

Table 1-1. General safe condition of the weapon for each weapon safety 
status 

1-18. All firers and leaders must be fluent in the general meaning of each WSS, how it

pertains to the weapon being employed, and the responsibilities of the firer to own each

shot or burst. The following are the basic definitions for each WSS:

 Green, “Fully Safe” – the weapon is clear, no ammunition is present the

chamber is empty, and the fire selector switch is set to SAFE.

 Amber, “Substantially Safe” – a leader must clear and verify that the

weapon’s bolt is forward, the chamber is empty, and ammunition is

introduced to the weapon. This is an administrative or preparatory WSS.

Leaders use amber primarily for mounted operations and during combat

operations when directed to maintain a substantially safe weapon with the

ability to rapidly transition and escalate to red or black, based on the situation.

Note. WSS amber is not used in the live-fire events described in this 

publication. 
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 Red, “Marginally Safe” – the fire selector switch is set to SAFE, the magazine

is locked in the magazine well, a round is in the chamber, and the bolt is

locked in the forward position.

 Black, “Not Safe” – Indicates when the weapon is fully prepared to fire, the

firer has positively identified the target, the fire selector switch is set to FIRE,

and the firer’s finger is on the trigger, and the fire is in the process of engaging

the target.

Note. WSS black is used to describe the actions of the firer when in a red 

status and entering an engagement sequence. WSS black describes the 

distinct difference between red and actively and deliberately engaging a 

threat. 

1-19. Figures 1-2 through 1-5 on pages 1-6 through 1-9 describe the standard color code

for the M4-series/M16-series rifle and carbine. The Soldier performs actions described

in figures 1-2 through 1-5 to move from one color code to the next.
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Figure 1-2. M4-/M16-series weapons, green weapon safety status 
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Figure 1-3. M4-/M16-series weapons, amber weapon safety status 
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Figure 1-4. M4-/M16-series weapons, red weapon safety status 
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Figure 1-5. M4-/M16-series weapons, black weapons safety status 
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WEAPONS CONTROL STATUS 

1-20. A weapons control status (WCS) is a tactical method of fire control given by a

leader that incorporates the tactical situation, rules of engagement for the area of

operations, and expected or anticipated enemy contact. The WCS outlines the target

identification conditions under which friendly elements may engage a perceived threat

with direct fire.

1-21. Table 1-2 provides a description of the standard WCS used during tactical

operations, both in training and combat. They describe when the firer is authorized to

engage a threat target once the threat conditions have been met.

Table 1-2. Weapons Control Status 

WEAPONS 
CONTROL STATUS 

DESCRIPTION 

WEAPONS HOLD Engage only if engaged or ordered to engage. 

WEAPONS TIGHT Engage only if target is positively identified as enemy. 

WEAPONS FREE Engage targets not positively identified as friendly. 

1-22. A weapon control status and a weapons safety status are both implemented and

available to leaders to prevent fratricide and limit collateral damage. These postures or

statuses are typically suited to the area of operation or type of mission and should always

be clearly outlined to all Soldiers, typically in the operations order (OPORD), warning

order (WARNORD), or fragmentary order (FRAGORD).

OVERMATCH 

1-23. Overmatch is the Soldier applying their learned skills, employing their

equipment, leveraging technology, and applying the proper force to create an unfair fight

in favor of the Soldier. To achieve and maintain overmatch against any threat, this

publication focuses on providing information that develops the Soldier’s direct fire

engagement skills using the following attributes:

 Smart – the ability to routinely generate understanding through changing

conditions.

 Fast – the ability to physically and cognitively outmaneuver adversaries.

 Lethal – deadly in the application of force.

 Precise – consistently accurate in the application of power to ensure deliver

of the right effects in time, space, and purpose.

1-24. This requires the Soldier to understand the key elements that build the unfair

advantage and exploit them at every opportunity during tactical operations. The

components of overmatch are:
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 Target detection, acquisition, and identification – the ability of the Soldier

to detect and positively identify any suspected target as hostile at greater

distances than their adversary. This relies upon Soldier training and their

ability to leverage the capabilities of their optics, thermals, and sensors.

 Engagement range – provide the Soldier with weapons, aiming devices, and

ammunition capable of striking and defeating a threat at a greater range than

the adversary can detect or engage the friendly force with effective fires.

 Limited visibility – provide the Soldier to make operations during limited

visibility an advantage through technology and techniques, and compound

their adversary’s disadvantages during those conditions.

 Precision – provide a weapon and ammunition package that enhances the

Soldier’s consistent application of shots with a level of precision greater than

the adversary’s.

 Speed – the weapon, aiming devices, and accessories a Soldier employs must

seamlessly work in unison, be intuitive to use, and leverage natural motion

and manipulations to facilitate rapid initial and subsequent shots during an

engagement at close quarters, mid-, and extended ranges.

 Terminal performance – ensures that precise shots delivered at extended

ranges provide the highest probability to defeat the threat through

exceptional ballistic performance.

1-25. Although not a component of overmatch, exceptional training is critical to create

smart, fast, lethal, and precise Soldiers. Training builds proficiency in a progressive,

logical, and structured manner and provides Soldiers the skills necessary to achieve

overmatch against any adversary. This requires the training program to provide

experience to the Soldier in all the components of overmatch to their fullest extent

possible in the shortest amount of time.

TARGET DETECTION, ACQUISITION, AND IDENTIFICATION 

1-26. The first component of overmatch at the Soldier level is the ability to detect

targets as far away as possible during limited and low visibility conditions. This manual

describes the aiming devices for the service rifle that enhance the Soldier’s target

detection and acquisition skills. The Soldier must be able to detect, acquire, and identify

targets at ranges beyond the maximum effective range of their weapon and ammunition.

1-27. This publication also provides key recognition information to build the Soldier’s

skills in correctly identifying potential targets as friend, foe, or noncombatant (neutral)

once detected.

ENGAGEMENT RANGE 

1-28. To ensure small unit success, the Soldier requires weapon systems that can

effectively engage threats at ranges greater than those of their adversaries. This creates

a standoff distance advantage that allows friendly forces to destroy the target outside the

threat’s maximum effective range.
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1-29. Range overmatch provides a tactical engagement buffer that accommodates the

Soldier’s time to engage with precision fires. For example, a Soldier that has the

capability to effectively engage personnel targets at a range of 500 meters will have

range overmatch of 10 to 20 percent over a threat rifleman. That 10 to 20 percent range

difference is equivalent to a distance of 40 to 80 meters, which is approximately the

distance a maneuvering threat can traverse in 15 to 40 seconds.

1-30. Figure 1-6 portrays the battlefield from the Soldier’s perspective. With mobile,

maneuvering threats, the target acquisition capabilities must compliment the

engagement of those threats at the maximum effective range of the weapon, optic, and

ammunition.

Figure 1-6. Small unit range overmatch 

LIMITED VISIBILITY 

1-31. Soldiers must be able to detect, acquire, identify, and engage threats in all light

conditions, regardless of the tactical situation. To provide that capability, aiming devices

are provided that minimize the effects of limited visibility, but not completely.

1-32. Image intensifiers and thermal optics provide a significant overmatch capability,

but they also have limitations and disadvantages. A general discussion of their

capabilities, particularly what those systems can view within the spectrum of light is

provided. Soldiers must understand what can be “seen” or viewed and what cannot when

using their assigned equipment. Understanding the advantages and limitations of their

equipment has a direct impact on force protection, fratricide and collateral damage

prevention, and maintaining overmatch during tactical operations.

PRECISION 

1-33. The Army standard service rifle is designed with a specific level of accuracy out

to its maximum effective range. This level of accuracy is more consistent and reliable
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through the use of magnified aiming devices and superior ammunition. The Soldier must 

build the skills to use them effectively to deliver precision fires during tactical 

engagements.  

SPEED 

1-34. The close fight requires rapid manipulations, a balance of speed and accuracy,

and very little environmental concerns. Soldiers must move quickly and efficiently

through their manipulations of the fire control to maintain the maximum amount of

muzzle orientation on the threat through the shot process. This second-nature efficiency

of movement only comes from regular practice, drills, and repetition.

1-35. The foundation of speed of action is built through understanding the weapon,

ammunition, ballistics, and principles of operation of the associated aiming devices. It

is reinforced during drills (appendix D), and the training program of the unit.

1-36. The goal of training to overmatch is to increase the speed at which the Soldier

detects a threat, identifies it as hostile, and executes the shot process with the desired

target effect. This manual is constructed to provide the requisite information in a

progressive manner to build and reinforce Soldier understanding, confidence, and ability

to execute tactical operations with speed and smooth fluidity of motion.

TERMINAL BALLISTIC PERFORMANCE 

1-37. Terminal ballistic performance is the actions of a projectile from the time it strikes

an object downrange until it comes to rest. The ammunition used with the service rifle

performs exceptionally well out to its maximum effective range and beyond. This

manual provides information on the various munition types available for training and

combat, their capabilities and purpose, and the service (combat) round’s terminal

ballistic performance (see appendix A, Ammunition, and appendix B, Ballistics).

1-38. Soldiers must understand the capabilities of their ammunition, whether designed

for training or combat use. That understanding creates a respect for the weapon and

ammunition, reinforces the precepts of safe weapons handling, and an understanding of

the appropriate skills necessary to deliver lethal fires.

1-39. Soldiers that understand the “how” and “why” of their weapon system, aiming

devices, ammunition, and procedures work or function develops a more comprehensive

understanding. That level of understanding, coupled with a rigorous training program

that builds and strengthens their skills create more proficient Soldiers. The proficiencies

and skills displayed during training translate into smart, fast, lethal and precise Soldiers

for the small unit during decisive action combat operations.
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Chapter 2 

Rifle and Carbine Principles of Operation 

This chapter provides the general characteristics, description, 

available components, and principles of operation for the M4- and 

M16-series weapons. It provides a general overview of the 

mechanics and theory of how weapons operate, key terms and 

definitions related to their functioning, and the physical relationship 

between the Soldier, the weapon, and the optics/equipment attached 

to the weapon. 

ARMY STANDARD SERVICE RIFLE 

2-1. The Army standard service rifle is either the M16-series rifle or M4-series

carbine. These weapons are described as a lightweight, 5.56-mm, magazine-fed, gas-

operated, air-cooled, shoulder-fired rifle or carbine. They fire in semiautomatic (single-

shot), three-round burst, or in automatic mode using a selector lever, depending on the

variant. The weapon system has a standardized mounting surface for various optics,

pointers, illuminators, and equipment, to secure those items with common mounting and

adjustment hardware.

2-2. Each service rifle weapon system consists of components, assemblies,

subassemblies, and individual parts. Soldiers must be familiar with these items and how

they interact during operation.

 Components are uniquely identifiable group of fitted parts, pieces,

assemblies or subassemblies that are required and necessary to perform a

distinctive function in the operation of the weapon. Components are usually

removable in one piece and are considered indivisible for a particular

purpose or use.

 Assemblies are a group of subassemblies and parts that are fitted to perform

specific set of functions during operation, and cannot be used independently

for any other purpose.

 Subassemblies are a group of parts that are fitted to perform a specific set of

functions during operation. Subassemblies are compartmentalized to

complete a single specific task. They may be grouped with other assemblies,

subassemblies and parts to create a component.

 Parts are the individual items that perform a function when attached to a

subassembly, assembly, or component that serves a specific purpose.

2-3. Each weapon consists of two major components: the upper receiver and the lower

receiver. These components are described below including their associated assemblies,

subassemblies, and parts.
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UPPER RECEIVER 

2-4. An aluminum receiver helps reduce the overall weight of the rifle/carbine and

allows for mounting of equipment and accessories. The upper receiver consists of the

following (see figure 2-1):

 Barrel assembly.

 Barrel. The bore and chamber of the barrel are chrome-plated to reduce

wear and fouling over the life of the weapon.

 Flash hider or compensator. Located at the end of the barrel, is

provided to reduce the signature of the weapon during firing and reduce

barrel movement off target during firing.

 Sling swivel. The attachment hardware for the sling system used to

properly carry the weapon.

 Front sight assembly. Includes an adjustable front sight post that

facilitates zeroing the weapon, serves as the forward portion of the iron

sight or back up iron sight, and assists with range determination.

 Adapter rail system (ARS). Provided in varying lengths, depending on

the variant applied. Used to attach common aiming devices or

accessories.

 Slip ring. Provides a spring loaded locking mechanism for the weapon’s

hand guards.

 Ejection port. Provides an opening in the upper receiver to allow

ammunition or spent casing ejection from the weapon.

 Ejection port cover. Provides a dust cover for the ejection port,

protecting the upper receiver and bolt assembly from foreign objects.

 Forward assist assembly. Provides a Soldier applied mechanical assist

to the bolt assembly during operations.

Figure 2-1. Upper receiver 
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LOWER RECEIVER 

2-5. The lower receiver shown in figure 2-2, on page 2-3, consists of the following

components, assemblies, and parts:

 Trigger assembly. Provides the trigger, pins, springs, and other mechanical

components necessary to fire the weapon.

 Bolt catch. A mechanical lever that can be applied to lock the bolt to the rear

by the Soldier, or automatically during the cycle of function when the

magazine is empty (see page 2-4).

 Rifle grip. An ambidextrous pistol-type handle that assists in recoil

absorption during firing.

 Magazine catch assembly. Provides a simple, spring-loaded locking

mechanism to secure the magazine within the magazine well. Provides the

operator an easy to manipulate, push-to-release textured button to release the

magazine from the magazine well during operation.

 Buttstock assembly. Contains the components necessary for proper

shoulder placement of the weapon during all firing positions, returning the

bolt assembly to battery, and managing the forces of recoil during operation.

 The M4-/M4A1-series carbine has a four position collapsible buttstock

assembly: Closed, ½ open, ¾ open, and fully-open.

 M16-series rifles have a fixed buttstock with cleaning kit compartment

or an applied modified work order (MWO) collapsible buttstock.

 Action spring. Provides the stored energy to return the bolt carrier assembly

back into battery during operation.

 Lower receiver extension. Provides space for the action spring and buffer

assembly during operation.

Figure 2-2. Lower receiver 

2-6. Additional information on the characteristics and components of the M4-/M4A1-

/M16-series weapons can be found in technical manual (TM) 9-1005-319-10. Soldiers

will use the technical manual for preventative maintenance checks and services (PMCS),
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and operation under normal conditions, as well as more detailed information on the 

principles of operation. 

2-7. Each variant of the rifle and carbine have subtle capabilities differences. The 

primary differences are shown in table 2-1, and are specific to the weapon’s selector 

switch, buttstock, and barrel length. 

Table 2-1. Model Version Firing Methods Comparison 

Weapon Selector Switch Position Buttstock 
Barrel 
Length 

M16A2 SAFE SEMI BURST Full 20 inches 

M16A3 SAFE SEMI AUTO Full 20 inches 

M16A4 SAFE SEMI BURST Full 20 inches 

M4 SAFE SEMI BURST Collapsible 14.5 inches 

M4A1 SAFE SEMI AUTO Collapsible 14.5 inches 

Legend: 

SEMI: semi-automatic firing selection 
AUTO: fully automatic firing selection 
BURST: three-round burst firing selection 

CYCLE OF FUNCTION 

2-8. The cycle of function is the mechanical process a weapon follows during 

operation. The information provided below is specific to the cycle of function as it 

pertains specifically to the M4- and M16-series weapons. 

2-9. The cycle starts when the rifle is ready with the bolt locked to the rear, the 

chamber is clear, and a magazine inserted into the magazine well with at least one 

cartridge. From this state, the cycle executes the sequential phases of the cycle of 

functioning to fire a round and prepare the weapon for the next round. The phases of the 

cycle of function in order are— 

 Feeding. 

 Chambering. 

 Locking. 

 Firing. 

 Unlocking. 

 Extracting. 

 Ejecting. 

 Cocking. 

2-10. For the weapon to operate correctly, semiautomatic and automatic weapons 

require a system of operation to complete the cycle of functioning. The M4- and 

M16-series weapons use a direct impingement gas operating system. This system uses 

a portion of the high pressure gas from the cartridge being fired to physically move the 

assemblies and subassemblies in order to complete the cycle of function. 
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FEEDING 

2-11. Feeding is the process of mechanically providing a cartridge of ammunition to the

entrance of the chamber (see figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3. Feeding example 
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CHAMBERING 

2-12. Chambering is the continuing action of the feeding round into the chamber of the 

weapon (see figure 2-4).  

 

Figure 2-4. Chambering example 
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LOCKING 

2-13. Locking is the process of creating a mechanical grip between the bolt assembly

and chamber with the appropriate amount of headspace (clearance) for safe firing (see

figure 2-5). With the M4- and M16-series weapons, locking takes place simultaneously

with the final actions of chambering.

Figure 2-5. Locking example 
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FIRING 
2-14. Firing is the finite process of initiating the primer detonation of the cartridge and 

continues through shot-exit of the projectile from the muzzle (see figure 2-6). 

Figure 2-6. Firing example 
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UNLOCKING 

2-15. Unlocking is the process of releasing the locking lugs on the bolt face from the

corresponding recesses on the barrel extension surrounding the chamber area (see

figure 2-7).

Figure 2-7. Unlocking example 
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EXTRACTING 

2-16. Extracting is the removal of the expended cartridge case from the chamber by

means of the extractor (see figure 2-8).

Figure 2-8. Extraction example 
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EJECTING 

2-17. Ejecting is the removal of the spent cartridge case from the weapon itself (see 

figure 2-9.)

Figure 2-9. Ejection example 
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COCKING 

2-18. Cocking is the process of mechanically positioning the trigger assembly’s parts for 

firing (see figure 2-10). The cocking phase completes the full cycle of functioning.  

Figure 2-10. Cocking example 
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COOLING 

2-19. Cooling is the process of dissipating heat from the weapon during firing.

Although not part of the cycle of functioning, cooling the weapon during firing is critical

to ensure the weapon continues to operate efficiently. Firing a round generates heat and

pressure within the chamber and bore, which radiates outward through the metal of the

barrel.

2-20. The temperature generated by the burning of propellant powders is over one

thousand degrees Fahrenheit. Some of the heat produced during firing is retained in the

chamber, bore, and barrel during firing and poses a significant hazard to the firer.

2-21. How this heat is absorbed by the weapon and dissipated or removed, is a function

of engineering and design. Lightweight weapons like the M4 and M16 do not have

sufficient mass to withstand thermal stress efficiently. The weapon system must have a

means to radiate the heat outward, away from the barrel to allow continuous firing.

2-22. There are three methods to reduce the thermal stress on a weapon. The M4- and

M16-series of weapons use all three of these methods to varying degrees to cool the

chamber, bore, and barrel to facilitate continuous operation. These methods of cooling

are—

 Radiational cooling – allows for the dissipation of heat into the surrounding

cooler air. This is the least efficient means of cooling, but is common to most

small arms weapons, including the rifle and carbine.

 Conduction cooling – occurs when a heated object is in direct physical

contact with a cooler object. Conduction cooling on a weapon usually results

from high chamber operating temperatures being transferred into

surrounding surfaces such as the barrel and receiver of the weapon. The

transfer from the chamber to the cooler metals has the net effect of cooling

the chamber. Thermal energy is then carried away by other means, such as

radiant cooling, from these newly heated surfaces.

 Convection cooling – requires the presence of a moving air current. The

moving air has greater potential to carry away heat. The hand guards and

ARS of the rifle and carbine are designed to facilitate air movement. The

heat shield reflects heat energy away from the hand guard and back towards

the barrel. The net effect is an updraft that brings the cooler air in from the

bottom. This process establishes a convection cycle as heated air is

continually replaced by cooler air.

2-23. Soldiers should be aware of the principles of the weapon’s cooling methods’

direct effects on their line of sight when viewing a target through an aiming device.

Dissipating heat along the length of the barrel can create a mirage effect within the line

of sight which can cause a significant error to the true point of aim when using magnified

optics.
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Chapter 3 

Aiming Devices 

Every weapon has a method of aiming, that is either fixed or 

attached to operate the weapon effectively. Soldiers must be 

familiar with the various aiming devices, how they operate, and how 

to employ them correctly to maximize their effectiveness. This 

chapter provides the principles of operation of the most widely 

available aiming devices, and provides general information 

concerning their capabilities, function and use. 

3-1. An aiming device is used to align the Soldier, the weapon, and the target to make

an accurate and precise shot. Each aiming device functions in a different manner. To

employ the weapon system to its fullest capability, the Soldier must understand how

their aiming devices function.

3-2. The following aiming devices are described within this chapter:

 Iron. Iron represent the various types of mechanical sighting systems

available on the weapon. They are available in two distinct types:

 Iron sights (rear aperture and front sight post).

 Back up iron sights (BUIS).

 Optics. These are optics predominantly for day firing, with limited night

capability. The optics found within this manual come in two types:

 Close Combat Optic (CCO).

 Rifle Combat Optic (RCO, previously referred to as the Advanced

Combat Optic Gunsight or ACOG).

 Thermal. These are electronic sighting systems that provide a view of the

field of view (FOV) based on temperature variations. There are numerous

variants of thermal optics, but are grouped into one type:

Thermal Weapon Sight (TWS). 

 Pointer/Illuminator/Laser. These aiming devices use either a laser beam,

flood light, or other light to aim the weapon at the target. There are three

types of pointers, illuminators, and lasers used by the service rifle:

 Advanced Target Pointer Illuminator Aiming Light (ATPIAL).

 Dual Beam Aiming Laser–Advanced (DBAL-A2).

 Illuminator, Integrated, Small Arms (STORM).
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UNITS OF ANGULAR MEASUREMENT 

3-3. There are two major units of angular measurement the Army uses: mils and 

minutes of angle (MOA). These two different units are commonly used terms to describe 

a measurement of accuracy when firing a weapon, system, or munition. They typically 

include the accuracy of a specific weapon, the performance of ammunition, and the 

ability of a shooter as it relates to firing the weapon. 

MINUTE OF ANGLE 

3-4. A minute of angle (MOA) is an angular unit of measurement equal to 1/60th of a 

degree (see figure 3-1). The most common use of MOA is when describing the distance 

of change required when zeroing a weapon.  

3-5. One MOA equals 1.047 inches per 100 yards. For most applications, a Soldier 

can round this to 1 inch at 100 yards or 1.1 inches at 100 meters to simplify their 

arithmetic.  

 

Figure 3-1. Minute of angle example 
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MILS 

3-6. The mil is a common unit of angular measurement that is used in direct fire and

indirect fire applications. (see figure 3-2)

Figure 3-2. Mil example 
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3-7. This mil to degree relationship is used when describing military reticles, ballistic 

relationships, aiming devices, and on a larger scale, map reading and for indirect fire.  

RETICLE 

3-8. A reticle is a series of fine lines in the eyepiece of an optic, such as a CCO, TWS, 

or RCO (see figure 3-3) used as a measuring scale with included aiming or alignment 

points. Reticles use either mils or minute of angle for their unit of measurement. 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Close combat optic / Rifle combat optic reticle / Thermal reticle 
examples 
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STADIA RETICLE (STADIAMETRIC RETICLE) 

3-9. Commonly used in the thermal weapon sight, a stadia reticle provides a means of

rapidly determining the approximate range to target of a viewed threat, based on its

standard dimensions. The stadia reticle (sometimes referred to as “stadiametric” or

“choke sight”) can provide approximate range to target information using width or

height of a viewed dismounted target using standard threat dimensions (see figure 3-4).

Figure 3-4. Stadia reticle example 

3-10. There are two stadia reticles found on the rifle / carbine reticle within the thermal

weapons sight; vertical and horizontal.

 Vertical stadia. At the lower left of the sight picture, Soldiers can evaluate

the range to target of a standing dismounted threat.

 Horizontal stadia. In the upper right portion of the sight picture, Soldiers

can evaluate the range to target of an exposed dismounted threat based on the

width of the target.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM 

3-11. A major concern for the planning and use of thermal and other optics to aid in the 

detection process is understanding how they function, but more appropriately, what they 

can “see”. Each device develops a digital representation of the scene or view it is 

observing based on what frequencies or wavelengths it can detect within the 

electromagnetic spectrum. (Note: Thermal devices see differences in heat.) 

 Thermal optics. This equipment operates in the mid- and far-wavelength of 

the infrared band, which is the farthest of the infrared wavelengths from 

visible light. Thermal optics cannot translate (“see”) visible light. Thermal 

optics cannot “see” infrared equipment such as infrared (IR) strobe lights, IR 

chemical lights, illuminators, or laser pointers. They can only identify 

emitted radiation in the form of heat (see figure 3-5 on page 3-7).  

 Image intensifiers (I2). This equipment, such as night vision devices, use 

the near area of the infrared spectrum closest to the frequencies of visible 

light, as well as visible light to create a digital picture of the scene. These 

systems cannot “see” or detect heat or heat sources. 

3-12. These sights generally operate on the principles of convection, conduction, and 

radiation (mentioned in chapter 2 of this publication). The sight “picks up” or translates 

the IR wavelength (or light) that is emitted from a target scene through one of those 

three methods.  

3-13. Things to be aware of (planning considerations) with these optics are that they 

have difficulty imaging through the following: 

 Rain – absorbs the IR emitted by the target, makes it difficult to see. 

 Water – acts as a mirror and generally reflects IR, providing a false thermal 

scene. 

 Glass – acts similar to water, interfering with the sensor’s ability to 

accurately detect emitted radiation behind the glass. 

3-14. Situations where IR can see better are the following:  

 Smoke – will not obscure a target unless the chemical obscurant is extremely 

hot and dense, or if the target is sitting on top of the smoke source. 

 Dust – may interfere with the accurate detection of the emitted thermal 

signature due to dust and debris density between the sensor and the target 

scene. Dust typically does not obscure the IR signature unless its temperature 

is similar to the target's. 

3-15. Figure 3-5 depicts the areas of the electromagnetic spectrum. It details the various 

wavelengths within the spectrum where the aiming devices, night vision devices, and 

equipment operate. It illustrates where these items can and cannot “see” the others, 

respectively, within their operating range. 
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Figure 3-5. Electromagnetic spectrum 
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OPTICS 

3-16. Optics are sighting aids for rifles and carbines that provide enhanced aim point 

reticles, and may include magnified fields of view. Optics are specific to day operations, 

although may be used during limited visibility or night operations. They do not have any 

method of enhancing low light conditions. 

3-17. Optics enhance the Soldier’s ability to engage targets accurately and at extended 

ranges (see figure 3-6 on page 3-9). The available optics for mounting on the M4- and 

M16-series modular weapon system are: 

 Iron Sight. 

 Back Up Iron Sight (BUIS). 

 CCO, M68. 

 RCO, M150. 

IRON SIGHT 

3-18. Some versions of the M4 and M16 come with a carrying handle with an integrated 

rear aperture. The carrying handle may or may not be removable, depending on the 

version of the service rifle.  

3-19. The integrated rear aperture includes adjustments for both azimuth (wind) and 

elevation. Specific instructions for zeroing these aiming devices are found in the 

respective weapon’s technical manual. 

3-20. The carrying handle has two selectable apertures for the engagement situation: 

 Small aperture. Used for zeroing procedures and for mid- and extended-range 

engagements. 

 Large aperture. Used during limited visibility, close quarters, and for moving 

targets at close or mid-range. 

3-21. The iron sight uses the fixed front sight post to create the proper aim. Soldiers use 

the front sight post centered in the rear aperture. The following information is extracted 

from the weapon’s technical manual. 
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Figure 3-6. Carrying handle with iron sight example 
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BACK UP IRON SIGHT 

3-22. The BUIS is a semi-permanent flip-up sight equipped with a rail-grabbing base. 

The BUIS provides a backup capability effective out to 600 meters and can be installed 

on M16A4 rifles and M4-series carbines. (See figure 3-7.) 

3-23. The BUIS on the first notch of the integrated rail, nearest to the charging 

handle. The BUIS remains on the modular weapon system (MWS) unless the carrying 

handle/sight is installed. The following information is extracted from the weapon’s 

technical manual. 

 

Figure 3-7. Back up iron sight 
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CLOSE COMBAT OPTIC, M68 

3-24. The close combat optic (CCO), M68 is a non-telescopic (unmagnified) reflex

sight that is designed for the “eyes-open” method of sighting (see figure 3-8). It provides

Soldiers the ability to fire with one or two eyes open, as needed for the engagement

sequence in the shot process.

3-25. The CCO provides a red-dot aiming point using a 2 or 4 MOA diameter reticle,

depending on the variant. The red dot aiming point follows the horizontal and vertical

movement of the firer’s eye, allowing the firer to remain fixed on the target. No centering

or focusing on the front sight post is required. There are three versions of the CCO

available in the force.

Note. Re-tighten the torque-limiting knob after firing the first three to five 

rounds to fully seat the M68.  

3-26. The CCO is zeroed to the weapon. It must remain matched with the same weapon,

attached at the same slot in the attached rail system or be re-zeroed. If the CCO must be

removed for storage, Soldiers must record the serial number and the rail slot to retain

zero.

Note. The weapon must be re-zeroed if the CCO is not returned to the same 

rail slot on the adaptive rail system. 

Advantages 

3-27. The CCO offers a distinct speed advantage over iron sights in most if not all

engagements. The adjustments on brightness allow the Soldier to have the desired

brightness from full daylight to blackout conditions.

3-28. The CCO is the preferred optic for close quarter’s engagements.

Disadvantages 

3-29. The CCO lacks a bullet drop compensator or other means to determine accurate

range to target beyond 200m.

3-30. The following information is an extract from the equipment’s technical manual

for Soldier reference.
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Figure 3-8. CCO Reticle, Comp M2 examples 
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RIFLE COMBAT OPTIC 

3-31. The RCO (see figure 3-9) is designed to provide enhanced target identification

and hit probability for the M4-/M4A1- or M16-series weapon.

3-32. There are several versions of the RCO available for use across the force. Soldiers

must be familiar with their specific version of their assigned RCO, and be

knowledgeable on the specific procedures for alignment and operation (see figure 3-9

for RCO azimuth and elevation adjustments).

3-33. The reticle pattern provides quick target acquisition at close combat ranges to 800

meters using the bullet drop compensator (BDC) (see figure 3-10 on page 3-15). It is

designed with dual illuminated technology, using fiber optics for daytime employment

and tritium for nighttime and low-light use.

3-34. The RCO is a lightweight, rugged, fast, and accurate 4x power optic scope

specifically designed to allow the Soldier to keep both eyes open while engaging targets

and maintain maximum situational awareness.

Advantages 

3-35. The bullet drop compensator (BDC) is accurate for extended range engagements

using either M855 or M855A1 ball ammunition. The ballistic difference between the

two rounds is negligible under 400 meters and requires no hold determinations.

3-36. This is a widely fielded optic that is rugged, durable, and operates in limited light

conditions. The self-illuminating reticle allows for continuous operations through end

evening nautical twilight (EENT).

Disadvantages 

3-37. This optic’s ocular view is limited when engaging targets in close quarters

engagements. This requires additional training to master the close quarter’s skills while

employing the RCO to achieve overmatch against the threat.

3-38. The RCO reticle does not include stadia lines. Windage must be applied by the

shooter from a determined estimate. The RCO has a specific eye relief of 70-mm

(millimeter) or 1.5 inches. If the eye relief is not correct, the image size will be reduced.

3-39. The fiber optic illuminator element can provide excessive light to the reticle

during certain conditions that produce a glare. The RCO does not have a mechanical or

built in method to reduce the effects of the glare created. The increased lighting may

interfere with the shooter’s point of aim and hold determinations. Soldiers may use

alternate methods to reduce the glare by reducing the amount of fiber optic exposed to

direct sunlight during operating conditions.

3-40. The following information is an extract from the equipment’s technical manual

for Soldier reference.
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Figure 3-9. RCO reticle example
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THERMAL SIGHTS 

3-41. Thermal sights are target acquisition and aiming sensors that digitally replicate

the field of view based on an estimation of the temperature. They use advanced forward-

looking infrared technology that identify the infrared emitted radiation (heat) of a field

of view, and translate those temperatures into a gray- or color-scaled image. The TWS

is capable of target acquisition under conditions of limited visibility, such as darkness,

smoke, fog, dust, and haze, and operates effectively during the day and night.

3-42. The TWS is composed of five functional groups:  (See figure 3-10.)

 Objective lens – receives IR light emitting from an object and its

surroundings. The objective lens magnifies and projects the IR light.

 Detector assembly – senses the IR light and coverts it to a video signal.

 Sensor assembly – the sensor electronics processes the video for display on

the liquid crystal display (LCD) array in the field of view.

 LCD array/eyepiece – the LCD array provides the IR image along with the

reticle selected. The light from the LCD array is at the eyepiece.

 User controls – the control electronics allows the user to interface with the

device to adjust contrast, thermal gain, sensitivity, reticle display, and

magnification.

Figure 3-10. Thermal weapon sight example 

3-43. A small detector used in thermal sensors or optics to identify IR radiation with

wavelengths between 3 and 30 μm (micrometer). The thermal optic calculates and

processes the thermal scene into a correlating video image signal based on the

temperature identified. These optics can differentiate thermal variations of 1 degree

Celsius of the viewable scene. These variations generate a corresponding contrasting

gradient that develops a thermal representation on the LCD screen in the eyepiece.
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AN/PAS-13 SERIES OF WEAPON THERMAL SIGHTS 

3-44. There are several versions of weapons thermal sights (WTS) available for use

across the force. Soldiers must be familiar with their specific model and version of their

assigned weapon thermal sight, and be knowledgeable on the specific procedures for

alignment and operation. The various models and versions are identified in their official

model nomenclature:

 Version 1 (v1) – Light Weapons Thermal Sight (LWTS).

 Version 2 (v2) – Medium Weapons Thermal Sight (MWTS).

 Version 3 (v3) – Heavy Weapons Thermal Sight (HWTS).

3-45. Weapons thermal sights are silent, lightweight, and compact, and have durable

battery-powered IR imaging sensors that operate with low battery consumption. (See

figure 3-11.)

Advantages 

3-46. Military grade weapon thermal weapon sights are designed with the following

advantages:

 Small and lightweight.

 Real-time imagery. Devices provide real-time video of the thermal scene

immediately after power on.

 Long-lasting battery life. Low power consumption over time.

 Reliable. Long mean time between failures (MTBF).

 Quiet. The lack of a cooling element allows for a very low operating noise

level.

 One optic fits on multiple weapons. The use of the ARS rail mounting bracket

allows for the same optic to be used on other weapons.

 The F- and G-models attach in front of other aiming devices to improve their

capabilities and eliminate the zeroing procedures for the device.

Disadvantages 

3-47. These devices have limitations that Soldiers should take into consideration,

particularly during combat operations. The primary disadvantages are:

 Cannot interpret (“see”) multispectral infrared. These systems view a specific

wavelength for emitted radiation (heat variations), and do not allow viewing

of all aiming and marking devices at night.

 Reliance on rechargeable batteries and charging stations. Although the

batteries are common and have a relatively long battery life, additional

equipment is required to charge them. If common nonrechargeable (alkaline)

batteries are used, a separate battery adapter is typically required.

 Cannot interpret thermal signatures behind glass or water effectively.

 Thermal systems cannot always detect friendly marking systems worn by

dismounts.
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Figure 3-11. Weapon thermal sights by version 

3-48. Thermal sight has a wide field of view and a narrow field of view (see

figures 3-12 and 3-13).
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Figure 3-12. Thermal weapons sight, narrow field of view reticle example 

 

Figure 3-13. Thermal weapons sight, wide field of view reticle example 
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POINTERS / ILLUMINATORS / LASERS 

3-49. Pointers, illuminators, and laser devices for small arms weapons emit a 

collimated beam of IR light for precise aiming and a separate IR beam for illumination. 

These devices operate in one single mode at a time, as selected by the user. The laser is 

activated by a selector switch on the device or by a remote mechanism installed on the 

weapon. The basic two modes or functions are: 

 Pointer. When used as a pointer or aiming device, a small, pin-point beam 

is emitted from the device. The IR beam provides an infrared visible point 

when it strikes an object or target. The IR beam operates in the 400 to 800 

nanometer wavelength and can only be seen by I2 optics, such as the 

AN-PVS-7 or -14 night vision devices. 

 Illuminator. Typically used to illuminate a close quarters area as an infrared 

flood light. The illuminator provides a flood-light effect for the Soldier when 

used in conjunction with I2 night vision devices. 

Note. Laser is an acronym for light amplified stimulated emitted radiation, 

but is predominantly used as a proper noun. 

3-50. The following devices (see table 3-1) are the most common laser pointing devices 

available for use on the M4- and M16-weapons. 

Table 3-1. Laser Aiming Devices for the M4 and M16 

Laser 
Aiming 
Device 

Device Name Reference 

AN/PEQ-2 Target Pointer/Illuminator/ 
Aiming Light (TPIAL) 

TM 9-5855-1915-13&P 

AN/PEQ-15 Advanced Target Pointer/ 
Illuminator/Aiming Light 
(ATPIAL) 

TM 9-5855-1914-13&P 

AN/PEQ-15A Dual Beam Aiming Laser – 
Advanced2 (DBAL-A2) 

TM 9-5855-1912-13&P 

AN/PSQ-23 Illuminator, Integrated, Small 
Arms (STORM) 

TM 9-5855-1913-13&P 

Note. The ATPIAL, DBAL-A2, and STORM have collocated IR and visible 

aiming lasers. A single set of adjusters move both aiming beams. Although 

the aiming lasers are collocated, Soldiers should zero the laser they intend to 

use as their primary pointer to ensure accuracy and consistency during 

operation. 
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AN/PEQ-2 TARGET POINTER/ILLUMINATOR AIMING LIGHT (TPIAL) 

3-51. AN/PEQ-2 aiming devices are Class IIIb laser devices that emit a collimated

beam of IR light for precise aiming and a separate IR beam for illumination of the target

or target area (see figure 3-14 on page 3-21). Both beams can be independently zeroed

to the weapon and to each other. The beams can be operated individually or in

combination in both high and low power settings.

Note. The IR illuminator is equipped with an adjustable bezel to vary the size 

of the illumination beam based on the size and distance of the target. 

3-52. The aiming devices are used with night observation devices (NODs) and can be

used as handheld illuminators/pointers or mounted on the weapon with the included

brackets and accessory mounts. In the weapon-mounted mode, the aiming devices can

be used to direct fire and to illuminate and designate targets.

3-53. The aiming light is activated by pressing on either the ON/OFF switch lever, or

the button on the optional cable switch. Either switch connects power from two AA

batteries to an internal electronic circuit which produces the infrared laser. Internal

lenses focus the infrared light into a narrow beam. The direction of the beam is

controlled by rotating the mechanical Adjusters with click detents. These adjusters are

used to zero the aiming light to the weapon.

3-54. Once zeroed to the weapon, the aiming light projects the beam along the line of

fire of the weapon. The optical baffle prevents off-axis viewing of the aiming light beam

by the enemy.

CAUTION 

A safety block is provided for training purposes to 
limit the operator from selecting high power modes of 
operation. 

3-55. The following information is an extract from the equipment’s technical manual

for Soldier reference.
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Figure 3-14. AN/PEQ-2 
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AN/PEQ-15 ADVANCED TARGET POINTER/ILLUMINATOR/AIMING LIGHT  

3-56. The AN/PEQ-15 ATPIAL is a multifunctional laser that emits both a visible and 

IR light for precise weapon aiming and target/area illumination. This ruggedized system 

can be used as a handheld illuminator/pointer or can be mounted to weapons equipped 

with an M4- or M5-ARS (Military Standard [MIL STD] 1913).  

 Visible light – can be used to boresight the device to a weapon without the 

need of night vision goggles. A visible red-dot aiming laser can also be 

selected to provide precise aiming of a weapon during daylight or night 

operations. 

 Infrared laser – emit a highly collimated beam of IR light for precise 

weapon aiming. A separate IR-illuminating laser can be adjusted from a 

flood light mode to a single point spot-divergence mode.  

3-57. The lasers can be used as handheld illuminator pointers, or can be weapon-

mounted with included hardware. The co-aligned visible and IR aiming lasers emit 

through laser ports in the front of the housing. These highly capable aiming lasers allow 

for accurate nighttime aiming and system boresighting. 

3-58. The AN/PEQ-15 has an integrated rail grabber molded into the body to reduce 

weight and additional mounting hardware. (Refer to TM 9-5855-1914-13&P for more 

information.) 

CAUTION 

The AN/PEQ-15 can be used during force-on-force 
training in the low power modes only. High power 
modes can be used on live-fire ranges exceeding 
220 meters only. 

3-59. The AN/PEQ-15, ATPIAL's (see figure 3-15 on page 3-23) visible aiming laser 

provides for active target acquisition in low light conditions and close-quarters combat 

situations, and allows users to zero using the borelight without using NOD. When used 

in conjunction with NODs, its IR aiming and illumination lasers provide for active, 

covert target acquisition in low light or complete darkness. 

3-60. The ATPIAL visible and IR aiming lasers are co-aligned. A single set of adjusters 

moves both aiming beams, and the user can boresight/zero using either aiming laser. 

The following information is an extract from the equipment’s technical manual for 

Soldier reference. 
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Figure 3-15. AN/PEQ-15, ATPIAL 
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AN/PEQ-15A, DUAL BEAM AIMING LASER – ADVANCED2  

3-61. The AN/PEQ-15A DBAL-A2 is a multifunctional laser device that emits IR 

pointing and illumination light, as well as a visible laser for precise weapon aiming and 

target/area illumination. The visible and IR aiming lasers are co-aligned enabling the 

visible laser to be used to boresight both aiming lasers to a weapon without the need for 

night vision devices. This ruggedized system can be used as a handheld 

illuminator/pointer or can be mounted to weapons equipped with an M4 or M5 adapter 

rail system (MIL-STD-1913).  

 Visible light – can be used to boresight the device to a weapon without the 

need of night vision goggles. A visible red-dot aiming laser can also be 

selected to provide precise aiming of a weapon during daylight or night 

operations. 

 Infrared laser – emits a tightly focused beam of IR light for precise aiming 

of the weapon. A separate IR illumination provides supplemental IR 

illumination of the target or target area. The IR illuminator is equipped with 

an adjustable bezel to vary the size of the illumination beam on the size and 

distance to the target (flood to point divergence).  

3-62. The lasers can be used as hand-held illuminator pointers, or can be weapon-

mounted with included hardware. These highly capable aiming lasers allow for accurate 

nighttime aiming and system boresighting. 

3-63. The AN/PEQ-15A, DBAL-A2 (see figure 3-16 on page 3-25) visible aiming laser 

provides for active target acquisition in low light conditions and close quarters combat 

situations, and allows users to zero using the borelight without using NODs. When used 

in conjunction with NODs, its IR aiming and illumination lasers provide for active, 

covert target acquisition in low light or complete darkness. 

3-64. The DBAL-A2 visible and IR aiming lasers are co-aligned. A single set of 

adjusters moves both aiming beams, and the user can boresight/zero using either aiming 

laser. The following information is an extract from the equipment’s technical manual 

for Soldier reference. 
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Figure 3-16. AN/PEQ-15A, DBAL-A2 
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AN/PSQ-23, ILLUMINATOR, INTEGRATED, SMALL ARMS  

3-65. The AN/PSQ-23 is a battery operated laser range finder (LRF) and digital 

magnetic compass (DMC) with integrated multifunctional lasers. The illuminator, 

integrated, small arms device is commonly referred to as the STORM laser. The visible 

and IR aiming lasers are co-aligned enabling the visible laser to be used to boresight 

both aiming lasers to a weapon without the need for night vision devices. This 

ruggedized system can be used as a handheld illuminator/pointer or can be mounted to 

weapons equipped with an M4 or M5 adapter rail system (MIL-STD-1913).  

 Laser range finder – provides range to target information from 20 meters 

to 10,000 meters with an accuracy of +/- 1.5 meters. 

 Digital magnetic compass – provides azimuth information and limited 

elevation information to the operator. The azimuth accuracy is +/- 0.5 

degrees to +/- 1.5 degrees. The elevation accuracy is +/- 0.2 degrees. The 

DMC can identify bank or slopes up to 45 degrees with an accuracy of +/- 

0.2 degrees. 

 Visible light – provides for active target acquisition in low light and close 

quarters combat situations without the need for night vision devices. It can 

be used to boresight the device to a weapon without the need of night vision 

devices. A visible red-dot aiming laser can also be selected to provide precise 

aiming of a weapon during daylight or night operations. 

 Infrared laser – emits a tightly focused beam of IR light for precise aiming 

of the weapon. A separate IR illumination provides supplemental IR 

illumination of the target or target area. The IR illuminator is equipped with 

an adjustable bezel to vary the size of the illumination beam on the size and 

distance to the target (flood to point divergence). 

 Infrared illuminator – the STORM features a separately adjustable IR 

illuminator with adjustable divergence. It is fixed in the device housing and 

is set parallel to the rail mount. 

Note. The STORM’s LRF and DMC may be used in combination to obtain 

accurate positioning information for targeting purposes and other tactical 

applications. 

3-66. The integrated visible aim laser (VAL) and illumination lasers provide for active, 

covert target acquisition in low light or complete darkness when used in conjunction 

with night vision devices. The STORM is also equipped with a tactical engagement 

simulation (TES) laser allowing it to be used in a laser-based training environment. 

3-67. The AN/PEQ-15A, DBAL-A2 visible aiming laser provides for active target 

acquisition in low light conditions and close-quarters combat situations, and allows users 

to zero using the borelight without using NODs. When used in conjunction with NODs, 

its IR aiming and illumination lasers provide for active, covert target acquisition in low 

light or complete darkness. The following information is an extract from the 

equipment’s technical manual for Soldier reference (see figure 3-17 on page 3-27). 
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Figure 3-17. AN/PSQ-23, STORM 
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Chapter 4 

Mountable Equipment 

Both the M4- and M16-series of weapons have a wide variety of 

attachments to increase Soldier lethality, situational awareness, and 

overmatch. The attachments can be applied in various locations on 

the weapon system. Soldiers must understand what the attachments 

are, how they are correctly positioned, how to align them with the 

weapon system, and how to integrate them into use to maximize the 

system’s capabilities.  

This chapter explains how the ARS is used to mount the various 

attachments. It describes the weapons, aiming devices, and 

accessories available for mounting, and includes general 

information on the proper mounting location as well as their basic 

capabilities.  

ADAPTIVE RAIL SYSTEM 

4-1. The ARS and rail grabbers are designed for M16- and M4-/M4A1-series weapons

to mount:

 Weapons.

 Aiming devices.

 Accessories.

4-2. The ARS provides a secure mounting point for various accessories that may be

mounted on the weapon's top, bottom, left, and right. Each rail groove has an incremental

number identifying the slot location, starting from the rear of the weapon.

4-3. Soldiers should record the attachment or equipment’s serial number (if

applicable), the location of the attachment (for example, markings between lugs), and

any boresight or alignment settings specific to the equipment at that location.

4-4. Once complete, the Soldier should mark the mounting bracket to identify the

tightened position with a permanent marker. Marking the mounting bracket allows for

rapid identification of loosening hardware during firing. Soldiers must periodically

verify the mounting hardware does not loosen during operation. During zeroing or zero

confirmation operations, Soldiers should retighten the mounting hardware after the first

five rounds.

4-5. Soldiers must ensure the equipment is firmly affixed to the ARS before tie down

is complete. If the attachments are loose, their accuracy and effectiveness will be

degraded.
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MOUNTABLE WEAPONS 

4-6. There are two types of weapons that can be physically attached to the M16-/M4-

series rifles; grenade launchers and shotguns. These weapons are standard components 

of the unit’s organizational equipment and serve specific purposes during combat 

operations. 

4-7. These weapons are mounted under the barrel of the service rifle at specific 

locations. They may be removed by a qualified armorer only.  

GRENADE LAUNCHERS 

4-8. The M320/M320A1 grenade launcher is a lightweight grenade launcher that can 

operate in a stand-alone or attached configuration. The M320/M320A1 grenade launcher 

uses an integrated double-action-only trigger system. The M320 series is the 

replacement weapon for the M203. (See figure 4-1.) 

 

Figure 4-1. M320 attached to M4 series carbine example 

4-9. The M203 is a breach loaded attachable grenade launcher that is affixed to the 

bottom of the barrel of the M16-/M4-series rifle. The M203 cannot be used in a stand-

alone configuration. (See figure 4-2) 

 

Figure 4-2. M203 grenade launcher example 
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4-10. Each mountable 40mm grenade launcher provides the following capabilities to 

the small unit (see the appropriate TM for authorized use): 

 Pyrotechnic signal and spotting rounds: 

 Star cluster, white. 

 Star parachute, white. 

 Star parachute, green. 

 Star parachute, red. 

 Smoke, yellow. 

 Smoke, green. 

 Smoke, red. 

 Illumination, infrared. 

 High explosive (HE). 

 High explosive, dual purpose (HEDP). 

 Nonlethal. 

 Training practice (TP). 

SHOTGUN SYSTEM 

4-11. The M26 Modular Accessory Shotgun System (MASS) is an under-barrel 

shotgun attachment for the M16/M4/M4A1. The M26 uses a 3- or 5-round detachable 

box magazine and provides Soldiers with additional tactical capabilities. (Refer to 

TC 3-22.12 for more information). (See figure 4-3.) 

 

Figure 4-3. M26 shotgun example 

4-12. The M26 provides specific tactical capabilities to the Soldier using the following 

ammunition: 

 Slug. Door breaching. 

 Shot range, 00 buckshot. 

 Nonlethal, rubber slug, buckshot, and riot control. 
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MOUNTABLE AIMING DEVICES 

4-13. Aiming devices mounted to the weapon system should be placed in a specific 

location on the weapon to maximize their capabilities. Table 4-1 provides the preferred 

mounting locations of the most common attachments. 

Table 4-1. Attachment Related Technical Manuals and Mounting 

Attachment Technical Manual 
M4/M4A1,
M16A4 

M4/M4A1 M16A2/A3 

BUIS  UR UR  

CCO, M68 TM 9-1240-413-13&P UR* UR* MT 

RCO, M150 TM 9-1240-416-13&P UR UR MT 

AN/PVS-14 TM 11-5855-306-10 UR*** 
  

AN/PEQ-15A TM 9-5855-1912-13&P RG** BA BA 

AN/PEQ-15 TM 9-5855-1914-13&P RG** BA BA 

AN/PAS-13B(V1), LWTS TM 11-5855-312-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13B(V3), HWTS TM 11-5855-312-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13C(V1), LWTS TM 11-5855-316-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13C(V3), HWTS TM 11-5855-316-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13D(V)1 LWTS TM 11-5855-324-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13D(V2), MWTS TM 11-5855-317-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PAS-13D(V3), HWTS TM 11-5855-317-10 UR UR MT 

AN/PSQ-23 TM 9-5855-1913-13&P RG** BA BA 

Legend:  
BA – Bracket Assembly 
BUIS – Back up Irion Sight 
CCO – Close Combat Optic 
HTWS – Heavy Thermal Weapons Sight 
LTWS – Light Thermal Sight 
MWTS – Medium Thermal Sight 
MT – M16 Mount 
RCO – Rifle Combat Optic 
RG – Rail Grabber 
UR – Upper Receiver 
* With a half-moon spacer installed. 
** Picatinny or Insight rail grabbers may be used.  
*** If used in conjunction with the CCO, the CCO will mount on the top rail of the ARS.  
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MOUNTABLE ACCESSORIES 

4-14. Mountable accessories are items that may be attached to a weapon but are not 

required for operation. They provide assistance stabilizing the weapon or provide white-

light illumination for specific tactical operations. 

4-15. These devices are authorized as needed by the small unit. Some mountable 

accessories are aftermarket (commercial-off-the-shelf, or COTS) items that use the ARS 

for semipermanent attachment. 

BIPOD 

4-16. Bipods are highly adjustable that enhance stability within the battle space 

environment. They are secured by the front sling swivel or the advanced rail system on 

the foregrip of the weapon. They can be used in combination with a sand sock or other 

buttstock support to provide an extremely stable firing platform. (See figure 4-4.) 

4-17. The bipod is an additional means to stabilize the weapon in various shooting 

positions. Despite primarily being used in prone position, bipods can be used for 

additional support in alternate shooting positions while using barricade supports. The 

bipod provides additional support which facilitates acquisition of muscle relaxation and 

natural point of aim. The use of bipods in barricade shooting can increase the Soldier's 

efficiency and probability of a first round hit while engaging targets. 

 

Figure 4-4. Bipod example 
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VERTICAL FOREGRIP 

4-18. Vertical foregrips (VFGs) assist in transitioning from target to target in close 

quarter combat. (See figure 4-5.) 

4-19. The further out the Soldier mounts the VFG, the smoother and quicker his 

transitions between multiple targets will be, however he should not mount it so far 

forward that using the VFG is uncomfortable. 

 

Figure 4-5. Vertical foregrip example 

FOREGRIP WITH INTEGRATED BIPODS 

4-20. VFGs with integrated bipods are acceptable for common use. They combine the 

VFG capability with a small, limited adjustment bipod. They typically lack the full 

adjustment capabilities of full bipods, but provide a compact stable extrusion for the 

firer.  

MOUNTED LIGHTS 

4-21. The weapon-mounted lights are commonly issued throughout the Army. The 

purpose of the weapon mounted lights is to provide illumination and assist in target 

acquisition and identification during limited visibility operations. 

4-22. Most weapon mounted lights provide selection between white light and infrared 

capabilities. Employment of the weapon mounted light is based upon mission, enemy, 

terrain and weather, troops and support available, time available, civil considerations 

(METT-TC) and unit SOP. The weapon mounted lights should be mounted in such a 

manner that the Soldier can activate and deactivate them efficiently and their placement 

does not hinder the use of any other attachment or accessory. They must be attached in 

such a manner as to prevent negligent or unintentional discharge of white light 

illumination during movement or climbing. 
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Chapter 5 

EMPLOYMENT 

The rifleman’s primary role is to engage the enemy with well-aimed 

shots. (Refer to ATP 3-21.8 for more information.) In this capacity, 

the rate of fire for the M4 rifle is not based on how fast the Soldier 

can pull the trigger. Rather, it is based on how fast the Soldier can 

consistently acquire and engage the enemy with accuracy and 

precision. 

Consistently hitting a target with precision is a complex interaction 

of factors immediately before, during, and after the round fires. 

These interactions include maintaining postural steadiness, 

establishing and maintaining the proper aim on the target, 

stabilization of the weapon while pressing the trigger, and adjusting 

for environmental and battlefield conditions.  

5-1. Every Soldier must adapt to the firing situation, integrate the rules of firearms 

safety, manipulate the fire control, and instinctively know when, how, and where to 

shoot. It is directly influenced by the Soldier’s ability to hit the target under conditions 

of extreme stress: 

 Accurately interpret and act upon perceptual cues related to the target, front 

and rear sights, rifle movement, and body movement. 

 Execute minute movements of the hands, elbows, legs, feet, and cheek. 

 Coordinate gross-motor control of their body positioning with fine-motor 

control of the trigger finger. 

5-2. Regardless of the weapon system, the goal of shooting remains constant: well-

aimed shots. To achieve this end state there are two truths. Soldier’s must—  

 Properly point the weapon (sight alignment and sight picture). 

 Fire the weapon without disturbing the aim. 

5-3. To accomplish this, Soldiers must master sight alignment, sight picture, and 

trigger control. 

 Sight alignment – sight alignment is the relationship between the aiming 

device and the firer’s eye. To achieve proper and effective aim, the focus of 

the firer’s eye needs to be on the front sight post or reticle. The Soldier must 

maintain sight alignment throughout the aiming process. 

 Sight picture – the sight picture is the placement of the aligned sights on the 

target. 

 Trigger control – the skillful manipulation of the trigger that causes the rifle 

to fire without disturbing the aim.  
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SHOT PROCESS 

5-4. The shot process is the basic outline of an individual engagement sequence all 

firers consider during an engagement, regardless of the weapon employed. The shot 

process formulates all decisions, calculations, and actions that lead to taking the shot. 

The shot process may be interrupted at any point before the sear disengaging and firing 

the weapon should the situation change. 

5-5. The shot process has three distinct phases:  

 Pre-shot. 

 Shot. 

 Post-shot.  

5-6. To achieve consistent, accurate, well-aimed shots, Soldiers must understand and 

correctly apply the shot process. The sequence of the shot process does not change, 

however, the application of each element vary based on the conditions of the 

engagement.  

5-7. Every shot that the Soldier takes has a complete shot process. Grouping, for 

example, is simply moving through the shot process several times in rapid succession.  

5-8. The shot process allows the Soldier to focus on one cognitive task at a time. The 

Soldier must maintain the ability to mentally organize the shot process’s tasks and 

actions into a disciplined mental checklist, and focus their attention on activities which 

produce the desired outcome; a well-aimed shot.  

5-9. The level of attention allocated to each element during the shot process is 

proportional to the conditions of each individual shot. Table 5-1 provides an example of 

a shot process.  

Table 5-1. Shot Process example 

Pre-shot 

Position 

Natural Point of Aim 

Sight Alignment / Picture 

Hold 

Shot 

Refine Aim 

Breathing Control 

Trigger Control 

Post-shot 

Follow-through 

Recoil management 

Call the Shot 

Evaluate 
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FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS OF THE SHOT PROCESS 

5-10. Functional elements of the shot process are the linkage between the Soldier, the 

weapon system, the environment, and the target that directly impact the shot process and 

ultimately the consistency, accuracy, and precision of the shot. When used 

appropriately, they build a greater understanding of any engagement.  

5-11. The functional elements are interdependent. A accurate shot, regardless of 

weapon system, requires the Soldier to establish, maintain, and sustain—  

 Stability – the Soldier stabilizes the weapon to provide a consistent base to 

fire from and maintain through the shot process until the recoil pulse has 

ceased. This process includes how the Soldier holds the weapon, uses 

structures or objects to provide stability, and the Soldier’s posture on the 

ground during an engagement. 

 Aim – the continuous process of orienting the weapon correctly, aligning the 

sights, aligning on the target, and the appropriate lead and elevation (hold) 

during a target engagement. 

 Control – all the conscious actions of the Soldier before, during, and after 

the shot process that the Soldier specifically is in control of. The first of 

which is trigger control. This includes whether, when, and how to engage. It 

incorporates the Soldier as a function of safety, as well as the ultimate 

responsibility of firing the weapon. 

 Movement – the process of the Soldier moving during the engagement 

process. It includes the Soldier’s ability to move laterally, forward, 

diagonally, and in a retrograde manner while maintaining stabilization, 

appropriate aim, and control of the weapon.  

5-12. These elements define the tactical engagement that require the Soldier to make 

adjustments to determine appropriate actions, and compensate for external influences on 

their shot process. When all elements are applied to the fullest extent, Soldiers will be 

able to rapidly engage targets with the highest level of precision.  

5-13. Time, target size, target distance, and the Soldier’s skills and capabilities 

determine the amount of effort required of each of the functional elements to minimize 

induced errors of the shot.  

5-14. Each weapon, tactical situation, and sight system will have preferred techniques 

for each step in the shot process and within the functional elements to produce precision 

and accuracy in a timely manner. How fast or slow the shooter progresses through the 

process is based on target size, target distance, and shooter capability.  

5-15. The most complex form of shooting is under combat conditions when the Soldier 

is moving, the enemy is moving, under limited visibility conditions. Soldiers and leaders 

must continue to refine skills and move training from the simplest shot to the most 

complex. Applying the functional elements during the shot process builds a firer’s speed 

while maintaining consistency, accuracy, and precision during complex engagements. 

5-16. Each of the functional elements and the Soldier actions to consider during the 

shot process are described later in this manual.  
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TARGET ACQUISITION 

5-17. Target acquisition is the ability of a Soldier to rapidly recognize threats to the 

friendly unit or formation. It is a critical Soldier function before any shot process begins. 

It includes the Soldier’s ability to use all available optics, sensors, and information to 

detect potential threats as quickly as possible. 

5-18. Target acquisition requires the Soldier to apply an acute attention to detail in a 

continuous process based on the tactical situation. The target acquisition process 

includes all the actions a Soldier must execute rapidly: 

 Detect potential threats (target detection). 

 Identify the threat as friend, foe, or noncombatant (target identification). 

 Prioritize the threat(s) based on the level of danger they present (target 

prioritization). 

TARGET DETECTION 

5-19. Effective target detection requires a series of skills that Soldiers must master. 

Detection is an active process during combat operations with or without a clear or known 

threat presence. All engagements are enabled by the Soldier’s detection skills, and are 

built upon three skill sets: 

 Scan and search – a rapid sequence of various techniques to identify 

potential threats. Soldier scanning skills determine potential areas where 

threats are most likely to appear. 

 Acquire – a refinement of the initial scan and search, based on irregularities 

in the environment. 

 Locate – the ability to determine the general location of a threat to engage 

with accuracy or inform the small unit leader of contact with a potential 

threat. 

Scan and Search 

5-20. Scanning and searching is the art of observing an assigned sector. The goal of the 

scan and search is a deliberate detection of potential threats based on irregularities in the 

surrounding environment. This includes irregular shapes, colors, heat sources, 

movement, or actions the Soldier perceives as being “out of place,” as compared to the 

surrounding area.  

5-21. Soldiers use five basic search and scan techniques to detect potential threats in 

combat situations: 

 Rapid scan – used to detect obvious signs of threat activity quickly. It is 

usually the first method used, whether on the offense or fighting in the 

defense. 

 Slow scan – if no threats are detected during the rapid scan, Soldiers conduct 

the more deliberate scan using various optics, aiming devices, or sensors. The 

slow scan is best conducted in the defense or during slow movement or 

tactical halts. 
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 Horizontal scan – are used when operating in restricted or urban terrain. It 

is a horizontal sweeping scan that focuses on key areas where potential threats 

may be over watching their movement or position. 

 Vertical scan – an up and down scan in restricted or urban environments to 

identify potential threats that may be observing the unit from an elevated 

position. 

 Detailed search – used when no threats are detected using other scanning 

methods. The detailed search uses aiming devices, thermal weapon systems, 

magnified optics, or other sensors to slowly and methodically review 

locations of interest where the Soldier would be positioned if they were the 

threat (where would I be if I were them?) 

Acquire 

5-22. Target acquisition is the discovery of any object in the operational environment 

such as personnel, vehicles, equipment, or objects of potential military significance. 

Target acquisition occurs during target scan and search as a direct result of observation 

and the detection process. 

5-23. During the scan and search, Soldiers are looking for “target signatures,” which 

are signs or evidence of a threat. Tactically, Soldiers will be looking for threat personnel, 

obstacles or mines (including possible improvised explosive devices [IEDs]), vehicles, 

or anti-tank missile systems. These target signatures can be identified with sight, sound, 

or smell.  

Detection Best Practices 

5-24. Threat detection is a critical skill that requires thoughtful application of the 

sensors, optics, and systems at the Soldier’s disposal. Finding potential threats as quickly 

and effectively as possible provides the maximum amount of time to defeat the threat. 

Soldiers should be familiar with the following best practices to increase target detection: 

 Scan with the unaided eye first, then with a magnified optic. 

 Practice using I2 and thermal optics in tandem during limited visibility. 

 Understand the difference between I2 and thermal optics; what they can 

“see” and what they can’t. (See chapter 4 of this publication.) 

 Thermal optics are the preferred sight for target acquisition and engagement, 

day or night. 

 Don’t search in the same area as others in the small unit. Overlap, but do not 

focus on the same sector. 

 Practice extreme light discipline during limited visibility including IR light 

discipline. 

 Think as the threat. Search in areas that would be most advantageous from 

their perspective. 

 Detecting threats is exponentially more difficult when operating in a 

chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear (CBRN) environment. Practice 

detection skills with personal protective equipment (PPE)/individual 
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protective equipment (IPE) and understand the increased constraints and 

limitations, day and night. 

Locate 

5-25. Target location is the determination of where a target is in your operational 

environment in relation to the shooter, small unit, or element. Locating a target or series 

of targets occurs as a result of the search and acquisition actions of each Soldier in the 

small unit. 

5-26. Once a target is located, the threat location can be rapidly and efficiently 

communicated to the rest of the unit. Methods used to announce a located target depend 

on the individual’s specific position, graphic control measures for the operation, unit 

SOP, and time available. 

TARGET IDENTIFICATION 

5-27. Identifying (or discriminating) a target as friend, foe, or noncombatant (neutral) 

is the second step in the target acquisition process. The Soldier must be able to positively 

identify the threat into one of three classifications: 

 Friend. Any force, U.S. or allied, that is jointly engaged in combat 

operations with an enemy in a theater of operation. 

 Foe (enemy combatant). Any individual who has engaged acts against the 

U.S. or its coalition partners in violation of the laws and customs of war 

during an armed conflict. 

 Noncombatants. Personnel, organizations, or agencies that are not taking a 

direct part in hostilities. This includes individuals such as medical personnel, 

chaplains, United Nations observers, or media representatives or those out of 

combat such as the wounded or sick. Organizations like the Red Cross or 

Red Crescent can be classified as noncombatants.  

5-28. The identification process is complicated by the increasing likelihood of having 

to discriminate between friend/foe and combatant/noncombatant in urban settings or 

restricted terrain. To mitigate fratricide and unnecessary collateral damage, Soldiers use 

all of the situational understanding tools available and develop tactics, techniques, and 

procedures for performing target discrimination. 

Fratricide Prevention 

5-29. Units have other means of designating friendly vehicles from the enemy. 

Typically, these marking systems are derived from the unit tactical standard operating 

procedure (TACSOP) or other standardization publications, and applied to the 

personnel, small units, or vehicles as required: 

 Markings. Unit markings are defined within the unit SOP. They distinctly 

identify a vehicle as friendly in a standardized manner.  

 Panels. VS-17 panels provide a bright recognition feature that allows 

Soldiers to identify friendly vehicles through the day sight during unlimited 

visibility. Panels do not provide a thermal signature. 
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 Lighting. Chemical or light emitting diode lights provide a means of 

marking vehicles at night. However, chemical lights are not visible through 

a thermal sight. An IR variant is available for use with night vision devices. 

Lighting systems do not provide for thermal identification during day or 

limited visibility operations. 

 Beacons and Strobes. Beacons and strobes are unit-procured, small-scale, 

compact, battery-operated flashing devices that operate in the near infrared 

wavelength. They are clearly visibly through night vision optics, but cannot 

be viewed through thermal optics.  

Note. Beacons and strobes generate illumination signals that can 

only be viewed by I2 optics. The signal cannot be viewed by thermal 

optics. Leaders and Soldiers are required to be aware of which optic 

can effectively view these systems when developing their SOPs and 

when using them in training or combat. 

Beacons and strobes have the potential to be viewed by enemy 

elements with night vision capabilities. Units should tailor use of the 

beacon based on METT-TC. 

 Symbols. Unit symbols may be used to mark friendly vehicles. An inverted 

V, for example, painted on the flanks, rear, and fronts of a vehicle, aid in 

identifying a target as friendly. These are typically applied in an area of 

operations and not during training. Symbol marking systems do not provide 

for thermal identification during day or limited visibility operations. 

TARGET PRIORITIZATION 

5-30. When faced with multiple targets, the Soldier must prioritize each target and 

carefully plan his shots to ensure successful target engagement. Mental preparedness 

and the ability to make split-second decisions are the keys to a successful engagement 

of multiple targets. The proper mindset will allow the Soldier to react instinctively and 

control the pace of the battle, rather than reacting to the adversary threat. 

5-31. Targets are prioritized into three threat levels— 

 Most dangerous. A threat that has the capability to defeat the friendly force 

and is preparing to do so. These targets must be defeated immediately. 

 Dangerous. A threat that has the capability to defeat the friendly force, but 

is not prepared to do so. These targets are defeated after all most dangerous 

targets are eliminated. 

 Least dangerous. Any threat that does not have the ability to defeat the 

friendly force, but has the ability to coordinate with other threats that are 

more prepared. These targets are defeated after all threats of a higher threat 

level are defeated. 
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5-32. When multiple targets of the same threat level are encountered, the targets are 

prioritized according to the threat they represent. The standard prioritization of targets 

establishes the order of engagement. Firers engage similar threats by the following 

guide: 

 Near before far. 

 Frontal before flank. 

 Stationary before moving. 

5-33. The prioritization of targets provides a control mechanism for the shooter, and 

facilitates maintaining overmatch over the presented threats. Firers should be prepared 

deviate from the prioritization guide based on the situation, collective fire command, or 

changes to the target’s activities. 
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Chapter 6 

Stability 

Stability is the ability of the Soldier to create a stable firing platform 

for the engagement. The Soldier stabilizes the weapon to provide a 

consistent base from which to fire from and maintain through the 

shot process until the recoil impulse has ceased. This process 

includes how the Soldier holds the weapon, uses structures or 

objects to provide stability, and the Soldier’s posture on the ground 

during an engagement. A stable firing platform is essential during 

the shot process, whether the Soldier is stationary or moving. 

This chapter provides the principles of developing a stable firing 

platform, describes the interaction between the Soldier, weapon, the 

surroundings, and the methods to achieve the greatest amount of 

stability in various positions. It explains how the stability functional 

element supports the shot process and interacts and integrates the 

other three elements. Stability provides a window of opportunity to 

maintain sight alignment and sight picture for the most accurate 

shot. 

SUPPORT 

6-1. Stability is provided through four functions: support, muscle relaxation, natural 

point of aim, and recoil management. These functions provide the Soldier the means to 

best stabilize their weapon system during the engagement process. 

6-2. The placement or arrangement of sandbags, equipment, or structures that directly 

provide support to the upper receiver of the weapon to provide increased stability. This 

includes the use of a bipod or vertical foregrip, bone and muscle support provided by 

the shooter to stabilize the rifle. 

6-3. Support can be natural or artificial or a combination of both. Natural support 

comes from a combination of the shooter’s bones and muscles. Artificial support comes 

from objects outside the shooter’s body. The more support a particular position provides, 

the more stable the weapon. 

 Leg Position. The position of the legs varies greatly depending on the firing 

position used. The position may require the legs to support the weight of the 

Soldier’s body, support the firing elbow, or to meet other requirements for 

the firing position. When standing unsupported, the body is upright with the 

legs staggered and knees slightly bent. In the prone, the firer’s legs may be 

spread apart flat on the ground or bent at the knee. In the sitting position, the 

legs may also serve an intricate part of the firing position. 
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 Stance/Center of Gravity. The physical position of a Soldier before, during, 

and after the shot that relates to the firer’s balance and posture. The 

position/center of gravity does not apply when firing from the prone position. 

The position/center of gravity specifically relates to the Soldier’s ability to 

maintain the stable firing platform during firing, absorbing the recoil 

impulses, and the ability to aggressively lean toward the target area during 

the shot process. 

 Firing Elbow. The placement of the firing elbow during the shot process. 

Proper elbow placement provides consistent firing hand grip while standing, 

sitting, or kneeling, and provides support stability in the prone position. 

 Nonfiring Elbow. The Soldier’s placement of the nonfiring elbow during 

the shot process supports the rifle in the all positions. 

 Firing Hand. Proper placement of the firing hand will aid in trigger control. 

Place the pistol grip in the ‘V’ formed between the thumb and index finger. 

The pressure applied is similar to a firm handshake grip. Different Soldiers 

have different size hands and lengths of fingers, so there is no set position of 

the finger on the trigger. To grip the weapon, the Soldier places the back 

strap of the weapon’s pistol grip high in the web of his firing side hand 

between his thumb and index (trigger) finger. The Soldier’s trigger finger is 

indexed on the lower receiver, well outside the trigger guard and off the 

magazine release to prevent inadvertent release of the magazine. The firing 

hand thumb (or trigger finger for left-handed firers) is indexed on top of the 

safety selector switch. The Soldier grasps the pistol grip with his remaining 

three fingers ensuring there is no gap between his middle finger and the 

trigger guard. 

 Nonfiring Hand. Proper placement of the non-firing hand is based on the 

firing position and placement of the non-firing elbow to provide the stability 

of the weapon. Placement is adjusted during supported and unsupported 

firing to maximize stability. The non-firing hand is placed as far forward as 

comfortable without compromising the other elements of the position or 

inducing extreme shooter-gun angle. 

 The nonfiring hand supports the weight of the rifle by grasping the fore 

arm. It should be a firm but relaxed grip. In all positions it should be as 

close to the handguard as naturally possible to aid in recoil management. 

 If possible, the firer should strive to have the thumb of the nonfiring 

hand provide downward force on the handguard. The pressure will 

provide the necessary force to assist in the management of the muzzle 

rise from recoil. 

 In all positions it should be as close to the end of the handguard as 

naturally possible to aid in recoil management. 

 Due to limited space on current MWS rails the above may not be 

possible but consideration should be given while mounting lasers to 

achieve an extended grip. 

 Butt Stock. Correct placement of the butt stock in the firing shoulder will 

aid in achieving a solid stock weld. Side to side placement will vary 
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depending on equipment worn while firing. The butt stock is placed high 

enough in the shoulder to allow for an upright head position.  

 The vertical placement of the butt stock will vary from firing position to 

firing position. A general guideline to follow is: the higher the position 

from the ground, the higher the butt stock will be in the shoulder. 

 The term “butt stock” refers to both the butt stock (M16-series) and 

collapsible butt stock (M4-series) for clarity.  

 Stock Weld. Stock weld is the placement of the firer’s head on the stock of 

the weapon. Correct stock weld is critical to sight alignment. The firer rests 

the full weight of the head on the stock. The head position is as upright as 

possible to give the best vision through the aiming device. It allows for 

scanning additional targets not seen through the aiming device.  

 When establishing the stock weld, bring the rifle up to your head, not 

your head down to the rifle. The firer’s head will remain in the same 

location on the stock while firing, but the location may change when 

positions are changed. The bony portion of the cheek placed on the stock 

is the basic starting point. Soldiers adapt to their facial structure to find 

the optimal placement that allows for both sight alignment and repetitive 

placement.  

 Figure 6-1 shows the differences in head placement, which effects sight 

alignment. The firer on the right is NOT resting the full weight of their 

head on the stock. The picture on the left shows the skin of the firer’s 

head being pushed down by the full weight of their head. This technique 

can be quickly observed and corrected by a peer coach.  

Note. Soldiers’ bodies vary with the amount of flesh and the bone structure 

of the face. Firers who apply downward force simply to achieve the 

appearance in the correct (left) image in figure 6-1, on page 6-4, will not have 

relaxation and will not have a repeatable placement. The goal is to have 

alignment with consistent placement. 
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Figure 6-1. Stock weld 

MUSCLE RELAXATION 

6-4. Muscle relaxation is the ability of the Soldier to maintain orientation of the 

weapon appropriately during the shot process while keeping the major muscle groups 

from straining to maintain the weapon system’s position. Relaxed muscles contribute to 

stability provided by support.  

 Strained or fatigued muscles detract from stability. 

 As a rule, the more support from the shooter’s bones the less he requires from 

his muscles.  

 The more skeletal support, the more stable the position, as bones do not 

fatigue or strain. 

 As a rule, the less muscle support required, the longer the shooter can stay in 

position.  

NATURAL POINT OF AIM  

6-5. The natural point of aim is the point where the barrel naturally orients when the 

shooter’s muscles are relaxed and support is achieved. The natural point of aim is built 

upon the following principles:  

 The closer the natural point of aim is to the target, the less muscle support 

required.  

 The more stable the position, the more resistant to recoil it is.  

 More of the shooter’s body on the ground equals a more stable position.  

 More of the shooter’s body on the ground equals less mobility for the shooter.  

6-6. When a Soldier aims at a target, the lack of stability creates a wobble area, where 

the sights oscillate slightly around and through the point of aim. If the wobble area is 

larger than the target, the Soldier requires a steadier position or a refinement to their 

position to decrease the size of his wobble area before trigger squeeze.  
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Note. The steadier the position, the smaller the wobble area. The smaller the 

wobble area, the more precise the shot. 

6-7. To check a shooter’s natural point of aim, the Soldier should assume a good 

steady position and get to the natural pause. Close their eyes, go through one cycle, and 

then open their eyes on the natural pause. Where the sights are laying at this time, is the 

natural point of aim for that position. If it is not on their point of aim for their target, 

they should make small adjustments to their position to get the reticle or front sight post 

back on their point of aim. The Soldier will repeat this process until the natural point of 

aim is on the point of aim on their target.  

RECOIL MANAGEMENT 

6-8. Recoil management is the result of a Soldier assuming and maintaining a stable 

firing position which mitigates the disturbance of one's sight picture during the cycle of 

function of the weapon.  

6-9. The Soldier’s firing position manages recoil using support of the weapon system, 

the weight of their body, and the placement of the weapon during the shot process. 

Proper recoil management allows the sights to rapidly return to the target and allows for 

faster follow up shots.  

SHOOTER–GUN ANGLE 

6-10. The shooter gun-angle is the relationship between the shooters upper body and 

the direction of the weapon. This angle is typically different from firing position to firing 

position, and directly relates to the Soldier’s ability to control recoil. Significant changes 

in the shooter-gun angle can result in eye relief and stock weld changes. 

Note. Units with a mix of left and right handed shooters can take advantage 

of each Soldiers' natural carry positions, and place left-handed shooters on 

the right flanks, and right-handed shooters on the left flanks, as their natural 

carry alignment places the muzzle away from the core element, and outward 

toward potential threats, and reduces the challenges of firing when moving 

laterally. 

FIELD OF VIEW 

6-11. The field of view is the extent that the human eye can see at any given moment. 

The field of view is based on the Soldier’s view without using magnification, optics, or 

thermal devices. The field of view is what the Soldier sees, and includes the areas where 

the Soldier can detect potential threats. 
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CARRY POSITIONS 

6-12. There are six primary carry positions. These positions may be directed by the 

leader, or assumed by the Soldier based on the tactical situation. The primary positions 

are— 

 Hang. 

 Safe hang. 

 Collapsed low ready. 

 Low ready. 

 High ready. 

 Ready (or ready-up). 
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HANG 

6-13. Soldiers use the hang when they need their hands for other tasks and no threat is 

present or likely (see figure 6-2). The weapon is slung and the safety is engaged. The 

hang carry should not be used when the weapon control status is RED. The reduced 

security of the weapon may cause the mechanical safety select lever to unintentionally 

move to SEMI or BURST/AUTO. 

 

 

Figure 6-2. Hang carry example 
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SAFE HANG 

6-14. The safe hang is used when no immediate threat is present and the hands are not 

necessary (see figure 6-3). In the safe hang carry, the weapon is slung, the safety is 

engaged, and the Soldier has gripped the rifle’s pistol grip. The Soldier sustains Rule 3, 

keeping the finger off the trigger until ready to engage when transitioning to the ready 

or ready up position. 

6-15. In this position, the Soldier can move in any direction while simultaneously 

maintaining his muzzle oriented at the ground by using his firing hand. This carry 

provides control of the weapon, flexibility in movement, and positive control of the 

weapon’s fire controls. 

 

 

Figure 6-3. Safe hang example 
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COLLAPSED LOW READY 

6-16. The collapsed low ready is used when a greater degree of muzzle control and 

readiness to respond to threats or weapon retention is necessary (such as crowded 

environments). In the collapsed low ready, the firing hand is secure on the weapon’s 

pistol grip. The non-firing hand is placed on the hand guards or vertical foregrip (see 

figure 6-4). 

6-17. This carry allows a Soldier to navigate crowded or restrictive environments while 

simultaneously minimizing or eliminating his muzzle covering (flagging) by 

maintaining positive control of the muzzle orientation. 

 

 

Figure 6-4. Collapsed low ready example 
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LOW READY 

6-18. The low ready provides the highest level of readiness and with the maximum 

amount of observable area for target acquisition purposes 

6-19. In the low ready position, the weapon is slung, the butt stock is in the Soldier’s 

shoulder, and the muzzle is angled down at a 30- to 45-degree angle and oriented 

towards the Soldier’s sector of fire.  

6-20. Firing hand is positioned on the pistol grip with the index finger straight and out 

of the trigger guard. The thumb is placed on the selector lever with the lever placed on 

safe. From this carry, the Soldier is ready to engage threats within a very short amount 

of time with minimal movement. (See figure 6-5). 

6-21. Observation is maintained to the sector of fire. The Soldier looks over the top of 

his optics or sights to maintain situation awareness of his sector. The Soldier’s head 

remains upright. 

 

 

Figure 6-5. Low ready position 
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HIGH READY 

6-22. The high ready is used when the Soldier’s sector of fire includes areas overhead or 

when an elevated muzzle orientation is appropriate for safety (see figure 6-6). The high 

ready carry is used when contact is likely.  

6-23. In the high ready, the weapon is slung, butt stock is in the armpit, the muzzle 

angled up to at least a 45-degree angle and oriented toward the Soldier’s sector of fire—

ensuring no other Soldiers are flagged.  

6-24. The firing hand remains in the same position as the low ready. The non-firing 

side hand can be free as the weapon is supported by the firing side hand and armpit.  

6-25. This position is not as effective as the low ready for several reasons: it impedes 

the field of view, flags friendlies above the sector of fire, and typically takes longer to 

acquire the target. 

 

 

Figure 6-6. High ready position 
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READY OR READY-UP 

6-26. The ready is used when enemy contact is imminent (see figure 6-7). This carry is 

used when the Soldier is preparing or prepared to engage a threat. 

6-27. In the ready, the weapon is slung, the toe of the butt stock is in the Soldier’s 

shoulder, and muzzle is oriented toward a threat or most likely direction of enemy 

contact. The Soldier is looking through his optics or sights. His non-firing side hand 

remains on the hand guards or the vertical foregrip.  

6-28. The firing hand remains on the pistol grip with the firing finger off the trigger 

until the decision to engage a target is made. 

 

 

Figure 6-7. Ready position or up position 
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STABILIZED FIRING 

6-29. The Soldier must stabilize their weapon, whether firing from a stationary position 

or while on the move. To create a stabilized platform, Soldiers must understand the 

physical relationship between the weapon system, the shooter’s body, the ground, and 

any other objects touching the weapon or shooter’s body. The more contact the shooter 

has to the ground will determine how stable and effective the position is. The situation 

and tactics will determine the actual position used. 

6-30. When a shooter assumes a stable firing position, movement from muscle tension, 

breathing, and other natural activities within the body will be transferred to the weapon 

and must be compensated for by the shooter.  

6-31. Failing to create an effective platform to fire from is termed a stabilization 

failure. A stabilization failure occurs when a Soldier fails to: 

 Control the movement of the barrel during the arc of movement 

 Adequately support the weapon system 

 Achieve their natural point of aim.  

6-32. These failures compound the firing occasion’s errors, which directly correlate to 

the accuracy of the shot taken. To maximize the Soldier’s stability during the shot 

process, they correctly assume various firing positions when stationary, or offset the 

induced errors with other firing skills during tactical movement. 

6-33. As a rule, positions that are lower to the ground provide a higher level of stability. 

When the center of gravity elevates the level of stability decreases as shown in 

figure°6-8.  
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Figure 6-8. Firing position stability example 
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FIRING POSITIONS 

6-34. The nature of combat will not always allow time for a Soldier to get into a 

particular position. Soldiers need to practice firing in a variety of positions, including 

appropriate variations. There are 12 firing positions with variations that are common to 

all Soldiers.  The positions are listed highest to lowest. The primary position is listed in 

bold, with the position variations in italics: 

 Standing –  

 Standing, unsupported. 

 Standing, supported. 

 Squatting – This position allows for rapid engagement of targets when an 

obstruction blocks the firer from using standard positions. It provides the 

firer a fairly well supported position by simply squatting down to engage, 

then returning to a standing position once the engagement is complete. The 

squatting position is generally unsupported. 

 Kneeling – The kneeling position is very common and useful in most combat 

situations. The kneeling position can be supported or unsupported. 

 Kneeling, unsupported. 

 Kneeling, supported. 

 Sitting – There are three types of sitting positions: crossed-ankle, crossed-

leg, and open-leg. All positions are easy to assume, present a medium 

silhouette, provide some body contact with the ground, and form a stable 

firing position. These positions allow easy access to the sights for zeroing.  

 Sitting, crossed ankle. 

 Sitting, crossed leg. 

 Sitting, open leg. 

 Prone – The prone position is the most stable firing position due to the 

amount of the Soldier’s body is in contact with the ground. The majority of 

the firer’s frame is behind the rifle to assist with recoil management.  

 Prone, unsupported. 

 Prone, supported. 

 Prone, roll-over. 

 Prone, reverse roll-over. 

6-35. Soldiers must practice the positions dry frequently to establish their natural point 

of aim for each position, and develop an understanding of the restrictive nature of their 

equipment during execution. With each dry repetition, the Soldier’s ability to change 

positions rapidly and correctly are developed, translating into efficient movement and 

consistent stable firing positions. 

6-36. Each of these firing positions is described using in a standard format using the 

terms defined earlier.  
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STANDING, UNSUPPORTED 

6-37. This position should be used for closer targets or when time is not available to 

assume a steadier position such as short range employment. The upper body should be 

leaned slightly forward to aid in recoil management. The key focus areas for the standing 

supported position are applied as described in figure 6-9 below: 
 

 

Figure 6-9. Standing, unsupported example 
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STANDING, SUPPORTED 

6-38. Soldier should ensure it is the handguard of the weapon NOT the barrel that is in 

contact with the artificial support. Barrels being in direct contact with artificial support 

will result in erratic shots. The standing supported position uses artificial support to 

steady the position (see figure 6-10.) Forward pressure should be applied by the rear leg 

and upper body to aid in recoil management. The key focus area for the standing 

supported position are applied in the following ways: 

Nonfiring hand. The nonfiring hand will hold the hand guards firmly and push 

against the artificial support. Hand positioning will vary depending on the type 

of support used. 
 

 

Figure 6-10. Standing, supported example 
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SQUATTING 

6-39. This position allows for rapid engagement of targets when an obstruction blocks 

the firer from using standard positions. It allows the firer a fairly stable position by 

simply squatting down to engage, then returning to a standing position after completing 

the engagement (see figure 6-11.) 

6-40. Perform the following to assume a good squatting firing position:  

 Face the target.  

 Place the feet shoulder-width apart. 

 Squat down as far as possible. 

 Place the back of triceps on the knees ensuring there is no bone on bone 

contact.  

 Place the firing hand on the pistol grip and the nonfiring hand on the upper 

hand guards.  

 Place the weapon's butt stock high in the firer’s shoulder pocket. 

Note. The firer may opt to use pressure from firing hand to rotate weapon to 

place the magazine against the opposite forearm to aid in stabilization. 

 

 

Figure 6-11. Squatting position 
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KNEELING, UNSUPPORTED 

6-41. The kneeling unsupported position does not use artificial support. Figure 6-12 

shows the optimum unsupported kneeling position. The firer should be leaning slightly 

forward into the position to allow for recoil management and quicker follow-up shots. 

The primary goal of this firing position is to establish the smallest wobble area possible. 

Key focus areas for kneeling, unsupported are: 

 Nonfiring elbow. Place the non-firing elbow directly underneath the rifle as 

much as possible. The elbow should be placed either in front of or behind the 

kneecap. Placing the elbow directly on the kneecap will cause it to roll and 

increases the wobble area. 

 Leg position. The non-firing leg should be bent approximately 90 degrees at 

the knee and be directly under the rifle. The firing-side leg should be 

perpendicular to the nonfiring leg. The firer may rest their body weight on 

the heel. Some firers lack the flexibility to do this and may have a gap 

between their buttocks and the heel. 

 Aggressive (stretch) kneeling. All weight on non-firing foot, thigh to calf, 

upper body leaning forward, nonfiring triceps on non-firing knee, firing leg 

stretched behind for support. Highly effective for rapid fire and movement. 
 

 

Figure 6-12. Kneeling, unsupported example 
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KNEELING, SUPPORTED 

6-42. The kneeling supported position uses artificial support to steady the position (see 

figure 6-13). Contact by the nonfiring hand and elbow with the artificial support is the 

primary difference between the kneeling supported and unsupported positions since it 

assists in the stability of the weapon. Body contact is good, but the barrel of the rifle 

must not touch the artificial support. Forward pressure is applied to aid in recoil 

management. The key focus areas for the kneeling supported position are applied in the 

following ways: 

 Nonfiring hand. The nonfiring hand will hold the hand guards firmly and 

will also be pushed against the artificial support. Hand positioning will vary 

depending on the type of support used.  

 Nonfiring elbow. The nonfiring elbow and forearm may be used to assist 

with the weapon’s stability by pushing against the artificial support. The 

contact of the nonfiring elbow and forearm with the structure will vary 

depending on the support used and the angle to the target.  
 

 

Figure 6-13. Kneeling, supported example 
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SITTING, CROSSED-ANKLE 

6-43. The sitting, crossed-ankle position provides a broad base of support and places 

most of the body weight behind the weapon (see figure 6-14). This allows quick shot 

recovery and recoil impulse absorption. Perform the following to assume a good 

crossed-ankle position:  

 Face the target at a 10- to 30-degree angle. 

 Place the nonfiring hand under the hand guard.  

 Bend at knees and break fall with the firing hand. 

 Push backward with feet to extend legs and place the buttocks to ground. 

 Cross the non-firing ankle over the firing ankle. 

 Bend forward at the waist. 

 Place the non-firing elbow on the nonfiring leg below knee. 

 Grasp the rifle butt with the firing hand and place into the firing shoulder 

pocket. 

 Grasp the pistol grip with the firing hand.  

 Lower the firing elbow to the inside of the firing knee. 

 Place the cheek firmly against the stock to obtain a firm stock weld. 

 Move the nonfiring hand to a location under the hand guard that provides the 

maximum bone support and stability for the weapon. 
 

 

Figure 6-14. Sitting position—crossed ankle 
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SITTING, CROSSED-LEG  

6-44. The crossed-leg sitting position provides a base of support and places most of the 

body weight behind the weapon for quick shot recovery (see figure 6-15). Soldiers may 

experience a strong pulse beat in this position due to restricted blood flow in the legs 

and abdomen. An increased pulse causes a larger wobble area. 

6-45. Perform the following to assume a good crossed-leg position: 

 Place the nonfiring hand under the hand guard. 

 Cross the nonfiring leg over the firing leg. 

 Bend at the knees and break the fall with the firing hand.  

 Place the buttocks to the ground close to the crossed legs. 

 Bend forward at the waist. 

 Place the nonfiring elbow on the nonfiring leg at the bend of the knee. 

 Establish solid butt stock position in the firing shoulder pocket. 

 Grasp the pistol grip with the firing hand. 

 Lower the firing elbow to the inside of the firing knee. 

 Place the cheek firmly against the stock to obtain a firm stock weld. 

 Place the non-firing hand under the hand guard to provide support. 
 

 

Figure 6-15. Sitting position—crossed-leg 
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SITTING, OPEN-LEG 

6-46. The open-leg sitting position is the preferred sitting position when shooting with 

combat equipment (see figure 6-16). It places less of the body weight behind the weapon 

than the other sitting positions. Perform the following to assume a good open-leg 

position: 

 Face the target at a 10 to 30 degree angle to the firing of the line of fire. 

 Place the feet approximately shoulder width apart.  

 Place the nonfiring hand under the hand guard. 

 Bend at the knees while breaking the fall with the firing hand. Push backward 

with the feet to extend the legs and place the buttocks on ground. 

 Place the both the firing and non-firing elbow inside the knees. 

 Grasp the rifle butt with the firing hand and place into the firing shoulder 

pocket. 

 Grasp the pistol grip with the firing hand. 

 Lower the firing elbow to the inside of the firing knee. 

 Place the cheek firmly against the stock to obtain a firm stock weld. 

 Move nonfiring hand to a location under the hand guard that provides 

maximum bone support and stability for the weapon. 

 

 

Figure 6-16. Sitting position—open leg 
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PRONE, UNSUPPORTED 

6-47. The prone unsupported position is not as stable as the prone supported position 

(see figure 6-17). Soldiers must build a stable, consistent position that focuses on the 

following key areas: 

 Firing hand. The firer should have a firm handshake grip on the pistol grip 

and place their finger on the trigger where it naturally falls. 

 Nonfiring hand. The nonfiring hand is placed to control the weapon and is 

comfortable.  

 Leg position. The firer’s legs may be either spread with heels as flat as 

possible on ground or the firing side leg may be bent at the knee to relieve 

pressure on the stomach. 
 

 

Figure 6-17. Prone, unsupported example 

Note. The magazine can be rested on the ground while using the prone 

unsupported position. Firing with the magazine on the ground will NOT 

induce a malfunction. 
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PRONE, SUPPORTED 

6-48. The prone supported position allows for the use of support, such as sandbags (see 

figure 6-18). Soldiers must build a stable, consistent position that focuses on the 

following key areas: 

 Firing hand. The firer should have a firm handshake grip on the pistol grip 

and place their finger on the trigger where it naturally falls. 

 Nonfiring hand. The nonfiring hand is placed to maximize control the 

weapon and where it is comfortable on the artificial support.  

 Leg position. The firer’s legs may be either spread with heels as flat as 

possible on ground or the firing side leg may be bent at the knee to relieve 

pressure on the stomach. 

 Artificial support. The artificial support should be at a height that allows 

for stability without interfering with the other elements of the position. 
 

 

Figure 6-18. Prone, supported example 
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PRONE, ROLL-OVER 

6-49. This position allows the firer to shoot under obstacles or cover that would not 

normally be attainable from the standard conventional prone position (see figure 6-19). 

With this position, the bullet trajectory will be off compared to the line of sight and 

increase with distance from the firer.  

For example, in the figure below the sights are rotated to the right. The 

trajectory of the bullet will be lower than and to the right of point of aim. This 

error will increase with range. 

 

 

Figure 6-19. Prone, roll-over example 
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PRONE, REVERSE ROLL-OVER 

6-50. This position is primarily used when the firer needs to keep behind cover that is 

too low to use while in a traditional prone position (see figure 6-20). The bullet’s 

trajectory will be off considerably at long distances while in this position.  

6-51. This position is the most effective way to support the weapon when the traditional 

prone is too low to be effective and where a kneeling position is too high to gain cover 

or a solid base for support.  
 

 

Figure 6-20. Reverse roll-over prone firing position 
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Chapter 7 

Aim 

The functional element aim of the shot process is the continuous 

process of orienting the weapon correctly, aligning the sights, 

aligning on the target, and the application of the appropriate lead 

and elevation during a target engagement. Aiming is a continuous 

process conducted through pre-shot, shot, and post-shot, to 

effectively apply lethal fires in a responsible manner with accuracy 

and precision. 

Aiming is the application of perfectly aligned sights on a specific 

part of a target. Sight alignment is the first and most important part 

of this process. 

COMMON ENGAGEMENTS 

7-1. The aiming process for engaging stationary targets consist of the following 

Soldier actions, regardless of the optic, sight, or magnification used by the aiming 

device: 

 Weapon orientation – the direction of the weapon as it is held in a stabilized 

manner. 

 Sight alignment – the physical alignment of the aiming device: 

 Iron sight/back-up iron sight and the front sight post. 

 Optic reticle. 

 Ballistic reticle (day or thermal). 

 Sight picture – the target as viewed through the line of sight. 

 Point of aim (POA) – the specific location where the line of sight intersects 

the target. 

 Desired point of impact (POI)–the desired location of the strike of the 

round to achieve the desired outcome (incapacitation or lethal strike). 

7-2. The aim of the weapon is typically applied to the largest, most lethal area of any 

target presented. Sights can be placed on target by using battlesight zero (BZ), center of 

visible mass (CoVM). The center of visible mass is the initial point of aim on a target of 

what can be seen by the Soldier. It does not include what the target size is expected or 

anticipated to be. For example, a target located behind a car exposes its head. The center 

of visible mass is in the center of the head, not the estimated location of the center of the 

overall target behind the car. 
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WEAPON ORIENTATION 

7-3. The Soldier orients the weapon in the direction of the detected threat. Weapon 

orientation includes both the horizontal plane (azimuth) and the vertical plane 

(elevation). Weapon orientation is complete once the sight and threat are in the Soldier’s 

field of view.  

 Horizontal weapons orientation covers the frontal arc of the Soldier, 

spanning the area from the left shoulder, across the Soldier’s front, to the 

area across the right shoulder (see figure 7-1). 

 

Figure 7-1. Horizontal weapon orientation example 
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 Vertical weapons orientation includes all the aspects of orienting the 

weapon at a potential or confirmed threat in elevation. This is most 

commonly applied in restricted, mountainous, or urban terrain where threats 

present themselves in elevated or depressed firing positions (see figure 7-2). 

 

Figure 7-2. Vertical weapons orientation example 

SIGHT ALIGNMENT 

7-4. Sight alignment is the relationship between the aiming device and the firer’s eye. 

The process used by a Soldier depends on the aiming device employed with the weapon.  

 Iron sight – the relationship between the front sight post, rear sight aperture, 

and the firer’s eye. The firer aligns the tip of the front sight post in the center 

of the rear aperture and his/or her eye. The firer will maintain focus on the 

front sight post, simultaneously centering it in the rear aperture. 

 Optics – the relationship between the reticle and the firer’s eye and includes 

the appropriate eye relief, or distance of the Soldier’s eye from the optic 

itself. Ensure the red dot is visible in the CCO, or a full centered field of view 

is achieved with no shadow on magnified optics 

 Thermal – the relationship between the firer’s eye, the eyepiece, and the 

reticle. 

 Pointers / Illuminators / Lasers – the relationship between the firer’s eye, 

the night vision device placement and focus, and the laser aiming point on 

the target. 
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Note. Small changes matter - 1/1000 of an inch deviation at the weapon can 

result in up to an 18 inch deviation at 300 meters.  

7-5. The human eye can only focus clearly on one object at a time. To achieve proper 

and effective aim, the focus of the firer’s eye needs to be on the front sight post or reticle 

(see figure 7-3). This provides the most accurate sight alignment for the shot process. 

 

Figure 7-3. Front sight post/reticle aim focus 

7-6. Firers achieve consistent sight alignment by resting the full weight of their head 

on the stock in a manner that allows their dominant eye to look through the center of the 

aiming or sighting device. If the firer’s head placement is subjected to change during the 

firing process or between shots, the Soldier will experience difficultly achieving 

accurate shot groups. 
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SIGHT PICTURE 

7-7. The sight picture is the placement of the aligned sights on the target itself. The 

Soldier must maintain sight alignment throughout the positioning of the sights. This is 

not the same as sight alignment. 

7-8. There are two sight pictures used during the shot process; pre-shot and post-shot. 

Soldiers must remember the sight pictures of the shot to complete the overall shot 

process. 

 Pre-shot sight picture – encompasses the original point of aim, sight picture, 

and any holds for target or environmental conditions.  

 Post-shot sight picture – is what the Soldier must use as the point of reference 

for any sight adjustments for any subsequent shot. 

POINT OF AIM 

7-9. The point on the target that is the continuation of the line created by sight 

alignment. The point of aim is a point of reference used to calculate any hold the Soldier 

deems necessary to achieve the desired results of the round’s impact. 

7-10. For engagements against stationary targets, under 300 meters, with negligible 

wind, and a weapon that has a 200 meter or 300 meter confirmed zero, the point of aim 

should be the center of visible mass of the target. The point of aim does not include 

ANY hold-off or lead changes necessary.  

DESIRED POINT OF IMPACT 

7-11. The desired point of impact is the location where the Soldier wants the projectile 

to strike the target. Typically, this is the center of visible mass. At any range different 

from the weapon’s zero distance, the Soldier’s desired point of impact and their point of 

aim will not align. This requires the Soldier to determine the necessary hold-off to 

achieve the desired point of impact. 

COMMON AIMING ERRORS 

7-12. Orienting and aiming a weapon correctly is a practiced skill. Through drills and 

repetitions, Soldiers build the ability to repeat proper weapons orientation, sight 

alignment, and sight picture as a function of muscle memory. 

7-13. The most common aiming errors include: 

 Non-dominant eye use – The Soldier gets the greatest amount of visual input 

from their dominant eye. Eye dominance varies Soldier to Soldier. Some 

Soldier’s dominant eye will be the opposite of the dominant hand. For 

example, a Soldier who writes with his right hand and learns to shoot rifles 

right handed might learn that his dominant eye is the left eye. This is called 

cross-dominant. Soldiers with strong cross-dominant eyes should consider 

firing using their dominant eye side while firing from their non-dominant 

hand side. Soldiers can be trained to fire from either side of the weapon, but 

may not be able to shoot effectively using their nondominant eye. 
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 Incorrect zero – regardless of how well a Soldier aims, if the zero is 

incorrect, the round will not travel to the desired point of impact without 

adjustment with subsequent rounds (see appendix C of this publication). 

 Light conditions – limited visibility conditions contribute to errors aligning 

the sight, selecting the correct point of aim, or determining the appropriate 

hold. Soldiers may offset the effects of low light engagements with image 

intensifier (I2) optics, use of thermal optics, or the use of laser pointing 

devices with I2 optics. 

 Battlefield obscurants – smoke, debris, and haze are common conditions on 

the battlefield that will disrupt the Soldier’s ability to correctly align their 

sights, select the proper point of aim, or determine the correct hold for a 

specific target. 

 Incorrect sight alignment – Soldiers may experience this error when failing 

to focus on the front sight post or reticle. 

 Incorrect sight picture – occurs typically when the threat is in a concealed 

location, is moving, or sufficient winds between the shooter and target exist 

that are not accounted for during the hold determination process. This failure 

directly impacts the Soldier’s ability to create and sustain the proper sight 

picture during the shot process. 

 Improper range determination – will result in an improper hold at ranges 

greater than the zeroed range for the weapon.  

COMPLEX ENGAGEMENTS 

7-14. A complex engagement includes any shot that cannot use the CoVM as the point 

of aim to ensure a target hit. Complex engagements require a Soldier to apply various 

points of aim to successfully defeat the threat.  

7-15. These engagements have an increased level of difficulty due to environmental, 

target, or shooter conditions that create a need for the firer to rapidly determine a ballistic 

solution and apply that solution to the point of aim. Increased engagement difficulty is 

typically characterized by one or more of the following conditions: 

 Target conditions: 

 Range to target. 

 Moving targets. 

 Oblique targets. 

 Evasive targets. 

 Limited exposure targets. 

 Environmental conditions: 

 Wind. 

 Angled firing. 

 Limited visibility. 

 Shooter conditions: 

 Moving firing position.
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 Canted weapon engagements. 

 CBRN operations engagements. 

7-16. Each of these firing conditions may require the Soldier to determine an 

appropriate aim point that is not the CoVM. This Soldier calculated aim point is called 

the hold. During any complex engagement, the Soldier serves as the ballistic computer 

during the shot process. The hold represents a refinement or alteration of the center of 

visible mass point of aim at the target to counteract certain conditions during a complex 

engagement for— 

 Range to target. 

 Lead for targets based on their direction and speed of movement.  

 Counter-rotation lead required when the Soldier is moving in the opposite 

direction of the moving target. 

 Wind speed, direction, and duration between the shooter and the target at 

ranges greater than 300 meters. 

 Greatest lethal zone presented by the target to provide the most probable 

point of impact to achieve immediate incapacitation. 

7-17. The Soldier will apply the appropriate aim (hold) based on the firing instances 

presented. Hold determinations will be discussed in two formats; immediate and 

deliberate. 

7-18. All Soldiers must be familiar with the immediate hold determination methods. 

They should be naturally applied when the engagement conditions require. These 

determinations are provided in “target form” measurements, based on a standard E-type 

silhouette dimension, approximately 20 inches wide by 40 inches tall. 

IMMEDIATE HOLD DETERMINATION 

7-19. Immediate holds are based on the values of a “target form,” where the increments 

shown are sufficient for rapid target hits without ballistic computations. The immediate 

hold determinations are not as accurate as the deliberate method, and are used for 

complex target engagements at less than 300 meters. 

7-20. Immediate hold locations for azimuth (wind or lead): (See figure 7-4.) 
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Figure 7-4. Immediate hold locations for windage and lead example 

 

7-21. Immediate hold locations for elevation (range to target): (See figure 7-5.) 
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Figure 7-5. Immediate hold locations for elevation (range) example 

DELIBERATE HOLD DETERMINATION  

7-22. Deliberate hold points of aim are derived from applying the appropriate ballistic 

math computation. Deliberate hold determinations are required for precise shots beyond 

300 meters for wind, extended range, moving, oblique, or evasive targets. 

7-23. Deliberate holds for complex engagements are discussed in detail in appendix C, 

Complex Engagements. The deliberate math calculations are for advanced shooters 

within the formation and are not discussed within this chapter. 
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TARGET CONDITIONS 

7-24. Soldiers must consider several aspects of the target to apply the proper point of 

aim on the target. The target’s posture, or how it is presenting itself to the shooter, 

consists of— 

 Range to target. 

 Nature of the target. 

 Nature of the terrain (surrounding the target). 

RANGE TO TARGET 

7-25. Rapidly determining an accurate range to target is critical to the success of the 

Soldier at mid and extended ranges. There are several range determination methods 

shooters should be confident in applying to determine the proper hold-off for pending 

engagements. There are two types of range determination methods, immediate and 

deliberate.  

Immediate Range Determination 

7-26. Immediate methods of range determination afford the shooter the most reliable 

means of determining the most accurate range to a given target. The immediate methods 

include— 

 Close quarters engagements. 

 Laser range finder. 

 Front sight post method. 

 Recognition method. 

 100-meter unit-of-measure method. 

Close Quarters Engagements 

7-27. Short-range engagements are probable in close terrain (such as urban or jungle) 

with engagement ranges typically less than 50 meters. Soldiers must be confident in 

their equipment, zero, and capabilities to defeat the threats encountered.  

7-28. Employment skills include swift presentation and application of the shot process 

(such as quick acquisition of sight picture) to maintain overmatch. At close ranges, 

perfect sight alignment is not as critical to the accurate engagement of targets. The 

weapon is presented rapidly and the shot is fired with the front sight post placed roughly 

center mass on the desired target area. The front sight post must be in the rear sight 

aperture. 

Note. If using iron sights when this type of engagement is anticipated, the 

large rear sight aperture (0-2) should be used to provide a wider field of view 

and detection of targets. 
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Laser Range Finder 

7-29. Equipment like the AN/PSQ-23, STORM have an on-board laser range finder 

that is accurate to within +/- 5 meters. Soldiers with the STORM attached can rapidly 

determine the most accurate range to target and apply the necessary hold-offs to ensure 

the highest probability of incapacitation, particularly at extended ranges. 

Front Sight Post Method 

7-30. The area of the target that is covered by the front sight post of the rifle can be 

used to estimate range to the target. By comparing the appearance of the rifle front sight 

post on a target at known distances, your shooters can establish a mental reference point 

for determining range at unknown distances. Because the apparent size of the target 

changes as the distance to the target changes, the amount of the target that is covered by 

the front sight post will vary depending upon its range. In addition, your shooter’s eye 

relief and perception of the front sight post will also affect the amount of the target that 

is visible (see figure 7-6). 

 Less Than 300 Meters. If the target is wider than the front sight post, you can 

assume that the target is less than 300 meters and can be engaged point of 

aim/point of impact using your battle sight zero (BZO). 

 Greater Than 300 Meters. The service rifle front sight post covers the width 

of a man's chest or body at approximately 300 meters. If the target is less 

than the width of the front sight post, you should assume the target is in 

excess of 300 meters. Therefore, your BZO cannot be used effectively. 

 

Figure 7-6. Front sight post method example 

Recognition Method 

7-31. When observing a target, the amount of detail seen at various ranges gives the 

shooter a solid indication of the range to target. Shooters should study and remember 

the appearance of a person when they are standing at 100 meters increments. During 
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training, Soldiers should note the details of size and the characteristics of uniform and 

equipment for targets at those increments.  

7-32. Once Soldiers are familiar and memorize the characteristics of standing threats at 

100 meter increments out to 500 meters, they should study the targets in a kneeling and 

then in the prone position. By comparing the appearance of these positions at known 

ranges from 100 meters to 500 meters, shooters can establish a series of mental images 

that will help determine range on unfamiliar terrain. They should also study the 

appearance of other familiar objects such as weapons and vehicles.  

 100 meters – the target can be clearly observed in detail, and facial features 

can be distinguished. 

 200 meters – the target can be clearly observed, although there is a loss of 

facial detail. The color of the skin and equipment is still identifiable. 

 300 meters – the target has a clear body outline, face color usually remains 

accurate, but remaining details are blurred. 

 400 meters – the body outline is clear, but remaining detail is blurred. 

 500 meters – the body shape begins to taper at the ends. The head becomes 

indistinct from the shoulders. 

100-meter Unit-of-Measure Method 

7-33. To determine the total distance to the target using the 100 meter unit of measure 

method, shooters must visualize a distance of 100 meters (generally visualizing the 

length of a football field) on the ground. Soldiers then estimate how many of these units 

can fit between the shooter and the target. 

7-34. The greatest limitation of the unit of measure method is that its accuracy is 

directly related to how much of the terrain is visible. This is particularly true at greater 

ranges. If a target appears at a range of 500 meters or more and only a portion of the 

ground between your shooter and the target can be seen, it becomes difficult to use the 

unit of measure method of range estimation with accuracy. 

7-35. Proficiency in the unit of measure method requires constant practice. Throughout 

training, comparisons should be continually made between the range estimated by your 

shooter and the actual range as determined by pacing or other, more accurate 

measurement. 

Immediate hold for Range to Target 

7-36. Immediate range determination holds are based on the zero applied to the weapon. 

The 300 meter zero is the Army standard and works in all tactical situations, including 

close quarters combat. Figure 7-7, on page 7-13, shows the appropriate immediate holds 

for range to target based on the weapon’s respective zero: 
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Figure 7-7. Immediate holds for range to target 
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MOVING TARGETS 

7-37. Moving targets are those threats that appear to have a consistent pace and 

direction. Targets on any battlefield will not remain stationary for long periods of time, 

particularly once a firefight begins. Soldiers must have the ability to deliver lethal fires 

at a variety of moving target types and be comfortable and confident in the engagement 

techniques. There are two methods for defeating moving targets; tracking and trapping. 

Immediate hold for moving targets. 

7-38. The immediate hold for moving targets includes an estimation of the speed of the 

moving target and an estimation of the range to that target. The immediate holds for all 

moving targets are shown below. (See figure 7-8.) 

 

Figure 7-8. Immediate holds for moving targets example 
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OBLIQUE TARGETS 

7-39. Threats that are moving diagonally toward or away from the shooter are called 

oblique targets. They offer a unique problem set to shooters where the target may be 

moving at a steady pace and direction; however, their oblique direction of travel makes 

them appear to move slower.  

7-40. Soldiers should adjust their hold based on the angle of the target’s movement from 

the gun-target line. The following guide will help Soldiers determine the appropriate 

change to the moving target hold to apply to engage the moving oblique threats (see 

figure 7-9). 

 

Figure 7-9. Oblique target example 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

7-41. The environment can complicate the shooter’s actions during the shot process 

with excessive wind or requiring angled firing limited visibility conditions. Soldiers 

must understand the methods to offset or compensate for these firing occasions, and be 

prepared to apply these skills to the shot process. This includes when multiple complex 

conditions compound the ballistic solution during the firing occasion.  

WIND 

7-42. Wind is the most common variable and has the greatest effect on ballistic 

trajectories, where it physically pushes the projectile during flight off the desired 

trajectory (see appendix B of this publication). The effects of wind can be compensated 

for by the shooter provided they understand how wind effects the projectile and the 

terminal point of impact. The elements of wind effects are— 

 The time the projectile is exposed to the wind (range). 

 The direction from which the wind is blowing. 

 The velocity of the wind on the projectile during flight. 

Wind Direction and Value 

7-43. Winds from the left blow the projectile to the right, and winds from the right blow 

the projectile to the left. The amount of the effect depends on the time of (projectile’s 

exposure) the wind speed and direction. To compensate for the wind, the firer must first 

determine the wind’s direction and value.  

7-44. The clock system can be used to determine the direction and value of the wind 

(See figure 7-10 on page 7-17). Picture a clock with the firer oriented downrange 

towards 12 o’clock.  

7-45. Once the direction is determined, the value of the wind is next. The value of the 

wind is how much effect the wind will have on the projectile. Winds from certain 

directions have less effect on projectiles. The chart below shows that winds from 2 to 

4°o’clock and 8 to 10 o’clock are considered full-value winds and will have the most 

effect on the projectile. Winds from 1, 5, 7, and 11 o’clock are considered half-value 

winds and will have roughly half the effect of a full-value wind. Winds from 6 and 

12°o’clock are considered no-value winds and little or no effect on the projectile.  

EXAMPLE 

A 10-mph (miles per hour) wind blowing from the 1 o’clock direction would 
be a half-value wind and has the same effect as a 5 mph, full-value wind 
on the projectile. 
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Figure 7-10. Wind value 

7-46. The wind will push the projectile in the direction the wind is blowing (see 

figure 7-11). The amount of effects on the projectile will depend on the time of exposure, 

direction of the wind, and speed of the wind. To compensate for wind the Soldier uses a 

hold in the direction of the wind (into the wind). 
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Figure 7-11. Wind effects 

Wind Speed 

7-47. Wind speeds can vary from the firing line to the target. Wind speed can be 

determined by taking an average of the winds blowing on the range. The firer’s focus 

should be on the winds between the midrange point and the target. The wind at the one 

half to two thirds mark will have the most effect on the projectile since that is the point 

where most projectiles have lost a large portion of their velocity and are beginning to 

destabilize. 

7-48. The Soldier can observe the movement of items in the environment downrange 

to determine the speed. Each environment will have different vegetation that reacts 

differently.  

7-49. Downrange wind indicators include the following: 

 0 to 3 mph = Hardly felt, but smoke drifts. 

 3 to 5 mph = Felt lightly on the face. 

 5 to 8 mph = Keeps leaves in constant movement.
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 8 to 12 mph = Raises dust and loose paper. 

 12 to 15 mph = Causes small trees to sway. 

7-50. The wind blowing at the Soldiers location may not be the same as the wind 

blowing on the way to the target.  

Wind Estimation 

7-51. Soldiers must be comfortable and confident in their ability to judge the effects of 

the wind to consistently make accurate and precise shots. Soldiers will use wind 

indicators between the Soldier and the target that provide windage information to 

develop the proper compensation or hold-off.  

7-52. To estimate the effects of the wind on the shot, Soldiers need to determine three 

windage factors: 

 Velocity (speed). 

 Direction. 

 Value.  

Immediate Wind Hold 

7-53. Using a hold involves changing the point of aim to compensate for the wind drift. 

For example, if wind causes the bullet to drift 1/2 form to the left, the aiming point must 

be moved 1/2 form to the right. (See figure 7-12, page 7-20.) 

 

Figure 7-12. Wind hold example
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7-54. Firers must adjust their points of aim into the wind to compensate for its effects.

If they miss a distant target and wind is blowing from the right, they should aim to the

right for the next shot. A guide for the initial adjustment is to split the front sight post

on the edge of the target facing the wind.

7-55. Newly assigned Soldiers should aim at the target's center of visible mass for the

first shot, and then adjust for wind when they are confident that wind caused the miss.

Experienced firers should apply the appropriate hold for the first shot, but should follow

the basic rule—when in doubt, aim at the center of mass.

LIMITED VISIBILITY 

7-56. Soldiers must be lethal at night and in limited visibility conditions, as well as

during the day. That lethality depends largely on whether Soldier can fire effectively

with today’s technology: night vision devices (NVDs), IR aiming devices, and TWSs.

7-57. Limited visibility conditions may limit the viewable size of a threat, or cause

targets to be lost after acquisition. In these situations, Soldiers may choose to apply a

hold for where a target is expected to be rather than wait for the target to present itself

for a more refined reticle lay or sight picture.

7-58. Soldiers may switch between optics, thermals, and pointers to refine their point

of aim. To rapidly switch between aiming devices during operations in limited visibility,

the Soldier must ensure accurate alignment, boresighting, and zeroing of all associated

equipment. Confidence in the equipment is achieved through drills related to changing

the aiming device during engagements, executing repetitions with multiple pieces of

equipment, and practicing nonstandard engagement techniques using multiple aiming

devices in tandem (IR pointer with NVDs, for example).
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Chapter 8 

Control 

The control element of employment considers all the conscious 

actions of the Soldier before, during, and after the shot process that 

the Soldier’s specifically in control of. It incorporates the Soldier as 

a function of safety, as well as the ultimate responsibility of firing 

the weapon. 

Proper trigger control, without disturbing the sights, is the most 

important aspect of control and the most difficult to master. 

Combat is the ultimate test of a Soldier's ability to apply the 

functional elements of the shot process and firing skills. Soldiers 

must apply the employment skills mastered during training to all 

combat situations (for example, attack, assault, ambush, or urban 

operations). Although these tactical situations present problems, the 

application of the functional elements of the shot process require 

two additions: changes to the rate of fire and alterations in 

weapon/target alignment. This chapter discusses the engagement 

techniques Soldiers must adapt to the continuously changing 

combat engagements. 

8-1. When firing individual weapons, the Soldier is the weapon’s fire control system, 

ballistic computer, stabilization system, and means of mobility. Control refers to the 

Soldier’s ability to regulate these functions and maintain the discipline to execute the 

shot process at the appropriate time. 

8-2. Regardless of how well trained or physically strong a Soldier is, a wobble area 

(or arc of movement) is present, even when sufficient physical support of the weapon is 

provided. The arc of movement (AM) may be observed as the sights moving in a W 

shape, vertical (up and down) pulses, circular, or horizontal arcs depending on the 

individual Soldier, regardless of their proficiency in applying the functional elements. 

The wobble area or arc of movement is the extent of lateral horizontal and front-to-back 

variance in the movement that occurs in the sight picture (see figure 8-1). 
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Figure 8-1. Arc of movement example 

8-3. The control element consists of several supporting Soldier functions, and include 

all the actions to minimize the Soldier’s induced arc of movement. Executed correctly, 

it provides for the best engagement window of opportunity to the firer. The Soldier 

physically maintains positive control of the shot process by managing— 

 Trigger control.  

 Breathing control.  

 Workspace.  

 Calling the shot (firing or shot execution). 

 Follow-through.  

TRIGGER CONTROL 

8-4. Trigger control is the act of firing the weapon while maintaining proper aim and 

adequate stabilization until the bullet leaves the muzzle. Trigger control and the 

shooter’s position work together to allow the sights to stay on the target long enough for 

the shooter to fire the weapon and bullet to exit the barrel.  

8-5. Stability and trigger control complement each other and are integrated during the 

shot process. A stable position assists in aiming and reduces unwanted movements 

during trigger squeeze without inducing unnecessary movement or disturbing the sight 

picture. A smooth, consistent trigger squeeze, regardless of speed, allows the shot to fire 

at the Soldier’s moment of choosing. When both a solid position and a good trigger 

squeeze are achieved, any induced shooting errors can be attributed to the aiming 

process for refinement.  

8-6. Smooth trigger control is facilitated by placing the finger where it naturally lays 

on the trigger. Natural placement of the finger on the trigger will allow for the best 

mechanical advantage when applying rearward pressure to the trigger. 
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 Trigger finger placement – the trigger finger will lay naturally across the 

trigger after achieving proper grip (see figure 8-2). There is no specified point 

on the trigger finger that must be used. It will not be the same for all Soldiers 

due to different size hands. This allows the Soldier to engage the trigger in 

the most effective manner 

 Trigger squeeze – The Soldier pulls the trigger in a smooth consistent 

manner adding pressure until the weapon fires. Regardless of the speed at 

which the Soldier is firing the trigger control will always be smooth. 

 Trigger reset – It is important the Soldier retains focus on the sights while 

resetting the trigger. 

 

Figure 8-2. Natural trigger finger placement 
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BREATHING CONTROL 

8-7. During the shot process, the shooter controls their breathing to reduce the amount 

of movement of the weapon. During training, the Soldier will learn a method of 

breathing control that best suits their shooting style and preference. Breathing control is 

the relationship of the respiratory process (free or under stress) and the decision to 

execute the shot with trigger squeeze.  

8-8. Breathing induces unavoidable body movement that contribute to wobble or the 

arc of movement (AM) during the shot process. Soldiers cannot completely eliminate 

all motion during the shot process, but they can significantly reduce its effects through 

practice and technique. Firing on the natural pause is a common technique used during 

grouping and zeroing.  

8-9. Vertical dispersion during grouping is most likely not caused by breathing but by 

failure to maintain proper aiming and trigger control. Refer to appendix E of this 

publication for proper target analysis techniques. 

WORKSPACE MANAGEMENT 

8-10. The workspace is a spherical area, 12 to 18 inches in diameter centered on the 

Soldier’s chin and approximately 12 inches in front of their chin. The workspace is 

where the majority of weapons manipulations take place. (See figure 8-3 on page 8-5.) 

8-11. Conducting manipulations in the workspace allows the Soldier to keep his eyes 

oriented towards a threat or his individual sector of fire while conducting critical 

weapons tasks that require hand and eye coordination. Use of the workspace creates 

efficiency of motion by minimizing the distance the weapon has to move between the 

firing position to the workspace and return to the firing position.  

8-12. Location of the workspace will change slightly in different firing positions. There 

are various techniques to use the workspace. Some examples are leaving the butt stock 

in the shoulder, tucking the butt stock under the armpit for added control of the weapon, 

or placing the butt stock in the crook of the elbow. 

8-13. Workspace management includes the Soldier’s ability to perform the following 

functions: 

 Selector lever – to change the weapon’s status from safe to semiautomatic, 

to burst/automatic from any position. 

Note. Some models will have ambidextrous selectors.  

 Charging handle – to smoothly use the charging handle during operation. 

This includes any corrective actions to overcome malfunctions, loading, 

unloading, or clearing procedures. 

 Bolt catch – to operate the bolt catch mechanism on the weapon during 

operations. 

 Ejection port – closing the ejection port cover to protect the bolt carrier 

assembly, ammunition, and chamber from external debris upon completion 
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of an engagement. This includes observation of the ejection port area during 

malfunctions and clearing procedures. 

 Magazine catch – the smooth functioning of the magazine catch during 

reloading procedures, clearing procedures, or malfunction corrective actions. 

 Chamber check – the sequence used to verify the status of the weapon’s 

chamber. 

 Forward assist – the routine use of the forward assist assembly of the 

weapon during loading procedures or when correcting malfunctions. 

 

Figure 8-3. Workspace example 

CALLING THE SHOT 

8-14. Knowing precisely where the sights are when the weapon discharges is critical 

for shot analysis. Errors such as flinching or jerking of the trigger can be seen in the 

sights before discharge. 

8-15. Calling a shot refers to a firer stating exactly where he thinks a single shot strikes 

by recalling the sights relationship to the target when the weapon fired. This is normally 

expressed in clock direction and inches from the desired point of aim.  

8-16. The shooter is responsible for the point of impact of every round fired from their 

weapon. This requires the Soldier to ensure the target area is clear of friendly and neutral 

actors, in front of and behind the target. Soldiers must also be aware of the environment 

the target is positioned in, particularly in urban settings—friendly or neutral actors may 

be present in other areas of a structure that the projectile can pass through. 
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RATE OF FIRE 

8-17. The shooter must determine how to engage the threat with the weapon, on the 

current shot as well as subsequent shots. Following the direction of the team leader, the 

Soldier controls the rate of fire to deliver consistent, lethal, and precise fires against the 

threat. 

SLOW SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE 

8-18. Slow semiautomatic fire is moderately paced at the discretion of the Soldier, 

typically used in a training environment or a secure defensive position at approximately 

12 to 15 rounds per minute. All Soldiers learn the techniques of slow semiautomatic fire 

during their introduction to the service rifle during initial entry training. This type of 

firing provides the Soldier the most time to focus on the functional elements in the shot 

process and reinforces all previous training.  

RAPID SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE 

8-19. Rapid semiautomatic fire is approximately 45 rounds per minute and is typically 

used for multiple targets or combat scenarios where the Soldier does not have overmatch 

of the threat. Soldiers should be well-trained in all aspects of slow semiautomatic firing 

before attempting any rapid semiautomatic fire training.  

8-20. Those who display a lack of knowledge of employment skills should not advance 

to rapid semiautomatic fire training until these skills are learned and mastered.  

AUTOMATIC OR BURST FIRE 

8-21. Automatic or burst fire is when the Soldier is required to provide suppressive fires 

with accuracy, and the need for precise fires, although desired, is not as important. 

Automatic or burst fires drastically decrease the probability of hit due to the rapid 

succession of recoil impulses and the inability of the Soldier to maintain proper sight 

alignment and sight picture on the target. 

8-22. Soldiers should be well-trained in all aspects of slow semiautomatic firing before 

attempting any automatic training.  
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FOLLOW-THROUGH 

8-23. Follow-through is the continued mental and physical application of the functional 

elements of the shot process after the shot has been fired. The firer’s head stays in contact 

with the stock, the firing eye remains open, the trigger finger holds the trigger back 

through recoil and then lets off enough to reset the trigger, and the body position and 

breathing remain steady. 

8-24. Follow-through consists of all actions controlled by the shooter after the bullet 

leaves the muzzle. It is required to complete the shot process. These actions are executed 

in a general sequence: 

 Recoil management. This includes the bolt carrier group recoiling 

completely and returning to battery.  

 Recoil recovery. Returning to the same pre-shot position and reacquiring the 

sight picture. The shooter should have a good sight picture before and after 

the shot.  

 Trigger/Sear reset. Once the ejection phase of the cycle of function is 

complete, the weapon initiates and completes the cocking phase. As part of 

the cocking phase, all mechanical components associated with the trigger, 

disconnect, and sear are reset. Any failures in the cocking phase indicate a 

weapon malfunction and require the shooter to take the appropriate action. 

The shooter maintains trigger finger placement and releases pressure on the 

trigger until the sear is reset, demonstrated by a metallic click. At this point 

the sear is reset and the trigger pre-staged for a subsequent or supplemental 

engagement if needed. 

 Sight picture adjustment. Counteracting the physical changes in the sight 

picture caused by recoil impulses and returning the sight picture onto the 

target aiming point. 

 Engagement assessment. Once the sight picture returns to the original point 

of aim, the firer confirms the strike of the round, assesses the target’s state, 

and immediately selects one of the following courses of action: 

 Subsequent engagement. The target requires additional (subsequent) 

rounds to achieve the desired target effect. The shooter starts the pre-

shot process. 

 Supplemental engagement. The shooter determines the desired target 

effect is achieved and another target may require servicing. The shooter 

starts the pre-shot process. 

 Sector check. All threats have been adequately serviced to the desired 

effect. The shooter then checks his sector of responsibility for additional 

threats as the tactical situation dictates. The unit’s SOP will dictate any 

vocal announcements required during the post-shot sequence. 

 Correct Malfunction. If the firer determines during the follow-through 

that the weapon failed during one of the phases of the cycle of function, 

they make the appropriate announcement to their team and immediately 

execute corrective action. 
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MALFUNCTIONS 

8-25. When any weapon fails to complete any phase of the cycle of function correctly, 

a malfunction has occurred. When a malfunction occurs, the Soldier’s priority remains 

to defeat the target as quickly as possible. The malfunction, Soldier capability, and 

secondary weapon capability determine if, when, and how to transition to a secondary 

weapon system.  

8-26. The Soldier controls which actions must be taken to ensure the target is defeated 

as quickly as possible based on secondary weapon availability and capability, and the 

level of threat presented by the range to target and its capability: 

 Secondary weapon can defeat the threat. Soldier transitions to secondary 

weapon for the engagement. If no secondary weapon is available, announce 

their status to the small team, and move to a covered position to correct the 

malfunction. 

 Secondary weapon cannot defeat the threat. Soldiers quickly move to a 

covered position, announce their status to the small team, and execute 

corrective action. 

 No secondary weapon. Soldiers quickly move to a covered position, 

announce their status to the small team, and execute corrective action. 

8-27. The end state of any of corrective action is a properly functioning weapon. 

Typically, the phase where the malfunction occurred within the cycle of function 

identifies the general problem that must be corrected. From a practical, combat 

perspective, malfunctions are recognized by their symptoms. Although some symptoms 

do not specifically identify a single point of failure, they provide the best indication on 

which corrective action to apply. 

8-28. To overcome the malfunction, the Soldier must first avoid over analyzing the 

issue. The Soldier must train to execute corrective actions immediately without 

hesitation or investigation during combat conditions.  

8-29. There are two general types of corrective action: 

 Immediate action – simple, rapid actions or motions taken by the Soldier to 

correct basic disruptions in the cycle of function of the weapon. Immediate 

action is taken when a malfunction occurs such that the trigger is squeeze and 

the hammer falls with an audible “click.” 

 Remedial action – a skilled, technique that must be applied to a specific 

problem or issue with the weapon that will not be corrected by taking 

immediate action. Remedial action is taken when the cycle of function is 

interrupted where the trigger is squeezed and either has little resistance during 

the squeeze (“mush”) or the trigger cannot be squeezed. 

8-30. No single corrective action solution will resolve all or every malfunction. Soldiers 

need to understand what failed to occur, as well as any specific sounds or actions of the 

weapon in order to apply the appropriate correction measures. 
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8-31. Immediate action can correct rudimentary failures during the cycle of function: 

 Failure to fire – is when a round is locked into the chamber, the weapon is 

ready to fire, the select switch is placed on SEMI or BURST / AUTO, and 

the trigger is squeezed, the hammer falls (audible click), and the weapon does 

not fire. 

 Failure to feed – is when the bolt carrier assembly is expected to move return 

back into battery but is prevented from moving all the way forward. A clear 

gap can be seen between the bolt carrier assembly and the forward edge of 

the ejection port. This failure may cause a stove pipe or a double feed (see 

below). 

 Failure to chamber – when the round is being fed into the chamber, but the 

bolt carrier assembly does not fully seat forward, failing to chamber the round 

and lock the bolt locking lugs with the barrel extension’s corresponding lugs. 

 Failure to extract – when either automatically or manually, the extractor 

loses its grip on the cartridge case or the bolt seizes movement rearward 

during extraction that leaves the cartridge case partially removed or fully 

seated. 

 Failure to eject – occurs when, either automatically or manually, a cartridge 

case is extracted from the chamber fully, but does not leave the upper receiver 

through the ejection port. 

8-32. Remedial action requires the Soldier to quickly identify one of four issues and 

apply a specific technique to correct the malfunction. Remedial action is required to 

correct the following types of malfunctions or symptoms: 

 Immediate action fails to correct symptom – when a malfunction occurred 

that initiated the Soldier to execute immediate action and multiple attempts 

failed to correct the malfunction. A minimum of two cycles of immediate 

action should have been completed; first, without a magazine change, and the 

second with a magazine change. 

 Stove pipe – can occur when either a feeding cartridge or an expended 

cartridge case is pushed sideways during the cycle of function causing that 

casing to stop the forward movement of the bolt carrier assembly and lodge 

itself between the face of the bolt and the ejection port.  

 Double feed – occurs when a round is chambered and not fired and a 

subsequent round is being fed without the chamber being clear. 

 Bolt override – is when the bolt fails to push a new cartridge out of the 

magazine during feeding or chambering, causing the bolt to ride on top of the 

cartridge. 

 Charging handle impingement – when a round becomes stuck between the 

bolt assembly and the charging handle where the charging handle is not in 

the forward, locked position.  

8-33. Although there are other types of malfunctions or disruptions to the cycle of 

function, those listed above are the most common. Any other malfunction will require 

additional time to determine the true point of failure and an appropriate remedy. 
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Note. When malfunctions occur in combat, the Soldier must announce 

STOPPAGE or another similar term to their small unit, quickly move to a 

covered location, and correct the malfunction as rapidly as possible. If the 

threat is too close to the Soldier or friendly forces, and the Soldier has a 

secondary weapon, the Soldier should immediately transition to secondary to 

defeat the target prior to correcting the malfunction. 

RULES FOR CORRECTING A MALFUNCTION 

8-34. To clear a malfunction, the Soldier must—

 Apply Rule #1. Soldiers must remain coherent of their weapon and continue

to treat their weapon as if it is loaded when correcting malfunctions.

 Apply Rule #2. Soldiers must ensure the weapon’s orientation is appropriate

for the tactical situation and not flag other friendly forces when correcting

malfunctions.

 Apply Rule #3. Take the trigger finger off the trigger, keep it straight along

the lower receiver placed outside of the trigger guard.

 Do not attempt to place the weapon on SAFE (unless otherwise noted).

Most stoppages will not allow the weapon to be placed on safe because the

sear has been released or the weapon is out of battery. Attempting to place

the weapon on SAFE will waste time and potentially damage the weapon.

 Treat the symptom. Each problem will have its own specific symptoms. By

reacting to what the weapon is “telling” the Soldier, they will be able to

quickly correct the malfunction.

 Maintain focus on the threat. The Soldier must keep their head and eyes

looking downrange at the threat, not at the weapon. If the initial corrective

action fails to correct the malfunction, the Soldier must be able to quickly

move to the next most probable corrective action.

 Look last. Do not look and analyze the weapon to determine the cause of the

malfunction. Execute the drill that has the highest probability of correcting

the malfunction.

 Check the weapon. Once the malfunction is clear and the threat is

eliminated, deliberately check the weapon when in a covered location for any

potential issues or contributing factors that caused the malfunction and

correct them.
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Perform Immediate Action 

8-35. To perform immediate action, the Soldier instinctively: 

 Hears the hammer fall with an audible “click.” 

 Taps the bottom of the magazine firmly. 

 Rapidly pulls the charging handle and releases to extract / eject the previous 

cartridge and feed, chamber, and lock a new round. 

 Reassess by continuing the shot process. 

Note. If a malfunction continues to occur with the same symptoms, the 

Soldier will remove the magazine and insert a new loaded magazine, then 

repeat the steps above. 

Perform Remedial Action 

8-36. To perform remedial action, the Soldier must have a clear understanding of where 

the weapon failed during the cycle of function. Remedial action executed when one of 

the following conditions exist: 

 Immediate action does not work after two attempts. 

 The trigger refuses to be squeezed. 

 The trigger feels like “mush” when squeezed. 

8-37. When one of these three symptoms exist, the Soldier looks into the chamber area 

through the ejection port to quickly assess the type of malfunction. Once identified, the 

Soldier executes actions to “reduce” the symptom by removing the magazine and 

attempting to clear the weapon. Once complete, visually inspect the chamber area, bolt 

face, and charging handle. Then, complete the actions for the identified symptom: 

 Stove pipe – Grasp case and attempt to remove, cycle weapon and attempt to 

fire. If this fails, pull charging handle to the rear while holding case. 

 Double-feed - the Soldier must remove the magazine, clear the weapon, 

confirm the chamber area is clear, secure a new loaded magazine into the 

magazine well, and chamber and lock a round. 

 Bolt override – Remove magazine. Pull charging handle as far rearward as 

possible. Strike charging handle forward. If this fails, pull charging handle to 

the rear a second time, use tool or finger to hold the bolt to the rear, sharply 

send charging handle forward. 
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CORRECTING MALFUNCTIONS 

8-38. Figure 8-4 below provides a simple mental flow chart to rapidly overcome 

malfunctions experienced during the shot process. 

  

Figure 8-4. Malfunction corrective action flow chart 
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COOK-OFF 

8-39. Rapid and continuous firing of several magazines in sequence without cooling, 

will severely elevate chamber temperatures. While unlikely this elevated temperature 

may cause a malfunction known as a "cook-off". A “cook-off” may occur while the 

round is locked in the chamber, due to excessive heating of the ammunition. Or the rapid 

exposure to the cooler air outside of the chamber, due in part to the change in pressure.  

8-40. If the Soldier determines that he has a potential “cook-off” situation he should 

leave the weapon directed at the target, or in a known safe direction, and follow proper 

weapons handling procedures, until the barrel of the weapon has had time to cool. If the 

chambered round has not been locked in the chamber for 10 seconds, it should be ejected 

as quickly as possible. If the length of time is questionable or known to be longer than 

10 seconds and it is tactically sound, the Soldier should follow the above procedures 

until the weapon is cooled. If it is necessary to remove the round before the weapon has 

time to cool, the Soldier should do so with care as the ejected round may detonate due 

to rapid cooling in open air. 

WARNING 

Ammunition “cook-off” is not likely in well 
maintained weapons used within normal training 
and combat parameters.  

Soldiers and unit leadership need to consider the 
dangers of keeping rounds chambered in 
weapons that have elevated temperatures due to 
excessive firing. Or clearing ammunition that has 
the potential to cook-off when exposed to the 
cooler air outside of the chamber.  

Exposure to the colder air outside of the chamber 
has the potential to cause the “cook-off” of 
ammunition. Keeping ammunition chambered in 
severely elevated temperatures also has the 
potential to cause the “cook-off” of ammunition.  

Note. For more information about troubleshooting malfunctions and 

replacing components, see organizational and direct support maintenance 

publications and manuals. 
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TRANSITION TO SECONDARY WEAPON 

8-41. A secondary weapon, such as a pistol, is the most efficient way to engage a target 

at close quarters when the primary weapon has malfunctioned. The Soldier controls 

which actions must be taken to ensure the target is defeated as quickly as possible based 

on the threat presented. 

8-42. The firer transitions by taking the secondary weapon from the HANG or 

HOLSTERED position to the READY UP position, reacquiring the target, and resuming 

the shot process as appropriate. 

8-43. Refer to the appropriate secondary weapon’s training publications for the specific 

procedures to complete the transition process. 
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Chapter 9 

Movement 

The movement functional element is the process of the Soldier 

moving tactically during the engagement process. It includes the 

Soldier’s ability to move laterally, forward, diagonally, and in a 

retrograde manner while maintaining stabilization, appropriate aim, 

and control of the weapon. 

Proper application of the shot process during movement is vital to 

combat operations. The most complex engagements involve 

movement of both Soldier and the adversary. The importance of 

sight alignment and trigger control are at their highest during 

movement. The movement of the Solider degrades stability, the 

ability to aim, and creates challenges to proper trigger control. 

MOVEMENT TECHNIQUES 

9-1. Tactical movement of the Soldier is classified in two ways: vertical and 

horizontal. Each require specific considerations to maintain and adequately apply the 

other functional elements during the shot process. 

9-2. Vertical movements are those actions taken to change their firing posture or 

negotiate terrain or obstacles while actively seeking, orienting on, or engaging threats. 

Vertical movements include actions taken to— 

 Change between any of the primary firing positions; standing, crouched, 

kneeling, sitting, or prone. 

 Negotiate stairwells in urban environments. 

 Travel across inclined or descending surfaces, obstacles, or terrain. 

9-3. Horizontal movements are actions taken to negotiate the battlefield while 

actively seeking, orienting on, or engaging threats. There are eight horizontal movement 

techniques while maintaining weapon orientation on the threat— 

 Forward – movement in a direction directly toward the adversary. 

 Retrograde – movement rearward, in a direction away from the threat while 

maintaining weapon orientation on the threat. 

 Lateral right/left – lateral, diagonal, forward, or retrograde movement to 

the right or left. 

 Turning left/right/about – actions taken by the Soldier to change the 

weapon orientation left/right or to the rear, followed by the Soldier’s 

direction of travel turning to the same orientation. 
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FORWARD MOVEMENT 

9-4. Forward movement is continued progress in a direction toward the adversary or 

route of march. This is the most basic form of movement during an engagement. 

TECHNIQUE 

9-5. During forward movement,— 

 Roll the foot heel to toe to best provide a stable firing platform. 

 Shooting while moving should be very close to the natural walking gait and 

come directly from the position obtained while stationary. 

 Keep the weapon at the ready position. Always maintain awareness of the 

surroundings, both to your left and right, at all times during movement. 

 Maintain an aggressive position. 

 The feet should almost fall in line during movement. This straight-line 

movement will reduce the arc of movement and visible “bouncing” of the 

sight picture.  

 Keep the muzzle of the weapon facing down range toward the expected or 

detected threat. 

 Keep the hips as stationary as possible. Use the upper body as a turret, 

twisting at the waist, maintaining proper platform with the upper body. 

RETROGRADE MOVEMENT 

9-6. Retrograde movement is where the orientation of the weapon remains to the 

Soldier’s front while the Soldier methodically moves rearward. 

TECHNIQUE 

9-7. During retrograde movement, the Soldier should— 

 Take only one or two steps that will open the distance or reposition the feet. 

 Place the feet in a toe to heel manner and drop the center body mass by 

consciously bending the knees, using a reverse combat glide. 

 Maintain situational awareness of team members, debris, and terrain. 

 Use the knees as a shock absorber to steady the body movement to maintain 

the stability of the upper body, stabilizing the rifle sight(s) on the target.  

 Ensure all movement is smooth and steady to maintain stability. 

 Bend forward at the waist to put as much mass as possible behind the weapon 

for recoil management. 

 Keep the muzzle oriented downrange toward the expected or detected threat. 

 Keep the hips as stationary as possible. Use the upper body as a turret, 

twisting at the waist, maintaining proper platform with the upper body. 
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LATERAL MOVEMENT 

9-8. Lateral movement is where the Soldier maintains weapon orientation downrange 

at the expected or detected threat while moving to the left or right. In the most extreme 

cases, the target will be offset 90 degrees or more from the direction of movement. 

TECHNIQUE 

9-9. During lateral movement, Soldiers should— 

 Place their feet heel to toe and drop their center mass by consciously bending 

the knees. 

 Use the knees as a shock absorber to steady the body movement to maintain 

the stability of the upper body, stabilizing the rifle sight(s) on the target.  

 Ensure all movement is smooth and steady to maintain stability. 

 Bend forward at the waist to put as much mass as possible behind the weapon 

for recoil management. 

 Roll the foot, heel to toe, as you place the foot on the ground and lift it up 

again to provide for the smoothest motion possible. 

 Keep the weapon at the alert or ready carry. Do not aim in on the target until 

ready to engage.  

 Maintain awareness of the surroundings, both to the left and right, at all times 

during movement. 

 Trigger control when moving is based on the wobble area. The Soldier shoots 

when the sights are most stable, not based on foot position.  

 Keep the muzzle of the weapon facing down range toward the threat. 

 When moving, the placement of the feet should be heel to toe. 

 Do not overstep or cross the feet, because this can decrease the Soldier’s 

balance and center of gravity. 

 Keep the hips as stationary as possible. Use the upper body as a turret, 

twisting at the waist, maintaining proper platform with the upper body. 

Note. It is more difficult to engage adversaries to the firing side while moving 

laterally. The twist required to achieve a full 90-degree offset requires proper 

repetitive training. The basic concept of movement must be maintained, from 

foot placement to platform. 

Twisting at the waist will not allow the weapon to be brought to a full 

90 degrees off the direction of travel, especially with nonadjustable butt 

stocks. The Soldier will need to drop the non-firing shoulder and roll the 

upper body toward the nonfiring side. This will cause the weapon and upper 

body to cant at approximately a 45-degree angle, relieving some tension in 

the abdominal region, allowing the Soldier to gain a few more degrees of 

offset. 
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TURNING MOVEMENT 

9-10. Turning movement are used to engage widely dispersed targets in the oblique and 

on the flanks. Turning skills are just as valuable in a rapidly changing combat 

environment as firing on the move (such as lateral movement) skills are and should only 

be used with the alert carry.  

9-11. It does not matter which direction the Soldier is turning or which side is the 

Soldier’s strong side. The Soldier must maintain the weapon at an exaggerated low-alert 

carry for the duration of the turn. 

9-12. Muzzle awareness must be maintained at all times. Ensure that the muzzle does 

not begin to come up on target the body is completely turned toward the threat. 

9-13. When executing a turn to either side, the Soldier will— 

 Look first. Turn head to the direction of the turn first.  

 Weapon follows the eyes. The Soldier moves the weapon smoothly to where 

the eyes go. 

 Follow with the body. The body will begin movement with the movement 

of the weapon. Soldiers finish the body movement smoothly to maintain the 

best possible stability for the weapon.  

 Maintain situational awareness. The Soldier must be completely aware of 

the surrounding terrain, particularly for tripping hazards. When necessary, 

Soldiers should visually check their surroundings during the turning action 

and return their vision to the target area as quickly as possible. 
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Appendix A 

Ammunition 

Appendix A discusses the characteristics and capabilities of the 

different ammunition available for the M4- and M16-series 

weapons. It also includes general ammunition information such as 

packaging, standard and North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

(NATO) marking conventions, the components of ammunition, and 

general principles of operation. The information within this 

appendix is 5.56mm for the M4- and M16-series weapons only. 

SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION CARTRIDGES 

A-1. Ammunition for use in rifles and carbines is described as a cartridge. A small 

arms cartridge (see figure A-1) is an assembly consisting of a cartridge case, a primer, a 

quantity of propellant, and a bullet. The following terminology describe the general 

components of all small arms ammunition (SAA) cartridges: 

 Cartridge case. The cartridge case is a brass, rimless, center-fire case that 

provides a means to hold the other components of the cartridge. 

 Propellant. The propellant (or powder) provides the energy to propel the 

projectile through the barrel and downrange towards a target through 

combustion. 

 Primer. The primer is a small explosive charge that provides an ignition 

source for the propellant. 

 Bullet. The bullet or projectile is the only component that travels to the target. 

Note. Dummy cartridges are composed of a cartridge case and bullet, with no 

primer or propellant. Some dummy cartridges contain inert granular materials 

to simulate the weight and balance of live cartridges. 

 

 

Figure A-1. Small arms ammunition cartridges 
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A-2. There are multiple types of bullets used for various purposes. These include ball, 

tracer, armor-piercing, blank, special ball long range (LR), dummy, and short range 

training. 

A-3. The cartridge case is made of steel, aluminum, or a brass combination (70 percent 

copper and 30 percent zinc) for military use. The M4- and M16-series weapons is a 

rimless cartridge case that provides an extraction groove (shown in figure A-2). These 

cartridge cases are designed to support center-fire operation. 

A-4. Center-fire cases have a centrally located primer well/pocket in the base of the 

case, which separates the primer from the propellant in the cartridge case. These cases 

are designed to withstand pressures generated during firing and are used for most small 

arms. 

A-5. All 5.56mm ammunition uses the rimless cartridge case. A rimless cartridge is 

where the rim diameter is the same as the case body, and uses an extractor groove to 

facilitate the cycle of functioning. This design allows for the stacking of multiple 

cartridges in a magazine. 

A-6. When the round is fired, the cartridge case assists in containing the burning 

propellant by expanding the cartridge case tightly to the chamber walls to provide rear 

obturation. 

 

Figure A-2. Cartridge case 
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PROPELLANT 

A-7. Cartridges are loaded with various propellant weights that impart sufficient 

velocity, within safe pressure, to obtain the required ballistic projectile performance. 

The propellants are either a single-base (nitrocellulose) or double-base (nitrocellulose 

and nitroglycerine) composition.  

A-8. The propellant (see figure A-3) may be a single-cylindrical or multiple-

perforation, a ball, or a flake design to facilitate rapid burning. Most propellants are 

coated to assist the control of the combustion rate. A final graphite coating facilitates 

propellant flow and eliminates static electricity in loading the cartridge. 

 

Figure A-3. Propellant 
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PRIMER 

A-9. Center-fire small arms cartridges contain a percussion primer assembly. The 

assembly consists of a brass or gilding metal cup (see figure A-4). The cup contains a 

pellet of sensitive explosive material secured by a paper disk and a brass anvil.  

A-10. The weapon firing pin striking the center of the primer cup base compresses the 

primer composition between the cup and the anvil. This causes the composition to 

explode. Holes or vents located in the anvil or closure cup allow the flame to pass 

through the primer vent, igniting the propellant. 

 

Figure A-4. 5.56mm primer detail 
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BULLET 

A-11. The bullet is a cylindrically shaped lead or alloy projectile that engages with the 

rifling of the barrel. Newer projectiles consist of a copper slug with exposed steel 

penetrator, as with the M855A1. The bullets used today are either lead (lead alloy), or 

assemblies of a jacket and a lead or steel core penetrator. The lead used in lead-alloy 

bullets is combined with tin, antimony or both for bullet hardness. The alloying reduces 

barrel leading and helps prevent the bullet from striping (jumping) the rifling during 

firing.  

A-12. Jacketed bullets (see figure A-5) are used to obtain high velocities and are better 

suited for semiautomatic and automatic weapons. A bullet jacket may be either gilding 

metal, gilding metal-clad steel, or copper plated steel. In addition to a lead or steel core, 

they may contain other components or chemicals that provide a terminal ballistic 

characteristic for the bullet type.  

A-13. Some projectiles may be manufactured from plastic, wax, or plastic binder and 

metal powder, two or more metal powders, or various combinations based on the 

cartridge’s use. 

 

Figure A-5. Bullet example, Armor-piercing cartridge 
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SMALL ARMS AMMUNITION TYPES 

A-14. There are seven types of SAA for the M4- and M16-series weapons that are used

for training and combat. Each of these ammunition types provides a different capability

and have specific characteristics. The following are the most common types of

ammunition for the rifle and carbine:

BALL 

A-15. The ball cartridge (see figure A-6) is intended for use in rifles and carbines against

personnel and unarmored targets. The bullet, as designed for general purpose combat

and training requirements, normally consists of a metal jacket and a lead slug.

Figure A-6. Ball cartridge 

TRACER (TCR OR T) 

A-16. A tracer round contains a pyrotechnic composition in the base of the bullet to

permit visible observation of the bullet’s in-flight path or trajectory and point of impact.

(See figure A-7) The pyrotechnic composition is ignited by the propellant when the

round is fired, emitting a bright flame visible by the firer. Tracer rounds may also be

used to pinpoint enemy targets to ignite flammable materials and for signaling purposes.

Figure A-7. Ball with tracer cartridge 
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ARMOR PIERCING (AP) 

A-17. The armor-piercing cartridge (see figure A-8) is intended for use against 

personnel and light armored and unarmored targets, concrete shelters, and similar bullet-

resistant targets. The bullet consists of a metal jacket and a hardened steel-alloy core. In 

addition, it may have a lead base filler and/or a lead point filler. 

 

Figure A-8. Armor-piercing cartridge 

SHORT RANGE TRAINING AMMUNITION 

A-18. The short range training ammunition (SRTA) (see figure A-9) cartridges are 

designed for target practice where the maximum range is reduced for training purposes. 

This cartridge ballistically matches the ball cartridge out to 300 meters, and rapidly 

drops in velocity and accuracy. This allows for installations with restricted training 

range facilities to continue to operate with accurate munitions. This cartridge is also a 

preferred round when conducting training in a close quarters environment, like a shoot 

house or other enclosed training facility. 

 

Figure A-9. Short range training ammunition cartridge 
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BLANK (BLK) 

A-19. The blank cartridge (see figure A-10) is distinguished by the absence of a bullet 

or projectile. It is used for simulated fire, in training maneuvers, and for ceremonial 

purposes. These rounds consist of a roll crimp (knurl) or cannelure on the body of the 

case, which holds a paper wad in place instead of a projectile. Newer cartridges have 

rosette crimp (7 petals) and an identification knurl on the cartridge case. 

 

Figure A-10. Blank cartridge 

CLOSE COMBAT MISSION CAPABILITY KIT 

A-20. The close combat mission capability kit (CCMCK) cartridge (see figure A-11) is 

used for training purposes only.  

A-21. The M4 carbine/M16 rifle conversion adapter kit provides utmost safety, in-

service reliability and maintainability. The kit is easy to install with a simple exchange 

of the bolt. It adapts the host weapon to fire unlinked 5.56mm M1042 man-marking 

ammunition with the feel and function of live ammunition. The kit includes fail-safe 

measures to prevent the discharge of a standard “live” round. 

 

Figure A-11. Close combat mission capability kit cartridge 
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DUMMY 

A-22. The dummy cartridge (see figure A-12) is used for practice in loading weapons 

and simulated firing to detect errors in employment skills when firing weapons. This 

round is completely inert and consists only of an empty cartridge case and ball bullet. 

Cartridge identification is by means of holes through the side of the case or longitudinal 

corrugations in the case and by the empty primer pocket. 

 

Figure A-12. Dummy cartridge 

COLORS, MARKINGS, AND SYMBOLS 

A-23. Small arms ammunition is identifiable by color coding specification per type and 

intended use. Table A-1 describes the general color codes for all types of 5.56mm small 

arms ammunition. Table A-2 identifies the color code specifications that are applied to 

the tip of 5.56mm ammunition. 

A-24. Markings stenciled or stamped on munitions or their containers include all 

information needed for complete identification.  

A-25. Packaging and containers for small arms ammunition are clearly marked with 

standard NATO symbols identifying the contents of the package by type of ammunition, 

primary use, and packaging information. The most common NATO symbols are 

described according to Standardization Agreement (STANAG) (see table A-2 on page 

A-11). 

A-26. Small arms ammunition (less than 20mm) is not color-coded under 

MIL-STD-709D. Marking standards for small arms ammunition are outlined in— 

 TM 9-1305-201-20&P. 

 TM 9-1300-200. 

A-27. These publications describe the color coding system for small arms projectiles. 

The bullet tips are painted a distinctive color as a ready means of identification for the 

user. (Refer to TM 9-1300-200 for more information.) 
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Table A-1. Small Arms Color Coding and Packaging Markings 

 

5.56-MM AMMUNITION 

A-28. The following tables A-2 through A-10 on pages A-10 through A-18, will provide 

a brief description of the ten different types of commonly used 5.56mm ammunition for 

training and combat. Some types of 5.56mm ammunition will have more than one 

applicable Department of Defense Identification Code (DODIC); those DODICs are 

provided for the clarity and ease of the unit’s ammunition resource manager. 
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Table A-2. 5-56mm, M855, Ball 
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Table A-3. 5.56mm, M855A1, Enhanced Performance Round (EPR), Ball 
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Table A-4. 5.56mm, M856A1, Tracer 
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Table A-5. 5.56mm, Mk301, MOD 0, DIM Tracer 
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Table A-6. 5.56mm, M995, Armor Piercing 
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Table A-7. 5.56mm, M862, Short Range Training Ammunition 
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Table A-8. 5.56mm, M1037, Short Range Training Ammunition 
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Table A-9. 5.56mm, M1042 Close Combat Mission Capability Kit 
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Table A-10. 5.56mm, M200, Blank 
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Appendix B 

Ballistics 

Ballistics is the science of the processes that occur from the time a 

firearm is fired to the time when the bullet impacts its target. 

Soldiers must be familiar with the principles of ballistics as they are 

critical in understanding how the projectiles function, perform 

during flight, and the actions of the bullet when it strikes the 

intended target. The profession of arms requires Soldiers to 

understand their weapons, how they operate, their functioning, and 

their employment.  

B-1. The flight path of a bullet includes three stages: the travel down the barrel, the

path through the air to the target, and the actions the bullet takes upon impact with the

target. These stages are defined in separate categories of ballistics; internal, external,

and terminal ballistics.

INTERNAL BALLISTICS 

B-2. Internal ballistics – is the study of the propulsion of a projectile. Internal

ballistics begin from the time the firing pin strikes the primer to the time the bullet leaves

the muzzle. Once the primer is struck the priming charge ignites the propellant. The

expanding gases caused by the burning propellant create pressures which push the bullet

down the barrel. The bullet engages the lands and grooves (rifling) imparting a spin on

the bullet that facilitates stabilization of the projectile during flight. Internal ballistics

ends at shot exit, where the bullet leaves the muzzle. (See figure B-1.)
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Figure B-1. Internal ballistic terms 

B-3. Several key terms are used when discussing the physical actions of internal 

ballistics — 

 Bore – the interior portion of the barrel forward of the chamber. 

 Chamber – the part of the barrel that accepts the ammunition for firing. 

 Grain (gr) – a unit of measurement of either a bullet or a projectile. There 

are 7000 grains in a pound, or 437.5 grains per ounce. 

 Pressure – the force developed by the expanding gasses generated by the 

combustion (burning) of the propellant. Pressure is measure in pounds per 

square inch (psi). 

 Shoulder – the area of the chamber that contains the shoulder, forcing the 

cartridge and projectile into the entrance of the bore at the throat of the barrel. 

 Muzzle – the end of the barrel.  

 Throat – the entrance to the barrel from the chamber. Where the projectile 

is introduced to the lands and grooves within the barrel. 
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EXTERNAL BALLISTICS 

B-4. External ballistics is the study of the physical actions and effects of gravity, drag, 

and wind along the projectile’s flight to the target. It includes only those general physical 

actions that cause the greatest change to the flight of a projectile. (See figure B-2.) 

External ballistics begins at shot exit and continues through the moment the projectile 

strikes the target. 

 

Figure B-2. External ballistic terms 

B-5. The following terms and definitions are used to describe the actions or reactions 

of the projectile during flight. This terminology is standard when dealing with any 

weapon or weapon system, regardless of caliber. (See figure B-3.)  

 Axis of the bore (Line of Bore) – the line passing through the center of the 

bore or barrel. 

 Line of sight (LOS) or gun target line (GTL) – a straight line between the 

sights or optics and the target. This is never the same as the axis of the bore. 

The LOS is what the Soldier sees through the sights and can be illustrated by 

drawing an imaginary line from the firer’s eye through the rear and front 

sights out to infinity. The LOS is synonymous with the GTL when viewing 

the relationship of the sights to a target. 

 Line of elevation (LE) – the angle represented from the ground to the axis 

of the bore. 

 Ballistic trajectory – the path of a projectile when influenced only by 

external forces, such as gravity and atmospheric friction. 

 Maximum ordinate – the maximum height the projectile will travel above 

the line of sight on its path to the point of impact. 

 Time of flight – the time taken for a specific projectile to reach a given 

distance after firing. 
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Figure B-3. Trajectory 

 Jump – vertical jump in an upward and rearward direction caused by recoil. 

Typically, it is the angle, measured in mils, between the line of departure and 

the line of elevation. 

 Line of departure (LD) – the line the projectile is on at shot exit. 

 Muzzle – the end of the barrel. 

 Muzzle velocity or velocity – the velocity of the projectile measured at shot 

exit. Muzzle velocity decreases over time due to air resistance. For small 

arms ammunition, velocity (V) is represented in feet per second (f/s). 

 Twist rate – the rotation of the projectile within the barrel of a rifled weapon 

based on the distance to complete one revolution. The twist rate relates to the 

ability to gyroscopically spin-stabilize a projectile on rifled barrels, 

improving its aerodynamic stability and accuracy. The twist rate of the M4- 

or M16-series weapon is a right hand, one revolution in every seven inches 

of barrel length (or R 1:7 inches). 

 Shot exit – the moment the projectile clears the muzzle of the barrel, where 

the bullet is not supported by the barrel. 

 Oscillation – the movement of the projectile in a circular pattern around its 

axis during flight. 

 Drift – the lateral movement of a projectile during its flight caused by its 

rotation or spin. 

 Yaw – a deviation from stable flight by oscillation. This can be caused by 

cross wind or destabilization when the projectile enters or exits a transonic 

stage. 

 Grain (gr) – a unit of measurement of either a bullet or a propellant charge. 

There are 7000 grains in a pound, or 437.5 grains per ounce. 

 Pressure – the force developed by the expanding gases generated by the 

combustion (burning) of the propellant. For small arms, pressure is measured 

in pounds per square inch (psi). 

 Gravity – the constant pressure of the earth on a projectile at a rate of about 

9.8 meters per second squared, regardless of the projectile’s weight, shape or 

velocity. Commonly referred to as bullet drop, gravity causes the projectile 

to drop from the line of departure. Soldiers must understand the effects of 

gravity on the projectile when zeroing as well as how it applies to 

determining the appropriate hold-off at ranges beyond the zero distance. 
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 Drag (air resistance) – the friction that slows the projectile down while 

moving through the air. Drag begins immediately upon the projectile exiting 

the barrel (shot exit). It slows the projectile’s velocity over time, and is most 

pronounced at extended ranges. Each round has a ballistic coefficient (BC) 

that is a measurement of the projectile’s ability to minimize the effects of air 

resistance (drag) during flight. 

 Trajectory – the path of flight that the projectile takes upon shot exit over 

time. For the purposes of this manual, the trajectory ends at the point of 

impact. 

 Wind – has the greatest variable effect on ballistic trajectories. The effects 

of wind on a projectile are most noticeable in three key areas between half 

and two-thirds the distance to the target: 

 Time (T) – the amount of time the projectile is exposed to the wind 

along the trajectory. The greater the range to target, the greater time the 

projectile is exposed to the wind’s effects.  

 Direction – the direction of the wind in relation to the axis of the bore. 

This determines the direction of drift of the projectile that should be 

compensated. 

 Velocity (V) – the speed of the wind during the projectile’s trajectory to 

the target. Variables in the overall wind velocity affecting a change to 

the ballistic trajectory include sustained rate of the wind and gust spikes 

in velocity. 

TERMINAL BALLISTICS 

B-6. Terminal ballistics is the science of the actions of a projectile from the time it 

strikes an object until it comes to rest (called terminal rest). This includes the terminal 

effects that take place against the target. 

 Kinetic Energy (EK) – a unit of measurement of the delivered force of a 

projectile. Kinetic energy is the delivered energy that a projectile possesses 

due to its mass and velocity at the time of impact. Kinetic energy is directly 

related to the penetration capability of a projectile against the target.  

 Penetration – the ability or act of a projectile to enter a target’s mass based 

on its delivered kinetic energy. When a projectile strikes a target, the level of 

penetration into the target is termed the impact depth. The impact depth is the 

distance from the point of impact to the moment the projectile stops at its 

terminal resting place. Ultimately, the projectile stops when it has transferred 

its momentum to an equal mass of the medium (or arresting medium).  

B-7. Against any target, penetration is the most important terminal ballistic 

consideration. Soldiers must be aware of the penetration capabilities of their ammunition 

against their target, and the most probable results of the terminal ballistics.  

B-8. The 5.56mm projectile’s purpose is to focus the largest amount of momentum 

(energy) on the smallest possible area of the target to achieve the greatest penetration. 

They are designed to resist deformation on impact to enter the target’s mass. The steel 
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tip of the penetrator allows for reduced deformation through light skin armor or body 

armor, and the heavier steel penetrator allows for increased soft tissue damage. 

ACTIONS AFTER THE TRIGGER SQUEEZE 

B-9. Once the trigger is squeezed, the ballistic actions begin. Although not all 

ammunition and weapons operate in the same manner, the following list describes the 

general events that occur on the M4- and M16-series weapons when the trigger is 

squeezed. 

 The hammer strikes the rear of the firing pin.  

 The firing pin is pushed forward, striking the cartridge percussion primer 

assembly. 

 The primer is crushed, pushing the primer composition through the paper 

disk, and on to the anvil, detonating the primer composition. 

 The burning primer composition is focused evenly through the primer cup 

vent hole, igniting the propellant. 

 The propellant burns evenly within the cartridge case. 

 The cartridge case wall expand from the pressure of the burning propellant, 

firmly locking the case to the chamber walls.  

 The expanded cartridge case, held firmly in place by the chamber walls and 

the face of the bolt provide rear obturation, keeping the burning propellant 

and created expanding gasses in front of the cartridge case. 

 The projectile is forced by the expanding gasses firmly into the lands and 

grooves at the throat of the bore, causing engraving.  

 Engraving causes the scoring of the softer outer jacket of the projectile with 

the lands and grooves of the bore. This allows the projectile to spin at the 

twist rate of the lands and grooves, and provides a forward obturation seal. 

The forward obturation keeps the expanding gasses behind the projectile in 

order to push it down the length of the barrel. 

 As the propellant continues to burn, the gasses created continue to seek the 

path of least resistance. As the cartridge case is firmly seated and the 

projectile is moveable, the gas continues to exert its force on the projectile. 

 Once the projectile passes the gas port on the top of the barrel, a small amount 

of gas is permitted to escape from propelling the projectile. This escaping gas 

is directed up through the gas port and rearward through the gas tube, 

following the path of least resistance. The diameter of the gas port limits the 

amount of gas allowed to escape. 

 As the end of the projectile leaves the muzzle, it is no longer supported by 

the barrel itself. Shot exit occurs. 

 Upon shot exit, most of the expanding and burning gasses move outward and 

around the projectile, causing the muzzle flash. 

 At shot exit, the projectile achieves its maximum muzzle velocity. From shot 

exit until the projectile impacts an object, the projectile loses velocity at a 

steady rate due to air resistance. 
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 As the round travels along its trajectory, the bullet drops consistently by the 

effects of gravity. 

 As the actual line of departure is an elevated angle from the line of sight, the 

projectile appears to rise and then descend. This rise and fall of the projectile 

is the trajectory. 

 The round achieves the highest point of its trajectory typically over half way 

to the target, depending on the range to target. The high point is called the 

round’s maximum ordinate or max ord. 

 From the max ord, the projectile descends into the target. 

 The round strikes the target at the point of impact, which, depending on the 

firing event, may or may not be the desired point of impact, and is seldom the 

point of aim. 

Note. The point of aim and point of impact only occur twice during the 

bullet’s path to the target at distance; once when the trajectory crosses the 

line of sight approximately 25 meters from the muzzle, and again at the zero 

distance (300 meters for the Army standard zero). 

 Once the projectile strikes a target or object, it delivers its kinetic energy 

(force) at the point of impact. 

 Terminal ballistics begin. 

B-10. Once terminal ballistics begin, no bullets follow the same path or function. 

Generally speaking, the projectile will penetrate objects where the delivered energy 

(mass times velocity squared, divided by 2) is greater than the mass, density, and area 

of the target at the point of the delivered force. There are other contributing factors, such 

as the angle of attack, yaw, oscillation, and other physical considerations that are not 

included in this ballistic discussion. 

STRUCTURE PENETRATION 

B-11. The following common barriers in built-up areas can prevent penetration by a 

5.56-mm round fired at less than 50 meters (M855) including: 

 Single row sandbags. 

 A 2-inch thick concrete wall (not reinforced with rebar or similar item). 

 A 55-gallon drum filled with water or sand. 

 A metal ammunition can filled with sand. 

 A cinder block filled with sand (the block may shatter). 

 A plate glass windowpane at a 45-degree angle (glass fragments will be 

thrown behind the glass). 

 A brick veneer. 

Note. The M855A1 enhanced performance round (EPR) has increased 

capabilities for barrier penetration compared with M855 as shown above.  
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B-12. Although most structural materials repel single 5.56-mm rounds, continued and 

concentrated firing can breach (penetrate through) some typical urban structures. 

B-13. The best method for breaching a masonry wall is by firing short bursts in a 

U-shaped pattern. The distance from the firer to the wall should be minimized for best 

results—ranges as close as 25 meters are relatively safe from ricochet.  

B-14. Ball ammunition and armor-piercing rounds produce almost the same results, but 

are more likely to ricochet to the sides and rearward back at the firer (called spit-back).  

Note. Soldiers must ensure the appropriate level of personal protective 

equipment is worn when conducting tactical and collective tasks, particularly 

at ranges less than 50 meters.  

B-15. The 5.56-mm round can be used to create either a loophole (about 7 inches in 

diameter) or a breach hole (large enough for a man to enter). When used against 

reinforced concrete, the M16 rifle and M249 cannot cut the reinforcing bars. 

SOFT TISSUE PENETRATION 

B-16. A gunshot wound, or ballistic trauma, is a form of physical damage sustained 

from the entry of a projectile. The degree of tissue disruption caused by a projectile is 

related to the size of the cavities created by the projectile as it passes through the target’s 

tissue. When striking a personnel target, there are two types of cavities created by the 

projectile; permanent and temporary wound cavities. 

Permanent Wound Cavity 

B-17. The permanent cavity refers specifically to the physical hole left in the tissues of 

soft targets by the pass-through of a projectile. It is the total volume of tissue crushed or 

destroyed along the path of the projectile within the soft target. 

B-18. Depending on the soft tissue composition and density, the tissues are either elastic 

or rigid. Elastic organs stretch when penetrated, leaving a smaller wound cavity. Organs 

that contain dense tissue, water, or blood are rigid, and can shatter from the force of the 

projectile. When a rigid organ shatters from a penetrating bullet, it causes massive blood 

loss within a larger permanent wound cavity. Although typically fatal, striking these 

organs may not immediately incapacitate the target.  

Temporary Wound Cavity 

B-19. The temporary wound cavity is an area that surrounds the permanent wound 

cavity. It is created by soft, elastic tissues as the projectile passes through the tissue at 

greater than 2000 feet per second. The tissue around the permanent cavity is propelled 

outward (stretched) in an almost explosive manner from the path of the bullet. This 

forms a temporary recess or cavity 10 to 12 times the bullet’s diameter.  

B-20. Tissue such as muscle, some organs, and blood vessels are very elastic and can 

be stretched by the temporary cavity with little or no damage and have a tendency to 

absorb the projectile’s energy. The temporary cavity created will slowly reduce in size 
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over time, although typically not returning completely to the original position or 

location.  

Note. Projectiles that do not exceed 2000 feet per second velocity on impact 

do not provide sufficient force to cause a temporary cavity capable of 

incapacitating a threat. 

B-21. The extent of the cavitation (the bullet’s creation of the permanent and temporary 

cavities) is related to the characteristics of the projectile: 

 Kinetic energy (EK) – the delivered mass at a given velocity. Higher 

delivered kinetic energy produces greater penetration and tissue damage. 

 Yaw – any yaw at the point of impact increases the projectiles surface area 

that strikes the target, decreasing kinetic energy, but increasing the 

penetration and cavity size. 

 Deformation – the physical changes of the projectile’s original shape and 

design due to the impact of the target. This increases the projectile’s surface 

area and the size of the cavity created after penetration. 

 Fragmentation – the fracturing of a projectile into multiple pieces or sub-

projectiles. The multiple paths of the fragmented sub-projectiles are 

unpredictable in size, velocity, and direction. The bullet jacket, and for some 

types of projectiles, the lead core, fracture creating small, jagged, sharp 

edged pieces that are propelled outward with the temporary cavity. 

Fragments can sever tissue, causing large, seemingly explosive-type. Bone 

fragments caused by the bullet’s strike can have the same effect. 

 Tumbling – the inadvertent end-over-end rotation of the projectile. As a 

projectile tumbles as it strikes the target, the bullet travels through the tissues 

with a larger diameter. This causes a more severe permanent cavity as it 

passes through the soft tissue. A tumbling projectile can change direction 

erratically within the body due to its velocity and tendency to strike dense 

material with a larger surface area.  

B-22. Once inside the target, the projectile’s purpose is to destroy soft tissues with 

fragmentation. The ball ammunition is designed to not flatten or expand on impact, 

which would decrease velocity and delivered energy. For the M855-series cartridge, the 

penetrator tends to bend at the steel-core junction, fracture the weaker jacketed layer, 

and fragment into pieces when striking an object.  
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Incapacitation 

B-23. Incapacitation with direct fire is the act of ballistically depriving a target of the 

ability, strength, or capability to continue its tactical mission. To assist in achieving the 

highest probability of incapacitation with a single shot, the projectile is designed with 

the ability to tumble, ricochet, or fragment after impact.  

B-24. The projectile or its fragments then must hit a vital, blood-bearing organ or the 

central nervous system to effectively incapacitate the threat. The projectile’s limited 

fragmentation potential after entry maximizes the soft tissue damage and increases the 

potential for rapid incapacitation. 

Lethal Zones 

B-25. The Soldier’s primary point of aim at any target by default is center of visible 

mass. This allows for a tolerance that includes the greatest margin of error with the 

highest probability of a first round hit. The combat conditions may require more precise 

fires at partially exposed targets or targets that require immediate incapacitation.  

B-26. Ideally, the point of aim is anywhere within a primary switch area. This point will 

maximize the possibility of striking major organs and vessels, rendering a clean, one-

shot kill (see figure B-4.) 
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Figure B-4. Lethal zone example 

B-27. Shots to the head should be weighed with caution. The head is the most frequently 

moved body part and are the most difficult to hit with precision. Shots to other exposed 

body parts, such as the pelvic area, should be considered for the shot.  

B-28. Shots to the pelvic area are used when the target is not completely visible or when 

the target is wearing body armor that prevents the Soldier from engaging the primary 

zone. This area is rich in large blood vessels and a shot here has a good possibility of 

impeding enemy movement by destroying the pelvic or hitting the lower spine. 

 Circuitry shots (switches).  

 Hydraulic shots (timers).  
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Circuitry Shots (Switches) 

B-29. Circuitry shots, or “switches,” are strikes to a target that deliver its immediate 

incapacitation. Immediate incapacitation is the sudden physical or mental inability to 

initiate or complete any physical task. To accomplish this, the central nervous system 

must be destroyed by hitting the brain or spinal column. All bodily functions and 

voluntary actions cease when the brain is destroyed and if the spinal column is broken, 

all functions cease below the break. 

Hydraulic Shots (Timer) 

B-30. Hydraulic shots, or “timers,” are impacts on a target where immediate 

incapacitation is not guaranteed. These types of ballistic trauma are termed “timers” as 

that after the strike of the bullet, the damage caused requires time for the threat to have 

sufficient blood loss to render it incapacitated. Hydraulic shots, although ultimately 

lethal, allow for the threat to function in a reduced capacity for a period of time.  

B-31. For hydraulic shots to eliminate the threat, they must cause a 40 percent loss of 

blood within the circulatory system. If the shots do not disrupt that flow at a rapid pace, 

the target will be able to continue its mission. Once two (2) liters of blood are lost, the 

target will transition into hypovolemic shock and become incapacitated. 
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Appendix C 

Complex Engagements 

This appendix provides detailed information on the calculations for 

determining deliberate holds for complex engagements and various 

engagement techniques. It is designed for the advanced shooter; 

however, all Soldiers should be familiar with the contents of the 

appendix in order to build their mastery and proficiency with their 

individual weapon. 

C-1. A complex engagement includes any shot that cannot use the CoVM as the point 

of aim to ensure a target hit. Complex engagements require a Soldier to apply various 

points of aim (called hold, hold-off, or holds) to successfully defeat the threat.  

C-2. This appendix builds upon the concepts discussed in Chapter 7, Aim, and only 

include topics specific to deliberate hold determinations. These topics are:  

 Target conditions: 

 Range to target. 

 Moving targets. 

 Oblique targets. 

 Environmental conditions: 

 Wind. 

 Angled firing. 

 Compound conditions: 

C-3. Each of these firing conditions may require the Soldier to determine an 

appropriate aim point that is not the CoVM. During any complex engagement, the 

Soldier serves as the ballistic computer during the shot process. The hold represents a 

refinement or alteration of the center of visible mass point of aim at the target to 

counteract certain conditions during a complex engagement for— 

 Range to target. 

 Lead for targets based on their direction and speed of movement.  

 Counter-rotation lead required when the Soldier is moving in the opposite 

direction of the moving target. 

 Wind speed, direction, and duration between the shooter and the target at 

ranges greater than 300 meters. 

 Greatest lethal zone presented by the target to provide the most probable point 

of impact to achieve immediate incapacitation. 

C-4. The Soldier will apply the appropriate aim (hold) based on the firing instances 

presented. Hold determinations will be discussed in two formats; immediate and 

deliberate. 
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TARGET CONDITIONS 

C-5. Soldiers must consider several aspects of the target to apply the proper point of 

aim on the target. The target’s posture, or how it is presenting itself to the shooter, 

consists of— 

 Range to target. 

 Nature of the target. 

 Nature of the terrain (surrounding the target). 

RANGE TO TARGET 

C-6. Rapidly determining an accurate range to target is critical to the success of the 

Soldier at mid and extended ranges. There are several range determination methods 

shooters should be confident in applying to determine the proper hold-off for pending 

engagements.  

Deliberate Range Determination 

C-7. The deliberate methods afford the shooter a reliable means of determining the 

range to a given target; however, these methods require additional time. (See 

figure C-1.) With practice and experience, the time to determine the range with these 

methods is reduced significantly. The various methods of deliberate range determination 

are: 

 Reticle relationship (mil or MOA). 

 Recognition method. 

 Bracketing method. 

 Halving method. 

 

Figure C-1. Mil Relation Formula example 
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Reticle Relationship Method  

C-8. With this method, shooters use their aiming device’s reticle to determine the range 

to target based on standard target information. To use the appearance of objects method 

based on how they align to an aiming device’s reticle, shooters must be familiar with 

the sizes and details of personnel and equipment at known distances as shown in 

figure C-2. 

 

Figure C-2. Standard dismount threat dimensions example 
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C-9. Knowing the standard dimensions to potential targets allows for the Soldier to 

assess those dimensions using the aiming device’s reticle. The Soldier will apply the mil 

or MOA relationship as they pertain to the aiming device and the target. Figure C-3 and 

figure C-4 on page C-5, show various reticle relationship examples. 

 

Figure C-3. RCO range determination using the bullet drop 
compensator reticle 
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Figure C-4. Reticle relationship using a stadiametric reticle example 

C-10. Anything that limits the visibility (such as weather, smoke, or darkness) will also 

limit the effectiveness of this method. To become proficient in using the appearance of 

objects method with accuracy, shooters must be familiar with the characteristic details 

of objects as they appear at various ranges. 
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MOVING TARGETS 

C-11. Moving targets are those threats that appear to have a consistent pace and 

direction. Targets on any battlefield will not remain stationary for long periods of time, 

particularly once a firefight begins. Soldiers must have the ability to deliver lethal fires 

at a variety of moving target types and be comfortable and confident in the engagement 

techniques. There are two methods for defeating moving targets; tracking and trapping. 

Tracking Method 

C-12. The tracking method is used for a moving target that is progressing at a steady 

pace over a well-determined route. If a Soldier uses the tracking method, he tracks the 

target with the rifle’s sight while maintaining sight alignment and a point of aim on or 

ahead of (leading) the target until the shot is fired.  

C-13. When establishing a lead on a moving target, the rifle sights will not be centered 

on the target and instead will be held on a lead in front of the target. The basic lead 

formula for moving targets that are generally perpendicular to the shooter (moving 

across the sector of observation), is— 

 

𝟏

𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑹(𝟕) = 𝑳  

𝒐𝒓  
𝟏

𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑹𝒂𝒏𝒈𝒆 𝒕𝒐 𝑻𝒂𝒓𝒈𝒆𝒕 𝒙 𝟕 = 𝑳𝒆𝒂𝒅 𝒊𝒏 𝑰𝒏𝒄𝒉𝒆𝒔 

 

C-14. This formula is used to determine the baseline lead in the direction of travel of 

the target when its pace is approximately 3 mph or 4.5 feet per second (fps). Figure°C-5, 

on page C-7, shows the application of this formula at a notional moving target: 
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Figure C-5. Deliberate lead formula example 

C-15. To execute the tracking method, a Soldier performs the following steps:  

 Swing the muzzle of the rifle through the target (from the rear of the target to 

the front) to the desired lead (point of aim). The point of aim may be on the 

target or some point in front of the target depending upon the target's range, 

speed, and angle of movement. 

 Track and maintain focus on the rifle’s sight while acquiring the desired sight 

picture. It may be necessary to shift the focus between the rifle’s sight and 

the target while acquiring the sight picture, but the focus must be on the rifle’s 

sight when the shot is fired. Engage the target once the sight picture is 

acquired. While maintaining the proper lead,— 

 Follow-through so the lead is maintained as the bullet exits the muzzle. 

 Continue to track in case a second shot needs to be fired on the target. 

Trapping Method 

C-16. The trapping method (see figure C-6) is used when it is difficult to track the target 

with the aiming device, as in the prone or sitting position. The lead required to 

effectively engage the target determines the engagement point and the appropriate hold-

off.  
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C-17. With the sights settled, the target moves into the predetermined engagement point 

and creates the desired sight picture. The trigger is pulled simultaneously with the 

establishment of sight picture. To execute the trapping method, a Soldier performs the 

following steps: 

 Select an aiming point ahead of the target – where to set the trap. 

 Obtain sight alignment on the aiming point. 

 Hold sight alignment until the target moves into vision and the desired sight 

picture is established. 

 Engage the target once sight picture is acquired. 

 Follow-through so the rifle sights are not disturbed as the bullet exits the 

muzzle. 

 

Figure C-6. Deliberate trapping method example 
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OBLIQUE TARGETS 

C-18. Threats that are moving diagonally toward or away from the shooter are oblique 

targets. They offer a unique problem set to shooters where the target may be moving at 

a steady pace and direction; however, their oblique posture makes them appear to move 

slower.  

C-19. Soldiers should adjust their hold-off based on the angle of the target’s movement 

from the gun-target line. The following guide (see figure C-7) will help Soldiers 

determine the appropriate percentage of hold-off to apply to engage the oblique threats 

as they move. 

 

Figure C-7. Oblique target example 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS 

C-20. The environment can complicate the shooter’s actions during the shot process

with excessive wind or requiring angled firing limited visibility conditions. Soldiers

must understand the methods to offset or compensate for these firing occasions, and be

prepared to apply these skills to the shot process. This includes when multiple complex

conditions compound the ballistic solution during the firing occasion.

WIND 

C-21. Wind deflection is the most influential element in exterior ballistics. Wind does

not push the projectile causing the actual deflection. The bullet’s tip is influenced in the

direction of the wind slightly, resulting in a gradual drift of the bullet in the direction of

the wind. The effects of wind can be compensated for by the shooter provided they

understand how wind effects the projectile and the terminal point of impact. The

elements of wind effects are—

 The time the projectile is exposed to the wind (range).

 The direction from which the wind is blowing.

 The velocity of the wind on the projectile during flight.

Wind Direction and Value 

C-22. Winds from the left cause an effect on the projectile to drift to the right, and winds

from the right cause an effect on the projectile to drift to the left. The amount of the

effect depends on the time of (projectile’s exposure) the wind speed and direction. To

compensate for the wind, the firer must first determine the wind’s direction and value.

(See figure C-8 on page C-11.)

C-23. The clock system can be used to determine the direction and value of the wind.

Picture a clock with the firer oriented downrange towards 12 o’clock.

C-24. Once the direction is determined, the value of the wind is next. The value of the

wind is how much effect the wind will have on the projectile. Winds from certain

directions have less effect on projectiles. The chart below shows that winds from 2 to

4°o’clock and 8 to 10 o’clock are considered full-value winds and will have the most

effect on the projectile. Winds from 1, 5, 7, and 11 o’clock are considered half-value

winds and will have roughly half the effect of a full-value wind. Winds from 6 and

12°o’clock are considered no-value winds and little or no effect on the projectile.
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Figure C-8. Wind value 

C-25. The wind will push the projectile in the direction the wind is blowing (see 

figure C-9). The amount of effects on the projectile will depend on the time of exposure, 

direction of the wind, and speed of the wind. To compensate for wind the Soldier uses a 

hold in the direction of the wind. 
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Figure C-9. Wind effects 
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Wind Speed 

C-26. Wind speeds can vary from the firing line to the target. Wind speed can be 

determined by taking an average of the winds blowing on the range. The firer’s focus 

should be on the winds between the firer and the target. The front 1/3 of the trajectory 

plays the most significant role in determining the bullet’s wind drift deflection, but with 

increasing range, the firer must consider the wind speed at midpoint and the target area 

to make the best overall assessment. 

C-27. The Soldier can observe the movement of items in the environment downrange 

to determine the speed. Each environment will have different vegetation that reacts 

differently.  

C-28. Downrange wind indicators include the following: 

 0 to 3 mph = Hardly felt, but smoke drifts. 

 3 to 5 mph = Felt lightly on the face. 

 5 to 8 mph = Keeps leaves in constant movement. 

 8 to 12 mph = Raises dust and loose paper. 

 12 to 15 mph = Causes small trees to sway. 

C-29. The wind blowing at the Soldiers location may not be the same as the wind 

blowing on the way to the target.  

Wind Estimation 

C-30. Soldiers must be comfortable and confident in their ability to judge the effects of 

the wind to consistently make accurate and precise shots. Soldiers will use wind 

indicators between the Soldier and the target that provide windage information to 

develop the proper compensation or hold-off.  

C-31. To estimate the effects of the wind on the shot, Soldiers need to determine three 

windage factors: 

 Velocity (speed). 

 Direction. 

 Value.  

Determining Wind Drift 

C-32. Once wind velocity, direction, and value have been determined, Soldiers 

determine how to compensate for the effects of wind. For the Soldier, there are three 

methods of determining the appropriate hold-off to adjust for excessive wind; using the 

wind formula, wind estimation, or referencing a generalized ballistic windage chart. 

C-33. Once the range to target and wind speed are known, the formula below is used to 

determine drift. The output from the formula is in MOA. The final answer is rounded 

off to make the calculation quicker to perform. This formula (see figure C-10) will allow 

the Soldier to adjust for the distance that the wind displaces his projectile.  
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Figure C-10. Wind formula and ballistics chart example 

C-34. The ballistics chart shows the wind drift in inches at ranges from 100 meters –

300 meters and wind speeds up to 20 mph. The data from the 100-m (meter) line shows

that even in a 20-mph wind there is very little deflection of the round. At 300 meters, it

can be seen that the same 20-mph wind will blow the bullet 26 inches. This illustrates

the fact that the bullet is effected more by the wind the further it starts out from the

target.

Windage Hold 

C-35. Using a hold involves changing the point of aim to compensate for the wind drift.

For example, if wind causes the bullet to drift 12 inches to the left, the aiming point must

be moved 12 inches to the right. (See figure C-11 on page C-15.)
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Figure C-11. Hold-off example 

Note. The aiming point is center mass of the visual target, allowing for the 

greatest possibility of impacting the target. The hold off is based on the 

distance from center mass. Soldiers apply the hold-off creating the new point 

of aim.  

C-36. Firers must adjust their points of aim into the wind to compensate for its effects. 

If they miss a distant target and wind is blowing from the right, they should aim to the 

right for the next shot. A guide for the initial adjustment is to split the front sight post 

on the edge of the target facing the wind. 

C-37. Newly assigned Soldiers should aim at the target's center of visible mass for the 

first shot, and then adjust for wind when they are confident that wind caused the miss. 

Experienced firers should apply the appropriate hold-off for the first shot, but should 

follow the basic rule—when in doubt, aim at the center of visible mass. 
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ANGLED FIRE 

C-38. Firing uphill or downhill at angles greater than 30 degrees, the firer must account 

for the change in the strike of the round from a horizontal trajectory. Rounds fired at 

excessive angles at extended ranges beyond the weapon’s zero distance strike high on 

the target. To compensate for this, firers can rapidly determine a correct firing solution 

using the Quick High Angle Formula. 

C-39. The first step is to determine the appropriate hold for the range to target beyond 

zero distance. Table C-1 provides the approximate holds for M855A1, 5.56mm, Ball, 

Enhanced Performance Round (EPR) at ranges beyond the Army standard 300 meter 

zero— 

Table C-1. Standard holds beyond zero distance example 

Range 

(meters) 

Drop from Point 
of Aim  

(inches) 

MOA Hold Mil Hold 

400 -11.9 2.6 0.7 

500 -31.4 5.5 1.6 

600 -59.7 8.7 2.5 

C-40. Next, the firer estimates the angle of fire to either 30, 45, or 60 degrees. The firer 

then applies that information to the Quick High Angle Formula to determine the 

approximate high angle hold. This formula is built to create a rapid hold adjustment that 

will get the shot on target. 

C-41. Figure C-12 shows the quick high angle formula with an example in both MOA 

and mils. The example is based on a target at 500 meters, and provides effective 

solutions for the three angle categories; 30, 45, and 60 degrees. 
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Figure C-12. Quick high angle formula example 
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COMPOUND CONDITIONS 

C-42. When combining difficult target firing occasion information, Soldiers can apply 

the rules specific to the situation together to determine the appropriate amount of hold-

off to apply.  

C-43. The example below shows the application of different moving target directions 

with varying speed directions. This is a general example to provide the concept of 

applying multiple hold-off information to determine complex ballistic solutions for an 

engagement. (See figure C-13.) 

 

Figure C-13. Compound wind and lead determination example 
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Appendix D 

Drills 

This appendix describes the various drills for the rifle and carbine, 

and their purpose. The drill structure is standardized for all 

individual and crew served weapons in order to reinforce the most 

common actions all Soldiers need to routinely execute with their 

assigned equipment during training and combat.  

These drills are used during Table III of the integrated weapons 

training strategy, as well as during routine maintenance, concurrent 

training, and during deployments. The drills found within this 

appendix are used to build and maintain skills needed to achieve 

proficiency and mastery of the weapon, and are to be ingrained into 

daily use with the weapon. 

D-1. Each drill is designed to develop confidence in the equipment and Soldier actions 

during training and combat operations. As they are reinforced through repetition, they 

become second nature to the Soldier, providing smooth, consistent employment during 

normal and unusual conditions.  

D-2. The drills provided are designed to build the Soldier’s proficiency with the 

following principles: 

 Mindset – the Soldier’s ability to perform tasks quickly and effectively under 

stress. 

 Efficiency – ensure the drills require the least amount of movement or steps 

to complete correctly. Make every step count. 

 Individual tactics – ensure the drills are directly linked to employment in 

combat.  

 Flexibility – provide drills that are not rigid in execution. Units may alter the 

procedural steps depending on their equipment, configuration, or tactical 

need.  

MINDSET 

D-3. Continuous combat is inherently stressful. It exhausts Soldiers and causes 

physiological changes that reduce their ability to perform tasks as quickly or effectively 

as necessary. The Soldier’s ability to function under stress is the key to winning battles, 

since, without the Soldier, weapons and tactics are useless. Individual and unit military 

effectiveness depend on the Soldier’s ability to think clearly, accurately, quickly, all 

with initiative, motivation, physical strength, and endurance. 
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D-4. The impact of physiological changes caused by the stress of combat escalates or 

de-escalates based on the degree of stimulation, causing Soldiers to attain different 

levels of awareness as events occur in the continually transitioning operational area 

around them. Maintaining a tactical mindset involves understanding one’s level of 

awareness and transitioning between the levels of awareness as the situation requires 

escalation or de-escalation. 

Note. Stress can be countered using the principles associated with Soldier 

resilience and performance enhancement. The Comprehensive Soldier and 

Family Fitness (CSF2) is designed to increase a Soldier’s ability and 

willingness to perform an assigned task or mission and enhance his 

performance by assessing and training mental resilience, physical resilience, 

and performance enhancement techniques and skills. This initiative 

introduces many resources used to train Soldiers on skills to counter stress. 

For more information about CSF2, see http://csf2.army.mil/. 

EFFICIENCY 

D-5. Efficiency is defined as the minimization of time or resources to produce a desired 

outcome. Efficient movements are naturally faster than movements that contain 

excessive or wasteful actions.  

D-6. By reducing the amount of effort, mental, and/or physical, the movement 

becomes repeatable and the effect becomes predictable. This allows the Soldier to focus 

on the tactics while still maintaining the ability to produce accurate and precise fires. 

INDIVIDUAL TACTICS 

D-7. Individual tactics are actions independent of unit standard operating procedures 

(SOPs) or situations that maximize the Soldier’s chance of survival and victory in a 

small arms, direct fire battle.  

D-8. Examples of individual tactics include use of cover and standoff, or the 

manipulation of time and space between a Soldier and his enemy. 

FLEXIBILITY 

D-9. The techniques presented in this publication are not meant to be prescriptive, as 

multiple techniques can be used to achieve the same goal. In fact, there is no singular 

“one size fits all” solution to rifle fire; different types of enemies and scenarios require 

the use of different techniques.  

D-10. However, the techniques presented are efficient and proven techniques for 

conducting various rifle-related tasks. Should other techniques be selected, they should 

meet the following criteria: 
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RELIABLE UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS 

D-11. Techniques should be designed for reliability when it counts; during combat. The 

technique should produce the intended results without fail, under any conditions and 

while wearing mission-essential equipment. 

D-12. It should also be tested under as high stress conditions as allowed in training. 

REPEATABLE UNDER CONDITIONS OF STRESS 

D-13. As combat is a stressor, a Soldier’s body responds much as it does to any other 

stressful stimulus; physiological changes begin to occur, igniting a variable scale of 

controllable and uncontrollable responses based on the degree of stimulation.  

D-14. The technique should support or exploit the body’s natural reaction to life-

threatening stress.  

EFFICIENCY IN MOTION 

D-15. The technique should be designed to create the greatest degree of efficiency of 

motion. It should contain only necessary movement. Excessive or unnecessary 

movement in a fighting technique costs time to execute. In a violent encounter, time can 

mean the difference between life and death. 

D-16. Consider the speed at which violent encounters occur; An unarmed person can 

cover a distance of 20 feet in approximately 1 second. Efficiency decreases the time 

necessary to complete a task, which enhances the Soldier’s safety. 

DEVELOP NATURAL RESPONSES THROUGH REPETITION 

D-17. When practiced correctly and in sufficient volume, the technique should build 

reflexive reactions that a Soldier applies in response to a set of conditions. Only with 

correct practice will a Soldier create the muscle memory necessary to serve him under 

conditions of dire stress. The goal is to create automaticity, the ability to perform an 

action without thinking through the steps associated with the action. 

LEVERAGE OVERMATCH CAPABILITIES 

D-18. Engagements can occur from 0 to 600 meters and any variance in between. Fast 

and efficient presentation of the rifle allows more time to stabilize the weapon, refine 

the aim, and control the shot required to deliver precise fires. This rapidly moves the 

unit toward the goal of fire superiority and gains/maintains the initiative. Speed should 

be developed throughout the training cycle and maintained during operations. 

D-19. As distance between the Soldier and a threat decreases, so does the time to engage 

with well-place lethal fires. As distance increase, the Soldier gains time to refine his aim 

and conduct manipulations.  
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DRILLS 

D-20. To build the skills necessary to master the functional elements of the shot process, 

certain tasks are integrated into drills. These drills are designed specifically to capture 

the routine, critical tasks or actions Soldiers must perform fluently and as a second 

nature to achieve a high level of proficiency.  

D-21. Drills focus on the Soldier’s ability to apply specific weapons manipulation 

techniques to engage a threat correctly, overcome malfunctions of the weapon or system, 

and execute common tasks smoothly and confidently.  

DRILL A – WEAPON CHECK 

D-22. The weapon check is a visual inspection of the weapon by the Soldier. A weapon 

check includes at a minimum verifying: 

 Weapon is clear. 

 Weapon serial number. 

 Aiming device(s) serial number. 

 Attachment points of all aiming devices, equipment, and accessories. 

 Functions check. 

 Proper location of all attachments on the adaptive rail system. 

 Zero information. 

 Serviceability of all magazines. 

D-23. The weapon check is initiated when first receiving the weapon from the arms 

room or storage facility. This includes when recovering the weapon when they are 

stacked or secured at a grounded location.  

D-24. Units may add tasks to Drill A as necessary. Units may direct Soldiers to 

execute Drill A at any time to support the unit’s mission.  

DRILL B – SLING/UNSLING OR DRAW/HOLSTER 

D-25. This drill exercises the Soldier’s ability to change the location of the weapon on 

demand. It reinforces their ability to maintain situational and muzzle awareness during 

rapid changes of the weapon’s sling posture. If also provides a fitment check between 

the weapon, the Soldier’s load bearing equipment, and the Soldier’s ability to move 

between positions while maintaining effective use of the weapon. 

D-26. When conducting this drill, Soldiers should: 

 Verify the proper adjustment to the sling. 

 Rotate the torso left and right to ensure the sling does not hang up on any 

equipment. 

 Ensure the weapon does not interfere with tactical movement. 

DRILL C – EQUIPMENT CHECK 

D-27. This drill is a Pre-Combat Check (PCC) that ensures the Soldier’s aiming devices, 

equipment, and accessories are prepared –  
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 Batteries. 

 Secured correctly. 

 Equipment does not interfere with tactical movement. 

 Basic load of magazines are stowed properly.  

DRILL D – LOAD 

D-28. This is predominantly an administrative loading function. This allows the Soldier 

to develop reliable loading techniques. 

DRILL E – CARRY (FIVE/THREE) 

D-29. This is a series of five specific methods of carrying the weapon by a Soldier. 

These five methods are closely linked with range operations in the training environment, 

but are specifically tailored to combat operations. This drill demonstrates the Soldier’s 

proficiency moving between: 

 Hang. 

 Safe hang. 

 Collapsed low ready. 

 Low ready. 

 High ready (or ready up).  

D-30. A leader will announce the appropriate carry term to initiate the drill. Each carry 

method should be executed in a random order a minimum of three times. 

DRILL F – FIGHT DOWN 

D-31. The Fight Down drill builds the Soldier’s understanding of how to move 

effectively and efficiently between firing postures. This drill starts at a standing position, 

and, on command, the Soldier executes the next lower position or the announced 

position by the leader. The Fight Down drill exercises the following positions in 

sequence: 

 Standing. 

 Kneeling. 

 Sitting. 

 Prone. 

D-32. Each position should be executed a minimum of three times. Leaders will use 

Drill F in conjunction with Drill G. 

DRILL G – FIGHT UP 

D-33. The Fight Up drill builds the Soldier’s timing and speed while moving from 

various positions during operations. This drill starts in the prone position, and, on 

command, the Soldier executes the next higher position or the announced position by 

the leader. The Fight Up drill exercises the following positions in sequence: 

 Prone. 

 Sitting. 
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 Kneeling.

 Standing.

D-34. Each position should be executed a minimum of three times. Leaders will use

Drill F, Fight Down, in conjunction with Drill G, Fight Up.

D-35. Leaders may increase the tempo of the drill, increasing the speed the Soldier needs

to assume the next directed position. After the minimum three iterations are completed

(Drill F, Drill G, Drill F, Drill G, etc.), the leader may switch between Drill F and G at

any time, at varying tempo.

DRILL H – GO-TO-PRONE 

D-36. The Go-To-Prone drill develops the Soldier’s agility when rapidly transitioning

from a standing or crouched position to a prone firing position. Standard time should be

below 2 seconds.

D-37. Leaders announce the starting position for the Soldier to assume. Once the Soldier

has correctly executed the start position to standard, the leader will announce GO TO

PRONE. This drill should be conducted a minimum of five times stationary and five

times while walking.

D-38. Leaders should not provide preparatory commands to the drill, and should direct

the Soldier to go to prone when it is unexpected or at irregular intervals. Leaders may

choose to include a tactical rush with the execution of Drill H.

DRILL I – RELOAD

D-39. The Tactical Reload drill is executed when the Soldier is wearing complete load

bearing equipment. It provides exercises to assure fast reliable reloading through

repetition at all firing positions or postures.

D-40. The Soldier should perform Drill I from each of the following positions a

minimum of seven times each:

 Standing.

 Squatting.

 Kneeling.

 Prone.

D-41. Leaders may include other drills while directing Drill I to the Soldier to reinforce

the training as necessary.

DRILL J – CLEAR MALFUNCTION 

D-42. This drill includes the three methods to clear the most common malfunctions on

a rifle or carbine in a rapid manner, while maintaining muzzle and situational awareness.

Soldiers should perform all three variations of clearing a malfunction based on the

commands from their leader.
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D-43. Each of the three variations of Drill J should be executed five times. Once 

complete, leaders should incorporate Drill J with other drills to ensure the Soldier can 

execute the tasks at all positions fluently. 

DRILL K – UNLOAD / SHOW CLEAR 

D-44. This is predominantly an administrative unloading function, and allows the 

Soldier to develop reliable clearing techniques. This drill should be executed in tandem 

with Drill D, Load. It should be executed a minimum of seven times in order to rotate 

through the Soldier’s magazine pouch capacity, and reinforce the use of a “dump pouch” 

or pocket, to retain expended magazines during operations. 

D-45. This drill can be executed without ammunition in the weapon. Leaders may opt 

to use dummy ammunition or spent cartridge cases as desired. In garrison environments, 

Leaders should use Drill K on demand, particularly prior to entering buildings or 

vehicles to reinforce the Soldier’s skills and attention to detail. 
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Appendix E 

Zeroing 

Zeroing a weapon is not a training exercise, nor is it combat skills 

event. Zeroing is a maintenance procedure that is accomplished to 

place the weapon in operation, based on the Soldier’s skill, 

capabilities, tactical scenario, aiming device, and ammunition. Its 

purpose is to achieve the desired relationship between the line of 

sight and the trajectory of the round at a known distance. The 

zeroing process ensures the Soldier, weapon, aiming device, and 

ammunition are performing as expected at a specific range to target 

with the least amount of induced errors.  

For Soldiers to achieve a high level of accuracy and precision, it is 

critical they zero their aiming device to their weapon correctly. The 

Soldier must first achieve a consistent grouping of a series of shots, 

then align the mean point of impact of that grouping to the 

appropriate point of aim. Soldiers use the process described in this 

appendix with their weapon and equipment’s technical manuals to 

complete the zeroing task. 

BATTLESIGHT ZERO 

E-1. The term battlesight zero means the combination of sight settings and trajectory

that greatly reduces or eliminates the need for precise range estimation, further

eliminating sight adjustment, holdover or hold-under for the most likely engagements.

The battlesight zero is the default sight setting for a weapon, ammunition, and aiming

device combination.

E-2. An appropriate battlesight zero allows the firer to accurately engage targets out

to a set distance without an adjusted aiming point. For aiming devices that are not

designed to be adjusted in combat, or do not have a bullet drop compensator, such as the

M68, the selection of the appropriate battlesight zero distance is critical.

ZEROING PROCESS 

E-3. A specific process should be followed when zeroing. The process is designed to

be time-efficient and will produce the most accurate zero possible.

E-4. The zero process includes mechanical zero, laser borelight, 25-m grouping and

zeroing, and zero confirmation out to 300 meters.
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Note. Although wind and gravity have the greatest effect on the projectile’s 

trajectory, air density and elevation must also be taken into consideration.  

LASER BORELIGHT 

E-5. The borelight is an eye-safe laser that is used to boresight optics, iron sights, and 

aiming lasers. The borelight assists the first shot group hitting the 25-m zeroing target 

when zeroing the weapon. Using the borelight will save range time and require less 

rounds for the zeroing process. Borelighting is done with a borelight, which is centered 

in the bore of the weapon, and with an offset target placed 10 meters from the muzzle 

of the weapon.  

25-M GROUPING AND ZEROING 

E-6. After successfully boresighting the weapon, the next step is to perform grouping 

and zeroing exercises. Grouping and zeroing is done at 25 meters on a 25-m zero target 

or at known distance range.  

25-M GROUPING 

E-7. The goal of the grouping exercise is for the shooter to fire tight shot groups and 

consistently place those groups in the same location. Tight, consistently placed shot 

groups show that the firer is applying proper aiming and smooth trigger control before 

starting the zeroing process. The firer should not start the zeroing process until they have 

demonstrated their ability to group well. 

25-M ZEROING 

E-8. Once the firer has shown their ability to accurately group, they should begin 

adjusting the aiming device to move the groups to the center of the target. During the 

zeroing process, the firer should attempt to center their groups as much as possible. 

Depending on the aiming device used, there may be a zero offset that needs to be used 

at 25 meters. During the zeroing process it is important that the firer adjusts their groups 

as close to the offset mark as possible. 

ZERO CONFIRMATION OUT TO 300 METERS 

E-9. The most important step in the zeroing process is zero confirmation out to 300 

meters. Having a 25 m zero does not guarantee a center hit at 300 meters. The only way 

to rely on a 300-m hit, is to confirm a 300-m zero.  

E-10. Confirmation can be done on any range where Soldiers can see the impacts of 

their rounds. Groups should be fired and aiming devices should be adjusted. At a 

minimum, the confirmation should be done at 300 meters. If rounds are available, groups 

can be fired at various ranges to show the firers where their impact will be.  

E-11. When confirming zero at ranges past 100 meters, the effects of the wind needs to 

be considered and acted upon, if necessary. If a zero is confirmed at 300 meters on a 

windy day, and then the weapon is fired at a later date in different wind conditions or no 

wind at all, the impact will change. (See figure E-1 on page E-3.) 
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Figure E-1. Wind effects on zero at 300 meters 

DOWNRANGE FEEDBACK 

E-12. Feedback must be included in all live-fire training. Soldiers must have precise 

knowledge of a bullet strike; feedback is not adequate when bullets from previous firings 

cannot be identified. To provide accurate feedback, trainers ensure that Soldiers 

triangulate and clearly mark previous shot groups on a zeroing target or receive a hard 

copy from the tower on an automated range. 

E-13. After zeroing, downrange feedback should be conducted. If modified field fire or 

known distance ranges are not available, a series of scaled silhouette targets can be used 

for training on the 25-m range. 

E-14. With the M4- and M16-series of weapons, this range is 25 to 300 meters. This 

means, that with a properly zeroed rifle, the firer can aim center mass of a target between 

25 meters and 300 meters and effectively engage it. A properly trained rifleman should 

be able to engage targets out to 600 meters in the right circumstances.  
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Note. A common misconception is that wearing combat gear will cause the 

zero to change. Adding combat gear to the Soldier's body does not cause the 

sights or the reticle to move. The straight line between the center of the rear 

sight aperture and the tip of the front sight post either intersects with the 

trajectory at the desired point, or it does not. Soldiers should be aware of their 

own performance, to include a tendency to pull their shots in a certain 

direction, across various positions, and with or without combat gear. A shift 

in point of impact in one shooting position may not correspond to a shift in 

the point of impact from a different shooting position.  

E-15. Figure E-2, on page E-5, shows the zeroing target for use for the M16A2/M16A4.

Figure E-3, on page E-6, M4-/M16-series weapons.
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Figure E-2. M16A2 / M16A4 weapons 25m zero target 
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Figure E-3. M4-/M16-series weapons 25m zero short range and pistol 
marksmanship target 
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E-16. A good zero is necessary to be able to engage targets accurately. Whenever the 

Soldier deploys or does training in a new location, they should confirm the zero on their 

rifle if possible, as elevation, barometric pressure, and other factors will affect the 

trajectory of a round. There are multitudes of factors that can affect a zero, and the only 

sure way to know where the rounds are going, is to fire the rifle to confirm. 

E-17. The zero on each assigned rifle WILL NOT transfer to another rifle. For example, 

if the windage zero on the Soldier’s iron sights was three minutes (3MOA) left of center, 

putting that same setting on another rifle does not make it zeroed. This is due to the 

manufacturing difference between the weapons. 

E-18. It is recommended that Soldiers setup their equipment and dry practice in position 

with gear on before coming to the range.  

E-19. Standard in Training Commission (STRAC) Department of the Army Pamphlet 

(DA PAM) 350-38 allocates ammunition to conduct zeroing procedures using three-shot 

groups. The preferred method is to use a five-shot grouping, allowing the firer to more 

accurately analyze their shot group. Figure E-4 shows similar three-shot and five-shot 

groups with one shot on the right edge of the group. If all the shots were taken into 

account in the three-shot group, the firer would probably adjust their zero from the right 

edge of the four-cm circle. It is possible that the shot on the right was a poor shot and 

should not be counted in the group. The five-shot group on right is in the same place as 

the one on the left with the exception of the one shot out to the right. With four out of 

five shots in a tight group, the wide shot can be discounted and little or no change to the 

windage is necessary. 

E-20. Part of the grouping and zeroing process is the marking and analysis of shot 

groups. 

 

Figure E-4. Grouping 
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MARKING THE SHOT GROUP 

E-21. If possible, shot groups should be marked using different colored markers so the 

firer can track their progress. Figure E-5 shows a technique for marking shot groups on 

a zero target. This technique allows the firer and coach to track their progress throughout 

the grouping and zeroing phase.  

E-22. All sight adjustments are from the center of the group, called the mean point of 

impact (MPI), and not from the location of a single shot. When using five-shot group, a 

single shot that is outside of the rest of the group should not be counted in the group for 

sight adjustment purposes.  

Note. This figure depicts the color variations in shades of gray. 

 

Figure E-5. Marking shot groups 
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E-23. The firer shoots and marks their first shot group with a colored marker. The color 

of the first group is noted by placing a line with that marker next to the 1 on the right 

side of the zero target. Groups are fired and marked until they are consistently in the 

same location. 

E-24. Each sight adjustment is annotated in the same color as the group that was just 

fired.  

COACHING 

E-25. Coaching is the process of having another Soldier observe the firer during the 

firing process to look for shooting errors that the firer themselves may not consciously 

know they are making. 

TYPES OF COACHES 

E-26. Firing a rifle properly requires the consistent and proper application of the 

elements of employment. It is about doing the right thing, the same way, every shot. The 

small arms trainer is also the validation point for any questions during employment 

training. In most cases, once group training is completed, it will be the firer’s 

responsibility to realize and correct his own firing errors but this process can be made 

easier through the use of a coach. 

E-27. Two types of coaches exist, the experienced coach and the peer coach. Although 

each should execute coaching the same way, experienced coaches have a more thorough 

understanding of employment and should have more knowledge and practice in firing 

than the Soldiers they are coaching. Knowledge and skill does not necessarily come with 

rank therefore Soldiers serving as experienced coaches should be carefully selected for 

their demonstrated firing ability and their ability to convey information to firers of 

varying experience levels. 

EXPERIENCED COACHES 

E-28. Experienced coaches are generally in shorter supply throughout the Army and are 

generally outnumbered by less skilled firers. This lack of experienced coaches usually 

leads to one experienced coach watching multiple firers dependent upon the table or 

period of employment being fired. It often helps the experienced coach to make notes of 

errors they observe in shooters and discuss them after firing that group. It is often 

difficult for the coach to remember the errors that they observe in each and every firer.  

PEER COACHES 

E-29. Using a peer coach, although generally not as effective as using an experienced 

coach, is still a very useful technique. The advantage of using a peer coach is two-fold: 

a peer coach may use their limited knowledge of employment to observe the firer when 

an experienced coach is not available or is occupied with another firer and can either 

talk the firer through the shooting errors that they have observed or bring any observed 

shooting errors to the attention of the experienced coach. The other advantage of using 

a peer coach is that the peer coach themselves, through the act of coaching, may be able 

to observe mistakes made by the firer and learn from them before making the mistakes 
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themselves. Many people grasp instruction more deeply when they are coaching others 

than when they are simply told to do something. 

Note. Peer coaches can be limited by their level of training. 

E-30. Except for aiming, the coach can observe most of the important aspects of the

elements of employment. To determine the unobservable errors of shooting the coach

and the firer must have an open dialog and there must be a relaxed environment for

learning. The firer cannot be hesitant to ask questions of the coach and the coach must

not become a stressor during firing. The coach must have the ability to safely move

around the firer to properly observe. There is no one ideal coaching position. The

following section will discuss the elements of shooting and how best to observe them as

a coach.

STABILIZE 

E-31. For the coach to observe how stable the shooter is, they may have to move to

different sides of the shooter. To observe the shooter’s non-firing elbow (to ensure it

makes contact with the ground), the coach will need to be on the shooter’s non-firing

side. To observe the cant of the weapon (the sights on the weapon should be pointing

towards 12 o’clock position, not 11 or 1 o’clock positions), the coach will need to watch

the relationship of the front sight to the barrel from behind the shooter. The coach should

look for all the other aspects of good positions as outlined in chapter 6 of this publication.

The coach should also observe the total amount of weapon movement on recoil. A good

stable position will have minimal movement under recoil.

AIMING 

E-32. Determining the aspects of the firer’s aiming (sight picture, sight alignment, point

of focus) requires dialogue between the firer and the coach. Often, a shooter will not

realize his aiming errors until he discovers them on his own. The only method a coach

has to observe aiming errors is to use of an M16 sighting device (A2, left and right,

DVC-T 7-84), but this device can only be used on rifles with carrying handle sights.

Without the use of a sighting device, the coach must rely on drawings, discussions, or

the use of an M15A1 aiming card (DVC-T 07-26) to determine where the firer is aiming

on the target, his focus point during firing (which should be the front sight), and where

his front sight was at the moment of firing in relation to the rear sight aperture and the

point of aim on the target. The technique of having the firer call his shots should also be

used. This technique involves calling the point on the target where the sights were

located at the moment of firing and matching the point called with the impact locations

on the target. Calling the shot helps the firer learn to focus on the front sight during the

entire firing process.

E-33. When optics are being used, the shooter can tell the coach where he was holding.

This is of particular importance with the RCO. Coaches must insure the 300m aim point

is used when zeroing at 25-m.
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CONTROL 

E-34. The ideal position to observe trigger squeeze is from the non-firing side because 

the coach will have a better view of the speed of pull, finger position on the trigger, and 

release or pressure on the trigger after firing. The coach can look from behind the shooter 

to observe the barrel for lateral movement caused by slapping the trigger during firing.  

COACHING FACTORS 

E-35. All firing happens at the weapon. This means that the coach should be focused 

solely on the shooter during firing and not on what is happening down range. 

E-36. There is no way for a coach to observe only the bullets impact on target and know 

what errors the firer made. The coach must watch the shooter during firing to determine 

errors and use the impacts to confirm their assumptions.  

E-37. For a coach to properly observe all aspects of firing they must be able to observe 

the shooter, safely, from both sides and the back. There is no prescribed coaching 

position. 

E-38. Coaching requires a relaxed atmosphere with open communication between the 

firer and the coach. 

SHOT GROUP ANALYSIS 

E-39. Shot group analysis involves the firer correlating the shots on paper with the 

mental image of how the shots looked when fired. An accurate analysis of the shot group 

cannot be made by merely looking at the holes in the paper. It is more important to 

observe the firer than to try and analyze the target. All firing takes place at the weapon, 

and the holes in the paper are only an indicator of where the barrel was pointed when 

the rifle was fired. When coaches are analyzing groups, they must question the firer 

about the group to make a determination of what caused the placement of the shots.  

E-40. For example, if the firer has a tight group – minus one shot that is well outside of 

the group, the firer should have observed the outlying shot while firing. The firer would 

discount this shot when marking their group. (See figure E-6a and figure E-6b.) If a 

coach is analyzing the group, the firer would tell them that they performed poorly on the 

one shot that is out of the group.  
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Figure E-6a. Horizontal diagnostic shots 
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Figure E-6b. Vertical diagnostic shots 

E-41. Novice shooters may benefit from not marking their own shot group. When 

marking a shot group an inexperienced or stressed Soldier may unintentionally make 

mental corrections. These mental corrections along with the mechanical corrections to 

their weapon will cause further issues during follow on shot groups. The experienced 

Soldier is less likely to make adjustments to their sight placement along with the 

mechanical changes to the weapon, knowing the zero process is aligning the sights to 

the location of the impact of the rounds. Having a coach or the employment instructor 

simply inform the Soldier of mechanical changes needed to the aiming device is an 

effective way to accomplish this method.  

E-42. Observing the shooter must be accomplished before analyzing the target can 

become effective. Bullets strung vertically do not necessarily mean a breathing issue, 

nor do bullets strung horizontally absolutely indicate a trigger squeeze problem. Coaches 

must learn to identify shooter errors during firing and use the bullet’s impacts on target 

to confirm their observations. There are often several firing errors that can be the cause 

of certain misplacements of impacts. The coach has to realize that bullets only go where 
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the barrel is pointed, so he has to determine what happened that caused the barrel to be 

pointed in those directions, and those causes can be many. 

E-43. They key to proper coaching is becoming a shooting DETECTIVE. The coach

needs to observe the shooter, question the shooter, look at the evidence down range,

question the shooter again, make assumptions based upon the evidence available, and

then act upon his assumptions. The coach and shooter must have a free and open dialog

with each other in a relaxed atmosphere. Remember if a Soldier learns to shoot poorly

they will only be capable of shooting poorly.

Displacement of Shots Within a Group (Flyers) 

E-44. The capability of the weapon to shoot groups varies dependent on the number of

rounds fired through the barrel over its lifetime. The average expected group size is

1 inch (approximately 2.5 centimeters) at 25 meters; some guns may shoot slightly larger

than this. If a shooter is firing groups larger than a normal group size the next step should

be to have a known skilled shooter attempt to fire and group with the shooter’s weapon.

If a proven skilled shooter is able to fire groups of the normal size it is most likely an

issue with the original shooter. If however the skilled shooter cannot fire within the

accepted group size there may be something wrong with the gun or barrel.

E-45. When looking at groups where there are one to two shots away from the group

body (one shot away for a three round group, one or two shots away for a five round

group), the coach must look objectively at the overall consistency of group placement.

A bad shot or group might not indicate a poor grasp of the elements; every shooter will

have a bad shot now and again, and some shooters may even have a bad group now and

again. Coaches need to use their experience and determine whether or not the firer had

a bad shot, a bad group, or doesn’t have a clear grasp of the elements and take the

necessary steps to get the shooter to the end-state. The coach may have the firer shoot

again and ignore the bad group or bad shot, instead hoping that the new group matches

up with the previous shot groups or the coach may need to pull the shooter off the line

and cover the basic elements. Contrary to popular belief, having a firer shoot over and

over again in one sitting, until the firer GETS IT RIGHT is not a highly effective

technique.

Bullets Dispersed Laterally on Target 

E-46. Bullets displaced in this manner could be caused by a lateral movement of the

barrel due to an unnatural placement of the trigger finger on the trigger. Reasons for this

could include—

 The shooter may be slightly misaligning the sights to the left and right.

 The shooter may have the sights aligned properly but may have trouble

keeping the target itself perfectly centered on the tip of the front sight.

 Shooter may be closing eyes at the moment of firing or flinching.

Bullets Dispersed Vertically on Target 

E-47. Bullets displaced in a vertical manner could be caused by the following:
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 Shooter may be misaligning the front sight in the rear sight aperture 

vertically. May be caused by the shooter watching the target instead of the 

front sight. Happens more frequently from less stable positions (kneeling, 

unsupported positions) due to the natural movement of the weapon. 

 Shooter may have trouble seeing the target and keeping the tip of the front 

sight exactly centered vertically on the target. Coach may consider using a 

larger target or a non-standard aiming point such as a 5-inch circle. Many 

shooters find it easier to find the center of a circle than a man shaped target. 

 Shooter may not have good support, which causes him to readjust their 

position every shot and settle with the sights slightly misaligned. 

 Shooter may be flinching or closing eyes at the moment of firing. 

 Shooter may be breathing while firing the rifle. (This is not normally the 

case, most shooters instinctively hold their breath just before the moment of 

firing). 

Large Groups 

E-48. Large groups are most commonly caused by the shooter looking at the target 

instead of the front sight. This causes the shooter to place the front sight in the center of 

the target without regard for its location in the rear sight aperture. A small misalignment 

of the sights will result in a large misplacement of shots downrange. 

E-49. Most likely it is not a point of aim issue; most shooters will not fire when their 

properly aligned sights are pointed all over the target. 

Good Groups That Change Position on the Target 

E-50. When the shooter has good groups but they are located at different positions on 

the target, there can be a number of reasons. These include the following:  

 May be caused by the shooter properly aligning sights during shooting but 

picking up a different point of aim on the target each time. 

 May be caused by the shooter settling into a position with the front sight on 

target but the sights misaligned. The shooter maintains the incorrect sight 

picture throughout the group but aligns the sights incorrectly and in a 

different manner during the next group. Tell the firer to focus on the front 

sight and have them check natural point of aim before each group. 
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Appendix F 

10-Meter Boresight Offsets and 25-Meter Zero Offsets

This appendix provides the 10-meter target offsets and the 25-meter

zero offsets for M16- and M4-series weapons mounted with iron

sights, optics, MILES, TWSs, or aiming lasers.

“The general purpose of the 10 meter borelight offset targets and

the 25m live-fire zero offset targets is to ensure the firer has properly

borelighted their rifle.”

Note. The borelight is a visible laser. The purpose of boresighting is to obtain 

an initial setting on the firer’s sights, optics, and/or night equipment (aiming 

lights and TWS) to enable the firer to hit the 25m zero live-fire target when 

starting the zero process, resulting in efficient use of range time. Borelighting 

is conducted prior to live-fire zeroing. It is not a substitute for live-fire 

zeroing. 

F-1. The boresight target shows the desired relationship between the bore of the

weapon and the firer’s aiming point, which varies with the weapon/sight system

combination. Different symbols are used for designating different sights/optics, and so

forth. All borelighting is done at 10 meters.  This is a dry-fire exercise.  Sight settings

based on borelight procedures must be verified with live-fire zero at 25 meters.

F-2. A blank, reproducible 10-meter target offset (figure F-2 on page F-3) and an

example of each weapon configuration (figure F-3 on page F-4, figure F-4 on page F-9,

and figure F-5 on page F-10) are provided. The M16A2 300-meter zeroing target is used

for 25-meter zeroing with all weapon configurations, except when zeroing with iron

sights.

MARKING 10-METER TARGET OFFSETS 

F-3. To mark the proper 10-meter target offsets—

 Find the correct template for the weapon configuration.

 Starting from the center of the borelight circle on the offset, count the number

of squares to the desired point of aim.
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EXAMPLE 

L2.0, U2.4 

Starting from the center of the borelight circle (0.0, 0.0), move left 2 squares 
and up 2.4 squares. 

Note. Each template also provides a number formula for the proper offset. 

 Place the appropriate symbol or mark. (See figure F-1.)

Legend: MILES = Multiple-Integrated Laser 

Engagement System, TWS = thermal weapon sight 

Figure F-1. 10-meter target offset symbols 

Notes. 1. To reproduce the 10-meter target offset, obtain a copy of the

blank 10-meter target offset and place the example of the

weapon being used on the back. This reproducible copy can

be laminated and used repeatedly.

2. Table F-1 on page F-5 provides offset mounting information

for various weapon configurations.
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Legend: ARDEC = Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, M = 

meter 

Figure F-2. Blank 10-meter target offset 
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Legend: L= left, MILES = Multiple-Integrated Laser Engagement System, Mtd = 

mounted, ARDEC = Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, Tgt = 

target, U = up 

Figure F-3. M16A2 10-meter boresighting target 
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Table F-1. Offset mounting 

WEAPON ACCES
-SORY

RAIL 
GRAB-

BER 

MOUNT LOCA-
TION 

RANGE 
TO 

ZERO 

ZERO 
OFFSET 

BORE-
SIGHT 

TARGET 

MILES 
OFF-
SET 

M16A2 
Iron 
sight 

N/A N/A N/A 300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 4.2U 2.0L 

0.9U 

M16A2 M68 N/A 

M68 
goose-
neck 
bracket 

Carrying 
handle 

300 m 

0.0 1.4 
cm DN 

0.0 5.2U 
2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 LTWS TWS 

TWS 
bracket 
assem-
bly 

Carrying 
handle 

300 m 

0.0 10D 0.0 
13.4U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 TWS N/A 

TWS 
bracket 
assem-
bly 

Carrying 
handle 

300 m 

0.0 8.1D 0.0 
11.5U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A2 
AN/PA
Q-4B/C

N/A 
M4/M16 
bracket 

Hand 
guards 

300 m 
1.5R 
0.5U 

1.85L 
2.54U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A2 
AN/PE
Q-2A/B

N/A 
M4/M16 
bracket 

Hand 
guards 

300 m 
1.5L 
0.5U 

1.8R 
2.4U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16/M203 
AN/PA
Q-4B/C

N/A 
Spacer Carrying 

handle 
300 m 

1.85R 
2.6D 

1.85L 
8.6U 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M4/M4A1 BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

4.01U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 
AN/PA
Q-4B/C

N/A 
M4/M16 
bracket 

Hand 
guards 

300 m 
1.5R 
2.5U 

1.85L 
2.54U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 LTWS TWS N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 4.5D 0.0 7.9U 

TBD 

M4/M4A1 TWS Picatinny 

TWS 
spacer 
and rail 
grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300 m 

0.0 5.7D 0.0 9.4U 2.0L 
2.4U 

M4/M4A1 
AN/PE
Q-2A/B

N/A 
M4/M16 
bracket 

Hand 
guards 

300 m 
1.0L 
0.3U 

1.8R 
2.4U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M4A1 M68 M68 
Half-
moon 
spacer 

Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 1.4 
cm DN 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4/M203 BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

6.01U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4/M203 
AN/PA
Q-4B/C

N/A 
Spacer Carrying 

handle 
300 m 

1.3R 
1.9D 

1.85L 
8.6U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

Note. Target offsets not yet developed are indicated by TBD. 

Legend: BUIS = back up iron sight, cm = centimeters, D or DN = down, L = left, LTWS = light thermal 
weapon sight, m = meter, R = right, N/A = not applicable, TBD -= to be developed, TWS = thermal weapon 
sight, U = up  
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Table F-1. Offset mounting (continued) 

WEAPON ACCES
-SORY

RAIL 
GRAB-

BER 

MOUNT LOCA-
TION 

RANGE 
TO 

ZERO 

ZERO 
OFFSET 

BORE-
SIGHT 

TARGET 

MILES 
OFFSET 

M4 MWS BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

4.01U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS M68 M68 
Rail 
grabber 

Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 1.4 
cm DN 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M4 MWS LTWS TWS N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 4.5D 0.0 7.9U 2.0L 

2.4U 

M4 MWS TWS TWS Spacer 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 5.7D 0.0 9.4U 2.0L 

2.4U 

M4 MWS 
ANPEQ
-2A

Insight N/A Left 300 m TBD 
4.5L 
1.0D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight N/A Right 300 m N/A 
5.5R 
5.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight N/A Top 300 m 
1.5L 
0.5D 

2.9R 
2.3U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny Spacer Top 300 m N/A 
1.95R 
4.1U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny Spacer Right 300 m N/A 
6.35R 
4.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny Spacer Left 300 m 
6.9R 
2.0U 

6.2L 
0.60D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS 
AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight 
Training 
adapter 

Top 300 m 
2.0L 
1.5D 

N/A 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
Q-4B/C
bracket
adapter

Top 300 m 

4.9R 
6.1U 

1.75L 
3.9U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
Q-4B/C
bracket
adapter
(spacer)

Right 300 m N/A 
6.9R 
0.9D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Top 300 m N/A 
1.75L 
2.15U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS 
AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Right 300 m N/A 
4.35R 
0.65D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M4MWS 
AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Left 300 m N/A 
4.30L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

Legend: BUIS = back up iron sight, cm = centimeters, D or DN = down, L = left, LTWS = light thermal 
weapon sight , m = meter, MWS = modular weapon system, R = right, N/A = not applicable, TBD =  to be 
developed, TWS = thermal weapon sight, U = up  
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Table F-1. Offset mounting (continued) 

WEAPON ACCES
-SORY

RAIL 
GRAB-

BER 

MOUNT LOCA-
TION 

RANGE 
TO 

ZERO 

ZERO 
OFFSET 

BORE-
SIGHT 

TARGET 

MILES 
OFFSET 

M4 MWS 
M203 

BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

6.01U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M4 MWS 
M203 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

Bracket 
adapter 
(spacer) 

Left 300 m 

4.9R 
6.1U 

6.0L 
4.0D 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 0.0 0.0 

4.01U 
2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
Q-4B/C
bracket
adapter
(spacer)

Left 300 m 
6.5R 
8.1U 

6.03L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

TWS TWS Spacer 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 6.0D 0.0 9.4U 2.0L 

2.4U 

M16A4 
MWS 

M68 M68 N/A 
Upper 
receiver 

300 m 
0.0 1.4 
cm DN 

0.0 
5.63U 

2.0L 
2.4U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight N/A Left 300 m 
3.0R 
3.0U 

4.5L 
1.0D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 
M203 

BUIS N/A N/A 
Upper 
receiver 300 m 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
6.01U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 
M203 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
Q-4B/C
bracket
adapter
(spacer)

Left 300 m 
6.5R 
8.1U 

6.0L 
4.0D 

2.0L 
3.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny 
Spacer 

Left 300 m 
6.0R 
2.0U 

6.2L 
0.60D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny 
Spacer 

Right 300 m TBD 
6.35R 
4.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Picatinny 
Spacer 

Top 300 m TBD 
1.95R 
4.1U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight N/A Right 300 m TBD 
5.5R 
5.4D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight N/A Top 300 m 
1.5L 
0.5D 

2.0R 
2.3U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

Note. Target offsets not yet developed are indicated by TBD. 

Legend: BUIS = back up iron sight, cm = centimeter, D or DN = down, m = meter, L = left, MWS = modular 
weapon system, R = right, N/A = not applicable, TBD = to be developed, TWS = thermal weapon sight, U = 
up  
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Table F-1. Offset mounting (continued) 

WEAPON ACCES
-SORY

RAIL 
GRAB-

BER 

MOUNT LOCA-
TION 

RANGE 
TO 

ZERO 

ZERO 
OFFSET 

BORE-
SIGHT 

TARGET 

MILES 
OFFSET 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PEQ
-2A/B

Insight 
Training 
adapter 

Top 300 m 
2.0L 
1.5D 

TBD 
2.0L 
0.9D 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
Q-4B/C
bracket
adapter

Top 300 m 

4.9R 
6.1U 

1.75L 
3.9U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Picatinny 

AN/PA
C-4B/C
bracket
adapter

Right 300 m N/A 

6.0R 
0.9D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Top 300 m N/A 
1.75L 
2.15U 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Right 300 m N/A 
4.35R 
0.65D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

M16A4 
MWS 

AN/PAQ
-4B/C

Insight N/A Left 300 m N/A 
4.30L 
4.25D 

2.0L 
0.9U 

Note. Target offsets not yet developed are indicated by TBD). 

Legend: D = down, L = left, m = meter, MWS = modular weapon system, N/A = not applicable, R = right, 
TBD = to be developed, TWS = thermal weapon sight, U = up  
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Legend: ARDEC = Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center, cm = 

centimeter, L = left, MILES = Multiple-Integrated Laser Engagement System, Mtd = 

mounted, RCO = rifle combat optic, Tgt = target, U = up 

Figure F-4. 300-meter zero of the advanced combat optical gunsight 
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Legend: M = meter 

Figure F-5. Advanced combat optical gunsight points of aim 
(100 to 300 meters) 
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13 May 2016 TC 3-22.9 Glossary-1 

Glossary 
The glossary lists acronyms and terms with Army or joint definitions. Where Army and joint 

definitions differ, (Army) precedes the definition. Terms for which TC 3-22.9 is the 

proponent are marked with an asterisk. The proponent manual for other terms is listed in 

parentheses after the definition. 

SECTION I – ACRONYM/ABBREVIATIONS 

AM arc of movemet 

ARNG Army National Guard 

ARNGUS Army National Guard of the United States 

ARS adapter rail system 

ATPIAL advanced target pointer illuminator aiming light 

BC ballistic coefficient 

BDC bullet drop compensater 

BUIS back up iron sight 

BZO battle sight zero 

CBRN chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear 

CCO close combat optic 

CSF2 Comprehensive Soldier and Family Fitness 

CoVM center of visible mass 

DA Department of the Army 

DBAL-A2 dual beam aiming laser-advanced2 

DMC digital magnetic compass 

DOTD Directorate of Training and Doctrine 

DODIC Department of Defense Identification Code 

EENT end evening nautical twilight 

Ek kinectic energy 

fps feet per second 

FOV field of view 

GTL gun target line 

HTWS heavy thermal weapons sight 

I2 image intensifier 

IR infrared 

LASER light amplified stimulated emitted radiation 

LCD liquid crystal display 

LRF laser range finder 

LWTS light weapons thermal sight 

MASS modular accessory shotgun system 
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Glossary 

Glossary-2 TC 3-22.9 13 May 2016 

MCoE United States Army Maneuver Center of Excellence 

METT-TC mission, enemy, terrain and weather, troops and 

support-time available, and civil considerations 

MIL STD military standard 

m meter 

mm millimeter 

mph mile per hour 

MOA minutes of angle 

MTBF mean time between failures 

MWO modified word order 

MWS modular weapon system 

MWTS medium weapon thermal sight 

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization 

NOD night observation device 

PAM pamphlet 

PMCS preventative maintenance checks and services 

POA point of aim 

POI point of impact 

NSN National Stock Number 

RCO rifle combat optic 

SAA small arms ammunition 

SOP standard operating procedure 

STANAG Standardized Agreement 

STRAC Standard in Training Commission 

STORM illuminator, integrated, small arms 

TACSOP tactical standard operating procedure 

TC Training Circular 

TES tactical engagement simulation 

TM Technical Manual 

T time 

TWS thermal weapon sight 

µm micrometer 

USAR United States Army Reserve 

U.S. United States 

VAL visible aim laser 

VFG vertical foregrip 

V velocity 

WCS weapon control status 

WTS weapons thermal sights 
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Glossary 

31 August 2017 TC 3-22.9, C2 Glossary-3 

 

SECTION II – TERMS 

*employment 

The application of the functional elements of the shot process and skills to accurately 

and precisely fire a weapon at stationary or moving targets. 
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Index 

Entries are listed by paragraph numbers unless mentioned otherwise. 

C 

carry positions 

six. 6-12 

coaching 

elements of 
shooting. E-30 

aiming. E-32 

control. E-34 

stabilize. E-31 

two types. E-27 

F 

firing positions 

twelve. 6-34 

M 

movement techniques 

horizontal 

eight. 9-3 

S 

small arms ammunition. 
A-14

T 

targets 

three threat levels, 
5-7

thermal weapon sight 

five functional 
groups. 3-42 
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